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Age relationships from U-Th-Pb isotope studies of uranium
mineralization in Wernecke breccias, Yukon Territory

Projects 750069, 780D32

A. Archer1, R.T. Bell, and R.I. Thorpe
Economic Geology and Mineralogy Division

Archer, A., Bell, R.T., and Thorpe, R.I., Aqe relationships from U-Th-Ph isotope studies of uranium
mineralization in Wernecke breccias, Yukon Territory; iri Current Research, Part A, Geological
Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A, p. 3R5-391, 19H6.

Abstract

Pb-U±Th isotope analyses for 17 specimens of uraniferous hreccia from the northeastern
Wernecke Mountains reveal several apparent ages for mineralization. The oldest date, 1194 Ma,
reflects either init ial emplacement of the breccias or their modification by effects of the Rackla
orogeny. The 731 to 631 Ma dates are interpreted to reflect mineralization at the time of deposition
of Rapitan (Windermere) thick clastic wedqes and iron formation. The 510 Ma date reflects mid-
Cambrian mineralization roughly coincident with regional upli f t (and attendant karstificatian) and
development of thick clastic wedqes. This was also an important period for Pb-Zn mineralization.
Younger dates resulted from continuing remobiliz-ition. and all isotopic aqes for mineralized breccia
ref lect movements associated with the Richardson Fault array.

Resume

Les datations par les isotopes du plomb et de l'uranium avec ou sans thorium realisees sur
17 specimens de breches uraniferes provenant du nord-est ries monts Wernecke attribuent plusieurs
§qes apparents aux mineralisations. La date la plus ancienne, 1194 Ma, s'appligue soit a la mise en
place initiale des breches, soit a leur modification sous I'action de 1'oroqenese de Racklan. Dans
l'intervalle 731-631 Ma, on inscrit la mineralisation qui s'est effectuSe a 1'Spoque du d£p6t des
couches clastiques epaisses (elastic wedqes) de la formation de Rapitan (systeme rie Winderemere), de
meme que la formation du fer. Par ailleurs, 1'aqe de 510 Ma est attribue' a une mineralisation du
Cambrien moyen qui coincide approximativement avec un soulevement regional (et la karstif ication
qui I'accompaqne) et a la formation de couches clastiques epaisses. Ce fut e'qalement une peYiode
importante pour la mineralisation plombo-zincifere. Les ages plus recents s'expliquent par le fait que
les depots ont ete constamment remobilis^s. Tous les ages isotopigues des breches mineralisees
rendent compte des mouvernents associes au systeme de failles rie Richardson.

Archer, Cathro & Associates (1981) Limited, Vancouver
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Introduction
In an attempt to clarify age relationships in mineralized

rnegabreccias in the Wernecke Mountains, the authors
collaborated to publish all pertinent data on Pb-U±Th
isotopes from these occurrences. One of us (A.A.) has been
active in mineral exploration in the area for the past two
decades and collected and submitted the first six specimens
to be dated. Another (R.B.) has studied the uranium
mineralization as part of a program of uranium resource
assessment in Canada and collected the remaining specimens.
The other (R.T.) has studied these as part of a program of Pb-
isotope studies of mineral deposits in Canada. The
interpretations presented are tentative and are in part
intended to provide stimulation for further studies.

Background discussions of the geology of the Wernecke
megabreccias are given by Archer and Schmidt (1978),
Bell (1978, 1982, 1986), Bell and Delaney (1977),
Delaney (19S1) and Delaney et al. (1982). In addition useful
data and conclusions are provided on Pb-isotopes of other
deposits in the area by Godwin et al. (1982).

The breccias in the northeastern Wernecke Mountains
form an arcuate complex more than 80 km long and about
15 to 25 km wide along the Bonnet Plume River. They
intrude the lowermost sedimentary Proterozoic Wernecke
Supergroup. The main development of breccias ceased before
deposition of the two succeeding Proterozoic sedimentary
successions. These Precambrian rocks were affected by
faulting in late Proterozoic and middle Cambrian time and
certainly also by orogenies affecting the eastern Cordillera
during the rest of the Phanerozoic. The main breccias are
bounded by and are a continuation of a major fault system
called the Richardson Fault array (Norris and Hopkins, 1977).
Some breccias have been severely altered (silicification,
albitization, chloritization, or carbonatization, often
accompanied by hematite ± magnetite, or iron-rich
carbonates) but others are only slightly altered. The main
minerals of economic interest are chalcopyrite, brannerite
and pitchblende.

Significant, similar breccias occur farther west within
the Wernecke Mountains and in the Ogilvie Mountains. Some
of these may represent younger (associated with mafic
igneous intrusion, and thrust faulting) phases of brecciation
than those under discussion.

Data
Table W.I gives the location and nature of the

mineralized specimens used in this study. All but one come
from specific mineral zones in the megabreccias near the
Bonnet Plume River in northeastern Wernecke Mountains.
The exception is from breccia in a Proterozoic window in the
southern Richardson Mountains described by
Tempelman-Kluit (1981).

Eisbacher (1981) summarized age relationships for the
three Precambrian groups in the area: Wernecke
Supergroup - older than 1200 Ma; Mackenzie Mountains
Supergroup and Pinguicula Group - between 1200 and 800 Ma;
and Winderniere Supergroup (including Rapitan Group) -
between 800 and 570 Ma. Interpretation of Pb-isotopes on
galena from massive stratiform Pb-Zn-Cu sulphides near the
top of the Wernecke Supergroup at Hart River suggests
deposition at about 1280 Ma (Morin, 1979). The Wernecke
megabreccias cut only the Wernecke Supergroup in the
northeastern Wernecke Mountains (Bell, 1986). Two K/Ar
dates on phlogopite and on biotite-rich argillite in or adjacent
to these breccias give dates of 1510 and 10*0 Ma respectively
(Archer et al., 1977; Godwin et al., 1982). Godwin et al.
(1982) presented Pb isotopes data for galenas from various
Pb-Zn deposits in the area and developed a model that

indicates a basement source for lead of about 1890 Ma with
major remobilization at 520 Ma for a group of Pb-Zn
deposits. These dates and age relationships therefore provide
a background for studies on uraniferous deposits associated
with the breccias.

The spatial association of these breccias with the
Richardson Fault array must also be taken into account. The
nearby thick clastic wedges in the Windermere
(Eisbacher, 1977, 197S, 1981) are witness to intense faulting
in this area. Farther south in the MacDonald Platform (9* K
NTS) conglomerate wedges beneath carbonates of late (?)
Early Cambrian age suggest periods of faulting at least twice
during latest Precarnbrian or during earliest Cambrian time.
In the Northern Cordillera there are also Middle Cambrian
conglomeratic wedges, one of which is about 70 km west of
the sample area.

Analytical results

The U/Pb analyses for 17 specimens from the Bonnet
Plume-Wernecke breccia bodies are presented in Table **.2.
The analyses for specimens from the Quartet, Gnuckle,
Otis N, Otis E, Igor and Pterd CW uranium occurrences were
done in 1976 by Teledyne Isotopes Inc. under contract for
Archer, Cathro and Associates Limited (now Archer, Cathro
& Associates (I9S1) Limited). On the basis of galena lead
isotope analyses contracted with Teiedyne Isotopes Inc. in
1976 by the Geological Survey of Canada, the analytical
uncertainty limits (2o) on the lead isotope analyses are about
0.85% for the 2 0 6Pb/2 0*Pb and 2 0 7 Pb/ 2 " 'Pb ratios, 0.95%
for the 208Pb/2("*Pb ratio, and 0.17% for the 2 0 7 Pb/ 2 0 6 Pb
ratio. The analytical uncertainties for the quantitative U and
Pb analyses are not known, but for purposes of calculating
concordia intercept ages these uncertainty limits for the
calculated 2°7Pb/2 3 5U and 2 0 6 Pb/ 2 3 a U values have been
assumed to be 1.5% (2a). The remaining analyses were done
by Geospec Consultants Ltd. in 19S2, 1983 and 1985. The
uncertainty limits (2o) for these lead isotope analyses are
approximately 0.0*2%, 0.052%, 0.058% and 0.014% for the
ratios 2 0 6Pb/2 0*Pb, 207F'b/2<"'Pb, 20BPb/201tPb and
207p b /206pb j reSpeCtiveJy. For the calculated 2 0 7Pb/ 2 3 5U
and 2 0 6Pb/ 2 3 8U ratios, uncertainty limits of 0.5% have been
used (G.L. Cumming, persona] communication) for concordia
intercept calculations.

The analyses (Table ft*.2) indicate a range of ages for
the radioactive breccia specimens, generally from W0 to
730 Ma with one age at about 1200 Ma. The projection of
lines defined by the isotopic analyses tor Loon (9,10) and
NOR (13), for Loon (11) and Pterd (6, lft, 15) and for Iota (12)
and Otis (3,*) indicate that the best choice for a common
lead is probably one with a comparatively low 207Pb/2°*Pb
ratio in relation to many other late Proterozoic-early
Paleozoic ore leads. Consequently, a common lead with
2OSPb/2Ol tPb, 2O7Pb/2OltPb and 2"8Pb/2 0*Pb ratios at 17.287,
15.* 11 and 37.085, respectively, was chosen. This
composition is intermediate between that for galena from
Long Lake, Ontario (Thorpe, 1982) and from Catchers Pond,
Newfoundland (Swinden and Thorpe, 198ft).

The analytical results are shown on a concordia diagram
(Fig. W.I). The Igor (5) specimen yields a 2 0 7Pb/2°6Pb
(radiogenic) age of about 119* Ma, best interpreted as a
minimum age. This specimen has such high lead isotope
ratios that the choice of a more primitive common lead does
not significantly change the calculated age; more precise
concordia intercept calculations could not be made.

An analysis for the Deer-Fox (17) occurrence indicates
a 2 0 7Pb/ 2 0 6Pb minimum age of 731 Ma.

The lota (12), Otis N (4) and Gnuckle (2) specimens yield
comparable 2 0 7Pb/2 O 6Pb ages. A linear regression of the
data for these specimens, assuming correlated errors
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(York, 1969), and calculation of the concordia intercepts for
this regression line, yields an age of 631 ±7 Ma with a mean
square of Weighted Deviates (M.S.W.D.) value of 1.47. It
should be noted, however, that this line is largely controlled
by the lota data point, which is nearly concordant. The line
passes, within error limits, through the origin. The analyses
for the Quartet (apparent 207Pb/206Pb ages of 663 Ma) and
Otis E (apparent 207Pb/206Pb minimum age of 549 Ma)
occurrences plot roughly within their uncertainty limits of
the Iota-Otis N-Gnuckle line, and thus could be of
similar age.

A suite of specimens that are apparently younger and
generally comparable to each other in age are the Loon (11),
Pterd (6,14,15), and nerhaps Otis C (3). These yield a
calculated concordia intercept age of 510 + 8 Ma with an
M.S.W.D. of 1.44 and a lower intercept of -12.4 ± 10.2 Ma.
A slight expansion of the assumed analytical uncertainty
limits would result in the regression line passing, within
error, through the origin. An additional Pterd specimen (16)

yields an apparently younger age of about 469 Ma
(207Pb/206Pb minimum age). This younger age result is
consistent with the fact that this pitchblende-bearing
specimen is from one of a set of radioactive veins that cut
the mineralized breccia represented by the other Pterd
specimens.

Although one specimen (11) from the Loon occurrence,
as noted above, is in accord with an age of about 510 Ma, two
other specimens from this property, analyzed as impure
mineral concentrates (7,8) and as radioactive whole rock
specimens (9,10), yield a younger age. The data points are
nearly collinear and result in calculated concordia intercepts
of 422 ± 7 Ma and 22 ± 5 Ma at M.S.W.D. - 2.05.

The specimen (13) from the NOR property, which
consists of brannerite and monazite in a carbonate-rich
breccia, yields a slightly discordant 207Pb/206Pb age of
about 400 Via. This is nearly within uncertainty limits of the
422 ± 7 Ma age for the Loon specimens.

Table 44.1. Short description and location of specimens

No

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Occurrence

Quartet

r.nuckle

ntis t

Otis N

Iqor

Pterd CW

Loon A-l

Loon B-l

Loon A-2

Loon 8-2

Loon C

Iota

NOR

Pterd A

Pterd B-l

Pterd P-2

Deer-Fox

Location

65°08'N 134°24'W

64°56'N ]34°16'W

65°02'H 134°24'W

65°02'N 134°?4'W

65°O2'N 134°38'W

64°57'N 133°17'W

65°12'N 134°28'W

65°12'N 134°28'W

65°12'N l.V02t1''J

65o12'fJ 1.34°2R'W

65°12'N 134°28'W

6 4 ° 5 6 ' N 133°15'W

66°15'N 133°23'W

64°58'N 13 3°18'W

64°58'N 133°18'W

64°58'N 133°18'W

65°13'N 134°50'W

Comment

Brannerite separate from heterolithic
breccia, outcrop

Brannorite separate from deeply weathered
breccia, frost heaved outcrop

Brannerite from I trending veins systen:
in heterolithic breccia, outcrop

Brannerite from N trendinc veins system
in heterolithic breccia, outcrop

Pi tchblende-chalcopyri te-rich deformed
breccia, outcrop

Pitchblende-rich carbonate rich breccia
from cirque wal l , outcrop

Brannerite separate from quartz-
veins in breccia, outcrop

Brannerite senarate from quartz vein
cutting Loon *\ outcrop

Whole rock, siliceous heterolithic breccia
containing brannerite, outcrop
Whole rock, quartz vein containinq coarse
brannerite, outcrop

Whole rock, ch lor i t ic breccia dyke, outcrop

.Jhole rock, homolithic qrey argi l l i t e
Dreccia, near contact with Gillespie Lake
Group, outcrop

Mole rock, ntonzonite and brannerite
rearing carbonate phase of breccia, frost
neaved outcroo

Whole rock, brannerite marqins to quartz
veins in brecciated doler i te, boulder
:rain on qlacier

Jhole rock, homolithic qrey argi l l i t e
ireccia cut by nitchblende veins; boulder
train on glacier

'itchblendc froH voin vmarated from "15
Jhole rock, brannerite and uraninite margins
:o quartz vein in argi 11 ite;felsenmeer
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Table ¥t.?. Analytical data for radioactive specimens from Bonnet Plume-Wernecke breccia
bodies. The radiogenic isotopes are indicated by asterisks. The common lead used for correction
purposes had the composition 206Pb/2("1Pb = 17.287, " ' P b / ^ - P b = 15.411 and
* " P b / " * P b = 37.085.

No.

Analyses

1

2

3

4

5

6

Analyses

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Occurrence 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb /204Pb

by Teledyne Isotopes Inc. (1976)

Quartet

Gnuckle

Otis E

Otis N

Igor

Pterd CW

7553

4425

8790

1699.8

10215

2645.4

by Geospec Consultants Ltd.

Loon A-l
(Mineral)

Loon B-5
(Mineral)

Loon A-2
(Whole Rock)

Loon B-2
(Whole Rock)

Loon C

Iota
(Whole Rock)

NOR

Pterd A

Pterd B-l
(Breccia)

Pterd B-2
(Mineral)

Deer-Fox

879.78

1661.2

797.66

2178.1

1426.2

429.37

616.43

3912.9

3960.7

15256

728.29

480.3

281

528.6

117.9

829.9

166.9

(1982, 1983, 19

6.983

105.75

58.004

134.08

96.615

44.269

48.164

239.91

243.24

875.33

60.689

208pb/2O4pb

299.2

293.3

680.5

104.4

65.0

43.86

35)

89.123

145.21

89.588

173.18

51.449

38.993

58.568

40.743

43.155

48.631

59.930

Calc. Daughter/Parent Ka

U% Pb% 2O7pb*/2O6pb*

34.69 1.286

34.84 0.442

22.24 0.438

25.97 0.641

4.986 0.886

14.86 0.695

47.34 0.8892

29.10 1.048

6.066 0.2034

6.875 0.2605

0.2075 0.007779

0.03659 0.003984

2.684 0.1638

1.158 0.0546

1.681 0.07562

2.722 0.1065

0.6740 0.04196

.061685

.060259

.05850

.060915

.079869

.057642

.053997

.054953

.054581

.054919

.057457

.060743

.054666

.057628

.057775

.056429

.063681

206pb/238u

.03900

.013006

.020092

.025115

.18976

.048614

.018254

.037221

.032149

.038294

.039305

.104314

.058709

.050953

.048589

.042878

.060560

tios

207Pb/235u

.33170

10806

.16206

.21094

2.0897

.38637

.135904

.28202

.24194

.28997

.30997

.87365

.44251

.40486

.38706

.33361

.53174

Calculatec

2O6Pb/238u

246.6

83.3

128.2

159.9

1120.1

306.0

116.6

235.6

204.0

242.3

246.7

639.6

367.8

320.4

305.9

270.6

379.0

Ages (Ma)

207pb/235u

290.9

104.2

152.5

194.3

1145.4

331.7

129.4

252.3

220.0

268.5

2/4.2

637.5

372.0

345.2

332.2

292.3

433.0

2U7pb/206Pb

663

b l 3

548.6

636

1194

516

371

410

395

409

509

630

39y

516

521

469

731



.1 I—

/ * Pterd A
300 Ma ///^~^—

Y//\^ cw
250 Ma / / / / Pterd B2

•. o

o Analyses by Teledyne Isotopes Inc., 1976

« Analyses by Geospec Consultants Ltd.,
1982-1986

Uncertainty fields :

/ Teledyne
, Geospec

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 44.1. Concordia plot for uraniferous specimens from Wernecke breccia. Igor (5) data point
is not on this diagram. The concordia intercept for Deer-Fox is 731 Ma.
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No,

11

12

14

17

Tabie 44.3. Thorium contents for four of
and calculated values based on these data

Occurrence

Loon C

Iota

Pterd A

Deer-Fox

the radioactive specimens,

Th(ppm)

31.00

5.954

7.938

699.3

2 0 8Pb/2 3 2Th

0.025761

0.024917

0.067549

0.018151

Cai1:. Th/Pb aqe

514 Ma

497.5 Ma

1321 Ma

363.6 Ma

The thorium contents of four specimens were measured
(Table 44.3), and for these 2 0 8Pb/2 3 2Th ages have been
calculated. These ages are, however, unlikely to be very
useful because there is no way to compensate for loss of lead
from the systen., end for most specimens loss of rrdiogenic
lead is indicated by the concordia plot (Fig. 44.1). The
1321 Ma Pb/Th age for Pterd (14) is no doubt incorrect
because the measured 208Pb/2( l*Pb ratio of 40.743 is close to
the assumed common lead ratio of 37.085, and an increase in
this ratio for the common iead assumed would greatly reduce
the calculated age.

Discussion

A date of 119* Ma for the Igor occurrence (5) probably
represents the time of origin of the breccias at this locality.
However the breccias have been modified by Reformation
along the Slats Creek Fault (Bell, 1986), and thus the age may
reflect the Rackla orogeny.

Deer-Fox (17) with a date of 731 Ma may represent
mineralization or remobilization associated with another
stage of faulting during early stages of deposition of the
Windermere Supergroup. Similarly Iota (12), Otis N (4),
Gnuckle (2), Quartet (1) and possibly Otis E (3) may have been
mineralized in response to faulting late during deposition of
the Windermeie Supergroup at about 631 Ma.

Loon C (11), Pterd (6,14,15) and perhaps Otis E (3),
three widely separated localities, together give a concordia
intercept date of 510 ± 8 Ma. This date is interesting in that
it is close to the middle Cambrian stage of widespread
development of clastic wedges in the northeastern Cordillera
as well as karstification indicated by a model proposed by
Godwin et al. (1982). It indicates mobilization of uraniferous
mineralizing fluids at that time as well. Otis E (3) is on trend
with faults that cut Lower Cambrian strata but not nearby
Upper Cambrian strata.

Loon (7,8,9,10) and NOR (13) together give a concordia
intercept suggesting mobilization of uraniferous fluids at
approximately 400-430 Ma. The Loon C breccia apparently
cuts the breccia represented by specimens Loon A and B.

The 1194 Ma, 731-631 Ma and 510 Ma dates are felt to
be of greatest relevance to mineralizing processes in the
Wernecke breccias. More specimens from the Igor site should
be studied to determine the timing of uranium mineralization
with respect to local deformation thought to be associated
with the Slats Creek Fault.

Both Otis specimens (3,4) are near massive hematite ±
magnetite breccias. Their isotopic ages in the 631 Ma range
reinforce the suggested relationship with iron mineralization
in the area (Bell, 1982; Gross, 1965). To further test this
relationship, uraniferous samples from iron-rich breccias
(e.g. Pagisteel) should be analyzed. Samples collected to
date are only weakly uraniferous.

Samples from breccias outboard (westerly) of the
Richardson Fault array should be analyzed to more precisely
fix the age of main brecciation. The best site is near the
head of Bond Creek although most material here is out of
radioactive equilibrium, thus suggesting very recent uranium
and daughter-element mobility.

The pitchblende-bearing Iota and Pterd (6,14,15)
samples come from least altered breccias marginal to tue
breccia complex which terminates against the lower Gillespie
Lake Group, the uppermost unit of the Wernecke Supergroup.
The breccia complex at these sites is unconformably overlain
by basal strata of the Pinguicula Group. If these uraniferous
breccias are related to unconformity-style accumulations,
then the isotopic data suggest a very late Proterozoic (Iota,
only weakly uraniferous) and a strong mid-Cambrian
mineralization (Pterd 6,14,15). This mid-Cambrian
mineralization is also in the same period as that determined
for Pb-Zn mineralization (karst-related) in the eastern
Cordillera by Godwin et al. (1982).
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Abstract

Geological mappinq of the ultramafic and qabbroic rocks of the Great Bend area, at
1:5000 scale, has substantially revised previous interpretations. In particular, a belt of sedimentary
rocks has been found to separate the gabbroic from the ultramafic rocks, which allows for the
possibility that the two suites of igneous rocks may have separate emplacement histories and even
separate origins. The area contains several types of mineralization of economic interest. The
mapping has significantly increased the extent of the known talc-magnesite zones, but substantiates
the suggestion of earlier workers that the mineralization is controlled by fault and shear zones.
Chromite lenses and pods are common throughout the serpentinized harzburqites and dunites. Pyrite
and arsenopyrite are associated with quartz veins and also occur as disseminated zones in
sedimentary rocks surroundinq the ophiolite, and these have some qold potential.

La cartographie g^ologiqua a 1/5 000 des roches ultramafiques et qabbroiques de la region de
Great Bend a command^ une revision de certaines interpretations ante>ieures. En particulier, on a
observe qu'une zone de roches s^dimentaires s^pare les roches qabbroiques des ultramafiques, d'ou des
epoques diffe>entes et a partir de sources diffe>entes. La region renferme plusieurs types de
mineralisation qui pr^sentent un inte>6t £conomique. Par suite de ces travaux, on a consid£rablement
augments l'e'tendue des zones connues de talc-magne'site, mais on conclue, comme l'ont fait d'autres
auteurs ante>ieurement, que la mineralisation se trouve sous l'influence de zones de failles et de
cisaillement. Les dunites et harzburgites serpentinis^es abondent en lentilles et en "pods" de
chromite. La pyrite et l'ars£nopyrite sont associ£es a des veines de quartz, et on en trouve
6galement sous forme de zones diss£min£es dans des roches s£dimentaires qui enlourent 1'ophiolite,
oil elles ant un certain potentiel aurifere.

Contribution to the Canada-Newfoundland Mineral Development Agreement 1984-1989.
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Economic Geology and Mineralogy Division,
Project 770063.

2 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland A1B 3X5
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Figure 45.1. Simplified geological map of the Great Bend ultramafic and associated rocks, central Newfoundland.



Introduction
The Great Bend ophiolite is situated in centra]

Newfoundland between latitude 48°30' and 4S°37'N and
between longitude 55°20' and 55°32'W (Fig. 45.1). For
present purposes the ultramafjc and gabbroic rocks and their"
alteration products are referred to as the Great Benr
ophiolite, although not all features of a full ophiolite suite
are seen. It has been depicted on maps as a roughly circular
area about 10 km in diameter, that consists of ultramafic and
gabbroic rocks. Access is provided by the Baie D'Espoir
highway (route 360), and the Abitibi-Price logging road which
extends 15 kin east of the highway and crosses the northern
edge of the ophiolite. The eastern and southeastern parts can
be reached by traverses through the bush or along rivers and
streams. Bedrock exposure in the area is locally good, with
large intervening areas of swamp and thick overburden.

The area has been of continuing interest to mineral
exploration companies due to its showings of magnesite, talc,
chromite and asbestos. The present work documents the
geological context of the ultramafic and mafic rocks of the
Great Bend area, and the nature, extent and genetic controls
of mineralization of potential economic interest. This paper
reports on the first stage of the study which involved
mapping of the ophiolite at a scale of 1:5000.

Previous work

The ultramafic and mafic rocks of the Great Bend area
in Central Newfoundland (Fig. 45.1) form part of the
Gander River ultramafic belt. These rocks have been
interpreted as an ophiolite derived from a main ocean basin
(e.g. Dewey and Bird, 1971) or, alternatively, from a back arc
basin (e.g. Strong, 1973). Coleman-Sadd and Swinden (1 9S4)
suggested that the ultramafic rocks are tectonically
underlain by sedimentary rocks and that the various
ophiolites, including Great Bend, are part of a major
allochthon. It has also been thought that some of the
ultramafic bodies could be peridotite mantle diapirs
(Stevens et al., 1974). Although the economic potential of
the area has attracted much exploration interest, only a few
investigators have examined the ophiolite in any detail, viz.
Grady(1953), Coleman (1954), Kean (1973), and
Coleman-Sadd (1982).

Grady (1953) reported that quartzitic sandstone,
siltstone and shale, of possible Ordovician age made up the
bulk of the sedimentary rocks surrounding the ultramafic
body, which he suggested to be a layered laccolithic intrusion
tilted towards the east. He observed that serpentinized
dunite makes up its central areas, and that magnesite-quartz
rock derived from serpentine occurs in a shear zone that
extends northeastward for 6.5 km across the centre of the
laccolith. Grady suggested that an outer rim of gabbro,
anorthosite and norite extends around the eastern half of the
body, and that a stock of pyroxenite about 1 km in diameter
occurs at one place on its northern edge. He felt that there
was a genetic relationship between this pyroxenite body and
the other ultramafic rocks, with both probably being intruded
during the Taconic Orogeny.

Coleman (1954) described four igneous rock types in the
Great Bend area, viz. dunite, peridotite (harzburgite), gabbro
and anorthosite-granophyre, and the surrounding sedimentary
rocks as being highly siliceous and metamorphosed. He
recognized abundant magnesite of varying purity as an
alteration product of peridotite, and suggested that it was
confined to zones of shearing and brecciation that controlled
fluid circulation. Coleman considered the igneous rocks to be
younger than the sedimentary rocks of the Great Bend area,
forming a differentiated ultramafic complex of Bushveld or
Still water type with dunite at the base and anorthosite-
granophyre at the top. According to him the orientation of

layering suggests that the complex was gently folded about a
synclinal axis which plunges steeply to the southeast.
Coleman noted three components of economic interest in the
rocks of the Great Bend area, viz. magnesite, chromite and
asbestos.

Kean (1973) examined the Great Bend and nearby
Pipestone Pond ultramafic bodies and the surrounding
metasedimentary rocks. He observed that the eastern
contact between the Great Bend gabbro and the
metasedirnents was faulted, resulting in brecciation and
shearing of the gabbro. He suggested that the western
contact of the ophiolite showed no evidence of shearing,
although shearing and brecciation within the ultramafic body
was common. Kean reported that where the siltstones are in
contact with the dunite they appeared to have been baked to
a hard black basalt-like rock, leading him to suggest that the
dunite was intrusive. He also noted that localized zones of
magnesite enrichment were controlled by faulting and
brecciation.

Coleman-Sadd (19S2) traversed the area around Great
Bend, producing a revised geological map.

Current work

The first objective of the present investigation was to
produce a geological map of the Great Bend ophiolite showing
greater detail than has hitherto been available. This was
done by systematic traverses spaced no more than 500 m
apart across strike in an east-west or northwest-southeast
direction, or by following streams, logging roads and lake
shores to areas where outcrop could be recognized on aerial
photographs. A simplified version of this map is shown in
Figure 45.1.

Sedimentary rocks

The sedimentary rocks exposed along the Northwest
Gander River in the southwestern part of the area (unit 8,
Fig. 45.1), which Coleman-Sadd (1982) assigned to the Lower
to Middle Ordovician Spruce Brook Formation, consist of
quartzite and dark grey to black slate. Quartzite beds are
30-40 cm and beds about 10-20 cm thick. The sedimentary
rocks overlie the peridotites, and numerous small thrust
faults in both lithologies suggest that they have been thrust
into this position. Sulphide-bearing quartz veins are
relatively common in these rocks, with pyrite and
chalcopyrite in both the veins and sedimentary rocks. To the
north of the ultramafic rocks, e.g. along the Abitibi-Price
road or along Chioux Brook, this unit is marked by intense
arsenopyrite-pyrite mineralization.

Rocks of unit 9, which might be assigned to either the
Davidsville or Baie d'Espoir Group, are seen in only a few
localities in the map area. Along the Great Gull River and in
the one exposure seen along the highway west of Swiss Pond
the rocks are dominantly quartz pebble conglomerates. To
the north of Swiss Pond they are shaly siltstones with a
greenish colour reminiscent of unit 10 along the Great Gull
River. This may imply that the location of the contact
between units 9 and 10 along the Great Gull River requires
some modification.

Greenish-purplish sandstones, siltstones and shales of
the Botwood Group (unit 10) are exposed at a number of
localities along the Abitibi-Price logging road and the Great
Gull River. At the latter locality primary depositional
features such as mud cracks, mud volcanoes and crossbedding
indicate that the section is upright and the bedding strikes
95° and dips - 50°S. Nevertheless, feds were observed in this
section, with axes plunging 75° to tne NNW, which together
with kinking of quartz veins, indicate significant
deformation. Approximately 400 m north of Spud Pond, the
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Table *5.1. Analytical data for selected samples from the Great Bend area,
central Newfoundland. Sample descriptions are given in the text. (Analyses by
X-Ray ASS.TV Laboratories Ltd. by neutron activation).

Sample

GB.85.415a
GB.85.415b
GB.85.345
GB.85.346
GB.85.347

Au ppb

3
1

1900
3
1

As ppm

47
160

24000
48
21

Ag ppm

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

Sb pprn

16.0
32.0
47.0
4.5
4.5

Tc pprn

0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0. i
<0.1

W ppm

1
< 1
<3

7
1

Hg ppb

1040
1080

54
< 5

12

sedimentary rocks of unit 10 are cut by many quartz veins
with well developed quartz crystals. Iron staining is
especially abundant around the sulphide-bearing quartz veins,
and several larger quartz veins show signs of brecciation.

Samples of sulphide mineralization from several areas
have been analyzed for selected elements (Table 45.1).
Samples GB.S5.415a and ^ 15b are both from the intensely
folded black, locally graphitic, slates of unit 10a exposed
north of Spud Pond (Fig. 45.1). These rocks contain abundant
quartz and calcite veins, and the sulphides (mainly pyrite) are
found in the veins, along cleavage and bedding planes, and as
nodules.

Samples GB.85.345, 346, and 347 were collected along
Chiouk Brook about 600 m north of its confluence with the
NW Gander River, in our unit 8, or the Spruce Brook
Formation of Coleman-Sadd and Swinden (1984).
Sample GB.85.345 is from pyrite-arsenopyrite-rich grey-black
brecciated slate exposed in the brook over about 100 m. The
arsenopyrite occurs as very fine needles disseminated within
the sediment, along with abundant pyrite and possible
chalcopyrite. The zone strikes 098° and dips about 30°NE,
parallel to both bedding and cleavage. Samples GB.S5.346
and 347 are of highly weathered and iron-stained dark grey
to black pyritic slates interbedded with more competent
siltstones and quartzites that strike 062° and dip 78°SE. The
low metal concentrations in these two samples compared to
GB.85.345, may be due to leaching during the intense
weathering. The gold concentration of nearly 2 grams/ton
(ppm) in sample GB.85.345, together with elevated
concentration of metals commonly associated with gold
deposits (As, Hg) in other samples, warrants further
evaluation of the sulphide-bearing sedimentary rocks of the
Great Bend area for their economic gold potential.

Ultramafic rocks
The ultramafic rocks of the area are separated in

Figure 45.1 on the basis of both primary and secondary
characteristics. The peridotite (unit 1, Fig. 45.1) typically
exhibits a brown weathered surface and contains
disseminated chromite and multidirectional (usually in
three mutually perpendicular directions) serpentine veins.
The serpentine veins typically follow joint or fracture sets.
On a fresh surface the peridotite is very fine grained and
dark green to black. Layering is common in the peridotite,
especially in the westernmost outcrops, and is most obvious
where it is emphasized by orthopyroxenes in harzburgite
(unit 3), or bands of chromite. Harzburgite is always present
where there are chromite bands but the reverse is not always
true. Away from the margins of the peridotite and shear
zones the layering has an average strike of 040° and dips
60°ESE. The harzburgite layers (unit 3) appear to be more
numerous with.n about 200 m of the talc-carbonate fault or
shear zones (unit 5), and they contain asbestos veins at some
localities.

The mapping of the known and newly discovered
magnesite occurrences has delineated a trend which supports
the suggestion of earlier workers that most of the talc-
carbonate is associated with a large shear zone. The main
shear zone and the associated talc-carbonate alteration
strikes about 040° and transects the ultramafic body from its
southwestern limit to the Abitibi-Price logging road in the
north. Other outcrops in the ultramafic body that do not line
up with this trend might be associated with a parallel shear
zone or they may represent displacements of the main talc-
carbonate zone along fault zones or the shallow dipping
schistosity of the area.

On the weathered surfaces the carbonate is red and
contains prominent quartz stringers. The unweathered rock
is grey-green and commonly contains disseminated chromite.
Two or more generations of quartz veins are generally
present, with thin veins (about 2 mm) cut by thicker
(about 5 mm) veins. Exposures within the main fault zone
tend to show a progressive development of these quartz veins
as fillings of tension gashes which have been continuously
rotated, brecciated, and cut by new tension gash veins during
shearing.

Pyroxenites occur locally as transitional facies from
the harzburgites, but are most abundant in a semicircular
area (unit 4) about 1 km in diameter at the northern
extremity of the ultramafic body. The pyroxenite of this
"plug" is a strongly serpentinized orthopyroxenite. On
weathered surfaces it is similar to the harzburgites in colour
and texture, but is typically finer grained and lacks primary
structures. It is rich in magnetite and forms a strong
anomaly on the aeromagnetic maps.

The gabDro associated with this pyroxenite is generally
medium- to coarse-grained and contains biotite in addition to
plagioclase and amphibole. There is a weak planar fabric in
the gabbro, but boulders of the same lithology in the
Northwest Gander River are strongly banded. In the Bear
Pond area, banding in the gabbro is oriented consistently
about 125°. Here the gabbro is medium- to coarse-grained,
but no evidence was seen for the anorthosites or granophyres
mentioned by Colernan (1954). An intriguing feature of this
area is the occurrence of pods or blocks (xenoliths?) up to
2 m across of biotite-rich fine grained rocks within the
gabbro. If these are confirmed as xenoJiths of sedimentary
origin, they wculd indicate that the gabbro was intrusive into
sedimentary rocks, and thus would negate any interpretation
of its origin as part of the ophiolite suite. An intrusive origin
would also explain the apparently complete separation of the
gabbro from the ultramafic rocks, and imply a separate origin
for the two.

Discussion

One of the most important results of this work is the
difference between the geological map shown in Figure 45.1
and :hose produced by previous workers. Of particular
significance is the complete spatial separation of the
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gabbroic from the ultramafic rocks, which had not been
previously recognized, and thus the possibility that the
gabbro might have a separate origin from the ultramafic
rocks.

Of potential economic importance is the fact that the
area of talc-rnagnesite mineralization has been demonstrated
to be significantly more extensive than previously thought,
although it has been confirmed that most of it is controlled
by a major shear zone which extends in a northeasterly
direction across the entire width of the ultramafic body.
Detailed studies are in progress to establish the
mineralogical, chemical and isotopic changes which
accompany this alteration. The ultramafic rocks,
particularly those with significant chromite mineralization,
are also being assessed for platinum group elements. Also of
significant economic interest is the fact that gold is enriched
in some of the sedimentary rocks surrounding the /phiolite.
The former are also mineralized by pyrite and arsenopyrite.
The initial indications of significant gold concentrations
associated with arsenc .rite would appear to warrant a more
detailed and systerr .;o investigation of the controls and
extent of this type of mineralization.
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Late Carboniferous dextral movement on the Cobequid-
Hollow fault system, Nova Scotia: evidence and implications1

Project 840045

Gary M. Yeo and Gao Kuixinq 2

Precambrian Geoloqy Division

Yen, G.M. and Gao Ruixinq, Late Carboniferous riextral movi'mnnt on the Cobequid- Hollow fault
system, Novn Scotia: evidence and implications; jn_ Current Research, Part A, Geological Survev of
Canada, Paper R6-1A, p. 399-410, I<>fl6. ~~

Abstract

The offset of Devonian volcanics alnnq the Cobequid Fault and S'l.irian strata alnnq the Hollow
Fault indicates a displacement of 20 to 35 km. Deformation and orientation of secondary faults and
folds within Stellarton Graben are -idioative of a larqe-scale, dextral, Riedel shenr pattern. In
response to movement on these fault systems, the Stellarton Graben developed as a syns<?riiment.iry
rhomb qraben in late Wostphalian B-C time. Since the deposition of the Stellarton Group was
contemporaneous with qraben suhsidence, it is unlikely that the coal seams known within the qraben
ever extended outside it (with the possible exception of the Thorburn coals). Juxtaposition of
predominantly fluvial facies belonqinq to the Pictou Group aqainst t ime-correlative, predominantly
lacustrine facies belonqinq to the Stellarton Group can be explained by dextral faulting. Since the
Stellarton Graben was probably not in existence in early Westphnlian 13 time, it could not have been
an obstacle to derivation of the New Glasqow Conglomerate from a southern source area.

Resume

Le deealaqe des roches volcaniques devoniennes le lonq de la faille de Cohequid et des strates
siluriennes le lonq de la fail le de Hollow est de l'ordre de 20 a 35 km. La deformation et I'orientation
des failles et des plis secondaires a 1'interieur du fosse4 tectonique de Stellarton snnt oaracteristiques
d'une faille rie Riedel dextre a qranrie echelle. Sous 1'action riu mouvement <ie ces systemes de failles,
le fossi? synsedimentaire et rhomboldal de Stellarton s'est developpi4 h la fin du Westphalien '13-C1.
Corrime le dep5t du qroupe de Stellarton est contemporain de 1'affaissement qui a donne naissance au
qraben, i[ est peu probable que les couches de eharbon connues a l'interieur du fosse se soient. dejft
prolongees a I'exterieur (a l'exception peut-etre des charbnns de ThornhurnV La juxtaposition d'un
facies a predominance fluviati le appartenant au qroupe de Pictou et d'un facies chronostratiqraphique
a predoir.inance lacustre appartenant au qroupe rie Stellartnn pourrait s'expliquer par un faillaqe h
decrochements dextres. l~tant donnf? que le fosse de Stellarton n'existait probablernent pas encore au
debut du Westphalien B, i l ne peut avoir fait obstacle a la derivation du conrjlomerat de New Glnsqow
en provenance du sud.

' Contribution to Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Aqreement 1984-1909.
Project carried by Geoloqical Survey of Canada.

2 Geology Department, University of New Brunswick, P.O. Box 4400, Frederieton,
New Brunswick, E3B 5A3
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Introduction

Between the Cobequid and Antigonish highlands of
northern Nova Scotia lies the Stellarton Gap, a broad,
northeast-trending trough underlain by Carboniferous strata.
The pre-Carboniferous highland areas are bounded to the
south and northwest respectively by the Cobequid and Hollow
fault systems (Fig. 46.1). These faults subtend one another to
form the Stellarton Graben, in which the productive seams of
the Pictou Coalfield lie (Bell, 19*0; Hacquebard and
Donaldson, 1969). Rapid facies changes and coarsening of
elastics towards these faults and localization of thick
conglomerates adjacent to them indicates that the faults
were the major control on Carboniferous sedimentation
within the Stellarton Graben. This summary of field
observations on the structural geology of SteJJarton Gap and
their stratigraphic impJications is a sequel to a review of the
regional stratigraphy of the area (Yeo, 1985).

Stellarton Gap has been the subject of more than
150 years of geological investigation (see Bell, 1940).
Nevertheless, key structural and stratigraphic problems
remain unsolved. These include: (1) comprehension of the
relationship between the Cobequid and Hollow faults,
(2) discernment of the original distribution of the coal-
bearing strata preserved in the Stellarton graben, and
(3) explanation of the present proximity of two distinctly
different facies assemblages of the same age
(Westphalian C): predominantly coarse grained fluvial
elastics of the "Merigoinish Formation" (name proposed for
the lower Pictou Group in Stellarton Gap) north of Stellarton
Graben, and predominantly fine grained lacustrine elastics of
the Stellarton Formation within the graben, separated by the
easternmost segment of the Cobequid Fault System and the
New Glasgow Conglomerate (Westphalian B). A clear
understanding of the basic structural elements of Stellarton
Graben, the tectonic keystone of Stellarton Gap (Yeo, 1985)
should help to resolve these problems.

Hypotheses for the origin of StelJarton Graben may be
categorized according to whether dip-slip or strike-slip
faulting are considered to have been predominant, and
whether the faulting occurred at the same time as
sedimentation or afterwards. Mechanisms by which grabens
may be formed in response to dip-slip and strike-slip faulting
are summarized schematically in Figure 46.2.

Bell (1940) followed earlier interpretations in
considering the graben to be bounded by postdepositional
normal faults (Fig. 46.2a). He interpreted folds within the
graben to be evidence for an episode of north-south or
northwest-southeast shortening prior to the time of faulting.
Although Haites (1956) recognized that facies distributions in
the Pictou Coalfield might be controlled by structure, he too
considered the Stellarton Graben to be a postdepositional
feature. He interpreted the north boundary faults
(i.e. eastern extension of the Cobequid Fault) to have a
reverse sense, however. Hacquebard and Donaldson (1969)
recognized that graben subsidence was syndepositionaJ They
inferred that the bounding faults had normal displacements.

Eisbacher (1967, 1969) demonstrated that significant
dextral movement took place on the western Cobequid Fault
in late Carboniferous time. This has been corroborated by
tne work of Donohoe and Wallace (1978; 1985) and
White (1983). Eisbacher and other workers (Webb, 1967;
Benson, 1974; Dewey and Fyson, in Boucot et al., 1974)
suggested that the same stress regime might have acted on
the Hollow Fault. Assuming such dextral movement,
Fralick (1980) and Fralick and Schenk(1981) presented two
possible interpretations for the Stellarton Graben. In the
first, Fralick suggested that the north boundary fault system
of the graben was a dextral splay from the Hollow Fault.
This interpretation combines elements of both fault

termination and divergent fault mechanisms (Fig. 46.2d,f).
In the second, he suggested that Steliarton Graben formed at
a sharp bend in a braided wrench fault system. This
interpretation combines elements of the curved fault trace
and side-stepping fault models (Fig. 46.2c,g).

Evidence for the sense of movement or. :he eastern
Cobequid and Hollow faults has not been documented,
however. Consequently, models proposed for the origin of
Stellarton Graben, such as those outlined above, have
remained speculative. Field observations and structural
analyses presented below demonstrate that late
Carboniferous movement on both these faults was dextral.
This places important constraints on the tectonic and
stratigraphic interpretation of StelJarton Gap.

Eastern Cobequid - Alma Fault

Several workers have suggested that movement on the
Cobequid Fault was related to the development of the late
Devonian to Carboniferous "Maritime Basin" (Belt, 1968;
Bradley, 1982; and others). In a detailed study of systematic
fractures in pebbles within Carboniferous conglomerates, and
tectonic fabric studies of mylonite zones, Eisbacher (1967,
1969) demonstrated that dextra) movement took place on the
western Cobequid Fault during Westphalian B to Stephanian
time. Stress field analyses at several localities south of the
Cobequid Highlands showed that the principal stress axes of
compression varied from 133 to 150 degrees (Eisbacher, 1967;
1969). Through comparison of deformation patterns in shear
zones within the fault zone with displaced marker horizons on
the Cobequid Fault at Greville Bay, and experimental gouge
studies, White (1983) showed that dextral slip was pervasive
along the shear zones. Until now, however, no evidence for
the nature of deformation has been reported along the fault
trace east of Truro. A minimum dextral displacement of
20 km on the Cobequid Fault is suggested bv the offset of
late Devonian rhyolites in the Parrsboro area (Donohoe and
Wallace, 1978; 1985).

The ENE-trending segment of the Cobequid Fault from
Lower Mount Thorn to Alma can be traced into the
E-trending Fletcher and New Glasgow faults, which form the
northern boundary of Stellarton Basin (Fig. 46.1). T\." fault
system dies out north of Thorburn, as the New Glasgow Fault
cannot be traced across Sutherlands River. Intensive
fracturing and shearing associated with the fault is visible in
outcrops of Carboniferous conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone,
or shale in Steele Run brook near Upper Mount Thorn, in the
Wesi River valley near Salt Springs, and beside the Trans
Canada Highway at Alma and north of Coalburn. Three
tectonic rock types cam be distinguished in the fault zone:
faujt gouge, shear lenses, which are defined by at least two
fractures and coated by the gouge, and fault breccia. The
youngest rocks observed to be affected by the Cobequid Fault
in Stellarton Gap belong to the upper StelJarton Formation
(Westphalian C).

Field observations at three localities on the Lower
Mount Thorn - Alma segment of the Cobequid Fault are
summarized in Figure 46.3. The long axes of the sandstone
and siltstone shear lenses trend ENE to NE, parallel to the
orientation of the fault zone. Two sets of shear fractures are
well developed in shear bands within the fault zone.
A discrete domain defined '.>y one set of shear fractures
indicates that the set trends 110 ± 10 degrees, and dips
steeply. These fracture surfaces commonly show dextral
offset. Another domain is defined by a steeply dipping set of
fractures trending 330 ± 10 degrees. With few exceptions,
the sense of displacement on these fracture surfaces is
sinistral. The first set of shear fractures intersects the main
shear trend at 25 ± 10 degrees, and the second set intersects
it at 65 ± 10 degrees. These low and high angle conjugate
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^'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. Figure 46.1. (a) Location map of northern Nova Scotia.
_T cf'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'. Pre-Carboniferous rocks indicated by cross pattern; early and

$/:.::::::::::: middle Carboniferous strata indicated bv light stipple, and the
;.'/•• '.'.'.'•'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' Cumberland Group HVestphalian B) is indicated by heavy stipple.

-.'-/- '.'.'./*.'•'.'.'.'.'' Unshaded area is underlain by the Pictou Group (Westphalian B to
i>< : : : : ; • Stephanian). Localities of structural observations discussed in this

j * ' / ' . '.'.'.' paper are indicated: 1. Upper Mount Thorn, 2. Salt Sprinqs,
**•/•••• 3. Alma. 4. Riverton, 5. McLellaris Brook, 6. east branch of

Sutherlands River, 7. Doctor's Brook, 8. Plymouth. The area of
Stellarton Graben is outlined. (b) Geological sketch map of
Stellarton Graben.
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o. Normal fault model b. Reverse fault model

c. Curved fauit trace model

d. Divergent fault model

e. Anastomosing fault model

f. Fault termination model g. Side-stepping fault model

Figure 46.2. Mechanisms for graben development. Figures a and b are grabens formed by dip-slip
faulting. Figures c to g are grabens formed by strike-slip faulting (after Reading, 1980). Fault
systems are indicated: CF: Cobequid Fault, NF: North faults (eastern extension of Cobequid Fault),
HF: Hollow Fault. Areas underlain by late Carboniferous strata (Pictou Croup) are stippled,
(a) Classic extenSional graben bounded by normal faults, (b) Grvben bounded by reverse faults,
formed by compression, (c) Graben produced by strike-slip along intersecting, curved fault traces,
(d) "Wedge graben" produced by divergent strike-slip faults. H and L are high and low areas
respectively, (e) Graben produced by complexly anastomosing faults. (f) Half-graben due to
secondary faulting (Riedel shears) at the termination of a strike-slip fault, (g) "Rhomb graben"
produced by side-stepping transfer of movement from one strike-slip fault to another. This
interpretation, suggested by Fralick (1980), is supported by the observations discussed in this paper.



a)
0 3D <0

S| fracture cleavage

S j fracture cleavage

Riedel R fracture

Riedel R' fracture

Striation

Upper Mount Thom Salt Springs

Figure 46.3. Evidence for dextral displacement on the eastern Cobequid Fault, locations of
observations are shown in Figure 46.1.

(a) Sketch of Riedel fracture pattern on fault near Upper Mount Thom. Sandstone lenses are bounded
by bedding (So) and sinistral Riedel fracture surfaces (R1) developed at a large angle oblique to the
overall dextral shear sense.

(b) Equal-area lower hemisphere projection of poles to Riedel R' fracture cleavaqes (n = 24) from the
fault zone near Upper Mount Thom. Great circle represents the fault zone.

(c) Plot of poles to fracture surfaces on the fault at Alma. Si surfaces (n = 24) strike subparallel to
the fault. Striations on S i surfaces (n= 19), Riedel R (n = 18), and Riedel R' <n = 10) fracture
surfaces are all consistent with dextra! movement on the fault.

(d) Plot of poles to fracture surfaces on the fault at Salt Springs: S i surfaces (n = 12) strike
subparallel to the fault. Striations on S i surfaces (n = Ifi), Riedel R (n = 11), and Riedel R' (n = JO)
fracture surfaces indicate dextral fault movement.

shear fractures are Riedel shears (Tchalenko and
Ambraseys, 1970; Freund, 197*). The acute angle of
intersection of the two fracture sets is bisected by the
direction of maximum compression (G 0, whose value is
140 ± 10 degrees.

Striations, plunging easterly at 10 to 25 degrees, are
found on the NE- to ENE-striking fault planes (Fig. 46.3).
Stepped mineral fibre growths and grooves on these polished
surfaces are indicators of lateral movement. The sense of
displacement along fractures that define lensoid bodies was
obtained from subhorizontal slickensides in sheared

rocks (Fig. 46.3c,d). These show that displacement on the
R surfaces was dextral, with dip component of 10 to
28 degrees.

The observations described above are consistent with
dextral movement along this segment of the Cobequid Fault.

Hollow Fault

Hollow Fault separates the Carboniferous sedimentary
basins to the northeast from older rocks of the Antigonish
Highlands. Its western extension forms part of the southern
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boundary of the Steiiarton Graben. Along much of its length,
the fault zone is marked by a prominent topographic break.
As noted above, late Carboniferous dextral movement on the
Hollow Fault has been suggested by several workers
(Eisbather, 1967; 1969; Webb, 1969; Benson, 1974; Dewey and
Fyson in Boucot et a l . , 1974; Fralick, 19S0; Fralick and
Schenk, 1981). Such an interpretation is supported by an
apparent dextral offset of about 35 km shown by Silurian
strata on the Hollow Fault. No direct evidence for the sense
of fault movement, however, has been reported.

The Hollow Fault Zone itself is exposed at only a few
localities: Doctors Brook, the east branch of Sutherlands
River, McLellans Brook, and on the East River at Riverton
(Fig. 46.4, 46.5). The youngest rocks directly observed to be
deformed by the fault belong to the Canso Group
(Namurian A).

An intensely foliated and deformed shear zone, about
250 m wide, is spectacularly exposed at Riverton, on the East
River south of Steiiarton (Fig. 46.4). The shear zone
comprises foliated siltstone and sandstone blocks containing
gouge zones, breccia and cataclasite (Sibson, 1977). In
contrast with correlative rocks outside the shear zone,
primary sedimentary features are poorly preserved. Form
surface mapping in this shear zone reveals its deformation
characteristics (Fig. 46.'rb,c,e). The orientation of the
penetrative S i cleavage surfaces, which are partly planar and
partly curved, is nearly parallel to the strike of the shear
zone. Si cleavage surfaces commonly show a dextral sense
of offset. Redded carbonate concretions in deformed
reddish-brown siltstone are offset to the right by Si surfaces
(Fig. 46.4d). In addition, asymmetrical, rotated concretions
in siltstonc are local indicators of internal rotation during
deformation. The nodules appear to have undergone about
30 degrees of rotation with respect to original bedding. The
axes of maximum elongation of the deformed concretions are
now parallel to the trend of the S i cleavage surfaces.

S2 cleavage surfaces, which overprint the Si cleavage,
show evidence of sinistral offset (Fig. 46.4c,e,f). The sense of
shear along the S2 surfaces, which are oriented at a high
angle oblique to the main shear couple, is predominantly
sinistral, opposite to the overall sense of shear in the rocks
(c.f. Lister and Williams, 1979; Simpson and Schmid, I9S3).

Stretching lineations are of significance to the
kinematic interpretation of these deformed rocks. Most
lineations, measured in the gouge zones and on S cleavage
surfaces nearly parallel to the major shear zone, trend
SO ± 10 degrees, and plunge 10 to 30 degrees (Fig. 46.4f).
The sense of displacement on the fault indicated by the
attitudes of the lineations is consistent with that indicated by
the dextral offsets observed on the main (Si) foliation
surfaces,

Riedel R' shear fractures were also recognized in the
Hollow Fault Zone on the East River (Fig. 46.4a,b).
Internally undeformed blocks of sandstone, defined by the
bedding and R' fractures, were rotated 20 to 30 degrees
clockwise. The hanging wall of each fracture plane shows a
sinistral displacement with a plunge of less than 45 degrees.
This rotation is interpreted to be due to the overall dextral
sense of movement acting on the shear zone boundary.

A well-developed fold observed in the shear zone was
formed by folding of Si surfaces (Fig. 46.4e). Overprinted
S2 cleavage surfaces are axial planar to the fold. It plunges
towards the NE at 50 degrees. We interpret it to result from
right lateral simple shear within the fault zone.

Well-developed conjugate reverse kink bands can be
seen on the East River in the area between the Hollow and
Mountville faults, where interbedded shale and siltstone arc
deformed into an asymmetrical fold with a steep plunge

towards the NE. The Z-shaped set of kink bands is better
developed. Its axial planes strike NE to ENE, and it dips
steeply northward. The less well-developed, S-shaped set
has axial planes striking NW, and dips steeply southward.
Their geometry suggests two possible interpretations:
1) conjugate kink bands were produced by dominantly dextral
slip involved in dextral movement on both faults, or
2) NE-trending kink bands developed first due to dextral slip,
while NW-trending kink bands developed later as the result of
local stress adjustments.

Observations to document the Riedel shear fracture
pattern in some shear bands within the Hollow Fault zone
where i t crosses .McLellans Brook, Sutherlands River, and
Doctor's Brook are shown in Figure 46.5. At each locality, a
P fracture set (which can also be considered a set of curved
Si surfaces) intersects the main shear band boundaries at 5 to
10 degrees. R fracture sets intersect the main shear planes
at 20 to 30 degrees. Marker horizons (thin-bedded, greenish,
fine grained sandstone) and P surfaces are displaced to the
right by the R fracture set.

All of the observations made on the exposures of the
Hollow Fault zone discussed above are consistent with late
Carboniferous (late Visean to Westphalian C) dextral
movement on the Hollow Fault.

Secondary structures within Steiiarton Basin

Steiiarton Gr irvn is characterized by secondary NE- to
ENE-trendmg en echelon folds and faults (see Bell, 1940).
The orientation of faults intersected during coal mining
operations and exploratory dril l ing can be used for structural
analysis (Fig. 46.6). Three sets of faults may be distinguished
clearly: a dominant set striking SSE, one subordinate set
striking NE to ENE, and another subordinate set striking ESE.
Comparison of faults found during coal mining operations
with parallel faults exposed at the surface suggests that
faults belonging to the first set (SSE) commonly have sinistral
offsets. These faults can be interpreted as Riedel R' shear
faults with a large dip-slip component (the plunge of
lineations on these fault surfaces is about 45 degrees.). The
second set (NE-ENE) is subparallel with the boundary faults.
They are associated with other major faults or secondary
faults. The third set (ESE) has dextral displacement with few-
exceptions. A good example is a shear zone near the
Plymouth Fault, where the minor fold profiles give
unequivocal evidence that oextral shear occurred on this
fault (Fig. 46.7), The Plymouth Fault can be interpreted as j
Riedel R shear fault.

A fourth set of low angle faults arc observed in outcrop
and core. These support Haites (1956) arguments for thrust
faulting within the graben.

The folds and faults and the large-scale pattern of
Riedel shears seen in Steiiarton Graben were probablv
produced by dextral movement on the boundary faults.

Other structural features of Steiiarton Gap

Outside Steiiarton Graben, the structural geologv of
Stcllarton Gap is relatively simple. The Scotsburn Anticline
is a gentle fold plunging ENE from the Cobequid Highlands
through the late Carboniferous "Mcrigomish Formation". It
separates the Merigomish Sub-basin (Fralick, 19S0) from the
main part of Cumberland Basin. Between the easternmost
segment of the Cobequid Fault and the Scotsburn \nt ic l inc
lies the Trenton Syncline, Sediment dispersal patterns in the
Pictou Group (Yeo, 19S5) suggest that this regional fold pair
developed during Wcstphalian t ime, concurrently with dextral
movement on the Cobequid and Hollow faults. Thus, they
probably formed in response to the same NW-SH compression.
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50 100 150 200

Figure 46.4. Simplified geological sketch map of the Hollow Fault zone ir Canso Group siltstones
and minor sandstones near Riverton on the East River (see Fig. 46.i). Symbols for structural
elements same as those in Figure 46.3.

(a) Equal-area lower hemisphere plot of poles to Riedel R (n = 34) o.uJ R' (n = 15) fracture surfaces.
Open symbols respectively indicate R surfaces with dextral -,,cct (n = 7) and R'surfaces with
sinistral offset (n = 2). The overall sense of shear is dextral.

(b) Sketch of Riedel fracture pattern demonstrating dextral shear on the northern edge of the Hollow
'i-ault zone.

(c)Sketch of fracture pattern in the fault zone. Sandy lenses are defined by bedding (So) and
clockwise-rotated Sj cleavage surfaces with sinistral offset resulting from dextral shear.

(d) Sketch showing dextral offset of carbonate concreticns (defining So) along Si cleavage surfaces in
silts tone.

cleavage surfaces folded in response to dextral shear and overprinted by axial planar
S2 cleavage.

(f) Plot of Si (n = 21) and S2 (n = 5) fracture cleavages from the Hollow Fault. Gently ENE-plunging
striations (n = 18) on the Si surfaces suggest dextral strike-slip.



Sutherlands River

Doctor's BrooK McLellan's Brook

Figure 46.5. Evidence for dextral displacement on the Hollow Fault. Locations of observations are
shown in Figure 46.1. See Figure 46.3 for explanation of structural element symbols.

(a) Sketches of two meso-scale shear zones in Windsor Croup siltstones at Doctor's Brook. In the left-
hand sketch, Si fracture surfaces strike 30-32 degrees and dip 8S-87 degrees NW, and R' fracture
surfaces strike 130-140 degrees and dip 74-84 degrees SW. In the right-hand sketch, Si surfaces
strike 23-30 degrees and dip 80-87 degrees NW, and R fracture surfaces strike 50-54 degrees and dip
75-80 degrees NW. Dextral offset on R surfaces and sinistral offset on R' surfaces indicate overall
dextral shearing.

(b) Equal-area lower hemisphere plot of poles to fracture surfaces from the Hollow Fault zone at
Doctor's Brook. Si surfaces (n = 15) strike NNE subparallel to the fault. Riedel R (n = 22), Riedel P'
(n = 1*), and striations on the R surfaces (n= 11) are all consistent with dejctral movement on the
fault.

(c) Plot of poles to Si (n= 11) and R <n= 18) fracture surfaces on Hollow Fault on the east branch of
Sutherlands River. The relationship between the two sets of fracture surfaces indicates dextrai
movement on the fault.

(d) Plot of poles to Si cleavage (n = 16) and gently plunging striations on these surfaces (n = 16.) from
the Hollow Fault at McLellan's Brook. The striations indicate dextral strike-slip.

(e) Plot of poles to Si cleavage (n= 17) and Riedel R fracture surfaces (n = 18) from the Hollow Fault
at McLellan's Brook. R surfaces showing dextral offset fn= 6) are indicated by open symbols. The
attitude of the fault zone is indicated by the great circle. Fault movement must have been dextral.
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Allan Mine, Stellarton

15 10 5

Acadia No. I Mine, Westville

n=37

10

Albion/MacGregor Mine, Stellarton

Figure 46.6

Rose diagrams summarizing trends of
secondary faults at three localities
within Stellarton Craben.

A small anticline trending easterly along the axis of
Pictou Island is a postdepositional feature most likely caused
by doming of Windsor Group evaporites. The dispersal
pattern of "Merigomish Formation" sandstones exposed on the
island is unaffected by this fold.

A few normal faults trending N to NNE appear to
postdate all of the other structures. Displacement on these
may locally be considerabJe, as indicated by the 120 m scarp
visible along the west side of Green Hill. Movement on
similar late faults cutting the western Cobequid Fault is
post-early Jurassic (Donohoe and Wallace, 19S5).

Evolution of Stellarton Gap

Movement on the Cobequid and Hollow faults likely
began in the middle Devonian in response to regional crustal
extension, indicated by emplacement of the Fountain Lake
and McAras Brook volcanics (Bradley, 1982; and others).
These faults may have developed on a much older zone of
crustal weakness, however (B. Murphy, personal
communication).

Re-activation of the Hollow Fault in late Visean time is
indicated by deposition of the Hollow Conglomerate along the
Hollow Fault zone (Fralick, 1980; Fralick and Schenk, 1981).
This faulting episode punctuated a marine transgression in
the northern Appalachians which resulted in deposition of the
Windsor Group, the oldest strata exposed in Stellarton Gap.
This marine incursion represents the culmination of a period
of tectonic quiescence between the Acadian and Hercynian
orogenies. It was probably terminated by the onset of the
Permo-Carboniferous glaciation of Gondwanaland, as global
sea levels dropped abruptly in response to the growth of

Figure 46.7. Sketches of three fold profiles in Stellarton
Formation siltstunes from the Plymouth Fault zone on the
East River (see Fig. 46.1). Sj cleavage has been folded in
response to dextral shear and overprinted by the S2 cleavage.
The Plymouth Fault can be regarded as a large-scale
Riedel li fracture with dextral offset.
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ice sheets. Meandering river deposits of the Canso Group
reflect continued quiescence in Stellarton Gap after this
period of faulting.

Uplift of the Cobequid Highlands in Jate Namurian time
resulted in shedding of coarse elastics of the Riversdale
Group northward into Cumberland Basin and eastward into
.Stellarton Gap (Fig. 46.Sa).

Both Cobequid and Hollow faults were re-activated in
Westphalian B time as the New Glasgow Conglomerate was
deposited in the centre of .Stellarton Gap. Fault movement
was probably dextral as sedimentation was essentially
continuous from this time until the completion of infilling of
Stellarton Graben (Fig. 46.Sb).

a) NAMURIAN to WESTPHALIAN A' Canso and Riversdole Groups

\ -I-.

6) WESTPHALIAN B' Cumberland Group

\ \

As strike-slip faulting continued, a rhomb graben
developed between the Cobequid and Hollow faults:
Steliarton Graben (Fig. 46.2g. 46.Sc). The length of
Stellarton Graben, about 20 km, may provide an
approximation to the amount of strike-slip movement
required for its formation. This corresponds with the amount
of dextral displacement estimated for the Cobequid Fault in
the Parrsboro area (Doiiohoe and Wallace, 19S5). Lateral
movement of the fault blocks may have been facilitated by
sliding on evaporites of the underlying Windsor Group. The
thick sequence (<2600 in) of fine grained, grey, lacustrine
elastics which comprise the bulk of the Stellarton Formation
indicates that sedimentation nearly kept up with subsidence
(and basin extension). Hence, fault movement must have
been generally gradual and continuous from late
Westphalian B through Westphalian C time. Development of
some marginal relief and either consequently increased rates
of sedimentation or lower rates of subsidence are indicated
by intervals of coarse grained elastics, coarsening of facies
towards the graben margins, and development of redbed
sequences. By Westphalian D time, subsidence of Stellarton
Graben had ended, in response to cessation of strike-slip
faulting. Clastics continued to be shed into Stellarton Gap
until the Permian, however.

Conclusions

Field observations and structural analyses at several
localities along the eastern Cobequid and Hollow faults
consistently reveal that late Carboniferous movement was
dextral. This is in agreement with the findings of
Eisbachur (1967: 1969) and White (19S3) from the western
Cobequid Fault. The problems outlined in the introduction to
this paper can therefore be resolved.

Stellarton Graben most likely formed as a simple rhomb
grauen in response to dextral movement on the Cobequid and
Hollow fault systems, caused by NW-5E compression during
Westphalian B and C time. Within Stellarton Graben, the
orientation of secondary faults and en echelon right hand
folds suggests a large-scale Riede) shear pattern consistent
with regional dextral shear.

c) WESTPHALIAN a to C Stellarton and "Merigomlsh" Formations

d) WESTPHALIAN D to STEPHANIAN' Pictou Group

CoDequid

f.OREQUID
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i ds
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30 40

Figure 48.8. Development of the Stellarton Graben in
response to dextral movement on the Cobequid and Hollow
faults in the late Carboniferous. Arrows indicate generalized
sediment dispersal in eastern Cumberland basin and
Stellarton Gap. The lacuna indicated by vertical bars across
the eastern Cobequid Fault may be eliminated by progressive
NW-SE shortening as the Scotsburn Anticline and Trenton
Syncline developed.

(a) Canso and Riversdale strata were deposited in Namurian
to IVestphaliari A time. These sediments undoubtedly lapped
farther onto the highland areas than their present boundary
as shown.

(b) The Cumberland Group was deposited in Hestphalian B
time. Active subsidence of Stellarton Graben due to strike-
slip faulting probably began during this time.

(c) Stellnrlon Formation sedimentation began in late
R'estp lian B in response to strike-slip movement and graben
subsidence. Deposition of the "Merigomish" Formation
(Pictou Group) in the northern part of Stellarton Gap began in
Westphalian C time, while Stellarton Formation
sedimentation contirued.

(d) Subsidence of Slellarton Graben (and significant strike-
slip on the Cobequid-Hollow Fault system) ended by
H'estphad'an D time, but Pictou Group sedimentation
continued into the Stephanian. Younger Pictou strata may
have blanketed part of the Stellarton Graben.
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If .Stellarton Graben is a synsedimentary strike-slip
basin, it is unlikely that the coal seams known within the
graben ever extended outside it (with the possible exception
of the Thorburn coals, the highest in the Stellarton
Formation).

The juxtaposition of unlike facies belonging to the
partly time-correlative "Merigomish" and Stellarton
formations resulted from relative dextral strike-slip
movement. The core area of the Trenton Syncline, which
now lies north of the Stellarton Graben initially lay northwest
of the site of the latter. Stellarton Graben could not have
been an obstacle to derivation of the New Glasgow
Conglomerate from a southern source area since it did not
exist in early Westphalian R time.

Many problems still remain. The tectonic framework
outlined above for the development of Stellarton Gap
provides a context for detailed studies of the upper
Carboniferous stratigraphy, currently in progress. The field
work described here forms a basis for further study of the
microstructure and kinematics of brittle deformation on the
eastern Cobequid-Hollow fault system.
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Abstract

The boundary between the Slave Province and the Thelon Tectonic Zone of the western
Churchill is represented in three fault-bounded domains. A narrow central domain is intermediate in
character between the western domain (Slave Province) with its curvilinear structural trends and
patchy greenschist to amphibolite metarnorphic pattern and the eastern domain which is dominated in
the northwest by linear north-northeasterly structural trends with abundant mylonite zones and
parallel upper amphibolite to granulite zones. This pattern is less pronounced to the east and south.
The eastern domain contains miqmatitic supracrustal rocks that increase in abundance to the south
and are intruded by Proterozoic granite. The migmatites are similar in some respects to the Slave
Yellowknife Supergroup although the relationship remains to be defined. Throughout the area are a
series of northeasterly dextral faults, with some vertical component, that are splays off the master
McDonald Fault that transects the southeastern third of the area.

ResumiS

La frontiere entre la province des Esclaves et la zone tectonique de Thelon (partie ouest de la
province de Churchill) est represented dans trois domaines limite's par des failles. Entre un domaine
Ouest (province des Esclaves) caracte>is£ par des directions structurales curvilini#aires et un
metamorphisme variant entre le facies des schistes verts tachetes et celui des amphibolites, et un
domaine Est doming dans le nord-ouest par des directions structurales lineaires nord-nord-est et
contenant des zones mylonitiques abondantes et des zones paralleles de m(§tamorphisme passant de la
limite supeXeure des amphibolites au facies des granulites, s'interpose un domaine etroit accusant des
caracteYistiques interme"diaires. Cette configuration est moins prononc^e a l'est et au sud. Le
domaine Est renferme des roches supracorticales miqmatitiques dont I'abondance auqmente vers le
sud et dans lesquelles fait intrusion du granite proteYozo'ique. Les migmatites ressemblent a certains
(5gards au supergroupe de Yellowknife (province des flsclaves), quoique les relations restent encore a
d£finir. Toute la region est parcourue de failles a de'crochements dextres de direction nord-est qui
ont une certaine composante verticale et qui sont, en fait, des projections de la faille principale de
McDonald qui recoupe le tiers sud-est de la region.



Introduction
The Artillery Lake map area is diagonally divided by

the centra) segment of the Thelon Front which separates the
Slave Province with its curvilinear structural trends,
relatively massive plutonic bodies and mainly low to
intermediate metamorphic grade metasediments and
metavolcanir-s of the Archean Yeliowknife Supergroup, from
the linear trends, strongly foliated granitoids and high grade
gneisses and schists of the Thelon Tectonic Zone of the
northwestern Churchill Province. This boundary was
originally recognized during 1:1 000 000 scale regional
helicopter reconnaissance mapping of the northwestern Shield
(Wright, 1957, 1967; Fraser, 196**) and is currently the subject
of more detailed investigations at 1:250 000 scale in its
northern (Thompson et al., 1986), central (Frith, I9S2a,b;
Henderson et al., 1982; Henderson and Thompson, 1982;
Henderson and Vlacfie, 1985) and southern sections
(Bostock, 1986) south of Great Slave Lake. In addition,
structural and metamorphic studies at 1:50 000 scale are
currently ongoing in the central (James, 1985, 1986) and
southern (Harimer and Lucas, 1985) parts of the Thelon
Tectonic Zone.

The current mapping of the Artillery Lake area at i:250
000 scale was started in 198* (Henderson and Macfie, 1985)
with a transect across part of the northern third of the area
and represents a continuation of the recent mapping of the
Healey Lake area immediately to the north (Henderson et al.,
1982; Henderson and Thompson, 19S2). The Artillery Lake
area was originally mapped at 1:1 000 000 scale as part of
Operation Thelon (Wright, 1957, 1967) and the eastern half of
the area was mapped at 1:250 000 scale by Fraser (1972).
Gandhi (1985) recently studied the geology and mineral
deposits in the southwest part of the area at Artillery Lake.
Work this past field season was concentrated in the central to
southeastern part of the area. The more detailed structural-
metamorphic study across the Thelon Front and into the
Thelon Tectonic Zone in the vicinity of the boundary between
the Artillery Lake and Healey Lake map areas Dames, 1985),
continued to the east of these two map areas (James, 1986).

General geology
On the basis of the northern transect completed in

1984, the area was divided into 3 structural domains
(Henderson and Macfie, 1985). It was found that these three
domains are still generally applicable in the central transect
across the area completed this year although little work was
done in the central domain. The western domain, bounded on
the east by north-northeasterly-trending faults between
Ptarmigan and Deville Lakes (Fig. 47.1), has geology typical
of the Slave Province with abundant, well preserved
metasediments and metavolcanics of the Yellowknife
Supergroup that have been intruded by massive lobate
granitoid to diorite plutons. Structural trends are generally
northerly to northwesterly but locally conform to the outline
of the intrusions and are typically steep. Vletamorphic grade
is in the low pressure fades series and ranges from
greenschist in a northerly trending zone between Ptarmigan
and Clinton-Colden lakes to migmatite locally in septa
between plutonic lobes. The central domain is a transitional
zone intermediate between the western and eastern domains
and includes some characteristics of both. Structural trends
are generally northerly with local variations and are typically
steep. The rock units consist primarily of heterogeneous, il!
defined granitoid units, augen and migmatitic granitoids and
a heterogeneous gneissic unit. Yellowknife metasedimentary
units are present but only as relatively small bodies and are
everywhere highly migmatitic. The domain presumably
represents a relatively deeper structural level than that of
the western domain. It is bounded on the east by a major belt
of Yellowknife migmatites that contains within it a wide

shear zone that has been traced well into the Healey Lake
area to the north. The eastern domain consists of rock units
similar to many in the central domain including units of
migmatitic metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks that
become particularly abundant to the southeast and are
extensively intruded by sheets of a younger but well foliated
granite. Their relationship to the Yellowkniie Supergroup
rocks that occur in the western two domains remains to be
determined. The rocks are strongly deformed with a very
pronounced north-northeasterly trend and steep easterly dip
particularly in the northwestern part of the domain. To the
southeast the structural trends in the domain are more varied
and dips generally more moderate and locally even flat. In
the northern part of the domain are a series of discrete
mylonite zones parallel to the regional trend that tend to die
out in the southern part of the area mapped. A zone of
granulite grade metamorphism is present in the west-central
part of the domain but granulite grade rocks are only
sporadically developed to the east and southeast. The
McDonald Fault, a major dextral fault with displacement on
the order of 100 km (on the basis of correlation of distinctive
aeromagnetic anomalies (Henderson and Vlacfie, 1985,
Fig. 54-1), passes through Mary Frances Lake. The geology
mapped thus far south of the fault does not appear to differ
significantly from much of that in the eastern domain.

Yellowknife Supergroup

In the western domain a rather large area of
Yellowknife metasediments was outlined at Ptarmigan Lake.
It extends north to join the extensive metasedimentary
terrane that underlies much of Clinton-Colden Lake and
continues north into the Healey Lake area. The
metasediments are greywacke-mudstone turbidites so
characteristic of much of the Slave Province to the west and
northwest. Much of the metasediment is at arnphibolite
grade (assemblages of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, muscovite,
cordierite, andalusite, sillimanite, staurolite) with a northerly
trending zone of greenschist grade material in the central
part of the area. On the east side of Ptarmigan Lake is a
major unit of amphibolite grade mafic metavolcanics with
well preserved primary features such as pillowed flows and
volcanic breccia. It is bordered on the east by an elongate
sill of texturally and compositionally varied anorthositic
gabbro that is presumably related to a similar 4 km wide
plutonic body southeast of Clinton-Colden Lake (Henderson
and Macfie, 1985). The metavolcanics are thought to be
related to the major mafic volcanic complex that occurs on
the east side of Clinton-Colden Lake and extends north into
the Healey Lake area but have been interrupted by the
emplacement of the large granodiorite plutonic complex.
The volcanics at Clinton-Colden Lake have been the target of
extensive mineral exploration in the past. Unfortunately,
only the northern part of the volcanics at Ptarmigan Lake are
even moderately well exposed.

In the central domain only thin screens of migmatitic
equivalents of the Yellowknife metasediments with a high
proportion of white leucosome are present and are intruded
by granitic to granodioritic rocks. This represents a
continuation of the pattern seen previously north of Deville
Lake. The major highly metamorphosed Yellowknife
supracrustal belt containing the shear ione that marks the
eastern boundary of the domain was traced south from Sifton
Lake through the southwest side of Smart Lake where there
are some small units of amphibolite in the otherwise
migmatitic to porphyroclastic metasediments. Although
much thinner than in the north and broken by cores of
granitoid gneisses, the belt can probably be traced on the
basis of its magnetic signature (Geological Survey of
Canada, 1968) more or less continuously to the McDonald
Fault, This belt can also be traced to the north where it is
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continuous with an extensive Yellowknife Supergroup terrane
that opens to the northwest in the Slave Province proper
(Henderson et a]., 1982).

The southern part of the eastern domain is underlain by
a much higher proportion of highly metamorphosed
supracrustal rocks. As in the central domain, these
supracrustal rocks are everywhere highly migmatitic and
consist of either biotite rich migmatite with abundant coarse
white leucosorne or amphibolitic migmatite with typically
less abundant white leucosome. Both varieties are intruded
by thin sheets to elongate bodies of foliated, medium grained,
biotite-poor granite. The proportion of the younger intrusive
phase to the migrnatic is highly varied. In places the granite
is dominant. The amphibolitic migmatites are similar to the
migmatitic Yellowknife metavolcanics east of Tourgis Lake
in the Healey Lake area (Henderson and Thompson, 1980),
whereas the biotite-rich migmatites are similar in many
respects to the Yellowknife metasedimentary migmatites
seen to the west in the central domain and to the north in the
Healey Lake area (Henderson et al., 1982, Fig. 31.2).
Metamorphic mineral assemblages in the biotite-rich
migmatites, however, differ in that aluminosilicates rarely
were identified in the field. Also, the local occurrence of
hornblende and clinopyroxene implies a more calcic
composition. The determination with any degree of
confidence of the relationship of these migmatitic
supracrustaJ rocks in the eastern domain with the
Yellowknife Supergroup to the west will require further
study.

Southeast of the McDonald Fault, at the east end of
Mary Frances Lake and the northern part of Williams Lake to
the south is a large area of similar supracrustal rocks but in
which the amphibolitic migmatites dominate. These rocks
have been translated into the area along the McDonald Fault
over a distance of as much as 100 km, as interpreted from
the displacement of distinctive aeromagnetic anomalies
(Henderson and Macfie, 1985). Of particular interest is the
contact between the amphibolitic and biotitic migmatites at
one locality near the shore of Mary Frances Lake. Although
the exposure is less than ideal and much of the area is frost
heaved, the amphibolitic gneisses are separated from the
biotitic migmatites by a narrow zone of carbon.ote, calc-
silicate rocks and rusty sulphide-bearing silicate and oxide
iron formation. The association of carbonate and iron
formation at the contact between metavolcanics and
metasedimentr of the Yellowknife Supergroup can be seen at
several localities in the S'ave Province, notably at the
headwaters of the Back River and in the High Lake region
(Henderson, 1975). This may be evidence that these
migmatitic rocks are also related to the Yellowknifo
Supergroup or at least represent similar volcanic ard
sedimentary associations as seen in the Yellowknife of th?
Slave Province.

Intrusive and gneissic rocks

Most of the intrusive and gneissic rock units described
previously from the northern transect across the area
(Henderson and Macfie, 1985) are found in the central part of
the area as well. A brief summary of additional information
available as a result of subsequent work along a transect
across the central part of the area follows.

In the western domain, the muscovite-bearing granites
have been subdivided into two types. The first is a two mica
granite in which the muscovite and biotite are both major
comoonents, either of which can be dominant. This granite is
similar to the two mi'" granite that is so abundant in the
Healey Lake area to the north. The second type has
muscovite as a relatively minor phase. It is present east of
Clinton-Colden Lake where it grades north into a coarsely
megacrystic biotite dominant granite, and also southwest of

Ptarmigan Lake where it appears to grade into the
megacrystic granite that underlies much of the Artillery
Lake terrane (Gandhi, 1985). East of Ptarmigan Lake, a long
marrow body of anorthositic gabbro similar in many respects
to that described previously east of Clinton-Colden Lake
(Henderson and Macfie, 1985) occurs at the base of the
volcanic sequence. Its contact relations with the volcanic
unit is not well exposed. Like the previously described
anorthositic gabbro, the unit is characterized by very hetero-
geneous composition and texture although nowhere does it
have the extremely coarse crystal size seen in some phases of
the northern body. It contains a magnitite-rich zone that has
a pronounced aeromagnetic expression (Geological Survey of
Canada, 1968). At one locality, coarse magnetite makes up
more than half the rock.

The distinctive red and black augen textured
granodiorite to granite that occurs in both the central and
eastern domains was recognized at several localities east of
Smart Lake where, because of its distinctive appearance and
occurrence as narrow sheets that can be traced many
kilometres along strike, is a useful marker for determining
apparent displacement on fajlts. This augen granite is
closely associated with metasedimentary migmatites in the
region. The rather large, fairly homogeneous, well foliated,
biotite-poor, granite to granodiorite reported previously to
occur on the Hanbury River in the eastern part of the
domain, and considered to be Archean. (Henderson and
Macfie, 1985) has been dated at about 1920 Ma (U-Pb zircon
and monazite, O. van Breernen, personal communication,
1985). Thin sheets to small plutons of similar granite occur
within the supracrustal migmatites throughout much of the
eastern domain. Many of the granitoid and gneissic rocks of
this domain have been placed in an undivided unit for the
time being. These are a heterogeneous assemblage of rocks
ranging from diatexites derived from the supracrustals
through complex granulite grade gneisses to homogeneous but
well foliated megacrystic granites that amongst them
presumably represent a variety of ages.

Structural geology

The geology of the area has been discussed thus far in
terms of three domains that were defined on the basis of
structural cr i teria (Henderson and Macfie, 1985). The
domains become increasingly deformed from west to east and
represent increasingly deeper structural levels at the present
erosion level. The domain boundaries are north-northeasterly
trending faults or shear zones. The two western domains
seem to be extant only within the Art i l lery Lake area. To
the north in the Healey Lake area the boundary faults
disappear and the difference between the domains becomes
less apparent.

The straight zone, a shear zone of porphyroclastic
Yellowknife metasediments several kilometres wide that
forms the boundary between the central and eastern domains
has been mapped south from the Healey Lake area where it
was concluded to be a good candidate as a single feature to
mark the Thelon Front, the western margin of the Thelon
Tectonic Zone (Henderson et al . , 1982). South of Sifton Lake
the shear zone becomes significantly narrower as does the
belt of Yellowknife supracrustal rocks that contain i t . The
zone does, however, continue through to Smart Lake where
its trend changes from southerly to southwesterly before
continuing on to the south-southwest beyond Smart Lake.
Although it is a much less impressive looking structure in the
vicinity of Smart Lake compared with its appearance in the
north, it is not clear whether the amount of strain
accommodated by the structure has changed significantly.
The changed aspect may be more a reflection of the thinning
of the supracrustal rocks in whi^h it occurs. On the other
hand, the locus of inflection of the large paired gravity
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anomaly (Earth Physics Branch, 1969a,b) that is in part
coincident with the straight zone and which presumably
reflects tnajor deep crustal influences, departs from the
straight zone south of Sifton Lake and shifts to the west
across the central domain to its western boundary shear zone
(Henderson and Macfie, 19S5) suggesting the straight zone
mav be of lesser importance south of Sifton Lake.

In addition to the domain boundary structures, several
other faults with similar generally northeasterly trends have
been mapped. They occur in two sets. Although
representatives of both sets are everywhere present, those in
the western part of the area tei I to trend north-
northeasterly in contrast to the more northeasterly trends of
most faults in the eastern part of the area. The most
prominent of the latter set is the McDonald Fault which
passes through Mary Frances Lake. The faults have a dextral
horizontal component of movement that ranges from about
100 km in the case of the McDonald Fault to only a metre or
so on some of the other faults, most of which are too small to
portray at the scale of the map. It is suspected that the
faults may have a significant component of vertical
movement. This is indicated by the previously mentioned
change in structural level across the domain boundaries in the
case of the north-northeasterly set. In the eastern domain
there is a change in the base level and magnetic intensity of
aeromagnetic anomalies that can be traced across the
northeast-trending faults. This together with the
increasingly positive gravity gradient from south to north in
the domain (Earth Physics Branch, 1969a) might be an
argument for a vertical component on the faults with north
side up. Of perhaps more direct significance is the
occurrence of moderately southwesterly plunging stretching
lineations in ductile fault zones associated with the
McDonald Fault and with several nearby relatively minor
parallel faults implying a vertical component during at least
part of the history of the fault. Across the area, the faults
of the two sets have increasingly ductile characteristics
towards the east.

Also present in the area are a few faults that have a
north-northwesterly trend and a sinistral sense of
displacement and are thus similar to the Bathurst Fault, the
major fault set through Bathurst Inlet that offsets a major
part of the Thelon Tectonic Zone north of the Healey Lake
area. These faults are best developed east of Smart Lake and
like the other faults in the area have ductile characteristics.
This is best shown in the fault zone north of the southeast
arm of Smart Lake where the regional north-northeasterly
trends are transposed to the north-northwest over a width of
several hundred metres.

The eastern domain shows considerably more variety in
structural style than was originally apparent from the
northern transect across the area (Henderson and
Macfie, 1985). In the northern part of the domain,
particularly in the west, the structural trends are very
straight and the dips steep. Abundant north-northeasterly
trending closely spaced mylonite zones are expressed as
prominent linears. To the south, however, the trends are
curvilinear on a regional scale as shown by the large
structural closure north of Mary Frances Lake. North of
Williams Lake and in the southeast part of Mary Frances
Lake, the structure in the migmatitic supracrustal rocks is
very gentle to flat.

Metamorphism

The greenschist grade Yellowknife Supergroup rocks of
the western domain that underlie a large part of Clinton-
Colden Lake were found to extend well south, east of
Ptarmigan Lake. The metamorphic gradient appears to be
rather steep, the change from rocks containing coarse
sillimanite pseudomorphs after andalusite to chlorite-biotite

phvllites taking place over as little as a few hundred metres.
TIT1 metamorphic pattern in the western block is thus more
like the pattern in the central Slave Province, such as near
Yellowknife where the pattern is that o( local thermal domes
or ridges commonly cored bv intrusions (Henderson. I9S5) as
opposed to the broad regional southeasterly increasing
metamorphic gradient observed in the Healev Lake area to
the north. There is a strong metamorphic contrast between
the greenschist and lower amDhibolite grades of the western
do/nain and the high grade migmatites of the central domain.

In the Healev Lake area a narrow zone of high pressure
meramorphism within and somewhat west of the straight
zone was inferred from the presence of kvanite
(Henderson et al. I9S2: .lames, 1985). The kyanite in the belt
of migmatitic to porphvroclastic Yellowknife
metasedimentarv rocks east of Sifton Lake indicates that this
zone continues into the Artillery Lake area. Although no
kyanite has been recognized south of Sifton Lake,
examination of thin sections of specimens from this area has
not been completed. The disappearance of kyanite signalling
the end of the high pressure zone would correspond
approximately with the translation of the previously
mentioned locus of inflection between the paired gravity
anomalies from the straight zone between the eastern and
central domains, to the west.

In the eastern domain, a zone of granulite grade
metamorphism occurs about 7 km east of the main belt of
migmatitic supracrustal rocks at the boundary of the domain.
The western boundary of the granulite zone is quite sharply
defined and is consistently parallel with the domain boundary.
The zone itself is about 10 km wide and corresponds
approximately to a north-northwesterly trending positive
gravity anomaly. The eastern boundary of the zone is less
clearly defined. East of the zone north of Mary Frances Lake-
are small sporadic occurrences of granulite grade rocks in
what are mainly upper amphibolite rocks.
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Abstract

The eastern half of a transect was mapped in 1985 across part of the Thelon Tectonic Zone.
The transect is divided into two pai ts separated by a north-northeasterly trending ductile shear zone
east of Moraine Lake, that marks significant changes in lithology and structural style. Nevertheless
the previously defined boundary zone 15 km west of Moraine Lake, between the Slave Province proper
and the Thelon Tectonic Zone, marks the most significant changes in lithology, structural style and
metamorphic grade. The shear zone east of Moraine Lake marks lithological and structural changes
of regional improtance, and may mark the trace of a major, westerly directed thrust.

Resume^

En 1985, on a leve la carte de la moitie est d'un transect qui recoupe une partie de la zone
tectonique de Thelon. Ce transect est divise en deux sections s^pardes par une zone de cisaillement
ductile de direction nord-nord-est qui se trouve a 1'est du lac Moraine et qui marque des variations
lithologiques et structurales importantes. Neanmoins, c'est encore la zone frontiere deja circonscrite
15 km a 1'ouest du lac Moraine, entre la province des (Tsclaves et la zone tectonique de Thelon, qui
montre les changements les plus importants des points de vue de la lithologie, du style structural et
du degriS de metamorphisme. La zone de cisaillement situe"e a I'est du lac Moraine signale des
variations lithologiques et structurales d'importance regionale et porte peut-etre la traoe d'une faille
de poussee majeure de direction ouest.

Department of Geological Sciences, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6
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Introduction
This project is part of a continuing program to map and

gain a better understanding of the Thelon Tectonic Zone
(Fig. 48.1), the boundary region between the Slave and
Churchill structural provinces. This report summarizes the
1985 field season. Mapping for this study is a continuation of
work started in 198<f (James, 1985) and completes a 50 km
long transect across part of the Thelon Tectonic Zone at
1:50 000 scale. This is in contrast to the 1:250 000 scale
projects at Artillery Lake (He/iderson and Macfie, 1986),
Healey Lake (Henderson et al., 1982). the Beechey-Duggan
Lakes area (Frith, 1982) and the Tinney Hills-Overby Lake
area (Thompson et al., 1986). Most of the area mapped is
contained within the Hanbury River map sheet (NTS 75 P)
although parts of the Artillery Lake (NTS 75 0) and Baillie
River (NTS 76 A) map sheets are also covered. (Throughout
this report "transect" refers to the entire 50 km long transect
and "map area" refers to the area east of Moraine Lake
mapped in 1985, see Fig. <t8.2).

The objectives of this field season were to examine in
detail the geological characteristics of the area east of
Moraine Lake and to compare and contrast the lithological
units, metamorphic grade and structural style between the
eastern and western parts of the transect. The most
prominent features of the 19S5 map area are a
compositionally heterogenous unit of gneisses, the Darrell
River gneiss, and a structural style which is quite different
from that in the western part of the transect. The Darrell
River gneiss is believed to be in part derived from
supracrustal rocks. They are not Yellowknife Supergroup
gneisses typical of the Slave Province. The area also
contains late, foliated granite-granodiorite which is no where
present west of Moraine Lake. The western part of the
transect is divided into blocks separated by north-
northeasterly trending ductile shear zones. The shear zones,
with the exception of the easternmost zone, are marked by
subhorizontal mineral lineations and have dextral, strike slip
senses of shear. The most eastern of these shear zones and
the gneisses to the east of it contain moderate to steep
easterly plunging stretching lineations.

The map area also contains foliated and gneissic
pyroxene-bearing granitoid rocks, distinctive from the
Darrell River gneiss, which underlie the eastern edge of one
of the largest, positive magnetic anomalies in the Canadian
Shield (Geological Survey of Canada, 1967).

Lithology

Darrell River gneiss

The Darrell River gneiss is a diverse group of
compositionally heterogenous gneisses including pink and grey
gneisses (interlayered pink and grey gneisses of James, 1985),
rusty quartzofeldspathic gneisses, foliated granitoids and
granitoid gneisses of granodioritic composition, and biotite-
garnet gn-isses. This unit also contains 1 -2 m thick layers of
marble and calc-silicate gneiss which are interlayered with
the rusty quartzofeldspathic gneisses and the biotite-garnet
gneisses. West of Maze Lake individual layers of marble can
be traced for up to 4 km. Occurrences of marble and calc-
silicate are less common in the eastern part of the area.
Mafic gneisses and mafic-block gneisses form a minor part of
this unit hut are common throughout the area. Quartz-rich
gneisses are rare.

The pink and grey gneisses, rusty quartzofeldspathic
gneisses, foliated and gneissic granitoids and biotite-garnet
gneisses are the most abundant rock types in this unit.
Outcrops typically have light coloured weathered surfaces
and have maple-sugar-bronze or black-olive-green fresh
surfaces. The pink and grey gneisses and the rusty

quartzofeldspathic gneisses are characteristically well
layered. Orthopyroxene appears to be relatively common in
all rock types. Garnet is less common and restricted to the
biotite-garnet gneisses and the pink and grey gneisses.
Garnet may make up to 25% of the biotite-garnet gneisses.

Narrow zones of black or dung-brown mafic gneisses,
mafic dykes and boudinaged mafic dykes are common
throughout the Darrell River gneiss. Mafic-block gneisses
are composed of randomly oriented, metre-sized to
centimetre-sized mafic blocks separated by white granitoid.
Orthopyroxene is a common constituent in mafic rocks.

Biotite-garnet rnigmatite gneiss

Brown, rusty-brown and grey biotite-garnet migmatite
gneisses and garnetiferous diatexites form a north-trending
belt in the Maze Lake area. This unit is well foliated and
layered on all scales with gneissosity defined by white
plagioclase and quartz leucosome layers and pods and brown
or rusty-brown biotite-rich restite layers. Large areas of
white, fine- to medium-grained plagioclase and quartz
diatexite are common east of Maze Lake. Commonly the
diatexites contain up to 10% fine, lilac garnets. West and
north of Maze Lake the unit is quite homogeneous, however,
towards the east it becomes extremely heterogeneous and in
part consists of thinly interlayered biotite gneisses and mafic
gneisses, rnafic-ultramafic dykes, amphibolite gneisses and a
small amount of pink granitoid migmatite gneiss. .Some of
these rock types closely resemble lithologies found within the
Darrell River gneiss.

The restite portion of the biotite-garnet migrnatite
gneisses contains approximately 20% biotite with up to
10% garnet and rare sillimanite. No potassium feldspar was
identified in the field from the restite or leucosorne portions.
Rare occurrences of orthopyroxeiv- have been found in rnafic
gneisses northeast of Maze Lake.

Figure 48.1. Location map. Tentative width of the Thelon
Tectonic Zone is shown in the hatched area (Thompson and
Ashton, 1984). Bl - Bathurst Inlet, GSL = Great Slave Lake,
BF = Bathurst Fault, MF - McDonald Fault.
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Legend

JO - Hornblende-biotite granodiorite-granite
9 - Hornblende granite
8 - Foliated megacrystic granite
7 - Granitoid gneiss-pyroxene bearing granitoid

rocks
6 - Garnetiferous granite
5 - Biotite-garnet migmatite gneiss
4 - Darrell River gneiss
3 - Heterogeneous granitoid gneiss and migmatite

gneiss
2 - Yelloviknife Supergroup gneiss
I - Migmatitic granitoid gneiss

ML - Moraine Lake
M7. - Maze Lake
DR - Darrell River

BZ - Boundary Zone
DSZ - Ductile Shear Zone
MFS - Fault (presumed splay fault from

the McDonald Fault)
LC - Litholagieal contact, approximate

Figure 48.2. Geology of a transect across part of the Thelon Tectonic Zone, Moraine Lake area.

The age of these gneisses is unknown. Their
composition is certainly suggestive of a sedimentary origin
and in many outcrops they resemble biotite gneisses of the
Yellowknife Supergroup. This correlation is extremely
tentative especially in view of the very heterogeneous
gneisses that are part of this unit northeast of Maze Lake,
and which compositionally appear to be more closely related
to the Darrell River gneiss.

Foliated granitoids and granitoid gneiss

Pink and tan granitoid gneisses, grey dioritic gneisses
and foliated pyroxene-bearing granitoids outcrop east and
north of Darrell River. A well layered gneiss of granodioritic
composition is the most abundant member of this unit. These
gneisses contain common, narrow (100 m wide) zones of grey
dioritic gneisses and locally grade into pink or grey, massive
to foliated, pyroxene-bearing granodiorite-quartz
monzodiorite. Magnetite is relatively abundant and may
make up to 596 of the rock. These gneisses underlie the
western edge of the highest magnetic anomaly in the region
and are believed to be the deformed and metamorphosed
equivalents of plutonic rocks which intruded the Darrell
River gneiss. The presence of orthopyroxene within the
orthogneisses indicates that these rocks must have intruded
the Darrell River gneiss early in the metamorphic history.

The extreme western part of the area mapped is
underlain by a heterogeneous mixture of foliated and gneissic
granitoid rocks (heterogeneous granulite gneiss of
James, 1985). In this area this unit consists of grey, foliated
diorites; pink, migmatitic granodiorite-granite gneisses and
tan, foliated granodiorites that contain abundant mafic
xenoliths. Hornblende and biotite are the most common
mafic minerals although orthopyroxene has been identified in
a few outcrops.

Foliated, potassium feldspar megacrystic granites and
granodiorites underlie the northeastern part of the map area
and form narrow belts west of Darrell River and northeast of
Maze Lake. These rocks are always well foliated and
commonly the flattening is strong enough to produce a
gneissic fabric defined by pink feldspar streaks. Outcrops
contain up to 35% coarse potassium feldspar and up to
15% hornblende and biotite combined. Locally the coarse
megacrystic rocks grade into medium grained and
equigranular rocks. West of Darrell River the contacts of
this unit are poorly defined as it is mixed on all scales with
foliated pink granites and granodiorite gneisses. These
megacrystic granites are intrusive to the granitoid gneisses
northeast of Darrell River. The apparent absence of
orthopyroxene and the development of a strong foliation may
indicate that these rocks were intruded after the
metamorphic peak and that the deformation extended beyond
the regional growth of orthopyroxene.
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A narrow (750 m wide) body of pink, foliated hornblende
granite outcrops east and north of Darrell River. This
granite is fine grained, commonly strongly foliated and
lineated and contains less than 10% hornblende. This granite
has sharp, well defined contacts and can be traced from the
northern to the southern boundaries of the map area.

The central part of the map area is underlain by a
mixture of granite, granodiorite and locally, granitoid gneiss.
Most outcrops are pink to tan, medium to coarse grained,
foliated to locally weakly gneissic and have a granitic to
granodioritic composition with up to 20% hornblende and/or
biotite. Also contained within this unit are grey, hornblende
and biotite granodiorite gneisses and a pink, massive to
foliated biotite granite. In the northern part of the area
these rocks contain xenoliths of amphibolite and rusty brown
biotite gneiss. The hornblende-biotite assemblages, poor
fabric development and presence of biotite gneiss xenoliths
indicate that these rocks were intruded well past the
metamorphic peak and late in the deforma ion history.

A pink, massive to foliated granite outcrops within the
biotite-garnet migmatite gneisses at Maze Lake. These fine-
to medium-grained leucogranites are mixed with the biotite-
garnet migmatite gneisses on all scales forming foliation
parallel layers and lenses of granite within the gneisses. This
unit is characteristically homogeneous with respect to
texture and composition. It is rarely strongly foliated and
contains less than 10% biotite.

Structure and metamorphism

The structure in the map area is markedly different
from the structure west of Moraine Lake where the region is
subdivided by north-northeasterly trending Proterozoic
ductile shear zones (James, 1985). Structural trends and
lithological contacts in the map area are north-northeasterly,
similar to the area west of Moraine Lake, however, the most
prominent structural lineaments are north-northeasterly
trending faults related to the much younger McDonald Fault.

The easternmost shear zone mapped in 198** outcrops
near the western boundary of the 1985 map area and
separates foliated and gneissic granitoid rocks from Darrell
River gneiss. The shear zone is less than 25 m wide and is
marked by occurrences of mylonitic and protomylonitic
granitoid gneiss. Fabrics dip steeply to the east with strong,
down-dip stretching lineations. The zone is also marked by a
thin interlayering of granitoid gneiss and a pink, fine grained
and foliated/sheared granite. These thin granite sheets are
only present within the shear zone. (This interlayering is also
common in some of the smaller, discontinuous shear zones in
the eastern part of the map area.) This is in marked contrast
to the other three shear zones mapped in 198'; which all had
subhorizontal mineral lineations and dextral, strike-slip
senses of shear. Many other outcrops in the western and
northeastern parts of the map area display shear fabrics that
are not part of continuous shear zones. In all cases the
fabrics contain stretching lineations that plunge steeply to
moderately towards the east. West of Darrell River many
narrow (< I m) and apparently discontinuous shear zones are
present. These zones have variable strikes from east-west to
north-south and contain moderate to vertical down-dip
mineral lineations. These structures are interpreted to be a
reflection of a highly constrictive strain environment with a
vertical to moderately east plunging maximum elongation
direction. The development of these shear fabrics is believed
to postdate the growth of orthopyroxene and predate the
intrusion of the granitoid bodies that outcrop in the central
part of the map area.

A second, much later shearing event is associated with
another set of north-northeasterly trending faults that are
splays from the McDonald Fault whose main trace is

approximately 50 km to the south. The main trace of the
McDonald Fault trends east-northeasterly and faults which
splay off of it have curving traces that become more
northerly trending away from the main trace towards the
north. Deformation associated with each of these faults is in
most cases confined to a few metres on either side of the
fault traces. Porphyroclastic textures, shallow south
plunging mineral lineations and slight deflections in the
regional foliation are the common strain features.

Field observations of metamorphic assemblages
indicate that the entire area is contained within the granulite
facies. Orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene-
biotite are common assemblages within the Darrell River
gneiss and the granitoid gneisses. The biotite-garnet
migmatite gneisses at Maze Lake contain the assp^.^-'age
biotite-garnet and rarely biotite-garnet-sillimanite. The high
degree of migmatization in these gneisses is further
confirmation of the high metamorphic grade. No
orthopyroxene has been identified within the biotite-garnet
migmatite gneisses with the exception of two occurrences in
mafic dykes northeast of Maze Lake.

There is no evidence from the field observations that
there is more than one metamorphic episode in the map area,
or that more than one has been preserved. Geochronological
studies on granulites at Moraine Lake indicate an age of
about 1970 Ma for presumed metamorphic zircons and
monozite (Otto van Breemen, personel communication 1985).
The 198* mapping showed that at least in the area west of
and including the boundary zone that two phases of
metamorphism were present: a low pressure facies Archean
metamorphism and a medium pressure facies Proterozoic
metamorphism. Geothermometry-geobarometry will be
required to help in the determination of the pressure facies
of these granulitic rocks and may ultimately permit the
correlation of the granulite facies metamorphism for the
area east of Moraine Lake with one of the metamorphisms
seen to the west.

Discussion

In view of the 1985 mapping, the boundary zone
(James, 1985) still appears to be the most significant
structural feature in this region marking discontinuities in
structural style, lithology and metamorphic gra:.e. However,
the shear zone east of Moraine Lake which cuts the entire
transect into two roughly equal parts also marks important
changes in structural style and lithology. West of this line,
shear zones contain subhorizontal mineral lineations and show
dextral, strike-slip senses of shear. The shear zone east of
Moraine Lake and the area to the east of it are marked by
moderate to steep, easterly plunging stretching lineations.
Significant lithological changes are also recognized. The
Darrell River gneiss, a heterogeneous group of well layered
pink and grey gneisses, rusty quartzofeldspathic gneisses,
biotite-garnet gneisses, marbles, caic-silicate gneisses and
granitoid gneisses of presumed supracrustal origin are very
different from the Yellowknife Supergroup gneisses of the
Slave Province.

One possible interpretation of the structural and
lithological changes that are observed east of the shear zone,
that is east of Moraine Lake, is that this area is entirely
within the hanging wall of a westerly directed thrust.
Emplacement of the granites and granodiorites which outcrop
in the central part of the map area probably occurred after
the thrusting but before the cessation of eas west regional
shortening.

The age of the granulite facies metamorphism is
uncertain. It appears from field observations that
deformation outlasted the growth of orthopyroxene.
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Geothermometry-geobarornetry determinations on rocks from
east and west of Moraine Lake will be used in an attempt to
derive the regional temperature-pressure environment.
Results may help to give some estimate of the amount of
displacement on the thrust and give some ideas as to the age
of the granulite facies metamorphism east and west of
Moraine Lake. It is very possible that there are two ages of
granulite facies metamorphism, one Archean and the other
Proterozoic, represented in the Moraine Lake transect.
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Abstract
The Moshers Island Member of the transition between the sandy Goldenville and shaly Halifax

formations of the Cambro-Ordovician Meguma Group appears to be a significant control for metal
concentration. In the LaHave River area it is preferentially enriched in Mn, Ba, Pb. Cu and Zn over
other members of the Goldenville-Halifax transition zone. This paper characterizes the
lithochemistry of the transition zone and gives credence to the concept that metal enrichment at this
horizon may be a regional phenomenon with metallogenetic and exploration significance.

Le niveau de Moshers Island, qui fait partie de la zone transitoire entre la formation sableuse de
Goldenville et la formation schisteuse de Halifax, toutes deux du groupe cambro-ordovicien de
Meguma, semble presenter des conditions favorables a la concentration des mtftaux. Dans la region
de la riviere LaHavre, il est davantage enrichi en Mn, Ba, Pb, Cu et Zn que les autres niveaux rie la
zone transitoire de Goldenville-Halifax. Les auteurs de ce rapport elablissent les caracte>istiques
lithochimiques de la zone transitoire et ajoutent foi a l'idee selon laquelle I'enrichissement en me'taux
de cet horizon est peut-etre un phenomene regional qui present? beaucoup d'interet sur le plan des
etudes me'talloge'ne'tiques et sur Je plan de 1'exploration.

1 Contribution to the Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Agreement 19(34-89.
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Economic Geology and Mineralogy Division,
Project 700059.

2 Department of Geology, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 3J5.
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Introduction

The bedrock for most of Nova Scotia south of the
Glooscap Fault as well as the foundation of the offshore
Scotian Shelf to the south, and presumably the Bay of Fundy
to the northwest, are made up of what is known as the
Meguma Terrane (Williaii.s and Hatcher, 1982). The Meguma
Terrane, at least until the Carboniferous, is unlike the
adjacent Avalon Terrane in metallogenesis (Zentilli and
Graves, 1977), plutonism, tectonism, and sedimentation
(Scht-nk, 1983). It consists predominantly of Lower Paleozoic
strata, representing sedimentation from the Cambrian
through Early Devonian with an estimated thickness of
clastic metasedimentary rocks of over 14 km (Schenk and
Lane, 1983) and of granitoid rocks.

It is found that, when one analyzes the patterns of
mineral resource distribution (Zentilli and Graves, 1977;
Graves and Zentilli, 1982; Zentilli et al., 1984),
disproportionately large numbers of occurrences of gold,
tungsten, arsenic, antimony, and the occurrence of lead and
zinc mineralization hosted by non-igneous rocks of the
terrane can perhaps be ascribed to less than 10 % of the
apparent stratigraphic thickness, and more specifically to the
transition between the older, coarser grained, Goldenville
Formation and the overlying, shaly, Halifax Formation,
referred to here as Goldenville-Halifax transition or the
GHT. Roth Halifax and Goldenville formations are Cambro-
Ordovician.

The GHT is marked in several documented localities by
a finely laminated, manganjferous unit, locally rich in
calcareous calc-silicate nodules, spesortine quartzites
(coticules of Keenan and Kennedy, 1983), carbon, and
sulphides. This marker unit is overlain by a basal black,
bituminous slate of the Halifax Formation (Zentilli and
Maclnnis, 19S3). Recent work on lead-zinc occurrences
(Binney et al., 1983; Cameron, 1985), manganese
(Hingston, 1985), tungsten (Shaw, 1982; Fisher, 1984), and tin
occurrences (Wolfson, 1983) indicates that the GHT and its
associated manganiferous enrichment constitute a significant
metallogenic control.

The spatial relationship between mineral occurrences
and the GHT points to many questions which this project is
addressing. Did the GHT serve as a source bed for metals?
Is the present composition a reflection of its primary nature
or is it due to diagenetic or metamorphic processes? How did
the different physical properties of its constituents affect
the behaviour of this unit to fluids during brittle and ductile
deformation? Did it serve as a source bed or a barrier to
flow of, or as a precipitator of, ore minerals? The location
and definition of the GHT should provide not only a guide to
potential mineral occurrences in southern Nova Scotia but
also provice insight into mineralizing processes in pelitic
sequences elsewhere (Graves and Zentilli, 1976). Preliminary
data reported here allow a better definition of the nature of
the transition lithologies, and may yield insight into the
controls of mineralization in the GHT.

Field work was carried out in June, July, and
August 1985 by M. Graves and T. Mulja. Crushing and
powdering of samples for analysis is being done at Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Scope of research on the Goldenville-Halifax transition

The rocks of the GHT were sampled at twelve localities
shown in Figure 49.!, on transects selected on the basis of
good stratigraphic and structural control, excellent exposure,
and different metamorphic grade. The following localities
were sampled: (I) Sanford, (2) Cranberry Point, (3) Chebogue

Point, (4) Broad River, (5) Dublin Shore, (6) Tancook Island,
(7) Lake Charlotte, (8) Ship Harbour, (9) Liscomb Harbour,
(10) Lundy, (11) Fogerty Head, and (12) Queensport Harbour.

The samples are being analyzed for major, minor, and
selected trace elements including gold, organic, and volatile
components. Representative samples of Goldenville
metawackes and Halifax slates away from the GHT are being
analyzed for comparison. Every fifth sample is being
analyzed in duplicate, and international!" recognized rock
standards are being used for control of precision and
accuracy.

The contact between the Goldenville Formation and the
Halifax Formation is not always clearly defined.
Bailey (1898), when first mapping in the southwestern part of
the Meguma Terrane, divided the rocks of ihe Meguma Group
into three units. His quartzite division and black slate
division are easily recognized today as Goldenville and
Halifax lithologies. His transitional "banded argillite
division", however was discarded by later workers as
unmappable, especially in the eastern parts of Nova Scotia
(see Taylor, 1967, for discussion).

The upper contact of the Goldenville Formation has
been historically difficult to define. Faribault (1914), for
example, used the highest exposed bed of greywacke as the
position for the contact. This choice was also followed by
Taylor (1967, 1969). Alternatively, sand/shale ratios have
been used; the coarser grained rocks being GoldenviUe and
the finer grained Halifax, though the precise ratio chosen has
often not been stated. The two methods lead to similar
contact location in places of sharp change from rlternating
large sandstone beds in thinly bedded shale but to very
different locations in areas of gradational lithological
change. In inland portions of the outcrop area, the contact is
not exposed in many areas and the mapping problem is
simplified as choosing the map unit best to describe
individual outcrops. In the eastern portion of the outcrop
area, the contact, where observable, is generally quite sharp
but commonly it is not exposed; whereas in the central and
western part of the province, contacts tend to be better
exposed and more gradational. Colour changes often
accompany this lithological change at the contacts.
Goldenville rocks are typically grey and lower Halifax rocks
typically black. Transition rocks at the top of the
Goldenville Formation are in many places green.
Unfortunately, some areas exhibit green slates in the lower
Halifax Formation and colour classification can be misleading
as a unique criteria for locating the contact.

Recent mapping (O'Brien, 1985a, b) has refined the
knowledge of the stratigraphy of the transition lithologies of
the Meguma Group in the central portion of Nova Scotia
where the exposure is good and the regional metamorphic
grade is low. This is a logical place to start in understanding
the geochemical nature of the GHT but geochemical
background data on the units are sparse (see Liew, 1979, for
background geochemical data of the GoldenviJle Formation).

Mappable lithologies, that occur in this part of Nova
Scotia, as described by O'Brien (1986), are given below:

Halifax Formation:

Green Bay Formation:
Cunard Member

Moshers Island Member, West
Dublin Member, Rissers Beach
Member

Goldenville Formation: New Harbour Member

The New Harbour Member of the Goldenville Formation
consists of thickly bedded, buff-weathered metawacke with
thin interbeds of slate and slaty metawacke. The Rissers
Beach Member of the Green Bay Formation consists of
pervasively crosslaminated metawacke of variable width.
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Figure 49.1. Location map of sample transect?: (DSanford, (2) Cranberry Point, (3) Chebogue
Point, (4) Broad River, (5) Dublin Shore, (6) Tancook Island, (7) Lake Charlotte, (8) Ship Harbour,
(9) Liscomh Harbour, (10) Lundy, (11) Foqerty Head, (12) Queensport.

The West Dublin Member of the Green Bay Formation is
similar to the New Harbour Member of the Goldenville
Formation. The V.oshers Island Member of the Green Ray
Formation consists of Rreen to grey-green, parallel-laminated
argillite. The Cunard Member of the Halifax Formation
consists of black slate interbedded with thinly bedded
pyritiferous metasiltstone.

Large carbonate concretions commonly occur in the
thicker metawacke beds of both the New Harbour and the
West Dublin members. Small manganiferous concretions
occur in layers within the Moshers Island Member. Variably-
sized early diagenetic septarian nodules occur in the Cunard
slates.

Lithogeochemical sampling
Transects for sampling were selected on the basis of

good stratigraphic and structural control. Most of the
transects are in coastal sections providing good exposure and
access. Each transect contains a well mapped contact
between the Goldenville Formation and the Halifax
Formation. One end of the transect was located in
unambiguous Halifax slates. The other end of the transect
was several hundred metres down section in the Goldenville
Formation.

Each transect was sampled at stations consisting of
10 to 30 m of vertical stratigraphic section. Fresh rock was
collected at each station bed-by-bed to obtain samples
representing the lithological variation of that portion of the
transect. Some attempt was made to sample for horizontal
variation but sections rarely outcropped more than 50 m
along strike. Twenty to 50 samples were collected from each

sample station. The spacing between sample stations was
dictated by the quality and quantity of the outcrop and the
variation within the transect. One station was located on
either side of the mapped contact. Further stations were
distributed to test the lithological variation of the transect.
Stations at each end were governed by the limits of outcrop
or were selected to represent rocks typical of Halifax or
Goldenville formations. Most of the stations were in rock
previously mapped as Goldenville Formation.

Over 400 samples were collected and the sample
preparation and analyses are in progress. A preliminary
summary of lithogeochemical results based on the major and
trace element analyses of fifty samples from the LaHave
River area is presented here (location 5, Fig. 49.1).

Analyses completed are for major elements performed
by standard wet chemical methods at Dalhousie University,
Halifax, Nova Scotia. Trace element analyses were done by
standard XRF methods at St. Mary's University, Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Every fifth sample was run as a duplicate and
recognized international standards were used in both
laboratories for control purposes.

Samples reported (Fig. 49.2) are from five sample
stations, representing each of the five stratigraphic units.

The New Harbour Member was sampled within 50 m of
its contact with the Rissers Beach Member at the headland to
the west of the village of Green Bay (location A, Fig. #9.2).
The Rissers Beach Member was sampled at the landward end
of Crescent Beach in the middle of the unit (location B,
Fig. 49.2). The West Dublin Member was sampled on the east
shore of Bush Island in the upper third of the unit (location C,
Fig. 49.2). The Moshers Island Member was sampled within
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Table *9.1. Summary of major and trace element analyses of Meguma Group rocks of the LaHave River area

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (It)

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

MgO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
TiO2

MnO
P2O5

Ba
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Th
Pb
Ga
Zn
Cu
Ni
V
Cr

76.52
11.97
4.17
1.28
0.28
2.88
2.03
0.59
0.05
0.10

518
74

182
22

201
13
6

15
15
60
1*
20
82
74

62.21
19.10
7.45
2.35
0.50
2.36
4.52
0.96
0.09
0.24

1234
153
182
35

223
19
12
17
27
98
19
47

154
125

70.07
15.20
6.49
1.94
0.72
2.65
1.85
0.65
0.18
0.12

356
78

260
34

239
17
7

23
19
95
17
35

101
104

79.29
10.54
4.00
1.22
0.53
2.05
1.60
0.48
0.10

100.
321
58
81
23

220
10
7

20
13
60
6

16
60
64

59.81
20.88

8.97
2.70
0.29
2.25
3.74
0.83
0.23
0.10

840
148
117
31

200
22
11
18
28

121
18
48

144
116

48.32
4.68
1.23
0.35

42.04
1.05
0.82
0.23
1.03
0.13

151
24

557
36

226
6
0

11
6

16
4

10
22
25

59.46
18.63
9.11
2.12
2.04
1.10
2.98
1.01
3.08
0.18

1562
112
112
47

185
18
13

112
24

120
83
66

197
121

73.21
14.14
6.14
2.30
0.07
1.10
1.88
0.77
0.22
0.03

552
78

115
33

185
14
6

28
22

148
50
27

106
74

62.31
22.88
5.42
2.48
0.07
1
3
1
?.
0.

934
145
276

36
173
20
8

21
30
91
3

12
196
146

61
43
25
25
10

72.08
12.27
4.90
1.88
0.92
3.42
1.63
0.53
0.10
0.07

62.00
18.40
5.92
2.30
0.86
1.47
5.23
(,.77
0.09
0.14

0.77
0.11

10

16
34

105
145

700
140
300

25
160
20
12
20
20

100
50
70

130
100

60.25
15.55
8.05
3.86
5.81
3.18
2.52
0.95
0.12

425
90

375
30

165
20
10
12
15
70
55
75

135
100

69.00
13.45
5.23
1.66
2.00
2.59
1.78
0.56
0.08
0.17

79
19
26
55
72

Total
n

100.00
4

100.00
4

100.00
9

100.00
6

100.00
2

100.00
1

100.00
10

100.00
2

100.00
2

97.75 97.14 100.45 96.55

(1) Metawackes, New Harbour Member, Goldenville Fm: Green Bay.
(2) Slates, New Harbour Member, Goldenville Fm: Green Bay.
(3) Metawackes, Rissers Beach Member, Green Bay Fm: Crescent Beach.
(4) Metawackes, West Dublin Member, Green Bay Fm: Bush Island.
(5) Slates, West Dublin Member, Green Bay Fm: Bush Island.
(6) Carbonate concretion within metawacke, West Dublin Member, Green Bay Fm: Bush Island.
(7) Argillites, Moshers Island Member, Green Bay Fm: Bells Cove
(8) Metasiltstones, Cunard Member, Halifax Fm: Bells Cove.
(9) Slates, Cunard Member, Halifax Fm: Bells Cove.
(10) Metawackes, Goldenville Fm: Taylor Head (Liew, 1979).
(11) Slates, Goldenville Fm: Taylor Head (Liew, 1979).
(12) Average trace element content shale as compiled from various sources by Levinson (1974).
(13) Average continental crust from Taylor (1964).
(14) Paleozoic greywacke analyses from various sources as compiled by Liew (1979).

Note: Major oxides reported as weight per cent recalculated volatile-free to equal 100%;
trace elements reported in ppm; total Fe reported as Fe2O3; and n = number of samples.
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descriptions of lettered sample stations.

20 m of the top of the unit on the south side of Bells Cove
(location D, Fig. 49.2), and the Cunard Member of the Halifax
Formation was sampled on the north side of Bells Cove within
the bottom 50 m of the unit (location E, Fig. 49.2). All
sample sections are considered to be representative of the
lithoiogical character of the respective units sampled.

Results

Table 49.1 summarizes the preliminary results of this
study. Results are presented for each lithology in the section
mapped by O'Brien on the Dublin Shore of the LaHave River
map area (O'Brien, 1 9S5b).

The data of Table 49.1 show the similarity of the New
Harbour and the West Dublin rocks. The sandstone beds and
the shale beds differ from each other significantly and
essentially all of this difference can be ascribed to mineral
fractionation by normal sedimentary processes as shown by
the sedimentary structures of these units. Little
postsedimentation effect is seen in the distribution of
elements. We hope to refine our view of diagenetic effects
by studying in detail a series of large carbonate concretions
that occur in the thicker sandstone beds of both these units
(see Purves, 1974, for discussion of the metamorphism of
these concretions). Sandstone and shale of the lower unit are
very similar in their geochemical character.

The intervening Rissers Beach Member is geochemically
intermediate between the sandstone and the shales of the
surrounding two units. Current sedimentological work being
done on this unit by P. Schenk, P. Adams, and 3. Waldron
provides a sedimentological mechanism to explain this
intermediate behaviour. Pervasive crossbedding of the
Rissers Beach sandstone indicates very rapid proximal
deposition. Thus the geochemical and mineralogical
fractionation of the more mature depositional mechanisms
represented by the New Harbour and *'est Dublin Members is
not evident in the Rissers Beach Member which appears to
represent a mixture of the components which comprise the
better sorted sandstone and shale of the enclosing units.

The Moshers Island Member is enriched in manganese
with (volatile-free) values ranging from 1.68 wt.% to
12.02 wt.% and averaging 3.08 wt. % oxide as compared with
values below 0.25 wt. % for the other units in the section
(Table 49.1). The Moshers Island Member is also enriched in
other trace elements, notably Pb (112 ppm average for
10 samples), Cu (83 ppm), and Zn (120 ppm). Values to
5S0 ppm Pb, 505 ppm Cu, and 154ppm Zn were obtained.
Average values of Ba are also enriched when compared to
adjoining lithologies.

Preliminary conclusions

(1) Geochemistry is useful in characterizing lithoiogical
divisions in the Meguma metasedimentary rocks. (2) The
Moshers Island Member of the Green Bay Formation in the
LaHave Island area is anomalously enriched in h'n, Ba, and
many trace metals such as Pb, Cu, and Zn. (3) The Moshers
Island Member metal enrichment indicated by this study
(Table 49.1) lends credence to the concept that metal
enrichment at the GHT may be a widespread regional
phenomenon that may have important metallogenic and
exploration significance. Analytical studies currently in
progress under this project will permit a comparison of the
LaHave River results with regionally distributed transects
across the GHT.

Studies of this kind are not only useful as a guide to
mineral exploration but are necessary in establishing
baselines for regional geochemical surveys and environmental
studies.
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Abstract
The Cambro-Ordovician turbiditic Meguma Group has been deformed and regionally

metanr.orphosed during the Acadian Orogeny producing upper greenschist to middJe amphibolite facies
schists and granofels. The intrusion of the Devonian Port Mouton pluton further increased
metamorphic grade around its margins to sillimanite zone assemblages. Th.: pluton contains at least
nine identifiable units which range in composition from tonalite to granite, and display abundant
crosscutting relationships.

Resume

Le groupe turbiditigue cambro-ordovicien de tvleguma a e"t£ de"forme et r^gionalement
metamorphisS au cours de 1'orQgene acadien, produisant des schistes et des qranofels dont le
m^tamorphisme varie de la limite supeYieure du facies des schistes verts au facies moyen des
amphibolites. L'intrusion du pluton de Port Mouton au DeVonien a augments le melamorphisme en
bordures, conduisant a des assemblages de zones de sillimanite. Le pluton contient au moins neuf
unites distinctes dont la composition varie de la tonalite au granite et laisse voir d'abondantes
relations de recoupement.

1 Contribution to the Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Agreement 1984-1989
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Precambrian Geology Division,
Project 760027.

2 Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia BOP 1X0
3 Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 3J5
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Introduction

The project area lies in Queen's and Shelburne counties,
southwestern Nova Scotia (Fig. 50.1). It covers
approximately 1100km2 and includes all of NTS
maps 20 P/10 and 15 and parts of 20P/11 and 1*. The
southern part of the region is readily accessible by major
highways and secondary roads to smaJI villages. In the
northern part of the area, access is from lo.gg.ing roads and an
abandoned railway line.

The region is marked by low hills and valleys near the
shore but the interior is flatter with large swamps. Outcrops
inland are largely restricted to the major rivers. Exposure is
good along the deeply incised coastline.

The study area includes the Devono-Carboniferous Port
Mouton pluton which has intruded low to medium grade
metasedimentary rocks of the Cambro-Ordovician Meguma
Group.

Extensive cover of glacial till is present. The exact
thickness is unknown but along a logging road west of Broad
River, 6-8 m are exposed. Eskers are present near Sable
River and west of Jordan River. Within the vicinity of the
Port Mouton pluton, large granitic boulders up to 10 m across
are common.

Geological maps of the area have been published by
Gesner (1836), Bailey (1896), Faribault (1915) and Taylor
(1967). Albuquerque (1977) described the geochemistry and
evolution of the plutonic rocks in southwestern Nova Scotia,
which included the Port Mouton pluton. West of the present
study area, where contact and regional metamorphic effects
on the Meguma Group cannot be distinguished,
Rogers (1985) described tin- geology of the igneous-
metamorphic complex in Shelburne and eastern Yarmouth
counties.

The Port Mouton pluton appears to have been intruded
in the Devonian but away from the metamorphic culmination
in Roger's area. The purpose of the study by T.L. Hope is to
identify the characteristics of contact metamorphism and
compare them to the metamorphic effects developed around
the Shelburne Pluton. A detailed study of the Port Mouton
pluton involving mapping, geochemistry, isotopic dating and
comparison of the pluton with the plutons of southwestern
Nova Scotia is also being undertaken by S.L. Woodend. These
topics form the basis of M. Sc. theses.
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Metasedimentary lithologies
Two major stratigraphic groups are recognized, the

lower Goldenville Formation and the overlying Halifax
Formation. In addition, a unit between the two can be
recognized along the Broad River where the contact is well
exposed. This unit is informally referred to as the Green Bay
formation (O'Brien, personal communication, 1985).

Goldenville Formation

The Goldenville Formation is the most extensive unit in
the area. The lower contact is not exposed in any part of the
Meguma Zone, thus estimates of thickness are minimal.
Taylor (1967) reported a thickness of kkOO m from the centre
of the Lockeport syncline to the crest of the anticline along

Green Harbour. Faribault (191 5) estimated a thickness of
5592 m at Liverpool Ray, Oueen's County, just north of the
eastern limit of the area.

This formation consists of thickly bedded psainmite
locally containing calc-silicate lenses, psammite interbedded
with semi-pelitic schists and minor slate and conglomerate.

The psammite is light to medium grey, fine- to
medium-grained and throughout the area contains
metamorphic biotite. The beds range in thickness from 1 en
to 10m but average 2 m. Various sedimentary structures are
preserved in the psammitic rocks. Small scale crossbedding,
load casts and ripple marks are most common. Calc-silicate
lenses, presumed to be metamorphosed calcareous
concretions are found along the bedding planes. These lenses
are typically elliptical in cross-section and elongate parallel
to bedding, but some very irregular lenses were noted. They
vary from 3 cm to 2 m in diameter.

Aluminous semipelitic schists occur as layers ranging in
thickness from *t cm to 3 m in the Goldenville Formation.
Locally these rocks contain porphyroblasts of biotite, garnet,
andalusite, cordierite and/or staurolite. Andalusite ranges in
grain size from 2 to 30 cm and cordierhe and staurolite
grains are 1 to 3 cm wide. Biotite and garnet are 2 to 3 mm
in diameter.

Andalusite weathers pink and displays a sieve texture,
with inclusions of biotite, muscovite and quartz. Cordierite
and staurolite contain fewer inclusions and are, respectively,
light green and brown.

Reverse graded bedding of metamorphic origin is best
displayed along Sandy Bay where andalusite porphyroblasts
have crystallized in the originally argillaceous upper portions
of the beds. The beds are typically separated by more
biotite-rich layers.

A quartz pebble (granule) conglomerate with rare
randomly distributed 3 to k cm long quartz pebbles (<0.5%) is
exposed along the west side of Lockeport Harbour, near
Western Head, it occurs in two 25 m wide zones separated by
psammite beds and is interbedded with a biotite-garnet
schist. Both the conglomerate and schist have been
extensively folded. This conglomeratic and argillaceous
sequence may have been deposited in a proximal turbidite
environment. The source of the material is unknown.

Green Ray formation

The Green Bay formation is recognized between the
Goldenville and overlying Halifax formations in the Broad
River (Fig. 50.1). This unit •A.VS also recognized in the
LaHave River area (O'Rrien. personal communication, 19S5)
where it has been divided into three subunits. At the base, a
rhythmically laminated green and grey-green sandstone is
found. It is overlain by thinly to thickly bedded buff
weathered, quartz-rich sandstone interstratified with grev-
green and green sandstone. The uppertnost unit consists of
grey-green and green fine grained rhythmically laminated
sandstones with concretions in Vln-rich beds (O'Rrien, I9S5).
In the Broad River, the base is defined by the disappearance
of 1 to 2 tn wide beds of psamrnite of the Goldenviile
Formation and the top is defined by the appearance of grev-
black slate of the Halifax Formation. The formation is
750 m thick. It can be subdivided into a loA'er and upper
member.

The lower member is composed of I 5 to 20 cm wide
beds of psammite interbedded with finely laminated (I to
2 cm) psammite and andalusite ± staurolite schist. Quartz-
andalusite-muscovite-molybdenite veins ranging in width
from 10 to 50 cm and pseudotachvlyte veins (1 to 3 mm wide)
are common.
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The upper member is composed of finely bedded (1 to
2 cm) psammite with interbeds of andalusite schist. Within
these beds, pink coticule nodules '2 to 3 cm in diameter) are
found. The nodules are elliptical where interbedded with the
psammite but are typically stretched parallel to schistosity
where interbedded with schist. They range from 3 mm to
5 cm in width and are composed of spessartine garnet and
quartz. This unit has been associated with stratabound lead-
zinc mineralization elsewhere in the Meguma Zone (Zentilli
and Maclnnis, 1983).

Halifax Formation

The Halifax Formation ranges from a grey-black slate
exposed along the Broad River to an andalusite-cordierite-
staurolite granofels or schist with interbedded psammite
exposed along the Jordan River (Fig. 50.1). This variation is
a product of both different inetamorphic grades and
protoliths.

In the Broad River about 250 m of Halifax Formation is
exposed in the core of a syncluie. The grey-black slate is
finely laminated with bedding almost parallel to cleavage.
Iron staining is prominent along cleavage planes.

At the western margin of the map area, the Halifax
Formation is exposed along the Jordan River valley extending
to the areas mapped by White 0984) and Rogers (1985).
Correlation with these areas is difficult because of extensive
glacial drift and limited outcrop. In the Jordan River area,
the Halifax Formation consists of andalusite, staurolite ±
cordierite granofels or schist. In the north part of the Jordan
River section, pale green biotite slate and interbedded
psammite is found. White (1984) noted crossbedding,
convolute bedding and slump structures throughout the unit.

Igneous lithologies

Introduction

The Port Mouton pluton is roughly ellipitical with its
20 km long axis trending northeast, and its short axis
approximately 9 km. Two small plugs reported by Taylor
(1967) west-northwest of the main Port Mouton pluton were
not located during this study. The Port Mouton pluton
appears to be a very complex intrusion with at least nine
distinct crosscutting units. The correlation between the units
from the western section of the pluton (Port Joli and
St. Catherines River Bay areas) and the eastern section of
the pluton (Western Channel, Port Mouton Island) is proving
difficult at this preliminary phase of investigation.

The Port Mouton pluton was dated (prior to detailed
geological work) by the Rb-Sr and JtOAr-39Ar methods. Ages
of between 349 and 340 Ma were obtained (Cormier and
Smith, 1973; Reynolds et al.. 1981; Elias, personal
communication, 1985).

Lithologies

The mappable units in the western block of the Port
Mouton pluton are listed in order from oldest to youngest.

Unit 1. Coarse grained mafic biotite tonalite to coarse
grained mesocratic biotite-muscovite granodiorite. This unit
is equigranular and locally subporphvritic. It contains
inclusions of country rock of varying abundance and degree of
assimilation.

Unit 2. Coarse grained leucocratic biotite-muscovite
granitoid. This unit is equigranular and quartz-rich. It is a
relatively minor unit which so far has only been observed to
cut unit 1. Its relationship to other units is unknown.

Unit 3. Medium grained leucocratic biotite-muscovite
granitoid to medium grained leucocratic granitoid with minor
pegmatite.

Unit 4. Medium grained mesocratic biotite-muscovite
granitoid to a medium grained mafic biotite granitoid. This
is the predominant lithology in the Port Wouton pluton. The
contacts between unit 3 and unit 4 are indistinct in places.
Unit 3 can be found interbanded with unit 4 and as inclusions
in unit 4. The contacts between units 3 and 4 are convoluted
in places.

Unit 5. Fine grained mafic biotite (minor muscovite)
granitoid breccia. This unit contains up to 50% angular to
subrounded inclusions of quartz lenses, country rock and
unit I. Clasts range from 5 cm to approximately 50 cm.

Unit 6. Fine grained mesocratic to mafic biotite (minor
muscovite) granitoid. This unit appears as dyke-like bodies.
Rounded inclusions of leucocratic granitoid (unit 3?), countrv
rock and biotite-rich 'xenoliths' comprise up to 25% of this
unit.

Unit 7. Fine- to medium-grained leucocratic biotite-
muscovite granitoid to a fine- to medium-grained leucocratic
granitoid. In places this unit contains inclusions of unit 1 and
country rock. Some fine- to medium-grained leucocratic
biotite-muscovite granitoid dykes are distinctly banded. This
unit is commonly associated with pegmatite dykes.

Unit S. Fine-grained garnet aplite to quartz-
rnuscovite-feldspar pegmatite dykes. The pegmatites
typically contain traces of garnet and beryl and to a lesser
extent tourmaline and biotite.

Unit 9. Amphibole and biotite-rich mafic dykes. This
dyke contains approximately 35% biotite and 45% amphibole.
Plagioclase makes up less than 10% of the rock. Trace
minerals include sphene and apatite. This unit is found in two
localities as dykes less than 60 cm wide. This mafic dyke is
younger than unit 4 (medium grained mesocratic biotite-
muscovite granitoid) but its relationship to units 5 through 8
is unknown.

The eastern section of the Port Mouton pluton is more
complex than the western section. !n a single 10 m2 outcrop
up to six granitoid phases can be distinguished. A new unit,
not seen in the western section of the pluton is a medium- to
coarse-grained (mesocratic equigranular) biotite-muscovite
granitoid. It contains rounded inclusions 30 to \00cm in
diameter, of fine grained mesocratic biotite-muscovite
granitoid (unit 61, which in turn contains country rock
fragments. This unit although similar in appearance to
unit 4, is distinct as it contains inclusions of unit 6.

The granite has intruded parallel to the bedding of the
Goldenville Formation. Contacts with the country rock
appear to be sharp. Exceptions occur near Hunts Point and
White Point where migmatites have formed, and along the
southern contact in the vicinity of St. Catherines River Bay
where Meguma Group iragments and in situ beds are very
ductile and show evidence of partial melting. Extensive
pegmatite dykes occur at most of the Meguma Group-granite
contacts. They intrude both the Port Mouton pluton and the
Goldenville Formation.

The Shelburne Dyke outcrops at one locality, just east
of Jordan River (Fig. 50.1). Boulders of diabase were noted
at two other localities. The dyke consists of a green to black
medium grained diabase.
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Structure
Folding of the Cambro-Ordovician Vieguma Group

occurred during the Middle to Late Devonian Acadian
Orogeny (Reynolds, et al., 1973). Fi folds are tight to
isoclinal, trending north to northeast with a plunge of 0 to
20°. These folds possess axial planar cleavage or
schistosity (Si). D2 deformation is visible as crenulation
cleavage at a few localities. A fault in Port L'Hebert is
responsible for the reorientation of bedding, but the
displacement is not known.

Metamorphism
Within the study area, the metamorphic facies ran^e

from upper greenschist to middle amphibolite. A garnet
zone, staurolite-andalusite-cordierite zone and a sillimanite
zone have been identified, but the precise nature and position
of the isograds separating them have not yet been defined.

Development of porphyroblasts within the Goldenville
Formation is bes. along the west side of Port Joli, near Sandy
Bay and the west side of Port L'Hebert near its mouth.
Andalusite ranges from 10 to 30 cm long, cordierite is 3 to
* cm wide and staurolite is I to 2 cm wide. The coarse
nature of the porphyroblasts may be related to the close
proximity of the Port Mouton pluton. At a greater distance
from the pluton, porphyroblasts tend to be smaller.

Large porphyroblasts are also developed within the
Halifax Formation along the Jordan River Valley. In the
Green Bay formation in the Broad River, andalusite (I to
3 cm long) and staurolite 2 to 3 mm wide) porphyroblasts
exist.

Mineralization

Pyrite, chalcopyrite and magnetite occur along
schistosity planes in a biotite-muscovite schist in Jordan Bay.
The zone is 0.5 m wide and 3 m long and may extend farther
to the northeast.

Molybdenite and beryl are present in minor amounts in
pegmatite veins cutting the Goldenville Formation and the
Port Mouton pluton. Molybdenite is also present in quartz-
muscovite-andalusite veins cutting the Green Bay fcmation.

Mn-rich nodules and beds occur in the Green Bay
formation, the Mn occurring in spessartine garnet.

Gold in quartz veins has been reported along the Rroad
River (Faribault, 1915).
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Abstract

Vein mineralization in a 100 km area northwest of the McGerrigie Mountain granitic complex
revealed the following: (1) quartz (transparent, white, and milky varieties), calcite (transparent,
white, yellow, and black varieties) and tan to medium brown dolomite are the most abundant vein
minerals; (2) sulphides, occurring in much lesser abundance, are composed of sphalerite, galena,
chalcopyrite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite.

Studies of mineral zoning have revealed the presence of two quartz-rich, carbonate-poor
"corridors" within the otherwise carbonate-dominated veins of the region. Chalcopyrite, pyrite, and
pyrrhotite are present throughout the area but sphalerite and qalena are present only locally.

Resume"

L'etude d'une mineralisation filonienne dans une region de 100 k m 2 au nord-ouest du complexe
granitique de McGerrigle Mountain a revi le ce qui suit: (1) les mine>aux filoniens les plus abondants
sont le quartz (varie'tes transparente, blanche et laiteuse\ la calcite (varie'te's transparente, blanche,
jaune et noire) et la dolomite ocre a brun moyen; (2) les sulfures, beaucoup moins abondants, sont
constitue"s de sphalerite, de qalene, de chalcopyrite, de pyrite et de pyrrhotite.

L'e'tude de la zonation mine'rale a re've'le' la presence rie deux "corridors" riches en guartz et
pauvre en carbonates dans les veines ou dominent qe'neralement les carbonates. La chalcopyrite, la
pyrite et la pyrrhotite sont pre^sentes dans toute la region, mais la sphalerite et la galene ne se
trouvent que par endroits.

Program 19B3-8B. Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Economic Geology and
Mineralogy Division, Project 650056.

2 Mineral Exploration Research Institute, Montreal, Quebec
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Introduction

The region covered by this study occupies about
100 km2 in the westernmost corner of FJoisbuisson Township
in the Gaspe Peninsula (Lachance and Duquette, 1977). It
contains the Candego Mine, mined for Pb-Zn-Ag between
l'J'tS and 1954, and the Madeleine copper mine, exploited
from 1969 to 1982. This region is underlain by the Cambro-
Ordovician Quebec Supergroup, immediately northwest of the
Devonian McGerrigle Mountain granitic complex. Base and
precious-metal-bearing sulphides occur in veins and,\,r in
altered rocks at about 200 separate localities, including the
sites of the Candego and Madeleine mines. Mineralized sites
containing Cu-Fe sulphides (including the Madeleine Mine)
occur relatively near the granite-sedimentary rock contact,
whereas Pb-Zn-Ag sulphide sites (including the Candego
Mine) occur relatively farther away from this contact.

This project was conceived as a two-year investigation
into selected aspects of the metallogeny of the Candego and
Madeleine mines map area. In year one (the year with which
this report deals), the author is studying regional zoning of
vein mineralogy, homogenization temperatures, and salinities
of fluid inclusions in vein crystals. It is hoped that these
techniques will prove effective in delimiting hydrothermal
centres. In year two, the possible origins of the mineralizing
fluids will be investigated with the aid of stable isotope
analyses made on the fluid inclusion samples. A
structural/tectonic analysis of the field area will be made,
incorp.-.ting vein and bedding attitude data collected in
year or,f.

Summary of work, summer 1985

A total of 151 samples of vein material were collected
from 118 sites. Sample material included quartz, calcite,
dolomite, siderite, sphalerite, galena and pyrite. Samples of
vein quartz were also obtained from sphalerite-galena-
bearing veins at two sites situated about 10 km west of the
Candego Mine, in neighbouring Tourelle Township.

At each sample site vein mineralogy and textures were
noted, along with vein widths and styles (e.g. stockworks,
fissures, etc.). At about one-third of the sites it was possible
to measure the attitudes of veins and of the enclosing
sediments. Alteration features were qualitatively described
(e.g. type, intensity).

An integral part of the vein mineral zoning study is the
examination of vein mineralogy reported in diamond drill hole
logs by exploration companies. The writer's work involved
plotting selected holes on a base map, followed by the
plotting of the summarized vein mineralogy intersected at
various elevations. Seventy-four logs were selected from the
Madeleine Mine property and the immediately surrounding
area. All available logs from the Madeleine Mine itself were
also perused (about 1000 logs). Although approximately
55 logs were available from the Candego area, little useful
information is provided by these logs since they are too
shallow and/or not favourably spaced for a mineral zoning
study (most of them are clustered around the o)d mill and
tailings dump). Four logs from the Mineral Creek area were
included in the survey.

Preliminary results

Vein mineralogy
The most common vein minerals found in the study area

are quartz (transparent, white and milky varieties) and
carbonate minerals. The carbonates comprise calcite
(transparent, white, yellow and black varieties) and dolomite
(tan to medium brown). Siderite occurs rarely in the Candego
and Cromar areas. The most common vein sulphides are

sphalerite (chocolate brown to black), galena, chalcopyrite,
pyrite and pyrrhotite. In the Cromar area arsenopyrite was
noted in one vein and tetrahed-ite in another.

Quartz ranges from fine- tn coarse-grained, and from
i.nhedral to euhedral to massive. Vugs are common and
growth banding is not rare. Quartz often occurs as masses of
drawn-out, fibrous-looking acicular crystals. It is possible
that this distinctive texture i.iight be the result of stresses
applied to the crystals during or following deposition. At no
site was this type of quartz found in an unmetamorphosed
outcrop.

At least three quartz types occur in more than one part
of the map area. White, anhedral, coarse grained quartz with
a slightly waxy lustre has been encountered in the Madeleine
Mine area, in the region between the Madeleine Mine
property and the Cromar vein, in the Cromar and Candego
areas, and to the northwest of Candego. Another distinctive
quartz type is white to transparent, medium grained,
anhedral and commonly displays the fibrous, drawn-out-
looking crystal texture described above. This type of quartz
occurs at sites between the Madeleine Mine property and the
Cromar area, in the Cromar and Candego areas, and to the
northwest of Candego. A third distinctive quartz type is grey
to transparent, fine- to medium-grained and anhedral to
euhedral. It occurs between the Madeleine Mine property and
the Cromar area, and in the Cromar and Candego areas.

Vein carbonates and sulphides occur as streaks, blebs,
masses or crystals which range from fine- to coarse-grained
and from anhedral to euhedral.

Suitability of vein minerals for fluid inclusion studies

Quartz is the only mineral which has a widespread
occurrence and which commonly has a transparency which
makes it amenable to fluid inclusion studies. It therefore
promises to be the most useful mineral for thermal mapping
purposes and for comparing homogenization temperature and
salinity data from different sample sites.

Calcite is locally of the right transparency and could be
a source of some fluid inclusion heating-freezing data. Since,
however, its occurrence is largely restricted to certain zone;
(described below) it is less useful than is quartz in terms of
permitting the fulfillment of the aims of this study.

The relatively low abundance of sphalerite in this area
(compared to that of quartz) likewise makes it a less useful
mineral than quartz in this study. In any case, the opacity of
sphalerite would render fluid inclusion detection difficult if
not impossible. The writer, however, has previously obtained
homogenizition temperatures (but not salinity data) from
fluid inclusions in dark sphalerite.

Mineral zones
Only the gangue mineral zoning has been evaluated in

detail and zones have been defined on the basis of relative
abundances of quartz and carbonate minerals.

Two quartz-rich zones have been delineated. One
strikes west from the Madeleine Mine and the other occupies
a northwest-striking corridor extending from Petit Lac
Ste-Anne to beyond the Candego area. Both zones appear to
be widest (and may in fact merge) near McGerrigle
Mountains, and narrow with increasing distance from the
latter. Carbonate is rare in these corridors; where present it
makes up less than 10% of the gangue.

Almost all the veins situated outside of these quartz-
rich corridors have a gangue containing from 10 to 100%
carbonate minerals. Rarely, they contain quartz only.
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Diamond drill hole log data suggest that the quartz-rich
zones overlie the carbonate-rich zones.

Opaque mineral zoning studies are in progress. A
cursory examination of the sample site data reveals that
whereas chalcopyrite, pyrite and pyrhhotite are present
throughout the fieid area, sphalerite and galena are of much
more local occurrence. It is possible that they become more
common with increasing distance from the McGerrigle
Mountains. It is hoped that integration of the field and drill
log data will permit the definition of distinct opaque mineral
zones. Following this stage of the work, the writer will
attempt to define regional vein types based on distinctive
sulphide-gangue mineralogies.

Structural data
Most of the veins in the map area have widths of from

1 crn to about 2 m although, at one site, an l l m wide vein
was observed. In some cases, veins fill sets of parallel
fracture planes, in other cases crackle breccias or stockworks
and, in others, relatively wide fissures. The data concerning
vein attitudes, widths and fracture types have been plotted
on a base map but no attempt has yet been made to interpret
them.

Alteration
There is evidence of wallrock alteration associated with

veining at numerous sites. Alteration features, with respect
to those of unaltered rocks, typically take the form of
increased degrees of brittleness or compactness, colour
changes and pyritization/rusting.

Contrasting styles of mineralization
Two different types of mineralized occurrence are

present in this area. In one, quartz ± pyrite ± pynhotite ±
chalcopyrite occur in veinlets I cm wide and/or disseminated
in narrow zones or lenses parallel to the bedding of the
sedimentary host rock. The wallrocks of such mineralized
occurrences are typically rusted/pyritized and show other
signs of alteration (e.g. increased brittleness, colour
changes). In the second mineralization type, 0.1 to 1.0 m
wide veins contain quartz, sphalerite, galena and, usually,
carbonate minerals. The \vallrocks of these veins in some
cases exhibit increased hardness or brittleness, or colour
changes, with respect to rocks distal to the veins, but no
obvious pyritization or rusting.

At one site, west of the Madeleine Mine property,
examples of both these mineralization types occur in an area
about 100 m square. Here, they are not spatially associated,
i.e. one sees either one type or the other in a given exposure.

Other evidence suggestive of more than one generation
of veins/mineralization is present eleswherc in the area.
About 2 km southwest of the Madeleine Mine buildings, non-
mineralized black calcite veinlets cut hornfeJsed sediments
which contain pyrite and chalcopyrite in hairline fractures
and disseminated along bedding plane laminations. At
another locality, sphalerite-galena-bearing white quartz veins
up to a metre wide and non-mineralized black calcite veinlets
2-3 cm wide occur in t ie same outcrop. There is no evident
spatial association between the white quartz veins and the
black calcite veinlets.
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Abstract
The Mahone Bay area in Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia is underlain by Cambro-Ordovician

metasediments, Lower Carboniferous limestones and evaporites and Devono-Carboniferous granitoids.
The Cambro-Ordovician Meguma Group is separated into three formations and six members.
Together they are approximately 13 km thick. Lateral facies variations and stratiqraphical
thickeninq and thinninq of map units are however, common.

Rocks of the Meguma Group are folded about variably plunging, NE trending major folds.
Individual folds are mapped for many tens of kilometres and chanqe their shape in different units
along the axial trace. Fractures are present in Mequma Group metasediments, Windsor Group
limestones and Devono-Carboniferous granitoids. Some are occupied by veins or intrusions.

Regional metamorphism of the Meguma Group is in the lower greenschist facies but contact
metamorphism near the granitoids produces an amphiboiite facies hornfels.

Quartz veins at various structural and stratigraphical positions in the Meguma Group contain
Au, W and Cu. Stratiform laminae in the Moshers Island Member are rich in Mn.

R6sum6

La region de la baie Mahone, dans le comte de Lunenburg, Nouvelle-Ecosse, repose sur des
m^tasediments cambro-ordoviciens, des calcaires et des evaporites du Carbonifere inferieur et des
granito'ides devono-carboniferes. Le groupe cambro-ordovicien de Meguma se subdivise en trois
formations et six niveaux Cmembres) qui ont ensemble environ 13 km d'epaisseur. Par ailleurs, il n'est
pas rare d'observer des variations de facies laterales et des variations d'dpaisseur dans les unites
cartographies.

Les roches du groupe de Meguma sont d^forme'es par des plis majeurs d'inclinaison variable et
de direction nord-est. Certains plis s'etendent sur plusieurs dizaines de kilometres, changeant de
forme le long de la direction axiale. On observe des fractures dans les metasediments du qroupe de
Meguma, les calcaires du groupe de Windsor et les granito'ides devono-carboniferes. Certaines
renferment des veines ou des intrusions.

Le m^tamorphisme regional du groupe de Meguma est represents par la limite inferieure du
facies des schistes verts, mais un metamorphisme de contact a proximite des granitoides a produit
des hornfels qui presentent le facies des amphibolites.

A divers niveaux structuraux et stratigraphiques du qroupe de Mequma, des veines de quartz
renferment Au, W et Cu. Le niveau de Moshers Island contient des lamines stratiformes riches
en Mn.

Contribution to the Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Agreement 1984-89.
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Precambrian Geology Division,
Project 760027.

2 Hi-Tec Geoconsultants Ltd., R.R. #1, Hubbards, P.O. BDX 244, Lunenburg County, Nova
Scotia BOJ 1TQ
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Introduction

The Mahone Bay area is located in south-central
Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia (Fig. 52.1). It is mostly
underlain by metasedimentary rocks of the Cambro-
Ordovician Meguma Group in which eight new stratigraphic
units are named (Fig. 52.2). Lower Carboniferous Windsor
Group rocks are present, however, in coastal regions at the
head of Mahone Bay (Fig. 52.2). Devono-Carboniferous
granitoids and associated contact hornfels are found in the
north of the map area.

The Mahone Bay area comprises approximately
1000 krnz of ground mapped during the 19S5 field season.
Four provisional 1:25 000 scale maps were drawn to
complement GSC Open Fi)e Map 1156 of the LaHave River
area (O'Drien, 1 985). Data Irom all of these maps have been
compiled on the 1:250 000 scale map illustrated in
Figure 52.2.

Lithostratigraphy

In the Mahone Bay area the Meguma Group is separable
into three formations. From oldest to youngest, they are
termed (l)the Goldenville Formation, (2) the Green Bay
Formation (new unit) and (3) the Halifax Formation
(Fig. 52.2). Exposures of the basal contact of the Green Bay
Formation with the Goldenville Formation show it to be sharp
and conformable. Likewise, the Halifax Formation-Green
Bay Formation boundary is conformable and notably sharp.
Neither the base of the Goldenville Formation nor the top of
the Halifax Formation outcrops in the Mahone Bay area.
Estimates of the exposed stratigraphical thicknesses are I km
for the Goldenville Formation, 2 km for the Green Bay
Formation and 10 km for the Halifax Formation. All three
formations are mappable on 1:250 000 scale (Fig. 52.2). In
general, the Goldenville Formation is typified by massive,
buff-weathered sandstones, the Green Bay Formation
characterized by rhythmically interbedded, green and grey-
green sandstones, and the Halifax Formation identified by
black and blue-grey slates interbedded with pyritiferous
sandstones.

The Goldenville Formation

The uppermost part of the Goldenville Formation
outcrops in the Vlahone Bay area. This kilometre thick
succession is locally called the New Harbour Member (new
unit) and it is best exposed on the tip of the Aspotogan
Peninsula (Fig. 52.2). The New Harbour Member is the
equivalent of the Long Point Sandstone in the LaHave River
area (Table 52.1).

Ma hone
Bay area

Figure 52.1. Location of Mahone Hay area Nova Scotia.

The New Harbour Member is typically composed of
1-3 in thick, buff-weathered, quartz-rich sandstones
(e.g. Fig. 3, O'Brien, 19S5). In some locations 1-10 cm thick,
green slates separate the sandstones. In the upper 500 m of
this member slate is rare however. Where the New Harbour
beds are succeeded by the Tancook Member (new unit), the
uppermost part of the New Harbour succession contains
2-3 m thick, buff sandstones, with green beds notably absent.
Where the New Harbour beds are overlain by the West Dublin
Member (new unit), the New Harbour sequence of
2-3 m thick, buff sandstones passes vertically into 25-50 cm
thick, buff sandstones some 200 m below its upper contact.
Green slates are absent throughout this transition.

In the lower parts of the New Harbour Member green
slates and strongly cleaved green sandstones become more
common, although they are still dominated by massive to
thickly bedded, quartz sandstones. Rhythmically interbedded
green beds lithologically similar to those in the Green Bay
Formation are found on the Aspotogan Peninsula in a 30 rn
interval about 700 m stratigraphically below the top of the
New Harbour Member.

The Green Bay Formation

The Green Bay Formation is widely distributed
throughout the Mahone Bay area and probably varies between
1-2 km in thickness. It is locally composed of three
members; namely, the West Dublin Member (approximately
200-300 m thick), the Tancook Member (approximately
600-800 m thick) and the Moshers Island Member (new unit;
approximately 150-300 nrt thick). The Moshers Island Member
gradationally overlies both the Tancook and West Dublin
members. By comparison with the Green Bay Formation in
the LaHave River area, the Moshers Island Member is the
equivalent of the Snug Harbour Sandstone and the West
Dublin Member the same as the West Dublin Sandstone
(Table 52.1). The basal Rissers Beach Member (new unit) of
the Green Bay Formation (Table 52.1) is absent in the Mahone
Bay area and does not intervene between the West Dublin and
New Harbour members as it does in the LaHave River area.

In the Mahone Bay area strata of the Green Bay
Formation resting sharply upon the Goldenville Formation
and gradationally below the Moshers Island Member are
separated into two members. Therefore, the West Dublin and
Tancook members may be, in part, lateral equivalents.
Where such strata are assigned to the West Dublin Member,
the map unit has a thickness and an internal stratigraphy
similar to that observed in the section at West Dublin (see
GSC Open File Map 1156). Where the strata are assigned to
the Tancook Member, the map unit is considerably thicker.
Whereas the upper pait of the Tancook Member is similar to
the West Dublin Member, the basal part is quite distinctive.
It is noteworthy that the uppermost 200 m of the New
Harbour Member is thinly bedded only where it is in contact
with the West Dublin Member.

The Tancook and West Dublin members of the Green
Bay Formation are lithologically characterized by buff-
weathered, quartz-rich sandstones interstratified with fine
grained, rhythmically interbedded, green and grey-green
sandstones. The buff sandstones are similar to those seen in
the Goldenville Formation except they are generally thinner
and contain abundant internal sedimentary structures. The
green rhythmites are like those described from the LaHave
River area (O'Brien, 1985). Buff sandstone beds range from
25 cm-1 m in thickness in the West Dublin Member but from
25 cm-3 m in thickness in the Tancook Member. In the latter
member buff sandstones show relatively abundant signs of
thixotropic deformation. Stratigraphical sections composed
solely of fine grained, green rhythmites are found
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Table 52.1. Stratigraphical nomenclature in the Meguma Group of
Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia

GSC Open File

Map 1156 This report

Feltzen Slate

Cunard Slate

Snug Harbour Sandstone

West Dublin Sandstone

Rissers Beach Sandstone

Long Point Sandstone

Feltzen Member

Cunard Member

Moshers Island Member

West Dublin Member/Tanook Member (in part)

Rissers Beach Member (absent in Mahone Bay area)

New Harbour Member

HAIIFAX

FORMATION

GREEN BAY

FORMATION

GOLDENV1LLE
]_ FORMATION

up to 20 m thick in parts of the Tancook Member. They may
be useful in future work for correlation purposes or for
mapping the internal stratigraphy of the Tancook Member.

The Moshers Island Member of the Green Bay
Formation comprises rhythmically laminated and rarer
crosslaminated, green and grey-green, fine grained
sandstones (e.g. Fig. 6, O'Brien, 1985). The rhythmic layering
is on millimetre and centimetre scales. Pink and brown
laminae are especially rich in Mn-bearing minerals.
Mineralogically zoned concretions have grown in particular
laminae in the upper parts of the Moshers Island Member.
They define an excellent marker horizon. Buff sandstones of
Goldenvilie type are conspicuously absent in the map unit.

The Halifax Formation

The Halifax Formation underlies most of the ground in
the Mahone Bay area (Fig. 52.2) and represents about 75% of
the total thickness of the Meguma Group in south-central
Lunenburg County. Locally, the Halifax Formation is
separated into two conformable and gradational members.
The older Cunard Member (new unit) is well displayed near
Cunard Cove (The Ovens) and the younger Feltzen Member
(new unit) nearby at South Feltz or Blue Rocks. These map
units are the equivalents of the Cunard Slate and the Feltzen
Slate in the LaHave River area (Table 52.1). The Cunard
Member varies dramatically in thickness from approximately
0.5 to 8 km. A minimum thickness estimate for the Feltzen
Member is 1 km, but it is probably at least 2 km thick. The
Feltzen Member outcrops in the central part of the map area
in two regional basins largely obscured under the waters of
Mahone Bay (Fig. 52.2). The Cunard Member appears
regionally to encircle the Feltzen Member and is thinnest in
the narrow area separating the two Feltzen basins.

Lithologically, the Cunard Member is composed of
black slates interbedded with pyritiferous, grey, cross-
stratified sandstones (e.g. Fig. 7, O'Brien, 1985). These fine
grained sandstones have bed thicknesses from approximately
20-50 cm and they commonly contain giant nodules made up
of chlorite, carbonate and sulphide.

The Feltzen Member comprises light grey, dark grey,
and blue-grey slate rhythmically interbedded with laminated
to thinly bedded, buff-weathered, grey sandstones
(e.g. Fig. 8, O'Brien, 1985). Sandstone beds are bioturbated in
places and are generally poorer in sulphides than those from
the Cunard Member. Secondary carbonate is particularly

The Windsor Group

Outcrop of the Lower Carboniferous Windsor Group in
the map area is restricted to the coastal regions of the
northern part of Mahone Bay (Fig. 52.2). There, it rests with
angular unconformity on folded strata of the Goldenville,
Green Bay and Halifax formations, and on contact hornfels.
In places, the Windsor Group lies nonconformably on Devono-
Carboniferous granitoids. Given these relationships it is
noteworthy that the Windsor basin is approximately the same
size and shape as the northern Feltzen basin (Fig. 52.2).

In the Mahone Bay area the Windsor Group generally
consists of limestones, gypsum, marls and shales. Litho-
stratigraphical units have been mapped by Faribault (1924,
1929) and the local stratigraphy discussed in detail by
Sage (1954) and Giles (1981). The Windsor Group is preserved
as a relatively thin cover sequence lying on a variety of
basement rocks (Fig. 52.3). Its total thickness may be in the
order of 150 m. Exposures relocated during the 1985 field
season were few and, for the most part, occur immediately
above the unconformity with the basement.

Structure

Structures of tectonic origin occur in the Windsor
Group, the contact hornfels and the Meguma Group outside
the aureoles.

The Meguma Group

In the Mahone Bay area the disposition of litho-
stratigraphical units in the Meguma Group is explained by the
presence of large scale, NE-trending folds (Fig. 52.2). These
folds display variable wavelengths and amplitudes, the fold



shapes changing considerably along the axial surface
(e.g. contrast AA1 and BB1 in Fig. 52.3). The axial traces of
some fold structures ext-.id across the LaHave River and
Mahone Bay areas and can be mapped for at least 55 km. The
circular or elliptical outcrop patterns of some of the map
units result from doubly plunging regional folds. The fold
plunges are generally shallow but steep plunges are locally
recorded along the axial traces. Where the regional folds are
open and the plunge is steep, the strata strike NW and dip
subvertically. Ir. some mesoscopic folds the steeply plunging
fold axes are observed to pass through the vertical. In doing
so, the NW striking strata becoine inverted and the folds
locally become downward-facing. Structures of this type are
associated with ductile shear zones that are particularly well
developed in the Feltzen-cored synclines.

The axial surfaces of most of the major folds are steep.
Notable exceptions occur near the overturned Rhodes Corner
Anticline (Fig. 52.3) where the Feltzen Member is regionally
inverted.

Certain map units are observed to thicken or thin
across particular folds (e.g. the Gold River Anticline and the
Rhodes Corner Anticline in Fig. 52.3). Significant structural
thickening or thinning is unlikely largely because this effect
is normally seen in only one of several members affected by
the folding. It does suggest, however, that some anticlines
are sited on areas that may have been isostatically unstable
during deposition.

Several types of foliation are developed in Meguma
Group rocks. Subvertical slaty cleavage is the most widely
distributed and commonly encountered. In some beds it is a
crenulation cleavage. Where folds show notable cleavage
fans, slaty cleavage dips moderately. Slaty cleavage is axial
planar to steeply plunging, isoclinal folds in the ductile shear
zones.

Spaced cleavage occurs in some sandstones.
Considering the Mahone Bay Meguma succession as a whole,
however, it is uncommon and weakly developed in comparison
to exposures in eastern Nova Scotia (O'Brien, 19S3).
Subvertical fracture cleavage is associated with steeply
plunging kink folds that deform the slaty cleavage. It is
locally pervasive and axial planar to tight folds in the
hangingwall and footwall of large faults.

Faults and joints are common throughout the Meguma
Group in the Mahone Bay area. They have little effect on the
regional outcrop pattern however. Systematic fracture
patterns are present in Lower Carboniferous cover rocks and
Cambro-Ordovician and Devonian basement rocks. A variety
of igneous intrusions and hydrothermal veins are emplaced
along these fractures or are offset by them.

The contact hornfels

The structure of the contact hornfels is exceedingly
complex. Members of the Goldenville, Green Bay and Halifax
formations are regionally folded and strike discordantly into
the outer zone of the aureole. Here slaty cleavage is still
recognizable and porphyrobiast growth is seen to predate and
postdate cleavage development. In the inner zone cf the
aurec!- tr.j three Meguma formations become highly strained
and recrystallized approaching the contact of the granitoids.
Some 50 m from trie granitoids highly strained, partially
melted, Meguma Group schists and gneisses are folded and
reorientated so that they are concordant to the contact
trace. The structurally oldest pegmatites in the inner

aureole are commonly found in rootless isoclinal folds whose
axial surfaces lie parallel to the steep bedding planes. The
structurally youngest pegmatites are underformed and are
highly discordant to the bedding planes. Unfoliated
granitoids contain xenoliths and large enclaves of the highly
strained schists and gneisses.

The Windsor Group
The regional structure of the Windsor Group is hard to

decipher because of poor exposure. Folds and faults are
locally observable however. Some synclines in the Windsor
Gro '̂p are sited on Meguma Group synclines (Fig. 52.2),
although the axial traces of the latter do not cross the
unconformity. In contrast, some fractures in Meguma
metasediments and Devono-Carboniferous granitoids traverse
the basal Windsor contact and can be mapped in overlying
strata.

Time of deformation
Most of the ductile deformation of the Meguma Group

occurred after the deposition of the Halifax Formation (post-
Tremadocian) and before the deposition of the Windsor Group
(pre-Visean). Brittle deformation of the Meguma Group
occurred before the emplacement of certain pegmatites and
aplites, after the deposition of the Windsor Group and during
and after the emplacement of the Mesozoic Shelburne dyke.

Metamorphism

In the Mahone Bay area the Meguma Group has been
regionally metamorphosed probably to chlorite grade.
Macroscopic porphyroblasts are not developed but chlorites
and white micas are discernible along the foliations. Nodules
and concretions are present in all map units. They are
commonly augened and distorted by the slaty cleavage. Most
are rich in carbonate relative to the host metasediments but
those in the Moshers Island Member are particularly rich in
garnet.

Contact metamorphism produces an approximately
kilometre wide zone of spotted hornfels in the aureole of the
Devono-Carboniferous granitoids in the northern part of the
Mahone Bay area. Andalusite and cordierite are the common
silicates, whereas pyrite and magnetic pyrrhotite are the
common sulphides. In places, calc-silicate pods show relics
of concretionary zoning.

Hydrothermal alteration is present in Meguma Group
metasediments near pegmatites, sulphide-bearing quartz
veins and mineral-filled joints.

Mineral commodities
The three past-producing gold mines located in the

Mahone Bay area are situated on the Gold River, Blockhouse
and Spondo anticlines (Fig. 52.3). Quartz veins in the New
Harbour, West Dublin, Moshers Island and Cunard members
have been reported to contain Au, W and Cu. In general,
fissure veins associated with faults are more common than
the saddle reef veins associated with folds.

Thin stratiform laminae in the concretionary beds of
the Moshers Island Member are especially rich in Mn. The
Rhodes Corner manganese occurrences are found in these
beds in fractures and along bedding planes.

443
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Abstract

The western Antigonish Highlands are underlain by two sequences; PrEcambrian turbidites and
minor volcanics of the Georgeville Group unconfonnably overlain by Upper Ordovician to Lower
Devonian successions consisting of bimodal volcanics and fossiliferous siliciclastics. These sequences
are similar to those described in the southern Antigonish Highlands. Upper Ordovician-Lower
Devonian rocks belong to the Arisaig Group and constitute an overstep sequence onto the
Antiqonish Terrane.

Faults are common. They comprise northeast (dextral) and northwest (sinistral) conjuqate
transcurrent faults and associated thrusts that are probably due to the interaction of the Chedabucto
Fault to the south and the Hollow Fault to f ie north. Movement on these is thought to be Middle to
Late Devonian in age, and they may reflect the docking of the Meguma Terrane along the
Chedabucto Fault.

Resume'

La partie ouest des hautes-terres d'Antigonish repose sur deux sequences. La premiere,
pr6cambrienne, constitute de turbidites et de riches volcaniques en faible quantity du qroupe de
Georgeville, est recouverte en discordance de successions de I'Ordovicien supe>ieur et du D6vonien
inferieur qui se composent de roches vo'caniques bimodales Rt de roches silicoclastiques fossiliferes.
Ces sequences sont semblables a celies qui ont e'te' circonscrites dans la partie sud des hautes-terres
d'Antigonish. Les roches ordo-de'voniennes appnrtiennent au groupe d'Arisaig et forment une
discordance transgressive (overstep) sur le terrain d'Antigonish.

II n'est pas rare de rencontrer des failles dans la region. II s'agit de de'crochements de direction
nord-est (dextres) et nord-ouest (senestres) et des failles de pousse'e associates, gui rSsultent
probablement de J'interaction de la faille de Chedabucto au sud et de celle de Hallow au nord. Les
mouvements ayant affect^ ces failles se seraient produits au Dfinovien moyen ou iupe>ieur, peut-etre
sous l'effet de l'accostage du terrain de Meguma contre la faille de Chedabucto.

1 Contribution to the Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Aqreement, 1984-89.
Project carried by the Geological Survey of Canada, Precambrian Geology Division,
Project 760027.

2 Department of Geology, Saint Francis Xavier University, Antiqonish, Nova Scotia B2G 2L3
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Introduction and previous work
The Antigonish Highlands lie in northeastern mainland

of Move. Scotia (Fig. 53.1) and consist of about 1500km2 of
late Precambrian to lower Devonian, moderately to mildly
metamorphosed sedimentar, and volcanic rocks. The
boundaries of the Anti',wiish liahlands are defined by the
Hollow Fault to the north a ..: est, by the Chedabucto Fault
to the south and by th • .ntigonish Basin of Devono-
Carboniferous age to the east (Fig. 53.1).

The Antigonish Highlands lie within the Avalon
"Composite" Terrane, a terrane that stretches the entire
length of the southeastern margin of the Canadian
Appalachians (Williams and Hatcher, 1982; Keppie, 1983).
This terrane reflects diverse Precambrian histories, but
broadly similar lower Paleozoic histories, suggesting
that the terrane amalgamated by earliest Cambrian
(e.g. Keppie, 1983).

Mapping in the northern Antigonish Highlands was
initiated in 1?78, by the Nova Scotia Department of Mines
and Energy (Murphy et al., 1982) and continued in 1983 in the
southern highlands under the Canada-Nova Scotia Mineral
Development Agreement (Murphy, \9$<t, 1985a,b). As a
result of this mapping the stratigraphy and interpretation of
the geological history has been completely revised (Fig. 53.2,
Table 53.1). Much of the highlands is underlain by late
Precambrian rocks of the Georgeville Group. This group
consists of subaerial mafic to felsic volcanic rocks at the
base (Keppoch Formation-Frasers Brook Member) overlain by
volcanic rocks with interlayered marbles (Chisholm Brook
Formation) or interlayered slates and greywackes (Keppoch
Formation-Moose River Member) and in turn by a thick
sequence of turbidites and minor mafic volcanics. The
stratigraphy documents the progressive development of a
sedimentary basin. In general, younger rocks occur in the
centre of the Antigonish Highlands with older rocks to the
north and south (Fig. 53.2).

In the northern highlands the Georgeville Group was
complexly deformed in the late Precambrian, whereas in the
southern highlands, the Georgeville Group is monoclinal and
shows no evidence of regional folding. Cambrian-lower
Ordoviciant?) rocks unconformably overlie the Georgeville
Group. They only occur in the extreme north of the area
(Fig. 53.2) and consist of the MacDonald Brook Group (which
is dominated by bimodal volcanics and red clastic sediments)
and the Iron Brook Group, which is dominated by red clastic

60*

Figure 53.1. Location map of the Antigonish Highlands.
Dotted area is shown in Figure 5.3.3. A composite map of the
highlands (including the darkened area) is shown in
Figure 53.2. HF - Hollow Fault, CF - Chedabucto Fault.

sediments, limestones, ironstones and calcareous tuffs
(Murphy et al., 1982). These rocks were polydeformed
probably in the middle Ordovician. Upper Ordovician(?)-
Lower Devonian rocks were deposited unconformably on top
of the Cambro-Ordovician rocks. They belong to the Arisaig
Group and consist of red clastic sediments, bimodal volcanics
and fossiliferous green to grey siltstones and shales. This
report deals with the geology oi the western part of the
Antigonish Highlands and makes comparisons with the rest of
the highlands.

Present work, Western Antigonish Highlands

The age and distribution of lithologies in the western
highlands is shown in Figure 53.3, and its relationship to the
rest of the highlands in Figure 53.2. In general, two distinct
sequences are represented in Figure 53.3; late Precambrian
metagreywackes, slates and metavolcanics of the Georgeville
Group and uppermost Ordovicianf?), lowermost Silurian to
lower Devonian rocks of the Arisaig Group.

In some cases, stratigraphic interpretation of the
western highlands is hindered by the presence of abundant
faults. Independent evidence establishing the age of these
rocks within the map area was difficult. Many
interpretations are based on lithologic comparisons with the
rest of the highlands, rather than on an extrapolation of
established contacts. In general, Precambrian sediments are
characterized by c,reywackes and plane-laminated slates,
whereas Silurian rocks are abundantly fossiliferous. are
dominated by siltstones and commonly contain detrital mica.
Subdivision was not attempted in Precambrian rocks unless
there was continuity with known relationships. Lower
Silurian lithologies are distinctive and readily mappable
(i.e. Beechill Cove and Ross Brook formations). Middle
Silurian to lower Devonian rocks can be readily distinguished
in the field only when the stratigraphic context is known.
Failing this, the simplest way to distinguish these rocks is by
paleontological data. At present, Ron Pickerill from the
University of New Brunswick is identifying many of the
fossils collected in the western highlands.

Georgeville Group

Precambrian volcanic lithologies are difficult to
distinguish from Ordovician-Silurian volcanic rocks.
However, the age of the rocks may be readily interpreted by
the character of interlayered sediments. For example, in the
southeastern highlands (Murphy, 198^^, late Precambrian
volcanics of the Keppoch Formation underlie or are
interlavered with Precambrian greywackes: Upper
Ordovician-Lower Silurian volcanics are associated with
arkosic conglomerates and consistently underlie or are
interlayered with lower Silurian fossiliferous rocks.
However, in the southwestern highlands, most contacts are
faulted and an assignment is usually based on the nature of
the associated sediments.

Precambrian rocks are best exposed in streams and road
sections north of the Browns Mountain Fault (BMF, Fig. 53.3)
and to the east of the nor'h-striking fault near Sunnybrae.
The James River Formation (unit 3G), consists of green to
grey feldspathic greywackes and green to grey slates with
very minor volcanic rocks. Clasts within the greywackes are
dominated by feldspars and by mafic intermediate and felsic
volcanics. Greywacke u.iits vary from 2 m to 2 cm in
thickness. The thinner units commonly display slump
structures. The slates display distinctive planar
microiaminations with few sedimentary structures. One of
the best exposures of the greywacke is in a quarry near
Kirkmount, northwest of the map area. They are moderately
cleaved except near faults where locally, schistose surfaces
are developed. The assignment of this rock to the
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this map are given in the legend (Table 53.1).

James River Formation is based on lithologic comparison and
on its broad continuity with James River turbidites to the
east (see Fig. 53.3). Other areas where similar lithologies are
exposed may also belong to the James River Formation but
their relationships to other Precambrian rocks of the
Antigonish Highlands are obscured by faulting or by overlying
Silurian rocks and are classified as "Georgeville undivided
(unit G).

Precambrian volcanic rocks in the map area belong to
the Keppoch Formation of the Georgeville Group. This
formation has been subdivided using the presence

(Moose River Member, IKE) or absence (the underlying
Frasers Brook Member, IKA,B,C) of interlayered plane-
laminated slates and greywackes with basalts
(Murphy, 1985a). These slates and greywackes are similar to
those of the overlying James River Formation.

In the western highlands, the Moose River member is
best exposed on stream sections between the Browns
Mountain and MiekelfieJd faults (Fig. 53.3). The Frasers
Brook Member is best exposed on road sections east of the
Sunnybrae-Websters Corner Fault. These rocks have been
described in detail in previous reports and their descriptions
are summarized here.



Table 53.1. Generalized stratigraphy of the Antigonish Highlands
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unconformity

unconformity

CENTRAL

Undivided (see Boehner and Ciley, 1982)

16 Cranite

ASISAIC GROUP:

10 Ross Brook Formation

9A, 9B Beechill Cove Formation
(sediment, volcanic)

8a, 8b, 8 Bears' Brook Formation
(sediment, volcanic, undivided)

7D Granite, Syenite

7B IRON BROOK GROUP: 7A MACDONALD BROOK CROUP:

Ferrona Fin.

Little Hollow Fro.

Black John Fm.

unconformity

6B Akaskite

6A Greendiile Appinite Complex

3G1 Livingstone Cove Formation

2G1 Morar Brook Formation
lr- Chisholm Brook Formation

Arbuckle Fm.

absent

Malignant Cove Fm.

6K Cranite

GEORCEVILLE GROUP:

G Georgevilln Group Undivided (sediments)

5C South Rights Formation

4G Clydesdale Formation

3G James River Formation

2G Maple Ridge Formation

(?V) pyritLj-bearing(

SOUTH and WEST

16 Granite

(see Boucot et al., 1974)

15 Knoydart Formation

14 SLonehouse Formation

3 3 Meydart Formation

12 Me Adam Formation

11 French River Formation

10 Ross Brook Formation

9 Beechill Cove Formation

8 Btars' Brr^k Formation

absent

6K Granite

6A Eden Lake Appinite Complex

Keppoch Formation

IKE Moose River Member
1KA. 1KB. 1KC Fraser's Brook

Member
(felsic, intermediate, mafic)

Volcanic rocks consist of basalt, basaltic andesites, and
rhyolite with minor volcanogenic sediments. Basalts are dark
green, massive and generally aphyric. More rarely, they
contain phenocrysts of augite (partly altered to chlorite) and
quartz-chlorite amygdules.

Basaltic andesites are green to pale green in colour and
contain phenocrysts of plagioclase (now albite) up to 1 cm
long. Rhyolites within the Frasers Brook Member are
commonly ignimbrites and are pink to red in colour. They
display banding on weathered surfaces. This banding is
usually defined by stretched and flattened pumice. Some
rhyolites contain quartz eyes and/or plagioclase (now albite)
phenocrysts. Felsic rocks in the Moose River Member, are
not banded. The rocks are generally massive and pale to
apple green in colour. Lahars are reddish green and contain
poorly sorted, angular to subangular fragments of mafic to
felsic volcanics, supported in a matrix of chlorite, sericite
and quartz.

The volcanic rocks generally do not display a cleavage,
except near faults, where the cleavage is locally intense and
often penetrative. Two fabrics occur, one parallel to bedding

and one at an acute angle to bedding (30° or less). Mafic
rocks contain spots of chlorite (up to 2 cm). Felsic rocks are
altered to sericite schists.

Arisaig Group

In contrast to Precambrian sequences, Uppc-
Ordovician, Silurian to lower Devonian rocks are a!..i>idantly
fossiliferous, micaceous and are characterized by arkosic
sandstones, massive siltstones, and by laminated and
bioturbated shales. It is difficult to distinguish between
Precambrian and Silurian rock units adjacent to faults, where
pervasive shearing has obscured some of the primary
features.

These rocks, the Arisaig Group, are the oldest rocks
that occur both to the north and south of Hollow Fault and
may constitute an overstep sequence onto the Antigonish
Highlands. The extrapolation of these formations across
Hollow Fault is based on lithologic, stratigraphic,
paleontological and geochemical similarities. These rocks
consist of (in ascending order) the Bears Brook,
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Beechill Cove, Ross Brook, French River, McAdam, Moydart,
Stonehouse and Knoydart formations. Most of these have
their type sections in the Arisaig area north of the Ant.gon.sh
Highlands and all have been described in Boucot et al. (197«
and Maehl (1961).

The volcanic rocks of the lowermost formation of the
Arisaig Group (see Table 53.1), the Dunn Point Forrnat.on to
The north and the Bears Brook Format.on to the south.
S l a y a similar and distinctive geochemical evolut.on.

The mafic volcanic rocks have transitional alkalic-tholeiitic
affinWes, and the felsic volcanics consist of peralummous
rocks overlain by late stage SiO2-hch differentiates
(compare Keppie et al., 1979; Murphy and Cornmer.
in preparation).

The Bears Brook Formation (unit 8) consists of
interlayered mafic and felsic volcanics, arkosic sandstones,
conglomerates and minor red shales. Mafic volcanic rocks
are aphyric, dark green, massive and may contain amygdules



filled with calcite, quartz or zeolites. Felsic volcanics
consist of purple to pink banded ignimbrites, crystal and
lithic tuffs. Arkoses are generally fine grained, contain
abundant clasts of granite, diorite, mafic, intermediate and
felsic volcanics, red slates, feldspar and quartz, in a
hematite-quartz-rich matrix. They are also characterized by
"rip-up" clasts of red shale and they are deposited in channels
up to 5 m across. The Bears Brook Formation is best exposed
near Sunnybrae in the south (Fig. 53.2).

The contact between the Bears Brook Formation and
the overlying Beechill Cove Formation (unit 9) is placed at
the uppermost volcanic rock that is stratigraphically
underneath fossiliferous siltstones. The Beechill Cove
Formation in the Antigonish Highlands may be subdivided into
two members; a lowermost arkosic member similar to that of
the Bears Brook Formation and an upper green fossiliferous
member which consists of massive sandstone, siltstone and
shales. Weathered surfaces display a limonitic staining.
Fossils in the western highlands consist of brachiopods and
crinoids. In the southeastern highlands, the Beechill Cove
Formation has also yielded corals and trilobites (see
Smith, 1979). This formation is best exposed in the west of
the map area (Fig. 53.3) in a road section near the
Corromonie Fault.

BMF

The Ross Brook Formation (unit 10), overlying the
Beechill Cove Formation, consists of black to grey-black
fossiliferous bioturbated shales (lower member, unit 108.)
overlain by an interlayered sequence of grey-black cleaved
shales and massive, grey fossiliferous, crossbedded siltstones
(unit lOu). Boucot et al. (197*) made a similar distinction in
the type section in the type area near Arisaig. Fossils in the
Ross Brook Formation consist of brachiopods, crinoids,
graptolites and gastropods (Maehl, I960. Near Sunnybrae,
the Ross Brook Formation oversteps the Beechill Cove
Formation and rests on the Bears Brook Formation. There is
evidence of reworking of the Bears Brook Formation at the
contact. This provides further evidence that lower Silurian
rocks form part of a transgressive sequence (see also
Wurphv, 1985).

In the type area at Arisaig, the Ross Brook Formation is
overlain by the French River, Doctors Brook and McAdam
formations respectively. The contact between these was
defined on the thickness of individual units and on ratios of
sandstone-siltstone beds (Boucot et al., 1974). The age of
these formations (Boucot et al., 1974; Maehl, I960 is either
upper-lower Silurian or middle Silurian.

The French River Formation (see Maehl, 1961) is
exposed in only one locality in the area covered by
Figure 53.3. The type section in French River consists of
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Figure 53.4. Selected cross-sections through the western Antigonish Highlands.
given in Figure 53.3, symbols as in Table 53.1. Cor F - Corromonie Fault.
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about 50 m or fossiliferous, grey to blue, fissile, micaceous
siltstone, and interbedded grey shales. The basal contact
with the Ross Brook Formation is defined by a sharp change
in colour (Boucot et al., 197<O.

In the northeastern part of the map area, the McAdam
Brook Formation overlies the French River Formation with
the Doctors Brook Formation absent (Fig. 53.3). In the west
of the map area (Forbes Lake, Fig. 53.3) the McAdam Brook
Formation overlies the Ross Brook Formation, with both the
Doctors Brook and French River formations absent. The
McAdam Formation consists of fossiliferous green-grey, to
dark grey laminated micaceous siltstone and more massive
sandstone.

The McAdam Formation is overlain by the Moydart
Formation, which may be divided into a lower green and an
upper red member (Maehl, 1961). The green member consists
of sandstones and laminated siltstones. The red member
consists of red shales and siltstones interlayered with green
siltstones. The Moydart Formation is best exposed

within thrust slices on McLellans Brook (Fig. 53.5). Since the
Moydart Formation conformably underlies trie Upper Silurian-
Lower Devonian Stonehouse Formation it is probably Upper
Silurian in age. The contact with the Stonehouse Formation
is placed at the uppermost red unit. The Stonehouse
Formation consists of fossiliferous, micaceous, fissile, blue-
grey to green-grey laminated shales, siltstones and more
massive, green sandstone. Some of the shales are calcareous
and most siltstones displav crossbedding. This formation is
best exposed in the Forbes Lake area at the western
extremity of the map area. The Knoydart Formation is
exposed in a thrust slice on McLellans Brook (Fig. 53.5) and
consists of red siltstones, shales and minor conglomerate.
Pink to green calcareous lenses occur within the finer grained
sediments. This relationship to older rocks is not exposed in
the map area, although Maehl (1961), suggested that the
contact with the underlying Stonehouse Formation is
transitional. If this is true, then the Knoydart Formation
should also be considered part of the Arisaig Group.
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Figure S3.S. Detailed structural section on McLellans Brook (see Fig. 53.3 for location).
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Intrusive rocks

Plutonic rocks are absent from the western highlands
and diabase dykes are rare. This is in contrast to the
southwestern highlands where granites, ranging in age from
Precambrian to Devono-Carboniferous, are common and
diabase dykes, probably of various ages intrude all lithologies
from Precambrian to Carboniferous. Diabase dykes are dark
green, massive, generally amygdaloidal and may be up to 5 m
thick (e.g. McLeilans Brook). In thin section they consist of
an ophitic intergrowth of augite (partially altered to chlorite)
and plagioclase (altered to albite) with abundant opaques.
Amygdules are filled with quartz or calcite; minor epidote
and zeolites also occur.

Deformation
The style of deformation is extremely varied. The

rocks are monoclinal or gently folded (e.g. Fig. 53.4), except
near major faults. Precambrian rocks show no evidence of
regional folding. Their attitudes are probably considerably
modified by faulting. Silurian rocks exhibit gentle open
folding (e.g. Fig. 53.4a).

Deformation in the area is dominated by faulting in
contrast to the southeastern highlands (Fig. 53.2, 53.3). The
intensity and abundance of faults in the western highlands,
precludes interpretations of the geometry of earlier
structures. In general faults may be divided into two
categories; those that are subparallel to the Hollow or
Chedabucto faults (e.g. the Vleikelfield (Fig. 53.3) and Browns
Mountain faults (Fig. 53.2, 53.3)) and those that are at a high
angle to these faults (the Corromonie Fault (Fig. 53.3)).

The Hollow and Chedabucto faults have long histories
of repeated movements (e.g. Keppie, 1985). Penetrative
fabrics generally occur within 300-700 m from these faults.
Recrystallization to sericite and chlorite, commonly occurs
along the cleavage planes. Two cleavages generally at
30 degrees or less may be recognized. These are interpreted
as CS fabrics (Berthe et al., 1979) where C represents the
shear plane and S the plane of flattening. These cleavages
are gently to moderately dipping, except immediately
adjacent to the faults where they are vertical. These
relationships suggest that thrusting may be associated with
the faults, thrusting that was probably localized resulting in
local, rather than regional discontinuities.

Faults that are at high angles to Hollow and
Chedabucto faults are northeast and northwest trending and
art; either vertically dipping transcurrent faults or low-angle
thrusts. The transcurrent faults predominate and occur as
conjugate sets. Northeast trending faults have dextral
displacement while northwest trending faults have sinistral
displacement. These faults are common throughout the
entire southern highlands deforming Precambrian to lower
Devonian rocks and are best exposed at Lochaber Lake
(northeast-dextral) and Moose River (northwest-sinistral)
(Fig. 53.21. These faults also contain well developed CS
fabrics.

In the western highlands, many of the faults at a high
angle to the Hollow and Chedabucto faults such as the
Corromonie Fault are probably westwirdly-dipping thrusts
(Fig. 53.4b), thrusting Siluro-Devonian rocks onto
Precambrian greywackes, slates and volcanics. No exotic
stratigraphy occurs and the thrusts probably have limited
movement. Immediately to the west of the Corromonie
fault, an intense shallow to moderate westward dipping
cleavage occurs in Siluro-Devonian rocks. In the
Precambrian rocks east of the fault, cleavage is generally
subhorizontal despite local changes in the attitude of the
bedding. This suggests that this cleavage (and therefore the
thrusting) postdates earlier folding of Precambrian rocks
(e.g. Fig. 53.4c).

Imbricate northwestwardly dipping thrusts and reverse
faults associated with the Corromonie Thrust occur on
McLellans Brook (Fig. 53.5). The age of deformation is
•jncertain, but the youngest unit involved in thrusting in this
area is the lower nevonian Knoydart Formation. Similar
relationships are observed at Lochaber Lake in the
southeastern highlands (Fig. 53.2). The association of thrusts
with faults suggests that this area was under regional
compression.

Although faulting and shearing of Carboniferous rocks
is described in the "Stellarton Gap" (Yeo end Gao, 1986) these
faults are thought to be extensional in origin. These
relationships suggest that the thrusting is probably mid-upper
Devonian in age (i.e. Acadian).

Economic geology

W'Tphy (1985) divided the occurrences of economically
interesting areas in the southern and southwestern highlands
into 'our categories.

1. Near the contact between subaerial and submarine
Precamrian volcanic rocks.

2. As discontinuous stratabound lenses in Precambrian or
Silurian age felsic volcanic rocks.

3. Quartz-eyed intrusive porphyries adjacent to the Browns
Mountain Fault

4. Adjacent to northwest trending faults.

Two interesting localities occur in the western
highlands (:ee Fig. 53.2). One is in an altered (sericitized)
quartz-eyed porphyry which intrudes Silurian rocks and is
adjacent to the Browns Mountain Fault. Thus it fits
category 3.

The other is a Zn prospect at Kirkmount which is hosted
in the turbidites of the James River Formation of the
Georgeville Group (see Sangster, 1986, for further details).
Previously, the Kirkmount Zn prospect was thought to be
hosted in Silurian rocks (Maehl, 1961). The occurrence does
not fit any of the above categories, but is particularly
interesting in view of anomalously high Zn found associated
with Morar Brook and Livingstone Cove formations of the
Georgeville Group in the northern Antigonish Highlands
(see Fig. 53.2, and Table 53.1, see also Chatterjee, 1982).

These observations suggest that the turbidites of the
Georgeville Group may warrant a more detailed study than
that previously considered.

Summary

The rocks of the western Antigonish Highlands are
dominated by Precambrian turbidites, unconformably overlain
by an Upper Ordovician to Lower Devonian sequence of
bimodal volcanics and abundantly fossiliferous siliciclastic
sediments. Interpretation of the relationship between these
sequences is complicated by abundant faults and relationships
are extrapolated from the southern highlands (Murphy, 1984).
As such, a study of the western highlands adds little to the
understanding of the geological history of the Antigonish
terrane.

In general, lithological, paleontological and geological
similarities of Upper Ordovician-Lower Devonian rocks to
those of the type area at Arisaig, suggest that the Arisaig
Group constitutes an overstep sequence onto the Antigonish
Highlands. In the simplest sense, this would limit cumulative
post-Lower Devonian movement on the Hollow Fault to about
30 km.
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The faults are brittle shear zones with typical C5 fabric
and associated local thrusting. These faults affect rocks of
Precambrian to Lower Devonian ages and are probably middle
or upper Devonian in age, though some of the faults may be
reactivated in the Carboniferous (see Yeo and Gao, 1986).
The abundance of faults in the western highlands is probably
due to the interaction 'letween the Hollow and Chedabucto
faults. The age of movement on these faults is
approximately synchronous with the docking of the Meguma
Terrane along the Chedabucto Fault (e.g. Keppie, 1983) and
the geometry may reflect the docking procedure.

The Zn occurrence at Kirkmount is hosted by the lames
River Formation of the Gtorgeville Group and is therefore at
a similar stratigraphic level to a Zn occurrence in the
Georgeville area. Another --•"-;.,ple of an intrusive quartz-
eyed felsic porphyry with associated pyrite has been found
adjacent to the Browns Mountain Fault (see Murphy, 1985)
providing further evidence of the economic potential of the
fault.
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Coyle, M., Strong, D.F., and Dingwell, D.8.. Geoloqy of the Sheffield Lake group, west-central
Newfoundland; iri Current Research, Part A, Geoloqical Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A,
p. 455-459, 19B6.

Abstract
The rocks of the Sheffield Lake group are inferred to unconformably overlie foliated mafic and

intermediate rocks which form a basement to the region. The group is dominated by variably welded
ash flow tuffs which, in contrast to most of the Springdale Group, are fine grained and dominated by
crystals of quartz and alkali feldspar, with less abundant lithic clasts. On high peaks in the area the
Sheffield Lake group is capped by aphanitic vitric tuffs which tend to be flow-banded and reminiscent
of rheoignimbrites. The Sheffield Lake group is interbedded with mafic to intermediate flows, and
intruded by a variety of granitoid rocks, including a peralkaline quartz-K-feldspar porphyry
characterized by metasomatic oikocrysts of reibeckite which are also superimposed on the volcanic
rocks which they intrude. The youngest rocks of the area are clastic sediments of presumed
Carboniferous age occurring along the north shore of Sheffield Lake and on a small island within it.

Les auteurs d^duisent des rSsultats de leurs travaux que les roches du groupe de Sheffield Lake
reposent en discordance sur des roches mafiques et intermediaires foliees qui servent de socle a la
region. Le groupe renferme surtout des tufs resultant de coulees de cendres et variablement soud^s
gui, contrairement a la majeure pailie du groupe de Springdale, sont a grains fins et renferment
surtout des cristaux de quartz et de feldspath alcalin, les pyroclastes lithiques y ^tant moins
abondants que dans I'autre groupe. Sur les plus hauts sommets de la region, le groupe de Sheffield
Lake est coiffe par des tufs vitreux aphanitiques qui, de facon ge'ne'rale, ont un aspect Iit6 et font
penser a des rh^oignimbrites. Le groupe de Sheffield Lake est interstratififi de coulees mafiques a
intermediates; y font intrusion diverses roches granito7des, notamment un porphyre peralcalin a
quartz-K-feldspath caracte>is£ par la presence de critaux poecilitiqups de ri^beckite qui sont
Sgalement superpos^es aux roehes volcaniques dans lesquelles ils font intrusion. Les roches les plus
r^centes de la region sont des sediments clastiques dont on presume qu'ils remontent au Carbonifere;
on les observe le long de la rive nord du lac Sheffield et sur un Hot de ce lac.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland A1B 3X5

2 Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory, 1401 Upton Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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Introduction
The Birchy Lake valley, running along the trace of the

Cabot Fault in western Newfoundland, is bounded on the east
by 'iigh peaks such as Mounts Sykes and Seemore which are
capped and underlain by a variety of welded ash flow tuffs
and other volcanic rocks of probable Silurian age, referred to
informally as the Sheffield Lake group. We introduce this
term for the volcanic and intrusive rocks exposed between
Sheffield Lake and Birchy Lake, although we anticipate that
more detailed geochemical and geochronological studies will
demonstrate that they are at least in part outflow deposits of
the adjacent Springdale caldera, and hence should more
strictly be included within the Springdale Group.

The Sheffield Lake group is under investigation as part
of our continuing studies of the Silurian-Devonian volcanic
and plutonic rocks extending throughout much of western
Newfoundland (Coyle et al., 1985; Coyle and Strong, 1986). It
is also of interest because of the abundance of peralkaline
compositions, and in particular those with spectacular
reibeckite oikocrysts as in the Mount Seemore area.
Taylor et al. (1980) sampled the volcanic and intrusive rocks
at Mount Seemore, as part of a more regional petrochemical
study of the Topsails Complex, and showed them to have a
composition similar to peralkaline continental comendites,
strongly enriched in Zr and a number of other trace elemencs.
They attributed this character to metasomatism by
peralkaline magmatic fluids of probable mantle origin, an
interpretation which was further refined and supported by
Taylor et al. (1981). A detailed study of the oikocryst
compositions, however, showed them to have formed from
relatively oxidizing fluids, leading Strong and Taylor (198*) to
suggest that meteoric hydrothermal fluids were also involved.
Because of the importance of these questions to the genesis
of peralkaline rocks in general, it was decided to map the
nature and distribution of oikocrysts in some detail, with
further geochemical, isotopic and experimental studies in an
attempt to determine the nature of the fluids involved and
the conditions under which they formed. Their abundance
and lack of alteration also make these K-rich amphiboles
ideal material for radiometric dating by the 1|OAr/39Ar
method.

Description of map units

In general, rock exposure is moderate on ridges, which
are surrounded by areas of poor exposure, although there are
some excellent river sections. Access to the area is good,
with many gravel roads provided by foresting operations. The
different geological units recognized in the area are shown in
Fig. 54.1. The oldest, unit 1, are rocks which (Whalen et al.,
1983) correlated with the Hungry Mountain Complex of
Thurlow (1981), and include a complex array of rocks with
probable origins ranging from Precambrian continental crust
to Cambro-Ordovician ophiolitic and island arc material. In
the map area these rocks are mainly foliated amphibolite and
gabbro occurring as large screens and xenoliths in foliated
diorite and granodiorite. These may be intruded by variably
deformed tonalite and amphibole-biotite granite.

Unit 2 is the most extensive in the area, and is most
similar to parts of the Springdale Group to the east. It is
dominated by felsic ash flow tuffs of different compositions
and degrees of welding, and includes minor areas of mafic
volcanics too small for separation at the scale of Figure 54.1.
Sheffield Brook has excellent exposure with a complex
assemblage of at least eight rock types recognized. Five of
these are included in unit 2, two in unit 3a, and one in unit 7
on Fig. 54.1. Purple to brown, densely welded crystal-rich,
ash flow tuff is seen along the eastern end of the brook. The
crystals in it are euhedral quartz and feldspar locally
concentrated in streaky zones, and the tuff ranges from

massive sections with curvilinear and columnar jointing to
zones marked by internal shear planes and autobrecciation.
Flattened vitric clasts are also seen along strike. This
lithology can be tentatively correlated with unit 7 of
Coyle et al.(1985).

The central parts of Sheffield Brook exposures
unwelded tuff with a very ashy matrix having finely graded
laminations with quartz-rich horizons, which can easily be
mistaken for a fine red sandstone. This lithology is quite
extensive and repeated several times along Sheffield Brook,
and may represent either a well sorted ash flow unit or an ash
fall into a lake or other water body. At present tentative
correlation is made with parts of unit 8 in Coyle et al. (1 985).

Several distinctive horizons oJ autobrecciated rhyolite
clasts ranging from pebble to boulder size in a quenched
purple matrix, are found within the above two lithologies.
The orientation of these horizons can be undulose or
network-like when they occur on a small scale, although the
larger sections or "beds" of breccia have more consistent
orientations.

The ignimbrite at the eastern end of Sheffield Brook is
overlain by a complex red to green muddy to ashy lahar with
local cherty horizons. The red muds are often silty with
rounded clasts of rhyolite supported by the matrix silt. The
green represents reduction spots and zones, preferentially
focussed on mudballs and layers. These lahars are strongly
deformed along the Sheffield Brook Fault, but also have
abundant primary penecontemporaneous fold and slump
features, along with channeled lenses typical of sedimentary
or reworked volcanic deposits. These lithologies are cut by a
number of dykes that pass westwards into a chaotically flow-
banded maroon rhyolite, commonly aphyric but with
concentrations of quartz and feldspar, which is interpreted to
be a domical intrusion. Along the Sheffield Brook Fault the
dykes are brecciated, leached and altered to a yellow green,
with clots of pyrite and sericite. Large veins of calcite and
fluorite cut the ignimbrite along the eastern end of Sheffield
Brook.

These different lithologies are generally representative
of unit 2, but other varieties are also seen. For example
along Oxford Brook two-feldspar quartz crystal tuffs are
interbedded with aphyric and plagioclase-phyric basalts. In
other areas such as along the road just south and west of
Mount Sykes the vitric tuffs are strongly devitrified, with
large chalcedony-filled lithophysae and veins cutting the
tuflaceous banding and flattening. In general the flattening
is gently dipping but locally may be disrupted and steep.

Unit 3 is a distinctive fine grained welded ash flow tuff
with sparsely distributed phenocrysts of quartz and
K-feldspar. It is typically maroon and massive on the fresh
surface, but weathers to a light colour in which the darker
fiamme and flow-banding stand out. In general the flattening
and flow-banding are gently dipping, as at Mount Sykes, but
in some areas such as on the peak north of Sheffield Lake
(Point E on section 1, Fig. 54.1) the banding is intense and
steeply dipping, comparable to that seen in rhyolite domes
and rheoignimbrites of the Springdale Group. In this area and
elsewhere, as around Mount Sykes, the matrix of unit 3 may
be marked by finely dispersed riebeckite needles, although no
riebeckite oikocrysts are visible. The intensity of this
metasomatism increases in areas where these glassy tuffs are
near the peralkaline porphyries of unit 7, as at Mount
Seemore, where they are marked by large reibeckite
oikocrysts and strong albitization of the matrix. These areas
are distinguished as unit 3a on Fig. 54.1. Along Sheffield
Brook unit 3a is a massive oikocrystic rhyolite with local
concentrations of quartz and feldspar. The rhyolite is quite
glassy and weathers to a pale greenish white, with some
"ghosty" fiamme upon which the riebeckite oikocrysts tend
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to concentrate. The oikocrysts range from 1 mm to almost
1 cm in size. As at Mount Seemore, bands and veinlets of
reibeckite are also seen, some of which may be focused along
pre-existing laminations or welding surfaces.

Unit 4 includes basalts and basaltic andesites. In the
southeastern corner of the map area it is mainly basaltic
flows which are gently dipping, even where found as roof
pendants in granitic intrusions (Fig. 54.1). Although the
contacts are not seen, the flows in this area are inferred to
unconformably overlie the basement rocks of unit 1. Black
aphyric rocks, probably of basaltic andesite composition are
found in the area surrounding the microwave tower north of
Sheffield Lake (Fig. 54.1). Although they are inferred to be
underlain by the pyroclastic rocks of unit 2, they show no
primary structures which can be used for orientations, and
indeed might even be intrusive. Possible support for this
interpretation is seen in an inclusion of pink granite, about
25 cm across, found about 50 m to the southwest of the
microwave tower. Beneath the woods-road bridge on Oxford
Brook, however, similar rocks are seen to be interlayered
with welded tuffs of unit 2. Also seen along Oxford Brook
are local zones of strongly plagioclase-phyric basalts, with
phenocrysts up to I cm long sporadically distributed as zones
within aphyric basalt. Small areas of basalt are also exposed
within unit 2 at several localities southwest of Sheffield
Lake.

Unit 5 is described by Whalen et al. (19S3; their
unit 17a) as red and medium grained with phenocrysts of
K-feldspar, as well as amphibole and biotite, and ranging
from quartz syenite to granite. We have not examined this
granite in any detail other than to confirm this description in
a few locations.

Unit 6 was only superficially examined in the present
study, and the boundaries shown in Figure 54.1 are taken
mostly from Whalen et al. (1983; their unit 20g). It is clearly
seen to intrude the basaltic rocks of unit 4, which in several
places are found as strongly hornfelsed roof pendants exposed
only on the highest peaks (e.g. on section * of Fig. 54.1). The
pendant shown on section * of Figure 54.1 is cut by
intimately mixed composite dykes of felsic and mafic
composition which appear to be derived from the granitic
intrusion exposed only a few metres down-slope. In the areas
that we examined there appear to be two granitic phases
within unit 6. One is generally medium- to coarse-grained
and pink, and characterized by quartz and pink feldspar with
finer grained crystals of black amphibole. This is intruded by
finer grained whitish-grey granite which has local zones of
reibeckite pegmatite and abundant amphibole-lined miaroiitic
cavities and fractures. Whalen et al. (1983) also described
parts of this unit as amphibole-sodic pyroxene one-feldspar
granite which they designated as theii unit 20g, intruding
both the basalt and the Hungry Mountain Complex (unit 1 on
Fig. 54.1). Fault breccias of granitoid rock, somewhat
similar to that of unit 6, are seen along the trace of the
Sheffield Lake Fault near the inferred contact with unit 1.
Most previous workers (e.g. Taylor et al., 1980; Whalen et al.,
1983) considered the granites of both units 5 and 6 to be
offshoots of the Topsails Complex.

Unit 7 ranges from a quartz-feldspar-amphibole
porphyry with reibeckite oikocrysts into a quartz syenite to a
true syenite. The porphyries represent the chilled margins
of, and are mutually gradational with, the coarser grained
holocrystalline rocks, and in general is distributed around
their margins. The porphyry is chilled against its contact
with the oikocrystic rhyolites of unit 3. Along Sheffield
Brook offshoots of this intrusion are also seen as radial dykes,
some of which have chilled margins. This unit is similar to
the porphyries of the King's Point area described by Kontak
and Strong (1986).

Unit 8 has been seen during the present investigation
only as a number of loose blocks of poorly consolidated
yellow-brown sandstone along the hillside north of Sheffield
Lake. However, they were previously exposed in outcrop
during slumping of the overburden, as observed during
mineral exploration by Brinco Ltd. in the 1960's (H.R. Peters,
personal communication, 1985). During this same period
outcrops of flat-lying grey flaggy sandstone-siltstone were
mapped on the small island which is exposed in Sheffield Lake
during times of low water. All these rocks can be compared
to the younger Carboniferous rocks of western Newfoundland,
particularly those of the Deer Lake Group found just to the
southwest of Figure 54.1.

Structure

The lack of sedimentary rocks in the Sheffield Lake
group make it necessary to rely upon regional stratigraphic
relationships and volcanic features for indications of overall
structure. The former are not always reliable on a local
scale, since flattening and flowage features can be influenced
by underlying topography and other factors, especially in
rheoignimbrites where welding is intense and flow-banding
strongly developed. In general, however, the flattening of
fiamme in welded ash flow tuffs is paralleled by lithological
boundaries, lithophysae zones, vesicle and crystal alignment
in basalts, etc. On the regional scale these are gently dipping
to horizontal, as can be seen on the sides of most high peaks
in the area and shown on the cross-sections in Fig. 54.1. The
main exception to this pattern is seen along Oxford Brook,
where the ash flows and interbedded basalts range in dip from
20 to 60°. Nevertheless, no penetrative cleavage is seen here
or elsewhere in the Sheffield Lake group, and this orientation
may be related to the broad open folding seen in the
Springdale Group to the east, or possibly to local tilting due
to intrusion of units 5 or 7.

The two major faults recognized in the area are termed
the Sheffield Lake Fault and the Sheffield Brook Fault. The
former marks the straight eastern boundary of the lake, and
is marked by small outcrops of granite fault breccia along its
trace to the southwest of the lake (Fig. 54.1). Its main effect
in the area seems to have been uplift and exposure of the
basement rocks of unit 1. The Sheffield Brook Fault marks
the northern boundary of the lake, and its effects are clearly
seen in the brook where ignimbrites, mudstones and rhyolite
dykes are strongly brecciated. There does not appear to have
been much displacement along this fault, however, since
lithologies such as those of units 3a and 7 extend across the
brook at its western end. The age of these faults is not
known, but it is reasonable to correlate them with faults that
affected and controlled the development of Carboniferous
pull-apart basins and sedimentation such as that of the Deer
Lake Group (Hyde, 1984). The presumed Carboniferous
sediments in Sheffield Lake suggest that it may represent a
smaller version of these basins.

Discussion

Two striking questions are posed from the geology seen
in the Sheffield Lake-Birchy Lake area. One is the
stratigraphic and structural relationships of the Sheffield
Lake group units to those of the Springdale Group, both in
terms of original physical volcanology and subsequent
deformational history. Second is that of the relationships
between the peralkaline rocks of the Sheffield Lake group
and those of the Springdale Group.

The answer to the former question will depend, along
with the field relationships described above, upon radiometric
dating of the units in both groups, and this will be done as
part of the present investigation. The latter question is
perhaps more fundamental in that it depends upon an
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understanding of the processes involved in development of
the oikocrysts. For example it is necessary to establish
whether such processes affected rocks genetically related to
the Springdale Group. If so, why only some parts of it and
not others? If not, are the oikocrystic rhyolites of the
Sheffield Brook area distinctly unrelated to the Springdale
Group (i.e. indicating a separate magma chamber and
separate caldera(?). The same questions might be asked for
similar rocks of the King's Point Complex (Kontak and
Strong, 1986). Detailed geochemical studies which are in
progress may answer this question, as may experimental
studies which are being planned to try and establish the
conditions and mechanisms of oikocryst growth.
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Abstract
The Devonian Harbour Breton Complex comprises two granitoid plutons which intrude late

Precambrian to Devonian volcanic and sedimentary rocks in the Avalon Zone of southern
Newfoundland. Both plutons are elongated in a northeasterly d'reetmn, with the Main Stock about
30 km long and 6 km wide and the Old Woman Stock about 12 km long by 6 km v. ide. Both are zoned
from an outer contact zone of miarolitic biotite-hornblende-bearing microgranite passing inward
through alkali feldspar granite, medium grained biotite-hornblende granite, plagioclase-phyric
monzogranite to a core of K-feldspar-phyric granite and microgranite. A number of Mo-Cu-F
showings are found along the eastern margins of the Old Woman Stock.

Le complexe dfivonien de Harbour Breton est constitue' de deux plutons granitdides qui font
intrusion dans des roches volcaniques et s^dimentaires de la fin du Pr6cambrien et du Devonien, dans
la zone d'Avalon, dans le sud de Terre-Neuve. Les deux plutons s'allongent en direction nord-est, le
stock Main mesurant environ 30 km de longueur sur 6 km de largeur, et le stock Old Woman, environ
12 km de longueur sur 6 km de largeur. Les deux sont horde's par une zone de melamorpnisme de
contact constitute de microgranite miarolitique a biotite et hornblende, qui passe successivement a
travers un granite feldspathique alcalin, un granite a biotite-hornblende a grains moyens, un
monzogranite a plagioclase et porphyre, pour finalement atteindre un noyau constitue1 de granite et
de microgranite a K-feldspath-porphyre. Un certain nombre de mineralizations de Mo-Cu-F se
rencontrent sur la bordure est du stock Old Woman.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland A1B JX5
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Introduction

The Harbour Breton Complex forms part of a mid-
Paleozoic postorogenic suite of granitoid intrusions in the
Fortune Bay area of southern Newfoundland. The term
complex if used here because the former term (Harbour
Breton Granite) does not convey the fact that there are two
separate intrusive bodies and that there are a number of rock
types which are not strictly granitic. The two pjutons are
here termed the Main Stock and the Old Woman Stock, and
their main lithological characteristics are shown in
Figure 55.1. Six bodies of about 1 km2 have been recognized
outside the complex to the west of the Main Stock in the
Harbour Breton area.

Both plutons are elongated in a northeasterly direction.
The Old Woman Stock occupies a roughly elliptical area about
12 km long and 6 km wide, while the Main Stock has the same
width but is about 30 km long. They intrude rnetapelites and
hornfelses of the Precambrian-Cambrian Chappel Island
Formation and quartz-pebble conglomerates, sandstones and
pelites of the Devonian Pools Cove Formation. The Old
Woman Stock is in fault contact with foliated granitoid rocks
of the Precambrian Simmons Brook Batholith and the
Devonian Cinq Isles Formation. The Main Stock intrudes the
Simmons Brook Batholith.

1A

LEGEND
FINE GRAINED K-FELDSPAR-PHYRIC RED TO ORANGE GRANITE AND MICROGRANITE.
WHITE PLAGIOCLASE-PHYRIC MONZOGRANITE (GRADATIONAL FROM UNIT 2AI.
RED FINE GRAINED PLAGIOCLASE-PHYRIC MONZOGRANITE.
FINE TO MEDIUM GRAINED SIOTITE-AMPHIBOLE GRANITE
(LOCALLY WITH RAPAKIVI TEXTURES).
RED ALKALI FELDSPAR (ALASKITIC) GRANITE.
ORANGE-RED MICROGRANITE WITH SPORADIC PHENOCRYSTS
OF QUARTZ, K-FELDSPAR, BIOTITE AND HORNBLENDE.
POOL'S COVE FORMATION: PEBBLE CONGLOMERATES ± SANDSTONE.
CHAPPEL ISLAND FORMATION: HORNFELSED SHALES AND
SILTSTONES; LOCALLY PYRITE-RICH.
UNDIVIDED COUNTRY ROCKS (CHAPPEL ISLAND, SIMMONS BROOK, ETC.).,
SIMMONS BROOK MEDIUM GRAINED PORPHYRITIC GRANITE
SIMMONS BROOK FINE TO MEDIUM GRAINED HORNBLENDE
GRANITE

• Mo occurrence

85

5265000 rnN

47°30'

45 ' 55 301

Figure SS.l. Simplified geological map of the Main Stock and Old Woman Stock of the Harbour
Breton Complex, southern Newfoundland.



Lithological description of the stocks
Although they can be subdivided in more detail, based

mainly on variations in the relative proportions of K-feldspar
and plagioclase, both stocks can be seen in Figure 55.1 to
consist of a number of roughly concentric zones. The
outermost zone (unit 1) comprises a border/contact phase
(unit 1A), followed inward by an extensive zone of medium
grained alkali feldspar to adamelUtic granite (unit IB), fine-
to medium-grained granite (unit 1C), red fine grained
plagioclase-phyric monzogranite (unit 2A) transitional into
white plagioclase-phyric monzogranite (unit 2B), and a core
of fine grained K-feldspar-phyric red-orange granite and
microgranite (unit 3).

Unit 1A consists of an alkali-feldspar granite (alaskite)
which locally loses its granitic texture to appear as a
microgranite with quartz, K-feldspar, biotite and rare
hornblende phenocrysts. The constant order of distribution of
these phenocrysts is quartz adjacent to contacts, giving way
inwards to K-feldspar, followed by hornblende and biotite
with rare plagioclase. The biotite may occur in patches or
schlieren, and appears to be inversely proportional in
abundance to hornblende. Plagioclase is rare, and its
presence in unit 1C distinguishes it from unit IB. Miarolitic
cavities are common, lined by crystals of quartz, K-feldspar
and amphibole, with local occurrences of zeolites. These
cavities disappear inwards from the intrusive contacts.

Unit 1A is generally marked by zones of bleaching up to
50 m2 with associated quartz veins, clay minerals, epidote,
and molybdenite. The Chappel Island Formation typically
contains disseminated pyrite near the contact. Unit 1A is
almost completely lacking in the Main Stock, seen only at the
contact northwest of Old Bay (Fig. 55.1). The boundaries
between units 1A and IB are locally sharp but generally
gradational. In transition zones, where the distinction is
somewhat vague, there are sporadic occurrences of pink
K-feldspar with rapakivi texture.

Unit IB consists of red alaskitic alkali feldspar granite
which is divisible into four subtypes. Subtype I contains
phenocrysts of quartz, K-feldspar and biotite in orange-red
alaskite gradational from unit 1A. In the Old Woman Stock it
is found mainly in valleys separating ridges of unit 1C, and
shows some evidence of resulting from K-metasomatism
along major joints. In the Main Stock it outcrops as high
plateaus separated by river valleys and lowlands. It is readily
recognized in the field by a distinctive joint pattern striking
170-180°, with no crosscutting joints. In subtype 2
hornblende is seen instead of biotite phenocrysts along the
north contact of the Main Stock where it is deep red. A rare
subtype 3 contains phenocrysts of only hornblende and
K-feldspar ^long the north and eastern contacts of the Main
Stock. Only one small outcrop of subtype 4 was observed,
near the western end of the Main Stock. It has phenocrysts
of only K-feldspar and is characterized by up to 20% pyrite.
There does not appear to be any gradation between these
subtypes, i.e. no occurrence of all four phenocryst phases
together.

Unit IC is fine- to medium- (locally coarse) grained
pink to white granite gradational from unit IB. Unlike
units 1A and IB, it does not contain any miarolitic cavities.
It has up to 85% exposure, as pavements and at the tops of
hills in the Old Woman Stock while in the Main Stock it is
found on plateaus with the alaskite. It exhibits normal
jointing in three directions. It contains 5-10% biotite and
less than 1% amphibole. Plagioclase is typically altered to
clay minerals.

Unit 2 consists of grey-purple saccharoidal granite with
white-red plagioclase phenocrysts. The intrusive contact is
well exposed near the tops of hills, e.g. between Long Pond

and Red Cove, north of Salmonier Cove Pond. The contacts
are sharp, with a chilled margin of approximately 10 cm,
while the intruded unit 1 may be "alaskitized". Unit 2 is
generally homogeneous, but in the Main Stock it can be
divided into subunits 2A and 2B, red and white respectively.
There is a gradation from 2A to 2B towards the centre of
each stock, accompanied by an increase in grain size such
that the plagioclase phenocrysts are not differentiated from
the coarser matrix. Because subunits 2A and 2B show a
comparable evolution to that of units 'A and IB, it may be
that their analogous development reflects second intrusions
from similar magma chambers.

]n the core of the Old Woman Stock unit 2 is cut by
unit 3, a red-orange K-feldspar-phyric granite and
microgranite. It is also found in a small outcrop just to the
south of Salmonier Cove Pond. Unit 3 resembles unit 2 for
which it may be mistaken if the contacts are not evident.
Such contacts have been observed for those units identified
as unit 3 on Figure 55.1 where they are sharp with a narrow
chill zone less than 2 m wide. The northern part of unit 3 is a
collection of 2-5 m wide dykes intruding unit 2B. Unit 3 is
fractured and well jointed such that it outcrops as small hills
surrounded by piles of rubble. Unit 3 has been correlated
with local microgranite dykes which rpsy extend outward
from it through unit 1.

Diabase dykes

Diabase dykes are oriented NNE in the Old Woman
Stock and NE to ENE in the Main Stock. Along Old Bay
Stream, the K-feldspar-phyric megacrystic granite of the
Main Stock is cut by a mafic dyke swarm of at least
3 generations. The first generation is invariably oriented
ENE, is fine grained and generally contains aligned
plagioclase crystals in the cores of dykes less than 1 m wide.
A similar second generation cuts the first and appears to
meander through the granite. The third generation is
diabasic, aphanitic and grey black as opposed to greenish.
These dykes occur either along the margins of the earlier
generated dykes or in N-S fractures. Diabase dykes in both
stocks are generally about 0.5 m or less wide, with sharp
contacts with the granite. Those in the Main Stock typically
host centimetre-sized pyrite crystals but they are rare in the
Old Woman Stock.

Quartz veins

The western half of the Main Stock is host to ENE-
trending quartz and quartz-K-feldspar veins which range
from <2 to 50 cm in width and are traceable in outcrop for up
to 200-300 m. They are generally spaced at 200 to 300 m.
The quartz may be white to clear, fine grained at contacts
with the granite but coarse in the vein centres. Pink
K-feldspars may be seen in some veins and in some parts of a
single vein. These veins are younger than and cut the diabase
dykes. Similar veins are not as common but they are present
throughout the rest of the Main Stock. In the Old Woman
Stock they are most common in the areas of Mo
mineralization along the eastern margin.

Structures

The axes of plutons and all phases and subdivisions are
oriented northeasterly, which is taken to reflect a regional
NW-SE compressionai stress during intrusion, since neither
stock shows any evidence of deformation to explain these
orientations. The Chappel Island Formation is locally folded
into tight isoclinal and recumbent folds to the south of the
Old Woman Stock, with a resulting NE-striking cleavage.
These structures are cut by the intrusive contacts.
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Units 1, 2, and 3 are cut by NW-trending faults which
have been cut by major ENE-trending faults. These faults
are marked by a number of features.

1. Sheared hydrothermally-generated aiaskite in deep valleys
separating different blocks of granite.

2. IMocks of aiaskite, such as that between Red Cove and
Salmonier Cove Pond, which do not correspond to the
intrusive scheme.

3. Minor displacements on the ENE-trending faults.

H. 5 to I 5 in wide alternating bands of granite and albitized
granite which suggest a zone of shearing and faulting.

All major structural blocks are well defined by these
faults. The major WSW-ENE fault which extends from the NE
corner of the Old Woman Stock to Old Bay bounds much of
unit 2 and may have exerted some control on its intrusion.
The faults appear to have been pre-diabase dykes and quartz
veins, and appear to have exerted some control on
mineralizing fluids. 3oint patterns are generally consistent
at 020, 080, 120, 170-180° and are steeply dipping. The
latter orientation seems to be representative of the aiaskite
of unit 1. Local changes in joint patterns define faults in
some aiaskite blocks.

Mineralization

There are two kinds of mineralization associated with the
Old Woman Stock, quartz-fluorite-molybdenite ± bornite ±
pyrite, and pyrke within the contact zone. Pyrite occurs as
small crystals and blebs/pods within the hornfels where the
microgranite chill zone (unit 1A) is developed within the
pluton. Where this zone is absent, and the aiaskite is in
contact with hornfels, the pyrite occurs in the aiaskite. The
F-Mo~Cu mineralization is associated with quartz veins,
generally 2-10 cm wide, which may be traced for up to 5 m
after which the veins appear to be unmineralized. At one
locality within a gravel pit, four 8-10 cm wide quartz-
fluorite-bornite veins occur with a 2-3 cm spacing. Similar
but nuch less abundant mineralization is associated with the
Main Stock.

Discussion

Detailed petrographic and chemical studies are
necessary to provide explanation for the variations in
composition, textures and colours which outline the
concentric pattern of zonation seen in Figure 55.1. The fact
that the same patterns are repeated in both stocks implies
that they have a similar history, i.e. that they were both
produced from the same magma chamber at the same time.
The sequence of intrusion from granitic to monzonitic
compositions may indicate that both storks arose from
progressively deeper levels within i larger magma chamber
which was zoned with decreasing silica contents downwards.
If the nearby Belleoram Pluton {Furey, 1985) was derived
from the same magma chamber, its abundant mafic xenoliths
and enclaves and even lower silica contents may indicate that
it came from even deeper levels. Although no chemical data
are yet available, it appears that the Vlo-Cu-F
mineralization is related to the highest silica rocks of the
plutons, as would be expected for such a zoned magma
chamber.
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Abstract

The Silurian Kinq's Point Complex represents part of an extensive suite of postoroqenic,
metaluminous to peralkaline granitoid and volcanic rocks in western Newfoundland. The complex
evolved as a volcano-plutonic structure, now represented by n central qranite-syenite intrusion
enveloped by intrusive and extrusive rhyolite porphyries, all cut by abundant mafic dvkes. The
presence of an arcuate ' i«-• q dyke, vent structures, and a variety of pyrnclastic volcanic deposits
suqqest a cauldron subsidence origin for the complex. Petroloqical data indicate that maqma-inixinq
processes were important in the petroqenesis of the qranite-syenite suite. This involved hoth felsic
and mafic liquids, represented now by the rhyolite porphyries and mafic dyke rocks, respectively.
Extensive, postmaqmatic fluid-rock interaction modified the primary mineraloqy and chemistry of
the iqneous rocks to a peralkaline assemblage. This is represented hy the presence of conspicuous
riebeckite oikocrysts in the rhyolite porohyry units.

Resume

l_e complexe silurien de Kinq's Point represente une partie d'une suite etenriue de roches
qranito'ides et volcaniques postoroqeniques de composition nnetalurnineuse a peralcaline, dans I'ouest
de Terre-Neuve. Le complete R evolue pn une structure volcano-plutonique, maintenant represent^
par une intrusion centrale de qranite-syenite enveloppee par des porphyres rhyolitiques intrusifs et
extrusifs, tous recoupes par d'abondants dykes mafiques. La presence d'un dyke annulaire arqup,
d'events et de divers depots volcaniques pyroclastiques rionne a pp.nser que ce complexe serait le
resultat d'une subsidence annulaire. Les donnees petroloqiques indiquent que des prncessus de
melange de magmas ont joue un role important dans la petrogenese de la suite de qranite-syenite. Y
ont participe notamment des liquides feisiques et mafiques, representes aujourd'hui par les porphyres
rhyolitiques et les dykes mafiques respectivement. L'interaction postmaqmatique des fluides et des
roches, sur une qrande echelle, a modi fie la mineraloqie et la chimie prirnaires des roches iqnees,
donnant un assemblage peralcalin, comine en fait foi la presence de cristaux poecilitiques de
riebeckite bien visibles dans les unites de porphyre ryolitique.

Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland AlB 3X5



Introduction
The King's Point Complex (Mercer et al., 1985)

represents part of an extensive suite of metalurninous to
peralkaline silicic granitoid and volcanic rocks in western
Newfoundland (Fig. 56.1). This suite of rocks occurs near the
structural boundary of the ancient continental margin of
eastern North America and the iapetus Ocean, represented
today by the Humber and Dunnage zones, respectively, of
Williams (1 ?78, 1979). Neale et al. (1960), Neale and
Nash (1963), and Neale (1962) first documented the extent of
this postorogenic igneous suite, but its regional tectonic
significance has only recently been discussed (Taylor, 1979).
More recently the petrological features of correlative rocks
in the Topsails Complex have been the subject of several
studies (e.g. Taylor et al., 1980, 1981; Strong and
Taylor, 198- ; Whalen and Currie, 1984), which have focused
on the extensive p»strnagmatic peralkaline metasomatism
and the importance of magma mixing in the petrogenesis of
this suite. This investigation represents a continuation of the
field studies reported by Mercer et al. (1985), which are part
of a larger scale study of postorogenic magmatisrn by Strong
and co-workers at Memorial University of Newfoundland
(e.g. Coyle et al., 1985, 1986; Coyle and Strong, 1986;
Furey, 1985).

The term King's ' oint Complex was first introduced by
Mercer et al. (1985) to include a large area of silicic plutonic
rocks and their overlying volcanic equivalents which occupy
an area of ca. 350 km2 in the central part of the Baie Verte
Peninsula. It occupies a large part of the King's Point map
sheet {NTS 12 H/9) and the southern part of the Baie Verte
map sheet (NTS 12 H/16). Possible correlative units are t h e
La Scie Granite and Cape St. John Group (DeGrace et al.,
1976) tc the north, and the Topsails Complex (Whalen and
Currie, 1983) and Sheffield Lake group (Coyle et al., 1986) to
the south (sep Fig. 56.1 inset).

This paper presents the results of two months of
1:12 500 scale geological mapping, conducted during July and
August, 1984, around the northern half of the King's Poini
Complex (Fig. 56.1). This work complements the previous
mapping of Mercer et al. (1985) in the southern part of the
complex.

Extensive commercial Jogging operations and a recent
(July-August, 1984) forest fire have considerably improved
the access and exposure in the area. As a consequence of
this and the detailed mapping scale numerous changes were
made to the earlier map of Neale et al. (1960; reproduced in
Hibbaru, 1983), although the general features of the complex
have remained unchanged.

The Burlington Granodiorite, for which a preferred age
of 460-465 Ma has been assigned by Hibbard (1983), forms the
local basement rock. The King's Point Complex itself
remains undated, although a Middle to Late Silurian age has
been assigned on the basis of apparent ages of 404 ± 25 Ma
to 435 + 14 Ma for units of presumed equivalent age
(see Mercer et al. (1985) for a review).

Map units

Seven lithologies, some of which are further divided
into additional subunits, have been recognized in the area,
but only five are indicated in Figure 56.1. The sixth and
seventh, represented by felsic and mafic dykes, respectively,
are too small and localized to portray at this scale, but their
field characteristics and distribution are discussed below.

Unit 1 - Burlington Granodiorite

The Burlington Granodiorite underlies the northern and
western parts of the area, occupying the topographically low-
lying regions. It is a medium- to coarse-grained, hornblende-,

hornblende-biotite, or biotite granodiorite (nomenclature of
Streckeisen, 1976, is used throughout), with lesser amounts of
two-mica granite, leucogranite and pegrnatiiic segregations.
The rock is variably altered with chlorite replacing the mafic
minerals and plagioclase saussuritized. A penetrative
S-fabric may be locally developed with associated shear
zones, both with orientations of 055-075°.

More mafic varieties of this lithology occur just east of
Burlington where Epstein (1983) has mapped diorites. We
note also that in the northernmost portion of the map area,
just south of the ring dyke, the granodiorite contains
abundant mafic and ultramafic inclusions which record high
grade metamorphic assemblages and intense deformation.
These inclusions were probably derived at depth from
Pacquet Harbour Group equivalent lithologies, the main
outcrop of this unit being immediately north of the map area
(Hibbard, 1983).

Unit 2 - porphyritic syenite

The porphyritic syenite occupies the central part of the
area, forming several prominent topographic highs, with some
smaller plugs of the same lithology around this central
intrusion. The unit is quite heterogeneous, although no
attempt was made to subdivide it.

The rock is generally a coarse grained, red to greenish-
red, K-feldspar megacrystic (<3-4crn; up to 30%) syenite,
alkali syenite, alkali granite or syenogranite depending on the
modal proportion of quart/ (< 1 cm; up to 20%). There
appears to be a gradational relationship between increasing
quartz content and proximity of the quartz-feldspar porphyry
(unit 5) which envelopes the syenite (Fig. 56.1). Flue to this
phenomenon it was difficult at times to actually tnap a
definitive boundary between the syenitic and rhyolitic units
and, instead, we refer to the contact more appropriately as a
transition zone. It may vary in width from a few metres to
tens of metres, although in some cases the syenite has a
chilled margin against the rhyolite.

The syenite contains variable amounts (0-5%) of dark
green matrix amphibole which has an inverse relationship
with the amount of quartz. This unit is also characterized by
rounded to subrounded mafic inclusions from 0.5 cm to
several metres across. Dark patches of partially assimilated
material are interpreted as vestiges of mafic liquid
(cf. Whalen and Currie, 1984). There appears to be an
increase in the proportion of the mafic inclusions and dark
patches towards the southern part of the large intrusion. It
may be significant that this area is characterized by a higher
frequency of mafic dyke rocks (see below) compared to the
northern half of the intrusion.

The smaller plugs of syenite are similar to the larger
intrusion, although they are more silicic with alkali granite
and alkali syenite the dominant lithologies.

Unit 3 - equigranular alkali syenite

The equigranular alkali syenite contrasts with unit 2 by
having an equigranular, medium grained texture and absence
of mafic inclusions. The unit is restricted to the southeast
part of the map area and its relationship to the porphyritic
syenite remains unresolved at present.

The syenite shows a systematic compositional change in
a vertical dimension commencing on the shores of Middle
Arm and progressing northwards (up section) towards its
contact with the overlying rhyolite porphyry, a distance of
approximately 2 km. At its apparent base, the syenite is
barren of quartz and contains a few miarolitic cavities,
however, towards the top of this intrusion quartz consistently
increases and miarolitic cavities are more abundant. Near its
top the unit is rich enough in quartz to be called an
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Figure 56.1. Generalized lithological map of the northern part of the King's Point Complex.



alkali granite. The unit contains minor amounts (<1%) of a
chloritized mafic mineral, and pyrite locally occurs
disseminated throughout. Miarolitic cavities are lined with
an assemblage of quartz-pyrite-chlorite and fluorite was
observed at one locality.

Unit ^ - intrusive rhyolite porphyry

An intrusive rhyolite porphyry unit forms an arcuate
"ring dyke" which deJineates the northern extent of the King's
Point Complex. Mapping has somewhat modified the shape
and extent of this unit (cf. Neale et al., 1960; Hibbard, 1983)
and we have documented its southerly extension across the
Burlington road (highway 20). Although faults are indicated,
these are interpreted to have been active prior to
emplacement of the ring dyke and to have controlled the
locus of intrusion(s). There is no field evidence in the form
of breccias or fault goi'ges to support post-emplacement
offsets. In fact, at one locality a chilled margin with flow
banding oriented perpendicular to the trend of the ring dyke
(see Fig. 56.1) was observed.

The ring dyke forms a prominent topographic expression
except along its northern and southwestern extensions where
the lack of outcrop precludes extending the structure. We
are thus not sure whether it pinches out here or continues
farther (cf. Neale et al., 1960).

The ring dyke is internally composite and although we
have not attempted to map individual units, areas
characterized by extensive brecciation are indicated on
Figure .56.1. The dyke consists of red and grey rhyolite
porphyry with variable (<1 to 50%) amounts and proportions
of quartz and alkali feldspar. Porphyry units may be chilled
against earlier units, and where observed the intrusive
margins are always chilled. Flow banding is ubiquitous,
invariably convoluted, and fluidal textures are abundant near
areas of brecciation. In several places one can observe an
increase in fragment size and intensity of brecciation in a
vertical dimension. Zones of hydrothermal alteration
(pyrite ± hematite + chlorite ± epidote ± sericite) are
locally developed in such areas.

The areas of fragmentation generally consist of
monolithic breccias with clasts of up to a metre across, but
rare ezotic xenoliths may include granodiorite and/or mafic
rocks, both of which represent basement lithologies.

In one locality the ring dyke consists of syenite, similar
to the quartz-rich varieties described above in unit 2. This is
considered to represent a separate, small intrusion and best
exemplifies the composite nature of the ring dyke.

Numerous other rhyolitic intrusions occur as dykes or,
more rarely, as small, subcircular p.i <•. cutting the
granodiorite basement. They are var,it:» porphyritic
(0 to 30%) and have flow banding and chilled ...argins. Where
they occur as dyke-like intrusions they havt < •eferred
orientations of 050-080".

Unit 5 - intrusive/extrusive rhyolites

The most extensive unit of the King's Point Complex is
represented by an intrusive/extrusive rhyolite. This lithology
consists of numerous subunits, but for simplification only
intrusive and extrusive members have been denoted on
Figure 56.!. In the present investigation we have reserved
the term extrusive lot Lhose lithologies where there exists
indisputable field evidence (e.g. flamme, pumice, bedding)
indicating their origin. Using these criteria we have
recognized three areas which consist of pyroclastic deposits,
the remainder is presently considered to represent
subvolcanic equivalents. In this context it is interesting to

note that the volcanic units occur only at the perimeter of
unit 5, possibly representing deposits on the flanks of a large
domal structure. The upper part of this structure may also
have consisted of various volcanic deposits, but subsequent
erosion has removed all evidence.

The intrusive rhyolite (unit 5a) consists of massive and
flow banded, aphyric to crystal (quartz and feldspar)-rich
(up to W%) lithologies. Where this unit is in contact with the
porphyritic syenite (unit 2) it is noticeably coarser grained,
contains larger crystals and quartz becomes the dominant
phenocryst. Locally this unit may contain mafic clasts.
Where the unit is in contact with the granodiorite the
rhyolite is glassy, nearly aphyrir (<1% crystals) and tlow
banding is parallel to the contact. Several small plugs
exhibiting these features are indicated in Figure 56.1. We
also note that inwards away from the contact there is an
increase in both size and abundance of phenocrysts and the
matrix is less glassy.

The extrusive rhyolites (unit 5b) consist of a variety of
crystal-rich and crystal-poor ash-flow and ash-fall tuffs. In
the easternmost extent of this unit there is a well preserved
succession, several hundred metres thick, of volcanic
breccias and welded ash-flow and ash-fall tuffs. T^is
represents the greatest accumulation of extrusive r o c s in
the region mapped. In at least one area such rocks can be
traced back to a possible vent which consists of very coarse
(up to 1 m) autolithic breccia of dacitic to rhyodacitic
composition.

In many parts of unit 5 the rocks are clearly
peralkaline, marked by the abundance of fine to coarse (up to
1 cm), green to blue-green secondary ainphibole similar to
the riebeckite-arfvedsonite described by Strong and
Taylor (198<(). The megascc'cally conspicuous occurrences
of this mineral have been incicated in Figure 56.1 and it is
noted that there appears to be no obvious relationship of
their distribution to any of the geological units
(e.g. porphyritic syenite), although there is a concentration of
the occurrences in the eastern part of the unit. Preliminary
petrographic study indicates that this metasomatism is
areally much more widespread, with extensive development
of fine grained needles of amphibole in the matrices of most
rocks, concomitant with albitization and perthitization of
alkali feldspars and recrystallization of the groundrnass.

Unit 6 - silicic dykes

Silicic dyke rocks cut the porphyritic syenite and
equigranular syenite in a few localities. These dykes have
unusual features which distinguish them from unit <f. They
consist of convoluted, banded, spherulitic rhyolite-quartz-
aplite-pegmatite composite dykes up to 20 m wide and 200 m
Jong. They are oriented at 050-090°, similar to the other
mafic and felsic dyke rocks in the region. In one locality
mafic dykes were observed cutting this unit.

Unit 7 - mafic dykes

Numerous mafic dykes of variable length (up to 300 m)
and width (<10 m) cut all the previously described units. The
dykes, oriented 050-075°, invariably contain chilled margins
and range from fine grained, aphyric varieties to plagioclase
(up to 8-10 cm) ± pyroxene phyric (<10-l5%) types. The
dykv; rocks are very similar to the mafic inclusions found in
the porphyritic syenite unit.

In areas where exposure permits detailed mapping the
dykes appear as swarms with up to a dozer, parallel intrusions
found within 200 m. Presumably this may be a widespread
feature as indicated by the presence of isolated outcrops of
this lithology over the entire map area.
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Structure

There are no deformation-related structures in the
King's Point lithologies, but the Burlington Granodiorite does
record an earlier orogenic event (see Hibbard, 1983). These
structures were important in controlling the orientation of
the dyke rocks described above.

Nealeeta l . (1960) and Hibbard (1983) showed several
large faults transecting the King's Point Complex. The
results of present mapping indicated that there is no field
evidence to support the presence of such faults, although we
do note that in most cases they correlate with topographic
and aerial photographic lineaments.

Geological relationships and development of the
King's Point Complex

The field relationships documented above indicate that
the King's Point Complex evolved as a volcano-plutonic
complex with the initial development of a silicic volcanic
carapace and subsequent emplacement of granitoid rocks,
represented by the intrusive rhyolites and various syenites.
The volcanic and plutonic suites are, however, not
petrologically equivalent, except for the intrusive rhyolites.

Although geochemical data for this study are not yet
available, we do have preliminary results for nine fine
grained granites (unit 3 of this study), eleven quartz-feldspar
porphyries (unit 5 of this study), and three rhyolitic dykes
from the adjoining area mapped by Mercer et al. (1985).
These data (Fig. 56.2) indicate that there exists a sharp
geochemical distinction between the granites and other
rocks. The granites are characterized by Rb contents
between 150 and 200 ppm, while the porphyries all contain
Jess than 125 ppm. The granites have much lower Nb
contents than the porphyries ana dykes and this is also
mirrored by Y, Zr, Zn, Ga and other elements. These
correlate with the peralkaline nature of the porphyries,
reflected by agpaitic indices >1.00 and presence of riebeckite
oikocrysts, versus the nonperalkaline nature of the granites
with agpaitic indices < 1.00 and modal biotite. Thus, it
appears that there are at least two magmatic suites in the
King's Point Comrjex, one peralkaline and the other
metaluminous, dir.ctly analogous with those seen in the
Topsails Comple/ to the south (Taylor et al., 1980).

We interpret the syenitic units as reflecting the mixing
of two magmas, represented in the field by the
intrusive/extrusive silicic rocks and mafic dykes. Although
no evidence has been documented in this area for the
coexistence of mafic and felsic magmas, we note that
composite rhyolite-diabase dykes have been observed along
the Middle Arm Ridge immediately south of the map area
(Hibbard, 1983), at the western extent of the King's Point
Complex (Mercer et al., 1985), and in the Topsails igneous
terrane (whalen and Currie, 1984). Coyle et al. (1985) have
also observed mixed magmas within both volcanic and
intrusive rocks of the Springdale Group. A magma-mixing
origin for the syenites is also consistent with many of the
features described above, such as the amount of modal quartz
and amphibole, mafic inclusions, and contact relationships
with the intrusive rhyolite unit. An obvious extension of this
interpretation is that the silicic rocks represent the products
of crustal fusion which resulted from injection of mafic
magma into the continental crust. The widespread
occurrence of mafic dykes cutting all the lithologies may also
indicate that most of the area beneath the King's Point
Complex was underlain by such a magma chamber of mafic
composition.
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Metasomatism

Although chemical data have not yet been obtained for
the rocks under discussion, many of the samples appear to be
peralkaline based on the presence of megascopically
conspicuous sodic amphiboles. Preliminary petrographic
study also reveals this to be a far more widespread
phenomenon than initially suspected from observations in the
field, with fine grained amphiboles present in most specimens
examined. This metasomatic feature is also associated with
extensive development of: (i) secondary albite {matrix and
after K-feldspar), chlorite, carbonate, sphene, opaques
(including pyrite) and sericite; (ii) coarse perthitic textures in
alkali feldspars (cf. Parsons, 1980); and (iii) recrystallization
of the matrix, and in some cases chemical corrosion of the
phenocrystic phases. The development of peralkalinity as a
late-stage, postmagmatic phenomenon has recently been
addressed by several people (Taylor et al., 1980, 1981; Strong
and Taylor, 1984), and this investigation again indicates the
close spatial association between an intrusive peralkaline
phase (i.e. the porphyritic syenite) and peralkaline silicic
rocks. The initial petrographic studies are consistent with
the ideas advanced by Strong and Taylor (198*) with the full
spectrum of their magmatic and subsolidus textures present.
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Abstract

Detailed mapping in the Springers Hill area of the Lewis Hills Massif illustrates a complex
history of synkinennatic multiple intrusion and ductile deformation for the Bay of Islands Ophiolite
Complex. The plutonic sequence is divided into an earlier deformed ophiolite and later synkinennatic,
heterogeneously deformed, ultramafic to gabbroic plutons which intrude the earlier sequence.
Structural overprinting of the regional mantle tectonite fabric (Si) by a broad, high temperature
shear zone with an \^2>^z mylonitic fabric is documented. Three unique types of chromite
concentrations in the Springers Hill, Stowbridge and Bluff Head areas are recognized on the basis of
their petrological setting and structural controls.

A simple, single, steady-state magma chamber model is inadequate to explain the evolution of
the Bay of Islands plutonic complex. Our data show a complicated history of high temperature
deformation and syn- to post-kinematic multiple intrusion which progressively modified the original
geometry of the plutonic sequence and its chromitiferous bodies.

Les cartes de details etablies dans la region de Springers Hill ou se situe le massif Lewis Hills
montrent que le complexe ophiolitique de Bay of Islands a connu une evolution compliquee, faite de
multiples intrusions syntectoniques et de deformation ductiles. La sequence plutonique comprend une
sous-sequence ophiolitique deformee et une sous-sequence posterieure constitute de plutons
ultramafiques a gabbroiques syntectoniques, deform^es de facon heterogene, gui fait intrusion dans la
premiere. Les auteurs montrent comment une vaste zone de cisaillement a haute temperature de
texture (Si) molynotique L2^S2 s'est superposee a la structure tectonitique du manteau regional. On
distingue trois types de concentrations de chromite dans les regions de Springers Hill, de Stowbridge
et de Bluff Head, d'apres des facteurs p^trologiques et structural.

L'^volution do complexe plutonique de Bay of Island ne saurait s'expliquer uniquement par un
simple modele de chambrc magmatique a 1'fitat stable. Les donnees recueillies par les auteurs
mettent plutflt en evidence une sdrie complique'e de deformations a haute temperature et de
multiples intrusions syntectoniques et post-tectoniques qui ont peu a peu modifies la ge"ochimie
originale de la sequence plutonique et de ses massifs chromitiferes.

1 Contribution to the Canada-Newfoundland Mineral DeveJopment Agreement 1984-89. Project
carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Economic Geology and Mineralogy Division,
Project 770063.

2 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University, St. John's, Newfoundland A1B 3X5
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Introduction
The present study has two principal objeccives. First,

to map transects through the plutonic complex of the Bay of
Islands Ophiolite in order to evaluate inagma chamber models
(eg. Casey and Karson, 1981; Casey et al., 1983), in li^ht of
new concepts regarding the effects of magmatistn and ductile
deformation on formation of ophiolitic complexes (Calon and
Malpas, 19S5; Calon, 198<(; Dunsworth and Calon, I98t); and
second, to evaluate structural control on the form and
distribution of selected chromitiferous bodies within the
plutonic sequence of the Bay of Islands Ophiolite Complex.

For the purposes of this study, three selected areas in
the Bay of Islands ophiolite were mapped in detail on a
1:6250 colour airphoto base during the 1985 field season.
Efforts were concentrated on a 16 km2 area within the
Springers Hill region of the Lewis Hills massif. In addition,
two smaller areas (2-3 km2) were mapped at Bluff Head, in
the Lewis Hills, and at Stowbridge, on North Arm Mountain
(Fig. 57.1).

The following report presents the main results of the
field mapping component of the project which was carried
out by S. Dunsworth, M. Warzkow and T. Calon.

Geological setting of the Bay of Islands Ophiolite
The Bay of Islands Ophiolite Complex, western

Newfoundland, is exposed in four massifs. These include,
from north to south; Table Mountain, North Arm Mountain,
Blow Me Down Mountain and the Lewis Hills (Fig. 57.1). This
north-northeast trending belt of mafic to ultrarnafic igneous
rocks represents the remnants of a once cohesive slice of

L J Ophiolite Massif

"71 Bay of Islands
^-J Complex

Mount Barren
Assemblage

VJ Coastal Compl

1 Detail Map
Areas

oceanic lithosphere which was obducted westward over the
autochthonous Cambro-Ordovician continental margin during
the Taconic Orogeny (Church and Stevens, 1971; Dewey and
Bird, 1971; Williams, 1975).

The Lewis Hills Massif has been divided into three
structural assemblages which are separated by steeply
dipping, north-south trending contacts; from west to east,
these assemblages include the Little Port Complex, the
Mount Barren Assemblage and the Bay of Islands Complex
(Karson, 1979). The two western assemblages, collectively
referred to as the Coastal Complex, are thought to represent
500 Ma old (Mattison, 1975; Jacobsen and Wassenberg, 1979)
oceanic crust accreted at a fossil oceanic fracture zone, near
a ridge-transforrn intersection (Karson and Dewey, 1978;
Karson, 1979; Karson et al., 1983). Deformation, amphibolite
grade rnetamorphism and syn-to post-kinematic magmatisrn
are concentrated within the 3 km wide Mount Barren
Assemblage. The Bay of Islands Complex is interpreted to
represent a cumulate sequence of younger oceanic crust and
its underlying mantle peridotite accreted at an active ridge
segment along the eastern margin of the Coastal Complex
(Karson and Dewey, 197S).

Multiple magrnatism has previously been recognized
only within the Coastal Complex of the Lewis Hills Massif
(Karson and Dewey, 197S; Karson et al., 19S3). A number of
syn- to post-kinematic intrusive bodies exhibiting two
petrologically distinct peridotite suites have been
documented. Karson et al. (1983) have suggested that the
later intrusive suite was produced in the fossil fracture zone
environment.

Magma chamber models for the formation of the Bay of
Islands ophiolite have been presented by Casey and
Karson (1981) and Casey et al. (1983) based upon the
geometrical pattern of primary fine scale igneous layering
(Fig. 57.2). The rnagina chamber profile for the Lewis Hills
Massif as defined by Casey and Karson (1981) on the basis of
the arcuate pattern of igneous layering, is orientated normal
to that of the three northern massifs. This anomalous
feature was interpreted by Casey et al. (1983) to represent
possible pinching of the magma chamber at the intersection
of the transform fault with the Coastal Complex (Fig. 57.2).

Fracture Zone Valley

km.
Transform Domain

Figure 57.1. Hay of islands region. Ophiolite Massifs;
T.M. - Table Mountain, N.A.M. - North Arm Mountain,
li.M.D. = Mow Me. Down Mountain, I..11. - Lewis Hilts.

Figure 57.2. Block cliaaram of the magma chamber profile
for the Lewis Hills Massif in which tlie arcuate pattern of the
fine scale igneous layering is attribut.ee to primary cumulate
processed (after Casey and Karson, Iflfll). Symbols:
H - mantle peridotite, 1 -dunite, 2 - uliramafic cumulates,
3 - layered gabbro, 4 - high level gabbro.
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Springers Hill area

A generalized geological map ol the Springers Hill area,
covering approximately 16 km2, is shown in Figures 57.3A
and 57.3B. Only the deeper plutonic levels of the Bay of
Islands ophiolite complex are exposed. These include an
extensive section of polydeforrned mantle peridotite
tectonites in the southern to central part of the map area and
variably deformed ultrarnafic to gabbroic cumulate sequences
in the central to northern portion of the map area. The
plutonic complex can be subdivided i lto two distinct
magmatic suites. An earlier plutonic ophiolite "stratigraphy"
(Penrose Conference Participants, 1972) has been intruded by
later, synkinematic, heterogeneously deformed plutons. The
contact between the two magmatic suites was mapped on the
basis of xenolith bearing margins, truncation of structural
fabrics and textural criteria. Because of the complex nature
of multiple intrusion and deformation, the lithoJogica!
descriptions of the two suites will be discussed first, followed
by a characterization of the deformation patterns.

The early suite

The early suite consists of harzburgite, minor amounts
of massive, variably chromitiferous dunite, a variety of
ultramafic cumulates, layered olivine and hypersthene gabbro
and massive gabbroic rocks with minor amounts of
trondhjemite. Diabase dykes intrude both the layered
ultramafic and mafic cumulates.

Harzburgite, representing the mantle component of the
ophiolite, is characterized by a strong Si or Li-Si fabric
defined by the preferred dimensional orientation of elongate
orthopyroxene and rare chromite grains. The harzburgite has
been intruded by swarms of discontinuous dunite dykes, which
usually range from a few centimetres to more than 3 m in
width and are traceable along strike for up to S m. Because
of the apparent lack of continuity to individual dykes, they
are referred to here as "dykelets". The dunite dykelet
orientations are dominantly oblique, but also parallel and
highly discordant, to the harzburgite foliation. Synkinematic
multiple intrusion of the dunite dykelets is indicated by the
truncation of folded dykelets by younger, variable deformed
dykelets. Regions which contain up to 65 volume per cent of
discontinuous dunite dykelets exhibit an overall layered and
interleaved appearance (Fig. 57.6A). The proportion of
chrornitiferous dunite dykelets hosted by harzburgite
increases southward, and reaches a maximum in the main
Springers Hill chromite showing. Mapping of zuies with
major dykelet concentrations delineated the form surface
trace of a fold structure which, on the basis of orientation
data for the dykelets, is interpreted as a synform (see
Structure). A distinct absence of large bodies of massive,
early suite dunite, either within or bordering the harzburgite,
is noted for the area.

The nature of contacts between harzburgite and the
ultramafic cumulate lithologies in the northern map area is
unclear. Transposed interiayering of large (250 mx 75 m)
boudinaged blocks of ultramafic cumulates occur within the
northeastern exposure of the harzburgite tectonites at Carol
Mountain (Fig. 57.3A). A large scale, low angle fault of
unknown displacement has obliterated the exact nature of the
transition to the overlying layered gabbro cumulates in the
east. However, orientation of transposed primary layering
and both planar and linear structural elements in the layered
gabbro cumulates are concordant with those of the underlying
ultramafic cumulates and hariburgite. Towards the
northwestern part of the map ai ea, harzburgite tectonite
occurs infclded with the ultramaflc to mafic cumulate units.

The ultramafic cumulates include wehrlite, troctolite,
pyroxenite and pyroxene and/or hornblende flaser gabbro.
All are characterized by a strong, L2^52 fabric,
resulting in a rodded appearance of mineral aggregates in the

foliation plane. Primary igneous layering is transposed into
the foliation plane (Fig. 57.6B). Strain partitioning in the
ultramafic cumulates is extremely heterogeneous resulting in
the development of mylonite zones with strong planar/linear
fabrics. These mylonites contain rotated pyroxene and
hornblende porphyroclasts, and envelope variably sized
boudins which exhibit complex fold patterns in their necks
(Fig. 57.6C, 57.6D).

Within the Carol Mountain and northwestern map areas,
the medium-fine grained layered olivine-hypersthene gabbros
also show the strong L2j>S2 fabric. This fabric is defined by
stretched and flattened mineral aggregates, as well as
rotation of the primary cumulate layering to an orientation
parallel to the regional S2 fabric. Isoclinal folds with an
axial planar foliation were frequently observed in the layered
gabbro (Fig. 57.6E).

Diabase dykes are spatially associated with the early
suite and intrude both layered gabbro with interlayered
ultramafic zones, and more massive pyroxene gabbro. These
syn- to post-kinematic, fine grained dykes range from <f to
35 cm in width, outcropping for up to 10 m along strike.

The later suite

The later suite outcrops as massive bodies within the
central, northeastern and northwestern parts of the map area
and as two small exposures within harzburgite to the south
(Fig. 57.3A).

The plutons show a wide range in modal composition,
from chromitiferous dunite (< 10% spinel), feldspathic dunite
and feldspathic wehrlite to clinopyroxenite and lesser
amounts of pyroxene and olivine-pyroxene gabbro. Faint
traces of layering with variable orientations occur in isolated
regions of the plutons. Grain size is highly variable and
textures are commonly poikilitic with clinopyroxene
oikocrysts ranging up to * cm in diameter. Pegmatitic
wehrlite, pyroxenite and gabbroic dykes cut the plutons
internally and show mutually crosscutting relationships.
These dykes also intrude the harzburgite country rock, mainly
along the northern and eastern margins of the central pluton.
The close spatial association of the various rock types within
the plutons as well as some compositional grading suggest
that crystal fractionation processes yielded the lithogical
variations.

The rocks of the later plutons are generally massive and
structurallv isotropic with intense L2 > S2 shear zones
(Fig. 57.6F) that are randomly developed and occur
predominantly along the northern and eastern margins of the
central pluton. These shear zones range from a few
centimetres to over 3 m in width and are traceable up to
15 m along strike. The concordance of the lineation trend of
the later suite shear zones with the regional linear L2 trend
of the host rock demonstrates the ongoing nature of
synkinematic intrusion during deformation (D2) of the early
suite.

A gradual transition from undeformed, poikilitic
wehrlite of the late suite to a highly deformed facies, which
is indistinguishable from the early suite, is exposed near
Carol Mountain. In areas such as this, where continued
ductile deformation has led to the progressive obliteration of
criteria, such as truncated fabrics, xenolithic margins
(Fig. 57.6G) and textural characteristics, used to distinguish
multiple irtrusion within the plutonic complex, the
recognition of intrusive contacts may be very difficult.

Difficulties also arise in assigning the numerous pods
and dykes of orthopyroxenite and clinopyroxenite, which syn-
and post-kinematically intrude the early suite harzburgite, to
a particular suite on the base of field criteria. They are
provisionally interpreted to represent later phases of the
early suite pending completion of geochemical work.
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Figure S7.3A. Springers Hill area slinwing main structural elements.
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Structure
The Springers Hill map area can be divided into two

broad structural domains on the basis of structural
overprinting and orientation patterns of the ductile
deformational fabrics (Fig. 57.3B). To a large extent, the
primary mineral assemblages show evidence of syntectonic
recrystallization but no low temperature, retrograde mineral
assemblages that are associated with the regional
L-S fabrics. This indicates that the plastic deformation
occurred at high temperatures. The earlier Si harzburgite
tectonite fabric and the preferred orientation pattern of
chromitiferous dunite dykeicts have been overprinted, along
the northern half of the map area, by a broad shear zone with
a strong L2 > S2 fabric. This latter, intensely mylonitized
zone variably affects all lithological units of both the early
suite and later plutons (Fig. 57.3B).

The earlier hirzburgite tectonite exhibits a strong
regional Sj foliation striking 000° to CW5" and dipping steeply
60° to S5° NW. This mantle tectonite shows a range in
textures from protogranular through porphyroclastic to
coarse equigranular. A weak, moderately north-plunging
lineation defined by the preferred dimensional orientation of
elongate orthopyroxene and chromite phases was noted
locally within the harzburgite. A major, inclined, northeast-
plunging, synform within the harzburgite was delineated using
the form trace of variably transposed dunite dykelets
(Fig. 57.3A, 57.311). The regional Si fabric is axial planar to
this major fold structure. Small scale, isoclinal, parasitic
folding of the dunite dykelets occur along the major fold
limbs (Fig. 57.£>H). A number of small scale ductile shear
zones of unknown displacement occur both parallel to and
crosscutting the regional S] fabric.

Towards the northern part of the mantle section, a
gradual overprinting of the Si foliation by a major mylonitic
shear zone (L2 > S2) was mapped. The harzburgites and
cumulate rocks oT the early suite show a strong L 2 ^ S 2 fabric
orientated parallel to the transposed primary layering, while
sections of the later plutons exhibit concordant L2 > S2
fabrics developed in localized ductile shear zones (see
previous section). Beautifully exposed, small scale F2 folds
with axial planar S2 surfaces were observed in harzburgite,
and in ultramalic and malic cumulates of the early suite.

In the Carol Mountain area, a north-northwest trending,
shallow (<_25°) east dipping S2 is dominant. Local variations
in strike attitudes result from disruption of the fabric by
abundant small scale faults. The intensely developed
stretching lineation plunges gently (< 20°) to the north, ft is
defined by rodding of pyroxene veins (Fig. 57.61) and
preferred dimensional mineral orientations. Rootless
boudinaged lenses of dunite occur within the harzburgite
mylonite (Fig. 57.6J). Parasitic asymmetrical F2 folds ore
frequently exposed within the harzburgite-dunite tectouite
(Fig. 57.6K).

Within the northwestern part of the map area, the S2
fabric of the mylonite shear zone strikes northeast, dipping
shahowly to the northwest, while the L2 plunges gently to the
north-northeast. This present pattern of S2 orientation for
the main shear zone can be explained by doming during the
synkinematic intrusion of the later pluto; 'Fig. 57.3B). Local
variation in the L 2 ^ S 2 fabric orientation is thought to most
commonly reflect heterogeneous strain within the major
mylonitic belt, but may also be due to rotation related to late
faulting. The lithological and structural features within the
northwestern sector of the S2 shear zone belt are strikingly
similar to those exposed in the Carol Mountain area.

The main S2 mylonite shear zone appears to die out
westward against a region which is along the eastern margin
of the Mount [Wren assemblage (Fig. 57.3B) as defined by
Karson (1979). This area is characterized by a north-striking,

moderate to steeply dipping planar structural fabric and
steeply eastward-plunging lineation. These structures are
developed within strongly infolded harzburgite and ultramafic
to mafic cumulate lithologies that underwent high
temperature, plastic deformation.

A major 070° trending lineament, in the northern part
of the map area, is the locus of intense brittle deformation.
Sinistral offset of the northwestern metacumulatc sequence
from its counterpart exposed in the Carol Mountain area,
occurs along this major, vertical fault (Fig. 57.3A).

Stowbridge area

A 3 km2 transect of the plutonic complex was inapr.d
in the Stowbridge area of the North Arm Mountain Massif
(Fig. 57.^). This transect contains a 2 km sequence of
harzburgite, feldspathic pyroxene-dunite to wehrlite,
pyroxenite, chromitiferous dunite, massive dunite and layered
olivine and hypersthene gabbro. It also includes massive
rodingitized gabbro and one north-trending fine grained
diabasic dyke. Outcrop exposure of the ultramafic cumulates
indicates progressively widening of this unit towards the
north.

Structurally, the area is situated within a broad,
northeast trending ductile mantle shear zone. Cumulate
layering and major lithological contacts are transposed
parallel to the regional Si fabric, which has a consistent 030°
strike and a dip of 90°-60° W. A strong Li > Sj fabric is
developed locally with the lineation showing a northward
plunge of 25° to 50°. Boudinaged orthopyroxenite veins
occurs within both mantle and cumulate lithologies. Isoclinal
folds with S] axial planar fabric are exposed mainly within
the ultramafic cumulates. An abundance of small scale "Z",
"M" and "S" minor folds in the southernmost exposure of the
ultramafic cumulates suggests the presence of a major fold
closure in this area (Fig. 57.<t).

A few minor features indicating syn- to post-kinematic,
multiple intrusion were observed within the area. These
include irregular dyke intrusions of massive pyroxenite into
the layered/foliated pyroxenite-dunite zone and intrusion of
weakly lineated, coarse to poikilitic pyroxene-dunite into the
strongly foliated, layered olivine gabbro sequence.

The position of the transition from cumulate to mantle
peridotite lithologies is difficult to establish on the basis of
mapping criteria alone, due to the concordance of
S-L fabrics, the lack of any distinct textural change in the
rocks over the mapped section, and the presence of minor
clinopyroxene- and plagioclase-bearing veinlets parallel to Si
for up to 700 in within the harzburgite.

Similarities between the Stowbridgc and Springers Hill
areas include the structural style and fabric intensity, the
presence of abundant, rarely chromitiferous, dunite dykelets
within the harzburgite, and multiple intrusive features.

Bluff Head area

A 2 km2 area of the Bluff Head region was mapped in
the immediate vicinity of the main chromitc occurrence
(Fig. 57.5). This area is in general poorly exposed. The
distribution of lithologies appears to be controlled, at least to
some extent by north-, east- and northwest-striking, steeply
dipping faults. The lack of exposure and disruption b
faulting hindered attempts to reconstruct the form trace of
either transposed primary layering or structural fabrics
between the various lithological units.

Harzburgitc with a strong east trending, subvertical Si
fabric outcrops in fault contact with layered gabbro in the
northeastern part of the map area. The hotcrogeneously
deformed, layered pyroxene gabbro exhibits north- to
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Figure 57.4. Stowbridge area (symbols as in Fig. 57.3).
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Figure 57.5. Bluff Head area (symbols as in Fig. 57.3).

northwest-striking, vertical to steeply east and west dipping
layering (So), tectonite fabric (S]) and rare Fi fold closures.
Massive, fine- to coarse-grained, pyroxene-hornblende gabbro
outcrops along the western map margin. The massive dunite
unit, which hosts the main chromite occurrence, is truncated
to the west by a major northwest striking fault and to the
northwest by the Bay of Islands sole thrust which runs along
the 150 m elevation contour. To the north and east, contact
relations of the dunite with the surrounding layered gabbro
units are unclear. The rare occurrence of in situ (?) boulders
of layered and foliated ultramafic cumulates in this contact
zone may indicate the presence of an originally continuous
sequence from dunite to layered gabbro. The presence of a
structural discontinuity along the contact is, however,
probable.

A prominent feature of the area are northeast to east
striking dioritic dykes which crosscut all other units. The
dykes exhibit a wide textural range, from aphyric to coarse
(<_l cm) plagioclase phyric. The dykes are undeformed,
except for one which intrudes dunite at the main chromite
showing and exhibits an intense east striking, 65°S dipping
foliation. Minor dyke and pod-shaped intrusions of
clinopyroxenite and sulphide bearing tonalité outcrop within
dunite.

Comparison of the chromite occurrences
Chrornite exploration within the Bay of Islands ophiolite

commenced in the late 1890s. Since 1977 work by
exploration companies has concentrated on detailed
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prospecting, geophysics, geochemistry and diamond drilling of
the major mineralization zones, notably Springers Hill and
Bluff Head.

A comparison of the petrological setting and structural
controls on chrornite mineralization forms part of the present
study. The major chrornite concentrations are hosted within
three unique settings, the main features of which are
described in the following section.

Springers Hill chromice
Chromite concentrations in the Springers Hill area are

>_.ially associated with both the early and later suites
\rig. 57.3B). The main Springers HiJI deposit consists of
numerous, discontinuous layers of disseminated to massive
chromite contained within dunite dykelets hosted by the early
suite mantle tectonite (Fig. 57.3B). The main zone
containing chromitiferous dykelets has an east-west strike
iength of over 700 rn, dipping <*5 to 70° NW. Additional
chromite concentrations discovered downslope, southeast of
the mail zone, indicates an approximate total thickness of
160 m far the east end of the mineralized zone. The dunite
dykeleta in this eastern region show a swing in strike to the
northeast and a uniform 60° NW dip.

Within the main showing, euhedral to subhedral, <_2 mm
chromite grains are concentrated as discontinuous layers,
pinched lenses and schlieren (Fig. 57.6M). Small scale folds
in the chiomite are common (Fig. 57.6L) and rare,
moderately north-northeast plunging lineations are defined by
elongate chromite grains. Small dunite dykelets crosscut and
truncate chromite layers. Small scale, sinistral and dextral
shear zones of limited displacement offset the chromitiferous
zone in places.

Structurally, the deposit is situated along the southeast
limb of the major synform as previously described. A second
chromite occurrence, with identical lithologicai and textural
features, is located 900 m north-northwest of the m3in
showing (Fig. 57.3B). We interpret this to represent an
extension of the main zone of chromitiferous dykelets,
situated along the northwest limb of trie synforrn. It thus
appears that the main Springers Hi!.1 chromite occurrences
are situated within an, as yet poorly defined planar zone of
transposed parallel and occasionally crosscutting
chromitiferous dunite dykelets which were folded during
progressive mantle flow. It is also important to note that the
chromitiferous zones should not be interpreted 3s a
stratiform deposit. The internal structure of the main
mineralized zone is presently being investigated by R. Dalh
and D. Watkinson, of Carleton University.

The Chrome Point showing, south of Fox Island River
(Fig. 57.3A), consists of a number of thin (2 to 6 crrO,
150° striking, discontinuous chromitiferous layers hosted
within massive and rubbly dunite. The geological setting of
the chromite contrasts to that of the main Springers Hill
deposit. Not only is the chromite at Chrome Point hosted by
massive dunite (as opposed to dunite dykelets in harzburgite
at Springers Hill), but dunite dykelets, whether chromit-
iferous or not, are absent from the spatially associated
harzburgite in the area. The contact between dunite and
harzburgite is not exposed in the Chrome Point area.

Minor chromite occurrences of two distinct forms occur
within the plutons of the later magmatic suite (Fig. 57.3B).
Randomly orientated bands of disseminated chromite occur
within chromitiferous and clinopyroxene bearing dunite.
Rare, angular and folded, massive chromite fragments, up to
35 cm in length and possibly xenolithic in origin, occur within
variable deformed clinopyroxene bearing dunite and wehrlite,
often in the vicinity of intrusive contact margins and
harzburgite xenoliths.

Stowbridge chromite

The Stowbridge showing consists of a 't to S m wide
zone of thin (0.5 to 3 cm) discontinuous chrornite layers
hosted by dunite within an intensely deformed, 030° striking
layered sequence of ultramafic cumulates (Fig. 57A). The
chromitiferous horizon dips consistently 65° to 70° to the
northwest and is exposed discontinuously for more than
1000 m along strike. The chromite layers are concordant
with the penetrative, regional Sj fabric. A number of
structurally concordant, chromitiferous dunitc dykelets occur
within the harzburgite.

Although there are lithological and structural
similarities between the Springers Hill and Siowbridge areas
the main chromite concentrations in the latter are hosted by
the ultramafic cumulate sequence rather than the mantle
peridotite, as is the case in Springers Hill.

Bluff Head chromite

Two chromite occurrences were examined in the Bluff
Head area. The sou".hern occurrence (Fig. 57.5) consists of
thin, disseminated to massive chromite layers hosted within
massive dunite. These discontinuous layers strike east-west
a.id dip 45 to 65° south except near the eastern edge of the
cliff face where the layering trends north and dips 35° east.
This swing in orientation is attributed to the intense late
faulting affecting the entire area.

Texturally, the showing is unusual in that it appears to
exhibit a mixture of primary magmatic, structural and
metamorphic textures. Large (up to lem) euhedral,
randomly orientated olivine laths occur interstitial to
massive chromite and show a pseudo-crescumulate texture.
Similar olivine textures developed during syntectonic, high
temperature metamorphic growth have been described by
Christiansen and Roberts (19S5) from the Sernail ophiolite,
Oman and the Vourinos Complex, Greece. Shearing of
chromite grains parallel to the layering and two small scale
folds of chromite were observed locally.

The second chromite occurrence consists of in situ
dunite boulders, located 3 km north of the southern exposure.
These chromitiferous bouiders show a strong schlieren
texture with abundant minor folds. A strong, planar-linear
alignment of elongate chromite grains occurs locally.
Evidence of multiple intrusion was noted. One boulder of
schlieren chromite shows abrupt truncation of the chromite
layering by intrusion of an undeformed wehrlite unit
(Fig. 57.6N). Xenoliths of dunite within isotopic wehrlite
were observed in outcrops just south of the chromitiferous
boulders.

Conclusions
As a result of the our detailed mapping in the Springers

Hill, Stowbridge and Bluff Head areas, a number of important
conclusions can be drawn regarding the magmatic and
structural evolution of the Bay of Islands plutonic complex
and its associated chromite bodies.

1. A multiple intrusive history for the Bay of Islands plutonic
complex is indicated by the fact that an early, deformed
ophiolite sequence is intruded by later, synkinematic,
heterogeneously deformed ultramafic to gabbroic plutons.
Thus, the simple plutonic stratigraphy of a single, steady-
state magma chamber model as presented by Casey and
Karson (1981) is inadequate for the Bay of Islands
Complex.
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Figure 57.6
A. Chromitiferous dunite dykelets occuring interlayered with harzburgite, 100 m south of the main

Springers Hill chromite deposit.
B. The intense L2>_S2 fabric of the ultramafic cumulates within the S2 mantle shear zone belt. The

shallow, northward plunging L2 lies parallel to the hammer handle, in the foliationAayering plane.
C. Intense strain partitioning with flaser gabbro enveloping a boudinaged lens of less deformed gabbro

and ultramafic cumulate.
D. Typical flaser gabbro with -oated pyroxene-hornblende porphyroclasts.
E. An isoclinal F2 fold closure in layered gabbro with a shallow dipping, axial planar S2.
F. Heterogeneously developed L2>_S2 fabric defined by the alignment of elongated chromite and

clinopyroxene grains with the later suite pluton.
G. Angular xenoliths of harzburgite and dunite hosted by later suite clinopyroxene-dunite and wehrlite

along the northern intrusive margin of the central plvton.
Small scale, isoclinal folding of a dunite dykelet and host harzburgite, 75 m north of the main
Springers Hill chromite deposit.
Intense boudinage of orthopyroxenite veins in the S2 mantle shear zone. Outcrop surface orientation
lies perpendicular to S2 and oblique to L2.
Large boudinaged lens of dunite with\n mylonitized harzburgite in the S2 shear zone belt at Carol
Mountain.

K. Parasitic, asymmetrical F2 "S" folds in harzburgite-dunite tectonite of the S2 shear zone belt.
L. Fold hinge of chromitiferous dunite and harzburgite, 150 m south of the main Springers Hill deposit.

An axial planar S: is defined by chromite stringers and orthopyroxene grr'rts, c.7 marked on the
outcrop.

M. Schlieren Chromite of the main Springers Hill shoving.
N. Abrupt truncation of chromite and dunite bands by the later suite wehrlite intrusion in the Bluff

Head area.



2. The high temperature, ductile deformation we have
documented throughout the plutonic complex has resulted
in the transposition of primary magmatic layering into the
regional foliation planes (Si and S2). As a result, the
geometries of the fine scale igneous layering and major
lithological boundaries reflect the patterns of plastic flow
in the cumulate pile, (Nicolas and Violette, 19S2), rather
than the deposition pattern of the primary cumulate
layering (Casey and Karson, 19S1).

3. The major chromite concentrations within each of the
study areas exhibit a unique petrologic setting, as well as
a profound structural control on their present distribution.
The harzburgite-hosted Springers Hill chromite deposit
occurs as discontinuous chromite layers within swarms of
dunite dykelets. The present orientation pattern of the
dykelets defines a major syniorm whose origin is related
to solid state flow in the mantle. Due to the
transposition of dykelets during the high temperature
plastic deformation, the original orientation of the
dykelets cannot be reconstructed. Banded chromite of
the Stowbridge area occurs interlayered with ultramafic
cumulates in an intensely, plastically deformed sequence
transposed parallel to the regional orientation of the
mantle foliation. Dunite hosted layered chromite of the
Bluff Head area exhibit both primary magmatic and
secondary structural and metamorphic textures, but the
deposit as a whole has suffered late-stage brittle
disruption.

4. Striking similarities in lithology and structural style exist
between the Bay of Islands Complex and a small area
mapped within the Mount Barren Complex. Of particular
interest is the down dip orientations of the extension
lineation in foliation planes of the Mount Barren
Assemblage. This geometry is difficult to reconcile with
the kinematics of a "typical" transform regime as
suggested by (Karson, 1979). In combination with the
history of synkinematic multiple intrusive for the Bay of
Islands Complex, it indicates the need to re-investigate
the presently accepted division of structural and
kinematic domains as outlined by Casey and Karson (19S1)
and Casey et al. (19S3) for the Lewis Hills Massif.
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Abstract

Mesozoic and Cenozoic strata on the cnast of Baffin Island near Cape Dyer provide
iV. information about the potential for offshore hydrocarbons and (21 evidence to constrain the timing
of r i f t ing of Baffin Bay. Questionable megafloral evidence in deltaic sand bodies sugqests the
assignment of outliers to the Paleocene. In contrast, palynoiogy suggests an Albian age.

Les couches m^sozo'iques et cenozoiques sur la cote de l'Tle de Baffin pres du cap Dyer
T.iurnissent (1) des renseignements sur les possibi l i ty de trouver des hydrocarbures au large de la cote
et (2) des preuves permettant d'etablir la chronologie de la formation de fosses d'effondrement dans
la baie de Baff in. Des indices megafloraux discutables trouves dans des masses de sable deltaigue
portent a croire que les avant-buttes dateraient du Paleocene. Par opposition, la palynologie semble
indiquer un age albien.

1 Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland A1B 3X5
2 Present address: Gulf Canada Resources Inc., Gulf Canada Square, P.O. Box 130,

Calgary, Alberta T2P 2H7
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Introduction
A rekindling of interest m Ucso/.oic and Cenozoic

strata exposed along the coast of Baffin Island from Cape
Over to Oucjaluit Island was generated when, in 1976.
scientists on the C.S.S. Hudson discovered hydrocarbon slick's
fro.'n oil seeps off Scott Inlet (Loncarevic and
Falconer, 1977). This discovery led to an increase in
exploration on the Baffin Island shelf and subsequent
discovery of additional slicks fartiier south in Bwchan Gulf
(Maclean and Falconer. 1479).

Ir. the past. Ueso/oic and Cenozoic outliers on
southeastern IViffin Island contributed in a significant wav to
the ongoing debate over the timing of Baffin Piav rifting and
scafloor .spreading (Clarke and Upton, 1971). \t present, the
geological setting is explained bv invoking one of two
seafloor spreading models. The most widelv accented model
is that of Clarke and Upton (1971). Keen et al. (1972. 1974).
Srivastava (197S) and .lackson et al. (19791. According to tins
.•node], Piaffin Bav formed as Paleogene seaflocr spreading
along tile western arm of the Mid-Mlantic Ridge separated
Labrador and IViffin Island fron Greenland.

The opposing view stipulates that Baffin Island and
Greenland did not drift apart to form Piaffin Bav. but that
continental crust is continuous from Baffin Island, across
Baffin Bay and onto Greenland- This view states that Baffin
day formed bv foundering of continental blocks due to
extensional forces which resulted in little new oceanic crust
being produced (Grant. 1975. 19S0; I Impelbv. 1979;
Kerr. IS>S0).

One of the cornerstones of these models is a presumed
similarity of Baffin Island outliers with contemporaneous but
much thicker outliers on western Greenland. To assess this

similarity, a program to examine sections along the coast of
Baffin Island for lithostratigraphv and biostratigraphv was
undertaken.

Field Work

Sections of tmconsolidated sand, shale, coalv shale ami
coal on Padloping. Hurban and Ouqaluit islands were
measured and sampled for sedimontologv and palvnologv
(Fig. 'i.S.l). Strata on these islands were found in small fault
botindc-d basins on Precambrian basement. Sections were not
ivell exposed; post-depositional faulting and soft-sediment
deformation obscured manv lateral relati HishiDS and
cryogenic activity in the soft. uiiconsciidated sands distorted
^cdimcnl<irw structures. Where field relations could be
determined with confidence, the sampling interval for
detailed paleoenvironmental interpretations was vcrv close
(O.^mor less). Preliminary observations are outlined for
each ol the islands.

upward cycles with tabular crossbeds, ironstone concretions,
rip-up clasts and thin shale beds (Fig. 5S.3). The top of the
section at I T *> 11I consists of interbedded sannstone and
volcanic breccia beds.

Figure 58.1. Map of sedimentarv outliers examined in this studv.



The section at Padloping Island is a composite ! Ŝ  rn
thick, derived from sections measured at two localities along
the north coast of the island, east of a prominent sand spit
'Fig. 5S.21, Strata are deformed in a complex manner; a
large Late or Post-glacial slump which dropped ^lmi rotated
sediments and volcanics is superimposed on ore and post-
depositional structures in this small basin (Fig. 5X.̂ ).

The lower contact with Prccambrian gneiss is not
directly observed. Periglacial debris consisting of intcnselv
weathered gneiss occurs west of the outcropping strata; if
projected onto the section, the Precambrian is approximately
40 rn below the lowest sandstone outcrop.

The lower ^0 m of measured
coarsening upward trough rrossbeddrd
shale lamina (Fig. 'iS. ̂ ). The mter \ a
consists of thinlv berlded sandstones •: <,
and shales contain ing Metasoquoia n<*i--
the covered in terva l at T i O m the beds
thin sandstones conta in ing COM' r d i - m s .

The upper Part ol the s e t ion mi
•̂ 00 m far ther east. Hen 1 . beds from 1 ?

th in lv s t ra t i f i ed sandstone w i th cow.nM
coal . Above 1 ">0 rn sandstone !x*ds it
f in ing upward cycles w i t h trough ••••oss
contact w i t f i over lv ing \."t)J(\ini( s if
nevertheless, sandstone MV.I shale bet's
large m ine ra l i / ed lo^s on thf* 'WU- r 1 wit
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Figure 58.3. Tabular crossbeds separated 6_v thin shale partings.

Figure S8.4. Faulted, slumped and rotated strata of the lower part of the Padloping Island section.
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Figure S8.S. Trough crossbedded sandstones at the top of a coarsening upward cycle.

Durban Island
Strata on Durban Island occur in a small fault bounded

basin on the northeast corner of the island. Here, 22 m of
thick bedded, fine grained sandstone overlies weathered
Precambrian gneiss. This is overlain by 10 m of shale capped
with 2 m of coaly, micaceous shale. The interval from 37
through 115m is slumped sandstone covered with blocks of
lithif ied granular sandstone. From a nearby hillside it can be
seen that beds are close to the surface and that most of the
slumped debris is locally derived. Above 115 m is an outcrop
of indurated, coarse grained, trough crossbedded sandstone.
Clarke and Upton (1971) indicated that this sandstone is
250 m thick; from our fieldwork, we could not reach this
conclusion. A nearby hillside covered with blocks of
indurated sandstone may be an up-faulted repeat section.

Palynology

Eight samples (GSC collection numbers 18^61 -18^68)
collected in 1980 from unspecified localities on Quqaluit,
Padloping and Durban islands during a reconnaissance survey
by the Geological Survey of Canada have been analysed.
Slides and residues are at the Atlantic Geoscience Centre,
Dartmouth.

All samples contain abundant woody material with
minor amounts of cuticle and resin. Palynomorph
assemblages are dominated by Alisporites bilateralis Rouse,
1959, Cedripites canadensis Pocock, 1962, Parvisaccites
radiatus Couper, 1958, Podocarpidites multesimus
(BolkhovitLna) Pocock, 1962 and P. canadensis Pocock, 1962.
Biostratigraphically useful species include Appendicisporites
matesovai Bolkhovitina, 1968, Cicatricosisporites auritus
Singh, 1971, ClaviJera sp. cf. C. rudis Bolkhovitina, 1968,
Concavissimisporites parkinii Pocock, 1962, Densoisporites

microrugulatus Brenner, 1963, Foveogleicheniidites confossus
(Hedlund) Burger, 1976, Foveosporites canalis Balme, 1957,
Impardecispora marylandensis (Brenner) Venkatachala, Kar
and Raza, 1968, Retitricolpites promiscuus Laing, 1;75 and
Saxetia scurrandus (Norris) Srivastava, 1975.

Discussion
The age and depositional environment of outliers

exposed along the coast of Ba' fin Island near Cape Dyer is by
no means clear. Floral remai s described bv McMillan (1910)
and Bell (in Clarke and Upton 19711 irom Durban Island were
compared with the west Grt anland sequence and to infer a
nonmarine deposit of Paleoco>ne age. In contrast, Deutsch
and Patzold (198**) have paleomagnetic evidence suggesting
an age older than Paleocene for basalts overlying strata on
Durban Island and MacLean and Williams (1983) have
nonmarine strata with Albian affinities off the coast of
Padloping Island. Farther north, Choi et al. (1984) have
evidence to suggest Tertiary plants evolved in the Arctic
during the Cretaceous and Burden and Holloway (in press)
have reassigned Cretaceous-Paleogene'' outliers at Scott
Inlet to the Quaternary.

In our study of the strata beneath Cape Dyer Basalts we
have evidence indicating a period of intense weathering of
Precambrian gneisses prior to the onset of clastic
sedimentation. Deposits overlying gneisses are believed to
represent deltas and shallow shelf sands. Where observed,
the contact with subaqueous breccia beds is gradational.
Nevertheless, with abundant wood at the contact, one or
more catastrophic eruptions must have marked the onset of
volcanism. Palynomorphs recovered from samples analysed
to date indicate a nonmarine deposit of Albian or
Cenomanian age. This is consistent with the age and
depositional environments assigned to Albian through



Campanian deposits found in Greenland (Henderson et al.
19SI). However, we cannot rule out the possibility that older
strata hjvc been reworked into Paleocene deltas and shelf
deposits.

Conclusion

Preliminary investigations on our part indicate that the
sediments beneath the Cape Over basalts represent deltas
and shelf deoosits. Palvnologv indicates that the outliers are
nonmarine -Mbian or Genotnanian deposits correlative with
similar strata in Greenland. The abundance of woodv
material in palynomorph preparations suggests that these
sediments mav. with sufficient burial, be gas nronc.
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Avery, M.P.. Bell, J.S., and McAipine K.D., Vitr inite reflectance measurements and their implications
for oil and gas exploration in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin, Grand Banks, eastern Canada; in Current
Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A, p. 489-498, 1986. ~~

Abstract
Organic maturation profiles, based on vitr inite reflectance measurements, are reported for

eiqht oil exploratory wells drilled in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin, offshore Newfoundland. Results suggest
that the thickness of the oil generative window is controlled by the structural configuration of the
basin which was established prior to Late Cretaceous. This oil window has migrated upward through
the basin f i l l during the last 100 Ma due to burial beneath a regionally accretinq blanket of Late
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. The thickest part of the oil window, where the Upper Jurassic oil
source rock had the best opportunity to generate hydrocarbons, lies adjacent to the majority of the
significant oil discoveries, including the giant Hibernia f ield. Discovered gas may have been sourced
in gas prone Lower Cretaceous shales or may be an overmature product of deeply buried oil source
rocks.

Sont presented ici les profiles de maturation organique, base's sur des mesures de "vi tr ini te
reflectance" provenant de huit sondages d'exploration petroliere performs dans le bassin Jeanne d'Arc,
au large de Terre-Neuve. Les re'sultats montrent que la "fenetre" de ge'ne'ration de pdtrole est
controle'e par la configuration structurale du bassin qui a 616 1orm6 avant le Cre'tace' supSrieur.
Cette "fenetre" e'est deplace'e vers le haut a travers les sediments du bassin pendant les derniers
100 Ma, a cause de l'accumulation d'une couche re'gicinale de sediments d'age cre'tace' supeYieur et
tert ia i re. La partie plus Spaisse de cette "fen.?tre", oil la roche-re'servoir du Jurassique superieur
avait les meilleurs conditions pour produire des hydrocarbures, s'e'tend pres de la majority des plus
importantes dficouvertes de p^trole, y compris I'e'norme gisement d'Hibernia. Le gaz d^couvert peut
avoir e"te forme' dans des schistes argileux d'age cre'tace' inferieur, susceptibles d'en produire, ou il
peut etre un produit "supermature" de roches-rSservoirs profond^ment enfouies.
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Figure 59.1. Sediment thickness, Grand Banks area, showing locations of Mesozoic sedimentary
basins and exploratory welis (after Grant et al., in press). Rectangle in centre outlines area of
Figure 59.2.



Introduction

Kerogen, the precursor of hydrocarbons, is formed
during the early diagenesis of organic matter deposited with
sediments. Further burial, accompanied by increased
temperature and pressure, matures the kerogen to generate
oil and gas. One method of determining the organic maturity
of sediments and their ability to source hydrocarbons is to
measure the light reflectance properties of vitrinite particles
in kerogen.

The purpose of this paper is to report vitrinite
reflectance measurements made on ditch-cutting samples
obtained from eight oil exploratory wells drilled in the
oil-bearing Jeanne d'Arc Basin on the Grand Banks of

Newfoundland, eastern Canada, and to consider the regional
implications of their organic maturation profiles in terms of
the depth ranges over which hydrocarbons can be generated.
This study is part of an ongoing program of basin analysis and
hydrocarbon resource assessment of Canada's eastern
continental margins in progress at the Atlantic Geoscience
Centre.

Geological setting
The Grand Ranks of Newfoundland are underlain by a

series of fault-bounded Vlesozoic sedimentary basins,
separated by "basement" highs (Fig. 59.1). Rasin forming
tectonics ceased during late Lower Cretaceous time and the

46'

SALT STRUCTURE

y- FAULT
OIL AND GAS ' [Ticks on down side)

-6- DRY HOLE fc' SEDIMENT THICKNESS

/ CONTOUR (Km)

O DRILLING

0 K m 40

Figure 59.2. Diagrammatic structure and sediment thickness map of the Jeanne
d'Arc Basin (after Grant et at, in press).
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Figure 59.3. Maturation profiles based on vitrinite reflectance (Ro) measurements made on samples
from the Egret N-46, Adolphus D-50, Murre G-67 and Dominion 0-23 wells.
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Figure 59.8. Preliminary map illustrating inferred thickness
of oil window in the Jeanne a"Arc Basin.

surface of these two structural elements underwent
peneplanation which Rave rise to the Avalon Unconformity.
Subsequently, the truncated basinal and basement rocks were
overlain by a seaward thickening wedge of latest Mesozoic
and Tertiary sediments.

The Jeanne d'Arc Basin is a southerly extension of the
East Newfoundland Basin. It is a fault-bounded depocentre
containing at least I* km of sediments and lies between the
stable Bonavista Platform, composed of metamorphosed
Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks, and the Outer Ridge
Complex which contains highly faulted Mesozoic sediments
stratigraphically equivalent to the basal portion of the basin-
fill sequence (Fig. 59.2).

The Jeanne d'Arc Basin and Outer Ridge Complex have
been the site of all the significant hydrocarbon discoveries on
the Grand Banks to date, including the giant Hibernia oil
field.

Methods

Vitrinite reflectance in oil (Ro) was measured on
samples obtained from kerogen residues collected during
routine sample preparation for palynology (navies and
Avery, 19S4). Polished grain mounts were prepared from
residues derived from ditch cuttings, and a Zeiss
Photomultiplier III incident light microscope system was used
to identify vitrinite grains and measure their reflectance. A
fully integrated Zonax microcomputer linked to the

microscope provided direct shutter control, data acquisition,
manipulation and display. With this system, basic statistical
information can be updated as readings are made, and a
continuous histogram can be displayed to monitor the range
of values being recorded. Ideally, approximately one hundred
reflectance readings should be made on each sample.

Ditch cutting residues often contain indigenous,
reworked, caved and oxidized vitrinite grains and may include
other vitrinite-like macerals which can be misidentified. In
addition, petrographic criteria cannot easily be applied to
identify the primary indigenous population. Therefore, it is
necessary to assess the refleoanee values obtained for each
sample and select the primary population on which the mean
Ro value will be determined. This involves comparing
histograms of reflectance values measured on successive
samples. In many cases there is a unimodal population and
the choice is straightforward. Where multimodal populations
are present, the values identified as primary are those which
most closely fit the sequence established from adjacent
samples. The data were plotted log normally and a
maturation profile fitted by linear regression (Dow, 1977).

Results

In this report, we present vitrinite reflectance values
and maturation profiles from eight wells in the Jeanne d'Arc
Basin (Fig. 59.3, 59.4 and Appendix) for which there was good
sample coverage and where the kerogen residues contained
enough vitrinite for reliable reflectance measurements
(Avery, 1981a, 1980, 19S5a, b, c; Crvine, 19S4a;
Harrison, 19S4a, b). The results from these eight wells have
been used to interpret the maturation configuration of the
basin (Fig. 59.5), and this interpretation has been augmented
by vitrinite reflectance values from five other, less sampled,
wells (Avery, 1981b, 19S5d; Ervine, 19S4b, c;
Harrison, 19S4c). Data coverage is biased by a concentration
of wells in and around the Hibernia oil field, which reflects
both recent drilling activity and information release.

The maturation profiles of the eight wells reveal
significant variations in the rate of increase of maturation
with depth, which appear to be related to their structural
setting within the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. Adolphus D-50 and
Egret N-46 are located near salt diapir structures and exhibit
overall maturation gradients in the order of 0.2 log Ro/km.
These high maturation gradients imply that the oil window is
compressed at these locations. If we assume that oil can be
generated from suitable source rocks between maturation
levels corresponding to 0.5 Ro and 1.35 Ro, the oil window is
approximately 2000 m thick at Adolphus D-50 and Egret
N-46 and their tops are at 1S9I and 1372 m below sea level
respectively (Fig. 59.6, 59.7, 59.S).

Murre G-67 and Dominion O-23 are located on the
basin margins. Stratigraphically the two wells are quite
different. Murre G-67 encoi..tered a relatively thin
Genozoic section overlying a much truncated Mesozoic
section before bottoming in Devonian basement at 3337 m
K.B. Dominion O-23 penetrated 2.5 km of Tertiary elastics
before bottoming in Lower Cretaceous shales at 3998 m K.B.
Nevertheless, both wells exhibit overall maturation gradients
of 0.15 log Ro/km. Extrapolating the maturation/depth
profiles indicates a 2606 m thick oil window between 1464
and 4070 m in Vurre G-67 and 2761 m thick oil window
between 2449 and 5210 m in Dominion O-23 (Fig. 59.6, 59.7,
59.8). These oil windows are believed to be representative of
the basin margins.

The other four wells lie within or close to the Hibernia
oil field and all have steep overall maturation profiles in the
0.07 log Ro/km range. These wells therefore exhibit thick oil
windows. Due to their steep maturation gradients, 1.35 Ro
oil floor values have to be obtained by projecting well below
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the sample intervals for Hibernia B-08, Hibernia K-18,
Hibernia O-35 and Nautilus C-92. They indicate oil windows
4.5-6 km thick (Fig. 59.5, 59.8). ft should be noted that the
maturation values obtained from samples from Hibernia K-18
do not exhibit a regular increase with depth. This may be due
to the presence of cavings or, possibly, absorbed oil may have
suppressed vitrinite reflectance levels (Avery, 198*).

Although these eight wells do not adequately cover the
whole Jeanne d'Arc Basin, they do allow a preliminary model
of the maturation configuration to be outlined. This model is
summarized in Figure 59.5, in which the cross-section
illustrates our interpretation of maturation around salt
diapirs, trans-basin faults, the main depocentre and the basin
margins.

Maturation gradients in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin are
closely related to present day thermal gradients. High
maturation gradients clearly characterize wells with high
thermal gradients and vice versa (Fig. 59.9). The
correspondence between high thermal gradients at Adolphus
D-50 and Egret N-46 and their relatively high maturation
gradients is particularly noteworthy, as are the low thermal
and maturation gradients at the three Hibernia wells and
Nautilus C-92 (Fig. 59.9). It is worthwhile to consider the
possible reasons far the present day variation in thermal
gradients across the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The conductivity
contrast between the salt (high) and the adjacent sediments
(low) allows salt diapirs to funnel heat upward into
surrounding sediments but this effect alone may not raise
temperatures in the sediments enough to cause significant
increases in maturation levels (Keen, 1983). According to
Keen (1983), upward migration of hot fluids around the
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Primrose diapirs on the Scotian Shelf may have caused the
observed local enhancement of thermal maturity. We believe
similar factors may be involved in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin.
For instance, the small amount of oil recovered in a drill
stem test at Adolphus 2K-41 has been shown to have been
sourced in Upper Jurassic shales (Powell, 1984). This source
rock now lies about 7 km below the reservoir, so conduits for
significant vertical fluid migration must exist. We suspect
that high maturation gradients will only characterize
sediments immediately surrounding salt diapirs, and that the
phenomenon will be local. The low thermal gradients of wells
in the Hibernia area appear to characterize the trans-basin
fault trend and the deeper parts of the Jeanne d'Arc Basin,
and are believed to reflect the relatively low thermal
conductivities of the thick Mesozoic clastic section. The
median thermal gradients of the basin margin wells are
thought to reflect the higher conductivities of the
Pre-Mesozoic basement compared to the relatively thin
Mesozoic-Cenozoic section. Present day thermal gradients
therefore appear to be structurally controlled and reflect
conductivity contrasts, as do maturation grrdients.

Implications and conclusions

The structural configuration of the Jeanne d'Arc Basin
was established prior to Late Cretaceous time (Grant et a!.,
in press). Over the last 100 million years minor adjustments
on faults and around diapirs have occurred, but the dominant
process has been burial beneath a continuously accreting
blanket of prograding latest Mesozoic and Tertiary
sediments. Today's thermal gradient configuration is
therefore likely to have existed throughout the last



100 mill ion years. If so, the maturation configuration we can
now map is likely to have had a similar form since Late
Mesozoic time and a similarly shaped oil window can be
assumed to have risen stratigraphically through the section
during this period.

Bujak et a l . (1977a. b). Swift and Williams (1980) and
Powell (19S4) recognized oil-prone Upper Jurassic source
rocks in the .leanne d'Arc Rasin and Powell (1984) showed
that these Kirnmeridgian shales had sourced the oil
reservoired at Hibernia and several other discoveries in the
basin. Time Temperature Index calculations at the Nautilus
C-92 location (Ervine, 19S5) suggest that the Kimmeridgian
shales reached the threshold for oil generation (Ro-0.5)
during Albian time and that peak oil generation (Ro-0.8)
occurred during Early Eocene t ime. No other wells studied
by Ervine (1985) showed potential for earlier generation of
hydrocarbons, although this may have occurred in the deeper
parts of the basin. What is clear is that all the traps beneath
the Avalon Unconformity were in existence approximately
100 mill ion years ago and, from that period onwards, an oil
window existed which is likely to have had a three-
dimensional geometry very similar to its present
configuration. Today the oil window is thickest in the Lower
Cretaceous depocentre downdip of the trans-basin fault trend
and the giant Hibernia oil f ie ld. This is the area, therefore,
where the oil-prone Kimmeridgian shales spent the longest
period within the oil window, and where oi l generation should
have been the most eff icient. It is probably no coincidence
that much oil has been found updip from this zone of high oil
generative potential (Grant et al.. in press).

The Lower Cretaceous shales in the .leanne d'Arc Basin
are rich in gas-prone kerogen (Ervine, 19S51, and Grant et al .
(in press) have suggested that the gas discovered at the North
Dana 1-43 and Trave E-87 locations may have been sourced
from them. Alternatively, this gas may have been generated
in the deeper part of the basin from Kimmeridgian shales
which are now probably overmature for oil generation.
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APPENDIX

Vitrinite reflectance data from eight wells drilled in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin

Depth range
helou K.B.

ADOLPHUS D-5

lean Ro (SO)

J

(feet)*
4440-4470
5010-5040
5460-5490
5730-5760

6180-6210
6630-6660
6990-7020
7410-7440
7800-7830
8100-8130

9100-9130

10000-10030
11400-11430
11700-11730

12000 -12030

.37(1.06)

.42(1.08)

.47(1.08)

.48(1.07)

.48(1.Ob)
.54(1.05)
.51(i.O6)
.57(1.08)
.59(1.09)
.58(4.05)
.79(1.07)
.82(1.11)
.85(1.11)
.98(1.08)

1.07(1.10)
1.04(1.10)
1.10(1.10)

EGRET S-46
(feet)*

1140-1170
1470-1500
2220-2250
4910-4940
5310-5340
5610-5640
6710-6740
7470-7500
7970-8000

.31(1.04)

.27(1.06)
.40(1.06)
.52(1.02)
.51(1.05)
.56(1.04)
.74(1.05)
.84(4.06)
.89(1.06)

" " " "

H1HERNIA 0-35
(metres)*
2055-2065
2310-2320
2535-Z545
2845-2855
3140-3150
3235-3245
3593-3605
3945-3955
4000-4010
4640-4b50

* * . 4 1 ( » . 0 1 )
**.41(1.U5)
•*.44(!.O5)
••.49(1.05)
**.45(!.O5)
**.49(>.O6)
••.50(1.05)
••.52(1.04)
**.56(l.O6)
•*.bb(1.03)

dumber of

50
45
46
47

44
56
4 4

45
80
45
6 1

51
58
74
8 3

18
4 4

35
b O

33
99
39
51
2 8

87
59
50

10
27
16

4

42
7
7

5 0

44
1 3

readings

3:
30
32
33

3b
45
36
27
60
38
10

9
12
47
45
11
2 4

27
22
33
13

8
5

12

2 6

1 5

12

10

•>7

16

4 2

7
7

5 0
4 4

1 3

Depth r ange lean Ro (SD)

DOMlN'IuN 0-23
(feet)*

1830-1860
2100-2130
2850-2880
3480-3510

4470-4500
6360-6390
7270-7300
7670-7700
797O-8UOU
8270-8300
8570-8600
897 0-9000
9370-9400
9770-9800

10070-10100
10380-10410
11490-11520

.24(1.04)

.26(1.05)

.27(1.05)

.33(1.05)

.32(-.05)

.44(1.07)

.4b(4.0b)

.46(1.05)

.55(1.08)

.54(1.06)

.53(1.04)

.57(1.05)
.58(1.05)
.59(1.06)
.60(1.05)
.57C.O4)

.74(1.05)

HBERNIA B-08
Cmetrus)*
U65-12O5
1255-1295
1495-1635
1985-1995
2659.0
2669.2
2672.0
3482.4
3483.0
3488 .0
3496.0
3554.3
355b.6
3557.0

3559.1
356^.0
3bO6.7
3618.0
3990-4U0O
4110-4120
4135-4165
4185-4195
4245-4255
4335-4345
4425-4435

.32(1.02)

.39(1.05)
.42(1.04)
.40(4.04)
.41(4.05)
.46(1.05)
.47(1.05)
.47(1.03)
.47(1.03)
.48C-.04)
.4M( 1.03)

•• .50(1.03)
**.47(1.05)
**.49(+.O4)

.48(1.03)

.50(1.06)

.54(1.03)

.46(1.04)
• 61( 1.04)
.64(1.06)
.64(4.06)
.62(1,09)
..58(4.07)
.69(1.04)
.62(1.05)

lumber of

32
2 9

30
54

33
39
6 5
28
75
38
39
42

34

33

1 3

54

9 9

14
4 0

33
54
32
32
35
21
24
31
17
46
5 0

44
20
32
22
19
42
25
35
30
U
15
21

readings

17
22
17
3b

24
25
4 0
20
47
28
22
31
21
29
29
41
2 2

9
35
30
22
29
31
31
2 1
2 4
31
17

4 6

50
4 4

21)

32
2 0

19

2 8

13
16
23

6
3
8

•>pth ranee lean Ro (SO)

HtllERMA K-1H
(metres)*
Ib3o-lo4u
1715-1725
1SO5-1815
1925-1935
2195-2205
2385-2395

2535-2545
2625-2635
2685-2695
2930-2940
3050-3060
3230-3240
3415-3425
35)5-3545
3820-3820
3993-4005
4115-4225
4175-4135
4325-4335
4475-4485
4595-4605
4690-4700
4750-4760
4810-4820
4930-4940
50]5-5U25

.39(1.05)

.41(1.05)
.4 1(1.00)
.47(t .07)
.49(1.05)
.48(1.06)

.48(1.10)

.47(1.07)

.48(4.06j

.50(1.07)

. 5 K S . O 7 )

.5 H *. 10)

.54(1.09)

.53(1.08)
•*.52( i .Ol)

.50(1.09)

.51(1.06)
-58( 1.06)
.57(1.10)
. 5 4 ( t . o 7 )
.50(1.06)
-52(4.06)
.82(4.04)
• 7s( t .o»)
.7 3(1.05)
.87(1.02)

NOTES

* Pep t l i nqf ts- a r e > ; ivm i
measurt-'irii-iH u n i t s t n r a

[ • • a r t i r l e s nb tu i ' i i -d from
r u t t i n i l s .

(SO) d e n o t . - s -uatinMr.l ,(ev

uimher of
Total |

2U

39
18
3u

37

50
71
1 0

61

4 3
7«

9 9

9 9

SO

21
;i
21

41

29

Irt

23
54

2 h

n-nr.u'y

enri'S .in

(.it {<ui

17
39
1 8

30
lb
13

5 0

71)

30
6 1

4 3

7 8

98
97
*>n

14
3 /
17
3d

33
19
1 0

U )

1 0

3

d ili tfii

epth r.inRl>

MLKRE U-67

(feet)*
14.70-1 buu
I980-2O10
253u-25bU
123O-326U

4480-451U

S480-551O
5980-bUlO
6470-h^OO
0610-6b4<J
7070-7100
747(I-7I)UU
H27O-83OO
87 3O-H76O
93^0-9410

^HRfi-q9lO

NAl'TILl'S C-
(mf l res )*
1195-141^
15l^)-l 525
1635-1645
173J -17O5
1H75-1885
1943-21)05
2115-2125
22S5-J245
2 35[i-23b5
2475-24S5
259J-26O5
2755-2765
2875-2885

1'i5O-3'j(SO
3ri-'.o-3K")O
19^0-397')
a2|in--,21O
.'th'.)n-4M')
4H35--1.445
4<)55-4^r>5
5 101-51!5

lean Ro (SD)

.2h(i.u4)
•b0(r.01)
• W'.US)
.35(-..O3)

.53(1:.02)

. b •/ ( • • 0 5 )

.580.05)

.h7(i. . , i)

.6h( t.Ufi)

.67(1.03)
,t>B( i.U4)
.72(t.O6)
.7h(t.nh)
. 7 q ( * . O 9 ?

. a i ( ± . n 2 )

2

. 4 2 ( t , O 3 )
• 4«J( +.'J_)
. 4 4 ( » . Q 3 )
.4/ ' ( t . l j 3 )
. V J ( t . O 2 )
. 5 2 ( t . O J )

. 5 4 ( * . O 1 )

.b2(±.<j])

.b~i( t . 0 4 )
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Abstract

Further evidence is presented that the Springdale Group represents a caldera-fill sequence, on a
scale equal to that only of continental-scale calderas of areas such as the southwestern U.S.A.
Geochemical studies of samples collected last year show that the group comprises a calc-alkaline
series from basalts to rhyolites, with the exception of a silica gap for the basalM- andesite range
from 52 to 56% SiO2. The rhyolites exhibit a silica gap at 73-74% SiO2 which separates them into a
high-silica and a low-silica group, the latter of which is comparable to those generally considered to
have been derived from large layered magma chambers. Such rocks are often economically
mineralized, and may indicate that the Springdale Group has some economic potential.

De nouveaux indices portent a croire que le groupe de Springdale repre"sente une sequence de
remblais de caldeira qui n'a d'e'gale que celle des caldeiras continentales t-ouve'es, entre dutres, dans
le sud-ouest des Etats-Unis. L'e'tude ge'ochimique des Scbantillons pr£leves 1'dn dernier montre que le
groupe comprend une seYie calco-alcaline dont la composition varie des basaltes aux rhyolites, la
seule exception £tant une lacune de silice dans la gamme des andSsites basaltiques variant de 52 a
56 % de S1O2. La lacune de silice des rhyolites oscille entre 73 et 74 % de S1O2, phenomene qui
permet de les re'partir en deux groupes, soit l'un a forte teneur et l'autre a faible teneur en silice, ce
dernier etant comparable aux rhyolites vraisemblablement deYive'es de vastes chambres magmatiques
stratifies. Ces roches mine>alis£es ont souvent une valeur commerciale et leur pre's-jnee ici pourrait
indiquer que le groupe de Springdale se preterait peut-etre a des travaux d'exploitation rentables.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland A1B 3X5
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Introduction
The Springdale Group occurs along the western margin

of Newfoundland's Lower Paleozoic central volcanic belt,
where the underlying crust is transitional between the Iapetus
oceanic and arc-related material and the older continental
crust of North America. In the first stage of this study
(Coyle et al., 19S5), we described the Springdale Group as it
is seen on the Springdale map sheet, and tentatively
interpreted it as a caldera-fill sequence. The present paper
forms a continuation of that work to the south (Fig. 60.1)
where the group is exposed on the Gull Pond, Topsails and
Sheffield Lake map sheets and to the north (Fig. 60.2) on the
King's Point sheet.

The group is made up of a series of interbedded basaltic
flows, silicic and intermediate ash flow tuffs, and fluviatile
red sandstones and conglomerates derived mainly from the
volcanic rocks. In general these rocks occur in a northeast-
trending synformal basin throughout the central Springdale
sheet, but to the south they are more gently dipping and
strike across this trend, and are intruded by younger or
cogenetic granitoid rocks of the Topsails Complex. In the
area between the Little Bay and Kings Point roads to tiie
north they exhibit some local lithological and structural
differences from the main parts of the group, possibly
indicating deposition in a local subbasin.

Despite their great extent and potential importance to
understanding postorogenic magmatic activity in the
Appalachians, no geochemical studies have previously been
done on rocks of the Springdale Group, although data
available for the correlative Cape St. John Group were
interpreted by Strong (1977) as essentially calc-alkaline. We
have now completed the first stage of our geochemical
studies of the Springdale Group, and demonstrate that they
are similarly calc-alkaline, and comparable to orogenic calc-
alkaline suites of circum-Pacific regions (Ewart, I9S2). We
further show that the group includes a series of high-silica
rhyolites, which are similar to the high-silica rhyolites
derived from large layered siliceous magma chambers of
continental regions such as the Basin and Range area of
southwest U.S.A. (cf. Lipman et al.. 19781. The Springdale
caldera is unlike any found with orogenic calc-alkaline suites
in that its large size, representing a minimum eruption
volume between I03 and lO^km3, is matched only by the
largest epicontinental calderas such as those of the
southwestern U.S.A. This implies a similar Silurian-Devonian
tectono-thermal environment for western Newfoundland, as
do the high-silica ash flow compositions.

Description of map units

Tentative correlations with units described by Coyle
et al. (19S5) have been attempted in this report, based on
field evidence alone. More precise evaluation of these
distinctions are currently underway (i.e. petrography and
geochemistry) as part of the first author's post-graduate
thesis research at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Unit 1 is located along the east and western margins of
the map area, and extends as elongate lenses toward the
south. Along the eastern margin the lens is roughly I 5 km
long with a maximum width of 3 km. while exposures of this
unit rlong the western margin form two belts interbedded
with other lithologies of the Springdale Group. Three smaller
lenses of this unit are found near the south-central margin of
the map area.

Unit I is in contact with older basement rocks along its
eastern margin (units A and B) and is interbedded with
various units of the Springdale Group (units 2,3,4,6,7,8,E
and F). Unit 1 is tentatively correlated with unit 2 of
Coyle et al. (19S5), consisting of a distinctive laharic and

explosion breccia composite unit. Unit 1 is dominated by
laharic flows, with tuffites and peperites, volcanic
conglomerates and local red sandstones, and volcanic
explosion breccias. In general the volcaniclastic lithologies
are characterized bv poor sorting and massive to very coarse
bedding. The lahars have dominantly subangular blocks, in a
locally vesicular muddy or ashy matrix. Roth the coarse and
fine fractions of these deposits are compositionally variable
from basalt to rhyolite. Bedding is commonly absent in the
lahars, but where present it is reversely graded, with the
finer basal horizon much thinner than the overlying coarse
beds. The fabric of the laharic flows is isotropic, with local
imbrication of elongate clasts.

The tuffites are composed of predominantly nyroclastic
debris and reworked volcanic clasts, and could be further
subdivided into tuffaceous conglomerates and tuffaceous
breccias. Boulders in these units are not as large as those of
the lahars, but are also commonly subangular to subrounded.
The composition of the larger clasts ranges from basaltic
scoria and bombs to rhyolitic tuffs of varied texture. The
matrix is dominated by shards and broken crystals with minor
lithic fragments, and is locally vesicular. The peDerites are
composed of fine- to medium-grained volcanogenic
sandstones which have been "burrowed into" by basaltic and
intermediate flows. These may include variable detritus,
including cobbles and pebbles of underlying flows and/or
breccias, pyroclastic deposits etc.

Volcanic conglomerates differ from the above in that
they have been more extensively reworked and redeposited as
a clastic sedimentary rock. They contain large, subrounaed
to rounded boulders and cobbles in a sand-sized matrix, with
an absence of any clay-sized fraction. Most of the clast^ are
silicic volcanics, with fewer of andesitic and basaltic
compositon. and pumaceous material is absent. Sorting in
these units ranges from poor to good. Bedding is common,
and may be thick and structureless, thin and finely laminated,
or crossbedded. These deposits commonly show normal
grading, especially obvious in scour fills or channel d?DOsit
horizons which are represented by red arkosic sandstones
interbedded with the more silicic and well bedded
conglomerate horizons of this unit.

Explosion breccias are very similar to monomict lahars
with a microbrecciated matrix, commonly composed of
intermediate or basaltic volcanic material as both clasts and
matrix. Bedding is commonly absent and the fabric is
isotropic or shows "streaming" from a gas brecciation
process. Unit 2 was produced by a number of physical
mechanisms. The predominant feature in ail of it's subunits
is the large size of the clasts, carried in a finer matrix,
i.e. with a strongly bimodal size distribution. These units
represent facies developed during volcanic activity, ranging
from near-source explosion deposits, to more distal, fluvially
reworked deposits. Some debris flows may have been
activated on unstable slopes and rapidly deposited, whereas
others could have had long periods of reworking.

This unit is important as a marginal facies marker for
the caldera. Similar units occur at caldera margins in
modern environments.

Unit 2 includes intermediate flows, flow breccias, and
intrusions, distributed along the eastern border of the
volcanics in a lens about 6 km long and 1.5 km wide and an
isolated exposure is also found in the central portion of the
map area with a roughly circular dimension of 2 km across.
Unit 2, which is interbedded with units 1, 3 and k, and in part
intrudes them, consists of nonvesicular dacite and andesite
flows, commonly very aphanitic, locally with phenocrysts of
flow-aligned plagioclase. The massive to heavily flow-
foliated flows are typically brecciated. Intrusions of massive
andesite are also found. Coyle et al. (I9S5) described a minor
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phase of this unit (on the northeastern Springdale sheet,
unit 3), consisting of interbanded silicic and mafic
compositions on the scale of centimetres and smaller.

The flows and intrusions of unit 2 represent a period of
volcanism dominated by intermediate chemistry, unlike the
other major lava flows, which are of basaltic composition.
These intermediate rocks show some evidence of mixing of
more mafic and silicic magmas, and it is expected that
further study of the sequence of eruption of these units from
their subjacent chamber should provide some indication of it's
geometry and extent.

Unit 3 consists mair.ly of basaltic flows. Field evidence
does not allow for a clear distinction of the compositional
variation in the aphanitic and commonly homfelsed flows.
They are distributed throughout the entire area, best
represented north of Three Corner Pond, along lower Barney's
Brook and to the southwest on flat-topped ridges such as
Sheffield Hill. This unit is found interbedded with units
1,2,^,5,6,7 and S,is intruded by younger granitoid rocks of the
Topsails Complex (units C and D), and rests disconformably
upon, or is faulted against units A and R.

These flows are typically aphanitic, with local notable
concentrations of plagioclase phenocrysts. They range from
nonvesicular to highly vesicular, with amvgdules of quartz,
calcite and chlorite. The flows are variably altered
throughout the entire Springdale Group and the secondary
assemblages show no systematic geographic variation except
along the eastern margins of the caldera where they have the
greatest diversity of secondary minerals.

Unit % consists of silicic ash-flow tuffs, exposed
continuously along Barney's Brook, in conformable contact
with basaltic flows of unit 3, over a strike length of I U m
with a maximum width of 3 km on the Springdale sheet
(unit 6, Coyle et al., 19851. They have been extended south
an additional 22 km with maximum width of 6 km in the
extreme southeast of the map area. These "Barney's Brook
ash flows" are reddish brown to grey and display varying
proportions of crystals, lithic fragments, and vitroclasts. On
the Springdale sheet the basal part of the unit is a thick
lithophysae-rich horizon resting on irregular flow tops of the
basaltic unit 3. The individual lithophysae may be as large as
10 cm in diameter, with central cavities partially or
completely filled with quartz crystals, radiating microlites,
and chalcedony. This horizon grades up into a partially
welded ashy crystal-lithic Iapilli tuff. The phenocrysts are
plagioclase, K-feldspar and quartz, commonly broken and
concentrated in the matrix in preference to the pumice
vitroclasts. A crude "bedding" is defined by flattening of the
lapilli during welding.

The partially welded zone is vertically succeeded by a
vitroclastic breccia tuff. Pumice bombs are flattened and
can be as long as a metre. Concentrations of the large
vitroclasts define a bedding which can be either normal or
reversely graded. Throughout the partially welded zones,
lithic fragments occur as local concentrations. They range
from silicic volcanics to basalt and commonly define a
bedding which is normally graded. These horizons are
constant along strike, in terms of both their thickness and
continuity along Barney's Brook.

A densely welded equivalent of the more northerly tuffs
is found along the soucnern section of Barney's Brook and
farther south, where the welding extends to its basal contact
with underlying unit 3. The densely welded portions of unit 4
are maroon to brown lithic+vitric+crystal ash-flow tuffs. A
welding lamination is seen on weathered surfaces, but on
fresh surfaces they look massive and structureless.
Phenocrysts are plagioclase, K-feldspar and quartz, which
vary in relative proportions in ••> streaky manner.
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Along the southeastern margin of Figure 60.1 unit *
includes a strongly welded crvstal-lithic tuff which has been
brecciated during emplacement of a number of dome-like
rocks (unit G). Unit 't represents a number of pyroclastic
flow units, each characterized by different proportions of
lithics. vitroclasts, etc.

Unit 5 is found along West Brook and across the south
central portion of the map. This unit is dacitic to rhyolitic,
contains massive, vitric, strongly welded ash-flow tuffs,
vitroclastic breccia and domes. Welding can be observed on
weathered surfaces and is apparently flat lying in the
southern exposures of this unit and becomes more steeplv
inclined on the Springdale sheet. Curvilinear joint surfaces
are very common in the massive portions of the unit, internal
plastic shear zones or local brecciation can been seen as well
as flow folds. These features are indicative of domes and it
is apparent from thin sections and geochemistry that there is
at least one dome associated with this unit. The massive
tuffs are locally porphyritic, with small euhedral flow-aligned
plagioclase and rare quartz phenocrysts in a brown to maroon
glassy matrix.

Petrographic studies have shown that the welded
vitroclastic breccia described for unit 7 of Coyle et al.
(19S5), with very angular variably flow-folded and chaotically
oriented "pumice fragments" represents the autobrecciated
debris of cooling domal intrusions in the vicinity of contacts
with their syngenetic pyroclastic veneer.

Unit 6 comprizes a sequence of silicic ash-flow tuffs
and is intruded by high-silica dome rocks (unit R of Coyle
et al., I9S5). it extends throughout the central portion of the
Springdale synform to the north and is mapped along the
northwestern edge of this map as two NE-trending belts seen
in Figure 60.1.

This unit includes an assemblage of dominantly
devitrified, welded, pink and red rhyolitic K-feldspar-phyric.
ash-flow tuffs and breccias, displaying a variety of features
which represent processes of flow, autobrecciation, and
devitrification in viscous rhyojitic flow tuffs. Since this ash-
flow tuff grades into a sandstone at a tew localities on the
Springdale sheet, it may be part of a complex cooling unit
rather than a simple cooling unit. Certain parts of this unit
are very massive due to intense welding, and others consist of
unwelded vitroclastic tuffs with large individually devitrified
shards, each showing independent development of spherules.
Other phases of the ash-flow breccias are not strongly
devitrified, all with internal auto- or gas-brecciation
textures. These breccias have clasts of plastically deformed
rhyolitic lava and pumice. The vesicles are commonly
infilled with pink to milky quartz.

The finer tuffs comprise a simple cooling unit with a
sequence of massive welded ash flows, a partially welded
horizon with lithophysae and spherulitic zones, and an upper
breccia horizon. In the upper unit, mixed magmas are found
within the breccias, with alternating thin basaltic and silicic
bands. Near central Burnt Berry Brook the silicic tuffs are
intruded by a rhyolitic plug or dome (unit R; see Coyle et al.,
I9S5). These high silica rhyolite intrusions and flows have
been studied geochemically during the past year and the
results are discussed below.

Unit 7 occurs as an orange to brown densely welded
crystal-lithic tuff in the interior of the central syncline of
the Springdale Group (Coyle et al., 19S5). Two areas of
exposure are found in the northwestern extremity of this map
area and extend as NE-trending exposures with a maximum
length of 6 km and width of 2 km. This crystal tuff is very
massive and because of the strong welding and obvious
phenocrysts, it can have the appearance of an intrusive
porphyry. It differs from unit 6 in that it has large obvious
phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar, clasts of mafic and rare
ultramafic lithologies, and does not demonstrate tnany of the

fluidal characteristics of the other. The feldspars are often
zoned and fractured, and together with the quartz can
constitute up to 60% of the rock. The crystals are found in a
red, brown or orange vitrir aphanitic matrix. The lithics are
commonly angular, and mav have reaction haloes, especially
the ultramafic clasts.

Unit 3 is found in one small ridge of exposure in the
northwestern corner of the area (Fig. 60.1). It appears to be
a sedimentary rock which has been deformed, possibly along a
major axial fault which runs through the Springdale synform.
The lithology is pink to red and lias a sugary texture with
foliated alignment of abundant pebbles. The range of more
typical Springdale Group sedimentary facies is not mapped in
this area, but until further studv this lithoJogv will be
tentatively correlated with the sedimentary rocks.

Intrusive units

The intrusive rocks around the margins of the
Springdale caldera have not been mapped as separate units.
They have been sampled and their approximate contacts with
the volcanic units have been delineated in the field so as to
assess their diversity, relative ages and structural setting.
Some of the information about these units (-\.B.C, and n) has
been compiled from Whalen et al. (19S3), Thurlow (19S1).
Kalliokoski (1953, 1955) and Covle et al. (I9S5) as well as
aeromagnetic maps of the area.

Units E. F and G are genetically related to the
Springdale volcanic sequences. The first two were mapped
during the I9S* field season, and a few contact relationships
were refined this year. They are found in the northeastern
corner of the map area and have dimensions of 2.5 bv 5 km.
Unit E is a black fine grained microdiorite which is generally
massive and is intruded bv dykes and sills of unit F which is a
pink massive aphanitic microporphvry. The porphvrv is
aohyric and in thin section is seen to contain finely
disseminated bluish-green arnphibole. We interpret this
lithology to represent dykes and sills from a high-silica dome.

Unit G is found as three separate roughly oval
exposures in the southern and central parts of the map. They
are seen to intrude unit k and represent domes which have a
common composition and array of textural features. Thev

£ ANOESITE

I
Figure 60.3. Histogram of silica distribution in
133 volcanic rock samples of the Springdale Croup.
Classification boundaries are after Peccerillo and
Tavlor (1976).
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are flow-foliated with extreme convolution seen as fluidal
folds and disruption of flow banding, autobrecciated and
contain zones of intense development of spherules and other
indications of gas-streaming. Autobrecciated aprons
composed of disrupted fragments of the dome are considered
as part of this unit. They are not reworked clasts in any
sense and are commonly found in a glassy matrix which
represents magma injected into the cooled rind along the
margins of the intrusions.

King's Point Road area
This area was studied in some detail so as to clarify the

geological relationships along the northwestern margin of the
Springdale Group where it is bounded by older volcanic rocks
of the Lushs Right and Catchers Pond groups. Because this
area occupies the edge of the basin where the Springdale
Group is presumably thinnest, major changes in lithology can
be caused by only verv minor vertical movement along the
numerous faults in the area. The result is a complex map
(Fig. 60.21 with the various units having a limited strike
length and being bounded by faults, more or less as shown by
previous workers such as Neale and Nash (1960) and
VIcGonigal (1970). We note, however, that the units appear
to be distributed in a distinctly synformal pattern, not
recognized by previous workers, with a NE-trending axial
plane which is marked by one of the main faults shown on
Figure 60.2.

The dominant unit of the Springdale Group on
Figure 60.2 is the thickly bedded conglomerate (unit U) which
bounds the western part of the area and forms a series of
upstanding ridges. It is best exposed in rock cuts along the
King's Point road, where it is characterized bv a wide variety
of rounded clasts up to tens of centimetres across. Thev are
mainly felsic and mafic volcanic rocks of local provenance
within the Springdale Group, but some are of a granitic
variety, the source of which has not been identified. The
clasts are typically "floating" in a sand-sized matrix of
volcanic derivation. The conglomerate is interbedded with
air-fall tuffs towards the western edge of this unit, and
basaltic flows along the King's Point road, both of which
attest to its svnvolcanic nature.

These rocks were clearly deposited by fluviatile and
debris flow mechanisms traversing the full variety of rock
types within the Springdale Group, and presumably deeper
into the subvolcanic granitoid plutons. An obvious
interpretation of these conglomerates is that thev are
roughly volcanologically equivalent to the coarse basaltic
conglomerates/lahars which mark other margins of the
Springdale caldera. Another interptetation is that they may
represent a small sedimentary subbasin fil l which has been
moved to it's current position along the Lobster Cove Fault.
They may in that case be a down-plunge facies of the
synformally disposed Springdale Group which trends NME and
plunges toward the same direction.

The basaltic rocks (unit 3! in the area of Figure 60.2 are
typical of those of the Springdale Group in general, with a
purple to black colour, aphyric to coarsely plagiophyric. with
large vesicles filled with quartz, calcite and chlorite. In
many cases the vesicles are aligned so as to give a rough
indication of bedding which is otherwise not seen in much of
the area. Thin lenses of red sandstone are locally
interbedded with the pyroclastics and the basalts, and mav
show some evidence of incorporation into the unconsolidated
basaltic flows.

The felsic pyroclastic rocks of the area fFig. A0.2)
range from arliyric rhyolitic vitric tuffs or intrusions (on hills
to the eaji of the King's Point road) to welded quartz-
feldspar crystal-lithic tuffs (same area) to vitric coarse
pyroclastic breccias grading into leached unwelded ash fall
tuff (Springdale highway and north -long power lines and
dump road). Lithophvsae-rich welded ash flows are seen
along the King's Point road and to the east and west of it.

Unit 5 is orange to brown welded quartz and feldspar-
phyric lithic tuff. The lithic fragments have a full range of
volcanic compositions, but are dominantly basaltic. Welding
textures help to demonstrate the orientation and stratigraphy
of these units. A tentative correlation of this unit with
unit <* (Fig. 60.1) is suggested.

Unit 6 is found as a thin band interbedded with units *
and 5. It is typically a Dink to maroon ashy to glassy rhyolitic
tuff and possible intrusions. The ashy parts of this unit may
represent air fall which occurred at various periods during
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the volcanism of the Springdale Group and thus is not easilv
correlated with a specific unit. The unit as a whole is like
unit * (Fig. 60.1), although because of it's limited extent, less
textural diversity is seen.

The sediments of unit 7 are typical of the Springdale
Group in the vicinity of the town. They are fine- to medium-
grained red and maroon sandstones, commonly graded, with
local caliche horizons near the finer tops of beds. The
sandstones are typically interbedded with pebble
conglomerates which can represent the basal part of discrete
sandy "cycles" of sedimentation. For further details on these
lithoiogies see Wessel (1975).

Two groups of rocks are found in the map area which
are not related to the Springdale Group; they are the Lushes
Bight Group (unit 1) and the Catchers Pond Group (unit 2). In
this study they were not mapped, but they were sampled and
critical locations checked for structural information.
McGonigal (1970) provided descriptions of these diverse and
complex units in this region.

Geochemistry
Of some 622 samples collected during the 198* field

season, 133 have so far been analyzed for the major element
oxides and IS trace elements. Of these, 123 are of volcanic
and associated subvolcanic rocks, and the others are from a
variety of intrusive and other lithoiogies not directly related
to the Springdale Group. Care was taken to exclude any
rocks containing xenoliths or lithic clasts or amygdules, or
which showed evidence of alteration. Other samples from
both the I9S<* and 1985 collections are being selected to
provide a comprehensive geochemical data base for the
Springdale Group. While the available data await a thorough
assessment in conjunction with detailed petrographic studies,
they do reveal a number of patterns which can be presented
at this time.

A histogram of silica distribution (Fig. 60.3) confirms
our earlier suggestion (Coyle et al., 1985), based on field and
petrographic observations, that intermediate compositions
are well represented in the Springdale Group. In fact one can
see from Figure 60.3 that there are four groups separated by
silica gaps between 53-56%. 67-6S%, and 73-7*% SiO2.
Using the terminology of Peccerillo and Taylor (1976), the
lowest-silica group would be termed basalts, the intermediate
group andesites-dacites, and both of the higher-silica groups
would be termed rhyolites. For present purposes, the latter
are termed low-silica and high-silica rhyolites. Only basaltic
andesites are missing from making up the full calc-alkaline
suite.

Using the Peccerillo and Taylor (1976) plot of K2O vs.
SiO2, these rocks would be classified as a clearly calc-
alkaline suite ranging from calc-alkaline basalts through
andesites, dacites and the low-silica rhyolites. However the
high-silica rhyolites show a much wider scatter to above
6%K2O, and would thus be termed high-K rhyolites.
Although this dispersion of K and other elements is a
characteristic primary feature of high-silica magmas, and in
many cases is associated with economic mineralization (see
review by Tuach et al., 1985), there may have been some
secondary redistribution of alkalis.

Other less mobile elements may provide more reliable
classification, and some are shown in Figure 60.* (after
Winchester and Floyd, 1977). These elements also indicate
that the Springdale Group is calc-alkaline. In this case,
however, the rocks are grouped in different combinations
from those seen in Figure 60.3, with the silica gap at basaltic
andesites now spanned by the basaltic rocks, the andesites-
dacites now classed as dacites, and the low-silica rhyolites
now classed as rhyodacites-dacites. It can be seen from

Figure 60.* that this question is simply resolved by the fact
that the Winchester and Floyd boundaries based on SiO2
content are different from those of Peccerillo and Taylor.
Since there is no significant variation in the Nb/Y ratio for
any of these rocks, it is most useful to compare the data in
terms of the parameters which are most variable in these
classifications, i.e. Zr/Ti vs. SiO2, as in Figure 60.*.
Although the different groups are separated bv silica on this
diagram, there is a continuum in Zr/Ti ratio throughout the
whole suite, confirming its truly calc-alkaline nature. More
detailed studies are needed to identify and explain interesting
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deviations from the calc-alkaline trend, such as the
intermediate samples which have high Zr/Ti ratios on
Figure 60.*.

The distinctive group of high-silica rhyolites merits
further comment from both a petrogenetic and an economic
viewpoint. With regard to the latter, they correspond
precisely with those "specialized" volcanic and plutonic rocks
which host economic deposits of Sn, W, Mo and other
granophile elements, and are well known in both eastern
Canada and western Europe. These rocks are most readily
recognized by their high silica content, and indeed
Tuach et al. 0985) have recently shown that 7*%SiO2
appears to be a critical minimum value for mineralization. In
the case of the Springdale high-silica rhyolites, we further
note that most of them are associated with small domes and
their pyroclastic aprons, such as that exposed along the Burnt
Berry Brook, and appear to have been emplaced late in the
sequence.

The high-silica and low-silica rhyolites are compared in
Figure 60.5. where i number of distinctive trace elements
are plotted against niobium. It is clear that there is virtually
a complete separation of the two types in terms of their Nb
contents, as well as Zr, Sr and Y. The high-silica rhyolites
also tend to have higher concentrations of Rb and Zn, but
there is some overlap of the two groups. These differences in
trace element concentrations are like those which distinguish
peralkaline from metaluminous suites, and fields for two such
suites from the probably correlative King's Point Complex
(KPC) (Kontak and Strong, 1986) are drawn for comparison.
Although the two groups from each area do not precisely
overlap, it is clear that the same types of differences can be
seen in both groups. The Springdale high-silica rhyolites are
comparable to the peralkaline volcanics and dykes of the
KPC, and the low-silica Springdale rhyolites are comparable
to the KPC non-peralkaline intrusive rocks. An exception is
seen for Rb, which is substantially enriched in the non-
peralkaline KPC rocks but depleted in the Springdale low-
silica rhyolites. These and other comparisons indicate that
similar geochemical trends can be recognized in both
volcanic and plutonic rocks from different parts of the
Silurian-Devonian terranes of western Newfoundland, and
may ultimately provide a means of precisely linking the
volcanics with their intrusive source rocks. In this regard we
note that in areas of well understood caldera type volcanism
fe.g. Steven and Lipman, 1976), individual ash flow sheets can
be traced to individual calderas, and this may well turn out to
be the case for units of the Springdale and correlative groups.
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Abstract
The McGerrigle plutonic complex is a complex polyphase intrusive body that includes both

under- and over-saturated rock types. Field relationships, petrography and mineralogy indicate that
more than one type of petrogenetic process is responsible for variations between and within different
rock types. Magma mixing is locally important; however, it is unlikely to be the most important
process in the evolution of the volumetrically most abundant rock, granite. Many of the mafic to
intermediate rocks exhibit evidence for metasomatism and recrystallization related to the intrusion
of the more evolved felsic rocks. The undersaturated litholoqies present in the pluton are alkali
gabbro, small volumes of miaskitic nepheline syenite and tinquaite dykes. The tinguaites exhibit a
complex mineraloqy that varies with agpaitic index. The presence in this Devonian pluton of
lithologies normally indicative of ensialic rifts is confirmed.

Ftesume'

Le complexe plutanique McGerrigle est une intrusion polyphasee qui comprend des roches sous-
et sursaturees. Les relations de terrain, la petrographie et la mineralogie indiquent gue plusieurs
processus pe'troge'ne'tiques sont responsables des variations entre les diffe>ents types de roches. Le
melange de magmas est important par endroits; cependant, il est peu probable que ce soit le
processus le plus important dans Involution des roches granitiques qui preeminent dans le pluton.
Plusieurs des roches mafiques a interm^diaires montrent des signes de metasomatisme et de
recristallisation lies a l'intrusion des lithologies les plus felsiques. Les roches sous-sature'es du pluton
sont des gabbros alcalins, de faibles volumes de syenite miaskitique a nSphSline et des dykes a
tingua'ite. Les tingua'ites presentent une mine'raloqie complexe qui varie selon leur index agpaltique.
On confirme la presence dans ce pluton deVonien de lithologies que Ton interprete couramment
comme indices de rifts ensialiques.

1 Contribution to the Canada Economic Development Plan for Gaspe-Lower St. Lawrence Mineral
Program, 1983-88.

2 Department of Geological Sciences, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec H3A 2A7
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Introduction
The McGerrigle plutonic complex is a MiddJe to Late

Devonian polyphase intrusive complex in the Gaspe Peninsula,
Quebec. The pluton forms a plateau approximately 100 km2

in size that includes Mont Jacques-Cartier, the highest peak
of the Canadian Appalachians. For a description of the
general geology of the pluton, see Whalen (1985). This paper
is based on a study of the petrography and mineralogy of a
representative suite of 25 samples collected during the
summer of 1984. The samples have been subdivided into five
categories according to their chemistry, mode and
mineralogy. Representative mafic mineral compositions are
listed in Tables 61.1 to 61 A. The rocks assigned to a specific
category are not necessarily petrogenetically related; the
Rb/Sr data collected by C. Larocque (1985, personal
communication) indicate the possibility of two distinct ages of
intrusion in the map area during Devonian times. The work
presented here is part of a broader project that includes
studies of the whole-rock major and trace-element
geochemistry (Whalen and Gariepy, 1986), lead-isotope
geochemistry (C. Gariepy, in progress) and oxygen-isotope
geochemistry.

Granite
Granite is the dominant rock-type of the McGerrigle

plutonic complex. The complex has been subdivided into a
granite and a hybrid suite (Fig. 61.1; Whalen and
Gariepy, 1986). Small amounts of granite are also present in
the hybrid suite. The hybrid granite contains many fine
grained mafic inclusions that have been interpreted as
evidence of a coexisting mafic magma (Whaien, 1985).
Typically, the granites are medium- to coarse-grained,
equigranular to porphyritic, and plot in the granite field in
the JUGS classification scheme for plutonic rocks. Granite
porphyry and alkali feldspar granite are also present.

Red-brown, perthitic alkali feldspar is typically
subhedral to partly interstitial. Phenocrysts up to 1.5 cm in
size may exhibit a rapakivi texture. In the granite porphyry,
alkali feldspar forms a fine grained interlocking matrix with
quartz and minor unzoned plagioclase. Low sanidine is
typical, rather than microcline.

Plagioclase typically forms subhedral to euhedrai,
complexly zoned laths which, in some samples, are mantled
by alkali feldspar. Its composition is sodic, typically
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Table 61

SAMPLE M664a

SiO2

TiO 2
A12O3

Fe203

Cr 2 0 3
MgO
FeO
MnO
ZrO2

CaO
Ma2O

TOTAL

Si
A1Z

A1V
T 1

 +
Fe3

Cr
Mg +

Fe2

Mn
Zr

Ca
Na

Hg/
Mg+Fe'

Av*(3)

49.58
1.68
3.97

**3.98
0.02

14.47
3.56
0.22
n.d.

22.10
0.64

100.22

1.834
0.166

0.007
0.047
0.111
O.001
0.797
0.110
0.007
0.000

0.8/5
0.046

+0.879

* Average o f
* * Fe203 and

. 1 . Selected pyroxene compositions

MG64b

Av(6)

46.98
2.57
6.44
3.90
0.00

12.97
4.26
0.15
n.d.

22.14
0.57

99.98

1.753
0.247

0.035
0.072
0.109
0.000
0.720
0.133
0.005
0.000

0.884
0.041

0.844

MG6
Av(7)

47.70
2.23
6.45
3.80
0.01

13.45
4.17
0.18
n.d.

21.20
0.78

99.97

1.772
0.228

0.054
0.062
0.106
0.000
0.744
0.129
0.006
0.000

0.843
0.056

0.852

(n) analyses
formula

MG25
Av(2)

51.69
0.51
1.35
3.54
0.02

10.94
9.04
0.50
n.d.

21.56
1.22

100.37

1.950
0.050

0.010
0.014
0.100
0.001
0.614
0.285
0.016
0.000

0.870
0.089

0.683

calculated by
ten t so t o t a l number of
Robinson (1980) .

x one determination only
y based on 3 analyses

Nomenclature a f t e r
to r
MG6

of t i tansal i te

(not

oxygen

MG23
Av(2)

51.02
1.32
2.54
2.72
0.00

15.22
6.03
0.37
n.d.

20.28
0.59

100.09

1.891
0.109

0.002
0.037
0.076
0.000
0.840
0.187
0.012
0.000

0.805
0.042

0.818

NG40
Av(3)

51.67
0.51
1.16
2.11
0.00

12.50
9.42
0.95
n.d.

20.60
0.70

99.62

1.955
0.045

0.007
0.014
0.060
0.000
0.704
0.298
0.030
0.000

0.834
0.051

0.703

MG8
Av(3)

51.22
0.20
0.30
4.10
0.00
8.18

13.48
1.39
n.d.

19.20
1.60

99.67

1.988
0.012

0.001
0.006
0.120
0.000
0.473
0.437
0.046
0.000

0.798
0.120

0.520

MG90
Av(4)

52.22
0.05
0.51
2.02
0.00

11.59
8.98
0.92
n.d.

23.34
0.47

100.10

1.974
0.026

0.000
0.001
0.058
0.000
0.652
0.284
0.029
0.000

0.944
0.034

0.697

normalizing to 4 cations anc
atoms is equal to s ix

Mg37a

Av(2)

52.54
3.48
1.12

24.41
0.00
0.37
2.50
0.54
1.65
0.98

12.96

100.55

2.004
0.000

0.050
0.100
0.700
0.000
0.021
0.080
0.017
0.031

0.040
0.957

0.209

then c
fo l lowing the

considered i n the average compos i t i on ) .
Poldervaart and Hess (1951) and Deer e t al

MG37b

Av(5)

52.71
1.74
1.35

26.14
0.00
0.27
2.94
0.38
0.02
1.59

12.68

99.82

2.014
0.000

0.061
0.050
0.751
0.000
0.015
0.094
0.012
0.000

0.065
0.438

0.141

MG94
Av(4)

50.91
0.46
1.16

19.25
0.00
1.4 5
6.43
2.09
0.57 x

10.20
7.94

100.46

1.978
0.022

0.031
0.013
0.562
0.000
0.084
0.209
0.069
0.011

0.424
0.597

0.287

ad jus t i ng Fe3

MG16
Av{3)

51.10
0.50
1.50

12.33
0.00
6.48
5.94
1.55
0.24>

16.35
4.63

100.62

1.981
0.019

0.043
0.014
0.482
0.000
0.115
0.266
0.070
0.014

0.462
0.535

0.302

con-
recommendations o f

. 1978 . MG6< low-Ti sec-
( a l k a l i gabbro), MG64b high-Ti sector of t i t a n s a l i t e ( a l k a l i gabbro)

t i tansal i te (mafic inclusion , MG 25secondary s a l i t e ( a l k a l i gabbro),
ferous aug i te ( s y e n o d i o r i t e ) , MG40 aug i te (monzonite)
MG90 sal i te ( d i o r i t e ) , MG37a t i tanaeg i r ine ( r i n

MG23 t i t a n i -
MG8 sodic fer roaugi te ( syen i te ) ,

of phenocryst in peralkaline tinguaite)
MG37b aegirine (core of 37a), MG94 aegirine-augite (intermediate tinguaitei
rine-augite (miask i t i c nepheline syen i te) .

, MG16 a e g i -



Table 61.2. Selected amphibole compositions Table 61.3. Selected biot i te compositions

SAMPLE MG40
Av(5)

MG66
Av(4)

MG57 MG42 MG6 MG97 MG64 MG37
Av(5) Av(3) Av(4) Av(5) Av(8) Av(7)

SiO2

A12O3

TiO2

FeO
Fe2O3

MnO
MgO
CaO

1 .
20.

4 .
1 .

K20
F"
Cl

Tota l
O=F,C1

Si

A1Y

W
F e r

Mn
Hg

XOct
Ca
NaMt

NaA
K

46.78
5.13

.40

.19

. 4 *

.21
7.69
9.43
2.16
0.71
0.83
0.19

99.74
0.39

7.091
0.909
0.000

0.008
0.160
2.560
0.502
0.155
1.738

0.122
1.531
0.347

0.289
0.138
0.427

0.398
0.049

Fe/Fe+Mg0.638
Mg/Mg + 0.404

Fe2

47.13
6.14
1.34

14.22
4 . 1 *
0.69

11.24
10.60
1.82
0.64
0.61
0.18

98.40
0.30

7.015
0.985
0.000

0.092
0.150
1.770
0.459
0.087
2.495

0.053
1.691
0.256

0.268
0.121
0.389

0.285
0.045

0.472
0.585

46.06
5.95
1.11

18.84
4.4**
0.98
8.20

10.74
1.94
1.02
1.62
0.31

6.965
1.035
0.000

0.024
0.126
2.382
0.495
0.126
1.847

0.000
1.749
0.251

0.319
0.197
0.516

0.776
0.080

0.609
0.437

46.29
9.29
1.72
8.64
3.7**
0.26

14.35
11.32
2.64
0.34
0.94
0.09

99.97 98.80
0.75 0.41

6.674
1.326
0.000

0.254
0.187
1.042
0.403
0.032
3.084

0.000
1.748
0.252

0.486
0.063
0.549

0.428
0.021

0.319
0.748

49.76
5.25
1.08

10.21
5.0**
0.36

13.66
11.47
0.88
0.50
0.11
0.95

97.86
0.07

7.210
0.790
0.000

0.106
0.118
1.238
0.545
0.044
2.949

0.000
1.781
0.219

0.029
0.093
0.122

0.051
0.036

0.377
0.705

43.65
10.05

1.87
13.63

4 . 1 * *
0.32

10.81
11.58
2.04
0.95
0.19
0.12

98.75
0.03

6.467
1.533
0.000

0.222
0.208
1.689
0.453
0.040
2.388

0.000
1.838
0.162

0.423
0.180
0.604

0.089
0.030

0.473
0.585

41 .96
11.68
4.72

10.24
1 . 8 * *
0.23

13.15
11.26
2.76
1.03
0.13
0.05

50.77
1.16
0.93

27.54

6.129
1.871
0.000

0.138
0.518
1 .252
0.201
0.028
2.863

0.000
1.762
0.238

5**
81
74

.09

.96

.87

.01
0.02

98.77 98.78
0.00 0.13

8.055
0.000
0.000

0.217
0.111
3.653
0.175
0.378
0.411

0.000
0.185
1.815

0.543 0.633
0.191 0.581
0.734 1.214

0.059 0.504
0.012 0.005

0.336 0.102
0.681 0.498

* Fer0-. from wet-chemical data, formula based on 23 oxygen atoms.
* * Fer0< and formula calculated by the method of Laird and Albee

(1981) using a computer program writ ten by A. Hynes.
Nomenclature of amphiboles af ter Leake (1978). MG40 ferro-horn-
blende (monzonite), MG46 magnesio-hornblende (grani te) , MG57 fer-
ro-edenite (gran i te) , MG42 edenitic hornblende in core of zoned
grain (granite porphyry), MG6 magnesio-hornblende (f ine-grained
mafic inc lusion), MG97 magnesio-hastingsitic hornblende (mafic
inclusion), MG64 kaersutite (a lka l i gabbro), MG37 arfvedsonite
(peralkaline t inguai te) .

SAMPLE MG40 MG46
Av(8) Av(6)

MG57 MG6 MG64
Av(5) Av(6) Av(6)

MG94 MG39 MG16
Av(4) Av(l) Av(5)

SiO
Al 6,
TiO-
FeO
FeO,
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na.O
K 6
F
Cl

Si
A1Z
F e r

A1Y
Ti
Fe'
Mg
Fe:'
Mn
NaY

K
NaA
Ca

Cl

36.92
11.83
3.64

24.05
3.3*
0.47
7.19
0.01
0.04
9.72
1.64
0.33

TOTAL 98.42
O=F,C1 0.76

2.871
1 .804
0.046

0.000
0.213
0.147
0.833
1.564
0.031
0.000
2.789

0.964
0.013
0.001
0.978

0.403
0.044

36.64
12.92
4.03

18.01
4.7*
0.20

10.42
0.01
0.14
9.85
1.33
0.39

97.99
0.65

2.786
1.158
0.057

0.000
0.230
0.210
1.181
1.148
0.013
0.002
2.785

38.67
11.71
3.52

22.30
0.0**
0.45

10.33
0.01
0.09
9.84
3.11
0.44

99.06
1.41

2.951
1.049
0.000

0.005
0.202
0.000
1.175
1.423
0.029
0.000
2.834

0.956 0.958
0.019 0.014
0.001 0.001
0.976 0.972

0.320 0.750
0.050 0.057

37.51
13.90
4.27

19.66
0.0**
0.16

11.79
0.02
0.14
9.77
0.10
0.42

97.40
0.14

2.819
1.181
0.000

0.050
0.241
0.000
1.320
1.223
0.010
0.000
2.844

0.936
0.020
0.002
0.958

0.024
0.053

37.98
14.65
3.85

13.13
2.6*
0.14

14.81
0.01
0.79
8.41
0.05
0.17

97.08
0.06

2.779
1.221
0.000

0.042
0.212
0.143
1.615
0.837
0.008
0.000
2.857

0.785
0.112
0.001

0.011
0.021

35.67
11.50

3.74
30.37
0.0**
3.07
2.50
0.00
0.10
9.75
0.13
0.02

96.79
0.06

2.889
1.101
0.000

0.001
0.229
0.000
0.303
2.060
0.211
0.015
2.822

1.011
0.000
0.000
1.011

0.034
0.002

41.74
12.88
2.60
9.27
0.0**
4.40

14.63
0.00
0.17
9.53
2.99
0.02

96.96
1.26

3.067
0.933
0.000

0.183
0.144
0.000
1.602
0.570
0.274
0.000
2.772

0.894
0.025
0.000
0.918

0.695
0.002

37.39
12.82

2.71
16.34
6.6*
1.77
9.46
0.01
0.13
9.18
1.25
0.02

97.16
0.53

2.852
1.149
0.000

0.003
0.156
0.379
1.C6
1.042
0.115
0.000
2.770

0.893
0.020
0.001
0.914

0.301
0.002

Fe/(Fe +
Mg) 0.678 0.545 0.548

Mg/(Mg +
Fe:') 0.348 0.507 0.453 0.519 0.658 0.128 0.738 0.508

0.481 0.378 0.872 0.262 0.569

*Fe 0 from wet-chemical data, formula based on 11 oxygens.
** formula based on 22 oxygens.

Nomenclature of b io t i tes af ter Rock (1982). IIG40 t i tani ferous bio-
t i t e (monzonite), MG46 t i tani ferous b io t i te (grani te) , MG57 t i t a n i -
ferous b io t i te (grani te) , MG6 t i tani ferous b io t i te (mafic inc lu-
s ion) , MG64 t i tani ferous b io t i t e (a lkal i gabbro), MG94 manganife-
rous t i tani ferous lepidome lane, MG39 mangam'ferous t i tani ferous
phlogopite, MG16 manganiferous t i tani ferous lepidomelane.



Table 61.*. Selected accessory mineral compositions

SAMPLE MG63

S iO 2

T i O 2

A12O
ZrO2

NbpO;
MaO
FeO
MnO
La2O3

CaO
Na :,0
K2O
Ce2O3

Y2O3
ThO2

PjO,
F
Cl

TOTAL

MG63
t e ) ,
n i uni

Av(2)

31.55
2.27

11.95
n.d.
n.d.
1.50

15.85
0.44
9.26
9.26
0.05
0.00

12.68
0.01
0.64
0.03
n.d.
n.d.

95.49

MG4O
Av(2)

20.25
16.41
0.52
n.d.
n.d.
0.30

10.14
0.30

13.39
3.92
0.01
0.00

20.74
0.47
0.98
0.07
n.d.
n.d.

87.49

MG37a

Av(5)

35.87
11.05

1.19
0.34
1.40
0.60

26.36
7.97
n.d.
1.89
2.04
6.64
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
1.47
0.02

96.84

al lanite (quartz monzonite),
MG37a astrophyl l i te,
silicate (eucolite ?

alkaline t inguaite).

MG37b

Av(4)

42.49
9.16
0.34
0.00
0.29
0.29

34.34
5.22
n.d.
0.05
7.62
0.00
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
0.10
0.01

99.91

MG37C

Av(2)

56.75
0.51
0.08

12.69
1.17
0.00
5.57
2.50
n.d.

12.19
2.94
0.31
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
0.22
0.76

95.69

MG40 chevkinite
MG37b aegnimatite

), MG37d soda l i t e
, HG37c

MG37d

Av(4)

40.19
0.01

34.23
n.d.
n.d.
0.00
0.18
0.03
n.d.
0.00

17.44
0.03
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
8.24
0.14

100.49

monzoni-
zirco-

(a l l from per-

oligoolase (Ann-15), but the core of zoned grains may be as
calcic as labradorite. Quartz is typically anhedral and
dominantly interstitial.

Dark brown titaniferous biotite (Table 61.3, analyses
\1G46, MCI 57) is the dominant mafic phase present (except in
the alkali feldspar granites) and is ubiquitous. In habit it
varies from subhedral to interstitial and is locally intergrown
with (and possibly replaces) amphibole. Incipient alteration
to chlorite and titanite is visible in some samples. Brownish
green, si.bhedral to euhedral amphibole varies in composition
from magnesio-hornblende to ferro-hornblende and ferro-
edenite (Table 61.2). One sample of granite porphyry
contains zoned amphibole (brown edenitic hornblende core,
magnesio-hornblende rim). Pyroxene is only observed in one
sample of alkali feldspar granite, where it occurs as
prismatic light green to colourless grains occasionally
rimmed by amphibole. Accessory minerals identified are
apatite, allanite, titanite, zircon, magnetite and ilmenite.

The Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio of both biotite (0.50 to 0.60) and
amphibole (0.32-0.62) in the granites exhibits a generally
positive but irregular increase if plotted versus
differentiation index (Fig. 61.1). The change in Fe/(Fe+Mg)
of the amphibole is reflected in the compositional evolution
from magnesio-hornblende to ferro-hornblende and finally,
ferro-edenite in the most evolved granite studied. The
existence of a general trend of increasing Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio in
the mafic silicates is consistent with the results from zoned
crystals of amphibole which have a magnesium-rich core and
an iron-rich rim. Increasing Fe/(Fe+Mg) of the mafic
silicates suggests that chemical evolution of the magma,
possibly through fractional crystallization rather than
increasing oxygen fugacity, was the chief control of the
chemistry of the mafic silicates. An increase in oxygen
fugacity would result in either a decreasing or constant
Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio (e.g., Lalonde and Martin, 1983;
Czamanske e ' al., 1981). Both biotite (1.2-3.1 wt.%) and
amphibole 1.0.7-1.7 wt.%) have high fluorine content,

indicating that fluorine must have been an
important volatile constituent. Minor interstitial
fluorite is found in the most evolved granites.
High fluorine contents are typical of A-type
granites (Collins et al., 1982).

Quartz monzonites
Small areas of quartz monzonite are found in

both the norti-ern and the southern half of the
pluton and forrr, part of the hybrid suite. This rock
type exhibits a mineralogy similar to that of the
granites; however, it is characterized by a lower
quartz and a higher mafic mineral content than the
granites. Amphibole is usually the dominant mafic
mineral present; it is euhedral to partly interstitial
and has a composition similar to that in the
granites (Table 61.2, analysis MG<f0). Red-brown
titaniferous biotite and, in some samples, a
colourless pyroxene (salite composition) that is
usually rimmed by amphibole are the other mafic
minerals present. In the quartz monzonites, biotite
and amphibole do not form a coherent trend if
Fe/(Fe+Mg) is plotted versus differentiation index
(Fig. C!-l). Some plot on or near the same trend as
the granitic rocks whereas others plot away from
this trend. This is consistent with multiple origins
for the quartz monzonites, some possibly
representing cumulates related to the granites
whereas others may represent hybrid rocks
produced by mixing of granite with more primitive
magmas (see below).

Monzonites and syenites
Monzonite and syenite are the dominant felsic rock-

types in the hybrid suite, though granodiorite, quartz
monzonite, quartz syenite and granite are also present. They
are typically fine grained to medium grained and generally
porphyritic, with plagioclase the dominant phenocryst phase.
Red-brown perthitic alkali feldspar (low sanidine) forms
anhedral to subhedral interlocking grains. Quartz is
interstitial. Plagioclase typically forms subhedral to
euhedral, complexly zoned phenocrysts (xenocrysts?) that are
commonly mantled by alkali feldspar. Compositions of the
phenocrysts vary from andesine (An3i) in the core to albite
(An3) at the rim. Unzoned albite (An0) is found in the
groundmass. Green to brownish green, principally
interstitial, amphibole is the dominant mafic mineral in most
samples. It varies in composition from ferro-hornblende in
the monzonite to actinolitic hornblende in the syenite. Dark
brown titaniferous biotite is typically subhedral to interstitial
and also occurs with amphibole in mafic clots. Incipient
alteration to titanite and chlorite is visible in some samples.
Pyroxene occurs as colourless to pale green, subhedral to
euhedral grains that commonly are rimmed by amphibole and
range in composition from augite to sodian ferroaugite.
Accessory minerals identified include zircon, allanite,
apatite, titanite, chevkinite, monazite(?), ilmenite and
magnetite.

The limited number of samples studied in detail makes
generalizations about the mineralogical evolution of the
monzonites and syenites difficult. There is no evidence that
the mafic silicates follow a trend of increasing Fe/(Fe+Vlg)
ratio with increasing compositional evolution (Fig. 61.1). The
monzonites contain the highest Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio for biotite
and amphibole of all the oversaturated rocks studied, possibly
reflecting the late crystallization of magnetite due to a low
fugacity of oxygen. The high Fe2+/(Fe2 ++Fe3+) (0.7S:
3. Whalen, personal communication) ratio of the bulk rock
and in the mafic silicates is consistent with this explanation.
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In the syenite sample, the pyroxene present, sodian
ferroaugite, exhibits a higher Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio than the
pyroxene in the monzonites, biotite and amphibole and the
bulk rock Fe2+(Fe2++Fe3+) (0.50) exhibit much lower values
than their counterparts in the monzonites. Amphibole and
biotite are interstitial, whereas pyroxene in the syenite
appears to have crystallized early, as it forms euhedral
prismatic crystals. Therefore, as the syenite crystallized,
saturation in water may have occurred. The water could then
act as an oxidizing medium through dissociation and loss of
hydrogen (Czamanske and Wones, 1973). The presence of
interstitial titanite in the syenite is consistent with a
relatively high fugacity of oxygen at a late stage
(e.g. Wones, 1966).

Alkali gabbros
Alkali gabbro occurs in small (<200 m) scattered bodies

within the hybrid suite. These are typically medium- to
coarse-grained, massive and crosscut by felsic veins. The
samples examined exhibit evidence that postmagmatic
recrystallization has occurred to varying degrees. They
consist of subhedral to euhedral laths of iabradorite
(An62-66) that occasionally exhibit normal zoning.
A secondary untwinned, unzoned, anhedral plagiociase of
andesine composition (An33> replaces the primary plagiociase
and is interpreted to be postmagmatic. Pink brown
titansalite (Table 61.1, samples MG25, 64, 6^6) exhibits
sector zoning and defines a subophitic texture. In some cases
only remnants of the initial titansalite are left in the core
zone of amphibole. A pale green salitic pyroxene occurs in
these samples as well and is interpreted to have a
postmagmatic origin. Red-brown kaersutite rims and
partially replaces titansalite, as well as forming interstitial
grains. Replacement of the kaersutite by a brownish green
low-titanium calcic amphibole is usually incomplete. There
are also relatively small amounts of pale green secondary
actinolitic amphibole, and along with chlorite these are likely
the result of a low-temperature deuteric alteration. Reddish
brown to dark brown titaniferous biotite occurs interstitiaiiy
as well as in a rim around the amphibole and, in some cases,
pyroxene. In all samples studied the biotite exhibits
alteration to chlorite, titanite or epidote. The dominant
accessory phase is apatite; it occurs as needles up to 2.2 mm
in length some with a hollow core. The acicular habit of
apatite is usually interpreted to indicate that rapid growth
occurred (e.g. Wyllie et al., 1962). The presence of sector
zoning within the pyroxene is a disequilibrium phenomenon
(Dowty, 1976) and therefore also indicates that rapid growth
occurred. Other accessory minerals, some of which are
secondary, are oxides, sulphides, titanite, epidote, calcite,
zircon and monazite(?). A mafic plagioclase-phyric dyke of a
chemical composition similar to that of the alkali gabbros
crosscuts quartz monzonite near the Madeleine mine. Even
though the dyke rock exhibits a strong hydrothermal
overprint, it still preserves remnants of red-brown titanium-
ricii amphibole in the matrix. In rare cases the amphibole is
cored by pink-brown titanium-rich pyroxene.

Inclusions

Inclusions of variable composition and size occur
throughout the hybrid suite and are of two types. The first
are derived from the country rock, principally hornfels and
metavolcanic rocks of the Quebec Group (De Romer, 1977);
they will not be discussed here. The second group consists of
mafic, intermediate and rare felsic inclusions that are
considered genetically related to the McGerrigle pluton.

The fine grained mafic inclusions may exhibit both
chilled and cuspate margins. These have been interpreted as
evidence for the coexistence of a mafic magma with a felsic
magma (Whalen, 1985). Such inclusions occur within granite

and granodiorite, principally in the northern half of the
pluton. They are generally porphyritic with a groundmass
consisting of untwinned oligoclase (An2i), olive-green
magnesio-hornblende, dark brown titaniferous biotite,
titanite and acicUar apatite. The presence of remnants of
magnesian hastir.jsitic hornblende with anhedral titanite and
the high content of oxide granules in the groundmass
amphibole are interpreted to indicate that the primary
amphibole was likely rich in titanium. Phenocrysts of zoned

plagioclase (An29-ii5) with a discontinuous rim of oligoclase
(An2i) and of unzoned calcic plagioclase (up to An56) are
present. The former exhibit complex oscillatory zoning
similar to that found within the host granodiorite and,
therefore, may represent xenocrysts derived from the
granodiorite. Subhedral phenocrysts of pink-brown pyroxene
give compositions ranging from augite, titaniferous augite to
titansalite and are usually rimmed and, to varying degrees,
replaced by amphibole. Titansalite occurs as large (up to
1 cm), corroded and occasionally composite grains (with
labradorite) and are interpreted as xenocrysts possibly
derived from a cumulate pile at depth. A corona texture
(actinolitic amphibole core and biotite rim) results from the
pseudomorphism of pyroxene. Small round to oval, coarse
grained areas consisting of sodic plagioclase, subhedral to
euhedral magnesian hornblende, titanite, calcite, apatite,
biotite, oxide and alkali feldspar possibly represent infilled

}
f . 5

81 85
D.I.

o o

85

Figure 61.1. Plot of Fe/(Fe+Mg) in biotite and amphibole
versus differentiation index (normative quartz + orthoclase +
albite + nepheline + kalsilite + leucite). Triangles quartz
monzonites, circles granites and x syenites and monzonite.
Half-filled symbols represent zoned grains (infilled right half
indicates rim, infilled left half indicates core). Normative
values used to calculate differentiation index were supplied
by C. Gariepy.
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amygdules. The host-inclusion contact zone of samples
exhibiting a chilled margin is characterized by a decrease in
grain size, increase in biotite content (indicating that K
metasomatism has occurred), and appearance of a pale green
salitic pyroxene as well as skeletal and platy oxides.

Samples of diorite, monzodiorite and quartz monzonite
have also been studied. Only the most important rock-
forming minerals and textures can be discussed here. All
samples studied contain two generations of plagioclase; the
first subhedral, commonly zoned laths with a calcic core
(An27-s3>. Anhedral, untwinned oligoclase (Anio-ie) which
is compositionally similar to that found in the granites, rims
and replaces the primary feldspar to varying degrees. In
samples where it is a major mineral, alkali feldspar occurs as
anhedral to subhedral, occasionally perthitic grains commonly
mantling plagiocUse. Pale green to colourless salite is
present in most of the samples, tn one sample it coexists
with pale brown titaniferous augite which is extensively
replaced by amphibole. The salite in this sample is
interpreted to have a secondary origin. Textural and
compositional data indicate that the salite has undergone
recrystallization and is unlikely to preserve a primary igneous
composition. Green, predominantly interstitial amphibole
varies from magnesio- to actinolitic hornblende and, in some
samples, occurs only as a late-stage replacement of
pyroxene. Compositionally, the amphibole is similar to that
in the enclosing granitic rocks though the Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio,
sodium and fluorine contents are typically lower and calcium
is typically higher. Red brown to dark brown titaniferous
biotite, generally exhibiting sutured contacts with feldspar, is
present in all the inclusions studied. The range of
Fe/(Fe+Mg) values of the biotite in the inclusions
(O.<(3 to 0.57) is nearly identical to that found in the granites
(0.46 to 0.61). Biotite occasionally exhibits alteration to
chlorite, titanite and epidote. An enigmatic texture visible
in many samples is the presence of elongate to oval
colourless material along the cleavage in biotite. This
material typically exhibits a low birefringence and in some
cases is made up of a fibrous mineral (sillimanite?). An
interesting possibility is that it represents devitrified glass
formed by the partial melting of the biotite (e.g. Tindle and
Pearce, 1983; Nedelec and Paquet, 19S1). Apatite, the most
common accessory mineral, occurs as acicular crystals
commonly exhibiting a hollow core. In one sample studied
the apatite occurs in linear trains of small grains that in
some cases, crosscut grain boundaries. This is interpreted to
indicate that apatite crystallized along microfractures or
cleavages, possibly from a volatile phase. Many of the
features mentioned above indicate that metasomatism,
recrystaliization and possibly even partial melting of the
inclusions have occurred. This most likely resulted in
modification of their primary igneous geochemistry
(Bedard, 1985; Tindle and Pearce, 1983).

Nepheline syenites
Small volumes of nepheline syenite occur within the

hybrid suite in the northern half of the pluton. They occur
predominantly as thin tinguaite dykes (up to 2 m) whose
agpaitic coefficient (Na+K)/Al ranges from 0.97 to 1.0ft.
Miaskitic nepheline syenite (agpaitic coefficient of 0.93)
occurs as small (<IOm) pod-shaped bodies north of Mont
Hacques-Cartier.

The tinguaites are typically grey, fine grained,
generally porphyritic and exhibit a complex mineral
assemblage and texture that varies from dyke to dyke. Some
dykes consist of a framework of unoriented tablets of alkali
feldspar, whereas others are porphyritic with laths of alkali
feldspar exhibiting a trachytic texture. One sample contains
an extremely fine grained, anhedral felsic groundmass with

scattered unoriented needles of pyroxene. Medium grained
cogenetic inclusions (cumulates?) and rare metasomatized
xenoliths (<^ cm) are found in some dykes.

Grey, perthitic alkali feldspar, low sanidine, occurs as
subhedral to euhedral laths, both in the groundmass and as
phenocrysts (occasionally exhibiting a glomeroporphyritic
texture) in the dykes. Nepheline is present in all samples
studied and is predominantly interstitial. Anhedral to
subhedral phenocrysts of nepheline are present in some of the
porphyritic peralkaline dykes. Sodalite is present only in the
peralkaline tinguaites. It is predominantly interstitial, but
the peralkaline porphyritic dykes contain anhedral to
subhedral phenocrysts, and possibly resorbed (?) phenocrysts
as well.

Pyroxene is present in all the samples studied and
varies in habit from subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts to fine
grained slender needles. Pyroxene and astrophyllite
occasionally form radial aggregates. In the intermediate
tinguaites (Na*-K=A1), aegirine-augite is present, whereas in
the peralkaline tinguaites grass-green aegirine to blue-green
titan-aegirine (Ti>0.1 atoms per formula unit: Ronsbro et al.,
1977) are found. Titan-aegirine typically rims aegirine.
Along with a high titanium content, it also contains up to
1.83 wt.^ ZrO2 (Table 61.1, analysis MG37a). These
enrichments likely reflect substitution of a Fe-\'AT
(NaTi.5Fe2+.5Si2O6) component in the pyroxene
(Nielsen, 1979). The low magnesium content of the pyroxene
(0.23-0.37 wt.%) indicates that Mg-\AT (NATi.5Mg.'sSi2O6)
is unimportant.

Greenish blue to black arfvedsonitic amphibole is found
in some dykes. It may form subhedral to euhedral, locally
poikilitic, grains, or it may be interstitial. In only one dyke is
amphibole dominant over pyroxene. The distribution of
amphibole in this dyke is uneven. Some areas contain only
aegirine whereas others contain only amphibole or amphibole
replacing aegirine, possibly reflecting an uneven volatile
distribution within the dyke. Generally, however, amphibole
and aegirine appear to coexist at equilibrium with little
evidence of mutual replacement.

A dark brown manganiferous titaniferous lepidomelane
that exhibits orange pleochroism is present in most of the
dykes. It commonly exhibits an interstitial to poikilitic
texture, though subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts are also
observed. Biotite is very iron-rich, with a Fe/(Fe+.\1g) ratio
of up to 0.87. In one ,-icralkaline porphyritic dyke, a dark
brown manganiferous titaniferous phlogopite is present. This
mica occurs as scattered anhedral to interstitial flakes that
may be rimmed by aegirine, indicating a possible reaction
relationship. The relatively low totals on electron
microprobe analysis (93-9'(no) possibly reflect the presence of
lithium.

Astrophyllite occurs as orange acicular prisms in most,
but not all, of the peralkaline dykes. In one sample,
astrophyllite appears to be replacing biotite. It has a
composition within the range of astrophyllite reported from
other undersaturated rocks (Macdonald and Sanders, 1973).

Dark red to black aenigmatite forms anhedral to
subhedral phenocrysts in some of the peralkaline dykes. It
has a composition similar to the ideal formula
(Na2FesTiSi602o), with the principal substitution present
being Mn2 for Fe2 . Recalculation in terms of \tt cations
and 20 anions indicates that the Fe3 + content is nearly 0.
This composition is typical of aenigmatite coexisting with
aegirine (Larsen, 197S). In some peralkaline dykes, instead of
aenigmatite a, manganese-rich (8 wt.% MnO) titanium-poor
(0.03 wt.% TiO2) magnetite is present, instead of
aenigmatite. This likely indicates that the dykes were
characterized by varying levels of oxygen fugacity.
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Aenigmatite formed only where the oxygen fugacity (and
temperature) were within the no-oxide field inferred by
Marsh (1975) to delimit the stability field of aenigmatite
coexisting with aegirine. A colourless, low-birefringence,
high-relief, occasionally zoned zirconium silicate (eucolite?)
is interstitial in some of the more strongly peralkaline dykes.
Other accessories identified include apacite, poikilitic to
interstitial zircon, titanite (replacing magnetite) and fluorite.

The miaskitic nepheline syenite is medium grained and
porphyritic with grey subhedral perthitic low sanidine,
subhedral apple green aegirine-augite and subhedral dark
greenish brown manganiferous titaniferous lepidomelane.
The groundmass exhibits a trachytic texture and consists of
low sanidine, minor albite with interstitial biotite, aegirine-
augite and nepheline. Accessories identified include titanite,
apatite, zircon and magnetite.

The exact relationship of the miaskitic nepheline
syenite to the tinguaites is still open to debate. There are
two possibilities: Dthe peralkaline nepheline syenites
represent liquids derived from a miaskitic magma through
fractional crystallization, dorninaritly of alkali feldspar with
a calcic ccmponent (plagioclase effect of Bowen, 1945) or
2) the miaskitic nepheline syenites may represent hybrid
rocks derived through mixing of a peralkaline melt with small
amounts of evolved (low Ca, AWNa+K) and low degree of
silica saturation) felsic magma. Work under way will perhaps
clarify this relationship.

Discussion

Whereas there is clear evidence for the coexistence of
magmas (Whalen, 19S5) and for hybridization on a small
scale, the question on how important magma mixing is for the
pluton as a whole is still open (Whalen and Gariepy, 19S6).
Textural and mineralogica. ;.'3ta can be used as convincing
evidence for magma mixing (e.g., Eichelberger, 197S;
Hibbard, 1981; Vernon, 1983). The presence of phases that
are totally out of chemical equilibrium with the magma, and
of more than one population of a specific mineral within a
single rock-type, mantling of one feldspar on another
(rapakivi and antirapakivi textures), presence of mafic clots
and of patchy cores in plagioclase have all been attributed to
magma mixing. An alternative interpretation for some of
these features is that they represent xenocrysts and
microxenoliths (restite) derived from the source region of the
magma (e.g. Chappell, 1978).

The granite suite is characterized by a relatively
homogeneous composition and it rarely contains mafic
inclusions. Some granites contain complexly zoned
plagioclase; the highly calcic core in plagioclase may
represent xenocrysts derived from the wall rock or source
area of the granite. They could conceivably form by very
early mixing of the granite with a more mafic magma.
However, the fact that such c r e d plagioclase is only present
in some samples and that the textural criteria for magma
mixing or hybrid granites (see above and Didier, 197*0 are
generally absent indicates that other processes such as
fractional crystallization probably controlled the evolution of
the granites.

Some quartz monzonites appear to represent
accumulations of crystals likely derived from the granites;
others exhibit evidence of a hybrid origin. In these possible
hybrids the higher mafic index, lower quartz content,
presence of remnants of salitic pyroxene, mantling of zoned
calcic plagioclase by alkali feldspar and presence of mafic
clots are all characteristics of contaminated granitic magmas
(Didier, 197*). The presence of acicular apatite exhibiting a
hollow core is usually interpreted in terms of rapid growth.
This may be due to supersaturation resulting from mixing of a

mafic or intermediate magma (with a moderate to high P2O5
content reflecting the high level of saturation of P2O5: 4 to
12 wt.% according to Watson, 1979) with a felsic mp,,nia with
a low level of saturation (0.04 to 0.28 wt.%: Watson and
Capobianco, 1981). The common association of the quartz
monzonites with areas characterized by a high content of
inclusions is again consistent with hybridization.

The monzonites and syenites exhibit many of the same
textures as the hybrid quartz monzonites, including mantled
zoned plagioclase phenocrysts, mafic clots, acicular apatite
occasionally with a hollow core, and zircon exhibiting
irregular shapes which may be caused by resorption. These
features are best developed and most common within the
monzonites.

The intermediate rocks are more problematical as they
have been metasomatized and recrystallized by their
volumetrically dominant host-rocks; therefore more than one
explanation is possible for their textural and mineralogical
characteristics. The rocks rich in K-feldsp^r, such as the
monzodiorites, are the most likely candidates for an origin by
mixing. The presence of mantled zoned plagioclase and
mafic inclusions in these samples is consistent with a hybrid
origin.

The presence of low sanidine instead of low mxrocline.
as would be expected of the slow cooling of a large plutonic
complex like this one, is anomalous. One possibility is that
the mixing of batches of magma led to enhanced flow of
fluids through the solidifying mixture, which, in turn, led to
relatively rapid cooling through the field of microcline
(<450°C).

In light of the preliminary findings presented here, it
seems obvious that the magmatic evolution of the Gaspe
Peninsula in Devonian times is considerably more
complicated than anticipated. In particular, igneous rocks
normally considered rift-related are prominent so that the
involvement of truly calc-alkaline magmatic suites remains
to be established.
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Abstract
The geology of the Silver Mountain area of the northern Long Range Mountains of western

Newfoundland is dominated by crystalline Precambrian rocks which record an extended history of
metamorphism, deformation and intrusion. The oldest rocks are granulite-facies quartzofeldspathic
gneisses of inferred igneous parentage, and include (quartz) dioritic to granitic variants, and spatially
associated anatectic(?) biotite granite. Biotite ± garnet ± sillimanite ± spinel ± graphite-bearing
migmatitic gneisses, of uncertain age relative to the orthogneiss, are associated with quartzite and
metacarbonate bands, and are inferred to be paragneisses. The qneissic rocks are intruded by a large
pluton of mafic rocks, including mesocratic to leucocratic, pyroxene ±olivine ± amphiboie-bearing
metagabbro, and pegmatitic metagabbro, and by a variety of massive to foliated granites and
granodiorites. Quartz-rich mica schist with quartzite interbands, banded marble, massive to foliated
felsic porphyry, and mafic schist occurring in the southwestern portion of the map area are
considered to be lower Paleozoic (Cambro-Ordovician?). The schistose rocks have been thrust
westward over the Precambrian gneisses and intrusive rocks, and are partly overlain by undeformed
conglomerates and redbeds of the Deer Lake basin.

Resume

La geologie de la region du Mont Silver dans la partie nord des monts Long riange, dans l'ouest
de Terre-Neuve, presente surtout des roches cristallines prScambriennes dont les antecedents de
metamorphisme, de deformation et d'intrusion remontent a un passe tres lointain. Les plus anciennes
de ces roches sont des gneiss quartzofeldspathiques d'origine presum^mant ignee, appartenant a>j
facies des granulites et comprenant des variantes dioritiques (quartziques) a granitigues; un granite
anatectiquet?) & biotite y est geographiquement associe. Des gneiss migmatiques a
biotite ± grenat ± sillimanite ± spinelle ± graphite, dont 1'age est incertain par rapport a
I'orthogneiss, sont associes a des intercalations de quartzite et de metacarbonates et laissent
supposer qu'il s'agit de paragneiss. Les roches gneissiques ont 6te travers£es par un vaste pluton de
roches mafiques, notamment un metagabbro me'socrate ou leucocrate a
pyroxene ± olivine ± amphibole et un metagabbro pegmatitique, et par une gamme de granites et de
granodiorites massifs ou feuilletes. Du schiste & mica riche en quartz contenant des intercalations de
quartzite, un marbre rubane, un porphyre felsique massif ou feuillete" et un shiste mafique trouv£ dans
la partie sud-ouest de la region cartographique dateraient du PaleozoVque inferieur (cambro-
ordovicien?). Ces roches schisteuses ont et6 deplacees vers l'ouest pour chevaucher les gneiss et les
roches intrusives precambriennes et sont partiellement recouvertes par des conglomerats et des
couches rouges non d^form^es du bassin de Deer Lake.

1 Contribution to the Canada-Newfoundland Mineral Development Agreement 1984-1989.
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada, Project 850017
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Introduction

This report summarizes field data collected in 19S5
during 1:100 000 mapping of the Silver Mountain map sheet
(12H/II). Mesoscopic aspects of major rock units and their
relative chronologies, both observed and inferred, are
outlined, and the focus of ongoing research in this area is
described.

The Silver Mountain area is some 50 km north-northeast
of Deer Lake, Newfoundland, and forms the southern portion
of the northern Long Range Mountains of the Great Northern
Peninsula (Fig. 62.1). The Long Range Mountains are
predominantly underlain by Precambrian rocks, flanked to the
east and west by miogeoclinal rocks of the Appalachian
orogen. The similarity of medium- to high-grade crystalline
rocks and a variety of mafic to felsic intrusive rocks in the
Long Range Mountains to rocks in the Grenville Province of
southern Labrador has led to the often repeated assertion
that the Long Range forms an inlier of the Grenville
Province. This hypothesis is supported by a 1130+90 Ma
age (Rb-Sr. whole rock) obtained for a megacrystic granite in
the Long Range (Pringle et al., 1971). Various workers
(e.g. Bostock, 19S3; Erdmer, 19SM have noted that portions
of the Precambrian terrane of the Long Range Mountains,
particularly in the east, show widespread retrogression to
greenschist facies, interpreted to record Grcwillian and(or)
Paleozoic reworking of earlier, higher grade rocks.

Lithoiogy

Rock units mappable at 1:100 000 scale may be
conveniently subdivided into five "groups" according to their
lithoiogy and inferred age relative to major tectono-
metamorphic and(or) intrusive events. These are:

gneissosity, schistosity; relrograde schistosity

LS fabric, fold axis; mineral Icneation

bedding • igneous layering ; thrust fault

Contacts approximate ; assumed ; unconformab'e

(A) gneissic rocks; (B) diorite-gabbro and their
metamorphosed equivalents: (C) granite, granodiorite:
(D) metasedimentary schist, marble, and massive to foliated
felsic Dorphyry and metadiorite and (E) undeformed
conglomerate and sandstone. Groups A. ft and C are
considered to be Precambrian in age, while D and E are
inferred to be Paleozoic.

Precambrian terrane
A. Gneissic rocks. Gneissic rocks are dominant in the

central and western parts of the map area. Although pelitic
and calc-silicate gneiss occurs locally, most gneisses are
biotite + hornblende-bearing quartzofeldspathic rocks
inferred to have been derived from an igneous protolith.
Three quartzofeldspathic gneissic units have been identified.
All locally contain orthopyroxene and quartz, demonstrating
that granulite-facies conditions were prevalent over much of
the area (see Fig. 62.1).

Unit 1 is a buff-brown, medium grained, biotite-bearing
quartz dioritic to tonalitic gneiss. Brown orthopyroxene is
generally present, and dark green hornblende is a common
accessory mineral. This unit is homogeneous on both a hand
sample and outcrop scale; gneissic layering, where present, is
defined by thin, biotite-rich septa.

Unit 2 is a white-weathering, green-grey, medium
grained quartz diorite gneiss. Both dioritic and granodioritic
variants have been observed, and biotite (with or without
hornblende) is the dominant mafic mineral. Hornblende-
mantled orthopyroxene. and magnetite may occur as
accessory minerals. The mafic minerals typically occur as
5-10 mm ovoid aggregates, which impart a "fleckv" texture

LEGEND
CARBONIFEROUS

20 Polymict conglomerate, red sandstone

CAMBRO -ORDOVICIAN P)
19 Felsic porphyry

18 Metadiorite; mafic schist

17 TremoliteI?l-bearing marble

16 Metasedimentary schist; quartzite

NEOHELIKIAN (9) OR OLDER
15 Biotite granite-granodiorite

14 Ksp-niegacrystic biotite granite

13 Kspmegacrystic biotite : hornblende granodiorite-granite

12 Biotite • hornblende granodionte

n Subophitic metagabbro

10 Pegmatit ic meiagabbro

9 Pyroxene • olivme -amphjbole bearing metagabbro

PALEOHELIKIAN P) OR OLDER
8 Massive quartz; quartzite

7 Bi : g t rs i l ;gp quartzofeldspathic gneiss

6 Marble, calcstlicate rock

5 Biotite granite

4 Amphibohte; dioritic gneiss

3 B i : hb l *opx granitic-granodiontic gneiss

2 B i lhb l lopx (quartz) diorjtic-granodioritic gneiss

1 BiJhbl i opx quartz dioritic-tonalitic gneiss

• outlier: glacial stnation

Figure 62.1. Simplified geological map of the Silver Mountain area, western Newfoundland. Lake
names follow local nomenclature. Abbreviations; opx-orthopyroxene; cp-chal copy rite;
sil-sillimantie; and-andalusite; bi-biotite; pt-garnet; gp-graphite; hbl-hornblende; Ksp-K feldspar.
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biotite ± riinop\TO\cnc irt%. ("/..D. This is the dominant
gneissic unit in the map area, it is inferred to he derive*
from a variably qiiurt/-bearin,gf") gabbroic protolith.

ramea, PHIK uiome .gram ie uinit >: see oeiowi wnun is
patiallv associated with the quart/of eld spat hie gneisses
•ic. 62.1).

several ages oi matic rocK. i ne ampniooiite occurs as
enclaves and (avers in units I, 2 and 1, and in vounger
plutoni'* rocks, and flanks the northeastern margin of the
gabbroic pluton southeast of )l.it Lake (Fig. 62.1).

• granite have been noted in

gneiss (unit 7) infold d with quartz dioritir gneiss (unit 21
north of SiIver Mountain Lake, and associated with marble
and calc-si Ncate rocks fun it 6) along the southwestern flank
of the gabbroic pluton (unit ^ , see below) south of Rut Lake
(Fig. A.7.M. The calcareous rocks, which flank the intrusion
at three localities, consist ot massive to Live red. mediu-n
grained, buff. grev or white marble, in places with lavers of
dark »̂ rov i\>|r-silicate rock up to a few me ires wide. "\
one-metre1-wide band of buff or 11 toquart/ite occurs in the
marble i-nmodiatelv southeast of Rat Lake. The marble is
fairlv mire except for the |O(\il presence of f inel\
disseminated graphite andforl olivme. Layering in the maiijle
is defined bv colour and(or) grain-si/o banding considered
here to coincide with primary bedding. Mafic minerals in the
calc-silicatc- } avers include p."logor>ite. vanabh serpent in'i/ed
olivine, diopside. garnet, and rare green sninel. I1. !;rc!mer
(personal communication 1 *JS*>t has noted chondrodite in a
thin section of the unit.

I 'mt S comprises .medium grained, .ljrcv. lavored
quart / i le. ^id massive. i;rev. white, or blue quart-". The
lavered quart/ite is best exposed on a south-flowing tribtitarv
of the Humber River, approximatelv 7 km north-northeast of
Silver Mountain Lake. At this locaiitv, a band of «;rev
quart/ite at least 7S m wide (exclusive of a W m wide,
subconcordant band of felsic porphvrv (unit 1L). see below)) i>
infolded with granitic gneiss (unit 1) in a scty.icive oi
quart/ofeldsoathic rocks dominated b\ qiuirt/ dioritic i;n(iiss
(unit .?). LavtTffTt̂  in the quart ' ire is defined bv i^r.sin-size
variations and bv light Mark i»rev colour banding on a
centimetre- to metre-scale. Some lavers contain magnetite
ancl(or) biotite. and outline tit;ht to isoclinal foUK.

Massive quart/ occurs principalJv in three localities:
(1) to the northeast of K.it Lake: (V to the northeast oi Re\
Lake: and OI to the south of Silver Mountain Lake. The
Miassive quart/ near Uat Lake is white, medium grained. A\\(\
contains lavers of rustv. biotite- and si llimanito-boarini;
motanelitic gneiss (unit 7) up to at least *>0 cm wuie. 1"he
(]uart/ at this locaiitv is thus inferred to have a
motasodimontarv origin despite tlie absence of obvious
sedimentary st ructures.

Both clastic and chemical metascdimentary rocks occur
in the central part of the map area. Pelit'w and semi-pelitic
rocks are represented by narrow (<_ ! km wide) bands of
rusty-weathering. Rrey to green-brown coloured.
biotite ± garnet ± sillimanite t spinel ± graphite-bearing

The band of massive quart/, near Ue\ T ake is white. an,J

contains traces of fine grained grev hematite. The origin o!
this band of quart/ is uncertain, -inco no relict sedimcnfan
features were observed. It is noteworthy, however, that
graph i te occurs in bands of oilier wise s. nilar. massive to
lavered, hematite-bearing white quart/ to the north of the
SjJver Mountain .irc^ (P. Frdmer. per^n.il
communication. l^S^). This mav indicate a metasedimontar\
origin for massive white quart/ in the man area.

Massive blue quart/, occurs associated (anci in places
rhvthmicallv inter lavered) with medium grained, amnhibole-
bearing. subophitic metagabbro (unit 1 1. see below"1 in <
'iQQ-f-iOO ni wide bodv to the south of Silver Mountain Lake.
The occurrence of rhvthmicallv disposed. I - ! r>rj < m w >•'•-
lavers of the quart/, in thn metagabhro suggest that ,:
developed as a late, highlv silicious fractionate of the mafic
bodv. Similar blue quart/ occurs as veins crosscutting
various gneissic rocks in this, and other. IOCJIIties in the
Silver Mountain area.

^.__^^afic _rot^s. -\n oblong pint on of medium- to
coarse-grained metagabbro (unit l)l occurs to ihe south of Kal
Lake. The dominant rock tvpe is a mesocratir
pvroxene +- olivine t am phi bole-bearing metagabbro
(Fig. r-i2.fi). MecJiuii. grained, grev leucogabbro occurs locallv.
One sample of subopliitic leucogabbro sampled west of Tavlor
IVook contains olivine enclosed bv both brown (titaniferous"1!
hornblendic amphibole and clinopvroxene. Orthopvroxene
noted in some thin sections is largely replaced bv an
unidentified orange ferruginous^) mineral. Firdmer (1 ^SM
reported monzonitic rocks associated with the gabbro:



Figure 62.2. Refolded clinopyroxene-bearing mafic
intertxind in flecky quartz diorite gneiss (unit 2). The mafic
aggregates in the gneiss are reoriented parallel to the axial
surface of the F2 folds.

Figure 62.5. Biotite granite (unit 5) crosscutting quartz
diorite gneiss (unit 2). Humber River, northwest of Silver
Mountain Lake.

Figure 62.3. Migmatitic biotite-bearing granitic gneiss,
with 1-3 cm wide leucocratic segregations. Humber River,
northwest of Birchy Dam.

Figure 62.6. Clinopyroxene- and olivine-bearing mesocratic
metagabbro (unit 9), south of Rat Lake.

Figure 62.4. Migmatitic amphibolite, with clinopyroxene-
bearing leucocratic segregations. Same location as
Figure 62.3.

Figure 62.7. Pegmatitic metagabbro (unit 101, with
amphibole-mantled, brown orthoC?) pyroxene.
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however, no K feldspar-bearing lithologies associated with
the pluton were observed in the map area. The gabbro locally
contains inclusions of quartzofeldspathic gneiss (unit I?), and
amphibolite (unit *). Diverse, fine- to medium-grained,
subophitic tnetagabbro inclusions are inferred to be early-
crystallized fractions of the body.

The gabbro typically is massive, however, igneous
layering defined by phase andtor) grain-size variations is
locally developed on a centimetre- to metre-scale. The
limited available data indicate that the primary layering dips
moderately toward the centre of the intrusion (see Fig. 62.1).
Primarv layering in the metagabbro is crosscut by rectiplanar
dykes of pegmatitic metagabbro (unit 10), which forms a
mappable body south of Rat Lake. The pegmatitic
metagabbro contains medium to dark green ampmbole which
in places encloses brown pyroxenes up to 15 cm in diameter
(Fig. 62.7). Unit 10 is inferred to be a late, comagmatic
phase of the intrusion.

Unit 11 comprises amphibole-bearing, subophitic
metagabbro which occurs as relatively small bodies in
quartzofeldpathic gneiss principally to the south and west of
the gabbro intrusion of unit 9. The relative age of the two
mafic units is unknown. Unit II may in part include
satellites of the principal pluton, however, in contrast to the
latter, pyroxene has not been observed in hand samples of the
unit. This may reflect a higher degree of hvdration of the
smaller mafic bodies during regional metamorphism. Only
the larger bodies of subophitic metagabbro are depicted in
Figure 62.1. The geometry of these is unknown, although
some mafic intrusions west of Rat Lake cap hills underlain by
quartzofeldspathic gneiss and probably were emplaced as
shallow-dipping sheets.

North-northeast-trending rectiplanar mafic dykes
crosscut the mafic rocks of units <t, 9, 10, and 11, as well as
quartzofeldspathic gneiss (units 1 to 3) and various granitoid
rocks (e.g. unit 5). The dykes all contain amphibole, and have
well-defined chilled margins. They are tentatively correlated
with the ca. 600 Via Long Range dyke swarm (Stukas and
Reynolds, 197*). In contrast to Long Range dykes farther to
the north which typically range up to several tens of meters
in width, north-northeast trending mafic dykes in the Silver
Mountain area are < 5 m wide, and may not be depicted at
1:100 000 scale.

C. Granite-granodiorite. Three categories of felsic
intrusive rocks have been identified exclusive of the biotite
granite (unit 5) spatially associated with the
quartzofeldspathic gneisses. It is emphasized that the
relative ages of these granitoids is unknown.

Unit 12 is a medium grained, grey, hornblende- and
biotite-bearing granodiorite outcropping to the south of Rex
Lake. The rock is massive to foliated, and contains
saussuritized plagioclase. a feature typical of
quartzofeldspathic rocks in this portion of the map area.

Two K feldspar-rnegacrystic granitoid rock tvpes have
been distinguished. Unit 13 is a grey to pink, medium
grained, massive to foliated, megacrvstic granite to
granodiorite which occurs in the north-central and western
part of the map area. The rock contains elongated K feldspar
megacrysts up to 15 mm long. P. Erdmer (personal
communication, 19S5) reported that the northerly
continuation of the intrusion in the north-central portion of
the map area (see Fig. 62.1) also includes more mafi^,
non-megacrystic members, such as hornblende ± garnet
metadiorite.

Unit I1* is a rose, medium to coarse grained, foliated,
variably megacrystic biotite granite occurring in the
northeastern corner of the map area. Tabular to lens-shaped
K feldspar megacrysts are up to 3 cm long, and are set in a
plagioclase-, quartz-, and biotite-rieh, variably epidotized
groundmass (Fig. &2.S). In places, the rock is coarse grained
and is not distinctly megacrystic. The southern portion of
the pluton includes pink, medium grained biotite granite not
distinguished in Figure 62.1. Since this granite has not been
seen in contact with the megacrystic granite, it is not known
whether it is part of the same, or part of an unrelated
intrusive complex.

Unit 15 is a grey to pink, fine to medium grained,
massive to foliated, biotite-bearing granite. Only the bodv of
granite immediately to the south of Rex Lake is depicted in
Figure 62.1. The rock at this locality is well foliated,
leucocratic, and has been extensively epidotized, a feature
also noted in the quartzofeldspathic gneisses in the vicinitv.
Its age relative to the adjacent biotite + hornblende
granodiorite (unit 12), and the biotite granite (unit 5) farther
to the east, is unknown. Smaller granitic bodies (and
associated granitic pegmatite veins) possibly correlative with
unit 15 are seen to crosscut metagabbro (unit 9) and
megacrystic granite-granodiorite (unit 13) to the northwest
of Rat Lake.

Figure 62.8

Foliated K feldspar-megacrystic biotite
granite (unit 14). northeast of Rat Lake.
Length of bar is 2 cm.
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Paleozoic terrane
O. Cambro-OrdovicianC1) metasedimentary and intru-

sive rocks. North-northeast trending schists along Tavior
Brook are inferred to be metamorphosed Cambro-Ordovician
sedimentary and igneous rocks. The age of the igneous rocks
relative to the metasedimentary units is unknown. Both
predate deposition of Carboniferous conglomerates and
redbeds (unit 20. see below) of the Peer Lake Basin.

Unit 1 f-> is a grey to tan. fine to verv fine grained,
quart/.-rich schistose rock consisting chieflv of quartz,
piagioclase, biotite and white mica. The presence of fine
grained, centimetre-scale quartzose bands, and of medium
grained, laminated quartzite interbeds up to at least 2 m
wide demonstrate a sedimentary protolith for the schist.
Unit 16 is tentatively correlated with parts of the middle
Ordovician Coney Arm Group (Smyth and Schillereff. I9S2).
which occurs along strike to the north-northeast of the map
area (see fir diner. 1934. Fig. 2). Andalusite has been
identified in she rnetasedimentarv schist at one locality
(Fig. 62.1).

I Init 17 is a tan weathering, laminated, fairly pure grev
marble. It is finer grained, and lacks the calc-silicate lavers
and medium- to high-grade mineralogy of unit 6. -Mthough
the rock is lacking in "impure" horizons conducive to the
development of metamorphic indicator minerals, white
fibrous tremoliteC) has been noted in some hand samples.
The marble shows a well defined, light/dark grey colour
banding developed on a millimetre- to metre-scale. The
marble is portrayed as a fault-bounded band of Paleozoic
mctacarbonate rocks of the Coney Arm Group on the revised
geological map of Newfoundland compiled by Hibbard (19S3).
This correlation must be regarded as speculative, since the
possibility that unit 17 is the retrograded equivalent of the
calcareous rocks of unit 6 cannot at present be excluded.
Furthermore, since the contact of the marble with the other
schistose rocks along Taylor Brook was not observed, the
nature of the contact, i.e. stratigraphic or structural, is
unknown. Since unit 17 appears to be surrounded by granitic-
granodioritic gneiss (unit 3) and amphibolite (unit *), it is
portrayed simply as an outlier in Figure 62.1.

Unit IS is a <*90-5Q0m wide north-northeast trending
band of mafic rocks within the metasedimentary schist of
unit 16. The centre of the band consists of a medium grained
metadioritic rock consisting of amphibole and plagioclase;
the margins have been highly strained, and consist of
chlorite ± epidote-bearing mafic schist. Contact relations of
these mafic rocks with unit Ifi have not been observed,
consequently it is not certain whether the mafic rocks are
intrusive, or are mafic flows within a sedimentary-volcanic
rock sequence.

Unit 19 is a tan to rose, verv fine grained rock,
containing well formed, 1 4 mm quartz and K feldspar
phenocrysts. Locally, plagioclase and biotite also occur as
phenocrysts. The phenocrysts are set in a very fine grained
spherulitic groundmass consisting chietiy of plagioclase. with
lesser quartz and traces of white mica. The rock has an
overall mineralogy approximating that of a dacite or latite
(possibly trachy-andesite). East of Taylor Brook, the rock is
well foliated: farther to the west, minor (a few tens of
metres wide) massive intrusions of the porphyry crosscut the
gabbro pluton of unit 9. The presence of the porphyry as
dykes in the gabbro precludes an extrusive origin for the rock
despite the presence of quench textures (e.g. spherulites) in
the groundmass. Rather, unit 19 is considered to be a
hypabyssal intrusive rock. Erdmer (19S<t) suggested that the
porphyry is Hadrynian or younger, and postulated that it may
correlate with part of the Silurian Sops Arm Group described
by Smyth and Schillereff (19S2).

E. Conglomerate, redbeds. A few small outcrops of
flat-lying, very coarse grained polymict conglomerate w:ith
interbeds of reddish-brown sandstone 'unit 20) were observed
in the southeastern corner of the map area. The
conglomerate contains cobble- to boulder-size clasts of
uncorrelated, pink, medium- to coarse-grained, massive
biotite granite, and a variety of smaller, less abundant rork
fragments. Gravel-sized rock fragments in the conglomerate
include metadiorite. and Dale grev ch?rty clasts. The mafic
rock fragments commonlv have well developed, reddish
weathering rinds. Unit 20 is correlated with the
Carboniferous North Brook Formation (Hvde. 19S2). The
North Brook Formation is the basal unit of the Dee: Lake
Rasin, and includes grev to Dink limestone in addition to the
conglomerate and redbeds. The contact between the North
Brook Formation and the underlying, schistose lower
Paleozoic rocks (units 16 to 19) is inferred to be an
unconformity, since the conglomerates and redbeds are
undeformed.

Structure

The Precambrian terrane is dominated bv a regional,
northwest-trending, moderately to steeplv dipping structural
fabric defined bv gneissic and schistose S-planes. This
structural trend developed, at least in part, after the
emplacement into the gneisses of various foliated intrusive
rocks, including biotite granite (units 5, 15). K feldspar
megacrystic granite and granodiorite (units 13, m), and
various mafic rocks (e.g. unit 9). Northwest-trending
S-planes are associated with secondC) generation folds (F2).
which deform early, open to tight folds (Fl) in the gneisses
about moderately south-southeast to southwest plunging axes.
The axial surface schistosity (S2) is defined by oriented
biotite flakes. S2 is readily discernible in the hinge- area of
open F2 folds in the gneisses (Fig. 62.9), but roughly parallels
the gneissic layering in tight F2 folds.

The pre-D2 orientation of Fl folds is unknown, and no
pre-Fl folds have been identified. Mthough predominantly
trending toward the northwest, S2 shows some range in
orientation. Since fold sets deforming S2 have not been
identified on an outcrop scale, this rnav tentatively be
attributed to contrasting rheological characteristics between
different major rock units, to the effects of pre-S2
structures, and(or) to local variations in the strain field.

Figure 62.9. S2 developed along the axial surface of an F2
fold, which deforms an isoclinal Fl fold, both outlined by
leucocratic veins in qranitic qneiss (unit 3). Photo of a
displaced block along the Humber River.
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Shallowly to moderately south-southwest plunging,
upright folds are locally preserved in tiie lower Paleozoic!?)
rocks (units 16 to 19) flanking Taylor Brook. These folds
deform tight, small scale folds, and have a well defined,
east-dipping axial planar schistosity. Evidence of polyphase
Paleozoic deformation in pre-Carboniferous rock*, straddling
Taylor Rrook is also provided by a mafic dyke, which
crosscuts an east-dipping schistosity in megacrystic biotite
granite (unit 14), and contains a non-penetrative schistosity
oblique to the first. The younger schistosity is crenulated
within 7 cm of the dyke borders, and shows the development
of microlithons.

The schistose fabric developed in units 16, 18 and 19
commonly has a well-developed, east-plunging mineral
lineation defined by mica-rich streaks alternating with
elongate aggregates of quartz and feldspar. This is
considered to be a stretching lineation, which contrasts with
a subhorizontal intersection lineation (SoASn) seen locally in
the metasedimentary schist of unit 16. CS-fabrics developed
locally in the felsic porphyry (unit 19) indicate west-directed
thrusting of the schistose rocks flanking Taylor Brook.

Metamorphism

Previous workers in the region noted that high-grade
rocks were dominant in the western portion of the Long
Range Mountains, whereas lower grade rocks occurred
farther to the east ftiostock, 1983; Erdmer, !9S<0.
Erdmer (1984) noted that granulite-facies rocks in Gros
Morne National Park (immediately west of Angus Lake) were
flanked to the east and west by compositionally similar
gneisses exhibiting amphibolite-facies mineralogy. He found
that the granulite-amphibolite transition in the area was
largely gradational, except in one location, where a fault
separates the granulites from the amphibolite-facies rocks.
Mapping in the Silver Mountain area has demonstrated that
granulite-facies rocks occur farther to the east than
previously suggested.

Evidence for the attainment of high-grade
metamorphism over much of the Silver Mountain area is
provided by the widespread presence of orthopyroxene in the
orthogneissic rocks of units 1, 2 and 3. Although variably
replaced by amphibole, orthopyroxene has been observed in
both the paleosome and leucosome components of migmatitic
gneisses at several locations in the western half of the map
area. The easternmost position of orthopyroxene in the
gneisses observed during reconnaissance mapping is depicted
in Figure 62.1. This is not intended to outline the
approximate location of the orthopyroxene isograd, since
orthopyroxene may occur in quartzofeldspathic gneisses still
farther to the east. Rather, the preservation of
orthopyroxene in this area demonstrates the sporadic nature
of retrogression to amphibolite facies of the granulites.

Mafic enclaves oriented parallel to the regional,
northwest-trending schistosity (S2) developed in granitoid
rocks intruding the gneisses contain amphibole (hornblende?)
and biotite. The partial retrogression of the granulites is
thus inferred to have occurred during the development of
south-plunging F2 folds.

Bostock (1983) suggested that two episodes of
greenschist-facies metamorphism occurred in Precambrian
gneisses and intrusive rocks in the eastern part of the
northern Long Range Peninsula. He attributed the earlier
episode, which predates emplacement of the Long Range

dyke swarm, to the Grenvillian orogeny, and suggested that
the younger episode, which postdates the dykes, occurred
between late Lower Cambrian and late Ordovician times.
Two orientations of greenschist-facies, ductile high-strain
zones have been noted locally in the Silver Mountain area.
The high-strain zones strike to the north, and to the east or
northeast. Their age relative to the Long Range dykes is
unknown, consequently they cannot be readily attributed to
either Grenvillian or lower Paleozoic metamorphism.

Schistose fabrics defined by greenschist-facies minerals
(chlorite, epidote) locally overprint the gneisses and intrusive
rocks along narrow (centimetre- to metre-scale), steep,
north-trending zones across the Precambran terrane, and
particularly in the westermost 10-12 km of the rr.np area.
Epidotization of quartzofeldsoathic gneisses and granitoid
rocks outside of these zones is also evident in this area, but
may be attributed to the same retrogressive event.

Minerals developed along the greenschist-facies
high-strain zones in the Precambrian terrane include chlorite
and epidote in quartz diorite gneiss (unit 2), epidote and(or)
white mica in granitic gneiss (unit 3), and biotite in the
metagabbro pluton of unit 9. These north-trending fabrics
are tentatively attributed to lower-middle Paleozoic
orogenesis, since the orientation of these greenschist-facies
fabrics approximately coincides with the north- to northeast-
trending greenschist-facies schistose rocks flanking Taylor
Brook. The significance of these low-grade fabrics is
uncertain, however it is noteworthy that one north-trending
greenschist-facies high-strain zone south of Angus Lake
truncates the gneissic fabric in unit 2, which shows a
horizontal dextral offset of a few metres. On this basis, the
north-trending greenschist-facies shear zones present in the
Precambrian terrane are considered to have a strike-slip
displacement component.

East- to northeast-trending, moderately north-dipping
mylonites transecting quirtz diorite gneiss (unit 2) were
observed at two locations south of Angus Lake. The relation
of these to the north-trending high-strain zones is unknown;
they may be analgous to either the Grenvillian or lower
Paleozoic shear zones described by Bostock (19S3) farther to
the north.

Economic geology

Chalcopyrite occurs with biotite, quartz, and carbonate
in vugs and fractures in amphibolite (unit 4) in a prospect on
the woods road adjacent to the Humber River to the
northeast of Silver Mountain Lake (see Fig. 62.1). In this
outcrop, chalcopyrite comprises £ 1% of the rock, and is
exposed in vugs and fractures developed in a zone < 5 m
wide.

Masses of grey, white and blue quartz (unit S), which in
places exceed 100 m in width, represent a potential source of
industrial stone. It should be noted that the quartz is rarely
pure: hematite is a common accessory mineral.
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Abstract

U-Pb age measurements on zircon were made on samples from four rock units of the Lac de
Morhiban map area in the eastern Grenville Province of Quebec. The results are as follows:

Gneissic rock complex from the northern part of the map area; oldest rock unit investigated in
this study, primary ages of rocks making up the gneiss complex are early PaJeohelikian/late
Aphebian or older.

Rhyolitic metavolcanic rock belonging to the Wakeham Group, from the southern part of the map
area; age of volcanic deposition 1271 +13/-3 Ma.

Augen gneiss surrounding the Romaine River anorthosite; age of zircon crystallization,
1079 ± 5 Ma; zircon may be of igneous or metamorphic origin.

Late plutonic rocks intruding the three above units; age of intrusion 993 ± 3 Ma.

Resume"

On a effectue' la datation a l'U-Pb du zircon trouve' dans des e'chantillons provenant de quatre
unite's lithologiques de la region cartographique du lac de Morhiban, dans I'est de la province de
Grenville du Quebec. Les r^sultats sont les suivants:
- le complexe de roches gneissiques dans la partie nord de la region cartographique repre'sente la plus

ancienne des unite's rocheuses e'tudie'es; les roches formant le complexe gneissique datent du
Pale'ohe'likien ancien ou Aphe'bien recent, ou me'me d'avant.

- les roches me'tavolcaniques rhyolitiques du groupe de Wakeham, dans la partie sud de la region
cartographique, ont 6t£ mises en place il y a environ 1271 +13/-3 Ma.

- le gneiss oeill^ qui cntoure l'anorthosite de Romaine River s'est cristallise' il y a 1079 ± 5 Ma; il se
peut que le zircon soit d'origine ign£e ou me'tamorphique.

- des roches plutoniques re'centes font intrusion dans les trois unite's susmentionne'es; l'intrusion
daterait de 993 ± 3 Ma.
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Introduction

In 1976, geological reconnaissance was carried out in
the Lac de Morhiban and Natashquan River map areas of the
eastern (Jrenville Province of Quebec. A description of the
tuajor rock types in this area and a tentative sequence of
events were published by Bourne et al., 1977. Samples were
submitted to the Geochronological Laboratory of the
Geological Survey of Canada with a view to establishing a
time framework for these events. U-Pb ages on zircon from
four of these samples are presented in this paper.

Geology

The following brief descriptions of the rock units
investigated in this study are drawn from Bourne et al., 1977
and from additional material supplied by Bourne, who also
provided lithological descriptions and chemical analyses of
the rock samples (Table 63.1).

Table 63.1. Chemical analyses and sample locations for
samples discussed in this report

BRA-76-

SiO2

TiO2

A12O3

FejOa
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na2O
K 2 O
P2O5
C O 2

H2Ot
Total

Rb
S
Zn

Q
or
ab
an
il
nit
en
fs
wo
CO

Zone
Northing (km)
Easting (km)
N.T.S.

IS2

64

16
2
2

1
4
3
2

0

99

60
300

60

21
15
33
17
0
3
3
2
0
1

20
5760

503

1305 55

major elements (weight

. 1

.37

.7

.6

.7

.09

.22

.29

.9

.55

.54

20
8

62.3
1.13

15.7
1.8
3.3

.10
1.30
3.00
3.9
5.46

.61
0

.40
99.4

70.9
.57

12.5
.8

4.2
.05
.69

1.05
2.6
5.33

.15

.6

.60
100.3

trace elements (p.p.m.

130
300
140

300
0

20

2S

C7.0
1.14

14. 5
2.7
2 .5

.OS

.67
2.S3
2.2
5. 58

.SS
0

.20
100.7

280
0

100

lormative minerals (weight %)

1
4
0
7
7
S
0
4

0

2
7

12M/15W

: i . 2
32.9
33.0

9.2
2.1
2 .6
3.0
2 .2
1.4
0

31.2
32.1
22.0

O.It
1.1
1.2
1.7
6.2
0
2 .8

sample location

20
5695.4
515.0

I2M/7W

20
5672.5
546.4

I2M/1W

28.0
33.0
IS.6
8.3
2.2
3.9
1.7
0.6
0
1.8

20
5698.0

568.4
12M/8E

Gneissic rocks (map unit 1; Bourne et a)., 1977)

Cneissic rocks are restricted to the northern parts of
the map area. This structurally and Kuiologically complex
unit comprises a varied assemblage ranging from pink
gneisses of granitic composition to light grey gneisses of
tonalitic to diontic composition. Their precursors are not
known although the presence of rare sillimanite-bearing
gneiss suggests that some are sedimentary in origin.
Wherever encountered, this rock unit appears to have been
subjected to partial melting. A quart 7.-bioti te-garnet-
sillirnanite assemblage observed in one outcrop suggests that
middle arnphibolite facies or higher metamorphic conditions
were attained. Orthopyroxene, present locally as preserved
cores rimmed by hornblende, may be either igneous or
metamorphic in origin. It has not been found in any rocks of
possible sedimentary origin from these gneisses but the
scarcity of such rocks limits the significance of this
observation. it is probable that the formation of
orthopyroxene is associated with the period of partial melt
development, which in turn would be related to an early
episode of upper amphibolite. locally granulite, facies
metamorphism. This would accord with the /-ircon
morphology (Appendix) and with the metarnorphic grade of
the rocks mapped by Stevenson (1969) to the north.

The sample analyzed was collected from gneiss along
the shore of Lac Mabille in the northwestern corner of the
map area, less than I km south of the Labrador border. This
gneiss is fine- to medium-grained. medium grey,
granodioritic in composition and constitutes about 70 per
cent of the outcrop. The remainder of the outcrop consists
of mafic rock in layers and pink pegmatite of several
generations.

Anorthosite and spatially related plutonic rocks (map units 3.
4a and 4d, Bourne et al., 1977)

Anorthosite and spatially related plutonic rocks are
exposed along the west margin of the area. The anorthosite,
unit 3, is part of the Rornaine River complex which in turn is
a lobe of the huge Havre St. Pierre anorthosite (Sharrna and
Franconi, 1975). The anorthosite has been completely
recrystallized to a snow-white, massive, polygonal aggregate
of plagioclase.

Foliated diorite, unit 4d, is restricted to the perimeter
of the anorthosite mass and is clearly younger than the
anorthosite, as blocks of anorthosite . bout one metre across
are found within the diorite near the contact between the
two rock types.

Foliated monzogranite (urr: •'•al, the rock dated in this
study, appears on large scale u-. J "nnd" wrapping around the
anorthosite mass (Sharma and Franconi, 1975). It is a
medium grained, foliated, augen granitoid rock which is pink
on both weathered and fresh surfaces. Polycrystalline
aggregates of potassium feldspar form aligned lenticular
augen that define a prominent foliation. Members of this
unit are commonly weathered; the analyzed sample comes
from the least weathered outcrop of this unit. The sample
site is approximately 16 km north of Lac Saumer on top of a
broad hill. The foliated monzogranite grades into the
foliated diorite unit, the boundary having been placed by
Bourne et al. (1977) where the augen of potash feldspar make
their appearance.

The metamorphic grade of units 3 and 4 appears to be
middle amphibolite facies or higher; however, in contrast to
unit 1, no evidence of partial melting was observed in units 3
and it.
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Metavolcanic rocks

Metavolcanic rocks of predominantly intermediate
composition (unit 6v, Bourne et al., 1977) occur in the
southern half of the map area. Deposited as flows and
pyroclastic rocks, they range in composition from quartz
latite porphyry to latite porphyry and may be traced into
coarser grained rocks of quartz monzonitic composition
(unit 6h, ibid.). No intrusive relationships were seen between
the volcanic rocks and the hypabyssal quartz tnonzonite, the
contact being defined only by the large difference in grain
size between the two units. Both units are at a lower
metarnorphic grade (middle to upper greenschist facies) than
the amphibolitic facies rooks previously described.

Members of the metavolcanic unit typically have high
Ir content (average of 33 Wakeham Group volcanic analyses
is 657 ppm). Some samples of this unit bear evidence of a
tuffaceous origin, and although there is no direct evidence of
this in the dated sample since the greenschist facies
metamorphism which has overprinted these rocks has
obliterated all primary textures of this nature, it is believed
by Bourne to also have been a tuff.

Sharma and ]acoby (1973) considered similar
nietavolcanic rocks to the south to be part ol the Vi'akeham
Group. Bourne concurs (personal communication) and assigns
to the Wakeham Group both the metavolcanic and the
metasedirnentary rocks (unit 5, Bourne et al., 1977) of the
map area. The rock dated is considered by Bourne to be a
typical and representative metarhyolite member of the
w akeham Group.

Plutons of mon/ogranite to quartz rnonzonite composition
(unit S, Bourne et al.. 1977)

Plutons of monzogranite to quartz monzonite
composition intrude the previously described rock units.
These plutons are coarse grained and massive except at the
margins where there is a strong concordant alignment of
quartz and mafic minerals

The rock dated in this study (pluton c, group 1, ibid.) is
from the belt of northeast trending plutons exhibiting
characterstically strong positive circular aerornagnetic
signatures. The analyzed sample is a medium to coarse
grained, pink monzogranite (BRA-76-2S, Table 63.1), which is
very weakly foliated. Potassium feldspar and plagioclase
crystals are up to 2 cm in length and the quartz has a
distinctive blue-grey colour. A second group of spatially
associated plutons (not dated in this study) is believed by
Bourne to be older, as northwest trending aeromagnetic
patterns associated with these plutons suggest mild
deformation related to northwest trending folding that has
not affected the group 1 plutons.

Analytical procedures
Approximately 50 kg of rock were collected from ea~h

of the four sites considered in this report. The sample of
granodioritic gneiss (unit 1) yielded only a few grams of
zircon; the other three yielded tens of grams. The initial
U-Pb analyses on these zircon concentrates were made in
197S and were supplemented by additional analyses in 1983.
Chemical analyses and sample locations for these samples are
given in Table 63.1.

Procedures used for concentration and preparation of
zircon fractions, chemical extraction of U and Pb from
zircon, and isotopic analysis of U and Pb evolved over this
period for which a general description is given in Sullivan and
Lov-.ridge (19S0). Exceptions to this description are as
follows. In 197S, zircon fractions were not handpicked to
ensure 100% purity. Sieving and magnetic separation

procedures were employed to ensure that the purity of the
fractions analyzed was greater than 90%. Weights of zircon
fractions analyzed, 5-20 mg in 197S, decreased to I-1* ing in
19S3. All fractions analyzed in 19S3 were handpicked and
some were abraded (Krogh, 19S2) in generally successful
attempts to obtain more concordant data points. Fractions
analyzed in 19S3 are designated in Table 63.2 by the
letters "h" (handpicked) or "a" (handpicked and abraded):
others were analyzed in 197S.

Mass spectrometric procedures in use in 197S were
those described bv Sullivan and Loveridge (I9S0) whereas
analyses undertaken in I9S3 were performed on a Finnigan
MAT-261 mass spectrometer in the multicollector mode. In
this mode, ion beams composed of each of the four lead
isotopes are collected and measured simultaneously in four
separate Faraday cups. A more accurate measure of the
miniscule 2<"*Pb abundance is obtained, at essentially the
same time, by stepping the magnetic field in order to
measure the 2°*Pb/*07pb ratio on an associated electron
multiplier.

Lead contamination introduced during the chemical
extraction procedures was generally less than 2% of the
zircon lead present. The common lead component of the
zircon lead itself, was also generally less than 2%. The
isotopic composition assumed for the common lead
component was that of a Stacey and Kramers (1975) model
lead, the age of which was defined by the zircon upper
concordia intercept age.

U-Pb ages were calculated using the uranium decay
constants and isotopic compositions recommended by Steiger
and Daeger (1977). Linear regression of the U-Pb data and
error estimation is based on Davis (19S2). Davis' model for
nonlinear data (op. cit.) was used when the data points
formed a linear trend but were not collinear within analytical
uncertainty. As this model is applicable only when the data
include a point that is concordant within a few percent, the
method of York (1969) was used for the regression of data for
the granodioritic gneiss sample. Potassium argon age
measurements on hornbiende and/or biotite from this gneiss,
the quartz monzonitic augen gneiss unit and the late intrusive
quartz monzonite have been published previously
(Wanless et al., 1979) and are presented for reference in
Table 63.3 with a previously unpublished Rb-Sr age on biotite
from the granodiorite gneiss.

Results and Discussion

Gneissic rocks (unit 1)

Sample BRA-76-1S2 was collected from the unit of
gneissic rocks that occur in the nortnern one third of the map
area. Five zircon fractions were separated for uranium and
lead analysis (Table 63.2). Zircon morphology is described in
the Appendix. The resultant data points form a linear trend
(Fig. 63.1) but are not collinear within analytical uncertainty.
Regression analysis of all five data points yields upper and
lower concordia intercept ages of 1665 + 5S/-4O and
S60 +139/-150 Ma. However, it is pertinent that the two
smallest (-37ym) size fractions contain the highest
U contents, W and 531 ppm. This combination oi high
U content and small grain size would have rendered these
fractions highly susceptible to secondary lead loss in recent
time. Furthermore, the calculated lower intercept age is
unlikely to represent the time of primary lead loss. This
would almost certainly have occurred during the prograde
stage of the Grenville Orogeny (cf. Gebauer and
Grunenfelder, 1976) for which a reasonable age might be
1150 Ma. Fitting a chord constrained at the lower end to
intersect concordia at 1150 Ma to the data points
representing the three coarser zircon fractions results in an
upper intercept age of approximately 1790 Ma.
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Table 63.2. Analytical data, U-Pb analyses of zircon

Size fractions are given in urn; N = non magnetic, M = magnetic at given angle; H = handpicked; A = handpicked and abraded; L/S = larger/smaller component of abraded
zircon; Pb*(ppm) denotes the radiogenic Pb content; Pb isotopic abundances are presented after subtraction of Pb blank.

Sample
Size fraction

Unit I. BRA-76-182

+105, N-0"
-105+7*, A, N-l°
-105+7*, H .N- l "
-37, N-2°
-37, M-2°

Unit III. BRA-76-1305

+ 1*9, A, N-0°
+1*9, N-l°
-**+37, N-1.5"
-37, H

Unit IV. BRA-76-55

-1*9+88, A, N+0.5°
-1*9+88, N+0.5°
-62+**,N+l°
-62+**, M+l°

Unit V. BRA-76-28

+ 1*9, N-l°
-1*9+105, A, L, N-1.50

-1*9+105, A, S, N-1.50

-159+105, H, N-1.50

Weight
(mg)

10.66
3.06
0.8*
7.63
4.32

*.*2
18.86
1*.23
1.05

1.00
18.58
11.82
3.50

8.81
0.9*
0.61
3.03

U
(ppm)

*3*.7
*16.*
258.6
494.3
531.5

89.30
11*.5
160.2
221.3

237.2
230.3
230.9
311.7

487.7
233.4
118.7
201.5

Pb*
(ppm)

117.2
119.9
69.51

122.0
132.3

17.39
21.52
29.75
40.55

54.82
50.43
49.74
64.09

72.77
38.22
19.58
32.30

Measured
2O6Pb/2OltPb

2745
57794
6453
2077
4343

3880
986.4

5587
2853

2221
11*7
2819
1398

1880
2999

775.6
2411

Isotopic abundance,
20-ob 2°7pb

0.0112
0.0008
0.0089
0.0168
0.0152

0.0120
0.0196
0.005&
0.0131

0.0373
0.0789
0.0117
0.0416

0.0118
0.0024
0.0038
0.0249

9.873
9.877
9.771
9.528
9,587

7.706
7.827
7.594
7.720

8.825
9.387
8.487
8.776

7.333
7.238
7.260
7.551

206Pb=100
208pb

15.710
16.368
13.959
14.969
16.709

18.602
16.626
15.576
18.064

17.686
16.803
14.362
16.165

10.055
12.435
11.934
13.197

2 0 6Pb/2 3 BU

0.25062
0.26525
0.25339
0.23192
0.23031

0.18003
0.17650
0.1756*
0.17017

0.21536
0.20789
0.2047'4
0.1943S

0.14855
0.15927
0.16094
0.15599

2 " P b / 2 3 5 U

3.3587
3.6088
3.3708
2.9723
2.9776

1.8705
1.8370
1.8191
1.7675

2.4645
2.3726
2.3495
2.1955

1.4675
1.5819
i.5990
1.^474

207pby206pb

age(Ma)

1571
1599
1557
1487
1503

1078
1081
1071
1077

1269
1264
1274
1243

976
987
988
985
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Figure 63.1. Concordia diagram showing the results of U-Pb analyses of zircon from BRA-76-182.

The majority of zircon grains are zoned throughout
suggesting a magmatic origin (Jocelyn and Pidgeon, 197*).
Most zoned grains show rounding of the euhedral tips to
rounding of the whole crystals, suggesting overgrowth and/or
corrosion of the crystal shape during metamorphic processes
(op. cit.). Rare, clear ellipsoidal zircon with rounded crystal
facets suggests some new zircon growth under conditions of
granulite facies metamorphism (Pidgeon and Aftalion, 1972).
It is concluded that the sampled gneiss had an igneous origin
and was subsequently affected by a high grade metamorphic
disturbance with new growth of metamorphic rims.

The age of this high grade metamorphic period is not
directly known but is probably not much younger than the age
of crystallization of igneous zircon in the sample studied,
since the alignment of data points does not appear to have
been perturbed by the addition of metamorphic zircon
substantially younger than 1600-1700 Ma. The gneissic
complex probably includes rocks of several different primary
ages; it follows that all the gneissic rocks affected by the
high grade metarnorphic disturbance have primary ages
comparable to or older than that of the sample studied. The
igneous zircon may have originated as early as 1790 Ma
although this date is not clearly defined. Later influences
may have included corrosion and/or zircon growth during high
grade metamorphism, primary lead loss associated in time
with the Grenvillian Orogeny, and secondary lead loss from
the finer zircon component in recent time. Further work
would be required to quantify each of these influences. For
the present we suggest that the northern gneiss unit is at
least early Paleohelikian and possibly late Aphebian in age.

As such it is clearly older than the other units included in this
study and is comparable in age with granulite gneiss from the
north shore of Wilson Lake 250 km to the north (1699 ± 3 Ma,
Currie and Loveridge, 1985) and gneiss of granodioritic
composition 300 km to the northeast (1680 Ma, Krogh, 19S3,
cited in hrdmer, 198*).

Foliated monzogranite, unit *a

Four zircon fractions from sample BRA-76-1305 were
analyzed and results are listed in Table 63.2 and presented in
Figure 63.2. Zircon morphology is described in the Appendix.
Specific zircon fractions were chosen to closely define the
U-Pb systematics. Two fractions of the least magnetic,
largest grains were analyzed and one of these was abraded
(Krogh, 1982) to minimize the content of surficial zircon that
is more prone to lead loss. Two fine size fractions were also
analyzed; these might be expected to have lost a relatively
greater amount of lead in recent time due to the larger
surface to volume ratios.

Data points from these four fractions are not collinear
within analytical uncertainty but form a relatively
concordant linear trend. Regression analysis using
Davis'(1982) model for nonlinear data results in upper and
lower intercept ages of 1079+17/-11 and 62 Ma with the
uncertainty associated with the lower intercept age being a
factor of ten greater than age itself; ie. the lower intercept
age is indistinguishable from zero.

The 2 0 7Pb/ 2 0 6Pb ages of three of the four fractions
differ from the 1079 Ma upper intercept age by 2 Ma or less.
The +1*9 um abraded fraction yields a data point only
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Figure 63.2. Concordia diagram showing the results of U-Pb analyses of zircon from BRA-76-55,
BRA-76-1305 and BRA-76-28.

about 1% discordant with a 2 0 7 Pb/ 2 0 6 Pb age of 1078 Ma.
The -44 + 37 y m nonmagnetic fourth fraction which does not
fit this pattern, was analyzed prior to the introduction of
handpicking zircon grains in our laboratories. Although
impurities were less than 5%, they may have been sufficient
to account for the slightly lower (1071 Ma) 2°7Pb/2°6Pb age.
The average 2 0 7 P b r 0 6 P b age defined by the remaining
three fractions is 1079 ± 5 Ma and we adopt this result based
on the assumption that the small amount of lead loss seen
occurred at zero Ma.

The near concordance of these data points may be
attributed to the low U contents of the zircon. The + 149um
abraded fraction for which the data point is 1% discordant
has the lowest U content, 89 ppm, whereas the data point for
the -37um fraction (U = 221 ppm) is still only 7% discordant.
It is noted that the data point for the abraded +149urn
fraction shows no evidence of a component of lead inherited
from an earlier regime, despite the occurrence in many
zircon grains of what appear to be miniscule inherited zircon
crystals.

The origin of these zircons is not specifically indicated
by their morphological features; the clear zircon of which
they are composed may be formed by either igneous or
metamorphic processes. The lack of internal euhedral zoning
suggests that these zircons were not formed under magmatic
conditions but Silver (1969) noted that randomly oriented
needle and rod inclusions, which are ubiquitous in these
grains, are typical of magmatic zircons. Surface
irregularities indicate zircon resorption during the high grade

metamorphic conditions whereas rare, clear, oval shaped
grains with rounded facets in the finest size fractions suggest
minor secondary zircon growth at near granulite facies
conditions (cf. Pidgeon and Aftalion, 1972). Since the high
grade metamorphic processes appear to have produced zircon
corrosion rather than growth in the larger grains, the
1079 ± 5 Ma age is attributed to the time of primary zircon
growth but it is uncertain whether this was in an igneous or
earlier metamorphic environment.

iyletavolcanic rocks, unit 6v, Wakeham Group

Sample BRA-76-55 is from an outcrop of dark grey,
porphyritic, volcanic rock of rhyolitic composition
(Table 63.1) located at a rapids on the Aguanus River,
approximately 6 km northeast of Lac Arthur. In the zircon
concentrate (Appendix) the regular zoning, euhedra) shape,
and presence of relatively large (+149vim) crystals suggest a
slow development under magmatic conditions prior to
extrusion.

The four analyzed fractions (Table 63.2, Fig. 63.2)
yielded data points which are not collinear within analytical
uncertainty but form a relatively concordant linear trend.
Regression analysis (Davis, 1982) yielded upper and lower
concordia intercept ages of 1271 + 13/-3 and 161 Ma. The
ratios from the abraded -149+88 urn fraction are only 1%
discordant and yield a 2 0 7Pb/ 2 0 6Pb age of 1269 Ma, in close
agreement with the 1271 Ma concordia intercept. This age is
interpreted as being the age of formation of the volcanic
precursor.
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Late intrusive rocks (unit 8)
Sample BRA-76-2S was collected from a young quartz

monzonite intrusion exposed at the shore of Lac la
Galissonniere. Four zircon fractions were selected for U-Pb
analysis. Results are presented in Table 63.2 and Figure 63.2;
zircon morphology is described in the Appendix. The + 149um
nonmagnetic fraction sampled the bulk concentrate and was
not hand-picked but was of greater than 90% purity. Two
-149 um nonmagnetic fractions were hand-picked from the
clear members of the population and one of these was
abraded. Larger and smaller size fractions were picked from
the abraded zircon. The data points for these four fractions
are collinear and relatively concordant, defining a chord of
upper and lower intercept ages 993 ± 3 and IS* +52/-50 Ma.
The 993 ± 3 Ma upper intercept age is interpreted as the age
of intrusion of the quartz monzonite.

Potassium-argon and rubidium-strontium ages

K-Ar and Rb-Sr ages on mineral separates are
presented in Table 63.3. The Rb-Sr age of 926 ± 20 Ma for
biotite for sample BRA-76-182 (unit 1) was determined on a
small remaining portion of the concentrate used for the K-Ar
age measurement. It is in closer agreement with the (K-Ar)
ages on hornblende from samples BRA-76-1305 (unit 4a) and
BRA-76-28 (unit 8) than is the 963 ± 27 Ma K-Ar age on the
same biotite. Because the primary age of the gneiss is
relatively old as indicated by the U-Pb zircon result, it is
possible that the K-Ar age may reflect a small component of
excess argon in the biotite. Thus the Rb-Sr age of
926 + 20 Ma is to be prefered for BRA-76-1S2. Although
this age is in good agreement with the K-Ar hornblende ages
from BRA-76-1305 and BRA-76-28 it is significantly higher
than the K-Ar age of 868 ± 25 Ma on biotite from
BRA-76-28. This pattern is consistent with a differential
cooling history with earlier attainment of argon blocking
temperatures to the north but the data are too few to be
conclusive.

Conclusions
1. The gneissic complex located in the northern part of the

map area is the oldest rock unit dated in this study.
U-Pb, zircon results indicate a primary early
Paleohelikian/late Aphebian age or older for rocks of this
complex. K-Ar (963 ± 27) and Rb-Sr (926 ± 20) age
measurements on biotite indicate Grenvillian updating.

2. U-Pb measurements on zircon from a volcanic rock of
rhyolitic composition prov. Je an age of 1271 +13/-3Ma
for this member of the Wakeham Group.

Table 63.3. K-Ar and Rb-Sr dates from mineral concentrates

Sample no.

BRA-76-1S2

BRA-76-1305
BRA-76-28
BRA-76-28

BRA-76-182:
common Sr 17

Mineral

Biotite
Biotite

Hornblende
Hornblende

Biotite

Rb 456.6 ppm
.53 ppm

Age

963
926
919 :
900 i
868 i

Publication no.
Ma) (Wanless et al., 1979)

t 27
t 20
t 41
t 41
t 25

87Rb/86Sr
8? Sr/86Sr

GSC 78-205
This report
GSC 78-202
GSC 78-204
GSC 78-203

75.29 ± 1.13
1.7019 ± 0.0004

Method

K-Ar
Rb-Sr
K-Ar
K-Ar
K-Ar

3. The age of crystallization of zircon from the augen gneiss
which forms an envelope surrounding the Romaine River
anorthosite was found to be 1079 + 5 Ma by the U-Pb,
zircon method. It is uncertain whether this zircon is of
igneous or metarnorphic origin. A K-Ar date of
919 ±41 Ma on hornblende from this sample indicates
later Grenvillian updating.

4. The above rocks were intruded by a number of plutons,
one of which was dated at 993 + 3 Ma by the U-Pb,
zircon method. K-Ar ages of 900 + 41 and 868 ± 25 Ma
were determined on hornblende and biotite from the same
sample.
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Appendix

Zircon morphology

Unit 1, RRA-76-182: This concentrate comprises a
mixed population of zircon grains. The majority (c. 90%) are
translucent, rounded-euhedral to rounded, with evident
euhedral zoning. Tubes, rods and dark blebs are common
internal features and some grains have cores. Numerous
examples of parallel growth and necking (3ocelyn and
Pidgeon, 197*) are seen and length to breadth ratios range
from 1.5:1 to * :1 .

The minor component consists of clear colourless
euhedral crystals with rounded tips and length to breadth
ratios generally in the range 3:1 to * : 1 . Zoning is generally
absent from this population except for zoned overgrowths
which are evident on the tips of some grains. A few clear
zircon grains are more equidimensional, ellipsoidal in shape
with rounded facets similar to those attributed by
Pidgeon and Aftalion (1972) to having grown during granulite
facies metamorphism. Small bubble inclusions are visible in
most clear grains.

Unit *a, BRA-76-1305: The zircon in this concentrate
consists of clear to pale golden grains with irregular surfaces
ranging from subhedral to irregular in shape, essentially
transparent with no visible cores. Zoning is absent but many
dark blebs, needles and tube like internal structures are
evident. Some inclusions, primarily in the larger grain sizes,
appear to be very small randomly oriented zircon and/or
other crystals. Length to breadth ratios in the whole zircon

grains range from 1:1 to *:1 but broken grains form the
majority in the coarser size fractions. Minor (10%) clear,
ellipsoidal, grains with rounded facets are present in the
finest size fractions.

Unit 6v, BRA-76-55: This concentrate consists of clear
to translucent, euhedral zircon crystals. Some are regularly
zoned while others display no zoning. Length to breadth
ratios range from 2:1 to (rarely) *:1 with many broken pieces.
Colour varies from colourless to pale yellow and many
crystals have bubble, rod and tube like internal structures. A
few rounded grains were noted.

Unit 8, BRA-76-28: This zircon concentrate consists of
a heterogeneous mixture of shapes and sizes. The major
component (c. 7596) is made up of translucent euhedral
crystals, mostly broken, with length to breadth ratios of the
whole crystals ranging from 1.5:1 to * :1 . Zoning is often seen
in the translucent population and many inclusions are evident.
This population appears to grade into a clear population of
euhedral to rounded-euhedral lath like crystals, mostly
broken. Length to breadth ratios are similar to the above but
zoning is absent. The clear component is more prevalent in
the finer grain sizes approaching 50%. More rounded zircons
are also more prevalent in the finer grains sizes, typically
ellipsoidal with length to breadth ratios 1.5:1 or less,
translucent, and containing only small bubble inclusions.
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Abstract
Field and laboratory investigations of uranium occurrences and deposits indicate that (1) the

formation of the world's largest high grade uranium deposit at Cigar Lake, Saskatchewan, at 1.3 Ga
was apparently contemporaneous with thermal events associated with intrusion of the Mackenzie
dyke swarms; (2) localization of the recently discovered polymetallic mineralization at Close Lake
and Natona Bay, Saskatchewan is controlled by similar structural and lithological factors as the Cigar
Lake deposit; (3) elements and assemblages associated with polymetallic mineralization at Sand Lake,
and Key Lake in Saskatchewan, and at Long Lake, in New Brunswick; (4) the chemical properites of
carbon in uranium and gold bearing seams of the Elliot Lake deposits are consistent with kerogen and
similar to kerogen from the Vaal Reef, Witwatersrand, South Africa.

R6sum6

Les e'tudes sur le terrain et en laboratoire des venues et des gisements d'uranium reVelent que
(1) la formation, il y a environ 1,3 milliard d'ann^es, du plus grand depot au monde d'uranium a forte
teneur a Cigar Lake, en Saskatchewan, a vraisemblablement eu lieu en meme temps que les
e've'nements thermiques associe's a l'intrusion de l'essaim de filons de Mackenzie; (2) l'emplacement de
la mineralisation polymetallique rScemment d^couverte a Close Lake et a Natona Bay, en
Saskatchewan, manifeste des facteurs structuraux et lithologiques similaires a ceux du gisement de
Cigar Lake; (3) les elements et les associations mine'rales assocî s a la mineralisation polymetallique
a Sand Lake et a Key Lake en Saskatchewan, a Otish Basin au Quebec et a Long Lake au Nouveau-
Brunswick; (4) les proprieties chimiques du carbone trouv^es dans l'uranium et dans les filons auriferes
des gisements d'Elliot Lake sont comparables a celles du kerogene et semblables a celles du kerogene
provenant de Vaal Reef, Witwatersrand, en Afrique du Sud.
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Introduction
In 1985 studies of the economic geology of Canadian

uranium resources were focussed on recently discovered
occurrences, as well as on deposits under development and on
producing mines.

As in previous years, exploration for uranium was
concentrated mainly in the Athabasca Basin region of
Saskatchewan and Alberta; in the Baker Lake-Thelon Basin,
District of Keewatin; Nonacho Basin and Bear Geological
Province, District of Mackenzie; Otish Basin, Quebec;
Labrador Trough, Quebec and Labrador; and in the Central
Mineral Belt of Labrador (Fig. 6*.I). The occurrences at
Close Lake and Natona Bay are apparently the most
important recent discoveries. Deposits under development
include the Cigar Lake orebody at Waterbury Lake and the
'B' Zone at Collins Bay, Saskatchewan.

In 1985 uranium concentrates were produced in
Saskatchewan by the Key Lake Mining Corporation, from the
Key Lake mine; by Eldorado Resources Limited, from stock-
piles at the Rabbit Lake mine; by Cluff Mining from the
Cluff Lake deposits (Claude, Dominique-Peter); and from
Elliot Lake, Ontario, mines by Rio Algom Ltd. from the New
Quirke, Panel, and Stanleigh mines, and by Denison Mines
Ltd. from the Denison mine.

In New Brunswick, an inventory survey of uranium
occurrences was carried out under contract to the Geological
Survey under the Canada - New Brunswick Mineral
Development Agreement.

In the course of regional mineral resource assessment
by the EMR Uranium Resource Appraisal Group, key deposits
and areas were selected for detailed study. Some results are
presented in this paper. Locations of the deposits and
prospects examined are shown in Figure 64.1.

Cigar Lake deposit, Saskatchewan
The Cigar Lake deposit is the world's largest known

high grade uranium deposit, estimated at present to contain
110 000 tonnes of uranium metal in material grading on
average 12 per cent U (Alsthom et al., 19S5, p. 15).

Uranium-lead isotope analyses on three pitchblende
samples from the Cigar Lake deposit (Fig. 64.2), collected
from drillcore from different parts of the main high grade
pod, revealed ratios as shown in Table 64.1. Using the
206pb/238|J and z 0 7 Pb/ 2 3 5 U ratios the concordia intercept
(Fig. 64.3) is at 1.3 Ga. It thus appears that the crystalliza-
tion of pitchblende is contemporaneous with the thermal
event associated with intrusion of the Mackenzie dyke
swarms (Fahrig and Wanless, 1963).

The pitchblende in sample 'A' occurs as massive
botryoidal grains associated with fine grained granular
gersdorffite, chalcopyrite and pyrite embedded in fine
grained green chlorite and surrounding anhedral grains of
dolomite (Fig. 64.4). Pitchblende in sample 'B' is associated
with rammeJsbergite, galena, Fe-carbonate and chlorite.
Pitchblende in sample 'C is associated with gersdorffite and
rammelsbergite and intergrown with nickeline. As reported
previously (Ruzicka and LeCheminant, 1985) this euhedral
U-Ni-Co mineralization belongs to the earliest phase of the
ore-forming process.

Locally, pitchblende replaces the kaolin matrix of the
sandstone and surrounds needles of rutile, botryoidal rings of
gersdorffite, and aggregates of siderite (Fig. 6'f.5). This
pitchblende belongs to the second phase of mineralization.
The second phase also includes coffinite. Within the clay
matrix, a nearly amorphous potassium-rich, yellow-green
(glauconite-celadonite) mica and rosettes of siderite,
enclosing a dark grass-green very low birefringent amorphous

mineral Fe, Si (Mg, Al, K, Mn) , (apparently a mixture of
siderite and chamosite, Fig. 64.6), accompany the
pitchblende. The clay in the vicinity of the mineralization is
commonly soft and in some places contains carbon
(kerogen ?) nodules a few millimetres in diameter (Fig. 64.7).

Selected core samples from a drillhole penetrating the
high grade portion of the Cigar Lake deposit were analyzed
for U, Ni. As, Co, Al, Zr, Th, Pb, Zn, K, Cu, Ag. Mo and Y.
The best correlation (r > 0.8) was observable between the
following pairs of elements: U-Pb: 1.00, U-Zn: 0.9S; Ni-As:
0.93; Ni-Cu: 0.99; Ni-Ag: 0.81; Ni-Mo: 0.99; Ni-Y: 0.94;
As-Cu: 0.93; As-Ag: O.SS; As-Mo: 0.92; As-Y: 0.91; Pb-Zn:
0.99; Cu-Mo: 0.99; Cu-Y: 0.91 and Mo-Y: 0.93. Al, K and Zr
exhibit the lowest correlation coefficients with the other
elements.

In respect to vertical distribution of the principal
constituents, uranium occupies two intervals: between
395 and 407 m and between 427 and 441 m with a peak at
437.S m (Fig. 64.8a). Arsenic has a somewhat similar
distribution with a peak at 434.4 m (Fig. 64.Sb). Nickel is
concentrated in a relatively narrow interval at the base of
the ore body with a peak at 434.4 m (Fig. 64.Sc). Cobalt
exhibits a distribution pattern similar to that of nickel with a
peak at 432.6 m (Fig. 64.Sd).

Field and laboratory observations of the Cigar Lake
deposit in 1985 indicate: (a) the LI ± Ni ± Co + As
mineralization was deposited in several phases; (b) the main
episode of uranium mineralization took place at about 1.3 Ga;
(c) the ascending hydrothermal fluids caused corrosion or
dissolution of quartz grains in sandstone and produced clay
alteration haloes along fault or fracture zones in both the
basement rocks and in the sandstone; (d) siderite and other
carbonates were introduced by hydrothermal fluids;
(e) certain clays, not necessarily directly associated with
pitchblende, were enriched in Al, Mg and K; (f) carbon
(kerogen ?) nodules were formed in soft clays in the vicinity
of the unconformity; (g) within the mineralization good
correlation (r > 0.8) was observed between elements in the
two groups, U-Pb-Zn and Ni-Cu-Mo-As-Y-Ag; (h) uranium
and arsenic exhibit the broadest vertical distribution,
whereas nickel and cobalt show the narrowest range.

Close Lake and Natona Bay occurrences, Saskatchewan
Intimate knowledge of the geological environment and

an appropriate exploration technique led Cogema Canada
Limited to the discovery of uranium-polv;netallic mineraliza-
tion near Close Lake, some 16 km to the west of Cigar Lake
(North American Gold Mining Industry News, 1985; Fig. 64.2).
The mineralization is associated with the sub-Athabasca
unconformity, which separates basement rocks, including a
graphitic metapelite layer, from clastic sedimentary rocks of
the Manitou Falls Formation. The unconformity occurs at a
depth exceeding 600 m below the present surface. It is
believed that the Close Lake mineralization is associated
with the same structural trend as the Cigar Lake deposit.

The Natona Bay occurrence was discovered by
Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation about 22 km
northeast of the Cigar Lake deposit (Fig. 64.2). The
U-Ni-As-Zn-Pb mineralization occurs mainly in altered
rocks of the Manitou Falls Formation, near its base and in
altered graphitic semipelite just below the sub-Athabasca
unconformity. In this area the unconformity occurs about
250 m below the present surface. The basement rocks
include, in addition to the semipelite, cordierite gneiss,
meta-arkose, calc-silicate rocks and tourmaline pegmatite.
The principal types of hydrothermal alteration are
hematization, chloritization, illitization, kaolinization,
bleaching and sijicification. In addition to massive
pitchblende, the principal components of the mineralization
are gersdorffite, nickeline, sphalerite, jordisite, galena,
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Figure 64.3. Concordia plot of U-Pb isotope analyses of pitchblende samples from the Cigar Lake
deposit, Saskatchewan.

Table 64.1. U-Pb isotope ratios, Cigar Lake deposit

Sample/depth
in rn 7Pb/2 0 6Pb 2 0 6Pb/ 2 3 aU 2 0 7Pb/ 2 3 5U

B/420.6
A/426.1
C/434.75

0.0S261 0.1586 1.806
0.08547 0.2012 2.372
0.07711 0.02173 0.2310

NB. Analyses by Geospec Consultants Ltd., Edmonton,
Alberta.

chalcopyrite and pyrite. The Natona Bay mineralization is
apparently controlled by the same structural and lithological
features as Cigar Lake.

Sand Lake occurrence, Saskatchewan

The Sand Lake uranium-polymetallic occurrence
(Fig. 64.2) is associated with a northeast-trending fault
system which is apparently a continuation of the Collins Say
thrust fault. The occurrence was discovered in 19S3 by Agip
Canada Limited using a conceptual genetic model for the
unconformity-related deposits in the Athabasca Basin region,
namely lithology of the basement rocks and style and
intensity of clay alteration. Mineralization at Sand Lake is
most intense in the faulted and altered basement rocks, but

also occurs in the sandstone cover. The mineralization
extends between 170 and 200 m below present surface. The
basement rocks consist of graphitic metapelites,
garnetiferous granite pegmatite dykes and calc-silicate
rocks.

In addition to uranium (in massive pitchblende and
finely disseminated boltwoodite) lead, molybdenum,
vanadium, titanium, cobalt, nickel and arsenic are present in
association with chlorite, V-phyllosilicates and Fe-rich illite.
Molybdenite is present in very fine grains replacing vanadian
mica (Fig. 64.9). Vanadium and titanium form an anisotropic
oxide locally associated with cobaltite. Microprobe analysis
of the titanium vanadate (Fig. 64.10) indicated Ti(17.S°o),
V(1S.7%), O(63.5%), (ATOM. %) /TiO2 (46.1%), V2O3
(45.6) (WT. %). Roltwoodite [k 2 (UO2)2 (SiO3)2 (OH)2.
5H2o] is finely intergrown with the phyllosilicates.

Some observations on mineralization of the Gartner orebody,
Key Lake deposit, Saskatchewan

In order to study the vertical distribution of mineral
assemblages in the basement rocks of the Key Lake Gartner
orebody, core was sampled from a drillhole located
approximately in the centre of the open pit. The samples,
each representing a megascopically distiguishable unit, were
collected from the section below the unconformity which
occurs at 478.0 m above the sea level at the drillhole collar.
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Figure 64.4. Pitchblende fl ' , Pb), associoJed ii'ith
gersdorffite (gers), chalcopyrite tcpy) and pyrite (py)
surrounding grains of dolomite (dol). Cigar Lcikp deposit,
Saskatchewan. (Reflected light).

500 um

Figure 64.6. Rosettes of siderite laid) enclosing a dark
grass-green mineral (C ?), apparently a mixture of siderite
and chamosite. are embedded in [K. Fe, .41. Sf, (Mgij clay-
mica ('clay'). Cigar Lake deposit. Saskatchewan.
(Transmitted light).

Figure 54.5. Pitchblende (V) replacing clay matrix of
sandstone and surrounding needles of rutile (Ti) and
botryoidal rings of gersdorffite (gers), whfc'i in (urn surrounds
aggregates of sicterite; Cigar Lake deposit, Saskatchewan.
(Reflected light).

DDH 60

2 3 4 5 6 7 8cm

Figure 64.7. Carbon nodules in soft clay; Cigar Lake
deposit, Saskatchewan.



At the top of the section (15.7m below the
unconformity) quartz-rnuscovite-graphite schist contains a
few grains of rutile associated with phyllosilicates. Below
this unit (17.7 m below the unconformity) graphitic gneiss is
kaolinized, chloritized, altered to Mg-rich clay and cut by
veinlets of dravite. Mineralization consists of euhedral rutile
and pyrite-bravoite aggregates (Fig. 64.11) testifying to low
temperatures of crystallization (about I35°C). At 18.2 m,
massive pitchblende is intimately intergrown with
gersdorffite and nickeline and embedded in an illite-chlorite-

hernatite matrix (Fig. 64.12). The host rock is entirely
argillic. At 21.3m the abundance of nickel minerals
increases, the host rock is illitized and graphite in the
graphitic gneiss is depleted. The pitchblende is associated
with nickel arsenides (Fig. 6**.l 3). At 24.3 and 26.45 m the
chloritized and illitized migmatitic gneiss hosts pyrite-
bravoite and some anatase with traces of uranium. At
51.0 rn, slightly altered, foliated biotite-plagioclase granitic
gneiss carries no mineralization, but contains only accessory
zircon and apatite.

u
O.plh,

Ni

100.0'r 0.0! 1.0

c

As
D.ptH Co

• V V IVVtW tv - ^ . ». - - - - - —

b d
Figure 64.8. Vertical distribution of selected elements in selected core samples from a drillhole
penetrating the Ciqar Lake deposit, Saskatchewan; contents of constituents in percent and in a
logarithmic scale; (ah U. (b): As, (c): Ni, (d): Co.
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The above observations can be summarized as follows:
1. The most favourable host rock for U-Ni mineralization
below the unconformity is graphitic schist or gneiss.
2. Mineralization increases with increasing chloritization and
illitization. 3. Mineralization took place at or below about

135°C as indicated by the presence of bravoite (Ramdohr,
1980). k. The crystalline basement rocks were affected by
extensive magnesium and boron metasomatism as attested by
the presence of dravite, chlorite and Mg-rich clays.
5. Graphite in the host rock was depleted by varying amounts
depending upon intensity of the alteration processes.

I ' M

••••A-V,-.-"": M

1 mm

Figure 64.9. Phyllosilicates (mica) replaced try molybdenite
(moly); Sand Lake occurrence, Saskatchewan. (Transmitted
light).

200 MID

Figure 64.11. Pyrite-bravoite aggregates (py, br) and
euhedral rutile in chlorite-kaolin matrix; Gartner orebody,
Key Lake deposit, Saskatchewan. (Reflec^d light).
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Figure 64.10. Bright grain of anhedral cobaltite (cob)
associated with an anisotropic V-Ti o.ridP: Sand Lake
occurrence, Saskatchewan. (Reflected light).

53S

Figure 64.12. Pitchblende [t! (Si, Pbi] intergrown with
gersdorffite (gers) and nickeline (ni) in an illite-chlorite-
hematite mass. Gartner orebody, Key Lake deposit.
Saskatchewan (Reflected light).



Polymetallic mineralization in Otish Basin, Quebec

Cantinuing studies of uranium occurrences in the Otish
Group, Quebec (Ruzicka and LeCheminam, 19840 revealed
that the epigenetic mineralization spatially related to
gabbroic intrusions represents a regional metallogenic

Figure 64.13. Pitchblende U (+ Ni, As, Pb) surrounding a
core of nickeline Ini). Associated minerals are gersdorffite,
millerite, Co-bearing nickel sulphides and anatase in a kaolin
matrix. Gartner orebody. Key Lake deposit, Saskatchewan.
(Reflected light).

feature associated with hydrothermal activity at about 1.7 to
l.SGa. Host rocks are deuterically and hydrothermally
altered gabbroic rocks and hydrothermally altered
sedimentary rocks of the Indicator aid Peribonca formations.
The polymetallic mineralization was controlled by regional
faults parallel to the long axis of the Otish Basin, by gabbroic
dykes and sills, by permeability barriers in the host rocks, and
by zones of sodic and carbonate metasomatism.
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Figure 64.15. A U-Ti phase Cbrannerite') in clilorite, (cl\l).
Otish Basin, Quebec (Transmitted light).
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Figure 64.14. Joseite-like mineral Pb Bi Te Se (S) with
exsolved clausthalite tclaus) intergrown with a Bi-Te-(Se)
phase in quartz and chlorite gangue. Otish Basin, Quebec.
(Reflected light).

-»" • 0.1 mm

Figure 64.16. Pb-rich uraninite (U, Pb) with small satellitic
grains of galena and pyrite. Otish Basin, Quebec. (Reflected
light).



Uranium occurs in veins and irregular bodies in several
paragenetic assemblages. These include: (a) uraninite
veinlets accompanied by selenides Cjoseite1, clausthalite),
tellurides and sulphides (galena, cliaicopyrite, pyrite)
associated with chlorite in carbonate host rocks (Mn bearing
calcite or dolomite) (Fig. 64.14); (b) U-Ti phase Cbrannerite1)
associated with anatase/rutile in chlorite (Fig. 64.15);
(c) euhedral uraninite with associated pyrite, chalcopyrite,
galena and chlorite in calcite (Fig. 64.16); (d) pitchblende in
anhedral patches or intergrown with chalcocite and
accompanied by a U-Ti phase ('brannerite'), galena,
wittichenite, covellite, bomite, chalcopyrite and pyrite in
albite-calcite gangue. Similar paragenetic assemblages are
observed in occurrences at Romanet River-Romanet Lake in
the Labrador Trough, Quebec (Bell and Ruzicka, 19S5).
Native gold was identified in one of the samples from this
area.

Uranium - polymetallic mineralization in
the Miramichi Zone, New Brunswick

Metallogenic studies conducted under the Canada -
New Brunswick Mineral Development Agreement revealed
similarities between the geological environment which hosts
the recently discovered Swanson deposit in Pittsilvania
County, Virginia, and the uranium-polymetallic mineraliza-
tion at Long Lake, Victoria County, New Brunswick.

The U-Pb-Cu-Zn-Mo-Sn-Ag-Au mineralization at Long
Lake is associated with brecciated and strongly hydro-
thermally altered Devonian granitoids and with adjacent
sedimentary country rocks of the Vlirarnichi Zone. The area
was explored in the past and several occurrences of
polytnetallic mineralization have been tested by trenching
and drilling (Crouse, 1977; Fyffe and Pronk, 19S5). Values up
to 0.34% U over 0.1 5 rn; 15.3% Zn over 0.30 m; 0.2% Mo
over 0.30 m; and 670 ppm Au over 0.37 m were reported by
Fyffe and Pronk (Fyffe and Pronk, 19S5, p. 29).

This area deserves a more detailed metallogenic study.

Carbon in the Elliot Lake deposits, Ontario

Five GSC samples of uraniferous quartz-pebble
conglomerates from the Elliot Lake deposits contain carbon
seams and nodules commonly referred to as thucholite
(Ruzicka, 19S1; Ruzicka and LeCheminant, 19S4). The
samples have recently been studied by T.O. WiJlingham,
B. Nagy and L.A. Nage at the Laboratory of Organic
Chemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona; by
D.H. Krinsley at the Department of Geology, Arizona State
University, Temple, Arizona; and by D.J. Mossrnan at the
Department of Geology, Mount Allison University, Sackville,
New Brunswick (Willingham et al., in press). Their
investigations using combined high vacuum pyrolysis-gas
chromatography-mass spectrornetry, neutron activation and
electron microscopy revealed that the stratiform carbon is
essentially uraniferous and auriferous kerogen that resembles
carbon seam kerogens of the Witwatersrand, South Africa.

Two samples, (RAD 74-11, Denison Mine and
RAD 83-01, Stanleigh Mine), were studied in detail by mass
spectrometry. The kerogen pyrolyzates analyses of the first
sample contained 25, and the second sample contained 9 of
the 2S compounds identified in the carbon seams of the Vaal
Reef, Witwatersrand.
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Abstract
Tide-dominated shelf sedimentation prevailed during deposition of that part of the

Wolstenholme Formation seen by the writer, and was interrupted twice by meandering stream
sedimentation and once by plateau basalt volcanism. Prodelta-type sediments occur locally at two
stratigraphic positions. Part of the Dundas Formation was deposited in a subtidal restricted basin
while the overlying Narssarssuk Formation contains coastal sabkha deposits. Abrupt changes in
lithologies and environments may be due to syndepositional faulting.

Easterly sedimentary transport prevailed in southeast Ellesmere Island and southwesterly
transport prevailed in western Greenland. A nearby land source probably lay immediately west of the
Thule Group on Ellesmere Island.

The Thule Group and Bylot Supergroup were probably deposited, at least in part, as a continuous
deposit in a single basin during opening of the Poseidon Ocean at 1200-1250 Ma.

Resume^

Une sedimentation dominee par des marees et ayant lieu sur une plateforme a caracterise la
mise en place de la partie de la formation de Wolstenholme examinee par l'auteur; elle a ete
inter?cipue deux fois par l'accumulation de sediments de cours d'eau a mgandres et une fois par des
episoaei de volcGrnsme associe aux basaltes de plateau. Des sediments de type prodelta'iques sont
trouves par endroits a deux emplacements stratigraphiques. Une partie de la formation de Dundas a
ete mise en place dans un bassin subtidal a circulation restreinte tandis que la formation susjacente
de Narssarssuk contient des sediments de sabkha cotier. Les brusques changements de lithologie et
de milieu porraient etre le resultat de la formation de failles synsedimentaires.

Le transport des sediments s'est fait surtout vers Test dans le sud-est de l'tle Ellesmere et vers
le sud-ouest dans l'ouest du Groenland. Une source terrestre de sediments se trouvait
vraisemblablement a proximity, soit just a 1'ouest du groupe de Thule dans l'Tle Ellesmere.

Le groupe de Thule et le supergroupe de Bylot ont probablement ete mis en place, du mains en
partie, sous forme de depfit continu dans un seul bassin au cours de 1'ouverture de l'ocean Poseidon il y
a de 1200 a 125D Ma.



Introduction
Neohelikian Thule Group strata outcrop in southeast

EUesmere Island and northwest Greenland about the northern
tip of Baffin Bay (Fig. 65.1). These multicoloured strata are
well displayed in picturesque cliffs adjacent to numerous
glaciers along the coast. Recent studies of the Thule Group
have been made by Dawes (1972, 1975, 1976a,b), Dawes et at.
(1973, 1982), Frisch and Christie (1982), and Frisch et at.
(1978). Earlier work on Greenland is referred to by
Davies et at. (1963). Distribution of formations is provided
by Davies et al. (1963), Dawes (1976b, 1979) and Frisch and
Christie (1982).

In July 1982 the writer accompanied W.F. Fahrig and
K.W. Christie during their examination of the Thule Group
for paleomagnetic studies at Clarence Head, Goding Bay,
Northumberland Island and Dundas.

This report presents new paleocurrent and stratigraphic
data that add to the understanding of Thule Group deposition
and enable a better comparison to be made with the
peneconternporaneous and similar Bylot Supergroup of
northern Baffin Island Oackson and lannelli, 1981).

The Thule Group overlies nonconformably an Archean-
Aphebian granulite grade basement complex. In Greenland,
retrograde amphibolite facies rocks are also present in the
basement complex (Dawes et al., 1982; Frisch, 1983;
Frisch et al., 1978). Locally at Clarence Head and on the
north shore of western Northumberland Island the Thule
strata are in fault contact with the basement (Fig. 65.1). At
both localities the seaward, basement block has moved up
relative to the landward block; a feature also noted by
Dawes et al. (1982). Steeply dipping mylonite and zones of
shattered rock up to one metre thick transect the gneisses at
Clarence Head. Regolithic material has not been identified
below the Thule Group. Davies et al. (1963) described a red
platy gneiss at the base as containing large quantities of
green to yellowish rounded to angular quartz in a sericitic
matrix, and suggested it may be fault gouge. The
description, however, resembles that of regolithic material
underlying the Bylot Supergroup on northern Baffin Island
(Fig. 65.1).

Thule Basin sf. ata are about b500 rn thick in Greenland
where three formations have been differentiated
(Davies et al., 1963; Dawes, 1976b). The lowermost
Wolstenholme Formation consists of chiefly light coloured

Figure 65.1. Location diagram showing the distribution of the Thule Croup. Weight of arrows
showing paleocurrent directions is in proportion to the number of readings involved.
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quartzarenite with massive basalt flows and sills in the lower
part. The overlying Dundas Formation is dominated by thinly
interbedded black shale and siltstone. The uppermost
Narssarssuk Formation is a va1 (.gated cyclically deposited
carbonate-clastic sequence. — 'v about 1100 m of the
lowermost Wolstenholme F o " lijn are nreserved on
Ellesmere Island (Dawes r ., I9S2; Frisch and
Christie, 19S2). Basic sills intru.ie the two lower formations
and basic dykes intrude all three formations and some of the
sills. (Davies et al.. 1963; Oawes et al., 1973; Frisch and
Christie, I9S2). Thule strata are commonly baked adjacent to
intrusive bodies and the lower contacts of volcanic flows.

The age of the Thule Group has been discussed by
Dawes et al. (1973, 1982) and by Frisch and Christie (1982).
They concluded, after assessing whole-rock K-Ar ages and
the presence of acritarchs in unit 4 that units 1-3 of the
Wolstenholme Formation may be about 1200 \1a, and units *
and above may be as young as Hadrynian. Considering the
intergradational nature of units 1-6 the writer suggests that
the Thule Group may be 1200-1 300 Ma.

Thule Group strata are flat lying to gently dipping and
some broad flexures are present (Dawes et al., 19S2).
Numerous faults cut the Thule strata, such that some of the
sections are in tilted fault blocks. Local folding has also
occurred adjacent to some faults.

The following basic descriptions refer to the localities
visited by the writer and are intended to augment
descriptions already provided in the publications noted above.
Differences in thickness have been obtained for the same unit
in the same general area by different persons. These
differences may represent variations in primary thickness as
well as repetition or ommission of strata by unrecognized
faults. All of the writer's sections were measured except for
subunit ID of the Wolstenholme Formation.

Wolstenholme Formation

This formation ranges from about 500 m in thickness
near Dundas to more than 2000 m on Northumberland Island.
About 1100 rn of strata on southeast Ellesmere Island are
truncated by the present erosion surface. Six major units
have been differentiated within the Wolstenholme Formation
by Dawes et a!. (1982), and by Frisch and Christie (1982) and
their terminology is used below.

Unit 1: basal sandstone

Clarence Head. About 10-2* m of the uppermost part
of this unit were seen at Clarence Head downfaulted along an
exposed fault against basement gneisses to the east
(Fig. 65.1, 65.2). Frisch and Christie (19821 have reported a
thickness of *0 m for this unit at Gale Point. Slickensides
and 50 cm of fault gouge containing clasts up to 2.5 cm in
diameter occur along the fault. Basal white sugary thin- to
very thick-bedded quartzarenite is overlain by a similar
thickness of laminated to thin bedded pale pink, green and
grey quartzarenite that is pebbly in its lower part. Interbeds
of red to green and grey-black shale increase in abundance
upward toward unit 2. Three coarsening up cycles, 1.5-5 m
thick, were noted in this unit. Cross laminations, mud
cracks, symmetrical ripple marks, load structures and
reduction spots are present also.

Northumberland Island. Only unit 1 was examined on
Northumberland Island where according to Dawes et al.
(1982) it is about 200 m thick. The writer obtained 386 m
including 65 m of gabbro sills (Fig. 65.2) along the east side
of Cadogan Glacier (westernmost large valley glacier on the
north side of Northumberland Island). Unit 1 at this locality
is divided into 4 intergradational subunits (7\-D: Fig. 65.2).

Subunit A. about 180 m thick, is mostlv buff to orange,
laminated to medium bedded quartzarenite with a few local
red, maroon and green interbeds. Medium to verv thick beds
predominate in the lowermost strata, and bedding thins
upward. Several fining-thinning upward cycles up to 2 m
thick occur in the upper part. Crossbeds are abundant
(Fig. 65.3) and are up to 1 m high. Compound crossbedding
characterized by low angle surfaces, and hummocky bedding
is well displayed in some outcrops. Viudcracks. symmetrical
ripples and small channels occur locally. Secondary false
colour banding resembling liesegang bands is common and
may be related to water table activity.

Subunit B is gradational with both the underlying and
overlying subunits. The thickness increases from 36-72 m
southward over a distance of about 1.5 km. Pale green to
grey very thin-to medium-bedded quartzarenite and
subarkose with green shaly interbeds and partings
predominate. Pink, brown and white beds are also present.
The beds of the top 1 5-20 m are discontinuous, more shaly.
and contain shale chips and balls and some wavy to lumpy
beds. Red beds appear near the top of the subunit and
increase in abundance upward. Crossbeds (Fig. 65.31 and
symmetrical ripple marks are less abundant than in subunit A.

Subunit C, 57 m thick, is composed almost entirely of
red to reddish brown strata consisting of very thin- to thin-
bedded sandstone interbedded with laminated to very thin-
bedded shale and siltstone. Some pale grey sandstone beds
occur in the basal part. Some medium bedded strata, in the
upper part of the subunit are discontinuous and lumpy bedded.
Green shaly partings and red and green beds to 8 cm thick
composed of mud balls to 6 cm in diameter are also preser t
in the upper part. Subunit C contains relatively few
Crossbeds (Fig. 65.3), but they increase in abundance at the
top of the subunit where a few ripDle marks are also present.

Subunit D, planar, medium- to very thick-bedded
quartzarenite is estimated to be about 75 m thick, and is
gradational and conformable with the underlying strata. The
basal 4 m i s pale greenish grey with a few red sandstone beds
to i*0 cm thick. Above this are several metres of buff
weathered strata, but the bulk of the subunit is white.
Crossbeds are either rare or difficult to see.

Depositional environment. Much of subunit A on
Northumberland Island displays well developed compound
crossbedding. Crossbeds (Fig. 65.3) abundant and up to 1 m
high, are west-directed with only a minor easterly b'imodal
component in most of the submembers, but are strongly
bimodal (NE-SW) in the upper part. The abundance and
nature of the crossbeds indicate that sediment deposition was
probably in sand ridges and waves in a tidally influenced
shallow shelf environment Oohnson, 1978; Walker, 1984). The
thinning upward of the bedding and the fining upward cycles
in the upper part may indicate shallowing water and an
approaching shoreline. Paleocurrents in subunit B are similar
to those in the underlying subunit and tidally influenced
deposition probably predominated. The top part (15-20 m),
however, was probably deposited in a relatively protected
area, possibly behind a barrier island or in a lagoon
(Elliot, 1978a; Reinson, 1984). The lower part of subunit C is
considered to contain some beach deposits, but most of the
subunit is probably a mixture of meandering stream channel
and overbank deposits formed in a low energy environment
(Collinson, 1978; Walker and Cant, 1984). Relatively clean
shelf sandstones were then deposited in subunit D. Three
crossbeds from uppermost subunit C suggest southerly
transport and four from basal subunit D northerly to westerly
transport (Fig. 65.3).
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At Clarence Head, the presence of coarsening up cycles
suggests a regressive beach environment, which is in
agreement with the conclusions of Frisch and Christie (1982)
for Gale Point.

Unit 2: basalt - red bed

Clarence Head. The writer obtained a thickness of
37* m for this unit while Frisch and Christie (1982) estimated
218 m for a nearby section. This difference may be due to
the difficult nature of the terrain, the variable nature of the
stratigraphy in this unit, and the arbitrary placing of the
lower contact at the base of the lowermost flow. Only minor
amounts of sediment is interbedded with the basalt flows and
sills. The flows are difficult to differentiate from the sills,
but probably predominate. They have a maximum individual
flow thickness of *3 m (Fig. 65.2). Flows are massive, dark
grey green to grey and reddish grey, commonly have
brecciated, amygdafoidal to locally vesicular tops, and are
vuggy locally. Pillow-like features occur at the base of one
flow and bent columnar jointing occurs in another flow
adjacent to a breccia zone. Volcanic breccia up to 9 m thick
and containing rounded to angular volcanic clasts as much as
1.2 m in diameter was seen at two localities. Agglomerate
lenses, laminated tuff, and red sandstone and shale lenses are
also present in the breccia. Tops of some flows contain
sediment fragments. Others contain sedimentary dykes and
calcite veining.

Sedimentary sequences as much as 25 m thick are
displaced abruptly along strike by flows at the same
stratigraphic level in the lower part of the sequence.

Between-flow sedimentary sequences have a maximum
thickness of 15 m except for a thicker basal sequence
(Fig. 65.2) that contains fining up sequences in its upper part.
Most lower-unit sediments are red, laminated to very thick
bedded, arkosic sandstone and minor interbedded shale and
siltstone. Hematite-rich laminae are common. A few small
pebble conglomerate lenses, sandstone beds composed of
shale grains, and rare buff to green quartzarenite beds are
also present. The upper parts of some thin beds in the middle
of the sequence are full of small spherical bodies (pisolites or
concretions?). Abundant reduction spots are also present.
Concretions and mud chips occur locally. Crossbeds are
exceptionally rare.

Carbonate, chiefly grey laminated to very thin bedded
shaly to siliciclastic limestone, is the predominant sediment
in the upper part of the unit. A few limestone-clast granule
conglomerate beds, 25 cm volcanic clasts in limestone,
symmetrical and asymmetrical ripple marks, cryptalgal
laminites, and gypsum nodules are present.

Coding Bay. About 293 m in unit 2 was measured at
Goding Bay, but the lower part of the section was mostly
drift covered. Frisch and Christie measured 312 m and
obtained a thickness of about 200 m at Gale Point 30 km to
the north. A similar thickness has been inferred for unit 2
on Northumberland Island (Dawes et al., 1982). According to
Frisch and Christie (1982) sediments make up a relatively
large part of the unit at Goding Bay which includes a 130 m
thick gabbro sill.

A 15m thick volcanic breccia in the lower part of
unit 2 contains faintly rirnmed angular to rounded clasts,
bombs and pillow-like bodies up to 75 x 12 cm.

A complex 23 m sequence, its basal part baked by the
underlying thick gabbro sill, is the uppermost subunit of
unit 2. It is composed mostly of dark grey-green, thickly
laminated to very thin bedded slate, shale and siltstone with
minor locally crossbedded sandstone and tuff, and rare

stromatolitic siliceous dolostone. Reddish-grey rocks occur
mostly in the upper part of this subunit. Bedding is planar to
undulose.

Within the shale subunit numerous basalt flows and
dyklets, up to 60 cm thick, have altered rnarv.ns. Olive-
green spherical to ellipsoidal to nodular concretions up to
25 cm in diameter, composec of chlorite, iron carbonate,
siliceous material containing hematite crystals and possibly
gypsum, occur both in the sediments and flows.

Immediately to the west the large sill is overlain by a
basalt flow and only the upper 9 m of this shale subunit is
present.

Depositional environment. The flows are typical
tholeiitic plateau basalts (Frisch and Christie, 1982)
deposited in a terrestrial environment. Fining up cycles
suggest fluvial deposition for sediments in the lower part of
the unit. Local basal-flow pillows and interbedded carbonate
in the upper part indicate the sea was nearby. The abundance
of iron-rich concretions in the 23 m concretionary shale unit
at Goding Bay and the presence of rare turbidite-like
quartzarenite beds suggests the shale unit probably
represents prodelta or offshore muds (Elliot, 1978b). The
small concretion-bearing thin flows or tuffaceous units are
probably related to the adjacent flow immediately to the
west, which may have flowed from a westerly direction,
based on the orientation of its frontal margin.

Unit 3: carbonate-shale

This unit overlies unit 2 conformably, and at both
Clarence Head and Goding Bay may be divided into three
conformable subui.w: a basal carbonate subunit A, a middle
cyclic subunit B and an upper sandstone subunit C.

Clarence Head. Unit 3 is 107 m thick at Clarence Head
(79 m - Frisch and Christie, 1982). The basal carbonate
subunit (A) varies from 13-22 m thick. Where seen by Frisch
and Christie (1982) it is chiefly brown dolostone while at a
nearby locality the writer found mostly grey limestone. At
one locality subunit A is grey, thinly laminated to medium
bedded, finely- to coarsely-crystalline limestone and silty
limestone, and calcareous siltstone. Basal conglomeratic
lenses contain limestone and quartz granules and small
pebbles. Cryptalgal laminites, laterally linked columnar
stromatolites up to 10 cm high, small ellipsoidal
stromatolites to 3 cm in diameter and a few 15 cm high tepee
structures occur in the lower part of the limestone. The
upper part of the submember is relatively silty and contains
some very fine grained sandstone and flat limestone-clast
conglomerate.

The middle subunit (B) is only 15 m thick at Clarence
Head and consists of interbedded red shale and red and buff
sandstone overlain by 12 m of red shale. The lower cyclic
part of this subunit, so well developed at Goding Bay (below),
seems to be largely missing at Clarence Head.

The upper subunit (C) is 70 m thick and consists of
quartzarenite beds up to 50 cm thick interbedded with red
shale beds up to 40 cm thick. Quartzarenite increases
upward from 60 to 90% of the rock. The quartzarenite is
mostly grey in the first 16 m but above this is predominantly
white. Minor green shaly partings and laminae are common.
Locally, laminated to medium bedded red and white
sandstone is interbedded in layers up to 1 m thick in the
upper 12 m. Crossbeds are abundant throughout, and include
some herringbone crossbeds (Fig. 65.3). Mudcracks are
common and a few ripple marks and hematite-rich laminae
were seen in the upper part. The contact between units 3 and
* is placed where red sandstone and shale interbeds give way
to mauve quartzarenite.
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Goding Bay. Unit 3 is 1 58 m thick at Goding Bay as
measured in a composite section (little more than 100 m -
Frisch and Christie, 19S2). It is about I <»0 m thick on
Northumberland Island (Dawes et al., I9S2).

Subunit A is 5-6 m thick and is composed of light brown
thinly laminated siliceous dolostone in beds to I m thick with
thin interbeds of green argillaceous rock. Cryptalgal
laminites occur in the dolostone.

Subunit B is 102 m thick. Its lower part is composed of
cyclically interbedded sandstone and shale. About 7 m of the
lowermost cycle, a coarsening up cycle, is exposed. Lumpy
bedded, brown, locally green shale beds decrease in thickness
from 80 to 2 cm upward. The shale is interbedded with very
thin- to medium-bedded light grey green subarkose In which
planar to wavy bedded subarkose alternates with, and
commonly overlies planar crossbedded subarkose.

The rest of the lower part of subunit B consists of
several fining up cycles composed of lower light green and
red-green sandstone in beds up to 3 m thick but mostly less
than 60 cm, and upper red shale in beds to 7 m thick but
mostly less than 1 m. The sandstone beds are composed of
alternating crossbedded (Fig. 65.3) and planar to wavy bedded
sandstone in thicknesses up to 10 cm, commonly with
crossbedded sandstone at the base. Sandstone in upper cycles
commonly contains shale chips and carbonate-rich laminae.
Crossbeds in the lower part of the subunit commonly contain
shaly laminae. Basal sandstone beds are in sharp irregular
contact with the underlying shale into which shallow channels
have been cut. The shale beds are planar bedded and are in
irregular but conformable contact with underlying sandstone.
Tops of shale beds are commonly mudcracked and some have
a bleached conglomeratic regolithic zone containing
sandstone clasts. Some sandstone tops are also mudcracked.
Symmetrical ripple marks are common. Synaeresis cracks
and small pisolites or oncolites were seen at single locations.

The upper part of subunit B contains 51 m of reddish-
brown shale with disseminated well rounded quartz grains and
granules and a few widely interspersed sandstone beds in the
lower part.

Subunit C is 50 m thick at Goding Bay. Its lower part is
composed of layers 3-10 m thick alternating from
interbedded red sandstone and shale in beds 50 cm to I m
thick, to sandstone layers containing only minor shale
laminae and partings. The sandstone changes composition
upward from subarkose to quartzarenite. The irregular
bedding varies from thick laminated to thin bedded. White,
light green and mauve sandstone, and carbonate cemented
sandstone, occur locally. Green shale partings increase in
abundance upward.

The upper part of subunit C is composed of red granular
to fine pebbly sandstone with green shale partings. A layer
of grey, locally red quartzarenite caps the subunit and in it
the bedding changes upward from irregular to even.

Crossbeds (Fig. 65.3) are abundant in the subunit which
also contains a few symmetrical ripple marks, mudcracks,
channels and rare clay balls.

Depositional environment. The basal carbonates of
subunit A are probably intertidal to supratidal deposits upon
which fluvial deposition was again encroaching.

A single, basal coarsening-up cycle of subunit B at
Goding Bay probably represents a regressive beach
environment and was preserved under the overlying fining up
cycles at both Clarence Head and Goding Bay which are
meandering stream and overbank deposits. The stream
deposits contain relatively thin active channel and
abandonment sandstones that possess characteristic internal

structures, and which are overlain by thicker vertical
accretion shales. The thick red shale at the top of the
subunit changes thickness over short distances, and probably
represents stacked vertical accretion fines fcollinson, 1978:
Walker and Cant, 19S<»). Crossbeds are strongly easterly
directed at Goding Bay (Fig. 65.3), suggesting the shore lay in
that direction.

Subunit C is considered to represent either interbedded
tidal flat shale and intertidal sandstone, or possibly estuarine
deposits, in which sandstone increases in proportion upward.
Crossbeds are variable, chiefly directed to the northeast at
Clarence Head and northwesterly at Goding Bay.

Unit 4: white sandstone

Clarence Head. Only 1 32 m of this unit were examined
at Clarence Head. Lack of time prevented the overlying
strata, including units 5 and 6, from being studied here.
Frisch and Christie (19S2) remarked on the wedge-shaped
nature of this unit and reported thicknesses ranging from less
than 100 to more than 200 m. Tilting and erosion of a fault
block may be a contributing factor to this wedge shape.

The lower contact is gradational with ur.it 3, and the
lower 57 m consists of thinly to very thickly interbedded
white (to i.5 m) and mauve (to 20 crn) quartzarenite and
minor subarkose. A few red sandstone beds and hematite
laminae occur in the lower part of this sequence. Overlying
strata consist of white, cream and light grey quartzarenite in
25-50 m thick sequences.

Crossbeds (Fig. 65.3) and symmetrical ripple marks are
abundant throughout the unit, while quartz pebbles and
reduction spots occur locally.

Goding Bay. Unit 4 was found to be 16<t m thick while
Frisch and Christie (1982) reported thicknesses of a little
more than 180 m and 265 m. Thicknesses of up to 260 m
occur on Northumberland Island (Dawes et al., 1982). A few
strike faults are associated with units h and 5 at Goding Bay
along which vertical displacements of up to 20 m occur.

The strata are chiefly white medium- to very thick-
bedded (1.5 m) quartzarenite, similar to those at Clarence
Head. Buff and grey sandstones, containing internal laminae
to medium beds within thicker beds are common. Orange
beds occur locally. !n the lower part of unit <f, mauve colours
are common and red sandstone and hematite laminae are
present as well. Quartz and sandstone pebbles to 3 cm in
diameter are concentrated locally. Crossbeds (Fig. 65.3) are
abundant throughout the unit and mudcracks, dewatering
structures and reduction spots, although less common, are
also present. Ubiquitous false bedding or liesegang rings,
discolouration layering at various angles to the sedimentary
layering, may be related to ground water.

DeDOSitional environment. The colour, thick bedded
nature and abundance of crossbeds indicate deposition
occurred on a shallow intertidal shelf. Crossbeds are
northwesterly directed at Clarence Head, southwesterly
directed at Goding Bay, and are only slightly bimodal
(Fig. 65.3). Longshore currents, however, cannot be ruled out
as a method of transport and the crossbed directions may be
indicative of an inlet or channel way to the west between
Clarence Head and Goding Bay.

Unit 5: red sandstone-shale

This unit was seen by the writer only at Goding Bay
where a thickness of 87 m was obtained. The actual contact
with underlying unit *f was observed only from a distance on
nearby cliffs where it seemed to be sharp but conformable.
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Frisch and Christie (1982) reported thicknesses of 84 and
possibly ISO m at Goding Bay, and 120 m at Clarence Head
where the lower contact is abrupt but gradational. More than
300 m of the red sandstone-shale unit outcrop on
Northumberland Island where the lower contact is described
as sharp (Dawes et al., 1982).

The basal 20 m consists of laminated to medium
bedded, poorly exposed, crossbedded red sandstone, siltstone
and lensitic shale. Minor buff to white sandstone occurs in
the lower part of this sequence.

The middle 48 m of unit 5 is composed of very thin to
thinly interbedded green shale and siltstone and green to pale
greenish-white, very fine grained, equigranular quartzarenite
arranged in a large number of thin, chiefly fining-up cycles.
The strata are commonly planar to wavy laminated with
abundant ripple drift lamination. Quartzarenite forms about
15% of the lower part of the sequence, where it occurs in
beds about 1.5 m apart, and decreases in abundance upward.
Lenticular bedding is more common in quartzarenite than in
shale beds. The quartzarenite beds have a maximum
thickness of 20 cm, are lensitic to locally discontinuous,
almost always have sharp contacts with the underlying shale
or siltstone, and have been channelled and loaded into the
underlying strata (Fig. 65,4). The tops of underlying beds
commonly have ripplemarked surfaces while loadcasts occur
chiefly at the bottom of the quartzarenite beds. The tops of
most quartzarenite beds are conformable and are in sharp to
gradational contact with overlying siltstone and shale. Some
quartzarenite tops, however, are capped by a ripplemarked
erosion surface and some shale has been channelled into the
quartzarenite. The quartzarenite beds themselves are
commonly crossbedded (Fig. 65.3) and may be massive as well
as laminated. A few thin conglomeratic lenses contain
quartz granules up to 1.5 cm in diameter. In addition to
structures already noted, interference ripples, climbing
ripples and synaeresis are common. Flutes are also present.
Dark green weathering, coarse grained carbonate lenses and
concretions up to 25 cm thick occur sporadically in the
middle part of this sequence. Malachite staining was seen at
two horizons.

The upper part of unit 5 consists of 19 m of
interbedded, thinly laminated to very thin bedded, brown,
fissile shale, siltstone and very fine grained sandstone.
Massive siltstone beds up to 35 cm thick occur at the base
and up to 14 cm thick at the top. Hematite-rich layers up to
15 cm thick occur sporadically. Load structures,

interference ripples and channel fillings are common. The
lithologies of this upper sequence are interbedded with the
middle sequence lithologies for a thickness of as much as 3 m
in which brown siltstone is channelled into green shale.
A few green shale and siltstone lenses and beds up to 30 cm
thick also occur at the top of this upper sequence.

Depositional environment. The basal red beds probably
represent an influx of fluvial material into the basin by a
stream readvancing into the depositional basin. The
overlying 48 m green shale unit is almost unique and is
similar only to the 23 m sequence at the top of unit 2 at
Goding Bay. Contained structures in the white lenticular
quartzarenite beds and their relationship to adjacent strata
suggest they may have been deposited by turbidity currents.
The quartzarenite beds and iron-rich concretions suggest the
48 m green shale subunit may be a prodelta or offshore basin
deposit (Elliott, 1978b). The variable nature of the crossbeds
(Fig. 65.3) may favour an offshore deposit. The overlying
brown shale subunit may represent a deltaic or beach deposit.
The abrupt vertical changes in lithologies and possibly in
depositional invironment may be related to syndepositional
faulting.

Unit 6: uppermost sandstone

The uppermost unit of the Wolstenholme Formation is
truncated by the present erosion surface on southeast
Ellesmere Island. A partial section 227 m thick was
examined by the writer at Goding Bay where Frisch and
Christie (1982) measured about 330 m of strata. They report
24 m of strata for unit 6 at Clarence Head, while several
hundred metres are present on Northumberland Island and
900 m on the adjacent island to the east (Dawes et al., 1982).

Unit 6 seems conformable with unit 5 at Goding Bay,
although there is a sharp change in lithology, basal unit 6
strata consisting of red to light grey sandstone with crossbeds
to 20 cm high. The lower 151 m of unit 6 is mainly pale to
dark dusky red sandstone interbedded with considerable
white, light grey, buff and light pink sandstone in thicknesses
up to about 10 m. The sandstones are mostly very thin to
medium bedded, rarely thick bedded (to 1 m), quartzarenite.
Green laminae and partings together with red and green mud
and shale chips are disseminated throughout the lower 151 m.
A few carbonate laminae occur near the base of the sequence
and 3 m of laminated to very thin bedded, mudcracked,

Figure 65.4

Nature of bedding in prodelta-type sediments
of subunit 5B at Goding Bay. The light
coloured beds are quartz arenite turbidites. A
dark iron-carbonate lense lies just left of the
1.5 m long rod.
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red shale and siltstone occur *0 in above the base. Crossbeds
(Fig. 65.3) are abundant throughout the sequence and
herringbone crossbeds are common in the lower part, chiefly
below the 3 rn shale unit (Fig. 65.3: lower-lower).
Symmetrical and interference ripples arc common.

The upper 76 rn seen at Coding Bav are composed
mostly of pale brown laminated to thin bedded quart^arenite
with minor light green to pale red interbeds. Extensive white
and red quartzarenites were not seen. A 7 rn section of
thinly laminated shale, siltstone and sandstone occurs in the
middle of the 76 m sequence. The lower strata are mauve,
and the upper brown and the weathered surface is bluish.
Structures seem less varied and common in the 76 in
sequence than in the 151 m sequence, and fewer crossbeds
were seen.

This subdivision of unit 6 seems in agreement with that
of Frisch and Christie (I9S2), although the 3 m bed of
dolomitic subarkose used by them as a dividing point was not
seen.

Depositional environment. The abundance of
crossbedding suggests that lower unit 6 sandstones were
probably deposited in a shallow shelf tide-dominated
environment. Crossbeds are weakly bimodal and herringbone
crossbeds are present. The major indicated current direction
changes upward from northeast to southeast (Fig. 65.3).
A decrease in abundance of crossbedding suggests storm
dominated deposition may have prevailed during deposition of
upper unit 6 strata.

Dundas Formation

Seen onlv briefly at Dundas, the Dundas Formation is
noted here to complete the stratigraphic picture. Except for
some personal notes, the following comments are taken from
Davies et al . (1963), Dawes (1979) and Dawes et al. (19S2).

The Dundas Formation is at least 1000 m thick (730 m
minus 120 m for diabase sills at Dundas - Davies et al . , 19631
and is composed mostly of black fissile shale interbedded
with pale grey quartzarenite, some siltstone and minor dark
grey to black stromatolit ic dolostone, chiefly in the upper
part. The contact with the underlying Wolstenholme
Formation is gradational, but the contact with the overlying
Narssarssuk Formation is not exposed. Davies et a l . (1963)
concluded that the latter formation overlies the Dundas.
Dawes (1979) in noting that gypsum, chert, and stromatolit ic
dolostone were common to both upper Dundas and lower
Narssarssuk strata concluded that the Narssarssuk Formation
is all or in part of younger age than the Dundas.

Most of the formation seen at Dundas consists of three
alternating lithological packages up to 1* m thick namely:
predominantly black shale, quartzarenite, and interbedded
shale and quartzarenite sequences in whicli the lithologies
occur in beds commonly 0.3 to 1 m (max. 3 m) thick.
Although, in general, quartzarenite decreases in abundance
upward in the formation, i t increases upward in abundance
within some of the interbedded sequences. The quartzarenite
beds are commonly very fine grained and thin laminated to
medium bedded. Minor dolostone increases upward in
abundance. Mudcracks are abundant in the formation and
ripple marks are common. Crossbeds, however, are very
rare. Pyrite increases in amount adjacent to diabase sills.

According to Dawes et a l . (19S2) the Dundas Formation
has been interpreted as a shallow water deltaic to coastal
plain deposit. The strata seen in the Dundas area may be
largely subtidal, and the quartzarenite beds may have been
deposited by turbidity currents formed during storms or times
of flood. The change from Wolstenholme shelf to Dundas
basinal deposition may have been accompanied by
syndepositional faulting.

Narssarssuk Formation

According to previous work (Davies ot al.. 1963:
Dawes. 197 5, 1976b, 1979) the Narssarssuk Formation
consists of at least 1000 in of variegated, well l.ivered
carbonates, shale, siltstone and sandstone deposited in cycles
in which the lithologies are laterally gradational as well as
interbedded. Some of the strata are gvpsiferous and rhertv.
Davies et al . (1963) subdivided the formation into three
carbonate-dominated, vertically gradational members: lower
red member, middle \orferneq dolomite member, and unper
red member. TI IP Narssarssuk Formation occurs only in a
small area south of Dundas and on an island immediately to
the west (Fig. 65.1). About 520 m of strata along the
mainland coast southwest of Dundas were examined bv the
writer (Fig. 65.2).

Lower red member

According to Davies (1963) the top of the member is at
the top of the highest red beds in the lower part of the
formation. Above this position red beds are absent for well
over 100 m. For this study about 19S m of strata were
measured below this position. Davies et a l . (1963) reported
about 310 m based primarily on well data. Several small
thrusts were noted in the coastal section with overthrusting
of up to a few metres to the north and northwest.

Most of the lower red member is grey limestone
deposited in sequences up to 10 m thick, but mostly less than
6 m. Individual beds range from beds a few metres thick to
thin laminations. Thick beds commonly show faint interval
layering and the laminated varieties include both evenlv
laminated limestone and wavy cryptalgal laminites
(Fig. 65.2). Most of the strata are calcisi l t i te to calci lut i te.
but coarsely recrystallized limestone occurs locally. Lumpy
bedded limestone, pockets of f lat clast conglomerate and
vuggy limestone are common. Brecciated limestone is minor.
Broad domal stromatolites, commonly 30 cm in diameter, are
abundant and range up to 1.5 m in diameter; a few ellipsoidal
types to 10 cm are also present. Thin gypsum seams and
graphite occur sporadically. Structures present in addition to
those already mentioned include: stylolites, sulphate casts,
small channels and locally, tepee and molar tooth structures
(Fig. 65.2).

Dolostone is a minor lithology in the lower red member,
but increases upward in abundance (Fig. 6 5.2). Ruff to grey
colours predominate but light green is common and a few
beds are pale pink. Most dolostone is very fine grained, and
is not as thickly bedded as the limestone but otherwise
contains the same types of beds. One bed contains flattened
shaly dolostone nodules. The stromatolites are also similar to
those in the limestone but a smaller variety of minor
structures are present.

Red to green-grey and buff siliciclastic strata include
arkose, subarkose, siltstone and shale. Pebble intraclasts
occur sporadically. Thin gypsum seams and scattered pink
gypsum ellipsoids up to S cm across occur at a few horizons.
The strata are chiefly thick bedded to thin laminated, contain
carbonate, and occur interbedded and intermixed with one
another in packages, overlain and underlain by carbonates,
and commonly less than 6 m thick, but as much as 10 m thick.
Few structures were noted but include small channels,
stylolites and rare crossbeds.

Lower member strata described above are interbedded
in about 16 shallowing up sequences Dames, 19S<t;
Kendall. 198W that range from 6 to 17 m in thickness
(Fig. 6 5.2). Sequences begin at a sharp, commonly erosional
base, and are truncated by the base of the overlying
sequence. Siliciclastics, where present, are commonly
gradational with underlying carbonates and are considered to
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cap the sequences although some are overlain and underlain
by erosional intervals. Examples of some of the sequences
that are present are:

i) Several limestone sequences, especially in the lower
part of the member consist of lower very thick to thin
bedded limestone overlain by evenly laminated and/or
cryptalgal laminites.

ii) Thick bedded limestone grading up to laminated
Jimestone grading up to siliciclastic gypsum.

iii) Limestone, grading up to dolostone grading up to
siliciclastics.

iv) Thin bedded dolostone grading up to shaly dolostone
grading up to siliciclastics.

Middle Aorferneq dolostone member

A thick succession of dolostones and limestones lies
between the lower and upper red bed members for which
Davies et al. (1963) reported a thickness of about 13* m.

About 227 m of strata were measured along the coast
between red bed horizons, although this includes 55 m of
covered section in the middle of the member (Fig. 65.2).
Dolostone and limestone are equally abundant in the lower
half of the member, but limestone is negligible in the
upper half.

The carbonates are similar to those in the underlying
member although vuggy dolostone is more abundant in the
middle Aorferneq dolostone member. Flinty dolostone and
chert replacement is also present whereas lumpy bedded
carbonate and flat clast conglomerate are rare. As in the
lower member, disseminated mud, silt and sand are more
widespread in the dolostone than in the relatively clean
limestone. Minor structures are somewhat less varied and
abundant than in the lower member although stromatolites
se :m about as common. Oolites are also present
(Davies et al., 1963). Carbonate strata occur in relatively
thick sequences, differentiated chiefly by bedding
differences. These sequences are up to 23 m thick, although
most are 7 m or less.
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Figure 65.5. Schematic reconstruction for the 1200-1250 Ma opening of the Poseidon Ocean.
Position of Greenland relative to Canada is modified from Le Pichon et al. (1977); see also Jackson
and lannelli (1981). Pearya Geanticline is from Trettin et al. (1972).
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Figure 65.6. Correlation of Neohelikian strata in
Borden and Thule basins. Modified from Davies et al. (1963),
Dawes etal. (1982), Frisch and Christie (1982), Jackson and
lannelli (1981), Jackson et al. (1985).

The middle member was deposited in 8 or 10, S-23 m
thick shallowing up sequences similar to, but thicker than
those in the lower member. They include:

i) Very thick bedded limestone, grading up into
interbedded laminated limestone and dolostone grading
up into sandstone.

ii) Laminated vuggy dolostone grading up into shaly and
crossbedded sandstone.

iii) Thin bedded dolostone, grading up into laminated
dolostone and calcareous dolostone, grading up into
crossbedded quartzarenite.

Thick bedded to laminated quartzarenite, shale and
minor siitstone and subarkose occur interbedded and
intergradational, commonly with carbonate, in sequences up
to 7 m thick. Buff, brown, light grey, and light green colours
predominate and the strata are better sorted and less
abundant than in the underlying member. Some coarsening-
up beds are present and crossbeddirj, occurs in several places
(Fig. 65.2, 65.3).

Upper red member

The lowermost 100 m of the <t60 m present
(Davies et al., 1963) were examined. The observed strata are
mostly buff to light grey thin bedded to thin laminated clean
dolostone, deposited in sequences up to H m thick.
Relatively few structures were seen (Fig. 65.2). Thin bedded
to laminated and crossbedded dolomitic sandstone (arkose
quartzarenite) and shale occur in a few red, buff and green
sequences up to * m thick. The strata were deposited in 5-6
shallowing up cycles similar to previous ones. The basal
cycle is about ^2 m thick but the overlying one is of
comparable thickness to those in the lower member.

Depositional environment. Narssarssuk strata were
probably deposited in a series of shallowing up coastal sabkha
sequences in a low energy environment Dames, 1984;
Kendall, 198*; Till, 1978). The minor amount of sedimentary
breccia and conglomerate present, suggests protected

deposition such as in a lagoon. The very thick to thin bedded
carbonates may represent subtidal deposits while the
cryptalgal laminites represent the intertidal deposits. The
siliciclastics in the lower and upper redbed members
represent the supratidal deposits. The relatively thick clean
sequences of the middle Aorferneq dolomite member
represent relatively stable conditions when the siliciclastic
beds were deposited in an intertidal environment.

Summary, regional tectonics

That part of the Wolstenholme Formation seen bv the
writer consists chiefly of quartzarenites deposited in a tide-
dominated shelf environment. A meandering stream redbed
sequence occurs in the middle of unit 1 on Wolstenholme
Island and in the lower part of unit 3 on southeast Ellesmere
Island. Unit 2 is composed mostly of tholeiitic plateau basalt
flows and sills (Frisch and Christie, 1982; Dawes et al., 1982).
Strata resembling prodelta deposits occur at Goding Bay at
the top of unit 2 and in the middle of unit 5. Some of the
Dundas Formation was probably deposited in a subtidal basin
while the overlying Narssarssuk Formation occurs in shoaling
up sabkha cycles.

On southeast Ellesmere Island easterly directed fluvial
and marine crossbeds in unit 3 (Fig. 65.3), and emplacement
from the west of a flow in unit 2, suggest the presence of a
land area immediately to the west (Fig. 65.5).
R. Thorsteinsson (personal communication, 19S5) reached a
similar conclusion for early Paleozoic time. If the westerly
directed marine crossbeds in unit <f represent currents
parallel to a shoreline then an embayment or a channel may
have existed to the west between Goding Ray and Clarence
Head during unit <» deposition (Fig. 65.2. 65.3). Frisch and
Christie (I9S2) indicated chiefly westward transport for
unit h at Goding Bay and easterly transport at Clarence
Head.

Dawes et al. (19S2) noted that the main transport
directions for the Thule Group in Greenland are to the south
and southwest which is similar to the Greenland data
presented here (Fig. 65.3). Therefore, southwesterly
transport predominated on Greenland and easterly transport
on southest Ellesmere. This may also suggest the presence of
a land area to the v/est (Fig. 65.5) contrary to the open sea
area depicted by Jackson and lannelli (1981).

Many correlations of the Thule Group and Bylot
Supergroup have been attempted (see Jackson and
lannelli, 1981), and rruny close similarities exist (Fig. 65.6).
The volcanics that have redbed and carbonate strata
associated with them yield similar K-Ar ages (Jackson and
lannelli, 1981) and are very similar chemically (Galley et al..
1983). The Dundas Formation and the Arctic Bay Formation
of the Bylot Supergroup have closely similar stratigraphies.
The Society Cliffs and Victor Bay formations of the Bylot
Supergroup on Bylot Island (Jackson et al., 1985) are also
similar to the Narssarssuk Formation. Dawes et al. (1982)
have reported that syndepositional faulting occurred during
deposition of the Thule Group. This is also the case with the
Bylot Supergroup (Fig. 65.6; Jackson and Iannelli, 1981). The
latter show no sign of thinning on northern Bylot Island.
Therefore, the deposition of some strata, such as the
carbonates, may have been continuous from one basin to the
next (Fig. 65.5; Jackson et al., 1985).

Figure 65.5, depicting relationships during the
Neohelikian opening of the Poseidon Ocean at 1200-1250 Ma,
has been modified from Jackson and lannelli (1981). In
considering the abundant evidence of faulting and rifting
related to this ocean opening (Fahrig, 1985; Jackson and
Iannelli, 1981), it seems likely that some displacement of
Greenland relative to Baffin Island and/or Ellesmere occurred
at that time.
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Abstract
The Hadrynian Horsethief Creek Group in the Dogtooth Range of the northernmost Purcell

Mountains can be subdivided into a grit, slate, carbonate and upper clastic division. A stratigraphic
section 1500 m thick was measured in detail from the lowermost grits exposed in the hanging wall of
the Goat Ridge thrust to the upper part of the slate division. At the base of the succession, slates,
marbles, limestones and calcareous sandstones and grits, represent a phase of slow sedimentation
either at the base or possibly in the middle of the grit division. The middle part of the section shows
typical thinning and fining-upward cycles of a submarine fan assemblage. The boundary between the
grit and slate divisions is gradationai in an interbedded sandstone-pelite succession. Estimated
thicknesses are 1000 m and perhaps 1500 m for the grit division, 800 m for the slate division and a
minimum of 200 m for the carbonate division.

Resume'
On peut diviser le groupe de Horsethief Creek de 1'Hadrynien, dans les monts Dogtooth de la

partie la plus septentrionale des chatnons Purcell, en gres grossiers, en ardoises, en carbonates et en
roches clastiques supe'rieures. On a mesure' en detail une coupe stratigraphique de 1500 m de
puissance depuis les gres grossiers infe>ieurs qui affleurent dans la levre supirieure du
chevauchement de Goat Ridge jusqu'a la partie supe>ieure des ardoises. A la base de ia sfirie, les
ardoises, les marbres, les calcaires ainsi que les gres et les gres grossiers calcaires constituent une
phase de sedimentation lente soit a la base, soit probablement au milieu des gres grossiers. Le milieu
de la coupe est caracte'risg par les cycles ascendants d'amincissement et d'affinement d'un
assemblage en eVentail d'origine sous-marine. La limite entre les gres grossiers et les ardoises est
progressive et se trouve dans une seYie de gres et de pglites interstratifie's. Les puissances estime'es
atteignent 1000 m et peut-etre m&me 1500 m pour les gres grossierr, 800 m pour les ardoises et au
moins 200 m pour les carbonates.

Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
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Introduction
The stratigraphy of the Hadrynian Horsethief Creek

Group was established for the Dogtooth Range by
Evans (1933) and by Wheeler (1963). A detailed description
and interpretation of the Horsethief Creek strata in the
Dogtooth Range north of Grizzly Creek was given by
Poulton (1970) and Poulton and Simony (19S0).

During the summer of 198.5 the Copperstain
Mountain - Moonraker Peak area was mapped at a scale of
1:20 000 from the Dogtooth thrust in the east to Bald Ridge
in tne west (Fig. 66.1). Several stratigraphic sections were
measured, one in great detail. Bedding attitude, cleavage,
cleavage-bedding relationships, fold axes of megascopic and

mesoscopic folds and stratigraphic tops were used to
construct a preliminary cross-section through the area.
Oriented samples were taken to provide information about
strain and stress regimes in the vicinity of thrust faults in a
later stage of this study.

Structure

The Dogtooth Range consists of a series of imbricate
thrust sheets between the Beaver River normal fault and the
Purcell thrust. A minimum tectonic shortening of 50% was
estimated by Simony and Wind (1970). Thrust fvjlts are
northeasterly direted and some are overturned north of the

study area (Fig. 66.1).

The two major mappable structures
between Bald Ridge and the Dogtooth
thrust are a broad, slightly overturned
anticline in the grits west of Moonraker
Peak and the Copperstain Mountain
syncline.

Axial trends of major and associated
minor folds range from 310 to
3^0 degrees. Plunges are gentle, up to
15 degrees. Pervasive axial planar
cleavage is best developed in pelitic
layers and is generally southwest dipping
in the hanging wall of the Dogtooth
thrust. West of the Goat Ridge thrust
this earlier (Fl) cleavage is crosscut at
low angles by a west dipping, more
northerly striking fracture cleavage
(Fig. 66.2) which may be related to a late
stage of thrust faulting. Strain slip
cleavage, as described by Poulton (1970),
was observed only in the vicinity of the
Grizzly Creek thrust. Slightly deformed

Legena

•

Figure 66.1. Geological map of the northern Dogtooth Mountains, using data from field
season 1985, Wheeler (1963), Poulton and Simony (1980) and showing locations of stratigraphic
section and cross-section.



axial planes of early (Fl) isoclinal folds could be found in the
hanging wall of the Dogtooth thrust immediately above the
thrust zone.

The Moonraker anticline is exposed for at least 8 km
and can be traced farther to the south. Pervasive vertical
axial planar cleavage, abundant minor faults and a complex
folding style characterize its core zone.

The Copperstain syncline, outlined by yellow
weathering dolomite lenses and dark grey limestones, has an
aJmost vertical to steeply west-dipping axial plane in the
study area. Farther south it is overturned to the east.

Numerous minor thrust and normal faults of different
generations complicate the map pattern of this structure.
One of these thrusts in the eastern limb of the syncline
displaces a dolomite lens by approximately 100 m and can be
traced for 8 km.

Stratigraphy

Four distinguishable stratigraphic units of the
Horsethief Creek Group were mapped in the study area.

The grit division is the lowermost unit and is
characterized by coarse sandstones and fine pebble
conglomerate interbedded with pelitic layers and a few thin
limestone layers. Estimated maximum thickness in the area
is approximately 1500 m.

The second unit, the slate division, comprises pelitic
rocks interbedded with minor coarser elastics and carbonate
layers. Characteristic are graded and ripple crosslaminated
silt and sand laminae, dominant light to dark steel-grey or
blue-grey colour, high mica content and pyrite and siderite
porphyroblasts (Poulton and Simony, 1980). Maximum
estimated thickness is 900 to 1000 m.

The measured stratigraphic section shown in
Figures 66.3 and 66.* reaches from the Goat Ridge thrust up
to a set of minor thrust faults within the slate division (see
Fig. 66.1 for location).

The lowest unit exposed in this section consists of grey
slates and phyllites overlain by green and purple weathering
slates.

The overlying 40 m are characterized by grey
limestones and sandy limestones. At their base a very
prominent green laminated marble is exposed. It consists of
2-5 cm thick layers of green phyllite alternating with
greenish grey recrystallized limestone beds of the same
thickness. Individual beds can be traced at least several
hundreds of metres. The thickness of this unit changes from
5 to 15 m due to variations with position within major folds.

The 150 m of the succession overlying the limestones
consist of pelitic slates and phyllites interbedded with sandy
yeilow weathering limestones, calcareous grits and
sandstones as well as fine grained red sandstones. In the
lower part sandy limestones are predominant and
crosslamination occurs. Towards the top red sandstone beds
become predominant.

The middle part of the measured section (240 to
1050 m) is characterized by typical thinning and fining
upward cycles of grit sedimentation as described in Poulton
and Simony (1980). Thicknesses of individual cycles can vary
from 50 to 90 m. Crossbedding is very rare, as are small
scale channels but graded beds are common. According to
Poulton and Simony (1980), all observed features are
consistent with deposition in a "proximal exotic" situation in
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Figure 66.2. Pervasive axial planar cleavage (.) and more
northerly striking fracture cleavage (+) in the hanging wall of
the Coat Ridge thrust.

Figure 66.3. Stratigraphic section of the grit and slate
divisions in the hanging wall of the Goat Ridge thrust.
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Figure 66.4. Bottom part of the stratigraphic section shown in Figure 66.3.
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a channelled (upper) submarine fan. The lower boundary of
the overlying slate division is gradational in an interbedded
sandstone - pelite succession. Red sandstone beds become
very common in the upper grit and lower slate division
whereas calcareous yellow weathering sandstones are
characteristic for the latter. The boundary is chosen where
the pelite/grit ratio exceeds 1:1. As the slate division in the
area is disturbed by many minor faults, no complete section
could be measured. The estimated thickness for this unit is
S00 m.

The overlying carbonate division consists mainly of
massive limestones and dolomites in the footwall of the
Dogtooth thrust, reaching thicknesses of approximately
200 m. West of the Dogtooth thrust in the Copperstain
Mountain syncline (western facies area of Poulton, 19721 the
carbonate division is characterized by large massive, partly
stromatolitic dolomite lenses embedded in a succession of
slates of various composition, sandstone; calcareous
sandstones and thin grey limestones beds. Lateral transitions
from limestone to dolomite can be observed.

The upper clastic division overlying the carbonates
could not be found in outcrop west of the Dogtooth thrust.

Conclusions

Compared to the middle part of the measured sect ion,
the base represents a stage of overal l low sedimentation
rates. The monotonous sequence of laminated pel i t ic slates
and the lack of coarse detr i tus at the base of the measured
section indicate sedimentation in deep water during a phase
of subsidence or transgression and/or very low rel ief in the
source area. The overlying laminated marbles must have
been deposited in shallow water in a very "quiet" environment
wi th low sedimentation rates during a regressive phase. The
consistent cyc l i c i ty of the marble-shale layering may be the
result of either cycl ic sea level changes or cycl ic inf lux f rom
the sediment source into a shallow basin. Increasing
deposition of sands, represented by the overly ing sequence of
calcareous sandstones and gr i ts can be explained by up l i f t of
the source area and/or subsidence in the basin.
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FoJJowing model 1 used in Figure 66.5, the assumption
can be made that the slate and laminated limestone sequence
is a previously unrecognized stratigraphic unit which
underlies the grit division and that the base of the grit
division has been observed in the measured section.
Consequently the measured section must be separated from
the underlying grits by a fault which is the Goat Ridge thrust.
The laminated marble occurs on both limbs of the Moonraker
anticline, at equal distances from the fold core and
everywhere shows high compressive and shear strain,
suggesting that a fault underlies it. This leads to the
conclusion that the Goat Ridge thrust is an early bedding
parallel folded thrust. Using model 1 the thickness estimated
for the grit division west of the Goat Ridge thrust is
approximately 1000 m.

In model 2 of Figure 66.5 the assumption is made that
the shale-limestone sequence represents only a phase of low
sedimentation within the grit division and the Goat Ridge
thrust is presumed to be a minor fault, younger than the
major folds. Consequently the intensive deformation of the
laminated marbles and associated limestones is due only to
minor detachment within the stratigraphic sequence.
Considering the fact that the shale-limestone sequence
outcrops only once in the footwall of the Goat Ridge thrust, a
maximum displacement of only about 100 m is possible in
model 2 (Fig. 66.5). The thickness of the grit division derived
from this model is 1500 m, which corresponds to thicknesses
measured by Poulton (1970) and Poulton and Simony (1980).
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Abstract
Preliminary interpretation of depositional facies encountered in a series of boreholes on Lulu

Island B.C. provides, for the first time, direct evidence of a buried 'proto-delta' underlying the
eastern part of the Fraser Delta. Deposits formed during the 12 m (ca.) rise in sea level between
approximately 7700 and 4700 BP suggests that vertical accretion of the delta's facies (floodplain,
tidal marsh, intertidal silts and sands) kept pace with the rising sea level. The prevalence of tidal
marsh and/or floodplain deposits overlying the former subaerial surface of the 'proto-delta1 indicates
that no major submergence and subsequent landward migration of sandy tidal facies occurred.

A model of the progradation rate of Lulu Island based on the seaward migration of the tidal-
marsh zone, and consistent with the concept of progressive reduction in the rate of deltaic
progradation, was developed.

The finding that vertical accretion may occur in response to a rise in sea level has important
implications for research concerned with coastal depositional environments.

Resume

L'interpre'tation pre'liminaire des fanies de sedimentation, observes dans une se>ie de Bondages
effectues dans 1'ile Lulu en Colombie-Britari^ique, a fourni pour la premiere fois une preuve directe
de l'existence d'un «proto-delta» enfoui sous la partie est du delta du fleuve Fraser.

Les depots qui se sont accumuies pendant 1'e'le'vation de 12 m (ca) du niveau de la mer il y a
environ 7700 a 4700 ans, semblent indiquer que la superposition verticale des facies deltalques Cplaine
d'inondation, marais littoral, limons et sables intertidaux) a suivi la monte"e du niveau de la mer. La
predominance des depots de marais littoraux ou de plaines d'inondation, ou les deux, reposant sur
l'ancienne surface suba^rienne du «proto-delta» indique qu'il n'y a pas eu de submersion de grande
amplitude et de migration ulte"rieure vers les terres des facies sableux de nature littorale.

On a mis au point un modele de la vitesse de progradation de l'tle Lulu base1 sur la migration de
la zone de marais littoraux vers la mer, et compatible avec la notion de reduction progressive dans le
processus de progradation delta'i'que.

La constatation du fait que la superposition verticale peut etre le re"sultat d'une elevation du
niveau marin prdsente des repercussions importantes au niveau de la recherche portant sur les milieux
de sedimentation littoraux.

1 Department of Geography, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby. B.C. V5A 1S6
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Introduction
The Fraser Delta (Fig. 67.11 has teen growing into the

Strait of Georgia from its apex at New Westminster for about
10 000 years (Mathews and Shepard, 1962; Johnson, 1921;
Clague and Luternauer, 19S3). This period encompassed a
rise in sea level of about 12 m from approximately 7700 to
W00 BP (Clague et al., I9S2; Styan. 19SI; Styan and Bustin,
1984; see Fig. 67.2).

Clague et al. (19831 proposed that a substantial Fraser
'proto-delta', graded to the -12 rn sea level, developed prior
to 7700 BP and was subsequently buried beneath more recent
deltaic deposits. Such a proposal remains speculative,
however, since direct evidence of a buried alluvial surface
within the Fraser Delta has not been found. The effects of
the rise in sea level on the character of deltaic deposits and
on the growth of the delta during the period 7700 to 4700 BP
also remain largely unknown.

This preliminary report describes the first attempt,
based on detailed borehole data, to determine the effect of
the change in sea level on the nature and growth of the
Fraser Delta's topset deposits.

Methods

As part of an ongoing research program on the
structure and evolution of the Fraser Delta, eight boreholes
were drilled on Lulu Island, B.C. (Fig. 67.1). Data were

obtained from a combination of core and auger samples.
Field logging of cores involved the visual assessment of grain
size, organic matter content and sedimentary structures.

The borehole data were used in conjunction with a
number of borehole records provided by the B.C. Department
of Highways to construct a stratigraphic section along the
east-west axis1 of Lulu Island. It is assumed that this axis
parallels the direction of progradation of this part of the
Fraser Delta. All elevations were adjusted to geodetic datum
(approximates mean sea level).

A second aspect of this research was the
characterization of present-day depositional environments on
the Lulu Island tidal flats (Fig. 67.1) which was required for
the interpretation of the drill cores. Information from
sedimentological and biogeographical studies of the tidal
flats (Hutchinson, 1982; Luternauer. 1980: Luternauer and
Murray, 1973) was combined with data collected on several
field surveys, to develop a generalized model of the
biosedimentological characteristics of tidal flat depositional
environments.

Results
The stratigraphic section along the east-west axis of

Lulu Island is presented in Figure 67.3. At this stage no
attempt has been made to correlate between boreholes.
MicroscoDic examination of the apparent tephra laver in
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Figure 67.1. Location of boreholes, Lulu Island, B.C.

1 Approximated by a straight line connecting site Dl and D9 and site D9 to D13.
Boreholes were positioned along this line on the basis of their distance from site D9.
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Figure 67.2. Fraser Delta sea level curve
(from Clique et al., 1982).

borehole D10 confirmed the presence of volcanic glass
fragments. The source of this tephra has not yet been
determined, although a Mt. Wazama (Crater Lake, Oregon)
origin seems probable.

Figure 67.4 shows the generalized biosedimentological
zonation of the Lulu Island tidal flats. Rorehole information
from site Dl is included '> illustrate the correspondence
between the lateral succession of environments on the tidal
flats and the vertical succession of deposits encountered in
the drill cores.

Using Figure 67.4 as a guide, facies divisions were
incorporated into the stratigraphic section across Lulu Island.
Four facies types were tentatively identified1: subtidal delta
front sands; lower and midtidal sands and silty sands: organic-
rich tidal marsh and floodplain silts, and peat bog2.

The most readilv apparent division was the transition
from organic-rich silts of tidal marsh and floodolain origin to
the underlying lower and rnidtirial sands and siltv sands. This
transition corresponds to the base of the tidal-marsh zone in
Figure 67.4.

On the basis of the present topographic profile of Lulu
Island, a number of proposed paleosurfaces were added to the
stratigraphic section (Fig. 67.5).

Discussion
It is proposed that the morphology of the tidal-marsh

base in Figure 67.5 represents three major stages in the
growth of Lulu Island during the past 10 000 years:

1. Prior to ca. 7700 RP the base of the tidal marsh was
graded to a sea level 12 m lower than at present and
extended to site D9 (Fig. 67.1). Overlying this base were
presumably the subaerial deposits of a 'proto-delta'. To
the west, the tidal flats of the 'proto-delta1 would have
extended to the vicinity of site D43.

2. Between ca. 7700 and 4700 BP the leading edge of the
tidal-marsh zone continued its westward orogradation and
also rose vertically in response to the rise in sea level.
The prevalence of organic-rich silts and lack of sandy
deposits overlying the tidal marsh base suggests that no
substantial marine transgression occurred during this
period. A marine transgression resulting in a
submergence of more than 2 m would presumably have
caused the eastward migration of sandy tidal facies over
the 'proto-delta1 and yet no evidence of such an incursion
has been found in the sediment column above the tidal
marsh base.

It would appear that facies existing on the 'rroto-delta'
underwent vertical accretion in response to the rise in sea
level. The eastward migration of sandy tidal facies
normally associated with a marine transgression was
presumably confined to a marginal fringe.

The average rate of vertical accretion, if the assumptions
concerning the paleosurfaces (Fig. 67.5) are correct, is
calculated at approximately 4 mm per vear - which
corresponds to the jverage rate of sea level rise during
this period. The vettical accretion was apparently a
direct response of the deltaic deoositional system to the
change in base level.

3. In the period ca. 4700 RP to present. Lulu Island continued
to grow westward under fairly stable sea level conditions
(Fig. 67.1). Consequently, the tidal-marsh base formed
during this period is graded to present sea level
(Fig. 67.5).

The proposed model of Lulu Island's evolution allows
estimates of the rate of deltaic progradation to be made. On
the assumption that the delta began to grown out from near
site Dl 3 about 10 000 RP, an average rate of 3.2 in per year
would have been required to bring the leading edge of the
tidal marsh to site D9 bv 7700 RP.

During the next 3000 vears the tidal marsh appears to
have prograded another S.5km, despite the rising seal level,
at an average rate of 2.S rn per vear.

In the last 4700 years the base of the tidal marsh has
extended a further 7.75 kin to its present position an
average rate of 1.6 in per year.

These three rates have been incorporated into a model
of the progradation rate of Lulu Island over the last
10 000 vears (Fig. 67.6). The model suggests that growth has
slowed considerably over this period. This finding is
consistent with the concept of a progressive reduction in the
Fraser Delta's growth rate due to progradation into deepening
water, a lengthening delta front, and a reduction in sediment
supply due to stabilization of drift-covered slopes following
deglaciation (Clague and L .ternaucr, I9S3; \lathews and
Shepard, 1962).

Conclusions

1. The borehole data present, for the first time, direct
evidence of the existence of a Fraser 'proto-delta'
underlying eastern Lulu Island.

2. Vertical accretion of deltaic facies appears to have
occurred over much of the 'proto-delta1 in response to the
rise in sea level between ca. 7700 and 4700 RP.
Consequently, deposits formed during that time have
considerably greater thickness than their modern
analogues.

3. The vertical perpetuation of tidal marsh and/or floodplain
facies above the former subaerial platform of the 'proto-
delta1 suggests that no marine transgression and
submergence of more than 2 m occurred during the
ca. 12 m rise in sea level between ca. 7700 and 4700 RP.
This indicates that a landward migration of marine facies
during a substantial rise in sea level, need not necessarily
occur. The critical issue would appear to be the ability of
the depositional systein to maintain a sedimentation rate
equal to the rate of sea level rise.

1 The division between the first two facies was based mainly on estimated low tide levels in Figure 67.5.
2 Part of the peat deposits on the Department of Highways borehole logs may in fact be organic-rich silts.
3 This assumes that the slope of the tidal flats was not significantly different than now and that the

paleosurfaces in Figure 67.5 are, in fact, correct. 561
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4. The model of Lulu Island's rate of growth into the Strait
of Georgia, based on the westward migration of the
leading edge of the tidal-marsh zone, is consistent with
the concept of a progressive reduction of the Fraser
Delta's progradation rate.

5. That vertical accretion of facies may occur in response to
a rise in sea level, has important implications for other
research concerned with coastal depositional
environments. In many floodplain, estuarine and deltaic
settings, the identification of vertically accreted facies
may yield valuable information on the timing, magnitude
and frequency of sea level changes.

Future work

Samples of organic matter collected from various
depths within the organic-rich silt facies underlying borehole
D10 have been submitted for radiocarbon dating. These dates
will provide a more precise chronology of the development of
Lulu Island. Detailed palynological analysis of this zone is
also underway to provide a more accurate interpretation of
depositional environments. Efforts are also progressing to
identify the source and age of the tephra layer in
borehole D10. It is planned to expand the area of
investigation in the 1986 field season by additional drilling on
Lulu Island and on the adjoining Fraser River floodplain.
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Abstract
A two year program to measure the bed and suspended load of the outer reach o.1 the Main

Channel distributary of the Fraser River Dt!ta was initiated in 1985 as a first step towards defining
the sediment budget of the delta front. Preliminary results indicate that suspended load increases
with increasing river discharge and decreasing tidal elevation. A comparison of suspended load with a
bed-load estimate based on bathymetnc surveys indicates most sediment in the channel is transported
in suspension. Future studies will more thoroughly examine transport under non-freshet conditions
and vertical distribution in the water column of sand size particles which are essential to the
maintenance of the adjacent, environmentally important, tidal flats.

Resume

En 1985, un programme de deux ans a ete entrepris en vue de mesurer le charge de fond et la
charge en suspension du troncon inferieur du chenal principal du delta du fleuve Fraser dans un
premier effort pour etablir le bilan des sediments du front du delta. Les resultats preliminaires
indinuent que l'augmentation de la charge en suspension est fonction de l'accroissement du debit du
fleuve et de la diminution de la hauteur de la maiee. Une comparaison entre la charge en suspension
et une estimation de la charge de fond selon des Jeves bathymetriques jndiquent que la majeure partie
des sediments dans le chenal est transported en suspension. D'autres etudes traiteront en detail du
transport en l'absence de veines d'eau douce et de la repartition granulometrique verticale du sable
dans la coinnne d'eau, facteurs qui sont essentiels au maintien des zones adjacentes, importantes pour
l'environnement, soit les extrans.

1 Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5
2 Pacific Ceoscience Centre, Sidney, British Columbia V8L AB2
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Introduction
[n a recent comprehensive review o! sediment survey

programs on the lower Fraser River for Environment Canada,
Kellerhals (1984) suggested that the most pressing
requirement is a detailed sediment budget of the delta
because of the importance of this information to local
environmental assessments. In response to this recommen-
dation, a two-year study was intiated in 19S5 to examine the
patterns and mechanisms of sedimentation in the outer Main
Channel between Steveston and Sand Heads (Fig. 68.1). This
site was selected because it has been estimated that the Main
Channel carries 80% of river discharge and 90% of the
sediment load (Tywoniuk, 1973) and because measurements in
this area will contribute to the interpretations of the
sedimentary processes on the adjacent, environmentally
important, tidal flats.

This report describes the first season's activities and
offers a preliminary interpretation of the results. Final
results of this study will have application to a v,~ iety of
concerns such as the prediction of dredging requirements,
design of self scouring channels and stabilization of the tidal
flats and fo.eshore marshes.

Methods
Data were collected during three one-week cruises

(April 22-28, May 20-26, and June 10-16) on the CSS
Richardson. Suspended sediment sampling was carried out
over a rising or falling tide as the vessel was anchored at
stations at Steveston and Sand Heads (Fig. 68.2). Vertical
profiles were taken at hourly intervals of suspended sediment
concentration (using a pump sampler, P-61 sampler and
pre-weighed 0.<f5 m filters), water temperature and salinity
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Figure 68.2. Survey lines and anchor stations in the study area. CSS Richardson survey lines A, B
and C were in the northern, central and southern sides of the channel, respectively. Bathymetry
adapted from Canadian Hydrographic Service chart 3490 (Aug. 17, 1984).

(using a Y51 Model 33 S-C-T meter) and current speed and
direction (using an N.P.A. Controls nNC3 velocity meter).
The instrument array is shown in Figure 68.3.

For a variety of reasons (e.g. Gray, J970) bed load
transport is much more difficult to quantify than suspended
load. For large rivers, such as the Fraser, the bed load can
be estimated from repeated bathymetric surveys (Engel and
Lau, 1980). Redform configuration was monitored during the
May and June cruises using a 100 kHz Klein Hydroscan
sidescan sonar and shipboard echosounder, with positions
determined using a Trisponder navigation system (lines A,B,C
in Fig. 6?.2). Migration rates of bedforms along a 500 m
length of channel (Fig. 68.2) were determined from replicate
echosounding profiles obtained from a small boat on June 19
and 20. Navigation during this procedure was accomplished
using numerous shipping aids present in and along the
channel.

Results
Suspended load

V.'ater column characteristics at the anchored stations
reflect the effects of fluctuations in river discharge and tidal
stage. During April an*-' May cruises instrument profiles were
taken during large tidal ranges (2A-3.] m: Table 68.1).
During both months a prominent salt wedge is apparent at
Steveston and Sand Heads at high tide (Fig. 68.4). The upper
portions of the water column are fresh, current speeds low
and downstream directed, and sediment concentrations are
low. Strong pycnoclines are present beneath the surface
layers where salinity increases and, in this zone, the current
begins to reverse direction and decrease in strength and
sediment concentrations decline. Underlying this is the salt
wedge where salinity is high (25-27%,,), currents are
generally low and upstream directed, and sediment concen-
trations are very low. During the June cruise the tidal range
was much lower (0.6-0.9 m: Table 68.1) and the salt wedge,
while present at Sand Heads, did not migrate to Steveston
where the water column was fresh even at high tide.

As the tide ebbs, the salt wedge is flushed out of the
channel and at low tide the entire water column becomes
fresh and all currents are directed downstream (Fig. 68.<f).

Figure 68.3. Vertical array of instruments for suspended
load determinations. A: N.B.A. Controls DNC 3 velocity
meter; B: Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Model 33 S-C-T
meter; C: pump sampler; D: P-61 river sampler.
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Table 68.1. Suspended sediment transport rates per unit
width of channel at high and low slack water, for anchor
stations at Steveston and Sand Heads. River discharge
values are from Water Survey of Canada records of
Agassiz and tidal values are from mathematical model
predictions by Ages and Woollard (1985) calibrated to
Hope discharges. Agassiz is 133 km upstream of Sand
Heads, Hope is 160 km.
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TRANSPORT
(kg s"1)

0.15

1.83

0.47

9.43

0.72

1.36

0.26

13.37

0.43

1.41

Sediment concentrations and downstream velocities increase
as the tide falls, becoming highest 1-2 hours prior to low
slack water. When the flow is non-stratif ied, concentrations
increase with depth. As the tide rises the salt wedge
migrates upstream and bottom currents are redirected
upstream. This is accompanied by a decrease in speed of the
downstream flowing fresh water and a decline in sediment
concentrations.

Results from the instrument profiles enable us to
calculate the suspended load in the water column across a
1 m width of channel (examples for high and low slack water
are displayed in Table 68.1). Suspended sediment loads
increase with rising discharge and display a strong t idal
control. The larger the tidal range the greater the difference
between high and low slack water loads during high
discharges (May and June). Transport rates tend to be lower
at Steveston than Sand Heads. However, these values are
from single anchored stations and may not be representative
of the entire channel cross-section.

Bed load

In Apr i l , when discharges were low, no bedforms were
present on the channel floor. The May and June surveys,
taken when discharges were much higher (Table 68.1),
indicated that large bedforms had developed across the entire
channel bed in the study area. Two distinct bedform types
were apparent: very large, asymmetric, downstream oriented
features with heights up to k m and wavelengths of 60 m and
smaller, more symmetric forms of less than 0.5 m heights and
6 m wavelengths (Fig. 68.5). The smaller forms were often
superimposed on the upper stoss sides (backs) of the larger
features. The lower stoss sides of the large bedforms often
lack the small waves and in some cases the large bedforms
migrate up the backs of one another. The heights and
wavelengths of large bedforms generally decrease in an
upstream direction (Sand Heads to Steveston).
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Figure 68.4. High and low slack water density (aT)
suspended sediment concentration (mg 1 l) and current speed
(m s~ 1) and direction (o) for May 23 at the Steveston anchor
station. The downstream current direction is 270".

The lateral extent and form (planform geometry) of the
large bedforms is di f f icul t to assess because of generally poor
sidescan resolution. Sonographs indicate, however, that the
crests are moderately sinuous and continuous for distances in
excess of 75 m. Recent, closely spaced, echo-sounding
surveys by Public Works Canada suggest that some of the
largest features are continuous for hundreds of metres
(R. Richardson, personal communication, 1985). The small
bedforms have irregular, often lunate crests with lateral
extents of less than 20 m.

The abil i ty to measure migration rates of bedforms
depends on the reproducibility of survey lines and recognition
of features from one survey period to the next.
Reproducibility was tested by running each 500 m long survey
profile a number of times in rapid succession (a few minutes
apart). In all cases profiles were nearly identical, with a
mean variation of 3 m in bedform positions. Migration rates
were determined for the test site by comparing the profiles
taken on June 19 and June 20 (Fig. 68.6), a period when
discharges were waning (7260-6930 m 3 s - ' ) and the tidal
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>SMALL BEDFORM LENGTH

Figure 68.5. Large, downstream-oriented asymmetric bedforms with smaller features superimposed
on the stoss sides.
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Figure 68.6. Replicate echosotaxding profiles (Fig. 68.2) for June 19 (1323-1325) and June 20
(1320-1322). The "dirty" nature of the June 20 record reflects high concentrations of sediment in
suspension.
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jange was extreme (3.6 m). Some changes in bedform shape
were evident between the two days, but specific features are
easily identifiable from oh? profile to the other. Bedform
migration rates were determined by tracing the downstream
movements of ft locations on the profiles (A-D). Movement
rates varied between 27 and 38 m over the 23 hour 57 minute
period, with an average migration of 31 m-a"1 .

To determine the mean rate of bed load for the
June 19-20 period, it is necessary to determine a
representative volume for the bedforms. Assuming an
idealized triangular shape for the bedform (Willis and
Kennedy, 1975) and using a mean bedform heignt of 1.39 m, a
mean length of 31.25 m, a migration rate of 31 m-a"1 and a
saturated bulk density of 2000 kg-m3 for the bed sediment
(loose sand: .Selby, 1982) at a transport rate of 0.56 kg-s"1

per 1 m unit width of channel is indicated for the 2ft hour
period surveyed. Because of the extreme tidal range, this
would likely be the largest transport rate for this discharge.

Discussion

Although different sampling sites and procedures were
used and tidal conditions differed, it is possible to make some
general comparisons between our suspended load results for
the 19S5 freshet and those of Milliman (1980) for 1976 also
determined during a freshet period. We noted similar
discharge and tidal controls on suspended load, i.e. as
discharge and tidal range increase so does the transport of
material in suspension. Milliman (19S0) noted that suspended
concentrations at low tide were much higher at Sand Heads
than Steveston and he drew the reasonable conclusion that
this indicated bottom sediment was being resuspended and
transported seaward. We also found higher transport rates at
Sand Heads, although as suggested earlier, such comparisons
must be viewed with caution.

There have been no prior attempts to estimate bed load
in this portion of the estuary, although Pretious and
Blench (195J) provide detailed freshet bedform geometry and
migration rate information from Ladner reach upsteam of
Steveston (Fig. 68.1). They found that when discharge at
Hope was less than 9900 m 3 s - ' , and there was a large tidal
range, bedforms were in the order of 0.6 m high and 7 to
17 m long with migration rates of 7-17 m-a"1 . Our
measurements for 3une 19-20 indicate that during the
19X5 freshet, when discharge was approximately 7000 m 3 s" '
and the tidal range also was large, bedforms were larger and
migrated more quickly. Pretious and Blench (1951) found
that when discharge exceeded 9 9 0 ! l m V , maximum
bedform height, length and migration rates increased to
i|.5m, 150 m and 75 m ' a ' ' respectively. These are much
higher value than those noted at Sand Heads during 1985 and
suggest that bedforms in the Sand Heads reach might
increase in both size and celerity as discharge increases. Bed
load would increase accordingly.

Comparison of the bed load for June 19-20 with
suspended loads earlier in the freshet (Table 68.1) shows that
bed load is comparable to the high slack water suspended
load. This suggests that most sediment in the estuary is
transported in suspension, as is the case for the Fraser in
general (Tywoniuk, 1973).

Although the 1985 investigation provides useful
information on the logistics of data collection and synoptic
details of sedimentation in the Stcveston - Sand Heads reach,
a more detailed, systematic investigation will be undertaken
in 19S6.
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Abstract
Most water-quality-related reinote-sensinq research has used satellite multispectral scanner

imagery. Although these studies have successfully identified areas of sediment concentration they
have been limited by scale and atmospheric problems. Airborne colour and colour infrared
photography and multispectral video imagery were compared with satellite imagery of the Fraser
River plume in the Strait of Georgia. Both the aerial photography and video imagery were capable of
providing superior identification of surface sediment concentrations as well as littoral environmental
targets (vegetation, soil particle size and near shore bottom reflectance).

These results are from preliminary stages of a more detailed research project which .vi 11
include: (1) quantification of surface sediment concentrations from aerial photography and
multispectral video imagery; (2) comparisons with Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper data; (3) corrections
for atmospheric problems, and, corrections for specular reflection from sunlight.

Re'sume'

La plupart des travaux de recherche par t£16d£tection sur la qualite de l'eau ont £t£ faits a
l'aicie d'images produites par balayeurs multispectraux montfe a bord de satellites. Bien que ces
eludes aient bien identify des zones de concentration de sediments, elles ont el6 limite>s par des
problemes d'e'chelle et des problemes atmospheriques. Des photos aeriennes en couleurs et
infrarouges en couleurs ainsi que des images obtenues par magne'toscope multi-spectral ont et^
comparees a des images prises par satellite du panache du fleuvs Fraser dans le detroit de Georgie.
Les photos aeYiennes et ies images magne'toscopignes ont su fournir une bien meilleure identification
des concentrations de sediments superficiels et des cibles environmentales littorales (ve'ge'tation,
granulome'trie des particules de sol et reflectance du fond littoral).

Ces r^sultats proviennent des premieres stapes d'un projet de recherche plus de"taille qui
comprendra (1) la quantification des concentrations de sediments superficiels a partir de
photographies aeYiennes et d'images obtenues par magngtoscope multi-spectral; (2) une comparaison
des donne'es avec les donn^es fournies par 1'appareil de cartographie thdmatique du Landsat 5; (3) les
corrections a apporter pour resoudre les problemes presented par les conditions atmospheViques et la
reflexion spficulaire du soleil.

Department of Geography, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia



Introduction
Most remote sensing water quality research has utilized

multispect:al satellite imagery and relatively Jarge water
bodies. As a result some genera] principles regarding
reflectivity and multiband analytical procedures have been
described. These mainly involved the utility of near infrared
reflectance and spectral band ratioing procedures to
determine some aspects of sediment loads and floral
concentrations. Principal limitations have involved spatial
resolution and atmospheric attenuation (Bowker et al., 1975;
Aranuvachapun and LeBlond, 1981; Carpenter and
Carpenter, 1583; Amos and Topliss, 1985; Lodwick and
Harrington, 19S5).

Clear water bodies absorb most incident energy in the
reflected infrared (Fig. 69.1). Minor infrared reflectance is
caused by mineral particles and chlorophyll components on or
near the water surface. In general, water has a distinctly
lower infrared reflectance than either vegetation or soil.
Energy-matter interactions differ in the visible portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum and transmittance for natural
waters decreases as the level of turbidity increases
(Fig. 69.2). In addition, the peak wavelengths for maximum
transmittance/reflectance shift towards longer (red)
wavelengths. The magnitude of this shift is dependent on the
size, quantity and composition of the suspended particles.

Concentrations of chlorophyll (e.g. eelgrass and algae)
in water affect the spectral response of a water body. As
chlorophyll concentrations increase there is a corresponding
increase in reflection from the green and infrared (if the
chlorophyll concentrations are near the surface) spectral
regions and a decrease in reflection from the blue spectral
region. This can be an important indicator of littoral and
submerged vegetation as well as primary productivity and
eutrophication.

Johnson and Harriss (1980), Geraci et al. (1981) and
Colwell (1983) reviewed relevant literature suggesting that
suspended sediment and phytoplankton particles can be
detected using optical techniques. Suspended particles affect
general water clarity through scattering and absorption of
incident energy. Different types of inorganic particulates,
with various size and shape distributions, yield different
absorption and scattering coefficients (Gupta and
Ghovanlou, 1978). Consequently the relative and absolute
strengths of the reflected residual radiance at different
wavelengths can be used to determine the concentrations and
some physical characteristics of the suspended material.
Clear water reflects mainly blue light (450-500 nm); with the
introduction of fine suspended particles this reflectance peak
shifts to the blue-green (490-550 nm). As the particle size
increases the colour of the peak reflectance will approach
that of the material which forms the particle. As most
sediment loads normally consist of heterogeneous particles
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Figure 69.2. Spectral transmittance through 10 m of water
with different turbidity levels (after Swain and Davis, 1978).

Figure 69.3. Reflection of wet and dry soil in relation to
the response from healthy green vegetation (after Swain and
Davis, 1978).

Figure 69.1. Spectral reflectance characteristics of turbid
and clear water in the 500-1000 nm wavelength interval
(after Swam and Davis, 19781.
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Figure 69.4. Transmittance by wavelength for Kodak
Wratten red (92), green (93) and blue (94) filters (after
Eastman Kodak Company, 1972).

and single spectral band measurements have limited utility
for discerning concentrations and physical properties,
multispectraj analytical methods are required for most
analyses.

Detection and measurement of suspended sediment has
been successfully demonstrated in individual studies utilizing
airborne (Johnson, 1975, 1978) and satellite (Bowker et al.,
1975; Bowker and Witte, 1977; Alfoldi and Munday, 1978;
Amos and Alfoldi, 1979; Aranuvachapun and LeBlond, 1981;
Amos and Topliss, 1985; Lodwick and Harrington, 1985)
multispectral scanners. Some general models have been
developed to estimate sediment loads under a wide range of
conditions and phenomena (Holyer, 1978; Munday et al.,
1979). However, these models have been developed for high
altitude platforms, or multi-date data comparisons where
atmospheric alteration (noise) is an important term in the
algorithms and is difficult to quantify. Correction for
atmospheric scatter can be simplified, or eliminated, by the
use of low altitude multispectral imagery (Miller et al.,
1977). Low altitude aerial survey using multispectral
photography and video imagery provides high spatial and
spectral resolution, low noise, and intensive area coverage.
The use of aircraft also allows the versatility of multi-date
data to be collected (for temporal parameters) under a
variety of weather conditions that would not permit satellite
imaging.

By analyzing the spectral characteristics of a particular
water body, reflectance (and attenuation) peaks can be
identified and isolated by relatively narrow band filtration
(to optimize information content of the reflected signal).

The important spectral regions are:

1. <f60 nm, where chlorophyll absorption is near maximum;

2. 560 nm, where chlorophyll absorption is low, and water
penetration is optimum;

3. 670 nm, where reflection from suspended sediment is
high, and chlorophyll absorption is high;

k. 750-800 nm, where water absorption is high, and
reflection from organic and inorganic suspended sediment
is evident.

Most soil moisture, remote sensing investigations use
reflected electromagnetic energy from the soil surface.
Visible and near-infrared reflectance is sensitive to
differences in soil and plant surface? (Condit, 1970). Albedo
varies with wavelength, soil texture, surface roughness,
organic content, mineral content, moisture, and illumination-
geometry differences. Reflectance or density ratios obtained
from multiple spectral bands can be used to delineate
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Figure S9.5. Transmittance Ly wavelength for Kodak
infrared (Wratten 87) and infrared cutoff (301A) filters and
illustration of the definition of the four bands (blue, green,
red and infrared) resulting from various filter combinations
(after Eastman Kodak Company, 1972).
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Figure 69.6. Results of ratioed density readings (densitometer optical count ratios) from infrared
colour (8a) and colour (8b) film of four target conditions within the littoral environment. At each
location the infrared optical counts were divided by the red (IR:R ratio) and green (IR:G ratio) optical
counts, and the red optical counts were divided by the green (R:G ratio) optical counts.
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Figure 69.7. Map of the Steveston study area shoving the aircraft overflight transects with their
indicated altitudes and the surface sampling transect. The averaged suspended surface sediment
concentration values (mg/L) are given for the three boat locations on the transect and the sediment
values for the hovercraft samples are indicated beside the smaller dot locations.
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A,

Figure 69.8

[Hack and white duplicates of the original
colour infrared (8a) and colour (fib) aerial
photographs of the Steveston area, taken
from 6000 ft altitude. The Fraser River is
visible in the upper left corner and an area
of littoral vegetation is visible in the lower
left corner on each image. The vegetation
is seen as a relatively dark image on the
colour photograph (Rb) and as a medium grey
image on the infrared photograph. On both
images the mud-silt soils are light toned as
are the drier well-drained sand bars; ttie
sandy flats, however, are seen as darker
grey images extending towards the upper
right corner in each photograph. Although
the sand bars can be visually confused with
the finer soils, the wet xandv flats are
visibly different. Analytically (iip.sc targets
were separated using ratified density values
(colour comparisons).

relative soil moisture and texture patterns. If a darker soil
element has a greater red-to-blue density ratio than the
lighter soil element, tonal variation between the soil
elements is caused mainly by texture. [f a darker soil
element has a smaller red-to-blue density ratio, the soil
elements differ in moisture content (Piech and Walker, 1974).
Consequently, sand, silt and, clay have different spectral
characteristics and are affected by colour, texture, and
moisture. Infrared reflectance is particularly sensitive to
moisture. If differences in soil surface-moisture content are
present, changes in reflectance are most evident in the near-
infrared portion of the photographic spectrum (Condit, 1970).

The low reflectance of leaves in the blue (<t60-500 nm),
and red (630-680 nm) regions is generally attributed to
chlorophyll absorption (along with other pigments). In the
near-infrared (750-1300 nm), multiple scattering occurs, and
reflectance of healthy vegetation is significantly higher
(Gausman, 1971*). Conversely, near infrared reflectance from
water is very low and facilitates the spectral separation of

vegetation and water. Soil reflectivity increases towards the
green and red parts of the spectrum, as does water with high
sediment load or bottom reflectance. As a result these
features can be classified with the combined use of visible
and near infrared spectral data. Figure 69.3 shows the
spectral regions offering maximum discrimination of dry/wet
soils and vegetation as 5S0-6S0 nm (yellow-red) and
725-1100 nrn (near infrared). The green portion of the
spectrum (520-550 nm) would be confusing while the blue
(iOO-510 nm) shows moderate separation.

Aerial reconnaissance project

Because Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) imagery
consists of low resolution picture elements (79 m x 79 m),
these pixels do not accurately represent ground values due to
a large degree of spatial variability in coastal environments.
Scene dynamics and smaller-scale features are masked or
erased since pixel values are averages. Thematic Mapper
(TM) imagery from Landsat 5 (pixel resolution of 30 m x
30 m) will be of assistance in determining spectral
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Figure 69.9. Results of ratified density readings (densilometer optical count ratios) from infrared
colour (9a) and colour (9b) aerial photographs of three sediment conditions (high, medium and low
extending from left to right to correspond with the three intervals on the X axis - see also
Fig. 69.10). At each sample location across the photography the infrared optical counts were divided
by the red (IR:R ratio) and green (1R:C ratio) optical counts, the red optical counts were divided by
the green (R.-G ratio), and blue (R:B ratio) optical counts, and the green optical counts were divided
by the blue (G:li ratio) optical counts.

Figure 69.10

Black and white duplicate of a colour aerial
photograph taken from 1500 ft and showing
the sediment conditions measured in
Figure 69.9. Suspended surface sediment
eoi.u'itions from left to right were
designated as high, medium and low
concentration areas. These areas are
clearly visible on the colour photograph.
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Figure 69.11. Results of ratioed density readings (densitometer optical count ratios) from a series
of colour aerial photographs recorded along the four altitude transects illustrated in Figure 69.T.
Suspended sediment concentrations for the three anchored sampling boat locations and hovercraft
sampling sites are also shown for each graph: sites 1 and 2 are nearshore while site 3 is at the edge
of the Fraser River plume in the Strait of Georgia. At each measured location across the
photography, the red optical counts were divided by the green fR.-G ratio) and blue (R:B ratio) optical
counts, and the green optical counts were divided by the blue (G:B ratio) optical counts.
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Figure 69.12. Results of ratioed density readings (densitometer optical count ratios) from a series
of colour infrared aerial photographs recorded along the four altitude transects illustrated in
Figure 69.7. The three anchored sampling boat locations are also shown for each graph: sites 1 and 2
are nearshore while site 3 is at the edge of the Fraser River plume in the Strait of Georgia. At each
measured location across the photography, the infrared optical counts were divided by the red
(IR.-R ratio) and green (IR:G ratio) optical counts, and the red optical counts were divided by the
green (R:G ratio) optical counts.
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characteristics of iand dtK\ tidal features for some
applications. TM imagery may be adequate for estimating
relative sediment concentrations in the Fraser River plume.
However, problems of atmospheric attenuation remain, and
orbital resolution is probably inadequate for specilic site
classifications since different alluvial deposits, vegetation,
suspended sediment concentrations and geometric
arrangements of scene elements cannot be accurately
determined and evaluated.

To adequately map sediment ioads in the plume of the
Fraser River and categorize intertidal features, large scale
(1:5000-1:250 000) reconnaissance aerial photography and
multispectral video imagery were recorded. Infrared aerial
photography was used for precision mapping and spectral
identif ication of surface and submerged vegetation,
suspended sediment, bottom reflection, and the land/water
interface. Two reconnaissance cameras (Nikon F2 50 with
Nikkor 24 mm f 2.S lenses) were used with: (1) Kodak
Infrared Aerochrome 24^3 and a no. 22 fi l ter for haze
penetration and blue light removal. and (2) Kodak
Ektachrome 5037 wit l i an S5B fi l ter for haze penetration and
colour balance. Video cameras provided discrete spectral
data for spectral classification mapping of different alluvial
deposits (e.g. clay and sand), and sediment loads in the Fraser
River plume. Three Sony CCO and one RCA Newvicon video
cameras were used with narrow band optical fi lters and half
inch video cassette recorders (VCR). Kodak Wratten f i l ters
(92, 93, 94 used with a Kodak infrared cutoff, 301-A, glass
fi l ter and S7 for infrared only) were used to separate the
blue, green, red, and infrared spectral components of the
sediment, bottom, and floral targets (Fig. 69.4, 69.5;
Table 69.1).

Results from three reconnaissance flights from up to
four different altitudes (1500, 3000, 6000 and 12 000 feet;
approx. 450, 900, IS00 and 3600 in) at low tide conditions
were analyzed. These results were subsequently compared
with a Landsat 2 four-band MSS image of the Fraser Delta
recorded on August 14, 1981. The digital data (video and
MSS) was enhanced and analyzed using the Simon Fraser
University image processing system (12S Model /OF*)). The
colour and colour infrared photography was analyzed using a
•Vlacbeth transmission densitorneter.

Surface observations of sediment concentrations were
taken at the time of each reconnaissance fl ight using water-
sampling containers lowered to secchi disk disappearance
depth (maximum visible depth) and raised to collect an
integrated vertical column sample of water with suspended
sediment.

Analytical results

Figure 69.6 shows the results of ratioed densitometer
readings from colour and colour infrared photography taken
at 6000 feet above Steveston (Fig. 69.7, 69.S) on 3uly 29,
1985 at approximately 1000 h P.D.T. The infrared image
(Fig. 69.6a, 69.Sa) shows distinct separation between Fraser
River water, bare soil and vegetation using both the
infrared/red and in/rared/green ratios. The red/green ratios
show a weak separation between the river water and the soil
and vegetation targets but cannot discriminate between the
soil and vegetation. On the colour photography the red/blue
ratio effectively discriminates wet mud-silt soils and
vegetation but produces similar values for wet sandy soils and
river water. When the mud-silt and sand soils are compared
they are distinctly separated according to texture, as
predicted. All four components, however, can be distinctly
separated by comparing the red/blue ratio with the
green/blue ratio: river water has the lowest green/blue
density ratios while wet sandy soils have consistently higher
green/blue density ratios.

Figure 69.9 illustrates the ratioed density values {or
tiiree distinctly different sediment concentrations within the
Fraser River plume. The infrared image (Fig. 69.9a) shows
poorer discrimination between the high, medium and low
sediment conditions. The colour image (Fig. 69.10) however,
shows good discrimination using the red/blue density ratios.
The red/green densitv ratio shows a weak effect (superior to
the inlrared image's red/green ratio) because of the increased
blue sensitivity on the colour film's green sensitive emulsion
layer. On the colour infrared film the complete elimination
of any blue-green values on the green sensitive emulsion was
due to the use of a \\ rotten 22 f i l ter. Like- the density ratios
on the colour infrared fi lm the green/blue densitv ratio on
the colour f i lm does not provide a satisfactory' separation.
When combined with either the red/green or red/bl,io densin
ratios, the resulting separation effect c:-n be enhanced.

Figure 69.11 shows the ratioed colour f i lm density
values taken along a transect across the Fraser River plume
(Fig. 69.7). Four altitude conditions arc shown. The results
clearly define areas with: (I) bottom reflectance; (2) varying
sediment concentrations, and: (3) clear water. The ratioed
density values for sediment concentra'ions are comparable-
with those in Figure 69.9. The area of bottom reflectance
through high turbidity water is remarkably s imi l j r to the
values for exposed wet soils ;;nd the highly turbid Fraser
River illustrated in Figure 69.6. The 6000-foot-altitude
colour density ratios in Figure 69.11, showing nearshorc
bottom ref lect iv i ty values are directly comparable with the
6000-foot colour density ratio values for river water and soils
in Figure 69.6. The area of clear deep water at the end of
the I 500-foot-altitude transect is identified by a distinct
drop in red/green ratioed density values and a comparable
increase in green/blue ratioed density values. Figure 69.12
shows four comparable, colour infrared ratioed density values
of the same transect. The area of clear deep water stands
out as depressed ratioed density values. The turbid shallow
water shows the same high infrared ratioed density values as
in Figure 69.6. The areas of bottom reflectance arc clearly
seen on these infrared ratioea values as sharp drops in density
value. Figure 69.12 (3000-ft. altitude) shows recorded
density values from alternating areas of deeper turbid water
and shallow bottom reflectance near the shore. This resulted
in a jagged "saw-tooth" plo' of density values until the deeper
turbid water prevented bottom reflectance. As the sediment
plume thinned out the ratioed infrared density values dropped
sharply to the clear water values. Table 69.2 gives the
surface observation results of sediment concentrations taken

Table 69.2. Results of suspended surface sediment
sampling transect using Canadian Coast tiuard
Hovercraft. The three site locations where samples were
collected using anchored boats are also indicated. Values
for suspended sediment concentrations were averaged
over the duration of the overfl ight.

Distance from
Steveston radio

towers to
sample site

(metres)

2570
2500 - Site 3
2020
1540
1110 - Site 2
960 - Site 1
S60
6S0

Suspended sedimct
concentration

(mg/L)

30
31
77

123
232
246
244
295

Sample site
coordinates

<.'9°10.4'N; 123-22'W
49°10.2'N; 123°2I'W
49°10'N; !23°20.2'\V
49o09.5'N; 123°1S.4'\V
49°09.2'N: I 23° irt.S'W
49"09.0'N: 123°16'W
49°0S.9'N; 123°l 5.6'W
49°0S.S'N: 123°1 5'W
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at the time of photography and indicated on Figures 69.1 1
and 69.12. There is a clear correspondence between these
surface observations and the ratioed density values indicating
sediment concentrations.

Figure 69,13 shows a density-ratioed Landsat MSS
image of Vancouver with superimposed plotted density ratio
values. This Landsat-2 image taken in August 19SI is
spectrally comparable with colour infrared ptiotography.

The illustrated image is composed from one infrared
(band 7) one red (band 1) and one green (band M jm.igr- T!u*
transect was taken from the silt-laden Fraser [vi\ -r across
the exposed shore and mud flats and out into the Fraser K;wr
plume in the Strait of (ieorgiu. These ratioed rieii'.ii'. \alurs
show the differences between land and water but an' unable
to distinguish between varying sediment concentrafons :n tl-.e
Fraser River and the plume in the Strait of Georgia. 1 MJJI-.C
the densitometry values in Figures69.il anc'K'.ir v.-v

Figure 69.13. A density ratioed Landsat-2 MSS image of the study area taken in August 1981. This
is a black and wfiite duplicate of a composite three band image composed of: band 1 (top graph)
infrared density divided by red density; band 2 (middle graph) infrared density divided by c;rpen
density; band 3 (bottom graph) red density divided by green density. The t/irpp graphs indicate these
ratioed density values (0 to 25G indicated on the Y a.vis) for a total of "(i pi:lure elements (pixels)
indicated across t/ie .V axis. The 76 pixel transect indicated on the graphs (from left (o right) extends
across the Fraser River Main Stem (0-12), over a narrow band of vegetation (1.t-li>), over the exposed
tidal flats (17-28) and across the transect area in Figure (HK7 (29-7H).
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satellite image is unable to clearly identify areas of bottom
reflectance. Clear water can be defined but not with the
same degree of resolution as the colour aerial photography
(see Fig. 69.11).

This lack of spectral target resolution in the satellite
image is principally a scale problem as the minimum cell
resolution on this Landsat image is 62*1 m2 (79 m x 79 m).
Such a ground scale makes fine resolution of areas with
varying bottom reflectance conditions (i.e. sandbars and
small channels) impossibje except as boundary noise.
Atmospheric attenuation of the reflected electromagnetic
energy also results in some image degradation towards the
blue end of the spectrum. For this reason a blue band was
not incorporated into the Landsat sensor system. The
superior radiometric identification of sediment
concentrations, clear marine water and nearshore bottom
reflectance from the airborne colour imagery (Fig. 69.il) is
not available from orbital altitudes.

In addition to scale and atmospheric problems, incident
sun angle produces specular reflectance from the water
surface on all images. Under rough water conditions this is
increased as some reflection results from each wave
(see Fig. 69.10). In the Landsat image these rough water
values are incorporated into the average reflectance values
for each pixel. In the photographic image, densitometer
readings can often be taken from wave surfaces not
reflecting this specular glare to the image.

Figure 69.1* shows the results of a red/green density
ratio transect across a video image of the three different
sediment conditions illustrated in Figure 69.9. Considerable
scatter i? evident in the plot of density values as a result of
specular reflectance of sunlight from the rough water.
However, even with this scatter this red/green ratio is
comparable to the photographic densitometer ratio derived in
Figure 69.9. The video image exhibits a slightly steeper
curve and indicates superior radiometric separation between
the red and green images.

Discussion

At this stage in the research it is apparent that both
photographic and video airborne images are superior to
orbital Landsat MSS images for identifying and
characterizing areas of varying sediment concentrations.
Variations in sediment concentrations from the surface
samples closely correspond with imaged density values from
both the colour infrared and normal colour images. Although
the video imagery is not, as yet, fully analyzed the improved
spectral resolution of this multispectral digital image system
should provide superior results.

Presently the research is concentrating upon: (1) video-
gain (electronic exposure control) adjustment in the
multispectral video system; (2) image correction for
atmospheric problems; (3) image correction for acute
specular reflectance problems; (*) refinement of surface
sampling procedures for sediment concentrations at the time
of overflight, and; (5) comparison of airborne results with
Landsat 5 thematic mapper multispectral imagery.

Conclusions

The densitometry results from the aerial photography
indicate that the colour film (Ektachrome 5037 and
S511 filter) provides better suspended surface sediment
concentration identification than the colour infrared film
(Infrared Aerochrome 2 * ^ and no. 22 filter). The best
results are obtained at the lowest altitudes (1500 ft.) but
satisfactory results are possible from 12 000 feet. The
photographic results are greatly superior to Landsat 2 MSS
imagery. Although the multispectral video imagery has only
received preliminary examination these results are promising.

Figure 69.14. Red divided by green (red/green ratio) video
image of the high, medium and low surface sediment
concentration conditions in Figures 69.9 and 69.10. The
graph shows these ratioed d"nsity values (0-25(5 along Y axis)
for a transect corresponding with the area slightly above the
bottom line of the X axis across the image. Note the density
increases as the plot crosses (left to right) the G-eas of high,
medium and low sediment concentrations.

Spectral (colour) resolution and colour identification with the
video system is superior to colour photography and it is
predicted that the best results will be obtained with video
imagery using a four band infrared, red, green and blue
combination.

Landsat 5 TM imagery has not as yet been compared
with the present data. The Duly 29 transect flight
corresponded with a TM overpass and the time of
photography and surface sampling was within twenty minutes.
It is expected that the minimum spatial resolution
(approximately 30 m x 30 m) of Landsat 5 TM imagery will
still cause scale problems. Although TM imagery has more
spectral bands (7) than MSS imagery (<»), these additional
spectral bands are mainly in the infrared spectral region and
have little utility in remote sensing of surface-sediment
concentrations due to the strong absorption of infrared
energy by water.

It is predicted that airborne systems concentrating upon
the visible spectrum but using some information from the
near infrared spectrum (700 to llOOnm) for vegetation and
soils identification, will prove to be the most effective sensor
systems for the remote sensing of surface sediment
concentrations.
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Abstract
The Castlcgar Gneiss Complex is located on the south margin of the Valhalla Complex of

southern British Columbia. It consists of the China Creek Gneiss, a heterogeneous assemblage of
hornblende biotite gneisses laced with pegmatite sheets, and the Kinnaird Gneiss, a series of
porphyrkic quartz monzonite-to-granite sheets intruded into the Trail Gneiss and the metasediments
of the Mount Roberts Formation. The Kinnaird Pluton was then deformed into gneiss. The Castlegar
Gneiss Complex is younger than the Bonnington and Mackie quartz diorite/granodiorite plutons.
Strain within the Castlegar Gneiss Complex is unevenly distributed and includes top-to-the-east
simple shear that is weak above a gently dipping surface that passes under the Mackie, Bonnington,
and Trail plutons. After being strained, the Castlegar Gneiss Complex was intruded by inclusion-
laden mafic sheets, a young granite of the Mackie Plutonic Complex, Coryell syenite masses, and
Eocene (?) basaltic and gabbroic dykes.

Le complexe gneissique de Castlegar se situe sur la marge sud du complexe de Valhalla dans le
sud de la Colombie-Britannique. II comprend le gneiss de China Creek, association hete>ooene de
gneiss a hornblende et a biotite coupS de nappes de pegmatite, ainsi que le gneiss de Kinnsird, seYie
de nappes de monzonite quartzifere porphyritique ou de granite p^ne'tre' par le gneiss de Trail et les
me'tasddiments de la formation de Mount Roberts. Le pluton de Kinnaird a alors e'te' de'forme' en
gneiss. Le compjexe du gneiss de Castelgar Lake date d'une £poque plus re"cente que les plutons de
diorite quartzeux et granodiorite de Bonnington et de Mackie. La deformation dans le complexe
gneissique de Castelgar est in^galement repjartie et comprend un cisaillement simple qui, en partant
du haut, se dirige vers 1'est; ce cisaillement est faible au-dessus d'une surface en pente douce qui
passe sous les plutons de Mackie, de Bonnington et de Trail. Apres avoir gte' d^formg, le complexe
gneissique de Castlegar a 616 pe'ne'tre' par des nappes mafiques riches en inclusions, par un granite
re'cent du complexe plutonique de Mackie, par des masses de syenite de Coryell et par des filons
basaltiques et gabbro'iques d'age e'oce'ne (?).

Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
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Introduction
Field work in the summer of 19S1) in the Castlegar

Gneiss, on the southern margin of the Valhalla Complex just
south of Custlegar, British Columbia 'Fit;. 70.1 - inseO
mapped about 100 km2 at a scale of 1:20 000. The objectives
of the studv are to describe the petrologieal and structural
variations within the Castlegar Gneiss Complex, to define its
contact relationships with the Trail Gneiss and the overlving
Pennsylvanian Mount Roberts Formation in the south, the
Wackie Plutonic Complex in the south and west, and the
Honnington Pluton on the east side. The intensity of strain
within the Castlegar Gneiss Complex is also being studied.

Reconnaissance geological mapping in the area was
carried out by Little (1960. I9C-.2) for the Geological Survey
of Canada. Simony (1979). Crowe (I9S1), and Corbett and
Simony (I9SM have worked in the area as part of an ongoing
project of the University of Calgary. The southern part of
the area is shown on the Rossland-Trail sheet (Little. 19S2)
and the Valhalla Complex (Reesor, 19fi5) is being restudied
(Parrish. 19S*: Parrish et al., I W i C a r r . I9S1)).

Lithologies
The Castlegar Gneiss Complex can be subdivided into

two main phases: the Kinnaird Gneiss and the China Creek
Gneiss (Fig. 70. P. The Kinnaird Gneiss is the more extensive
unit. It is a light-grev weathering, medium grained quarts
mon?.onitic to granitic orthogneiss with irregularly
concentrated whi'e weathering K-feldspar nhenocrvsts
commonlv .? to 5 cm but ranging up to 12 cm in length.
F.uhedral hornblende phenocrvsts. fine grained hornblende and
minor biotite clusters comprise the mafic minerals. -\ Late
Cretaceous age has been obtained for the Kinnaird Gneiss bv
R. Parrish (persona! communication. 19SM using the I'-Pb
method on 7ircons.

•\ fabric of variable intensity present throughout the
Kinnaird Gneiss, consists of both a foliation and a lineation
(commonlv the more strongly developed fabric element!. The
fabric is formed by the imperfect alignment of hornblende
phenocrvsts. mafir mineral clusters, ribbon quart/., and
feldspar phenocrvsts. In most places the feldspar phenocrvsts
have not been deformed into augen. but in some localities,
especially in the southwestern portion of the area strain was
sufficient to cause augen development.

. fnclusJon-laden mafic sheet
; Mackto Plutonic Complex-
J unstrained granite phase
1 Caotlegar Gneiss Complex
'j Strained pegmatite zone
"• Klnnafrd Qn*fs*
- Nonporphyrltlc Kinnaird Gneiss
'} China Creek Gneiss
- NeUon Jurassic quartz dlorlte/gran

observed, approximate,
assumed, Iransiilonai, tectonic

normal fault : observed, approximate,
dip direction indicated

antlform ; approximate
upper limit ol shear strain : approximate,

mtdllne toward strain decrease

Figure 70.1. Geological map and regional geologic setting of the Castlegar Gneiss Complex.
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The floor of the Kinnaird Gneiss is exposed in a
structural culmination east of the sharp bend in China Creek
(Fig. 70.1, 70.2). There, the basal 10 to 50 m consist of a
sheeted equigranular granitic orthogneiss which differs from
the rest of the Kinnaird Gneiss by having a low content of
mafic mineral and a nonporphvritic to very sparselv
porphyritic texture.

The China Creek Gneiss is a heterogeneous assemblage
of rocks exposed structurally below the Kinnaird Gneiss and
immediately north of the town of Genelle with an exposed
thickness of approximately 350 m. It consists dominantly of
highly strained, moderately foliated and lineated, pegmatitic
veins ranging from less than 20 cm to several metres thick.
The pegmatites are composed of K-feldspar crystals and
augen up to 20 cm long, abundant ribbon quartz, variable
concentrations of biotite clusters, almandine garnet, and
locally magnetite and sillimanite. The pegmatites lace the
other rocks of the China Creek Gneiss including: a dark grev,
biotite granodiorite gneiss; a medium grained, light grey
aplite; a dark hornblende-biotite gneiss with amphibolite
layers; and several discrete thin calcsilicate layers. The last
along with the enclosing gneiss probably belong to the
lithologically complex Trail Gneiss (Simony, 1979) exposed in
the southern part of the study area.

Rare thin screens and trains of inclusions of the China
Creek Gneiss at low structural levels in the Kinnaird Gneiss
suggest that the Kinnaird Gneiss postdates the China Creek
Gneiss and at least some of the pegmatites that are asso-
ciated with it. The pegmatites present a problem because
other pegmatites of similar appearance intrude the Kinnaird
Gneiss. The emplacement of the Kinnaird Gneiss and pegma-
tite injection may therefore have proceeded simultaneously.

The Trail Gneiss south of the Castlegar Gneiss Complex
consists of a heterogeneous orthogneissic and paragneissic
assemblage of melanocratic hornblende gneiss, biotite
granodiorite gneiss, biotite-hornblende quartz diorite gneiss,
quartzofeldspathic mica schist, amphibolite, calcsilicate and
marble (Simony, 1979) (Fig. 70.1). Well developed foliation
and lineation in the Trail Gneiss are continuous with the
fabric scene in the Castlegar Gneiss Complex.

Along the east bank of the Columbia River and opposite
Kinnaird, a southern suburb of Castlegar, is an excellent cliff
exposure of an intrusive contact between the Kinnaird Gneiss
and the Trail Gneiss. The outcrop reveals crosscutting
relationships and the interfingering of apophyses of the
Kinnaird Gneiss with the Trail Gneiss.

South of the main mass of the Castlegar Gneiss
Complex extensive pegmatite sheets, each approximately
10 to 15 m thick, extend with a shallow tip from the
Castlegar Gneiss Complex into the Trail Gneiss. They are
lithologically similar to the pegmatites of the China Creek
Gneiss, and extend approximately 2.5 to 3 km south of the
main Castlegar Gneiss Complex, although roadside exposures
indicate that similar pegmatite extends at least another 3 to
k km farther south at valley floor level.
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In the western part of the study area quartz-rich,
psammitic and semipelitic paragneiss is intruded by the
Kinnaird Gneiss (Fig. 70.1). This paragneiss is interpreted as
a metarnorphir equivalent of the Pennsylvanian Mount
Roberts Formation identified farther south by Simony (1979).
Although contact relationships are not exposed, the presence
of paragneiss between extensive masses of the Kinnaird
Gneiss suggests a similar interfingering intrusive relationship
to that seen between the Kinnaird Gneiss and the Trail
Gneiss. As well, rare quartz-rich paragneiss screens and
inclusions found within the Kinnaird Gneiss support an
intrusive relationship with the Mount Roberts Formation
although some of the paragneiss inclusions may belong to the
Trail Gneiss.

Along the southern and western parts of the study area,
the Castlegar Gneiss Complex is in contact with the Mackie
Plutonic Complex (Crowe, 19S11 (Fig. 70.1). This plutonic
mass actually consists of two separate assemblages cf rocks;
an older, possiblv .lurassic, quartz dioritic/granodioritic phase
and a younger, possibly latest Cretaceous or early Tertiarv,
granitic phase. Along the western portion of the study area
the granitic phase clearly intrudes the Kinnaird Gneiss with
foliated and lineated inclusions of Kinnaird Gneiss observed
in the unstrained granitic phase.

Farther south, the contact between the quartz
dioritic/granodioritic phase and the Castlegar Gneiss
Complex is less easily defined. No direct contact was
observed because it consists of sn intervening zone of highly
strained, well foliated and lineated, pegmatite sheets perhaps
100 m wide. They are lithologically similar to those seen
intruding the Trail Gneiss at a lower elevation and they
crosscut the strongly foliated basal part of the quartz
dioritic/granodioritic phase of the Mackie Plutonic Complex
(Fig. 70.2). It is therefore concluded that this part of *he
Mackie Plutonic Complex predates the Castlegar Gneiss
Complex.

On the east side of the Columbia River valley, the part
of the Bonnington Pluton west of the Champion Lake Fault
(Corbett and Simony, I9S4) has a gently east-dipping
intrusive contact with the Trail Gneiss (Fig. 70.1). The lower
part of the pluton is intruded by pegmatite sheets and is
strained in a manner that resembles the quartz
dioritic/granodioritic phase of the Mackie Plutonic Complex.

The Castlegar Gneiss Complex has been intruded by a
swarm of shallowly east-to-northeast dipping mafic sheets
with postductile deformation, located in a north-trending
zone on the immediate west side of the Columbia River
(Fig. 70.1). The sheets range from less than one to at least
40 metres thick and consist of 60 to 95 per cent angular-to-
rounded, dioritic inclusions of several distinct types
suspended in a fine grained granitic matrix. These mafic
sheets were apparently emplaced as inclusion-laden intrusions
into the Castlegar Gneiss Complex which had been previously
deformed in a ductile manner.
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Figure 70.2. Vertical cross-section ABC looking eastward. Line of section and legend are shown on
geological map (Fig. 70. V. Geology shown above topographic surface is located by projection.
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Also intruding the Castlegar Gneiss Complex are an
unstrained medium grained granite, dykes and small masses
associated with the Eocene alkaline Coryell intrusions, and
undeformed Tertiary basal tic-to-gabbroic dykes with
northerly trends and steep east dips.

Mode ot emplacement

The China Creek Gneiss appears to consist, at least in
part, of Trail Gneiss injected by pegmatite that was
subsequently highly strained. The Kinnaird Gneiss, on the
other hand, consists of porphyritic granite which intruded the
China Creek Gneiss, the Trail Gneiss and the Mount Roberts
Formation as a series of parallel sheets. Screens of Trail
Gneiss extending laterally more than WO m, and zones of
tabular incJusions as well as sharp planar contacts separate
gently dipping, 50-to-2G0-m-thick sheets of porphyritic
granite gneiss. Within each sheet, the size and abundance of
phenocrysts remains constant but distinct variations in both
parameters appear across contacts separating the sheets.
Kinnaird Gneiss is seen in cliffs, some 100 ni high, cast of
Kinnaird, to have intruded Trail Gneiss in a series of four
parallel sheets that cut the layering in the Trail Gneiss at a
small angle.

Kinnaird Gneiss is interdigitated with Trail Gneiss and
China Creek Gneiss on the east and south sides of the
Kinnaird orthogneiss. A similar interfingering relationship
possibly exists with gneisses north of Castlegar (S. Carr,
personal communication, 19S5). The parent pluton of the
Kinnaird Gneiss if it exists, was perhaps intruded from a
source below or to the west.

Structure

Three phases of ductile deformation and one phase of
brittle deformation were detected in the Castlegar Gneiss
Complex. Phase-One deforr.ation consists of localized,
mesoscopic, inclined-to-recumbent, tight-to-isoclinal folding
of the pegmatite veins in the China Creek Gneiss. Somewhat
disharmonic, niesoscopic folds were also developed in the
Trail Gneiss screens in several places in both the China Creek
Gneiss and the Kinnaird Gneiss. Axes of all Phase-One folds
trend approximately west with shallow east and west plunges
depending on the dip of the foliation.

The original orientation of the mesoscopic Phase-One
folds is undetermined because their present orientation is a
result of rotation by strong Phase-Two deformation which led
to a foliation and a lineation being imposed on the Castlegar
Gneiss Complex as well as on adjacent lithologies. Phase-
Two west-trending lineation is interpreted as stretching and
is formed by elongate mafic mineral clusters and intense
ribbon quartz development. The foliation appears to be
largely due to simple shear since numerous types of
"kinematic indicators" as outlined by Berthe et al. (1979),
5impson and Schmid (19S3), and Hanmer (1984) were seen.
They include asymmetric feldspar tails, sigmoidal feldspars,
foliation fish, "turf" structures, and C-S fabrics. All the
kinematic indicators showed top-to-east motion of simple
shear parallel to the foliation.

The intensity of the foliation and lineation varies
through the Castlegar Gneiss Complex, particularly in the
Kinnaird Gneiss. At low structural levels the foliation is
poorly to moderately developed whereas the lineation is well
developed. The strain appears to be homogeneously
distributed at the lower levels. At higher levels, as seen in
the southwestern part of the area, lineation is strong and the
foliation moderate with localized, but volumetrically
significant mylonitic bands within the Kinnaird Gneiss.
However, in the northwestern part of the area and apparently

along strike with the highly strained Kinnaird Gneiss, the
fabric is weak with only a faint lineation detectable in many
places.

Despite the complex strain pattern within the gneiss
package, an upper boundary of detectable strain ran be
mapped across the mountainsides and into Columbia River
valley. This boundary cuts across the top of the Kinnaird
Gneiss east of Mount Mackie, the loiver part of ihe quartz
diorite/granodiorite phase of the Mackie Plutonic Complex
and the Ronnington Pluton, and presumably passes under the
Trail Pluton north of Trail (Fig. 70.1, 70.2).'

Phase-Three deformation resulted in the Castlegar
Gneiss Complex being broadly arched along a north-trending
axis, with the arch being outlined by the shallowly dipping
foliation, shallowly plunging lineation, and the distribution of
lithologies in the China Creek area (Fig. 70.1). There is a
well defined, broad culmination situated just east of the
sharp bend in China Creek where a small outlier of the
Kinnaird Gneiss caps a hill of China Creek Gneiss (Fig. 70.2).

Phase-Four deformation consists of late, minor brittle
faulting associated with activity along the east-dipping, east-
side-down Champion Lake Fault on the eastern limit of the
map area (Corbett and Simony, 195*: Corbett, personal
communication, 19S5). This late faulting is exhibited by
scattered north-striking vertical zones showing little
displacement but noticeable chlorite, epidote, and sericite
alteration of the Castlegar Gneiss Complex.

Summary

The Castlegar Gneiss Complex within the study area
consists of two phases, the Kinnaird Gneiss and the China
Creek Gneiss. The Kinnaird Gneiss and the China Creek
Gneiss pegmatites were intruded in a sheet-like manner into
the Trail Gneiss, the Mount Roberts Formation, and the basal
part of the quartz dioritic/granodioritic phase of the Mackie
Plutonic Complex and the western lobe of the Bonnington
Pluton. Several postdeformational intrusive events disrupted
the Castlegar Gneiss Complex, including a young granitic
phase of the Mackie Plutonic Complex, inclusion-laden mafic
sheets, Coryell syenite dykes, and basaltic to gabbroic dykes.

Three phases of ductile deformation and one phase of
brittle deformation affected the area. During Phase-Two
deformation strong simple shear strained the Castlegar
Gneiss Complex and the Trail Gneiss with top-to-the-east
sense of motion. The essentially unstrained lithologies
located above these gneisses, including the Mount Roberts
Formation metasediments, the overlying Jurassic Rossland
Group, the Mackie Plutonic Complex, and the Bonnington
Pluton were probably transported eastward on this sheared
zone.
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A regional east-dipping thrust places Hadrynian onto
probable Paleozoic rocks in Cariboo Mountains,

British Columbia

Project 820014
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S*.ruik, L.C., A regional east-dipping thrust places Hadrynian onto probable Paleozoic rocks in
Cariboo Mountains, British Columbia; m Current Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada,
Paper 86-1A, p. 589-594, 1986.

Abstract
A regional thrust overlaps distinctive terranes of Hadrynian to Paleozoic rocks in east-central

British Columbia. Cariboo Terrane of the Cariboo Mountains is underthrust from the west by
Barkerville Terrane along the Pleasant Valley Thrust. Paleozoic components of the Snowshoe Group
of Barkerville Terrane underlie Pleasant Valley Thrust from Barkerville to east of Wells Gray
Provincial Park where the hanging wall rocks are the Hadrynian Kaza Group. Part of the Paleozoic
Snowshoe Group rocks are laterally equivalent to those mapped as Hadrynian Horsethief Creek Group
in the southern Cariboo Mountains.

Resume
Une pousse re'gionaJe chevauche des terrains caracteristiques de roches hadryniennes a

paleozoiques dans la partie centrale est de la Colombie-Britannique. Le terrain de Cariboo a ele"
sous-charrie' de l'ouest par le terrain de Barkerville le long du chevauchement de Pleasant Valley.
Des dldments palfiozoiques du groupe de Snowshoe du terrain de BarkerviJIe sont sous-jacents au
chevauchement de Pleasant Valley a partir de Barkerville jusqu'a Test du pare provincial de Wells
Gray ou les roches du groupe hadrynien de Kaza forment la levre superieure. Certaines roches du
groupe paldozo'ique de Snowshoe sont lateYalement Squivalentes aux roches appartenant au groupe
hadrynien de Horsethief Creek dans le sud den monts Cariboo.
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Introduction

Mapping of Precambrian to Mesozoic bedrock units
from Big Valley Creek southeast to Angus Home Lake in east
central British Columbia (Fig. 71.1) (Strtiik. 1982a: 19S2b:
19S3a: 10S3b; 1985b: 1985c) has delineated four
stratigraphically and tectonically distinct packages of rock
(terranes). They are inferred to have thrust together and
metamorphosed during the Jurassic, remetamorphosed during
the mid-Cretaceous, and disrupted by dextral strike-slip and
associated faults from the mid-Cretaceous to the early
Tertiary. The terranes are included in, or are correlative to,
terranes mapped the length of the North American Cordillera
(Struik. 1985c).

The terranes are from east to west: Cariboo
(continental shelf elastics and carbonates), Barkerville
(continental shelf elastics, carbonates and volcanics), Slide
Mountain (oceanic r i f t voicanics. intrusives and elastics), and
Quesnel (island arc volcanics and elastics) (Fig. 71.1). The
thrusts that separate the terranes are the east-dipping
Pleasant Valley (placing Cariboo on Barkerville), f lat Pundata
(placing Slide Mountain on Barkerville and Cariboo), and
west-dipping Eureka (Dlaring Slide Mountain and Quesnel on
Barkerville) (Fig. 71.1) (Struik, 1985a; 1985b: !9S5e).

Within the Canadian Cordillera, Cariboo is a subterrane
of Cassiar, Barkerville contains equivalents of Kootenay and
Yukon-Tanana terranes and Slide Mountain and Quesnel are
Cordillera-wide terranes.

Definition of Cariboo and Barkerville terranes

Cariboo Terrane is more completelv defined as the
Precambrian to Triassic^ rocks of the Kaza, Cariboo and
Black Stuart groups, Greenberry and Alex Allen formations
and undifferentiated Permo-Triassic strata (Struik, 19S5c)
and underlies the Cariboo Mountains south to the headwaters
of the North Thompson River. Herein, the Kaza Group is
used as defined by Sutherland Brown (1963) and Murphy and
Rees (1983); the Cariboo Group as described bv Struik (1982a)
as the Eastern Cariboo Group; the Black Stuart Group as
described by Struik (19S1) as the Black Stuart and Guvet
formations: and the Greenberry and Alex Allen formations
are described by Orchard and Struik (19S5). Structures in the
terrane plunge northerly exposing progressively older units to
the southeast.

Struik (1982a) differentiated rocks of Cariboo Terrane
(called Eastern Cariboo Group) from those of Barkerville
Terrane (called Western Cariboo Group) on the grounds of
stratigraphic differences and age, and recognized the
Pleasant Valley Thrust which separates the two sequences.
The Pleasant Valley Thrust is folded and its trace, north to
south, cuts progressively downsection in the hanging-wall
(Cariboo Terrane) and somewhat upsection in the footwall
(Barkerville Terrane) (Fig. 71.2). Paleozoic units of the
Snowshoe Group of Barkerville Terrane are everywhere
directly overlain by the Pleasant Valley Thrust.

Barkerville Terrane consists of Precambrian to Permian
rocks called Snowshoe Group and Sugar limestone as
described by Struik ( I9S5C) . Regionally mappable units of the
Snowshoe Group found from Cariboo Lake to Wells Gray
Provincial Park are pre-, syn- and post-Downy succession
(Fig. 71.3). The base of the Downey succession is marked by
limestone and pyroclastic basalt and the top by the Bralco
marble. The Downey and Bralco are assigned to the
Paleozoic because they locally contain poorly preserved
algae, echinoderm, byrozoan and ostracodf?) fragments
(B.L. \1amet. personal communication, l9.S3)near Rarkerville
and Cariboo Lake. Pre-Downey rocks are mainly interpreted
as Precambrian. The three fold division can be traced bv
means of the marbles and basalt to the eastern border of
Wells Gray Park.

Stratigraphy at Wells Gray Park

The Snowshoe Group can now be traced in apparent
continuity from Barkerville to Wells Gray Provincial Park,
where it is equivalent to rocks mapped bv Pell O9S<t) along
the eastern border of the park as Horsethief Creek and Kaza
groups. The equivalence, however, is a contradiction because
the Horsethief Creek and Kaza groups are thought to be
entirelv Precambrian and the parts of the Snowshoe GrouD
linked to them are Paleozoic.

The stratlgraphv as mapped bv Pell (I9S*) near Slide
Mountain 'Fig. 71.2, section F-F1) east of Wells Gray Park
consists of the semipelite and amphibolite. middle marble and
upper clastic units ascribed to the Horsethief Creek Group
(Fig. 71.3). The sernipelite-amphiboiite unit consists mainly
of psarnmite. semipelite, polite, and grit capped by
orthoquartzite and pelite. ranging in metamorphic grade from
garnet to kyanite. To the northwest it passes directly into
the Downey succession of the Snowshoe Group. North of
'Kzure Lake, as throughout the belt northwest to Barkerville.
the base of the Downey succession is marked bv a unit of
interlayered carbonate, pelite, metabasalt. and quartzose
rocks. Metabasalt (amphibolite where above garnet grade) is
characteristic of the lower half of the Downey succession and
in chlorite-grade rocks near Barkerville the protolith is
pyroclastic basalt.

The middle marble unit consists of one to three, but
principally two bands of light grey weathering marble
separated by gri t , psammite and semipelite. The marble
bands generally contain a central layer of pelitic marble and
the lower and upper contacts of the unit are commonly
marked by quartzose marble (Fig. 71.3). The middle marble
is equivalent to the Bralco marble of the Snowshoc* Group as
mapped in Wells Grav Park (Struik. 19S5b) and to the
northwest.

The upper clastic unit consists of semipelite, psammite
and lesser amounts of grit and is capped by brown weathering
thinly layered quartzose and pelitic marble. It is assumed to
be equivalent to elastics which overlie the Bralco marble
north of "\zure River (Struik, 19S5b) and between the North
and East arms of Quesnel Lake (Struik, l9S3b).

The Snowshoe Group through Wells Gray Provincial
Park and northwest toward Barkerville is overthrust bv the
Cariboo and Kaza groups. East of Wells Gray Park, the
Paleozoic part of the Snowshoe Group is the same as the
upper clastic, middle marble and semioelite-amphibolite units
of the Horsethief Creek Group (of Cariboo Mountains) of
Pell (I9S4). The overlying Hadrvnian Kaza Group is therefore
inferred to be thrust onto the "Horsethief Creek Group" in
the southeastern Cariboo Mountains along the easterly
extension of the Pleasant Vallev Thrust.

Pleasant Valley Thrust

The Pleasant Valley Thrust is inferred east of Wells
Grav Park from the stratigraphic linkage of the Snowshoe
Group with those rocks directlv underlying the Kaza Group.
Physical features which may mark the thrust include the
presence of rnylonites within the brown weathering dirtv
marbles at the top of the upper clastic unit along
section F-F1 (Fig. 71.2), local cutoffs of the thick bedded grit
unit of the Kaza Group onto the mylonitic marble, and finally
the apparent cutoff of an interval of the upper clastic unit
under the thick bedded grit from the southeast to northwest.

At Slide Mountain (Fig. 71.2. section F-F1) olive-grey
grit in bundles of thick beds separated by olive-grev
semioelite, assigned to the Ka?a Group, directly overlies
mylonitic marble of the upper clastic unit. The marble was
mapped as Kaza Group carbonate bv Pell (198**). In some
places the grit beds are cut off at the contact with the
marble. On the ridge southeast of Slide Mountain grey pelite.
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semipelite and light grey psammite lie between the Kaza
Group grit and the marble. The grey rocks resemble more
the upper clastic unit underlying the marble than they do the
overlying Kaza Group grit sequence. The grey rocks may be
an upper part of the upper clastic unit which is structurally
cut out to the northwest. The cut-off of progressively lower
units in the footwall of the Pleasant Valley Thrust is
consistent throughout the exposure of the thrust to the
northwest (Fig. 71.2).

Cunningham
Formation

Bralco
marble

Downey
unit

Summary

Cariboo and Rarkerville terranes are separated by the
east-dipping folded Pleasant Valley Thrust. The thrust fault
cuts down section in the hanging-wall Cariboo Terrene and
somewhat upsection in the footwall Barkerville Terrane along
its trace to the southeast. In the southernmost part of the
map (Fig. 71.1) it is nearly parallel to bedding and places
Kaza Group onto Snowshoe Group, an older over vounger
relationship. Rocks mapped as Hadrvnian Horsethief Creek
Group (Pell, 19.W east of Wells Grav Provincial Park are
laterally equivalent to thost mapped as Paleozoic Snowshoe
Group.

Kaza
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upper
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amphibolite
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A - calcareous grit
' i ' i ' i ' i' a*" brown weathering
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light grey weathering marble

grey phyllite and light grey psammite laminates
and 6-60 cm thick beds

bundles of thick bedded grit and
psammite ± pelite

light coloured orthoquartzite

pelitic marble

pelitic and quartzose marble

'~^S~ | amphibolite

| j semipelite (schistose quartzite and
I ~ I quartzose schist)

Figure 71.3. Stratiqraphic .sections through the Snowshoe and Horsethief Creek qroups. The
Snowshoe Croup section is an approximate compilation of sequences north of Azure Lalce and the
Horsethief Creek Group section represents the sequence south of structure section F-F' (Fiq. 71.1,
71.2). The two sequences are essentially the same and are laterally linked; the Bralco and middle
marbles can be traced into each other as can the upper part of the Downex and the semioelite-
amphibolite units. The carbonate and amphibolite layers at the base of the Downev would correspond
to the amphibolite bearing part of the semipelite-amphibolite unit, which Pell (1984) describes as
downsection from the level displayed.
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Abstract

Radiolarians from four localities in the Cache Creek Complex and from twelve localities in thp
Bridge River Complex range in age respectively, from Early Permian to Late "iriassir and from
Middle Triassic to Early Jurassic. Radiolarian chert pebbles from Cretaceous conglomerates in thp
region show the same Permian to Jurassic range.

Resume

L'age des radiolaires provenant de quatre emplacements dans le complexe de Cache Creek et dr
douze emplacements dans ie complexe de Bridge River varie respect ivement du Permien ancien au
Trias recent et du Trias moyen au Jurassique ancien. L'age des radiolar i tes provenant de
conglom^rats cr^taces dans la region varie 6galement du Permien au Jurassique.

1 Univers i ty Pierre et Mar ie Cur ie , Laborato i re de Strat igraphie, 4, Place Jussieu,
75230 Paris Cedex, France
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Introduction

The Cache Creek and Bridge River complexes in south-
western British Columbia comprise disrupted radiolarian
chert, argillite, mafic volcanic and ultramafic rock and
locally extensive bodies of carbonate. These rocks are
inferred (e.g., Monger and Price, 1979) to be lower Mesozoic
accretionary complexes of oceanic provenance. Prior to 1971
the only diagnostic fossils that had been reported were
Permian fusulinids from the Cache Creek Complex. In 1971,
Cameron and Monger extracted Middle Triassic conodonts
from carbonates in the Bridge River Complex, which at that
time was called Fergusson Group. In 1977, radiolarian cherts
collected by Monger (personal communication) from the
Bridge River Complex were sent to D.L. Jones of the United
States Geological Survey, who suggested in a written
communication with E,A. Pessagno, University of Texas, that
the radiolaria range from Late Triassic to Early 3urassic.
Later, D.L. Jones (oral communication, 1981) collected
Permian and Triassic radiolaria from the Cache Creek
Complex, and Orchard (1981, 198<t, and personal
communication) extracted Pennsylvanian, Permian and
Triassic conodonts from the Cache Creek Complex, and Late
Triassic conodonts from the Bridge River Complex.

The present study, funded by Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique-ASP 950078 (Paris), and supported in
the field by vhe Geological Survey of Canada under
Project 800029, was undertaken in part to determine the
upper age limits of these accretionary complexes, because
conodonts are not known in rocks younger than Upper
Triassic. In addition, radioloarian-chert clasts in known and
possible mid-Cretaceous chert-pebble conglomerates were
sampled in order to clarify the provenances of the
conglomerates. The study is not complete; this paper reports
the results of field work during 1984.

Method

Radioiarians were identified first with a hand lens in
Lhe field prior to sampling. In the laboratory, the samples
were dissolved in very dilute hydrofluoric acid (1 to 2%) for
one week, using the extraction technique of Dumitrica (1970)
and Pessagno and Newport (1972), as slightly modified by De
Wever (1982). The chert pebbles from conglomerates were
first cleaned with concentrated hydrofluoric acid to avoid
risk of contamination (Seiders and Blome, 19S4), and this was
followed by separate etching of each pebble in dilute acid.

Figure 72.1. Utholoqical units and radiolarian localities, southwestern British Columbia.
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Figure 72.2. Radiolarian localities, Bridge River Complex, British Columbia.

Table 72.1. Bridge River complex localities (see also Fig. 72.2)

Locality Longitude/Latitude

B01

B02

B03

B04

B06

B07

B09

BIO

B l l

B12

B13

B15

1 22° 1 5'20'

] 22° 14' 13"

122°14'00"

122°!4'10"

122o45'00"

122°32'00"

I22°24'5O"

122°23'26"

122O23'13"-

122° 17'16";

122°17'O8";

122°04'05";

;50°46'00"

;50°45'2l"

;50°45'06"

•50°45'28"

50°53'55"

5O°5!'5O"

50°49-29"

50°48'19"

50°48'16"

50°46'02"

50°46'00"

50°48'47"

Grid lelerence

Bridge River 923/16 52540

Bridge River 923/16 539228

Bridge River 923/16 541223

Bridge River 923/16 536230

Bralorne 923/15 176384

Bralorne 923/15 324346

Bridge River 923/16 413303

Bridge River 923/16 429282

Bridge River 923/16 432281

Bridge River 923/16 502241

Bridge River 923/16 504240

Bridge River 923/16 657292

Location
(kilometres by road given)

On road between Seton and Carpenter
Lakes, 3.45 km from Mission Pass.

1.35 km north of Mission Pass.

0.50 km north of Mission Pass.

1.75 km north of Mission Pass.

10 km east of Gold Bridge (bridge),
on north side of Carpenter Lake.

28 km from Gold Bridge, north side of
Carpenter Lake.

39 km from Gold Bridge, 0.6 km eait of
Bighorn Creek, north side Carpenter Lake.

42 km from Gold Bridge, west of Fall
Creek, north side Carpenter Lake.

43 km from Gold Bridge, east of Fall
Creek, north side Carpenter Lake.

52 km from Gold Bridge, 0.7 km east of
Viera Creek, north side Carpenter Lake.

0.9 km east of Viera Creek, north
side of Carpenter Lake.

North side Bridge River Valley, 27 km
from the Carpenter Lake dam toward
Lillooet.
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Table 72.2. Cache Creek Complex localities (see also Fig. 72.3)

Locality Longitude/Latitude

C02

C03

C05

COS

121°27'<t!t";50'>41'l3"

121o19'39";50°!t8'27"

121°26'L5";50°53'10"

121°36T5r;50°*7'05"

Grid reference

Ashcroft 921/11 086159

Cache Creek 921/14 179295

Cache Creek 921/14 099381

Pavilion E 921/13 97728*

Location
(kilometres by road given)

2.2 km south of fire lookout on
Cornwall Hills.

West side of settlement of
Cache Creek.

On the Highway 12, 3.0 km west
of Highway 97.

300 m north of Highway 12, 20.1 km
west of Highway 97.

Table 72.

Locality

C07

P01

L0I

L02

A01

3. Chert-pebble conglomerate localities (see Figures

Longitude/Latitude

121°32'05";50°51'!0"

l20oW*7";50°10'00"

120°36'*2";50o0'. 32"

120°36l57";50°00'0S"

120o«f6'25";49°5*'30"

Grid

Pavilion E

tylerritt

Merritt

Merritt

reference

931/13 0323*2

921/2 63*595

921/2 711*22

921/2 709*15

Aspen Grove 92H/15 59S305

72.1, 72.3)

Location
(kilometres bv road given)

On Highway 12, 11.2 km from Cariboo
Highway 97.

5 km northeast of Vlerritt.

0.2 km west from Highway 5
(elevation 3500 f t ) .

0.6 km west of Highway 5
(elevation *000 ft).

9.75 km east of Kingsvale;
1.5 km south of Vogt Creek Road
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Figure 72.3. Radiolarian localities near Cache Creek,
British Columbia.

In general, the radiolarians recovered from chert pebbles
were found to be better preserved than those from the Cache
Creek and Bridge River complexes. The recovery rate,
namely, number of determinable radiolarians
extracted/number of samples collected with visible
radiolarians, ranged from 0 to *5% (average 20%) for cherts
within the complexes, to 12 to 70% (average 50%) from chert
pebbles in conglomerates.

Bridge River Complex

The Bridge River Complex, located west of Lillooet in
the eastern margin of the Coast Plutonic Complex, is a
Middle Triassic to Lower Jurassic melange comprising
tectonically disrupted chert, argillite, basalt, alpine-type
ultramafic rock and minor carbonate (Potter, 1983). Its
probable south-southeasterly continuation, across the Fraser
River Fault System, is the Hozameen Group (Fig. 72.1), which
contains Permian to Lower, and possibly Middle Jurassic
strata (R.A. Haugerud, in Monger and McMillan, 198*).

Radiolarian chert samples were collected along the
road on the north side of Carpenter Lake, which lies 20 km
west of the town of Lillooet (Fig. 72.2 and Table 72.1).
There, ribbon chert probably forms more than half of the
total outcrop, and consists of beds 1 to 10 cm thick that are
commonly broken and highly disrupted; because of this it is
not possible to measure sections.

Twelve ribbon chert outcrops provided radiolarians that
were sufficiently well-preserved to permit the
determinations given in Table 72.*. Seven locations are new
(B01, 02, 03, 0*, 06, 07, 09), and the remainder coincide with
localities collected by Potter (1983). Ages range from Middle
Triassic (BI5) to Lower Jurassic (B07), with most in the
Upper Triassic (Table 72,*). Ages generally become younger
westward, with the exception of B06.
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Tabic 72.fr. Radiolarian associations and age of specimens from Bridge River Complex

B01-10 Bridge River Group age: Late Triassic {late Carnian to Norian)

Capnuchosphaera sp Late Triassic (late Carnian to early middle Norian)

Kahl^rosphaeraf?) sp Late Triassie
Poulpua phasmatodes De Wever , Carnian-Norian
Sarla sp. cf Ŝ . natividadensis Pessagno Late Triassie (early Carnian to late Norian!
Stylosphaerat?) spinuLosa (Nakaseko 4 Nishimura) ?Late Triassic
Stylosphaerat?) compacta (Nakaseko & Nishimura) ?Late Triassic
Tetraporoorach ia sp known in late Carnian

B02-01 Bridge River Group age: Late Triassio

Capnodoce sp. cf C^ venusta Pessagno Late Triassic (late Carnian to early middle Norian)
Capnodoce sariaa De Wever Late Triassic
Gorgansium sp Late Trlassie to Late Juraasic
Sarla sp Late Triassic tearly Carnian to iate Norian)

B03-01 Bridge River Group age; Triassic

Emiluvia(?) sp. cf E.(?) cochleata Nakaseko & Nishimura .... ?Anisian to early Ladinian?
Staurocontium sp. cf S^ minoense Naioaeko 4 Nishimura ?Late Triassic
Stylosphaerat?) helicata {Nakaseko ' Nishimura) ?Late Trias3ic
Stylosphaera sp, cf S.(?) spinuloaa (Nakaseko & Nishimura) . ?Late Triassic

B0U-O3 Bridge River Group age; Late Triassie-Jurassie

Gorganaium sp Late Triassic to Late Jurassic
Kozuraatrum sp Triasslc-Early Jurassic (middle Juraasic?)

BOb-02 Bridge River Group age: probably Late Triassio

Sarla sp Late Tria3sic (early Carnian to late Norian}

B07-01 Bridge River Group age: Early Jurassic

Canoptum anulatum Pessagno 4 Poisson Early Juraasic (L.Pliens.) to Mid.Jurassic(Bajocian)
Canutus sp Early Jurassic (Sir.emur. to Toare./L.Pliensbachian)
Eucyrtidiumt?) 3p. C in YAO 1982 early Early Jurassic?
Hagiastrum sp Early Sinemurian to Early Cretaceous
Hsuura sp early Pliensbachian to late Valanginian
Lupherium sp Early Jurassic (Late Plien^bachian) to m. Jurassic
Parahauumf?) sp, C in r/tO T982 early Early Jurassic?
Stichoeapaa sp.A In YAO 1982 early Early Jurassic?
Trillus elkhornensis Pessagno A Blome , Pliensbaehian to Bajocian

BQ9-01 Bridge River Group age: Latn Triassic

Canoptum triasaicum Vao late Norian and Rhaetian
Capnodoce sp Late Triassic
Pentaspongodi3cua(?) ap Late Anisian to Carnian
Sarla sp Late Triassic (early Carnian to late Norian;

B10-02 Bridge River Group age: Late Triaasic

Canoptum sp Late Triassio (Carnian) to Middle Juraasic
Pantanellium sp Late Triassic (early Carnian} to Early Cretaceous
Sarla sp Late Triassic (early Carnian} to late Norian)

BU-01 Bridge River Grojp age; Late Triaasic

Capnuchosphaera trtassica De Wever Late Triassic
Katileroaphaera parvispinosa Kozur & Hostler early Carnian
Praeorbiculiformella sp Triassic
PaeudoheUodiscus sp Tria^sic-early Jurassic
Spongoatylua sp early Carnian
Stylosphaerat?) apinulosa {Nakaaelto & Nishimura) ?Late Triassic
TetraaponRodiscua sp ?Ladinian-early Carnian insofar as known

B12-02 Bridge River Group age: Late Triaasic (Carnian to Middle Norian)

Capnodoce baldiensis Blome Late Triaaaic (l.Carnian?-e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Capnuchosphaera deweveri Kozur & Mo3tler Late Triaasic (Carnian to late Middle Norian)
Renal urn sp - Late Triaasic {l.Carnian?-e.to 1. Middle Norian)
Triassocampe nova Yao Carnian to Norian

B13-01 Bridge River Group age: Late Triassic

Canoptum rhaetloum Kozur £ Mostler Late Triassic (Norian-Hhaetian)
Capnodoce sp Late Triassic
Kozurastrum ap Triassic-Early Jurassic (MiddleJuraasic?)
Pantanellluro sp. Late Triassic to early Cretaceous
Sarla prletoenals Peaaagno Late Triassic (late Middle to early middle Norian)

B15-02 Bridge River Group age: Middle Triassic

Falclaponffua calcaneum Dumltrica late Anisian to early Ladinian inaofar as known
OertllaponRus sp Anisian to Ladinian
Triaasocampe deweveri (Nakaseko & Nishiraura) ?Ladinian
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Table 72.5. Cache Creek Complex - Radiolarian associations and age of specimens

CQ2-0S Cache Creek Group (central belt) age: Middle-Late sic (Middle finis:an(?J to NorianJ

Eptinflioni sp. cf E^ manfredi Dunutnca Middle Anisianf?) to Norian
3taurosphaera( ?) sp. B in Yao )<jb2 ?Ladinian, so far as Known
5tylosphaera(?) spinulosa (Nakaseko & Nishimura) ?Late Triassic
Triassocampe sp Middle Triassic (Ladin. to Late Triassic (Nonan

Middle-Late Triassic (Middle Anisianf ?J-Nor

5tylosphaera(?) Japoniea (Nakaseko 4 Nishimura) ?Ladinian-Norian
Baumgartnena retrospina Durnitrica Late Anisian to Camian, insofar as Known
Eptingium rcanfredi Dumitrioa Middle Anisianf?) to Norian

CO3-O5 Cache Creek Group (eastern belt, matrix) age: Late Triassic (late Carnian to middle Norianj

nan)• kocni Blame Late Triassic (l.Carn.! ? J; e.to 1 .Mid
Capnodocg sarisa De Wever Late Triassic
Capnodoce sp. cf Ĉ  f rag i l is Biom-3 Late Triassic (1 .Cam. (?) ; e.to I .Kiddie Horiar.J
Capnodoce sp. cf L media BLome Late Triassic (1 .Carr;.'. ?) ; e.to l.Midaie Horian!
Capnuchosphaera sp Late Triassic (late Carnian to late Middle Norian)
Paleosaturnalis sp Late Triassic
Henziarn sp Late Triassic (i.Carrt.i?;; e.to l.Hiiile Norian'i

C03-O9 Cacne Creek Group (eastern belt, matrix) age: Middle-Late Triassic (Ladinian to HonanJ

: Tridssic (NorianJ
Stylasphaera(?J spinulosa (NakaseKO 4 Hishimura) VLate Triassic
Tria3soganipe sp Middle Triassic (Ladm..i to La
Welirella sp Middle-Late Triassic

CO3-13 Cache Creek Group (eastern belt, matrix) ,ge: probably Middle T r i a s s i c ( l a t e An is ian to L a j i m a n ? )

Gomberel lus sp , , ?Ladinian
QertUspongus sp Late Anisian to Ladinian, insofar as known
ParJgrtlisporigus s\> Late Anisian tc Ladiniar., insofar EIS knowr.
Paurinel lc\ sp Late Anisian to eany Carrunn, inscfar a-- r::i<: w
Tetr.ispongodiscjs sp Late Anisia.i tu Car:;iar:

C03-^0 Cr.cfie Creek Group ieastern belt, matrix) age: Middle Triassic-Late Triassit (Mid. Anis.! V J to Nor

Eptingiura sp. cf E^ manfredi Dumitrica Middle Anisian(?j to Norian
Gomberellus sp ?Ladinian
Plafkerium longidentatum Kozur & Mostler ?Late Anisian-Ladinian insofar as itnowr.
Stylosphaerat?) japoniaa (Nakaseko & Nishimura) ?Ladinian-Norian

C03-23 Cache Creek Group (eastern belt, matrix) age: Midd'.e-Late Triassic

3tylQ3phaera(?) spinulosa (Nakaseko & Nishimura) ?Late Triassic
Eptinfiium sp. cf E^ manfredi Dumitrica Mi-Jdie Anisian (;; to Norian
Triassooanpe sp, T^ deweveri Kozur & Mostler ?Ladirr.an

.Car:. e.to .Mi i'jle NorianJ
Cane3ium sp Late Tnassu
Capnodoce f rag i l i s Blome Late TrJassic
Capuodoce sarisa De Wever Late Tr iass i ;
Capnodoce sp. cf (^ malaca Blome Late Triassi? { t .Carn. .'.'.; o. to - -K;Jdie Kjrian)
Capnodoce sj>. cl' C. priroaria Pessagno Late Triassic ( I . 'Jarrusr. lo 1. y.i idle Norian.)
Triassocampe sp Middle Triassic (La3in:3rw zc late Tridssic [Xon.
Xipha sp Late Triassic- ' 1 .Car-r. f ?;; p.to 1 .Mi^-ile Nor:an )

C05-01 Cache Creek Group (central Delt) age: probasly Early Perir,;dn

Pseudoalbaillelin scalprat^ Ho Idsworth i Jones Early Permian
PseudoalbaiUella sp. cf Ps_^ longuscornis Ishiga & Imoto ... Early Permian

C'JC-GJ Cache Creak

ty_i.Lisphat.-rat ?? compacta (Nakaseko h Nisnireura.l
tylosphaerat ?i japonica (Nakaseko 4 Nishimuray

Tfiiias 3<:.impt? sp. -A' l_j_ dewuveri (Nak^sek^ & Nis

'-Laty Triasaic
VLadmi.in-N,:r;an
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Table 72.6. Chert-pebble conglomerates - Radiolarian associations and ages for specimens

CO7-1M pebble from Cretaceous conglomerate, Highway 12 age: Late Permian

Follicuculus scholasticus Ormiston & Babcock Late Permian
Follicuculus ventrico3us Ormiston 4 Babcock Late Permian

P01-22 pebble from conglomerate near Merritt age: Middle-Late Triassic

Stylosphaerat?) sp, cf S^ spinulosa {Nakaseko i Nishimura) , ?Late Triassic
Tetraporobrachia sp early Carnian
Trias3ocaape(?) sp. cf 1\_ deweveri (Nakaseko 4 Nishimura) .. ?Ladinian
TriassocampeC?) sp. G in YAO 1982 ?Ladinian

P01-t2 pebble from conglomerate near Merritt age: Early Jurassic

Emiluvia sp Early Jurassic-Early Cretaceous
Hsuum sp Early Jurassic (e.Pliens.) to e.Cret.!Valongnian)
Parahsuum simplum Yao early Early Jurassic?
Praeconocaryomma sp. cf E\_ imtnodica Pessagno 4 Poisson Early Jurassic (Sinemurian-Pliensbach.ian)
Praeconocaryomma sp. cf P± media Pegsagno & Poisson Early Jurassic OPliensbaehiar.V)

LOl-Ol pebble from conglomerate near Courtney Lake age: probably Late Permian

Follicuculus sp. cf F. scholaaticus Ormiston 4 Babcock Late Permian
Hazarovella sp Late Permian
Pseudoaibaillella sp Carboniferous-Permian
Quinqueremis sp Late Carboniferous to Late Perrai an

L02-01 pebble from conglomerate near Courtney Lake age: Early Permian

Pseudoalbaillella lomentaria Ishiga & Imoto Early Permian
Pseudoalbaillella sp. cf Ps. u-forma Holdsworth 4 Jones .... ?Early Permian
Quinqueremis sp Late Carboniferous to Late Permian

L02-04 pebble from conglomerate near Courtney Lake age ; Late Triassic (Norian)

Canesium sp Late Triassic (l.Carn?; e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Capnodoce antiqua Blorae Late Triassic {1.Carn.?; e.to 1.middle Norian)
Capnucftospftaera sp - Late Triassic
Corum sp Late Triasgic (l.Carn.?; e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Poulpus pansus De Hever Late Triassic
Poulpus piabyx De Wever Late Triassic (Norian)
Guasipetasua sp Late Triassic {l.Carn.7; e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Renzium adversum Blome Late Triaasic {l.Carn.?; e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Sarla sp. cf S^ delicata Blome Late Triassic {l.Carn.?; e.to 1.Middle Norian)
Spongosaturnalis sp. cf S^ elegans Kozur & Mostler Late Triaasic
Triasaooampe nova Yao Carnian-Norian

A01-02 pebble from conglomerate near Vogt Creek age: Middle-Late Triassic

Pterospongust?) sp Ladinian-Carnian

AOI-Ofl pebble from conglomerate near Vogt Creek age: Early Permian

Albaillella sp Carboniferous-Permian
Latentlfistula crux Nazarov 4 Ormiston Early Permian (Asseli?.n ' isofar as known)
Latentifistula sp Early Carboniferous t3 rarly Permian
Octatormentum sp. cf <X_ cornelli Nazarov & Ormiston Early Permian
Guadriremis sp Late Carboniferous tj ^ate Permian

A01-21 pebble from conglomerate near Vogt Creek age: Early Permian

Pseudoalbaillella longuscornis Ishiga S Imoto Early Permian (Wolfcampian insofar as known)
Pseudoalbaillella scalprata Holdsworth 4 Jones Early Permian
Pseudotormentus kamlgoriensis De Wever 4 Caridroit Late Permian insofar as known
Quinqueremis sp Late CarboniTerc-.s to Late Permian

A01-28 pebble from conglomerate near Vogt Creek age: Early Jurassic

Dictyomitrella sp. cf sp, C in YAO 1982 early Early Jurassic?
Hsuurn sp early Pliensbachian to late Valanginian
Pantanellium sp. cf P. tanuense Pessagno 4 Blome Rhaetian{?)-Hettangian
Pantanelllum sp Late Triasaic (early Carnian) to Early Cretaceous
Parahsuum simplum Yao early Early Jurassic?
Parahsuum(?) sp. C in YAO 1982 early Early Jurassic?
Praeoonocaryomma immodlca Pessagno 4 Poisson Early Jurassic to early Tithon.-late Kimmer.

A01-31 pebble from conglomerate near Vogt Creek age: Late Triassic

Capnodoce sp Late Triaasic (late Carnian to late Middle Norian)
Capnuchosphaera schenki Blome Late Triaasic (late Carnian to late Middle Norian)
Capnuchosphaera theloldes De Wever Late Triassic
Sarla sp Late Triaasic (sarly Carnian to late Norian)
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Cache Creek Complex

All radiolarians are from the central and eastern belt of
the Cache Creek Complex (Monger and McMillan, 198*). The
central belt comprises mid- to Late Permian and Triassic
carbonates of the Marble Canyon Formation and minor
thin-bedded chert, tuff and chert of Triassic age. The
eastern belt is melange containing blocks of Pennsylvanian
and Early Permian limestone along with chert, basalt,
ultramafic and acidic volcanic blocks, in a chert and argillite
matrix of Late Permian to Late Triassic age (Orchard, 1984),

The central belt contains two new radiolarian localities
(Fig. 72.3). The first, C08, is located near the road through
Marble Canyon, and consists of a cliff of red ribbon chert and
carbonates. Two red chert samples, one in place (C08-09), the
other in the talus (C08-01) provided poorly preserved
radiolarians respectively of Triassic and Middle to Late
Triassic age. The second locality, C02, is situated on the
Cornwall Hill road. The outcrop consists of alternating,
thinly bedded, cherty carbonate and grey to white ribbon
chert that contains clearly visible radiolarians, many of
which are joined together, particularly at the tops and
bottoms of chert beds. The radiolarians extracted were of
Middle or Late Triassic age (CG2-0S) and of Late Ladinian to
Early Carnian age (C02-14). The latter were associated with
the conodont Gondolella inclinata Kovacs (determination by
B. Vrielynck) which is Upper Ladinian to Lower Carnian. In
the same general area. Orchard (1984; localities 2! and 22)
obtained Early (?) Norian and Smithian ages.

Radiolarians were extracted from the matrix rocks at
two main locaties in the eastern melange belt. Locality C03
consists of a 500 m long roadcut in chert, cherty argillite and
argillite with a variety of blocks on the west side of the
settlement of Cache Creek (Fig. 72.3). Six stratigraphic
levels were dated there (Table 72.')), ranging from Middle to
Upper Triassic. Radiolarians from locality C05, (GSC
locality C-087650, collected originally by K.R. Shannon, in
Monger and McMillan, 198*) were recollected, and include
Lower Permian forms.

Chert-pebble conglomerates

Small, isolated outcrops of chert-pebble conglomerate,
sandstone and argillite are scattered across parts of Ashcroft
(921) and Hope (92H) map areas (Fig. 72.1). In places, these
strata are known to be of mid- to Late Cretaceous age
(Monger and McMillan, 1984) but elsewhere are undated, and
are correlated solely on the basis of lithological similarity.
Radiolarians in the chert pebbles had not been studied
previously, but four collections were made in an attempt to
obtain some idea of the provenances of the conglomerates
(Tables 72.3, 72.6),

Exposed at one locality is the mid- to Late Cretaceous
conglomerate that lies within the central belt of the Cache
Creek Complex. The chert pebbles within it are slightly
metamorphosed, and only one, Late Permian age (C07-14)
was obtained (Table 72.6).

Chert pebbles were examined from three, undated
conglomerates near the town of Merritt. Pebbles northeast
of Merritt (Locality POD ranged from Late Permian to Early
Jurassic. Outcrops near Courtney Lake (Localities L01, L02)
yielded Early Permian to Late Triassic fossils. Chert pebbles
from conglomerate near Vogt Creek (Locality A01) ranged
from Early Permian to Early Jurassic with some adjacent
pebbles yielding very different ages.

Conclusion
At present, radiolarian faunas in the lithological

packages containing abundant chert (Cache Creek and Bridge
River complexes, Hozameen Group) are too poorly known to

make any precise correlations; the presence of Jurassic
pebbles in the conglomerates near Merritt favours their
derivation from the Hozameen GrouD or Bridge River
Complex, rather than the Cache Creek Complex.
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Abstract

The Lower to Middle Devonian Ogilvie Formation thins markedly eastward between the
Blackstone and Hart rivers, and at Hart River it passes abruptly into deep shelf margin (basin margin)
deposits. Lithofacies analysis and conodont-derived biostratigraphic control indicate that Ogilvie
deposition began on a rimmed shelf with stromatoporoid buildups forming the organic shelf rim.
Toward the close of early Emsian time, the Ogilvie shelf was drowned, leading to the development of
a distally steepened ramp with no distinct, shallow water, shelf-edge facies separating shallow water
deposits from basin margin deposits farther east. A poorly developed shelf rim, inferred from the
presence of intertidal deposits and the location of a zone of abrupt Ogilvie thinning, may have been
re-established briefly in late Emsian time.

ResumiS

La formation d'Ogilvie du DeVonien infe>ieur a moyen s'amincie considerablement vers Test
entre les rivieres Blackstone et Hart; a Hart River, e!le se transforme brusquement en d6p6t de
marge de plate-forme profonde (marge de bassin). L'analyse des lithofacies et un controTe
biostratigraphique etabli a partir de conodontes re'velent que la mise en place de cette formation a
commence par l'accumulation sur une plate-forme lis£r£e de stromatopores qui ont formg le rebord
organique de la plate-forme. L'inondation de la plate-forme d'Ogilvie vers la fin de l'Emsien ancien a
mene' d la formation d'une rampe a facies distal en pente brusque; aucun facies distinct d'eau peu
profonde et de marge de plate-forme ne sdpare les depots accumule's en eaux peu profondes des
depots de marge de bassin plus a Test. La presence des d6p6ts intertidaux et la position d'une zone
d'amincissement abrupt de la formation d'OgiJvie indique qu'un rebord de plate-forme mal d6velopp£
aurait peut-etre exists de nouveau pendant une courte p^riode VPC: la fin de l'Emsien.

Department of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1
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Introduction

The immediate purpose of this study was to investigate
and define lithofacies within the Ogilvie Formation more
systematically than had been done previously. To this end, a
line of section was chosen along a structurally continuous
panel of the Ogilvie Formation exposed between Blackstone
and Hart rivers in the Hart River map area (NTS 116H) in the
north-central part of the Yukon Territory (Fig. 73.1). This
line of section was an advantageous choice, in that the
original spatial relationships of facies within the Ogilive are
preserved there. Additionally, it was discovered that the
shallow water carbonates of this formation pass abruptly
eastward to equivalent deep water sedimentary rocks at Hart
River, providing an opportunity to investigate a structurally
intact shelf-to-basin transition within the Ogilvie along this
line of section.

Seven stratigraphic sections of the Ogilvie were
measured (Fig. 73.1) with thicknesses ranging from 1068.5 m
in Section 1 at Blackstone River to a minimum of 198.0 m in
Section 7 at Hart River (Fig. 73.2).

This study supplements the regional studies of
Perry et al. (1974), A.W. Norris (1968a,b), Perry and
Lenz (1979) and Pugh (1983). A complete review of pertinent
studies is contained in A.W. Norris (in press). Sections 1, 2
and 6 of the present study were measured previously and are
reported originally in A.W. Norris (1968b) as sections 19,
18 and 1*, respectively. The Ogilvie Formation has been
mapped regionally by D.K. Norris (1982) in the Hart River
map area. Lenz (1972), Perry and Lenz (1979) and
A.W. Norris (in press) provided information on the regional
paleogeographic setting of the Ogilvie Formation.

The preliminary data presented here were gathered
during six weeks of fieldwork in the summer of 1984, and will
form part of a Master of Science thesis by M. Dubord at the
University of Waterloo. Conodont identifications were
provided by T.T. Uyeno of the Geological Survey of Canada
for six collections from the Ogilvie Formation (GSC locality
numbers C-128454, C-128459, C-128472, C-12S487,
C-128504 and C-128523) and two collections from the
Michelle Formation (GSC locality numbers C-l 28402 and
C-128450). Further information concerning these collections
is available on request.
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Figure 73.1. Index map showing location of study area between Hart and Blackstone rivers. Also
shown are the locations of the seven stratigraphic sections of the Ogilvie Formation examined for
this study. Geology is simplified from D.K. Norris (1982).
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Lithostratigraphy and thickness variations

The Ogilvie Formation was originally defined as: "the
Devonian carbonate succession overlying the Michelle and
Gossage formations and underlying the Hare Indian Formation
and tongue, unnamed shales of Middle Devonian and
youngerf?) ages, and clastic rocks of Carboniferous age"

(A.W. Norris, 1968b, p. 28). The Gossage Formation was
made obsolete by Pugh (1983). In the study area, the
stratigraphic nomenclature is currently undergoing revisions
(A.W. Norris, in press), but the terminology used here is
consistent with that used for the Hart River map area

n

Figure 73.2. A stratigraphic cross-section of the Ogilvie Formation and its 10 major lithofacies.
The top of the Michelle Formation forms the cross-section datum. The rock type is uniformly
limestone unless otherwise indicated. Two of the conodont zones shown here are derived from
collections identified in Perry et al. (1974). Also shown is a summary interpretation of depositinnal
environments of Ogilvie lithofacies.

SECTION 7

Figure 73.3. A panoramic view of the Oqilvie Formation near Hart River. The transition from
stromatoporoidal shelf edge strata to the basin margin strata of Section 7 occurs over a distance of
less than a kilometre in this location.



Figure 73.4. A closer view of the basinal Ogilvie strata at
Section 7. The resistant rib is a large, 38.0 m thick limestone
debris flow near the top of the "Ogilvie" Formation mapped
at Hart River (O.K. Xorris, 1982).

(O.K. Norris, 19S2) in which the Ogilvie is overlain by the
siliceous shales of the Canol Formation and is underlain by
the argillaceous Michelle Formation.

General lithologic descriptions of the Ogilvie, Michelle
and Canol formations can be found in articles by A.W. Norris
(see references). Briefly, the Ogilvie consists of "medium
brown to grey, aphanitic to fine grained, thin-bedded to
massive, resistant, cliff forming limestone, weathering light
to medium grey" (A.W. Norris, in press). Dolostones occur in
the lower portions of the formation in the Hart River-
Blackstone River area (Perry et al., 1974). The underlying
Michelle Formation (A.W. Norris, 196Sb) consists of
fossiliferous, shaly limestones and limestones. The contact
between the Ogilvic- and Michelle formations is gradational
over an interval of 1 to 3 m (this study). In Sections 3
through 6 (Fig. 73.2) the contact is well exposed. The
overlying siliceous shales of the Canol Formation (Unnamed
shale unit of Norris, in press) are recessive, and the Ogilvie-
Canol contact was obscured in most cases although estimates
of its position within ± 12 m can be made with confidence.

The following descriptions correspond to lithofacies
identified in Figure 73.2. These descriptions are based on
field observations and examination of hand samples and
selected thin sections. A more complete description of these
lithofacies will be presented at a future date.

Facies 1 - Limestone/cherty limestone: resistant, thin
to thick, wavy-bedded, light to dark grey weathering; dark
grey to black encrinites to crinoidal lime mudstone flows and
breccias, commonly graded with clasts of encrinite and lime
mudstone; silicification common and parallel to bedding, as
black, discontinuous chert horizons; sporadic colonial corals
and strornatoporoids, commonly in overturned positions,
decreasing in abundance upsection; bases of flows are
commonly scoured and grade upward into lime mudstones.

Facies 2 - Limestone/dolostone: basal unit of resistant,
cliff forming, very thick to thick bedded, light to medium
grey weathering, dark grey lime mudstoii." to wackestone,
commonly with abundant stromatoporoid and crinoid debris,
locally brecciated and/or dolomitized.

Facies 3 - Dolostone/calcareous dolostone: recessive,
thin to medium bedded, platy; light yellow to orange grey
weathering, medium to dark grey; common interbeds of dark
grey, lime mudstones, local interbeds of yellow weathering,
argillaceous, dolon:::. lime mudstones; fenestral fabrics and

A. A close view of the thick debris flow shown in
Figure 73.4. The debris flow rests on thin to medium
bedded crinoidal wackeslones that are probably sediment
gravity flows.

H. Fragmental texture of the debris flow in Figure 73.HA,
with subangulnr clasts of crinoidal wackestone and
packstone in a crinoid wackestone matrix, forming a
rubble floatbreccia.

Figure 73.5.

intraclast breccias are common throughout; mottled in lower
parts, rare exposure surfaces and rare dolomitized
sedimentary breccias in lower part of unit; thicker bedded
and more calcareous in eastern part of study area.

Facies <i - Dolomitic limestone: moderately resistant;
medium to thick bedded; medium to dark bluish grey and
brownish grey weathering; dark grey dolomitic lime
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Table 73.1. Correlation of late Early to early Middle Devonian conodont zones
with stages of Europe and North America (from Klapper and Johnson, 1980,
Figure 1, p. ftO3)

CONODONT ZONES

eostatus eostatus

patulus

serotinus

inversus

gronbergi

dehiseens

Eifelian

Emsian

9

STAGES

Couvinian

_ . 9

Dalejcin

Zliehcvian

mudstone, mottled in lower half due to dolomitization;
Amphiporid floatstone beds and crinoidal lime mudstones in
upper half with local, flaggy weathering, laminated intervals
containing fenestral fabric throughout.

Facies 5 - Limestone: moderately resistant; thick
bedded cliff former at top and bottom of unit, thin to
medium bedded in middle parts; medium to light grey
weathering; brown grey to medium grey crinoidal lime
mudstones and wackestones; local laminated intervals with
Amphipora and mottling due to dolomitization in lower part;
local stromatoporoids and colonial corals, Moelleritia in
middle parts; black lime mudstone marker up to 2 m thick
near base of unit in Sections 3 and ft; locally slightly
argillaceous.

Facies 6 - Limestone: recessive; medium to thin
irregularly bedded; dark grey weathering, black crinoidal lime
mudstones and wackestones; debris flows common, with rare
breccia beds, bases commonly scoured; Alveolites, Amphipora
and solitary corals common; silicification of fossils abundant
toward top of unit.

Facies 7 - Limestone: recessive; medium to thin
bedded; medium grey to black weathering, black lime
mudstone; unfossiliferous; abundant black chert nodules and
stringers along bedding planes.

Facies 8 - Lirnestone/dolomitic limestone: slightly less
resistant than Facies 9; thin to medium bedded; light to
medium grey weathering; alternating laminated dolomitic
lime mudstones and lime mudstones; local intraclast breccias
within the laminated intervals in the west part (Section 1),
grading to fenestral limestones in the east; lime mudstones
locally mottled due to dolomitization; unfossiliferous.

Facies 9 - Limestone: resistant, forms a series of small
ragged cliffs; commonly alternating thin to thick bedded;
light grey weathering, light to medium brown lime mudstone
and/or pelletal lime wackestone; unfossiliferous.

Facies 10 - Limestone: generally resistant; very thick
to medium bedded; light grey weathering, light brown to dark
grey crinoidal lime mudstone to wackestone, commonly with
abundant hemispheroidal stromatoporoids and colonial corals;
less fossiliferous beds are less resistant, forming series of
'ribbed' outcrops; fossils silicified near the Canol contact.

On the basis of these characteristics, facies 1, 6 and 7
are inferred to be basinal slope or basin margin deposits;
facies 2, 5, 9 and 10, shallow subtidal deposits; facies ft,

a mixture of subtidal and intertidal deposits; facies S, an
intertidal deposit; and lacies 3 a mixture of intertidal and
supratidal deposits. These interpretations are generalized in
Figure 73.2.

The Ogilvie Formation thins dramatically from west to
east (Fig. 73.1). In general, this corroborates the conclusions
of Perry et al. (197ft) concerning the change of thickness of
the Ogilvie between Blackstone and Hart rivers. However,
the lithostratigraphic data of this study provide a more
complete characterization of this change. The eastward
thinning of the Ogilvie occurs both as discrete steps where
the Ogilvie becomes abruptly thinner (e.g. between Sections ft
and 5, or 2 and 3) and as more gradual thinning between these
'steps' (Fig. 73.2).

The most abrupt steps coincide with the transitions
from shallow water carbonates in the west to laterally
equivalent basin margin carbonates in the east (Fig. 73.2,
73.3). The transition between Sections 6 and 7 is typical in
this regard, as 275 m of platform carbonates pass eastward in
their entirety to about 198 m of basinal strata in Section 7.
Thin to medium, graded beds of crinoidal wackestone and
packstone (sediment gravity flows) form most of these strata,
but one, spectacular, 38 m thick limestone debris flow
deposit occurs near the upper contact of these strata with
the Canol Formation (Fig. 73.ft, 73.5a). Surface weathering
has partially obscured the fabric of this breccia body, but
talus blocks freshly spalled off the face of this deposit reveal
it to be a polymictic rubble floatbreccia (Morrow, 19S2),
composed largely of poorly sorted, subangular to subrounded,
subequant fragments of lime mudstone, crinoidal lime
mudstone, wackestone and packstone and pieces of large
stromatoporoids up to 30 cm across, set in a crinoidal
wackestone matrix (Figs. 73.5a,b). The abrupt major
thickness change between sections 2 and 3 also coincides with
the eastward disappearance of facies S, 9 and 10 into the
possibly laterally equivalent basinal facies 7 (Fig. 73.2).

Between these zones of abrupt thickness changes, the
Ogilvie appears to become thinner gradually, with no abrupt
facies changes, reflecting the general thinning of all shallow
water lithofacies from west to east (Fig. 73.2).

Perry et al. (197ft) previously suggested a general two-
fold division of the Ogilvie into a lower, shallow water
carbonate sequence (i.e. facies 3, ft and 5, Fig. 71.2) overlain
by an upper, deeper water limestone sequence
(i.e. facies 6-10, Fig. 7 3.2). Their generalization is
substantiated by this study.
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Discussion
Evidently the shelf edge of platform carbonate

deposition remained in the region between the present
Sections 6 and 7 during most of early Emsian or Zlichovian
time (dehiscens to inversus zones, Table 73.1). The presence
of abundant stromatoporoids in the lower part of Section 6
(Fig. 73.2) may indicate that the Ogilvie was first deposited
as a rimmed shelf (Read, 1985). However, the lack of a
definite shelf edge facies higher in the Ogilvie sequence
suggests that the rimmed shelf was 'drowned' and evolved
during later Emsian and early Eifelian time (inversus to
costatus costatus zones) into a dis tally steepened ramp
(Read, 1985) in which discrete, characteristic, shelf edge
facies were not developed. This change in depositional style
may explain the predominance of subtidal deposits higher in
the sequence where the absence of a shelf edge rim implies
more open marine circulation. The presence of the thin,
intertidal zone represented by facies 8 at the base of the
upper sequence of facies S, 9 and 10 may imply that a poorly
developed shelf edge rim was re-estabJished between the
present Sections 2 and 3 in mid-Emsian to Eifelian time
(Fig. 73.2) and that, like its earlier counterpart, it was
subsequently drowned. Based on their stratigraphic position
within the Ogilvie Formation, and their lithologic
characteristics, facies 9 and 10 appear to be lateral
equivalents of the "Upper Ogilvie Reef Trend" as defined by
Pugh (1983, p. 29). This trend is located to the north of this
study area, and is found on the western margin of the
Richardson Trough.

Conclusions

The conclusions of this study may be summarized as
follows:

1. The Ogilvie Formation displays a pronounced eastward
thinning between Blackstone and Hart rivers. This
thinning culminates in the complete transition of platform
carbonates into a thin basinal or basin margin sequence at
Hart River.

2. Initially, the Ogilvie was deposited on a rimmed shelf that
was later drowned to form a distally steepened ramp. A
discrete shelf edge rim may have been re-established
nearer the platform interior in mid-Emsian time but this
rim was probably drowned near the end of the depositional
period. Overall, the Ogilvie Formation along this line of
section is a record of transgressi ve Emsian and Eifelian
sedimentation.

3. The existence of a discrete shelf edge organic rim facies
at Section 6 implies that similar potential reservoir facies
may be found juxtaposed with basinal facies farther north
in the subsurface beneath the Eagle Plain.
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Abstract
PotentiaJ petroleum source rocks are present in the Mesozoic and Paleozoic strata of southern

Saskatchewan. Type II marine source rocks are present in the Winnipeg (Ordovician), Duperow
(Devonian), Bakken (Devonian-Mississippian), Watrous and Gravelbourg (Jurassic) formations and the
Colorado Group (Cretaceous). Type HI terrestrial sources are present in the Bakken Formation and
the Mannvilie (Cretaceous) and Colorado groups. The maturation profile of this section is not yet
understood. Ordovician sources are clearly thermally mature. The top of the oil window may
coincide with the top of the Jurassic System, although intervening Devonian source rocks appear
thermally immature.

ResumiS

On trouve des roches meres potentielles dans des couches du Me'sozoique du sud de la
Saskatchewan. On trouve des roches meres marines de type II dans Jes formations de Winnipeg
(Ordovicien), de Duperow (DeVonien), de Bakken (De'vonien-Mississippien), de Watrous et de
Gravelbourg (Jurassique) et dans le groupe de Colorado (Cr6tac£). On trouve des roches meres
terrestres de type III dans la formrjtion de Bakken et dans les groupes de Mannville (Cr£tace) et de
Colorado. On n'est pas encore arrive' a comprendre le profil de maturation de cette coupe. Les
roches meres ordoviciennes pre'sentent une nette maturity thermique. Le sommet de la fenetre de
pe"troie pourrait correspondre au sommct du systeme jurassique, bien que des roches meres anciennes
du Devonien ne semblent pas avoir atteint la maturite thermique.
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Introduction

The Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology
has undertaken a comprehensive program of petroleum source
rock identification and evaluation. The purpose of this
program is to identify and characterize the potential of
petroleum source rocks in selected portions of the Western
Canadian Sedimentary Basin; specifically, at this time, the
province of Saskatchewan. This will be accomplished by the
analysis, using the RockEval pyrolysis technique, of both
cutting and core samples.

Method of study

The RockEval pyrolysis technique allows the evaluation
of shows of oil or gas, oil and gas generation potential, and
thermal maturity, as well as providing an inference of the
organic matter type in potential petroleum source rocks
(Tissot and Welte, 1978, p. 443-447). The RockEval
pyrolysis-organic carbon analysis gives five parameters: SI,
52, S3, TOC and Tmax. The SI parameter is a measure of the
free or adsorbed hydrocarbons that are volatilized at
moderate temperatures during the pvrolysis experiment. The
S2 parameter represents the quantity of hydrocarbons and
hydrocarbon-like compounds that are liberated from the
kerogen in the rock sample during the pyrolysis experiment.
The S3 parameter is a measure of the CO 2 generated from
the kerogen. All of these parameters are measured in
milligrams of product per gram of rock sample, which is
equivalent to kilograms of product per tonne of sample. The
Total Organic Carbon TOC, is measured in weight per cent.
Tmax is the temperature corresponding to the maximum of
hydrocarbon generation, the S2 peak, during the pyrolysis
experiment.

The source rock potential of a rock sample is
determined by the amount of Total Organic Carbon as a
function of lithology, and by the S2 parameter value
(Table 74.1). Thermal maturity is determined by both the
Tmax and the Hydrogen Index-Oxygen Index parameters
(Macauley and others, 1985, p. 5). The Petroleum Potential
of the samples, S1+S2, can be employed to rank the
generative potential of different source rocks.

This initial survey represents the analysis of 619 well
cutting samples from the Norcanols Parry No. 1 well
(16-8-9-21W2M). Sampling was carried out at intervals of
40 feet (12.2 m) over the entire well section to a total depth
of 9042 feet (2756.0 m). Potential source rock intervals
identified by the inital survey were analyzed on a finer scale
spacing (5-10 ft/1.5-3 m). Samples composed of
homogenized collections of chips, as well as single chips,
were analyzed. The analysis of ditch cuttings allowed the
development of a continuous profile of pyrolysis parameters
throughout the entire thickness of the well section, a
determination particularly useful for the illustration of
maturation gradients. This practice carries with it the
danger that the analyses of caved or incorrectly logged
samples will be entered out of place. Careful correlation of
suspected samples with the sample descriptions, coupled with
an examination of their thermal maturity in comparison with
the maturation gradient of the entire well, identified most
occurrences of out-of-place samples. Caving was not found
to be a problem and samples were generally logged within one
sample interval (1.5 m) of the reported depth.

Stratigraphy
The Norcanols Parry No. 1 well represents an almost

complete penetration of the Phanerozoic sequence in
Saskatchewan. All systems except the Permian and possibly
the Triassic are represented. Other systems form litho-
stratigraphic sequences bounded by interregional
unconformities. The regional stratigraphy of Phanerozoic

rocks in Saskatchewan has been summarized by several
authors (Christopher and others, 1971; McCrossan and
Glaister, 196*). The stratigraphy of the Norcanols Parry
No. 1 well is summarized in Table 74.2. The positions of
many formation tops have been taken from other
publications, which are referenced. Unreferenced formation
tops have been picked by the authors of this report using the
available literature.

Potential petroleum source rocks
Eleven of the thirty-five formations in the Parry No. 1

well have "fair" to "good" source rock potential. Source
rocks are observed to occur within the following formations:
Winnipeg, Duperow, Bakken, Watrous, Gravelbourg, Cantuar,
Joli Fou/Skull Creek, Viking/Newcastle, Ashville, Favel and
Niobrara (Table 74.3).

All potential source rocks exhibit an S2 peak greater
than or equal to 2.0 mg/gm and, except for the carbonate
source rocks of the Duperow Formation, a TOC content
greater than or equal to 1.0 weight percent. Carbonate
source rocks with S2 greater than or equal to 2.0 contain
TOC greater than 0.50 weight per cent. Only samples with
TOC contents equal to or exceeding 0.50 weight per cent are
reported in Table 74.3. Most potential source rocks have
Oxygen indices of less than 150, allowing the assignment of
an inferred organic matter type to potential sources. Only
three samples with S2 greater than or equal to 2.0 cannot be
so assigned. The low Hydrogen indices of these samples allow
the reasonable inference that these three samples are
Type III sources.

Table 74.3 displays the pyrolysis results from the Parry
No. 1 well for all samples with TOC in excess of 0.50 weight
per cent. The most notable trend in the well is the general
increase of TOC in younger formations. Note that
throughout most of the Paleozoic carbonates, the abundance
of TOC does not exceed 0.50 weight per cent. The trend of
increased organic carbon abundance reaches its maximum in
the Favel Formation. Strata younger than the Colorado
Group are characterized by a decreased abundance of organic
carbon. The maturation parameter Tmax exhibits
considerable scatter. Generally, Petroleum Potential and
Hydrogen Index are observed to be positively, yet poorly
related to TOC. These trends may be seen more clearly when
the results are examined on a formation by formation basis.

Icebox Member, Winnipeg Formation
Shales of the Icebox Member of the Winnipeg Formation

(Caradocian) show a progressive increase in both TOC
content and S2 yield upward through the member. TOC
increases from 0.02 weight per cent at 8595 feet (2620.0 m)
to 1.51 at 8550 feet (2606.0 m). The corresponding S2 yields
for these samples are 0.15 and 6.30 mg/gm, respectively.
Inspection of Table 74.3 reveals that the results are
reproducible in different sample runs. SI yields are low (less
than or equal to 0.24 mg/gm) as are the productivity indices
[Sl/(S1+S2j]. A strong linear correlation is observed between
the TOC content and the Petroleum Potential of this unit. A
yield of 4.2 kg/tonne/per cent organic carbon can be
expected. Hydrogen and Oxygen indices suggest that the
organic matter is Type II marine and that the formation is
thermally mature. The average Tmax of samples from this
shale is 436.33 degrees Celsius, just at the threshold of oil
generation.

Duperow Formation
The Duperow Formation represents epeiric marine

sediments equivalent to the Woodbend Group of Alberta
(Frasnian). Two samples from the Duperow Formation



Table 74.1. Criteria for rating potential source rocks Table 74.2. Table of formations

Total Organic Carbon {TOO value (weight per cent)

%TOC in shales Source rating %TOC in carbonates

0.00-0.50
0.50-1.00
1.00-2.00
2.00-4.00
4.00 and greater

poor
fair
good
very good
excellent

0.00-0.12
0.12-0.25
0.25-0.50
0.50-1.00
1.00 and ;reater

S2 value (mg hydrocarbon/gm of rock)

5ource rating

less than 2.00
2.00-5.00
greater than 5.00

poor
fair
good

c-xhibit the characteristics of petroleum source rocks.
Results from one of the two sample intervals could be
duplicated. The level of thermal maturity is consistent with
the observed maturation gradient and the observed results
are therefore inferred to be genuine. The findings suggest,
however, that the potential source rocks may be present as
thin horizons or partings. Source rocks are associated with
evaporitic strata in rocks inferred to be equivalent to Dunn's
Unit No. 3, underlying the region of the Flat Lake Halite
(Dunn, 1975). Hydrogen and Oxygen indices and Tmax data
indicate that these are thermally immature, Type II marine
source rocks. Insufficient data were generated to establish a
correlation between TOC and Petroleum Potential; however,
yields of 6.8 to 7.8 kg/tonne/per cent organic carbon might
be realized if none of the organic carbon is inert. It is
possible that high yields could compensate for lack of source
rock volume if suitably mature intervals exist.

Bakken Formation

The Bakken Formation comprises a widespread
transgressive-regressive-transgressive triplet of Fammenian
and Tournaisian age. In the Parry No. I well, potential
petroleum sources are identified only within the Lower shale
member (Fammenian). TOC contents and S2 yields show no
progressive variation. One SI yield exceeds 2.00 mg/gm,
suggesting a very good oil show, although productivity index
values are generally low. Thermal maturity indicators
suggest that the formation is thermally immature. Hydrogen
and Oxygen indices indicate that the Bakken Formation
sources are mixed Type II and Type III. Petroleum potential
is strongly correlated to TOC, and a yield of approximately
6.5 kg/tonne/per cent of organic carbon in excess of a
threshold of 0.77 per cent inert organic carbon can be
expected.

Watrous Formation

Grey and green marine shales occur above rock types
characteristic of the lower Watrous Formation (Christopher,
1984). Age and correlation of this unit is uncertain (Poulton,
1984, p. 31, 32). Throughout this shale there is a general
increase in TOC, although S2 yields are generally lower in
this interval than in shales with lower TOC, occurring in the
upper Watrous Formation. One sample at 4560 feet
(1389.9 m) has a very promising organic carbon content and
an S2 yield indicative of good source rock potential. Organic
type suggests that it is a Type II source, and both Hydrogen
and Oxygen indices and Tmax values suggest that it is
marginally mature. All other shales in this interval are
Type III sources, and were it not for the general improvement
of TOC through this interval, and its marine environment of

Norcanols Parry No. 1 (16-3-9-21W2M)

KB = 2547 feet (776.3 m)

Depth
to

(feet)
unit top
(metres)

370.0 (112.8) Eastend Formation
390.0 (118.9) Montana Group

Bearpaw Formation
1790.0 (545.6) Leapark Formation
2100.0 (640.0) Eagle Shoulder
2580.0 (786.4) Colorado Group

Niobrara Formation
2640.0 (804.7) Morden Formation
2690.0 (819.9) Favel Formation
2828.0 (865.0) Ashvilie Formation (Price, 1963)

Belle Fourche Member
3027.0 (922.6) Westgate Member
3173.0 (967.1) Viking Formation (Price, 1963)
3209.0 (978.1) 3oli Fou Formation (Price, 1963)
3312.0 (1009.5) Mannville Group

Pense Formation (Price, 1963)
3375.0 (1028.7) Cantuar Formation

Atlas Member
3500.0 (1066.8) Dimmock Member
3600.0 (1097.2) McLeod Member
3680.0 (1121.7) Vanguard Group (Price, 1963)

Masefield Formation
3820.0 (1164.3) Rierdon Formation
4045.0 (1232.9) Shaunavon Formation
4220.0 (1286.2) Gravelbourg Formation
4430.0 (1350.3) Watrous Formation
4650.0 (1417.3) Madison Group

Charles Formation (MacDonald, 1956)
4887.5 (1490.0) Mission Canyon Formation

(MacDonald, 1956)
5350.0 (1630.7) Lodgepole Formation

(MacDonald, 1956)
5900.0 (1798.3) Three Forks Group

Bakken Formation
(cf. MacDonald, 1956)

Upper shale member
5925.0 (1805.9) Middle sandstone member
5981.0 (1823.0) Lower shale member
6038.0 (1840.4) Torquay Formation
6061.0 (1847.4) Saskatchewan Group

Birdbear Formation (Nichols, 1970)
6330.0 (1929.4) Duperow Formation (Dunn, 1975)
7020.0 (2139.7) Manitoba Group

Souris River Formation (Dunn, 1975)
7350.0 (2240.3) First red bed
7360.0 (2243.3) Dawson Bay Formation
7455.0 (2272.3) Second red bed
7510.0(2289.1) Elk Point Group

Prairie Formation (Holter, 1969)
7520.0 (2292.1) Winnipegosis Formation (Holter, 1969)
7680.0 (2340.9) Ashern Formation
7685.0 (2342.4) Interlake Group Undivided
&060.0 (2456.7) Big Horn Group (cf. Kendall, 1976)

Stonewall Formation
8160.0 (2487.2) Stoney Mountain Formation
8280.0 (2523.7) Herald Formation
8370.0 (2551.2) Yeoman Formation
8542.0 (2603.6) Winnipeg Formation

Icebox Member (Paterson, 1971)
8596.0 (2620.1) Black Island Member

(Paterson, 1971)
8760.0 (2670.1) Deadwood Formation (Paterson, 1971)
9042.0(2756.0) Total Depth

611



Table 74.3. RockEval pyrolysis results for samples with TOC greater than or equal to 0.5 weight
per cent

Depth

nft1

TI'.n

285
285
295
310
315
335
345

TOC

1.01
1.01
1.07
1.23
.65
.69
.68

PI

.15

.15

.22

.07

.09

.16

.13

BEARPAW FORMATION

785
815
815
860
890
910
915
935
940
960
965
985
990
1010
1035
1040
1060
1065
1085
1090
1115
1135
1160
1315
1340
13S0
1365
1385
1390
1410
1415
1440
1460
1465
1510
1515
1535
1540
1560
1585
1590
1610
1615
1635
1660

.56

.50

.56

.50

.65

.74

.72

.78

.74

.64

.65

.74

.67

.56

.61

.52

.55

.54

.52

.51

.52

.53

.51

.51

.58

.51

.71

.68

.76

.58

.63

.71

.50

.56

.64

.53

.67

.67

.52

.53

.55

.52

.51

.50

.57

.44

.42

.38

.33

.24

.17

.15

.22

.22

.11

.14

.50

.28

.32

.55

.50

.41

.40

.60

.59

.15

.13

.16

.12

.26

.06

.11

.11

.13

.18

.22

.44

.45

.39

.62

.34

.18

.16

.17

.18

.08

.19

.09

.14

.30

S1+S2

.53

.53

.45

.60

.22

.70

.46

.09

.12

.08

.06

.33

.36

.46

.50

.69

.75

.79
1.08
.87
.22
.20
.14
.17
.15
.20
.17
.33
.31
.32
.52
.62
.31
.56
.47
.61
.34
.37
.48
.29
.33
.13
.29
.22
.31
.23
.22
.37
.27
.45
.14
.23

TMAX

439
439
479
427
496
418
427

318
446
457
391
427
424
431
424
430
424
582
368
413
452
376
433
413
444
325
362
457
497
510
511
477
479
506
483
472
445
475
479
489
494
446
477
453
504
500
425
511
490
485
508
442

SI

.08

.08

.10

.04

.02

.11

.0d

.04

.05

.03

.02

.08

.06

.07

.11

.15

.08

.11

.54

.24

.07

.11

.07

.07

.06

.12

.10

.05

.04

.05

.06

.16

.02

.06

.05

.08

.06

.08

.21

.13

.13

.08

.10

.04

.05

.04

.04

.03

.05

.04

.02

.07

S2

.45

.45

.35

.56

.20

.59

.40

.05

.07

.05

.04

.25

.30

.39

.39

.54

.67

.68

.54

.63

.15

.09

.07

.10

.09

.08

.07

.28

.27

.27

.46

.46

.29

.50

.42

.53

.28

.29

.27

.16

.20

.05

.19

.18

.26

.19

.18

.34

.22

.41

.12

.16

S3

2.51
2.51
3.24
1.96
2.28
3.02
2.20

3.32
2.13
3.23
2.71
3.23
1.90
1.72
3.20
3.14
1.00
1.76
3.00
1.38
1.5S
3.01
2.21
2.70
2.37
3.20
2.77
1.41
1.49
2.71
2.78
2.78
1.35
2.04
.92

1.70
1.30
2.72
2.94
3.70
2.60
4.50
2.79
3.15
2.52
2.16
2.81
1.30
2.02
1.56
2.73
4.59

HI

44
44
32
45
30
85
58

8
13
8
8
38
40
54
50
72
104
104
72
94
26
14
13
18
16
15
13
53
50
52
90
79
56
70
61
69
48
46
38
32
35
7
35
26
38
36
33
61
42
80
24
28

Ol

248
248
302
159
350
437
323

592
426
576
542
496
256
238
410
424
156
270
405
205
282
493
425
490
438
615
543
271
281
531
545
479
264
287
135
223
224
431
414
740
464
703
526
470
376
415
530
236
388
305
546
805

Depth
nft1 TOC PI SI+S2

MORDEN FORMATION (cont.)

2675
2680
2685

1.28
1.28
2.21

.17

.20

.04

FAVEL FORMATION

2690
269F
2700
2705
2710
2710
2715
2720
2725
2730
2735
2735
2740
2745
2750
2755
2760
2760
2765
2770
2775
2780
2785
2785
2790
2795
2800
2805
2810
2810

2815
2820
2825
2830
2835
2835
2840

1.91
1.49
3.08
2.43
2.47
3.03
3.84
2.89
1.14
2.31
1.85
1.99
4.90
e. 14
4.75
7.40
2.94
3.57
4.86
3.98
4.48
1.93
2.57
4.39
7.03
5.19
4.55
5.60
2.69
2.97
4.66
4.97
11.90
2.91
1.60
2.56
7.14

.29

.22

.10

.07

.07

.04

.15

.06

.25

.22

.50

.70

.71

.14

.04

.12

.72

.43

.61

.25

.05

.26

.77

.61

.24

.18

.22

.16

.44

.39

.39

.05

.03

.21

.30

.29

.08

ASHVILLE FORMATION

2860
2865
2885
2910
2935
2960
2985
3010
3035

1.13
2.34
1.91
1.58
2.42
1.99
1.00
1.85
1.83

.24

.20

.31

.11

.57

.79

.81

.54

.34

.66

.50
3.44

.62

.40
2.30
3.17
2.69
7.38
2.26
3.58
.53
1.05
.70
.46

1.75
10.32
34.32
6.42
.46
.76

1.18
2.31
7.97
2.39
.52
.88

2.09
2.98
4.81
4.44
2.29
1.48

1.89
21.70
67.50
1.13
.56
.58

9.80

.21
1.14
.78

1.32
.91
.47
.43
.56
.76

TMAX

428
429
427

427
426
431
430
425
417
427
430
424
433
467
423
415
427
415
424
402
423
414
419
414
420
402
424
423
421
413
424
435
439
435
417
416
434
426
430
426

483
432
418
419
443
351
404
414
423

SI

.11

.10

.13

.18

.09

.23

.21

.18

.32

.34

.23

.13

.23

.35

.32
1.25
1.41
1.29
.79
.33
.33
.72
.58
.37
.61
.40
.54
.51
.55

1.08
.69

1.00
.57
.74

1.03
2.16
.24
.17
.17
.80

.05

.23

.24

.14

.52

.37

.35

.30

.26

S2

.55

.40
3.31

.44

.31
2.07
2.96
2.51
7.06
1.92
3.35
.40
.82
.35
.14
.50

8.91
33.03
5.63
.13
.43
.46

1.73
7.60
1.78
.12
.34

1.58
2.43
3.73
3.75
1.29
.91

1.15
20.67
65.34

.89

.39

.41
9.00

.lfi

.91

.54
1.18
.39
.10
.08
.26
.50

S3

1.76
1.88
.27

1.90
2.81
4.09
1.90
2.07
2.41
2.87
3.22
2.13
2.33
2.12
2.21
2.77
4.78
5.26
4.12
3.61
2.79
3.62
3.25
2.64
3.94
2.84
3.28
4.26
4.31
6.26
4.57
2.60
2.44

3.41
3.43
3.54
2.46
3.61
4.76
3.SO

3.96
2.75
3.10
2.44
2.14
2.62
2.27
2.50
3.30

HI

42
31
149

23
20
67
121
101
233
50
115
35
35
18
7
10
145
695
76
4
12
9
43
163
92
4
7
22
46
81.
66
47
30
24
415
549
30
24
16
126

1!
38
28
74
16
5
8
14
27

Ol

137
146
12

99
188
132
78
83
79
74
111
186
100
114
111
56
77
110
55
122
78
74
81
58
204
110
74
60
83
137
81
96
82
73
69
29
84
225
185
54

350
117
162
154
88
131
227
135
180



1685
1690
1735
1755
1785

.54

.56

.58

.56

.64

.26

.13

.14

.09

.18

LEA PARK FORMATION

1810
1835
1860
1885
1905
1935
1960
1985
2010
2035
2060
2085
2110
2135
2155
2210
2230
2260
2285
2305
2330
2355
2380
2405
2430
2460
2485
2510
2535
2560

.55

.54

.55

.63

.60

.58

.59

.74

.86

.82
1.18
1.23
.96
.68
.54
.98
.81
.72
.58
.72
.68

1.31
1.18
1.35
.70
.64
.96

1.05
1.31
1.31

.18

.35

.35

.36

.21

.39

.39

.51

.23

.23

.09

.00

.11

.38

.43

.67

.38

.22

.25

.24

.28

.35

.10

.07

.31

.29

.28

.19

.53

.33

NIOBRARA FORMATION

2585
2610
2625
2635
2635
2640

2.11
2.74
•1.46

2.34
2.45
2.53

.48

.47

.04

.39

.36

.38

MOROEN FORMATION

2645
2655
2660
2660
2665
2670

2.59
2.08
1.12
1.81
1.36
1.24

.36

.18

.10

.15

.26

.11

.19

.15

.21

.32

.28

.22

.20

.1?

.28

.24

.36

.36

.73

.61

.52

.87

.01

.55

.13

.07

.18

.13

.09

.12

.17

.18

.34

.91

.97

.16

.14

.25

.27

.43

.36

.75
1.02
16.96
1.11
1.21
1.04

.89
1.22
.39
.67
.35
.99

441
495
472
476
450

427
448
432
429
432
422
425
474
429
429
430
431
425
488
381
372
439
440
489
479
492
438
425
426
483
491
484
487
505
483

439
434
421
430
434
433

429
432
427
430
458
427

.05

.02

.03

.03

.05

.04

.07

.06

.10

.05

.14

.14

.37

.14

.12

.08

.00

.06

.05

.03

.12

.05

.02

.03

.04

.05

.12

.09

.07

.05

.04

.07

.05

.23

.12

.36

.48

.62

.43

.44

.40

.32

.22

.04

.10

.09

.11

.14

.13

.18

.29

.23

.18

.13

.11

.18

.19

.22

.22

.36

.47

.40

.79

.01

.49

.08

.04

.06

.08

.07

.09

.13

.13

.22

.82

.90

.11

.10

.18

.22

.20

.24

.39

.54
16.34
.68
.77
.64

.57
1.00
.35
.57
.26
.88

4.30
1.76
1.71
3.52
5.66

4.19
6.00
4.98
6.39
2.45
6.06
6.43
8.03
5.70
4.74
3.91
3.65
3.94
4.68
2.95
2.32
2.52
1.63
2.69
2.71
2.64
2.59
2.19
2.47
2.77
2.28
1.84
2.06
2.32
1.87

2.38
2.74
2.67
2.62
2.67
2.65

3.51
2.75
1.79
2.05
1.S4
1.47

25
23
31
51
35

32
24
20
28
31
37
37
48
54
48
66
0
51
11
7
6
9
9
15
18
19
16
69
66
15
15
18
20
15
18

18
19
366
29
31
25

22
48
31
31
19
70

796
314
294
628
884

761
1111
905
1014
408
1044
1089
1085
662
578
331
296
410
688
546
236
311
226
463
376
388
197
185
182
395
356
191
196
177
142

112
100
59
111
108
104

135
132
159
11?
120
118

3060
3085
3110
3135
3160

2.70
1.62
1.28
1.36
1.10

.07

.11

.32

.04

.08

VIKING FORMATION

3185 1.17 .03

JOLI FOU FORMATION

3210
3210
3215
3220
3225
3230
3235
3235
3240
3245
3250
3255
3260
3260
3265
3270
3275
3280
3285
3285

3290
3295
3300
3306
3310
3310

PENSE

3335
3360

2.04
4.28
2.10
1.61
2.55
.85

1.55
1.96
1.78
4.01
2.89
2.16
.81

1.96
2.02
1.22
2.89
3.73
1.72
2.27

2.53
1.63
2.02
.80
.58

1.53

.15

.07

.09

.32

.19

.24

.09

.21

.22

.19

.45

.21

.18

.14

.19

.30

.15

.20

.10

.10

.19

.22

.23

.41

.03

.19

FORMATION

1.17
.72

.06

.14

CANTUAR FORMATION

3385
3410
3410
3420
3430
3435
3440
3450
3460
3460

2.78
2.09
2.85
2.98
1.34
1.71
1.09
1.36
.77

1.75

.29

.14

.10

.17

.17

.09

.26

.20

.09

.08

2.97
.80
.31

1.14
.61

2.11

1.40
3.48
1.96
.69

1.13
.63

1.21
1.25
.77

3.18
.89

1.15
.17

1.04
.85
.46

1.11
3.79
1.67
1.74

1.81
1.47
1.24
.49
.35

1.13

1.60
.14

1.24
1.42
2.79
2.04
.77

2.42
1.29
1.41
.65

2.26

419
416
402
420
425

413

402
418
426
421
425
420
418
424
421
423
430
425
424
430
427
437
428
422
409
421

418
421
423
422
435
425

427

461

411
408
418
423
428
415
430
42"
422
423

.22

.09

.10

.05

.05

.06

.21

.26

.17

.22

.21

.15

.11

.26

.17

.62

.40

.24

.03

.15

.16

.14

.17

.74

.16

.17

.34

.33

.28

.20

.01

.21

.10

.02

.36

.20

."9

.35

.13

.21

.34

.28

.06

.19

2.75
.71
.21

1.09
.56

2.05

1.19
3.22
1.79
.47
.92
.48

1.10
.99

.en
2.56
.49
.91
.14
.89
.69
.32
.94

3.05
1.51
1.57

1.47
1.14
.96
.29
.34
.92

1.50

.12

.88
1.22
2.50
1.69
.64

2.21

.95
1.13

.59
2.07

3.39
2.00
3.82
1.53
2.46

1.03

4.61
3.67
1.24
3.20
2.88
3.03
4.32
3.90
3.30
3.98
3.91
4.16
3.43
3.60
2.42
2.26
1.53
2.70
2.97
2.17

2.89
4.94
5.30
3.65
1.48
3.82

3.23
1.71

4.32
4.13
3.49
2.26
1.26
1.55
1.45
1.59
1.63
1.65

101
43
16
80
50

175

58
75
85
29
36
56
70
50
33
63
16
42
17
45
34
26
32
81
87
69

58
69
47
36
58
60

128

16

31
58
87
56
47
129
87
83
76
118

125
123
298
112
223

88

225
85
59
198
112
356
278
198
185
99
135
192
423
183
119
185
52
?2
172
95
114
303
262
456
255
249

276

237

155
197
122
75
94
90
133
116
211
94

'The original measurements of core sample depths were made in feet; therefore, for
reasons of accuracy, metric conversions are not given.



Table 74.3 (cont.)

Depth
in ft1 Tor PI S1+S2

CANTUAR FORMATION (cont.)

3470
3485
3490
3500
3500
3510
3520
3525
3530
3540
3550
3550
3560
3570
3575
3575
3600

.95
1.73
1.82
1.09
1.12
2.83
3.35
1.81
1.62
1.73
1.35
1.40

. 9 9
1.80

.78
1.32
1.35

. 13

.03

.07

.12

.21

.09

.03

. 08

.13

.06

.19

.57

.48

.36

.33

.37
.20

MASEFIELD FORMATION

3680
3705
3730
3780
3805

1.61
1.78

. 8 3
2.20
1.60

. 2 3

.44

. 1 5
.41
.11

RIERDON FORMATION

3830
3855
3880
3905
3930
3955
3980
4005
4030

1.36
.97
. 98
.81
.80
.97
.70

1.47
1.33

. 30
.04
.41
.08
.12
.10
.36
.06
.27

1.04
3.52
2.02

.75

.81
3.17
7.53
2.37
1.35
1.92

.48

.21

.21

.44
.12
.38
.76

1.22
.63
.26
.90
.93

.37
1.00

.22
.38
.65

1.35
1.04
1.59

.44

SHAUNAVON FORMATION

4055
4105
4125

.51
1.15

. 90

GRAVELBOURG

4225
4250
4253
4260
4270
4275
4275
4285
4290

. 74

.66
2.28

.67
1.27

.68

.78

.76

.53

.21

.13

.16

.28

.83

.95

FORMATION

.15

.14

.05

.09

.17

.09

.05

.07

. 0 9

.62

.77
5.96
1.72
1.00

.88
1.24
1.39

.66

TMAX

427
421
4?',
426
422
421
421
414
427
425
427
359
436
402
445
427
434

432
406
416
407
425

418
424
407
424
432
427
394
430
413

429
430
423

428
425
425
428
424
425
425
435
428

SI

.13

.12

.15

.09

.17

.27
.26
.20
.18
.12
.09
.12
.10
.16
.04
.14
.15

.28

.28

. 0 4
.37
.11

.11

.04

.09

.03

.08
.13
.37
.09
.12

.06

.11

.15

.09

.11

.32

.15

.17

.08

.06

.10

.06

S2

.91
3.40
1.87

.66

.64

2.90
7.27
2.17
1.17
1.80

.39

.09

.11

.28

.08

.24

.61

.94
.35
.22
.53
.87

.26

.96

.13

.35

.57
1.22

.67
1.50

.32

.22

.72

.80

.53

.66
5.64
1.57

.83

.80
1.18
1.29

.60

S3

.88
2.07
1.73
2.56
2.68
3.16
3.20
3.45
4.53
1.58
2.29
2.64
2.95
4.20
3.46
3.94
3.43

5.74
4.90
1.44
4.80
1.57

3.09
1.51
3.74
2.74
3.58
3.26
3.88
2.63
2.42

2.74
2.54
3.13

4.21
1 .81
1.94
1.99
2.47
1.92
2.80
2.81
1.80

HI

95
196
102
60
57

102
217
119

72
104

28
6

11
15
10
18
45

58
19
26
24
54

19
98
13
43
71

125
95

102
24

43
62
88

71
100
247
234

65
117
151
169
113

OI

92
119
95

234
239
111

95
190
279

91
169
188
297
233
443
298
254

356
275
173
218

98

227
155
381
338
447
336
554
178
181

537
220
347

568
274

85
297
194
282
358
369
339

Depth
in ft '

T O C PI

WATROUS FORMATION

4450
4485
4505
4510
4520
4530
4530
4540
4550
4555
4560
4570
4580
4610
4630
4630
4640

.55

. 6 7
. 8 5
.78
.60
. 6 8
.71

1.09
. 5 3

1.53
3.26
1.09

. 73

.70
.55
.90
.62

.09

. 23
.05
.21
.37
. 4 3
.38
.17
.31
.15
.03
.23
.12
.17
.37
.22
.16

CHARLES FORMATION

4650
4650
4775
4875

. 5 4
1.28

. 6 8
1.57

. 22

.08

. 0 6
.27

S1.S2

.91

.30
1.77
1.30

.49

.68

.37
1.43

.45
1.14

12.76
.71
.99
.84
.43
.51
.39

.55
1.27
2.01

.81

MISSION CANYON FORMATION

4900
4925
4975
5025
5050
5075
5200

.84

.70
.55
.70
.72
.86
.87

.16

.26
.20
. 4 3
.10
.08
.63

LODGEPOLE PORMATIO1>

5350
5375
5605
5655

. 56

.52

. 9 5

.84

. 2 3

.03

.36

.55

BAKKEN FORMATION

5930
5980
5995
6005
6030

1.87
1.52

.65
1 .66
5.82

.26

.05

.37

.07

.07

TORQUAY FORMATION

6055 .56 .57

.50

.42
.30
.28
.86

1.49
.32

I

.53
1.39

.47

.31

1.08
5.33

.41
5.51

32.81

. 23

TMAX

437
421
427
428
409
397
404
431
421
416
434
430
427
427
400
430
430

422
432
436
409

429
421
431
432
437
429
419

429
432
419
406

450
420
433
426
421

387

SI

.08

.07

. 09

.27

.18

.29

.14

.24

.14

.17
.44
.16
.12
.14
.16
.11
.14

.12

.10

.12
.22

.08

.11
.06
.12
.09
.12
.20

.12

.04

.17

.17

.28

.24

. 1 5

.40
2.28

. 1 3

S2

.83

.23
1.68
1.03

.31

.39

.23
1.19

.31

.97
12.32

.55

.87

.70

.27

.40
.75

.43
1.17
1.89

.59

.42

.31
.24
.16
.77

1.37
.12

.41
1.35

.30

.14

.80

5.09
.26

5.11
30.53

.10

S3

1.34
2.53
1.99
1.72
1.77
3.36
3.80
2.06
1.55
2.27
1.58
1.60
3.51
2.93
3.05
4.19
1.36

1.10
1.74
2.23
3.20

1.96
2.95
1.70
3.47
2.09
3.71
1.54

2.04
. 52

2.28
2.76

. 74

.87
2.53
2.43
2.16

1.59

HI

150
34

197
132

51
57
32

109
58
63

377
50

119
100
49
44

120

79
91

277
37

50
44
43
22

106
159

13

73
259

31
16

42
334

40
307
524

17

OI

243
377
234
220
295
494
535
188
292
148

48
146
480
418
554
465
219

203
135
327
203

233
421
309
455
290
431
177

364
100
240
328

39
57

389
146
37

283
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deposition (belemnite fragments occur in cuttings), the
possibility that this source represents cavings from the
overlying Gravelbourg Formation would have to " be
considered.

Gravelbourg Formation

Potential petroleum source rocks in the Gravelbourg
Formation occur in two zones. The lower zone spans the
upper part of the Lower Gravelbourg limestone and the lower
part of the Upper Gravelbourg shale. This interval is marked
by a general increase in TOC and S2 yield. Pyrolysis results
are reproducible between some runs. This zone contains
interbedded Type II and Type III sources occurring discretely.
S2 yields from Type II sources are very good (greater than
16..5mg/gm). Type III sources have poor to fair yields. The
second zone of potential source development occurs in shale
beds associated with the shale to sandstone facies transition,
which occurs at about ^255 feet (1296.9 m). Tmax for the
formation is in the range <»30-<f35 degrees Celsius, suggesting
that the formation is marginally mature. This is a greater
maturity than is indicated for the underlying, Paleozoic,
marine, source rocks. The reason for this result is uncertain.
It may be attributable either to the corruption of the sample
from this interval or to a differing response of the Mesozoic
sources to the pyrolysis experiment, as a result of a change in
the nature of the source material. A similar greater
maturity is exhibited by the marine source rocks of the Favel
Formation. The reason for this anomaly is equally
inexplicable. Type III sources show weak correlation of TOC
and Petroleum Potential. Yields of 3.92 kg/tonne/per cent
organic carbon in excess of an inert threshold of 0M6 weight
per cent, are suggested. Type II sources may have yields of
6.75 to 7.02 kg/tonne/per cent of organic carbon if no inert
material is present.
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Cantuar Formation

Potential petroleum source rocks occur within the
Dimmock Creek and Atlas members of the Cantuar
Formation, Mannville Group. Total Organic Carbon increases
upward through each of the two members. Within the
Dimmock Creek Member there is a correlative increase of
S2 yield with increasing TOC. The more arenaceous strata of
the Atlas Member do not exhibit the same correlation of TOC
and S2 yield, suggesting that a greater proportion of
inertinitic materials may be present. S2 yield reaches its
greatest value, 7.27 mg/gm, near the top of the Dimmock
Creek Member. Type III organic matter forms the potential
source in both members. Tmax and Hydrogen and Oxygen
indices show the formation to be thermally immature. TOC
and Petroleum Potential show no correlation for the
formation as a whole and a poor positive correlation within
the Dimmock Creek Member.

Lower Colorado Group

Potential petroleum source rocks are sparsely
distributed throughout the Lower Colorado Group, occurring
in the Joli Fou, Viking and Ashville formations. Within the
3oli Fou Formation, a discernible trend of upward
improvement in TOC and 52 yield is identified from
3305-3280 feet (1077.^-999.7 m) in the well. Similar but less
marked trends occur from 3275-32*5 feet (998.2-989.1 m)
and 32*0-3210 feet (987.5-978.0 m). These sequences
correspond to discernible coarsening-upward cycles (shale to
siltstone) reflected by the samples. Hydrogen and Oxygen
indices indicate that Type III sources are present, and
presumably the cyclic nature of the grain size and TOC
abundance variations indicate an encroachment by both silt
and terrestrial organic material into *he area now penetrated
by the well. All sources are immature. Tmax data show
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considerable scatter; however, a value of Ail8.2 degrees
Celsius is consistent with the maturation gradient for
Type III, Mesozoic sources.

One potential petroleum source rock sample was
obtained from near the top of the Viking Formation. It has a
higher S2 yield per gram organic carbon than the underlying
Type II sources and suggests an increased marine-source
component associated with the termination of Viking sand
desposition. This sample also is from an immature source
rock.

The Westgate member of the Ashville Formation is
marked by a single trend of improving TOC values upward
throughout the member. S2 yields do not show a strong
correspondence to TOC. All of the sources identified in the
Westgate Member are immature Type III. A sample labelled
as coming from the top of the Belle Fourche Member of the
Ashville Formation has the same geochemical characteristics
as the overlying Favel Formation. This sample is assumed to
be either improperly lagged or to have caved (2840 ft,
Table 74.3).

Upper Colorado Group

All three formations of the Upper Colorado Group
exhibit some source potential. Sources are sparsely
developed in the Niobrara and Morden formations and
extensively developed in the Favel Formation. TOC is
highest in the Niobrara Formation (2.7796 on average) and
similar in the Morden (1.66%) and Favel (1.66%) formations.
In spite of this, the yield of sources in the Favel Formation is
superior. Good and very good oil shows are recorded from
seven samples confined to the Favel Formation (SI yield) in
spite of the immaturity of the source (Tmax). Hydrogen and
Oxygen indices also suggest immaturity. Both discretely
interbedded and intermingled Type II and Type III sources are
present. Some inert organic carbon is present in the Type II
sources (1.25 weight percent) indicating a terrestrial
component. Correlation of TOC with Petroleum Potential
suggests that the Type III source would yield
2.39 kg/tonne/per cent of organic carbon in excess of
2.32 per cent inertinite. The yield of marine sources in
excess of the 1.25 weight per cent inertinite threshold would
be 6.67 kg/tonne/per cent organic carbon.

Discussion

The Parry No. 1 well occurs in the vicinity of oil
production and of hydrocarbon shows in the Bighorn Group
carbonates (Kendall, 1976). Several authors have suggested
the kerogen-rich layers of the Upper Yeoman Formation as
an indigenous source for the oils of the Bighorn Group (Red
River Fm., Unit "C", Kohm and Louden, 1982; Kendall, 1976).
Others have suggested that the source was the Icebox
Member of the Winnipeg Formation, which was the source of
the oil in Ordovician reservoirs (Meissner and others, 1984).
Detailed descriptions of the correlation of Red River oils and
potential sources remain to be made. C'early, proof of the
regional development of thermally mature sources in the
Winnipeg Formation would be attractive as a potential source
for oils in Ordovican and Silurian reservoirs. The thermally
mature Type H source rock found in the interval
8542-8552 feet (2603.6-2606.6 m) of the Parry No. 1 well is a
possible indicator of such a development.

The Duperow Formation represents deposits behind the
main barrier reef complex of the Woodbend Group, in a
setting somewhat analogous to the Muskeg and Keg River
formations behind the Pine Point-Snekilie barrier. The
evaporitic subbasins with indigenous sources similar to the
Black Creek Basin must be considered the best hydrocarbon
play. The association of thin yet rich marine source rocks

and evaporitic strata of the Flat Lake Halite are
encouraging. Although thermally immature in this well,
similar geological sequences in zones of higher geotherma)
gradient or deeper Cretaceous burial could be mature.

Recently, considerable effort has been focused on the
source potential of the Fammenian and Tournaisian shales of
the Bakken Formation and laterally equivalent strata
(Dembicki and Pirkle, 1985; Leenheer, 1984; Price and others,
1984; Webster, 1984; Schmoker and Hester, 1983). The
present authors agree with previous investigations in
assigning a high source rock potential to this formation. The
lack of potential in cutting samples from the Upper shale
member, however, is in contrast to the usual potential o*
both members recognized in the U.S.A. Despite its then.>aJ
immaturity, the Bakken Formation had a very good oil show
in this weli. Tracing of this formation to zones of enhanced
maturity is also warranted.

The Jurassic sources in the Gravelbourg Formation are
possibly equivalent to potential source rock intervals in the
Sawtooth Formation (Clayton and others, 1982), although
there is insufficient data at present to confirm such a
correlation. The source interval within the Watrous
Formation is a new discovery. However, it is such a thin
development that it is of dubious significance regionally. The
thermal maturity of Jurassic strata is anomalously high in
comparison to the Tmax versus depth gradient obtained for
the three, Paleozoic, Type II sources. This phenomenon is
repeated in the Cretaceous Favel Formation. The reasons for
this anomaly are not presently understood. The observed
Tmax values of 430 to 435 degrees Celsius indicate that the
Gravelbourg sources are marginally mature.

Immature Type III source rocks are present in both the
Mannville and Colorado groups. Potential source rocks are
absent from younger strata of the Pierre Formation of th ;
Montana Group. Type II source rocks are developed in the
Favel and Niobrara formations. These formations are
immature as petroleum source rocks but prospective because
they occur as oil shale at the outcrop (Macauley and others,
1985). Laterally equivalent strata of the Marias River shale
are recognized as petroleum source rocks (Clayton and
others, 1982).

This study is the result of the initial investigation of
petroleum source rocks in Saskatchewan, derived from a
single well. Further investigations will ascertain the source
rock potential from other wells and thereby determine the
lateral persistence of the source rocks identified in this
study. Secondary investigations will then be made of the
variation of source potential and thermal maturity of
individual formations.
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McDonough, M.R. and Simony, P.S., Geology of the northern Selwyn Ranqe, western Main Ranges,
Rocky Mountains, British Columbia: preliminary report; in Current Research, Part A, Geological
Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A, p. 619-626, 1986.

Abstract
Two mappable units are recognized within the Hadrynian Miette Group in the northern Selwyn

Range. A seguence of sandstones and conglomerates, with lesser pelitic layers, is ascribed to the
middle Miette. This seguence is underlain by a unit of pelite with thin guartzite layers, which may be
correlated with lower Miette recognized elsewhere in the western Main Ranges. Shearing near the
contact, however, suggests that a thrust fault may separate middle Miette from 'lower' Miette.
Correlation of this 'lower' Miette with a seguence of pelite and guartzite that overlies basement
gneisses in an area to the southwest is probable, and suggests that part of the lower Miette is missing
above the basement. A basement 'high' is proposed to explain the missing section.

The structure of the northern half of the study area is dominated by the large, shallow-plunging
Terry Fox Anticlinorium. To the south, the core of the anticlinorium is cut by a set of steep, west-
dipping thrusts that thicken 'lower' Miette. Moderately inclined west-dipping thrust sheets constitute
the west limb of Terry Fox Anticlinorium. A transition from reclined to upright structures in
Packsaddle Thrust Sheet can be attributed to a single phase of thrust sheet motion up a steep ramp
structure.

Resume

On de'crit deux unite's de la carte ge'ologique du groupe hadrynien de Miette dans la partie nord
de la chatne Selwyn. Une serie de gres et de conglomerats avec quelques couches pelitiques
appartiendrait au Miette moyen. Elle recouvre une unite peJitique qui renferme des couches minces
de guartzite et gui pourrait 6tre associee au Miette inferieur reconnu ailleurs dans la partie
occidentale des monts Main. Un cisaillement pres du contact indique cependant qu'un chevauchement
separerait le Miette moyen du Miette inferieur. II est probable que le Miette infeYieur soit associe a
une serie pglitique et quartzitique qui recouvre le socle gneissique dans un secteur au sud-ouest, ce
qui indiquerait qu'une partie du Miette infe>ieur est absente au-dessus du socle. Un soulevement du
socle expliquerait ('absence de cette section.

La structure de la moitie nord de la region a l'etude est dominee par le grand anticlinorium de
Terry Fox a faible plongement. Vers le sud, le noyau de l'anticlinorium est coup^ par une se"rte de
failles inverses de fort pendage ouest qui epaississent le Miette inferieur. Des nappes de charriaqe
mode'rement inclinees vers l'ouest constituent le flanc occidental de l'anticlinorium de Terry Fox. Le
passage des structures subhorizontales aux structures verticales dans la nappe de charriage de
Packsaddle peut Stre attribue' a une phase unique de remonte'e des nappes de charriage le long d'une
structure a forte pente.

Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
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Introduction and previous work
During the 19S5 field season, an area of about

300 square km, between Bulldog and Swift creeks (Fig. 75.1)
was mapped at 1:2*,000 scale in order to elucidate the
stratigraphy, structure and strain history of Hadrynian Miette
Group rocks. The area lies east and southeast of Valemount,
British Columbia, and forms part of the northern Selwyn
Range of the Rocky Mountain Main Ranges subprovince.

Strata of the northern Selwyn Range have been assigned
to the Miette Group of the Windermere Supergroup
(Campbell, 1968). To the north, in the McBride map area, the
Miette is informally divided into lower, middle, and upper
units (Campbell et al., 1973). Carey and Simony (1985)
described a section of the Miette Group from this area as
having 380 m of lower Miette pelite and carbonate, 2.8 km of
coarse grained middle Miette, and approximately 1.8 km of
upper Miette pelite. At this locality, the middle Miette is
dominated by thick layers of conglomerate and sandstone
with lesser, interbedded pelite. In the southern Selwyn
Range, a minimum of 1.5 km of lower Miette grits are
overlain by about 2 km of lower pelite (Mountjoy,
pers. comm., 1985). Mountjoy et al. (1985) found that this
sequence underlies approximately 2.5 km of middle Miette
grit, which is characterized by thick, coarse grained elastics
consisting of relatively thick pelitic units separating the
coarse, massive sandstone (grit) and conglomerate units.

In the study area, in the east naif of the Valemount map
area, a thick sequence of coarse grained elastics mapped by
Mountjoy (see Campbell, 1968) appears to be similar to
middle Miette grits typical of the western Main Ranges

(Mountjoy et al., 1985). Vlountjoy found that these coarse
elastics outline a large antiform-synform pair, which forms
part of a north plunging anticlinorium dominating the
structure of the northern Selwyn Range. The anticlinoriurn is
herein called the Terry Fox Anticlinoriutn, because its axial
trace northwest of Swift Creek (Campbell, I96S) nearly
intersects the summit of Mount Terry Fox (Fig. 75.1).
Farther southeast, Mountjoy et al. (1985) mapped a large,
doubly plunging anticlinorium in about the Mine structural
position, called the Fraser River Anticlinorium. Numerous
imbricate faults transect the traces of the two anticlinoria,
and continuity is not clear.

Along the southwest edge of the central and southern
Selwyn Range, southwest-dipping thrust sheets of basement
and lower Miette cover are thrust northeast over middle
Miette (Oke and Simony, 1981; McDonough and Simony, I9S4:
McDonough, 198ft, 1985; Mountjoy et al., 1985).

Problematic transverse foliations found adjacent to the
Rocky Mountain Trench have been reported by numerous
workers (N'cOonough, 1984; Carey and Simony. 1985;
Mountjoy et al., 1985). Transverse foliatons are penetrative
adjacent to the Trench, and die out toward the northeast.

Stratigraphy

A maximum of 3850 m of Miette strata are exposed in
the northern .Selwyn Range (Fig. 75.2). That sequence can be
divided into two lithologically distinct units. These are
informally called the 'lower' and middle Miette (Fig. 75.2).
Below stacked sandstones and conglomerates typical of : >e

ng°oo' 118°45'

LM
Y«llowJ«ck«t

BO Bulldog On.

• km

53°00'

52°45'

Fiqure 75.1

Location moo nrtrl generalized
aeolor/ica! map of the northern
Selwvn Range. Modifier! from
Campbell n.0fi«); qeoloqv in
southwest part from
McDonouqhf 19841; Ptarmiqan
Thrust from Mount jov et al.
(JPS5J; R.wr = Rockv Mountain
Trench.
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middle Miette, lie? a unit of pelite with subordinate quartzite
layers that tentatively is assigned to the 'lower' Miette. The
'lower' Miette has a maximum exposed thickness of S00 m.
and the middle Miette has a maximum exposed thickness of
3050 m. These are minimum thirknesses, as neither the base
of the 'lower' Miette nor the top of the middle Miette are
exposed.

On the west limb of Swift Syncline (Fig. 75.3). the
contact between 'lower' Miette pelite and coarse elastics of
the middle Miette is a <»0 to TO m thick gradational 7.one.
The base of this /.one comprises silty pelites of the Mower'
Miette. which are overlain by pelites with lensoidal sandstone
beds that become more numerous upward, and the strata then
pass into the sandstone and conglomerate succession of the
middle Miette. The gradational nature of the 'lower'/middle
Miette contact suggests that the contact is conformable.

A flat-lying, pre-F2 sheared zone in a single pelite
outcrop, about 100 in below the base of the middle Miette,
mav be an indication, however, that the middle Miette and
100 m of 'lower' Miette are thrust over pelite that could be
assigned to the upper Miette. This would require a major
thrust, folded bv Terry Fox Anticlinorium. However,
evidence for a major thrust is lacking. Thus, the pelite is
tentatively assigned 'lower' Miette status.

The 'lower' Miette consists mostly of recessive, dark
grey to black, pvritic phyllites and phy Hi tic schists (schists at
garnet grade) with dark brown to rust coloured weathered
surfaces, and containing subordinate bands of white
quartzite. These phyllites typically contain thin (1-2 mm
thick) rhythmically bedded, white to light grey siltstone. as
well as very fine grained, lensoidal, sandstone lamime that
pinch out laterally within 10 to 30 cm. The stratigraphic
spacing of siltstone laminae is 3 to 5 mm, imparting a finely
banded character to fresh surfaces, Mear the top of the
'lower' Miette. the phyllites become progressively sandier,
and isolated. 1 to 3 m thick packages of pyritic, non- to
slightly-argillaceous, medium grained, grey sandstone in * to
20 cm thick beds are found.

Resistant, cliff forming bands within the lower .Miette
are composed of rnineralogically mature medium- to coarse-
grained, white to tan quartzite in units 3 to 80 m thick,
commonly with beds 10 to U0 cm thick. Feldspar and micas
constitute < 10 per cent of these very well cemented
quartzites. Interbedded with the quartzite are lesser
(0.5-1.0 m) thick beds of granule to pebble conglomerate.
These conglomerates are sublitharenites containing 5 to
10 per cent feldspar clasts in a quartzite matrix, and are
distinctly less argillaceous and less feldspathic than typical
Miette conglomerates. They occur in fining-upward beds that
grade into coarse and medium grained quartzites. The
thickest and most continuous quartzite marker is SO m thick
and occurs 270 m below the base of the middle Miette. Its
map pattern outlines the Terry Fox Anticlinorium across
Packsaddle and Swift creeks (Fig. 75.3).

In Packsaddle and Dave Henry drainage areas, a U to
5 m thick, thinly bedded, black limestone marker is found
25 m above the quartzite marker. Limestone beds are <t to
8 cm thick. Lesser, interbedded, black, calcareous siltstone
and minor quartz-granule bearing, calcareous, black siltstone
are present within black limestone. South and southeast of
the termination of the Terry Fox Anticlinorium, against
Sleeper Fault (Fig. 75.3), the quartzite marker is represented
by at least four thinner, quartzite units, and the black
limestone marker is absent.

Above the 'lower' Miette sequence lies an upright
package dominated by thick conglomerate and sandstone
units with subordinate, intervening green and/or brown pelite
units. This sequence closely resembles the stacked
conglomerates and sandstones typical of middle Miette of the

central Main Ranges (Carey and Simony, 19S5). Rare
carbonates in this sequence occur as white marble and
dolomitic sandstone, which contrast with the black limestone
contained in the lower Miette grit beds described by
Mountjoy et al. (I9S5). Red thicknesses of up to 'tin also
contrast with the thinner beds typical of lower Miette grit.
The presence of white marble and the generally thicker
bedding further suggest that this unit is more correctly
assigned to the middle Miette.

Coarse elastics of the middle Miette ^re slightly
argillaceous (rarely verv argillaceous1, immature, feldspathic
wackes. Individual sandstone and conglomerate map units
may be 520 m thick. Conglomerate beds commonly exhibit
basal scours and upward-grading A-B and A-B-C Rouma
sequences, providing excellent bedding-top indicators. A
typical graded bed from the middle Miette comprises slightly
argillaceous, small- to large-pebble conglomerate filling a
scoured base, fining upward into slightly argillaceous to clean
granule conglomerate (grit of other workers) and coarse
grained sandstone, which in turn grade into planar laminated,
medium grained sandstone. Reverse grading is very rare.
Rare, trough crossbedding in 0.5 to 1.0 m thick granule
conglomerate and coarse grained sandstone beds also
indicates upright bedding orientation.
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Figure 75.2. Stratigraphic columns for Miette Group;
TFA = Terry Fox Anticlinorium. MM = middle Miette,
LM = 'lower' Miette.
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North of Sleeper Creek, a thick conglomerate and
sandstone unit forms a channel-like feature that cuts into and
eliminates the underlying pelite unit. This coarse grained
channel fill may imply fluvial processes. However, the thick
pelites that occur between coarse clastic units in the section
are too voluminous to represent overbank deposits, and are
suggestive of deep water, probably marine, deposition. Thick
conglomerates were deposited by mass gravity processes, and
likely represent debris and grain flows that developed channel
forms in an anastomosing submarine fan complex. Carey and
Simony (I9S5) documented a submarine fan complex in the
middle Miette near Cushing Creek, but they could not rule
out the possibility of some deltaic influence.

Recessive map units within the middle Miette consist of
green to brownish weathering pelites that individually have a
maximum thickness of 300 m. A typical pelitic unit in the
middle Miette has a tripartite character, with a middle
section of bright green siltstone and chlorite-rich green
phyllite. with or without dolomitic, medium- to coarse-
grained, quartz sandstone. Siltstones are ripple cross-
laminated and slightly argillaceous. Above the green horizon,
a layer of light to medium grey phyllite is usually present.
Locally, light coloured phyllite is missing and replaced by
light brown to white marble with interbedded. amphibole
bearing, calcareous schist. Below the green horizon, a
sequence of medium to dark grey phyllite with lesser brown
dolomitic sandstone is commonly found. Black, calcareous,
granule conglomerate with load and flame structures occurs
very rarely in the basal part. Some pelitic units lack green
pelite and siltstone, and consist mostly of medium grey
Dhyllite.

Southwest of the garnet isograd (Fig. 75.3) the phyllites
give way to well foliated schists, and dolomitic sandstones
are represented bv grossular garnet- and hornblende-bearing,
granoblastic caicsilicates. The occurrence of these
calcsilicates led McDonough and Simony (19S4) to suggest
that some strata in the footwail of the Bear Foot Fault were
lower Miette. However, these strata are interbedded with
coarse elastics that can be mapped continuously into the west
limb and around the core of the Terry Fox Antiijinorium, into
what is probably middle Miette. Up-plunge, toward the
southeast, these strata can be traced into strata called
middle Miette by Mountjoy et al. (I9S5) on the west limb of
Fraser River Anticlinorium, in the footwall of Bear Foot
Fault.

Distinct markers that can be traced more than a few
kilometres are lacking in the middle Miette of the northern
Selwyn Range. Hence, middle Miette strata of the present
study area can be correlated with those of other workers on
the basis of gross lithological characteristics only fFig. 75.4;
Mountjoy et al., I9S5). 'Lower' Miette pelite and quartzite
can be correlated with a similar lower Miette pelite from the
west limb of Fraser River Anticlinorium (Mountjoy et al.,
19S5), which also is a quartzite-bearing pelite succession
(Fig. 75.4). 'Lower' Miette of this study is strikingly similar
to the pelite and psammite reported as lower Miette from the
cover rocks above the basement in the Bear Foot Thrust
Sheet (McDonough, I9S4). Correlation of these three
sequences can be made on the basis of a similar percentage
of interbedded quartzite, thickness of individual quartzite
beds, and overall thickness of the quartzite-bearing unit.

The implication of these correlations is that a
significant basement relief during middle Miette time is not
required if all three sequences are lower Miette (Fig. 75.4).
However, these correlations do require a relief on the
basement sufficient to inhibit deposition of Mountjoy et al.'s
(1985) lower grit. If middle Miette is thrust onto 'lower'
Miette. then the 'lower' pelite would actually be upper
Miette, and the cover to the basement in the Rear Foot
Thrust Sheet would be upper Miette as well, requiring that

the Malton Gneisses formed a high during Windermere time
that had cumulative relief, inhibiting deposition of the entire
middle and lower Miette. In each scenario, a 'high' is
required to account for nondeposition of a minimum of 2 km
of Miette strata.

Near the bottom of the middle Miette, on the ridge
north cf Yellowjacket Creek (Fig. 75.3), a small, tonalite sill
is found within conglomerate and sandstone. The sill
comprises plagioclase-i ich, quartz, biotite, and chlorite
augen gneiss, with a k to 5 cm thick alteration zone of dark
green, chloritic, garnet schist at its base. The base is
concordant to bedding in the host sediments, and the top of
the sill is discordant to bedding, forming a small. 2 m wide by
0.5 m thick, lacolith-shaped intrusion. The first foliation in
the country rock penetrates the sill, indicating that the
tonalite is pre-tectonic.

Structural geology
The major structural elements of the northern Selwyn

Range (Fig. 75.3) are: Bear Foot Fault (McDonough, 19S4),
Packsaddle Thrust, Sleeper Thrust. Sleeper Syncline, Swift
Syncline, and Terry Fox Anticlinorium.

UM

a) datum: base of middle Mtette

b)

Figure 75.4. a) Stratiqranhlc correlation chart;
YG = Yellawjacket Gneiss, LMG - lower Miette qrit,
IMP = lower Miette pelite, MM = mirtrile Miette,
VM = upper Miette. Data sources: McDonouqn (19R4); this
stu&v; Mountjov et al. (/SS.S) anrl Moiintjov, pern. comm.
(I9«5). b) Location map for sections in (n); PT = Ptarmiqan
Thni.it: BFF = Bear Foot Fault.
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Two, coaxial, regional phases of folding (Fi and F2),
and three phases of foliation development are found in
association with three 'stages' of thrusting in the northern
Selwyn Range. 'Stages' of thrusting can be viewed in terms
of a continuum model of progressive deformation, where
regional foliations are related to motion on thrust sheets
(Sanderson, 1982). Superposed on these is a transverse set of
minor folds and an accompanying transverse foliation (S^).
Faults in the Rocky Mountain Trench, which borders the
study area on the southwest side, are interpreted as post-
deformational, normal faults (McDonough, I9S<*).

The dark pelites of the lower Miette have a flat-lying
schistosity parallel to siltstone laminae, which is the earliest
tectonic foliation (Si; structural equivalent of Si of
McDonough and Simony, 198*) found in the westernmost Main
Ranges. S i is cut by steeply dipping S2 crenulation cleavage.
Locally, S2 is truncated by S3 strain slip cleavage. In the
'lower'/middle contact zone, Si is refracted through the
stratigraphy, but is continuous from bed to bed. It is oblique
to bedding in phylJite, and is sigmoida] and at a high angle to
bedding in interbedded sandstone. The continuity of Si from
bed to bed indicates that a major Fi thrust does not exist at
that horizon.

Small scale Fi isoclines and the low angle foliation (Si)
associated with them, which together represent the earliest
deformation within each thrust sheet, die out to the
northeast. An eastern limit of small-scale Fi structures is
located on Figure 75.3. East of this limit, S] is oblique to
bedding in pelites and at a high angle to bedding in
sandstones; large, upright, open to closed folds are the
earliest structures present, because F l isoclines are not
present. East of Sleeper Thrust (Fig. 75.3), sandstones and
conglomerates of the middle Miette exhibit a weakly
developed Si at an angle of 20° to 40° to bedding, and a well
developed S2 fracture cleavage. Fracture cleavage forms a
convergent fan in large folds, remaining nearly perpendicular
to bedding, and at the outcrop scale is continuous with S2

crenulation cleavage in interbedded pelites. Thus, large folds
in the footwall of Sieeper Thrust are related to S2 in that
thrust sheet.

A complex F2 antifortnal structure, the Terry Fox
Anticlinorium, dominates the structure of the northern half
of the study area. The anticlinorium has southwest verging
structures on its northeast limb, which oppose northeast
verging structures on its southwest limb (Fig. 75.5a). These
structures plunge very gently to the northwest, and are
accompanied by a nearly axial planar S2 crenulatior,
cleavage. Crenulation cleavage dips steeply southwest on the
west limb, and dips steeply northeast on the east limb of the
anticlinorium. In the core of Terry Fox Anticlinorium, the
two crenulation cleavages are observed to alternately
crosscut each other, suggesting that F2 structures of
opposing vergences formed synchronously.

On tlie northeast dipping limb common to Terry Fox
Anticlinorium and Swift Syncline (Fig. 75.3). northeast
verging Fj isoclines with northeast dipping axial planar Si
occur. The fact that the axial planes of F i are folded by the
anticlinorium further substantiates an F2 timing for Terry
Fox Anticlinorium and related structures.

Middle Miette strata on the west limb of Terry Fox
Anticlinorium are contained in a fold train of tight, slightlv
overturned, northeast verging, F2 chevron folds with
interlimb angles of 25° to 35". In the core, and on the east
limb of the anticlinorium, such structures are absent, and the
stratigraphy passes into Swift Svncline (Fig. 75.5a), a broad,
west verging syncline that has an interliinb angle of 110°.
The greater shortening exhibited bv F2 chevrons on the west
limb of the anticlinoriurn suggests that a det.ichment horizon
may be present at the base of the fold train. In the field,
discrete fault zone features, such as laterally truncated beds,
are observable at the base of the middle Miette directly
under the fold train.
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Figure 75.5. Cross-sections (1:1) nlonq section lines A-B and C-n-F.-F (see Fiqure?5.3 for
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Packsaddle Thrust (Fig. 75.3), located on the west limb
of Terry Fox Anticlinorium, is the detachment that
accommodates the shortening in the fold train discussed
above. In Swift Creek, middle Miette strata are observed to
pass unfaulted around the core of the anticlinorium.
Stratigraphic and structural evidence presented above
suggest that the thrust is not folded by Terry Fox
Anticlinorium. Therefore, Packsaddle Thrust dies out to the
northwest into the core of Terry Fox Anticlinorium, and is
considered to be synkinematic to the anticlinorium.
Packsaddle Thrust probably obeys the "bow and arrow" rule
(Elliott, 1976), as it appears to gain displacement and cut
downsection into 'lower' Miette to the southeast, away from
its tip near Swift Creek (Fig. 75.3).

A modified Sanderson (1982) fold belt model can be
applied to Packsaddle Thrust Sheet to explain a strike
transition from reclined to upright folds. In the model, a
flat-lying foliation, having an attitude nearly parallel to the
fault, is developed in response to the imposition of simple
shear boundary conditions (Sanderson, 1979, 1982). This
foliation is roughly axial planar to the recumbent to reclined,
tight to isoclinal folds that lie above the flat to moderately
dipping portion of the thrust.

Continued thrust motion u a large, steep, ramp
structure actuates rotation of the strain ellipsoid in such a
way that an apparently younger crenulation cleavage
overprints the 'earlier' foliation. This scenario can be
attributed to a single phase of thrust motion. Younger faults
can 'step out' toward the foreland in response to high stresses
incurred by 'locking' of the hanging wall on a steep ramp.

The character of Si and S2 foliations and their mutual
textural relationships remains essentially the same from the
Bear Foot Thrust Sheet in the west to the Packsaddle Thrust
Sheet in the east. In both thrust sheets. Si is a gently to
moderately southwest dipping schistosity that is probably
associated with the earliest motion of the respective sheets,
and is axial planar to F i folds. In the thrust sheet model
under consideration, S2 is an apparently younger crenulation
cleavage formed by rotation of the strain ellipsoid during
continued thrust motion up a steeper foreland part of the
fault.

South of Yellowjacket Creek (Fig. 75.3), a hanging wall
imbricate of Packsaddle Thrust truncates large, reclined, Fi
structures in a domain where large F2 folds do not exist. To
the northwest and downplunge, on the ridge between
Yellowjacket and Dave Henry creeks, is a transitional zone
where both Fi and F2 structures occur (Fig. 75.5b), showing
Type 3 fold interference patterns. Farther downplunge, on
the next two ridges north of Dave Henry Creek, large-scale,
upright, F2 folds predominate, and large Fi folds are absent.
This transition, from reclined Fi folds to upright F2 folds
with a discrete zone of overlap, within the Packsaddle Thrust
Sheet, is a function of structural level within the thrust
sheet.

The upward transition from reclined to upright folds in
the Packsaddle Thrust Sheet takes place northwestward,
downplunge, across Yellowjacket Creek, and fits the
Sanderson model well. Upright F2 folds occur on the steeper
foreland part of the thrust (the backlimb of Terry Fox
Anticlinorium) and have a penetrative crenulation cleavage
associated with them. To the southeast and up-plunge,
crenulation cleavage is only weakly developed, and large, F1
folds control the local structure. The transitional zone
between the two fold domains, has Tvpe 3 interference
patterns, and has a vertical thickness of 200 m. This suggests
that the domain of reclined F 1 folds has been carried up the
steeper ramp section of the fault by that amount; that is,
since the fault has a dip of 45°, displacement on Packsaddle
imbricate is a minimum of 280 m.

The zone of imbricate faults in the hanging wall of
Sleeper Thrust contains faults that truncate Terry Fox
Anticlinorium, and therefore motion on them is younger than
motion on Packsaddle Thrust. In this zone, a steeply
southwest dipping, strain-slip cleavage (S3) truncates west
dipping S2 crenulation cleavage, which also suggests that
these faults postdate Packsaddle Thrust. The strain-slip
cleavage (S3) isolates foliation 'fish' (Hamner, 1984) of
sigmoidal S2 that consistently yield a shear couple in which
the upper member is thrust up steeply to the northeast.
Steep displacement indicators in outcrop are consistent with
the steep attitude of the imbricate thrusts. These thrusts are
considered part of a hanging wall imbricate fan in the Sleeper
Thrust Sheet, and they represent the latest pulse of thrusting
in the context of a local foreland progression. Ptarmigan
Thrust (Mountjoy et al., 1985) can be traced into one of these
imbricates, which dies out northward into Terry Fox
Anticlinorium (Fig. 75.3).

Problematic transverse foliation (St) that crenulates Si,
is found adjacent to the Rocky Mountain Trench in pelites on
either side of Bear Foot Fault. Transverse foliations have
been reported near the Trench by many workers
(Mountjoy et al., 1985; Carey and Simony, 1985; McDonough,
1984). They are penetrative adjacent to the Trench, and die
out toward the east. If a transpression shear model
(Wilcox et al., 1973) is applied to possible dextral strike slip
faults in the southern Rocky Mountain Trench, the mean
strike of 190" for the transverse foliation reported here
would place it into the antithetic shear position. Dextral
shear requires that the shear sense on the antithetic shear be
sinistral. However, the sense of shear from more than
100 field observations is dextral, which is not compatible
with a possible dextral system in the Trench. Thus,
transverse foliations cannot be used to substantiate strike-
slip faulting in the southern Rocky Mountain Trench. The
preferred interpretation for the cataclastic crush zones on
the east side of the Trench south of Dave Henry Creek is
post-deformational, west-side down, normal faulting
(Fig. 75.3).

Metamorphism and relative timing of deformation
Metamorphic grade in the northern Selwyn Range is

recorded by Barrovian index minerals in pelites. To the
southwest of the study area, a staurolite-kyanite isograd
obliquely intersects the Rocky Mountain Trench (McDonough
and Simony, 1984). North and east of this fine is a garnet
zone adjacent to the Trench that stretches northward from
Dave Henry Creek to Swift Creek (Fig. 75.3). The garnet
isograd shown in Figure 75.3 is oblique to the Trench as well.
Here, garnet is indicative of the transitional greenschist-
amphibolite facies, and represents maximum metamorphic
grade in the western part of the study area. Garnets found
along the isograd generally are small, retrogressed
porphyroblasts contained within biotite-poor, phyllitic
schists.

Metamorphic grade decreases to the north and north-
east into a biotite zone with scattered chloritoid, and then
into a chlorite zone farther to the east in Moun: Robson
Provincial Park. The biotite isograd is not si own on
Figure 75.3 due to the sporadic occurrences of fine grained
biotite. Careful mapping of the biotite isograd, thro igh thin
section analysis, is one objective of this project.

Chloritoid occurs sporadically in highly aluminous
phyllites and schists throughout the study area. It is common
in dark grey to black phyllites of the biotite zone near the
top of the lower Miette, where it clearly truncates micas
within S2 crenulation cleavage. Thus, rhloritoid is
postkinematic with respect to S2. These rocks probably
represent low grade equivalents of staurolite schists found to
the southwest of the study area.
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Garnet porphyroblasts truncate micas oriented parallel
to Si, and are, therefore, considered to be postkinematic
with respect to Si. Their textural relationship to west
dipping S2 crenulation cleavage is not as clear cut, however.
Garnets partially truncate, and in part are enveloped by
micas in S2, suggesting that the timing of garnet growth with
respect to S2 is pre- to syn-kinematic. Thus, metamorphic
climax in the western part of the study area is interpreted to
be pre- to syn-Fi. The relative timing of peak metamorphic
conditions is slightly later than that for the basement and
cover rocks of the westernmost Main Ranges, where peak
metamorphism (staurolite-kyanite grade) is prekinematic
with respect to F2 (Oke, 1982; McDonough and Simony, 1984).
There, garnet growth is syn- to post-Si, and precedes S2.

Discussion

Application of a modified Sanderson (1982) thrust and
fold belt model to thrust sheets in the western Main Ranges
raises some fundamental questions about correlation of
structures across faults. If foliation development can be
attributed to thrust sheet motion, then foliations of like
structural character probably are not simply correlatives
from thrust sheet to thrust sheet; that is, foliations may not
have strict temporal correlatives beyond the thrust sheet
they occur in. Thus, the presence of an early, moderately
dipping foliation that is cut by a steeply dipping crenulation
cleavage in both the Bear Foot and Packsaddle thrust sheets
is probably a consequence of a similar internal structural
style from sheet to sheet.

Existence of S3 strain slip cleavage in the imbricate
zone east of Packsaddle Thrust is indicative of a foreland
progression of thrusting. The lack of early formed isoclinal
folds (Fi) and the presence of a very weakly formed layer
parallel 'Si' foliation in the easternmost part of the area
further substantiate a "younging" of deformation toward the
northeast.

A minimum of 3.05 km of middle Miette strata are
found above an 800 m thick unit of pelite and lesser quartzite
in the northern Selwyn Range. The true stratigraphic
position of this pelite unit is not yet known. Its upper
c ntact with the overlying middle Miette is gradational on
the east limb of Terry Fox Anticlinorium and in Swift
Syncline. On the west limb of the anticlinorium, however, a
fault is present at the base of the middle Miette, where it
overlies the same pelite unit. Consequently, at this time, the
pelite unit in question cannot unambiguously be assigned to
either the lower or upper Miette. In this report, it is
tentatively assigned to the 'lower' Miette pending further
examination of the problem. Regardless of its true
stratigraphic position, correlation of this unit with the
predominantly pelitic unit above basement rocks of the Bear
Foot Thrust Sheet reveals a minimum of 2 km of missing
section above the basement. Thus, rocks of the Malton
Gneiss complex probably formed a topographic high during
Windermere time.
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Abstract
In the Sukunka-Burnt River area of east-central British Columbia, the Lower Carboniferous

succession comprises the upper Banff, Pekisko(?), "Shunda", Shunda, Turner Valley, and Mount Head(?)
formations. This succession was deposited in the southern part of the Peace River Embayment. The
upper Banff Formation consists of a recessive interval of middle to upper Tournaisian (Tnl to Tn3),
calcareous shale with subordinate Jime mudstone to packstone, representing basin to relatively
shallow water environments. In the southern part of the study area it is overlain by pelmatozoan lime
grainstone of the upper Tournaisian (Tn3) Pekiskof?) Formation, which represents relatively hiqh
energy conditions. The overlying, upper Tournaisian (Tn3) "Shunda" formation comprises rhythmically
bedded, nixed skeletal lime packstone and grainstone, deposited in shallow to moderately deep
carbonate-ramp depositional environments. In the southeastern part of the study area, the "Shunda"
is overlain by, and grades southeastward into the upper Tournaisian (TnJ) Shunda Formation, which is
mainly composed of fenestrate, algal boundstone and calcisphere-algal lime wackestone to packstone
of restricted shelf origin. The lower Visean (VI) Turner Valley Formation comprises mixed-skeletal
lime packstone and grainstone, of open shelf to upper slope origin. Hemicyclic, open- to restricted-
shelf carbonates constitute the overlying, lower VisSan (VI) Mount Head(?) Formation.

Resume

Dans le secteur hydrographique Sukunka-Burnt dans le centre-est de la Colombie-Britannique, la
succession du Carbonifere infe>ieur est constitute des formations suivantes: Banff supe>ieur,
Pekisko (?), "Shunda", Shunda, Turner Valley et Mount Head (?). Cette succession s'est deposed dans
la partie sud de la baie de la riviere de la Paix. La formation de Banff superieur consiste en un
intervalle re'gressif d'argile schisteuse calcaire du Tournaisien moyen a superieur (Tnl a Tn3)
accompagnee de mudstones et de packstones calcaires secondaires formant des couvettes et des
depressions d'eau relativement peu profondes. Dans la partie sud de la region a l'etude, cette
formation est recouverte d'un grainstone calcaire a pelmatozoaire de la formation de Pekisko (?) du
Tournaisien superieur (Tn3) qui denote des conditions Snerge'tiques relativement intenses. La
formation susjacente de "Shunda" du Tournaisien supe îeur (Tn3) presente une sedimentation
rythmique de packstones et de qrainstones calcaires a squelettes melanges qui se sont deposes sur des
versants de carbonate peu a mode're'ment profonds. Dans la partie sud-est de la region a J'e'tude, la
formation de "shunda" est recouverte par la formation de Shunda du Tournaisien superieur (Tn3) avec
laquelle elle se confond progressivement au sud-est et qui est principalement constitute de
boundstone fenestr£ a algues et de wackstone a packstone calcaire a alques calcispheres de plateau
continental confine. La formation de Turner Valley du Viseen inferieur (VI) est constitute de
packstone et de grainstone calcaire a squelettes melanges de plateau continental ouvert a talus
superieur. Des carbonates hemicycliques de plateau continental ouvert a confine constituent la
formation susjacente de Mount Head (?) du Vesien inferieur (VI).

1 Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4
2 Departement de G^ologie, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3J7
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Introduction

Broad facies relationships within the Lower
Carboniferous Banff Formation and Rundle Group of the
Canadian Cordillera have been outlined in several, major,
regional stratigraphic studies (Wacauley et al., 1964;
Bamber et al., 1984; Richards et al., in press). Few detailed
sedimentoiogical studies of these units have been published,
however, and in many areas, precise facies relationships
are unknown. A recent increase in hydrocarbon exploration
in northern British Columbia, resulting in extensive sub-
surface studies of the Lower Carboniferous, has emphasized
the need for equivalent surface assessment in the adjacent
outcrop belt.

This paper provides a detailed account of four Lower
Carboniferous stratigraphic sections measured in the
Sukunka-Burnt River area, in the eastern Rocky Mountains of
east-central British Columbia (Fig. 76.1, 76.3). The micro-
facies of the Banff, Pekisko(?), "Shunda", Shunda, Turner
Valley, and Mount Head(?> formations are described, and
lithostratigraphic correlations are made with the adjacent
Monkman Pass area. The paper supplements a recent bio-
stratigraphic study by Beauchamp and Mamet (1985), in which
the foraminiferal zonation is presented and a brief discussion
of the environmental significance of the algae is given.

the Besa River Formation is basinal shale, and the partly
coeval Banff is a transgressive - regressive sequence of basin
to supratidal, siliciclastics and carbonates. Carbonate-
platform facies are present in the Banff, but most of the unit
appears to comprise carbonate-ramp facies (Richards et al.,
in press). The overlying Rundle Group consists mainly of
carbonate-platform facies deposited during several major
transgressions and regressions, but carbonate-ramp deposits
are locally important (Richards, in press; Richards et al.,
in press). Upper-slope to open-shelf lime-grainstone and
packstone of the Pekisko Formation generally overlie the
Banff and pass basinward into slope deposits of the "Shunda"
(Fig. 76.3) and Banff (Richards et al., in press). In
southwestern Alberta, shelf-margin to restricted-shelf
carbonates (Fig. 76.5a) in the Shunda, Turner Valley, and
Mount Head formations generally overlie the Pekisko and
pass southwestward into shelf-margin to upper-slope
grainstone of the Livingstone Formation (Fig. 76.21. To the
north, the Pekisko is overlain in most areas by either the
slope to shelf-margin deposits of the "Shunda" or the
restricted-shelf carbonates of the Shunda (Fig. 76.2, 76.3).
However, in southwestern District of Mackenzie and adjacent
areas to the south, the Pekisko is also overlain by basinal
shale of the Clausen (Fig. 76.2; Richards, 1983). The Shunda
and its equivalents in the "Shunda" are mainly overlain by

Study area

The study area covers over 40 km, from the south-
eastern part of the Pine Pass map area (NTS 93O), to the
southwestern corner of the Dawson Creek map area
(NTS 93P) (Fig. 76.1). The four stratigraphic sections studied
are: Watson Peak section (55°13'58"N, 122°05'07"W), North
Burnt River section (55°I4'30"N, 122°04'30"W), Burnt River
section (55"121OO"N, 122o02'30"W), and Sukunka River section
(55°0r30"N, !21o»2'00"W). These four sections occur in the
sam^ thrust sheet and are more than ninety per cent exposed.
At all four sections, the top of the Rundle Group is truncated
beneath sub-Permian or sub-Triassic disconformities
(Fig. 76.4).

Detailed stratigraphic logs, based on both field and
microscopic observations, are provided in Figures 76.7
to 76.10. These figures show the distribution and relative
proportions of carbonate grains, matrix, cement, dolomite,
and fifteen types of allochems, including peloids, lithoclasts,
lumps, mud-coated grains, and fossil fragments. In addition,
the distributions and relative abundances of ten groups of
calcareous algae are given. Accounts of previous work
related to the study area and the adjacent Monkman Pass
area can be found in Mamet et al. (in press) and Beauchamp
and Mamet (1985).

Regional setting

The Lower Carboniferous of the eastern Cordillera and
western Plains mainly comprises the Besa River and Banff
formations and most of the Rundle Group (Fig. 76.2). Two
major facies belts are recognized: an eastern belt of clastic
and carbonate, slope to supratidal shelf facies (Fig. 76.5a,b);
and a correlative, western belt of deeper water, basinal shale
(Bamber et al., 1984). The lateral transition between these
facies belts is a wide, irregular zone characterized by planar-
laminated to rhythmically bedded spiculite, bedded chert, and
cherty limestone to dolostone. These transitional deposits
accumulated mainly in lower- to middle-slope environments
on carbonate platforms and ramps (Fig. 76.5) having very low
depositional slopes (Richards, 1983; Bamber et al., 1984;
Richards et al., in press).

The lithostratigraphic units of Early Carboniferous age
in the eastern Cordillera and western Plains reflect the
depositional settings outlined above (Fig. 76.2). In general,

Figure 76.1. Location of Lower Carhoniferous sections
under study, Sukunko-Burnt River area. Dotted line in
upoer inset show's approximate marain of Corriilleran
mioqeocline in western Canada, with outline of Peace River
Embayment (PRE). A-B, line of cross-section shoMm in
Figure 7R.3.
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Figure 76.2. Correlations of l^ower Carboniferous formations, southwestern Alberta to
southwestern District of Mackenzie.
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shelf-margin to restricted-shelf faries of the Turner Valley
and Mount Head(?) in east-central British Columbia, and by
middle-slope to restricted-shelf deposits of the Debolt to the
north and in much of the area to the east. In east-central
British Columbia, the "Shunda", Turner Valley, and lower
Mount Head(?) pass basinward into the middle- to lower-slope
facies of the Prophet {Fig. 76.3). A similar lateral facies
change takes place to the north, where the "Shunda", Debolt,
and Flett formations grade basinward into the Prophet.

In the Sukunka-Curnt River area, as in the adjacent
Monkman Pass area, the Lower Carboniferous is represented
by a wide range of basin and slope to shelf facies (Fig. 76.3;
76.5a,b). They were deposited near the southern margin of
the Peace River Embayment, which developed during latest
Devonian and Early Carboniferous time as an eastward
extension of the Cordilleran rniogeocline (Fig. 76.1;
Richards et al., in press; see also Macauley, 195S and
Macauley et al., 196*).

Stratigraphy and facies in study area

The stratigraphic nomenclature used in this paper is
mainly that of Richards et al. (in press). An exception is the
unnamed unit informally referred to as the "Shunda"
formation. This usage follows that of Bamber and Mamet
(197S), who used the term "Shunda" for an open-marine unit
that was deposited contemporaneously with the Shunda

Formation, but lacks the restricted shelf facies character-
istic of the latter. Richards et al. (in press) called the open-
marine unit "unnamed formation F" and indicated that it
passes into the Shunda and Pekisko formations (Fig. 76.2).

Banff Formation

Only the upper part of the Banff For/nation outcrops in
the study area. It occurs in all of the investigated sections,
except the North Burnt River section, which is truncated at
the base by a. fault (Fig. 76.8). The upper Banff is best
exposed at Watson Peak, where 50 m of the formation are
exposed (Fig. 76.7). There, the formation comprises very
calcareous, locally silty shale, with subordinate interbeds of
lime mudstone and algal and mixed-skeletal lime packstone.

In the Burnt River section (Fig. 76.9), the Banff
Formation is at least ^9 m thick and consists mainly of
noncalcareous shale with subordinate, nodular, lime
mudstone. Thin bedded, algal-rich lime packstone is
abundant in the uppermost part of the formation, which
becomes more resistant.

Only the upper 20 m of the Banff Formation are
preserved in the Sukunka River section (Fig. 76.10). Again,
the formation consists of shale with rare siltstone and
dolomitic limestone. Thin-bedded, brachiopod-bryozoan-
echinoderm lime wackestone and packstone are also present.

Pine
Pass

Sukunka-Burnt R. Hook
area Creek B

SE

NW

MOUNT HEAD
- FORMATION /

TURNER VALLEY
FORMATION

UPPER

VERTICAL SCALE
Metres

200 400

Figure 76.3. Schematic cross-section showing Carboniferous stratigraphic relationships, Monkman
Pass and southern Pine Pass areas. Location of section (A-B) shown on Figure 76.1; legend as in
Figure 76.5a.
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The Banff is overlain by either the "Shunda" or by a unit
provisionally assigned to the Pekisko. Resistant limestone of
the lower "Shunda" abruptly overlies the Banff Formation at
Watson Peak. At Burnt River, the formation is overlain by a
covered interval that is l»m thick and may contain either
the Pekiskof?) Formation or the lower part of the "Shunda"
formation. In the Sukunka River section (Fig. 76.10), the
Banff is overlain by a grainstone-dominated unit that is
possibly a tongue of the Pekisko Formation. The Banff
Formation extends southeastward into the adjacent Monkman
Pass area, where it comprises a thick (150-3^5 m) succession
of basinal shale grading upward into limestone of slope to

restricted-shelf aspect (Richards, pers. comm.). Toward the
northwest, the Banff passes into basinal shale of the Besa
River Formation (Fig. 76.lt).

The depositional environments of the Banff Formation
in the study area are not well established. At the outcrops
studied, the predominance of dark shale containinE few
megafossils suggests that the upper Banff consists mainly of
basin deposits. However, the uppermost Banff was probably
deposited in relatively shallow water, because it commonly
contains lime packstone rich in calcareous algae. Also, the
uppermost Banff just north of the Hook Creek section

5 - 30 km • 1 33km • 4 33 km • 6 - 30 km -7

MOUNTAIN CREEK WATSON PEAK SUKUNKA RIVER HOOK CREEK E A S T F E L L E R S

CREEK

r 500

- 400

- 300

- 200

- 100

u 0

BR BESA RIVER FM.

PR PROPHET FM.

MH MOUNT HEAD FM.

TV TURNER VALLEY FM.

" S H " "SHUNDA" FM.

SH SHUNDA FM.

PK PEKISKO FM.

BF BANFF FM.

Figure 76.4. Lithostratiqraphic correlations of Lower Carboniferous formations in sturlv area
(sees. 1,4) and adjacent areas (sees. 5-7). Distribution of foraminiferal zones (7-1?) as shown.
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Figure 76.6a

H a r s o n Peak section (Fig. 7(>.l, Sec. 1);
HI- isanff Formation, "Sll" - "Shuncla"
formation, I'V Turner Va l l ey Fo r m a l i o n .

Figure 76.6b
Watson Peak .section I Fig. 7H.1, Sec. /;;
"SH" "Shunrla" formation, TV Turner
Valley Formation, \WC:>~ Mount llencll?)
Formation, TR Triassic. A thin bed of
Permian conglomerate is present between
the Mount lleacll?) Formation and tlie
Triassic

(Fig. 76.<t) contains beds with numerous oncolites. Deposition
in relatively shallow water is also suggested by the presence
of algal lime packstone in the overlying basal "Shunda" at
Watson Peak (Fig. 76.7a).

Middle Tournaisian (Tn2) foraminiferal Zone 7 has been
recognized in the upper part of the formation at Watson Peak
(Figs. 76.*, 76.7a; see also Beauchainp and Mamet, 1985).

Pekiskot?) Formation

The Pekisko Formation is tentatively recognized in the
Sukunka River section only. It is absent at Watson Peak and
from the North Burnt River section, which is truncated by a
fault at the base (Fig. 76.8). In the Burnt River section
(Fig. 76.9) it may be represented by a covered interval
immediately above the Banff Formation. The Pekisko is
known to be very thin to absent in the area between the Hook
Creek section and the Sukunka River section (Fig. 76.^;
Richards, pers. cornm.). The bryozoan-pelmatozoan grain-
stone assigned to the Pekisko at the Sukunka River section
may be only a lens, completely separate from the Pekisko -
hence the tentative assignment of the name Pekisko in this
paper.

At the Sukunka River section, the Pekisko(?) Formation
is overlain by the "Shunda" formation. The Pekisko-"5hunda"
contact is gradational in terms of both outcrop profile and
lithofacies. To the east and south of the study area, the
Pekisko is conformably overlain by either the "Shunda" or the
Shunda Formation.

In the adjacent Monkman Pass area, southeast of Hook
Creek, the Pekisko Formation is generally well developed,
and comprises mainly lime grainstone, deposited in shelf-
margin to open-shelf environments on carbonate platforms
(Fig. 76.3; Richards, pers. comm.). In most of that area, a
minor erosional disconformity marks the Banff-Pekisko
contact (Fig. 76.<0. The Pekisko has not been recognized to
the northwest, in the central and northern Pine Pass area,
where correlatives of the Pekisko are in the "Shunda" and
deeper water Prophet and Besa River formations (Fig. 76.3).
At the Sukunka River section, the Pekisko(?) probably records
deposition in a relatively shallow, high-energy, shoal environ-
ment on a carbonate ramp. Deposition under high energy
conditions is suggested by the predominance of lime grain-
stone and by the occurrence of medium- \o large-scale
crossbeds. The lens-like aspect of the Pekiskot?) at this
locality is suggestive of a shoal. The Sukunka section is on



the south side o{ the Peace River Embayrnent, where the
lower part of the Rundle Group (Prophet, "Shunda", Pekisko,
and Shunda) consists of carbonate-ramp deposits, rather than
carbonate-platform deposits (Fig. 76.5b; Richards et al.,
in press). A ramp setting is suggested by the southeastward
and eastward gradation of slope deposits of the Prophet and
"Shunda" into supratidal Shunda facies with no intermediate,
well-developed, shelf-margin grainstone facjes like that
characteristic of platform deposits (Fig. 76.3).

In the study area, the Pekiskot?) is probably of middle
and early late Tournaisian (Tn2 and Tn3) age. Only
nondiagnostic foraminifers were collected from the unit at
the Sukunka River section (Beauchamp and Mamet, 19S5), but
at Hook Creek (Fig. 76.4), Bamber and Marnet (in press)
recovered foraminifers assignable to Zone 7 and lower
Zone S.

"Shunda" formation

The "Shunda" formation is present in ail four of the
sections studied, and is most completely developed in the
Pine Pass area (Fig. 76.1, 76.3). Where completely developed,
the "Shunda" comprises two divisions. The lower division,
which correlates with the Pekisko, is resistant. The upper
division correlates with the Shunda, is commonly very
recessive at its base, and generally becomes more resistant
upward (Fig. 7b.G).

At Watson Peak (Fig. 76.6), the "Shunda" is completely
developed and consists of 160 m of thin to thick bedded
deposits (Fig. 76.6, 76.7). With the exception of the Pekisko
correlatives, which constitute the lower 31 rn and become
less resistant upward, the "Shunda" at this locality comprises
multibed hemicycles that generally become more resistant
upward. Dark, highly bioturbated, algal-foraminifer-
echinoderm lime packstone and grainstone are common, and
fine grained, algai-echinoderm lime packstone and grainstone
are less abundant. In addition, units of algal lime packstone
constitute much of the lower 31 m of the formation. The
grainstone and packstone are commonly rhythmically inter-
bedded with, and grade upward into, less resistant,
argillaceous limestone and marlstone. Most beds resemble
storm deposits, and have great lateral continuity (Fig. 76.6),
sharp bases (commonly with load casts), and poorly developed

normal grading. At this locality, the formation lacks
restricted-shelf lithofacies, such as algal-calcisphere-peloid
lime wackestone and packstone and (enestrate, algal
boundstone. The "Shunda" at both Burnt River (Fig. 76.4) and
north Burnt River (Fig. 76.S) closely resembles this unit at
Watson Peak, but contains less lime grainstone.

At the Sukunka River section (Fig. 76.10), the "Shunda"
consists of lSOm of thin to thick bedded, variably
argillaceous and dolomitic limestone with a moderately
recessive profile. The lowest part of the formation consists
of brachiopod-bryozoan-cchinoderm lime wackestone and
packstone with minor grainstone. interbedded with spjrule-
rich lime wackestone and packstone. Higher in the section,
the assemblage becomes more diversified, with the addition
of foraminifers and tubular algae, mostly within the lime
wackestone and packstone. Chert bands arc moderately
common throughout the lower part of the formation.

The "Shunda" is overlain by either the Shunda
Formation or the Turner Valley Formation and grades south-
eastward into the Pekisko and Shunda (Fig- 76.3, 7GA;
Richards, pers. comm.). In general, the boundary with the
Pekisko and Shunda is a broad gradation, whereas that with
the Turner Valley is sharp to gradational. within tiie study
area and in the Monkman Pass area to the south, strata in the
"Shurtda" that correlate with the basal Shunda extend farthest
toward the east and southeast.

Toward the northwest, most o( the "Shunda" appears to
grade basinward into deeper-water slope deposits of the
Prophet Formation (Richards ct al., in press).

Lithofacies of the "Shunda" appear to have been
deposited in carbonate-ramp environments (Fig. 76.5b)
ranging from shallow and relatively restricted to open-marino
and moderately deep (Richards et al.. in press). For reasons
given above, in the discussion of the depositional environ-
ments of the Pekisko(?), the "Shunda" of the study area is
considered to comprise mainly carbonate-ramp deposits.
Toward the northwest, deposition of the "Shunda" occurred at
progressively greater depths, judging from its biofacies and
lithofacies trends, and from its lateral relationships with the
Prophet and Shunda formations.

[f]

tu-iu
GO !

Legend for Figures 76.7 to 76.10
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The age of the "Shunda" formation has been well
established using foraminiferal evidence (Beauchamp and
Mamet, 1985). Late Tournaisian (Tn3) microfossils
(zones 8, 9) have been recovered from most of the formation.
The uppermost strata, however, contain an uppermost
Tournaisian (Tn3) to earliest Visean (VI) fauna (Zone 9/10).

Shunda Formation
The Shunda Formation is present only at the Sukunka

River section. It is more than 140 rn thick (Fig. 76.10), but
faulting and Jack of exposure at the top of the section
prevent determination of the true thickness. The Shunda at
this locality is recessive and medium bedded, and consists
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facies that resemble those described above and were
deposited on the restricted shelf of a carbonate platform
(Fig. 76.5a; Richards, pers. comm.). Basinward, toward the
northwest part of the study area (Fig. 76A), the Shunda
passes laterally into more open-marine deposits (mainly
shallow-shelf and slope deposits, Fig. 76.5b) of the "Shunda".
It grades into the latter without passing through a
transitional shelf-margin grainstone belt (Fig. 76.3) like that
preserved in coeval strata in the south (Richards et al.,
in press). Generally, the uppermost Shunda extends farthest
toward the northwest.

In the study area, the Shunda is mainly composed of
restricted-shelf lithofacies (Fig. 76.5b) that were probably
deposited on a carbonate ramp. Deposition on the restricted
shelf is indicated by the common occurrence of fenestrate
algal boundstone and iime wackestone-to-packstone rich in
foraminifers, calcispheres, and calcareous algae. A
carbonate-ramp setting is favoured for reasons given above in
the discussion of the depositional environment represented by
the Pekisko(?) Formation.

A rich, late Tournaisian (Tn3), spinoendothyrid fauna,
representing Zone 9, was recovered from the Shunda
Formation (Beauchamp and Mamet, 1985). The lowest
Visean (VI) Zone 10 was also recognized from the uppermost
30 m of the formation, indicating that the upper age range of
the Shunda at the Sukunka River section corresponds to that
;n southwestern Alberta (Mamet, 19S4).

Turner Valley Foi mation

The Turner Valley Formation is present at the Watson
Peak, North Burnt River, and Burnt River sections. In
addition, it is locally exposed between the Sukunka River
section and Burnt River.

At Watson Peak (Fig. 76.6, 76.7), the formation
comprises 64 m ot resistant, cliff-forming, thick bedded
limestone, which is locally dolomitic and consists mainly of
algal-foraminifer-echinoderm packotone. Subordinate
amounts of algal-foraminifer-echinodenn lime srainstone and
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brachjopod-bryozoan-echinoderm grainstone are also present
near the base and top of the formation. Chert is present in
the uppermost beds.

Algal-foraminifer-echinoderm lime packstone and
grainstone characterize the Turner Valley at North Burnt
River (Fig. 76.8), where it is 53 m thick. There, it forms a
resistant, thick to very thick bedded, cliff-forming unit.
Minor dolomite and chert bands are also present.
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At the Burnt River section (Fig. 76.9\ the Turner
Valley Formation is 65 m thick and consists mainly of thick
to very thick bedded, algal-foraminifer-echinoderrn lime
grainstone and packstone.

In the study area, most beds of the Turner Valley
Formation have share subplanar to gently ur.dulose
boundaries, are massive, and have great lateral continuity.
However, beds with diffuse internal stratification are
moderately common, and rare beds show medium-scale cross-
bedding. At Watson Peak, the lower Turner Valley contains
some normally graded beds resembling turbidites or some
tempestites.

In the study area, strata assigned to the Turner Vallev
Formation are conformably overlain by a unit that is
provisionally included in the Mount Head Formation
(Fig. 76A). The contact is placed at the top of a resistant
grainstone and packstone unit that underlies more restricted,
algal-rich facies. The Turner Vallev Formation is present

throughout much of the Monkman Pass area to the southeast,
where it generally comprises shelf-margin to open-shelf
lithofacies with subordinate, restricted-shelf lithofacies
(Fig. 76.3, 76.5a; Richards, pers. comrn.). Toward the north-
west, this formation probably grades into the Prophet
Formation (Fig. 76.4), but the details of this transition have
not been established. On the western part of the Plain:; to
the east of the study area, equivalents of the Turner Vallev
have been included in the lower Debolt bv Macauley (1958)
and Macauley et al. (196*).

The Turner Valley Formation of the study area is
provisionally interpreted as comprising carbonate-platform
lithofacies deposited in settings ranging from open shelf to
upper slope. Deposition on a platform, rather than a ramp, is
suggested by the presence of a thick and widespread grain-
stone lithofacies that: 1. is of upper-slope to shelf-margin
aspect (Fig. 76.5a): 2. passes northwestward (basinward) into
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deep-water deposits of the Prophet Formation: 3. grades
southeastward (toward the paleoshore) into facies of open- to
restricted-shelf aspect (Richards et al., in press).

Foraminiferai data indicate a late earlv Visean CTnl)
age (Zone 10) for the Turner Valley Formation throughout the
study area (Beauchamp and Mamet, I9S51.

Mount Head(?) Formation

Strata identified as the Mount HeadC1) Formation are
present in sections 1, 2, and 3, located in the southeastern
Pine Pass area (Fig. 76.1). The assignment of these strata to
the Mount Head is provisional, because the relationships
between this unit and the Turner Valley and Mount Head
formations to the southeast are uncertain.
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At Watson Peak (Fig. 76.7), the Mount Head(?) is 52 m
thick, and consists of resistant, medium bedded,
nonargillaceous to slightly argillaceous limestone alternating
with intervals of more recessive carbonates. The formation
comprises facies ranging from algal-calcisphere lime
wackestone and algal-echinoderm packstone to foraminifer-
algal-echinoderm packstone and grainstone and brachiopod-
echinoderm-bryozoan grainstone. Lump-peloid-foraminifer
lime grainstone is also present. In general, calcareous algae
and other allochems characteristic of shallow, restricted-
shelf environments (Fig. 76.5a) predominate in the lower
47 m of the Mount Head(?) Formation at this locality,
whereas pelmatozoan ossicles and other open-marine
bioclasts predominate in the upper 5 m.

A similar assemblage of lithofacies was observed within
the Mount Head(?) Formation at North Burnt River
(Fig. 76.8), where the formation is 62 m thick. Chert is
present, as well as dolom!:ic limestone. The observed
microfacies include lime Wd kestone through packstone and
grainstone, containing various assemblages of tubular algae,
calcispheres, foraminifers, echinoderms, brachiopods,
bryozoanc, and peloids.

At Burnt River (Fig. 76.9), the Mount Head(?) consists
of a diversified assemblage of medium to thick bedded
carbonates, including algal-echinoderm lime packs tone and
grainstone, algal-foraminifer-echinoderm lime packstone, and
brachiopod-bryozoan-echinoderm lime grainstone and
packstone.

At all localities ir. the study area, the Mount Head(?)
Formation is truncated by regional unconformities beneath
either Permian or Triassic strata. The formation is thicker
and more completely developed southeast of the study area,
where it consists mainly of lithofacies deposited in open- and
restricted-shelf settings (Fig. 76.5a) during several
transgressions and regressions (Richards et al., in press). On
the western plains east of the study area, correlatives of the
Mount Head(?) have been included in the Debolt Formation by
Macauley (1958) and Macauley et al. (1964). Northwest of
Watson Peak, it grades basinward into slope deposits of the
Prophet Formation (Fig. 76.3, 76.*).

The Mount Head(?) Formation of the study area is
provisionally interpreted to comprise carbonate-platform
lithofacies deposited mainly in shallow water on either the
restricted shelf or the open to restricted shelf (Fig. 76.5a).
Deposition in relatively restricted environments is indicated
by the allochems present. The echinoderm-rich beds in the
uppermost Mount Head(?) probably were deposited in more
open settings on the open shelf or seaward. Lithofacies of
the Mount Head(?) are interpreted to be platform, rather
than ramp deposits, because they appear to pass basinward
(northwestward) into middle and lower-slope deposits through
a transitional grainstone belt of upper-slope to shelf-margin
aspect (Richards, pers. comm.).

Foraminlferal data indicate a late early Visean (VI) age
(Zon; 11) for most of the Mount Head in the Sukunka-Burnt
River area (Beauchamp and Mamet, 1985). Strata of middle
Visean (V2) age (Zone 12) have not been identified in the
study area, but are widely distributed in the Mount Head of
the Monkman Pass area. This indicates that pre-Permian
erosion reached lower stratigraphic levels in the study area
than to the south.
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An occurrence of bitumen in the Interior Platform near
Rengleng River, District of Mackenzie

Project 850044

D.K. Norris and A.R. Cameron
Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Calgary

Norris, D.K. and Cameron. A.R.. An occurrence of bitumen in the Interior Platform near Renglenq
River, District of Mackenzie: iri Current Pesearch. Part A, Geological Survey of Canada.
Paper 86-lA, p. 645-648, 19B6.

Abstract

A peculiar occurrence of solid bitumen exhibiting the qrahamite to epi-impsonite level of
maturation was discovered in the northern Interior Platform a few kilometres north of Renqlenq
River, District of Mackenzie. It may represent mobilized, stronqly biodeqraried hydrocarbons from a
potential reservoir beneath or in association with the Upper Devonian Canol Formation and,
correspondingly, improves the prospects for hydrocarbon exploration in the region.

Une manifestation singuliere de bitume solirie presentant un niveau de maturation de la
grahamite a I'epi-impsonite a ete decouverte dans la partie septentrionale de la plate-forme
inte>ieure, a quelques kilometres au nord de la riviere Rengleng, district de Mackenzie. II pourrait
s'aqir d'hydrocarbures fortement bio-degrades et mobilises provenant d'un reservoir potentiel sous-
jacent ou associe a la formation rie Cannl du De"vonien superieur, ameliorant ainsi les perspectives de
recherche sur les hydrocarbures dans la region.
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Introduction

A peculiar occurrence of coal-like material in the
Interior Platform of western District of Mackenzie, NWT was
first discovered by one of the authors (OKN) in 19S3,
However, it was not until after a second visit to the locality
in 19S5 bv both authors, followed by detailed petrographic
and chemical analyses, that the true nature of the material
was ascertained. It is composed of two generations of solid
bitumen: a brown, fluorescing one forming the matrix, and a
dark orange fluorescing one forming inclusions in the matrix
(F. Goodarzi, personal communication, 1985).

The occurrence is located in a borrow pit immediately
west of the Dempster Highway 'Fig. 77.1) about seven
kilometres north of Rengleng River and slightly more than
one kilometre north of a microwave tower, also beside the
highway. It is located approximately at Kilometre 185, the
posted distance along the highway from the boundary
between Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories, at
longitude m°<»f>.0'W and latitude 67°<tS.<f'N. so that it falls
within the Arctic Red River map area (Norris, 1981) on the
west flank of Sitidgi Syncline. The location can be pinpointed
precisely on National Air Photo Library vertical (coloured)
air photograph A 37 501-100 at the following Cartesian
co-ordinates, measured in centimetres from the centre of the
picture, where the Y-axis coincides with the line joining the
North and South fiducials and the positive Y direction points
to the north side of the picture: X - -1.52 cm, Y = -4.71 cm.

The bitumen occurs as a sill-like mass, more or less
parallel to bedding in the exposed hanging wall, in flyschoid,
dark grey, fissile mudstone and platy to flaggy, fine grained
sandstone of the marine, Upper Devonian Imperial Formation.
The footwall is not exposed. The beds above the bitumen

strike N30"E and are folded into a gentle, northeast-trending
syncline that is completely exposed on the north (right) wall
of the pit (Fig- 77.1). The beds on both flanks of the fold dip
toward each other at about 15" so that the sill-like mass
might be expected to surface at the near (east) side of the
pit. The fact that this does not occur suggests that the
bitumen intrusion must, on average, dip more steeply than
bedding, or that it pinches out in an eastward direction. The
conduit may be a northeast striking, high-an^le fault, and its
source may be a reservoir(s) at greater depth within the
stratigraphic succession, perhaps beneath, or at least in
association with, the underlying Upper Devonian Canol
Formation.

Mudstones stratigraphically above the bitumen have
been dated palynologically. Those immediately above
the bitumen (CSC loc. C-9254S) contain an extremely
corroded spore assemblage of possible Frasnian age
(D.C. McGregor and .1. lining, personal communication,
1985). Those in the ramp at the eastern approach to the pit
(GSC loc. C-92547) contain a diverse assemblage of
mid-Frasnian spores, including Archaeoperisaccus opiparus
Owens, Hymenozonotriletes deliquescens Naumova, and
Hystricosporites furcatus Owens (D.C. McGregor, Int. Rept.,
1984). There is no evidence of reworking of these flora: thus,
the early Late Devonian age indicated by them is considered
to be the actual age of this part of the Imperial Formation
which contains the bitumen.

Ti.e lateral limits of the bitumen sill have not been
established, tt is exposed continuously over a strike distance
of about 20 in on the west wall of the pit. To the north it
continues into the pit wall, whereas to the south it appears to
lens out about half way across the pit (Fig. 77.1).

Figure 77.1. View to northwest of bitumen occurrence in far (west) wall of borrow pit at Km 1R5
nd/acent to Dempster Highway, near Renqlenq River, NWT. Note syncline in interberlriert sanrfstone
and mudstone exposed on north wall of pit, CSC photo 2421- 194.
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Fiqure 77.2. Drillinq hole 90/R3B with power auqer in bitumen adjacent to north wall of borrow pit.
GSC photo 2421-195.

In order to gain an appreciation of the thickness and
extent of the sill, four S-inch diameter holes were drilled
with a power auger l perpendicular to bedding, and S m apart,
beginning at water level near the southern limit of exposure
of the bitumen (Hole 90/83A). The second hole (90/S3C) was
drilled 8 m up-dip from the first. The third and fourth holes
were drilled S m and 16 m, respectively, on strike to the
north of the second hole. The northernmost hole (90/S3B)
was drilled within 2 m of the north wall of the pit. Each hole
was drilled to a depth of 1.22 m, the maximum limit of the
equipment, without encountering the footwall of the sill. The
true thickness of the sill where it was drilled is, therefore,
unknown but it can be safely concluded that it is in excess
of I m.

Macroscopically, the material is extremely bright and
homogeneous. It is very friable and has a conchoidal
fracture. In place it appears to be faintly laminated parallel
to hanging wall bedding. It was not observed to contain any
rock partings, although some chunks of sandstone similar to
that occurring in the hanging wall appeared to be enclosed
within the bitumen on the north wall of the pit, suggesting
stoping during intrusion of the sill.

Samples representative of the part of the sill
penetrated by the drill were recovered from two of the holes
(90/83 A and 90/83 B; C-1*0251 and C-1*0252, respectively)
and were analyzed petrographically and chemically. The
results are presented in Tables 77.1 through 77.*.
Reflectance measurements and chemical analyses were made
according to procedures outlined by the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM, 1979). PyroJysis data were
determined by RockEval instrumentation as described by
Espitalie et al. (1977) and Milner (1982). In addition, extracts
of the samples were prepared by L.R. Snowdon at ISPG and
analyzed by gas chromatography.

Microscopically, the material appears almost
completely homogeneous, with no evidence of solubility in
the immersion oil. When examined under reflected white
light oil immersion, F. Goodarzi found that the two samples
were in the grahamite to epi-impsonite (%Roil = 0.9 - 1.0,
Jacob, 1981) level of maturation. Under fluorescent blue
lignt he found the two generations of bitumen - the dark
brown matrix and the inclusions of dark orange colouration.
According to Goodarzi, these two bitumens are an end
product of biodegradation of a mobile phase, perhaps
originally gilsonite.

The mudstones from immediately above the bitumen
(GSC loc. C-925*8) contain rare spores which vary from
medium brown, to dark brown, to brownish black on those
with thick exines 0 . Utting, personal communication, 1985).
The colours suggest a Thermal Alteration Index of 3- to 3+ on
the 5-point scale of Dow (1977), indicating a hydrocarbon
potential in the lower part of the oil window.

Chemically, according to L.R. Snowdon (personal
communication, 1985), the two samples have an intermediate
atomic hydrogen to carbon ratio and Hydrogen Index, a very
low oxygen to carbon ratio and Oxygen Index, .. large amount
of cyclic saturated hydrocarbons in the extracts (terpanes,
steranes), and a level of thermal alteration lowtr than might
be indicated by the bitumen reflectance (see fable 77.1).
Total extracts were 6.1 and 10.5 mg/g for samples C-l*0251
and C-1*0252, respectively. Saturate fraction gas
chromatograms contain substantial amounts of cyclic
biomarker compounds but little or no normal alkanes or
acyclic isoprenoids, indicating that the samples have under-
gone extensive biodegradation, and supporting Goodarzi's
conclusions based on petrographic considerations.

As far as the authors are aware, the solid bitumen
occurrence near Rengleng River is unique to the

1 The authors are gratefully indebted to the Inuvik Scientific Resource centre
for the loan of the auger. 6*7
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autochthonous stratigraphic succession of the northern
Interior Platform. In the orogen, 210 km to the southwest,
however, two albertiteC) dykes have been reported by .Steick
(19**) in the lower canyon of the Peel River on the east flank
of Richardson anticlinorium (Norris and Hopkins, 1977).
These dykes also are hosted in the Imperial Formation and
may well have had their source in the underlying, generally
organic-rich Canol Formation.

A probable source for this Rengleng River bitumen is
the Canol Formation, which is estimated to lie at a depth of
1600 m in the vicinity of the sampled outcrop (G.K. Williams,
personal communication, 19S5). At present, there is no way
of determining when the bitumen migrated to its present
location, and evaluation of the thermal history of the
occurrence would be very speculative. At its present level of
maturity (Ro Max 0.97) the bitumen probably has a slightly
lower reflectance than associated vitrinite, which might be
expected to have reflectances in the order of 1.0 to 1.1, The
nearest site from which vitrinite reflectances have been
published for Devonian strata was a well about 115 km
northeast of Rengleng River. The values reported were 2.2*
and 2.*S (Gunther and Meijer-Drees, 1977). These values are
significantly higher than those determined on the Rengle;^
River samples and indicate a maturity level well above the
upper limit of the "oil window". The reflectance of the
Rengleng bitumen suggests a maturity level that is well
within the "oil window", a conclusion supported by the fact
that identifiable palynomorphs were recovered from the
associated sediments, and also by the results of the chemical
analyses (Snowdon, personal communication, 1985).
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Abstract

Haplothecia Freeh, 1885, and Kuangxiastraea Yu and Kuann, 19B3, are closely related hut
separable qenera belonqinq to the Subfamily Hexaqonariinae Bul'vanker, 1958, of the Family
Colurnnariidae Nicholson, 1879. Haplothecia is known, with certainty, only from Frasnian racks of
Germany and the southern Urals. Kuangxiastraea, on the other hand, has been found in Eifelian and
Givetian strata of China, Givetian limestones of Devon, Enqland, and the Frasnian nf Western
Australia, China, the Rudny Altay reqion of the Soviet Union, Germany, and the Canadian Rocky
Mountains. It is probably also present in the Frasnian of the Soviet Far East and the Urals.
Scruttonia Cherepnina, 1975, and its possible senior synonym Frechastraea 5crutton, 1968. are
assigned to the Phillipsastreidae Roemer, 1883. Scruttonia, str ict ly interpreted, is widely distributed
in Frasnian racks of Europe and Asia, but has not been found on other continents. Kuangxiastraea
julli is established as a new species from Alberta.

Resume

Haplothecia Freeh, 1885, et Kuangxiastraea Yu et Kuang, 1983, sont des qenres etroitement
associes mais distincts, appartenant a la sous-famille des Hexaqonariinae Bul'vanker, 1958, rie la
farnille des Columnarridae Nicholson, 1879. Haplothecia n'est connu avec certitude que dans les
roches du Frasnien en Allemagne et dans le sud de l'Ourai. Par contre, Kuanqxiastraea a ete trouve
dans des couches de I'Eife'lien et du Giv^tien en Chine, dans des calcaires du Giv^tien de Devon en
Angleterre et dans le Frasnien en Australie occidental, en Chine, dans la reqion de Rudny Altay en
Union SoviStique, en Allemagne et dans les Rocheuses au Canada. II s'en trouve probablement aussi
dans le Frasnien dans l'extreme est de l'Union Sovi^tique et dans 1'Oural. Scruttonia Cherepnina,
1975, et son ancien synonyme possible Frechastraea Scrutton, 1968, sont associe's a Phillipsastreidae
Roemer, 18H3. Scruttonia, au sens str ict , est distribue partout dans des roches du Frasnien de
l'Europe et de l'Asie et n'a pas ete trouve sur d'autres continents;. Kuangxiastraea julli sp. nov. est
Stablie conime une nouvelle espece en Alberta.



Introduction and acknowledgments

The author first became interested in the European
coral genus Hapiothecia more than twenty years ago, while
working on certain Australian Devonian phaccllophyllid corals
(1'edder, 1966). Knowing of this interest, the late R.K. .lull
submitted a coral, which he thought might be a \orth
American species of the genus, from beds transitional
between the Perdrix and Cairn formations on the east side of
Mt. Haultain in the Alberta Rocky Mountains.

JuJJ had polished a transverse face on the specimen, and
is likely to have taken an acetate peel from it. On receiving
the coral, the author prepared longitudinal and transverse
thin sections. These revealed that the coral is
thamnasterioid to astreoid, and lacks true intercorallite
walls, such as occur in the cerioid type species of
Hapiothecia. Scrutton (1967, p. 271) admitted both cerioid
and astreoid to thamnasterioid species to Hapiothecia, but
this interpretation was questioned by Hill and Jell (1971.
p. 36), who thought that thamnasterioid species, otherwise
similar to Hapiothecia, might represent a distinct genus. In a
review of Devonian rugose coral distribution, Oliver and
Redder (1979, p. 2^2) also questioned such a broad
interpretation of Hapiothecia, and placed similar astreoid to
tharnnasterioid species in a separate generic category,
referred to as "Hapiothecia" (astreoid). Shortly thereafter,

Figure 78.1. Plan of the Winterberg Quarry, Harz
Mountains, West Germany. The centre of Bad Gruncl is
1.2 km south of the prominent road junction south of the
quarry. Fine stippling indicates forereef; clear area inside
the fault-bounded Iberg Limestone outcrop is fore-central
reef; coarsely stippled area is back reef (after Franke, 1971,
Fig. 3). Clear area outside the bounding faults is
Carboniferous greywacke. Specimens of Hapiothecia filata
(Schlotheim) and Scruttonia sp. cf. S. bowerbariki (Milne
Edwards and Haime), registered CSC 76343 and GSC 76346,
were collected at Locality 1. The other specimen of
Hapiothecia filata (Schlotheim), GSC 76344, was collected at
Locality 2.

Yu and Kuang (1983, p. 255-256, 276) proposed a new
subgenus, named Hapiothecia (Kuangxiastraea), for these
forms.

Hapiothecia filata, the type species of Hapiothecia, is
said to be a rare species (Birenheide. 197S, p. 9S), and for a
hundred years has been interpreted on the basis of only one
specimen. One of the purposes of the present paper is to
illustrate newly acquired material of this species to facilitate
better appraisals of Hapiothecia, and Kuangxiastraea. which
is being elevated to full generic rank. Another purpose is to
establish a new species based on 3ull's specimen. The
opportunity is also taken to review the problematic genus
Scruttonia, because of similarities between transverse
sections of its more carinate species and those of
Kuangxiastraea.

The author is greatly indebted to the late R.K. Dull for
allowing him to study a coral that 3ull himself was interested
in. The author is also much indebted to
Prof. Dr. Peter Carls, Braunschweig University, for arranging
access to the Winterberg Quarry, and to Dr. Herman Mader,
Gottingen University, for guidance while collecting at the
quarry.

Systematic paleontology

In this work, no consideration is given to the three
problematic genera Streptastraea Sandberger and Sandberger
(IS5^, legend to PI. 37; spelled Streptastrea by the same
authors in 1856, p. 416), Pseudoacervularia Schiuter OSS),
p. SU), and Billingsastraea Grabau (1917, p. 957).

The type species of Streptastraea is S. longiradiata
Sandberger and Sandberger 0S5», PI. 37, figs. 3-3b; 1S56,
p. <*16-M7), from the Devonian Schalstein Conglomerate at
Lohnberger Weg and Lohren, in the Lahn region of West
Germany. There is no indication tha*. the type specimen has
ever been prepared for study. T.ie Sandberger brothers
believed S. longiradiata to be congeneric with Astrea hennahi
Lonsdale, but were unaware that Lonsdale's species had
become the type species of Phillipsastrea Orbigny (1S*9,
p. 12), by designation of Milne Edwards and

Figure 78.2. Location of the Ancient Wall Carbonate
Complex, Jasper National Park, Alberta. Drawn from
Mountjoy (1968, Fig. 2). The late R.K. Jull expressed the
collection locality of Kuangxiastraea julli sp. nov.,
GSC 76345, shown here as Locality 3, in terms of this and
Mountjoy's (1968) Figure 3a. See also Figure 78.3 of
this work.
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Haime (1S50, p. Ixxi). Lang, Smith and Thomas (1940, p. 125),
Scrutton (1 yf,S, p. 211,215) and Hill (1981, p. 2S1), among
many other recent authors, have regarded Streptastraea to be
a junior subjective synonym, or a possible junior subjective
synonym of Phillipsastrea.

Acervularia coronata Milne Edwards and llaime (1351,
p. 416-417) troni Barton, now a suburb of Torquay, Devon,
England, is the type species of Pseudoacervularia, by
designation ot Lang, Smith and Thomas (1940, p. I OS). The
original specimens of Pseudoacervularia coronata are lost. In
Scrutton's (1968, p. 213) opinion, they are almost certainly
conspecilic with Phillipsastrea hennahi, making
Pseudoacervularia a subjective synonym of Phillipsastrea.

The type species of Uillingsastraea is Phillipsastrea
vcrncuili Milne Edwards and Haime (1851, p. 447-443, PI. 10,
fig. 5). Its derivation was originally given as "Devonien,
Etats-Unis: Wisconsin". Since the only Devonian outcrop
^rt\i of Wisconsin, near Milwaukee, was not kno /n before
about I860, and since no Hillingsastraea-like form is known
from it, U. verneuili was, for many years, assumed to be from
glacial drift, and to have originated in the Onondaga or Bois
Blanc beds of Ontario or Michigan. Oliver (1976, p. 89) has
argued convincingly that this is not the case. More likely,
Biliingsastraea verneuili is a Silurian species of
Arachnophyllurn from the Hopkinton Dolomite, in an area
that is now in northeastern Iowa, but was part of Wisconsin
Territory from 1S36 to 1 S3S.

Family CXUIJMNARIIDAE Nicholson, 1879

Remarks. The author's current and tentative treatment of
this lamily and its subfamilies was outlined in Pedder
(1983, p. 228-231).

Sublamily HEXAGONARI1NAE. Bul'vanker, 1958

Genus Haplothecia Freeh, 188?

Haplothecia Freeh, I SS5, p. 6S.

Type species. Madreporites filatus Schlothcirn, 1S20, as
restricted by Freeh.

Diagnosis. Genus of cerioid columnariid corals. Septa in two
orders, strongly carinate, typically with coarse yardarm
carinae composed of bilaterally symmetrical inonacanths.
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Figure 78.3. Schematic representation of the stratigraphic
relationships of the Upper Devonian units in the Ancient Wall
Carbonate Complex, Jasper National Park Alberta. Drawn
from Mount joy (1968), Figure 3a. Locality 3 represents the
stratigraphic occurrence of Kuangxiastraea julli up. nov.,
GSC 7fi.3«, given by the late R.K. Jull.

Commonly, septa curve in parallel groups through the
dissepirnentarium, locally, to such an extent that some septa
are almost parallel to the intercorallite wall (Fig. 78.9).
Peripherally, the septa may split into two or more lamellae
(Fig. 7S.S), or degenerate into discrete trabeculae (Fig. l la
of Pickett, 1967, PI. 3). In longitudinal section, the long
trabeculae and carinae display only slight radiation over most
of the dissepimentarium (Fig- 7S.4, 78.6). Dissepiments
small, globose, numerous, forming flat to moderately everted
dissepimentarial surfaces, except near the inner margin,
where they are steeply inwardly inclined. Tabulae closely
spaced, mostly incomplete and forming variable tabularial
surfaces.

Remarks. This diagnosis differs from most previous diagnoses
by excluding astreoid species. Scrutton's (1967, p. 271)
diagnosis states that dissepimentarial surfaces are strongly
reflcxed, but this is not true, especially with respect to the
type species (Fig. 78.1 3-78.16). Birenheide (1978, p. 97)
wrote that the corallite walls are commonly translucent and
arc without a median line (axial plane of some authors).
However, a line marking the axial plane is clearly visible in
the holotype of Haplothecia filata (Pedder, 1966, Text-fig. 1;
Pickctt, 1967, Text-fig. 19; Scrutton, 1967, p. 272; Hill and
jell, 1971, p. 34) and in recently collected topotypes of the
species (Fig. 78.8, 78.9).

Additional assigned species. Haplothecia schlotheimi Pickett
(1967, p. 4 5-46, PI. 3, figs, l la , b; Text-fig. 1C). Frasnian,
Ibcrg Limestone; Wirbelau near Weilburg, Lahn, West
Germany (type locality), and near Elbingerode, Harz
Mountains, East Germany (Weyer, 1971, p. 48, PI. 2, fig. 2;
PI. 3, figs. 1-3).

Unnamed species, identified as Phillipsastrea filata by
Soshkina (1951, p. 98-100, Text-fig. 36, PI. 18, figs, la, b;
also Soshkina, 1952, p. 101, PI. 42, fig. 141). Unnamed
Frasnian beds; River Bolshoi Nugush, below the village of
Kosheli, western slope of the southern Urals.

Doubtful species. Acervularia granulosa F.A. Roemer (1855,
p. 32, PI. 6, figs. 21a,b). Frasnian, Iberg Limestone; near
Grund, Harz Mountains, West Germany. From Roemer's brief
description and crude figures this is a cerioid coral with
weakly flexed outer walls and 14x2 , distinctly curved septa,
which consist largely of relatively coarse yardarm carinae in
the dissepinaentarium. Diameters of the tabularia and
corallites are 2.0 mm, and 5.0 to 6.0 mm, respectively.
Roemer described the inner wall as indistinct, and none is
apparent in the figures. All these features are consistent
with a small species of Haplothecia, but Freeh (1S85, PI. 3,
fig. 2) figured a transverse section of an "Originalexemplar"
of A. granulosa Roemer. The diameters of the tabularia and
coiallites of this specimen appear to be 2.9 to 3.0 mm and
5.0 to 6.0 mm, respectively, and the septa are fusiform in the
inner dissepimentarium. The overall morphology, as far as it
is depicted, suggests a species of Pseudoacervularia in
Rozkowska's 1953 sense. Indeed, her synonymy (Rozkowska,
1953, p. 49) for "Pseudoacervularia" macrommata
(F.A. Roemer, 1855) includes Freeh's, but not Roerner's figure
of A. granulosa.

Rejected species. Haplothecia (?) chinensis Freeh (1897,
p. 195, PI. 9, figs. 5, 5a; proposed as a new species again in
Fr^ch, [9H, p. 46, PI. 9, figs. 5, 5a). Givetian,
Stringocephalus-bearing beds; Hwaling-pu, western Sichuan
Province, China. This species is unrecognisable, but it is not
Haplothecia.

Haplothecia ogweliensis Scrutton (1967, p. 272-273,
PI. 41, figs. 3-6). Frasnian part of the East Ogwell
Limestone; road cut 37 m west of Ransley Quarry, near
Newton Abbot, Devon, England. The wall structure of this
coral is unknown; should it prove to be pseudocerioid,
the species would be better placed in Frechastraea.
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Figures 78.4-78.7. Longitudinal thin sections, enlarged xlO. Figures 78.4, 78.6, Haplothecia filata
(Schlotheim), GSC 76344, forereef fades of the Iberg Limestone in Winterberg Quarry (see
Figure 78.1). Figure 78.5, Kuangxiastraea fulli sp. nov., GSC 76345, reef debris transitional between
the Upper Cairn and Perdrix formations; Ancient Wall Carbonate Complex (see figures 78.2, 78.3).
Figure 78.7, Scruttonia sp. cf. S. boverbanki (Milne Edwards and Haime), CSC 7R346, forereef fades
of the Iberg Limestone in Winterberg Quarry (see Figure 78.1).

Birenheide (1978, p. 100) wrote that "Haplothecia"
ogwellensis Scrutton corresponds to Phillipsastrea ananas
(Goldfuss) in almost aU characters, but has more strongly
developed carinae.

Haplothecia (?) laciniosa Hill and Jell, 1971. See below
under Kuangxiastraea.

Haplothecia beichuanensis He (1978, p. 136, PI. 67,
figs, la, b). Eifelian, Yangmaba Formation; Beichuan
County, Sichuan Province, China. The fine septa and zigzag
carinae of this species suggest cyathophyllid affinities.

Haplothecia breviseptata Cao, 1982. See below under
Kuangxiastraea.

Distribution. In addition to the rejected species listed above,
and to the rejection from the type species listed below,
corals assigned by Ivaniya (1981, p. 39-42) to Haplothecia are
also removed from the genus. As Haplothecia is interpreted
here, its known distribution is restricted to Frasnian rocks in
Germany, the southern Urals, and possibly Moravia,
Czechoslovakia (Galle, 1985, p. 62, 63).

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim, 1820)

Figures 78.it, 78.6, 7S.8, 78.9, 78.12-78.16

Madreporites fiiatus Schlotheim, 1820, p. 359, (in part)
examples under heading "a" only.
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10
Figures 78.8-78.11. Transverse thin sections, enlarged xlO. Figure 78.8, Haplotheciu filata
(Schlotheim), GSC 76343, forereef fades of the Iberg Limestone in Winierberg Quarry
(see Figure 78.1). Figure 78.9, Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim). GSC 76344, forereef fades of the
Iberg Limestone in Winterberg Quarry (see Figure 78.1). Figure 18.IO, Kuangxiastraea pdli sp. nov.,
GSC 76345, reef debris transitional between the Upper Cairn and Perdrix formations; Andent Wall
Carbonate Complex (see figures 78.2, 78.3). Figure 78.11, Scruttonia sp. cf. S. bowerbanki (Milne
Edwards and Haime), GSC 76346, forereef fades of the Iberg Limestone in Winterberg Quarry
(see Figure 78.1). 653



15
Figures 78.12-78.16. Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim), all enlarged x5. Figures 78.12, 78.13,
transverse and longitudinal thin sections, GSC 76343. Figures 78.14-78.16, two longitudinal and a
transverse thin section, GSC 76344. Both specimens from the forereef fades of the Iberg Limestone
in Winterberg Quarry (see Figure 78.1).
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Haplothecia lilata (Schlotheiin); Freeh, 1SS5, p. 68-69, PI. 4,
figs. 7, 7a.

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); Hill, 1956, p. 2S0,
figs. 191, la, lb.

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); Pedder, 1966, p. 1S2-183,
Text-figs. I, 2, 4, 7.

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); Pickett, 1967, p. 24,
Text-fig. 19, PI. 6, fig. 23.

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); Scrutton, 1967, p. 271-272,
PI. 41, figs. 1, 2.

Haplothecia fLlata (Schlotheim); Hill and 3ell, 1971, p. 31-3 5,
PI. 4, figs. 3a, b.

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); Hill, 1981, p. 275-276,
figs. 176, 3a, 3b.

But not:

Philiipsastraea filata (Schlotheim); Soshkina, 1951, p. 9S-100,
Text-fig. 36, PI. 18, figs, la, b (=Haplothecia sp. nov.).

PhilJipsastraea filata (Schlotheirn); Soshkina, 1952, p. 101,
PI. 42, fig. 141 (rHaplothecia sp. nov., as above).

Phillipsastraea filata (Schlotheim); Spasskiy, 1960, p. 66,
PI. 25, figs. 3, 4 (-Kuangxiastraea sp. nov.).

Billingsastraea filata (Schlotheim); 3ia in 3ia and others,
1977, p. 143-144, PI. 48, figs, la, b
UKuangxiastraea sp. nov.).
Haplothecia sp. cf. H. filata (Schlotheirn); Birenheide, 1978,
p. 240, PI. 14, figs, la-c (="Pseudoacervularia" roemeri de
Verneuil and Haime?).

Haplothecia filata (Schlotheim); He, I97S, p. 136, PI. 67,
figs. 2a, b (=Kuangxias'-i-aea sp. nov.).

Haplothecia sp. aff. H. filata (Schlotheim); Rozkowska, 1979,
p ??, PI. 2, figs. 5a, b (=indet. hexagonariinid coral).

Material. Institut fur Palaontologie und Museum der
Humboldt-Universitat, Berlin, Q. Kat. A. 138, p. 1530. lberg
Limestone; Winterberg near Grund, Harz Mountains, West
Germany. This is one of the original specimens of Schlotheim
(1S20) and following Freeh's 1SS5 work, is technically the
lectotype. When examined in 1964 it consisted of two small
pieces and four transverse thin sections, including one figured
by Freeh. Freeh's longitudinal section was missing, and as no
other existed, the author was permitted to prepare a new
one. Ml authentic figures of the species that have so far
been published are either of the same transverse section, or
of one of the two longitudinal sections.

The material used for this work consists of two
specimens, registered GSC 76343 and 76344, collected by the
writer in 1985 from the forereef facies of the Iberg Reef,
exposed in the Winterberg Quarry. Although the type
stratum and type locality of the species are not known
precisely, for practical purposes these two specimens are
topotypes. GSC 76343 consists of a hand specimen, one
transverse and one longitudinal thin section, and comes from
the 410-m level of the quarry. GSC 76344 consists of a hand
specimen, one transverse and three longitudinal thin sections,
and comes from the 385-rn level. Figure 7S.1 shows the
collecting localities. Datings provided by Franke's (1973,
Text-fig. 4 and Table 6) conodont samples SO and 123,
indicate that the newly collected specimens are Frasnian, and
probably from the Lower Palmatolepis gigas Zone.

Diagnosis. Species of Haplothecia with well developed
intercorallite walls, 1.5 to 3.5 mm thick. Diameters of adult
corallites and tabularia 6.0 to 8.0 mm, and 1.3 to 2.3 mm,
respectively. In most corallites the septal count is 12 x L. to
15x2, the total range bein'- 11x2 to 17x2 .

Septa abundantly carinato with coarse yardarm carinae.
Locally, towards the periphery, septa may split into two or
more lamellae. Dissepiments small, globose, numerous,
forming essentially flat, or only slightly everted
dissepimentarial surfaces. Tabulae closely spaced,
incomplete, partly due to interruption by long major septa;
morphology of tabularial surfaces variable.

Remarks. Transverse and longitudinal thin sections of a
specimen of Haplothecia have been figured by Soshkina (1951,
1952) from Frasnian beds of the southern Urals. Soshkina
identified the specimen as being conspecific with H. filata,
although the generic identification was with Phillipsastrea.
Pedder (1966, p. IS2) upheld Soshkina's identification,
whereas Scrutton (1967, p. 272) did not. The Russian
specimen is larger, with corallite diameters of 10.0 to
11.0 mm, and has considerably more everted dissepimentai ial
surfaces. Neither of the two new authentic specimens of
Haplothecia filata is any closer morphologically ..o Soshkina's
specimen, so that it now seems probable that Scrutton was
correct. Unless the Czechoslovakian form listed by Galle
(1985, p. 62, 63) proves to be Haplothecia filata, the species
is known only from the Winterberg in the Harz Mountains of
West Germany.

Genus Kuangxiastraea Yu and Kuang, 1983

Kwangsiastraea Yu (MS.); Kong iri Kong and Huang, 1978,
p. S7 (nomen nudum).

"Haplothecia" (astreoid); Oliver and Pedder, 1979, p. 242.

?Haplothecia (Lanceothecia) Yu and Jiang iri 3iang, 1982,
p. 99 (nomen nudum).

Haplothecia (Kuangxiastraea) Yu and Kuang, 19S3,
p. 255-256, 276.

Type species. Haplothecia (Kuangxiastraea) elegans Yu and
Kuang, 1983, p. 256-257, 276, Text-fig. 7, PI. 2, figs. la-2b.
Givetian, upper part of the Mintang Formation; near Liujing,
Heng County, central Guangxi Province, China.

Diagnosis. Astreoid to thamnasterioid genus of
hexagonariinid corals; any intercorallite wall that may be
present is extremely fragmentary and entirely of septal
origin. Septa in two orders, moderately to heavily carinate
with yardarm and zigzag carinae. Toward the periphery,
septa may split into more than one lamella, become retiform,
or degenerate into isolated trabeculae that are only
approximately aligned in the plane of the septum.
Trabeculae radiate so as to be approximately normal to the
moderately, or strongly arched inner dissepimentarial
surfaces. Dissepiments small, numerous, globose, and steeply
inwardly inclined against the tabularium. Tabulae abundant,
only rarejy complete. Tabularial surfaces variable, even
within species.

Remarks. Kuangxiastraea is used somewhat tentatively at
present, because it is not satisfactorily separated from
Sichuanastraea, which was proposed by He (1978, p. 134-135)
as a subgenus of Billingsastraea. Sichuanastraea is based on
S. crassiseptata He (1978, p. 135, PI. 66, figs. 4a, b; PI. 67,
figs. 4a, b) from the Givetian Guanwushan Formation at
Shawozi and Ganxi, Beichuan County, Sichuan Province,
China. Available figures of this species are not clear, but it
appears to have considerably dilated septa that lack yardarm
carinae, and its narrow dissepimentaria are not everted.

Additional assigned species. Smithia pengellyi Milne Edwards
and Haime (1851, p. 422; originally misspelled S. pengillyi;
revised by Scrutton, 1967, p. 274-275, PI. 42, figs. 1-5;
PI. 43, figs. 1, 2). Givetian, Barton Limestone; Barton and
Lummaton quarries, outskirts of Torquay, England, and
possibly also in the Plymouth Limestone, Plymouth, De\ . 1 ,
England.
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Haplothecia (?) laciniosa Hill and Jell (1971, p. 35-36,
PI. 5, figs, la, b). Frasnian, Sadler Formation; 4.3 km north
of Mt. Krauss, Kimberley Division, Western Australia.

Billingsastraea trematophylloides Jia (iri 3ia and others ,
1977, p. 144, PI. 48, figs. 2a, b). Frasnian, Liujiang
Formation; Tongwan and Xihoshan, Wuxuan County, Guangxi
Province, China.

Haplothecia breviseptata Cao (iri Cao and others, 19S2,
p. 88, P). 25, figs. 7a, b). Middle Devonian (Eifelian?), Lure
Formation; Nanshimengou, Gansu Province, China.

Haplothecia (Lanceothecia) trematophylloides
liuyangensis Yu and Jiang (in Jiang, 1982, p. 100, PI. 56,
figs, 'fa, b). Frasnian, Yutianqiao Formation; Liuyang
County, Hunan Province, China.

Kuangxiastraea julli Pedder sp. nov. Frasnian, beds
transitional from the upper part of the Cairn Formation to
the Perdrix Formation; Mt. Haultain, Alberta Rocky
Mountains, Canada.

Unnamed species, identified as Phillipsastraea filata by
Spasskiy (1960, p. 66, PI. 25, figs. 3, 4). Frasnian, Nikolaev
Beds; region of Nikolaev Mine, Rudny Altay, U.5.S.R.

Unnamed species identified as BUlingsastraea sp. cf.
B. pengellyi by Pickett (1967, p. 46-47, PI. 1, fig. 1; PI. 2,
fig. 9). Frasnian, tberg limestone; Wirbelau near Weilburg,
Lahn, West Germany.

Unnamed species, identified as Billingsastraea filata by
Jia (in Jia and others, 1977, p. 143-144, PI. 48, figs, la, b).
Givetian, Donggangling Formation; Kejia, Chongzuo County,
Guangxi Province, China.

Unnamed species, identified as Haplothecia filata by He
(1978, p. 136, PI. 67, figs. 2a, b). Eifelian, Yangmaba
Formation; Ganxi, Beichuan County, Sichuan Province, China.

Doubtfu1 •••••ecies. Phillipsastrea toupengensis Yu (1947,
p. 130, PI. 3, figs, la, b). Givetian, Donggangling Formation;
Toupengling and Litang, Xiangzhou County, Guangxi
Province, China. This poorly illustrated species has very
narrow dissepimentaria, lightly carinate septa that do not
appear to be modified in any way near the periphery, and
septa that scarcely penetrate the tabularia. It does not
closely resemble other species of Kuangxiastraea, but,
nevertheless, was unequivocally assigned to the genus by Yu
and Kuang (1983, p. 255, 276). A coral identified as
Radiastraea toupengensis (Yu) by Cao and others (1982, p. 87,
PI. 27, figs. 7a, b), from the Frasnian Cakuohe Formation at
Larenguan in Gansu Province, China, may be a species of
Radiastraea, but is certainly not Kuangxiastraea.

P'ilUipsastrea gropsicarina Ouyang (m Cao and others,
1982, p. 89, PI. 28, figs. 2a, b). Frasnian, Lengshuihe
Formation; Taoyuangou, Maoping, Zhen'an, Shaanxi Province,
China. Ouyang's description mentions indistinct horseshoe
dissepiments, but these are not visible in the figure of the
longitudinal thin section; in all other respects the coral
appears to be a small species of Kuangxiastraea.

Haplothecia (Kuangxiastraea) delicata Yu and Kuang
(1983, p. 257-258, PI. 1, figs. 9a, b). Givetian, upper part of
the Mintang Formation; near Liujing, Heng County, central
Guangxi Province, China. The carination and apparent lack
of septal degeneration are not typical of the genus.

Unnamed species, identified as Phillipsastrea pengellyi
(misspelled P. pengelli) by Soshkina (1951, p. 100-101, PI. 19,
figs. 2a, b; also Soshkina, 1952, p. 102, PI. 41, fig. 146;
Soshkina and Dobrolyubova, 1962, PI. 20, figs. 4a, b).
Unnamed Frasnian beds; River Bolshoi Nugush, below the
village of Kosheli, on the western slope of the southern Urals.
This form, which is represented by only one known specimen,
seems better placed in Kuangxiastraea than in any other
named genii1:, despite being locally pseudocerioid.

Unnamed species, identified as Billingsastraea sp. by
Spasskiy and Kravtsov in Besprozvannykh and others (1975,
p. 53, PI. 7, figs. 2a, bJ7 Unnamed Frasnian beds; River
Kuranakh, Sette Daban Range, U.S.S.R.

Unnamed species, identified as Haplothecia
(Kuangxiastraea) sp. cf. H. (K.) elegans by Yu and Kuang
(19S3, p. 257, PI. 2, figs. 3a, b). Givetian, middle part of the
Mintang Formation; near Liujin;7, Heng County, central
Guangxi Province, China. As iri H. (K.) delicata, the
carination and apparent lack of septal degeneration arc not
typical of the genus.

Distribution. Eifelian strata of Sichuan Province and possibly
Gansu Province, China. Givetian of Guangxi Province, China,
and south Devon, England. Frasnian rocks of the Canning
Basin, Western Australia, Hunan and Guangxi provinces of
China, Rudny Altay region of the U.S.S.R., the Lahn Syncline
of West Germany, and the Alberta Rocky Mountains.
Kuangxiastraea is probably also present in the Frasnian of
Shaanxi Province, China, the Sette Daban Range of the
Soviet Far East, and the western slope of the southern Urals.

Kuangxiastraea julli sp. nov.

Figures 78.5, 78.10, 78.17-78.19

Type specimen. Holotype, GSC 7634 5. Frasnian reef slope
beds transitional between the upper part of the Cairn
Formation and the Perdrix Formation; stratigraphically
equivalent to a level about 47.5 m below the top of the Cairn
Formation. South wall of a cirque on the east side of Mount
Haultain, Jasper National Park, Alberta (R.K. 3ull,
locality LI96); approximately 53° 1 l'30"N latitude,
118°17'00"W longitude. Collected by R.K. .lull, 1972.

Diagnosis. Essentially thamnasterioid species of
Kuangxiastraea with small corallites (axes of adjacent adult
corallites 0.8 to 14.0 mm apart) and slender tabularia
(diameter 2.2 to 2.5 mm). Septa 13 x 2 to 16 x 2 in number,
strongly carinate, but displaying little peripheral
degeneration.

Description. The corallum was probably incomplete and
certainly abraded before burial; no part of its exterior was
visible before sectioning. The form of the colony is
predominantly thamnasterioid with weak and only local
development of pseudocerioid walls. Diameter of corallites
about 10 mm (axes of adjacent corallites 0.8 to 14.0 mm
apart); diameter of tabularia 2.2 to 2.5 mm.

Most adult corallites have 14x2 or 15x2 septa, the
total range being 13x2 to 16x2. The septa are
undifferentiated and strongly carinate in the
dissepimentarium. Most of the carinae are of the yardarm
type; a few are zigzag. Peripherally, there is some
degeneration of the septa into separate divergent lamellae,
which may form very imperfect intercorallite walls.
Completely isolated carinae, however, are extremely rare.
Minor septa are confined to the dissepimentarium. The
attenuated, adaxial parts of the major septa are noncarinate
and of variable length; some reach the axis, others terminate
well short of it. Trabeculae, which are bilaterally
symmetrical monacanths, are confined to, and responsible
for, the carinae. They diverge over a broad zone in the inner
dissepimentarium, and in longitudinal section many of them,
in the major order of the septa, are seen to bifurcate c)~se to
the margin of the tabularium. This bifurcation concentrates
the yardarm carinae and causes dilation of the major septa
near the inner edge of the dissepimentarium.

The dissepiments are small, numerous and moderately
well inflated. Near the periphery they are essentially
horizontal, but toward the inner dissepimentarium they form
weakly to moderately elevated dissepitnentarial surfaces.
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19
Figures 78.17-78.19. Kuangxiastraea julli sp. now, CSC 76345, all enlarged xH. Reef debris
transitional between the Upper Cairn and Perdrix formations; Ancient Wall Carbonate Complex
(see figures 78.2, 78.3). Figures 78.17, 78.18, longitudinul thin sections. Figure 78.19, transverse thin
section.
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Next to the tabularium thev are steeply inclined inwards,
and. on average, are smaller than those in other parts of the
dissepimentarium.

One complete tabula is visible in one section: it is
believed to be the result of rejuvenescence. All of the other
tabulae are incomplete and many are distinctlv vesicular.
Tvpically, between 2 5 and 35 tabulae may be counted over a
vertical distance of lO.Gmm. Morphology of the tabularial
surfaces varies considerably.

Remarks, Of the previously named species of
Kuangxiastraea, K. trematophylloides Dia, 1977) most
resembles the new species. It differs from K. julli in having
narrower tabularia (diameter about 1.5 to l.S mm), much less
carination in the inner dissepimentariurn, and considerably
more septal degenerat.on near the periphery of the corallites.

Derivation of name. The trivial name of the species is a
patronyfn for the collector of its type specimen.

Familv PHILLIPSASTREIDAE Roemer, 1SS3

Remarks. C.F. Roemer's (1SS3. p. 3S9) spelling of the family
name Phillipsastraeidae is incorrect, because it is based on an
unjustified emendation of Phillipsastrea Orbigny (IS49, p. 12)
[international Code of Zoologic-. Nomenclature, edition 3.
Article 32(c)(iii)]. A familv-group name based on an
unjustifiably emended generic name must be corrected
[l.C.Z.N., edition 3, Vticle 36(d)(ii)]. A correction of this
sort affects neither the authorship, nor the date of the
familv-group name.

Frechastraea Scrutton O'JfiS. p. 231-232) and
Scruttonia. which are referred to the Phillipsastreidae by
most authors, including Hill (I9SI, p. 28'*), differ from other
members of the family by having flat, or almost flat
dissepimentarial surfaces, and by lacking, or having only rare,
horseshoe dissepiments. A new subfamily is perhaps justified
by these distinctions, .">fongly carinate forms of Scruttonia,
such as the Iberg Limestone coral figured in this work
(Figs. 7S.7, 78.1 1. 7S.20-7S.22). resemble Kuangxiastraea in
transverse section. In longitudinal section, Scruttonia is
distinguished by its narrow zone of trabeculai divergence,
confined to the inner part of an essentially flat
dissepimentarium (compare Figs. 7S.5 and 78.7). This feature
is shared with Frechastraea and is the reason for olacing
these genera in the Phillipsastreidae.

Genus Scruttonia Cherepnina 197 5

Scruttonia Cherepnina, 1975, p. 202.

Type species. Smithia bowerbanki Milne Edwards and Haime
(1851,p. 423; species revised by Scrutton, 196S, p. 253-257,
PI. II, fig. 3; PI. 12, figs. 1-3; probable topotype figured by
Rohart, 19S2, PI. 10, fig. 2). Frasnian part of the East
Ogwell Limestone; vicinity of Ransley Quarry, near Newton
Abbot, Devon, England. This species has been misidentified
often, and many of its recorded occurrences are erroneous.
Frasnian specimens from near Vodelee, in the Dinant Basin,
Belgium, appear to be correctly identified (Coen-Aubert,
I9S0, p. 5-7, PI. 1, figs. 1-3).

Diagnosis. Genus of phillipsastreid corals lacking horseshoe
dissepiments, and differing from Frechastraea by being
thamnasterioid rather than pseudocerioid.

Remarks. The distinction between Frechastraea and
Scruttonia is slight, especially as some thamnasterioid
species are locally pseudocerioid, and vice versa. Birenheide
(197S, p. 102) has rejected Scruttonia, whereas Scrutton
(1978, p. t9), Coen-Aubert (1980) and Rohart (1982) have
adopted it. Scruttonia is tentatively accepted in this paper;
the same position was taken by Hill in 19SI (p. 284).

Additional assigned species. Smithia boloniensis Milne
Edwards and Haime (1S5I, p. 423: species revised by Rohart.
I9S2. p. 107-113. Text-figs. 2-6. Pi.'). figs. la-<ta. PI. 10.
figs, la-c, 3a-'tb). Frasnian, Parisienne Member of the
Ferques Formation: Ferques, Boulomv.is area, northwest
France.

Phillipsastrea sanctacrrcensis Rozkonsk.i (19 5 3.
p. 59-60, Text-figs. 32, 33. PI. 2. figs. S-10). Unnamed
Frasnian beds: Wietrznia Quarrv, Holv Cross Mountains,
Poland.

Phillipsastrea cordis Rozkowska ( W J . n. AI.A2,
Tcxt-f g. 3^, PI. 2. figs, 5-7). Unnamed Frasnian beds: Psie
Gorki Ouarry. Holv Cross Mountains. Poland.

Phillipsastrea pentagona minima Scrutton (I96S,
p . 236-2tO; -P . pentagona var. minima Rozkov.ska. 1953,
p. 66-67. Text-f igs . 36-3S. PI. S. fig. 9). I'nnaincri l-"r jsnian
beds; Psie Gorki Ouarrv, Holv Cross Mountains. Poland.

Frechastraea dushanensis Kong (in Kong and Huang.
197S. p. Sfi, PI. 30, figs. 2a. b). Frasnian. Wangchengno
Formation; near Dushan. Guizhou Province. China.

Scruttonia boloniensis minor Coon- -\ubort H9S0. p. S--).
PI. I. figs. U, 5). Frasnian, I ipper Polygnathus asymmetricus
Zone; Durbuv. Barvaux-sur-Ourthc. Han-sur-Lr-sse and
Sautour. Dinant Basin. Belgium.

Scruttonia balconi Cocn-\ubcrt H^SO. p. 10-11. PI. .?.
figs. I-*). Frasnian, Middle to I :ppcr Polygnathus
asymmetricus Zone: boreholes in the Beaumont and Silenrieux
areas, Dinant Basin. Belgium.

Unnamed species, identified .is Billingsastraea so. <'l.
B. bowerbanki bv P.ckott (l'Jf.7. PL 1. fig. 2: PI. f.. fig. 2i).
Fra< lian, Iberg Limestone; Wintcrbert; Oiur-'1.. Mar/
\1oj;itains. West Germanv.

Unnamed species, identified as Frechastraea pentagona
minima by Kong and Huang (197S. p. S7. PI. 30. figs. 3a. b).
Frasnian, Wangchengpo Formation: Tivang near Majiang.
Guizhou Province, China.

Unnamed species. identified as Frechastraea
bowerbanki by Cao and others (I9S2. p. 90. PI. 27. figs. la. b).
Frasnian, Tieshan Group: Caodigou. \anpint> Countv. Sichuan
Province, China.

Doubtful species. Astrea parallela F.A. Roemer (1S<*3. p. 5.
PI. 3, fig. 1). Frasnian. Iberg Limestone; near Ounri, Harz
Mountains, West Germany. This species is unrecognisable as
presently described, but is quite possibly a species of
Scruttonia. Freeh (I8S5, p. 59) believed that it might be
synonymous with Phillipsastrea hennahi (Lonsdale).

Acervularia seriaca Quenstedt (1S52. p. 66<t. PI. 60,
figs. 3a. b). Frasnian, [berg Limestone: near Grand. Harz
Mountains, West Germany. Several authors have assumed
this species to be conspecific with S. bowerbanki, but this has
not been confirmed.

Phillipsastrea kunthi Freeh (1SS5. p. 62, 63. PI. 7,
fig. 4). Frasnian, main limestone of Tietze (IS70); near
Ebersdorf, Klodzko (Glatz), southern Poland. Although no
longitudinal thin section has been figured in publication,
Rohart (1982, p. 106) refers the species to Scruttonia.
Rozkowska (1979, Table I) identified a Frasnian coral from
Pomei'ania, northwest Poland as Frechastraea kunthi (Freeh).

Phillipsastrea focantiensis Tsien (1977, p. 206,
Text-fig. 10). Frasnian, Frlybeds; Focant, Dinant Basin,
Belgium. No figure of a longitudinal thin section is available.
Tsien reported that the dissepiments are very small and
numerous and likened the species to "Phillipsastrea"
bowerbanki. Apparently, on these data, Rohart (I9S2, p. 107)
assigned the species to Scruttonia. Birenheide (1978, p. 100)
believed it to be synonymous with "Phillipsastrea" ananas
(Goldfussl.
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Figures 78.7.0-78.22. Scruttonia sp. cf. S. bowerbanki (Milne Kclwnrd.i nml llaime), CSC 7fi.'Mfi, nil
enlarged xH. Forereef fades of the Iberg Limestone in Winterberg (Juarry (se<> Figure 7H.I).
Figures 78.20, 78.21, longitudinal thin sections. Figure 78.22, transverse thin section.

Species identified as Phillipsastrea bowerbanki by Sun
(1953, p. 6, 19, PI. 10, fiĵ s. la, b). Frasnian, Shaitienchiao
Formation; Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province, China. This
specimen, which was the only one known from Hsian^hsiang
in 1958, may be of a species of Frechastraea.

Distribution. Frasnian strata only, in south Devon, England;
northwest France; Dinant Basin, Belgium; Harz Mountains,
Germany; Holy Cross Mountains, Poland; Sichuan (Cao and
others, 1982, p. 90, PI. 27, figs, la, b) and Guizhou provinces,
China. There are indications that it may also be present in
Frasnian rocks in the Pomeranian and Lower Silesian areas of
Poland, the southern Ural Mountains (Soslikina, 195],
p. 89-90, PI. 16, figs. 1 -2b; 1952, p. 86, PI. 21, fig. 75), and
Hunan Province, China.
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Abstract

The ea rapa re morpho log ies of the Midr l je Cambr i an phy l loe : i r i d qenern Dioxycaris and
Branchiocaris are verv ;: irni l ; ,r . Hmveve r , Branphionnri:j. j j n j i kn Dtnxycaris. is de^ r r i b i ' d I r n m hnth
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RGsumfi

LOR morpholnqies des earapaci1:, des qenres Dioxycaris et Brannhiocaris de phvllnrarint1:; du
Cambrien mnyen sont tres similairc1^. Cependant. Branchiocaris (^onlrairernent a Dioxycaris e.st
decrit d'apren sa earapa^e et les parties mollos de r,nn t^orfis. L:i deenuverle d'uni1 seronde i^fteee dc
Dioxycaris dans la formation de Pika, dans l'ouest fie I'AJberta. a permis de faire iraiitres observations
'axinnmiques sur la relation entn' ces qenres.



Introduction
Briggs (1976) presented a detailed discussion of three

genera of Cambrian phyllocarids: Protocaris Walcott, 1SS3,
Branchiocaris Briggs, 1976 and Dioxycaris Gurich, 1929. Two
of these, Protocaris and Branchiocaris, based on soft body
parts, may be contained within the Protocarididae Miller,
1SS9, but the third, Dioxycaris, is known only from the
carapace and has been considered of uncertain family
attribution. Based on carapace shape, Protocaris and
Branchiocaris may be differentiated by the absence
(Protocaris) or presence (Branchiocaris) of an oblique, pointed
process on each of the cardinal extremities of the dorsal
margin. Dioxycaris, like Branchiocaris, also bears these
dorsal processes; thus, the two genera cannot be distinguished
on carapace shape.

Systematic position

The systematic position of Dioxycaris is, therefore, in
doubt. [n 1SS6, VTalcott described Leperditia? Argenta
sp. nov. After several revisions, Gurich (1929) erected the
genus Dioxycaris to which he assigned D. argenta (Walcott) as
the type species. All subsequent authors have accepted this
generic and specific terminology (see Briggs, 1976, p. 13).
The suprageneric systematics have similarly been in doubt,
depending on the taxonomic importance attributed to the
fossilized hard parts versus the fossilized soft body parts. As
Briggs pointed out, if Dioxycaris is placed in synonymy with
Branchiocaris (based on similarity of carapace) both genera
should probably be placed with other genera based on
carapaces with pointed cardinal extremities, such as Isoxys
and Tuzoia in the Isoxyidae Vogdes, J893 (see also Brooks and
Caster, 1956). However, if soft parts are the determining
factor, Branchiocaris should remain with Protocaris in the
Protocaridi .ie. Pending another solution (i.e. the discovery
of Dioxycaris specimens with generically distinct soft body
parts) it is suggested herein that, because of the obvious
similarity of the hard parts of Branchiocaris and Dioxycaris,
Dioxycaris Gurich, 1929 be placed in the Protocarididae, with
the possible implication that Dioxycaris may represent
molted carapaces and Branchiocaris Briggs, 1976 may be a
junior synonym.

Occurrences
The type species of both Branchiocaris and Dioxycaris

are known only from Middle Cambrian strata, the former
from the Stephen Formation (Burgess Shale, Bathyuriscus-
Elrathina Tone) of British Columbia and the latter from the
Ophir Shale (Glossopleura Zone) of I 'tah. Canadian
specimens collected by f . P . Walcott and referred to the type
species of Dioxycaris (D. argenta (Walcott), ISS6) are
contained within the I'nited States National Museum
collections (I'̂ N'M 5651*, .56518). They are recorded by
Walcott (I90S, 1912) and Rriggs (1976, p.'13) from the Eldon
Limestone, Mount Bosworth, British Columbia. These
collections, from Valrott's locality 35g ("F.ldon Limestone
unit 2") irp, based on lithology, now considered to be from
S m (24 ft) above the base of the overlving Pika Formation
(W.H. Fritz, personal communication, September 20, !?S5).

In 1966, W.H.Fritz (CSC Report No. CS-1 966-WHF)
reported the occurrence of a phyllocaricl (GSC loc. 72733)
from a Cambrian sequence on the Chaba River. S km (5 mi)
south of Fortress Lake, .Tasper National Park (lat. 52° lS'N,
long. 117°47'W), Alberta. This specimen (part and
counterpart), associated with the trilobite Rowia sp., is from
75 m (249 ft) above the base of the Pika Formation
(Bolaspidella Zone) and is thus the youngest reported
specimen of Dioxycaris. Its general morphology differs from
that of D. argenta (Walcott) and it is described herein as a
new species.

Systematic paleontology
Family Protocarididae Miller, 1889

Genus Dioxycaris Gurich, 1929

Type species. Leperditia Argenta Walcott, 1886.

Dioxycaris fritzi sp. nov.

Plate 79.1, figures 1-4

Description. Dioxycarid species with long, straight dorsal
fold or hinge developed anteriorly and posteriorly into small
processes. Curved anterior and posterior margins meet the
line of the dorsum at about 110°. Suboval in outline,
expanding posteriorly. Upper (right) portion (valve?) of the
carapace does not appear to have marginal border although
along anterior margin upper surface is broken, revealing
lower part of the carapace with its anterior process. Large,
scale-shaped area is slightly raised above general surface of
specimen. Scale-shaped area extends, at mid-height of
specimen, from 7 to 25 mm posterior of the anterior margin,
and about 12 mm dorso-ventrally. This hemi-ovoid
attachment or muscle area is relatively straight and oblique
anteriorly. Surface of the carapace finely and somewhat
linearly reticulate, with reticulae being somewhat rhomboidal
in outline; that of the attachment area more coarsely so.
Numerous, small, pore-like holes occur on surface of
specimen; these are most numerous on area of attachment
and just anterior of mid-length near the dorsum. Ventral part
of the specimen bears compression wrinkles at 30° to 45° to
the line of the dorsum.

Greatest length (near mid-height) 72 mm; greatest
height (in the posterior third) 2S mm; length of dorsum and
processes 67 mm.

Occurrence. GSC locality 72733, Chaba River, 8 km south of
Fortress Lake, 3asper National Park, Alberta, lat. 52°lSTv,
long. 117°47'W, 75 m above the base of the Pika Formation,
Middle Cambrian Bolaspidella. Zone.

Type. Holotype, GSC S0999a, b (part and counterpart).

Remarks. The species is somewhat larger than the type
species, being 72 mm at greatest length and 28 mm at
greatest height vertical to the hinge (H/L=0.38S). D. argenta
is reported by Briggs (1976, p. 14) as 56 mm long and 30.4 mm
high (H/L=0.542). Briggs chose to orient D. argenta with the
less tapered end as anterior, but it is evident that in D. fritzi
the attachment or muscle area in the tapering end of the
specimen is anterior.

Briggs (1976, p. 13, 14) also pointed out the presence of
pits on D. argenta and suggested that "These may be the
result of nucleation caused by decaying organic matter...".
These large pits are in the tapering end of D. argenta in the
same area as the attachment or muscle area of D. fritzi that
is here considered anterior. Brooks and Caster (1956)
assumed the shell material of D. argenta to be chitinous, but
no chemical analysis of the specimen has been made. A small
piece (I.Omrnx 0.75mm) of shell material was removed
from the dorsal area of D. fritzi, and, after scanning electron
microscope identification and X-ray powder defraction
analysis was proved to be iron rich chlorite
(possibly chan.osit^).

Walcott's original placement of D. argenta in the
Leperditiidae may be disputed on several grounds: l.The
carapace material of D. fritzi was flexible (hence the ventral
compression wrinkles). If it were a molted leperditiid
carapace the shell material would have been rigid. A
trilobite pygidiutn over which the phyllopod carapace is
draped and other pygidia on the same slab (Plate 79.1,
figure 4) are neither compressed nor fractured. They, like
leperditiids, bore a hard exoskeleton (except possibly
immediately after molting) and when subjected to pressure
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PLATE 79.1

Figures I-'*. Dioxycaris fritzi sp. nov.
1, <t. Lateral view of right side of carapace; xl and x3; holotype; GSC 80999a.

2. Counterpart; xl; holotype; GSC 80999b.
3. Posterior end of right side of carapace showing posterior process; x4; holotype; GSC 80999a.



are usually observed in broken condition. 2. The attachment
(muscle?) area of D. fritzi is extremely large even for the
largest Devonian leperditiids. There is no apparent
differentiation of the area into discrete scars, and the
apparently linearly reticulate appearance of the shell surface
may be ornamentation rather than reflection of inner
adductorial scars. 3. The proportions of the shell of D. fritzi
(H/L=0.388) are not leperditiid-Jike. They reflect a long
bodied, phyllocarid-like arthropod, probably with exsert
posterior segment:, rather than a more compact ostracode
body that was completely enclosed.
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Abstract

High grade metamorphic rocks are exposed in the Encampment Bay area. Preliminary results
indicate that a tonalitic-granodioritic plutonic suite was intruded hy granite and mafic dykes and
later unconforrnably(?) overlain by sediments correlated with the 2.9 Ga Prince Albert Group.
Shallow dipping slabs of dry basement and wet supracrustals were tectonically stacked anrl
transported to deep levels within the crust where they were metamorphosed and partially melted
under granulite and upper amphibolite conditions, probably durinq late Archean time. They were then
uplifted possibly along the previous shallow dipping discontinuities. Northwest trending mafic dykes
cut the rising mass and were metamorphosed to varying amphibolite facies grades probably conjointly
with emplacement of a late pegmatite swarm in early Proterozoic t ime. Steep, east-west faults of
Proterozoic ane cut the region and late Proterozoic clastic sediments were deposited onto the
basement after which faults, reactivated and new, cut the area. The region was peneplaned by early
Ordovician time before the mid-Devonian uplift of the Melville Peninsula horst.

Des roches fortement metamorphiques affleurent dans la rSqion de la baie Encampment. Des
resultats prSliminaires indiquent qu'une se>ie plutonique d- tonalite et de granodiorite a 6\.i p£n6tr£e
par un granite et par des dykes mafiques et recouverte plus tard, en discordance (?) par des sediments
correl^s au groupe de Prince-Albert de 2,9 Ga. Des plaques de socle sec a faible pendage, et des
roches supracrustales humides ont £16 empile'es tectoniquement et transporters en profondeur dans la
croute, ou elles ont e^S me'tamorphise'es et partiellement fondues dans des conditions de granulites et
d'amphibolites sunerieures, probablement a la fin de I'Arche'en. Ces plaques auraient &t£ ensuite
souleve"es suivant les anciennes discordances a faible pendaqe. Des dykes mafiques de direction nord-
ouest coupent le massif ascendant et ont £t£ m^tamorphis^s en divers facies d'amphibolite,
probablement au cours de la mise en place d'une nue"e de pegmatite tardive au dSbut du
Prote>ozo'ique. Des failles abruptes de direction est-ouest, du Prote>ozo'ique, traversent ia region;
des sediments clastiques du Prote>ozoique supgrieur se sont de'pose's sur le socle, apres quoi des failles
tant r£activ£ec que nouvelles ont traverse la region. Cette derniere a £t6 pen^planSe au dgbut de
l'Ordovicien avant le soul^vement du mole de la presqu'tle de Melville au milieu du D^vonien.
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Introduction
\<..pping in the Encampment Ray map area Ct7C) in the

19X5 season focused on problems in high grade terranes
outlined in 19S*J (Schau and Ashton, 19S5) and extended to
areas to the south and northwest (Pig. SO.I) but was limited
by paucity of landing spots for a wheeled Twin Otter,
\iapping was by foot traverse originating from main camps
and backpack sites. A helicopter was available for two days
in late June. The region is close to the magnetic north pole
and sun compasses were used when possible. Rrunton
compasses were calibrated against true north daily to provide
a means of measuring orientations during cloudy periods.
Daily drift in magnetic declination was usually only a few
degrees but on July 22, 19S5 the azimuth of the magnetic
pole, at one location, varied from 75°W to41°W during the
day.

The map area contains many glacial features which in
part obscure the bedrock geology. Amphibolite grade rocks
occur at higher elevations but are largely covered by
felsenmeer, till, and other glacial debris. Granulites occur at
lower elevations and are better exposed and present a more
rugged topography since dykes, joints, and minor fractures
have been preferentially excavated whereas granite, more
easily eroded, forms lowlands.

FURY AND HECLA STRAIT

The area is within the barren lands and there is only a
sparse vegetational cover. Large lakes were ice covered
until mid-July. Pack ice stayed in Committee Bay
throughout the field season. Inclement weather in June was
followed by good weather in July but extensive sweeping fog
banks covered the area in August.

Description of lithological units
Tonalite-firanodiorite orthogneiss suite (unit I)

Unit 1, which underlies most of the area, consists of
high grade orthogneissos formed from tonalitic to
granodioritic intrusive rocks. Granulite grade orthogneiss
comprises beige to olive weathering, grey to greenish blue
coloured, quartzofeldspathic rocks with biotite, small
amounts of orthopyroxene, and variable amounts of
hornblende and/or ciinopyroxene. The predominant rock is
fine grained, foliated and lincatcd ahd i> io^uo.vj of quait>:,
feldspar, biotite, hornblende, pyroxenes and opaques.
Textural variants include a "coarse-grained" type, in which
centimetre-sized feldspar shapes are now composed of
polygoniti^ed feldspars and hornblende is more abundant than
biotitc; a streaky type, in which the relict fabric is medium
grained and biotite is approximately equal to hornblende: a
fine grained biotite variety in which a few relict feldspars
persist giving a local seriate fabric; and a quart/.osc type in
which the quartz is abundant and biotitc is not. The
granulites arc generally homogeneous, but layered varieties
with biotite-rich layers on ihe order of a centimetre in
thickness, interlayered with leucocratic layers, do occur
locally. In j few outcrops the typical fine grained gneiss lias
been intruded by the coarse type.

Similar rock types arc encountered at amphibolite
grade; these lack orthopyroxene, are grey in colour, and
weather white or pink to red. Two localities at amphibolitc-
grade studied in detail (1'revec, ^S' ') were found to be
largely of granodioritic: composition with hornblende, biotitc.
and opaques varying from 17 to 39 per cent and quart/,
ranging between IS and 3i» per cent. The alkali feldspar
varies between 3 and 17 per cent and is largely untwinned
perthitic orthoclase although most thin sections have small
amounts of grid twinned potash feldspar as well. The
plagioclase is calcic oligoclase to andesine. These variations
are representative and although rocks poor in alkali feldspar
are known, the relative proportions of each type await the
completion of mapping.

Figure 80.1. Geological sketch map nf ports of NTS 47C.
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Foliations are generally shallow dipping and cast into
local folds. At Baker Bay, for example, the foliation is
folded into a broad open fold about a shallow northwest
plunging axis. For other examples see Schau and
Ashton, 1935. Only in localities such as south of Baker Bay
where unit 3 dykes occur as passive markers can the foliation
be shown to be axial planar to a previous relatively tight fold
set. At Baker Bay early lineations are dispersed about a later
shallow, northwest plunging lineation which is probably
associated with the fold axis of a fold that affects the
foliation. Lineations are not everywhere equally developed
and several periods of lineation development are possible, but
not proven, throughout the mapped region. Locally, poorly
defined layers and aggregates of mafic minerals are tightly
folded about horizontal axial planes defined by mafic clots
and flattened quartz. Two poorly defined sets of sub-
horizontal foliations that intersect at small angles were
noted in several localities. One outcrop mapped in detail as
typical of unit 1 near Baker Bay shows many minor structures
and variable leucosome development. North of Corrigal
River contacts between coarse- and fine-grained types in the
form of planar 0.5 to 5.0 in thick alternating lithologies are
transitional over a few tens of metres suggesting tectonic
interleaving of the two units. Although foliations are
generally subparallel, in a number of localities layering or
gneissosity is intersected by a later foliation. If this foliation
is associated with a fold set, then, since the layering is either
steeper or shallower than the shallow to moderately dipping
foliation it follows that some layers are overturned. On the
other hand some layers are leucosome formed during defor-
mation so they need not show a relative position of a fold
limb d ig . SO.2). On the whole the minor structures and the
layering relations do suggest that, as yet unmapped, large,
tight, overturned folds are present in the rocks of unit 1.

High grade metamorphism has affected the rocks of
unit 1 as shown by regional development of orthopyroxene,
over an area 10 to 20 km wide and in excess of SO km long

i !

(Fig. SO.3). As detailed petrology is required before the
reactions by which the orthopyroxenes formed can be
identified the region shown as orthopyroxene zone is not
bounded by isograds. To the west, near the Committee Bay
coast amphibolite grade orthogneisses and migmatites grade
eastward into granulite grade rocks. Figure SO.it shows
rnigmatite from this area. Near Brevoort Lake and Grinnel
Lake amphibolite grade rocks predominate, although small
patches of pyroxene-bearing orthogneisses occur locally. The
age of this suite is unknown but they art? considered the
oldest rocks in the area.

Lineatcd granite (unit 2)
Unit 2 is a metagranite suite which occurs in stocks,

sheets, and dykes of unit 2 cutting the granulite grade
country rock in the western part of the region. Large bodies
are slightiy less resistant to erosion than the granulite host.
The sheets have a shallow dip and are interleaved with the
host in an intricate manner. Some oi the smaller sheets have
been omitted from Figure S0.1 for clarity.

Unit 2 consists of orange to pink weathering, pink to
white, coarse to medium textured granite witli characteristic
flattened or lineated smoky quartz ana polygonitizcd to
sugary feldspar growth pseudomorphing coarse feldspar
shapes. The colour index is about 5, mafic minerals consist
of biotite and an opaque, generally magnetite. -\ thin section
of the rock is seen to be a perthite rich granite with a trace
of biotite partly altered to chlorite and a trace of magnetite.
Variants include polygonitized, almost completely
recrystallized and finer grained types. At contacts with
unit 1 small granite dykes are particularly abundant , locally
generating injection type gneisses, although local passive
dykes and narrow gradational contact zones are found at
contacts of many of the sills.

FoJiation and local lineation in the metagranite is
shown by quartz plates accentuated by small, irregularly
oriented biotite flakes that cluster near the quartz. In less

Figure 80.2. Plv>toyrapl\ of unit 1 migmatite. Shows deformed unit ! and development of unit 5
granite along axial plane. Tape is lira cm across.



severely deformed rocks, in sections normal to foliation and
tlie direction of lineation of the quartz grains, two
intersecting foliations are distinguishable, and at two
localities, relict feldspars show that they have been rotated
in a dextral sense. These structures, although not common
enough to characterize the deformation do indicate that
shear was instrumental m producing the fabric. Thus, since
grain size is demonstrably reduced by shear much of this
unit can be considered as protomylonitic. The foliations so
produced are generally shallow dipping and locally folded.

The mineral assemblage quartz, alkali feldspar, biotitc,
opaque with rare garnet and/or orthopyroxene is stable at
high grades under moderately dry conditions. Dykes of unit 3
cut unit 2 and since unit 3 is locally metamorphosed to
granulite grude the granite is likewise interpreted to have
been affected by granulitc metamorphism even though, as
yet, only a few grains of orthopyroxene have been identified
from the granite. The age of the granite is pre-unit 3, 5,
and 6 and post-unit 1 and correlatives are not currently
known.

FURr AND HECLA STRAIT

Lineated metabasic dykes (unit 3)

Foliated, lineated metadiabase dykes are well exposed
in the cleared area southeast of the lake at the head of
IVevoort River and are found in unit 1, and less abundantly in
unit 2, throughout the area.

The dykes are 10 cm to 30 in wide and extend along
strike for up to f> km, but poor exposure and tectonic
disruption combine to make most mapped dyke segments
short.

In the amphibolite grade terrane the dykes are dark
weathering, dark, fine- to medium-grained and consist of
lineated hornblende and minor plagioclase whereas in the
granulite terrane they are brown weathering, medium grained
and contain pyroxenes and biotite as well as leucosome pods.
Thinner dykes are fine grained and occur as satellites to
nearby thicker medium grained dykes. The latter generally
contain fist sized medium- to coarse-grained, feldspar-rich,
pyroxene- and hornblende-bearing Icucosomcs. In the
amphibolite grade region, the dykes arc folded into upright,
open, moderately northeast plunging structures with an
internal lineation defined by elongate hornblendes. Dykes
from the hypersthene zone lie along or at small angles to the
foliation; at leaker r\ay a large fold nose is fortuitously
exposed and serves as an important marker in the sequence of
geologic events. The fold is tight, has a steep plunge to the
north-northeast and a moderately northwest dipping axial
plane.

Dykes from the west consist of hornblende,
orthopyroxene, dinopyroxene, plagioclase. quartz, biotite.
and opaques which is consistent with granulite grade.
In contrast, dykes from ainphibotite grade country rocks vire
lineated, medium grained and contain sweats which, on the
basis of one thin section consist of hornblende, clinopyroxene,
plagioclasc, quartz, biotitc. opaque, and alkali feldspar, an
assemblage consistent with the amphibolite grade of the
country rock. We conclude that the dykes were en/placed
prior to the high grade inetamorphism that has affected
the region.

The dykes cut units 1 and 2 and arc cut by unit r>. The
contact relations between units 3 and k have not been seen.
There are three sets of deformed Archean dykes exposed to
the southeast ((JSC Open Pile 10'tfi); the correlation of unit 5
with one of these three sets may be possible with further
knowledge of field relationships and goochronologica! results.

Figure 80.3. Sketch map of dixtrihution of ortliopvro.xene
.-one Sole thin section distribution mui ns-xemhiacics
reporti'(l Ilierefrom. Letters mut /lumbers- correspoiul to
tlios'e in [''itjttre K0..r>.
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Figure 80.4. Photograph of unit 5 migmatite. Sho-ws fragment of unit 1 set m massive unit 5
granite. Photos (Fig. 80.2 and 80.4) were taken a few meires from each other.

Metasedimentary suite (unit 4)

Small areas in the northern part of the map area are
underlain by metasedimentary gneiss. Resistant units such as
inetaquart^ite characteristically form hills whereas units
such as sillirnanite schist are recessive.

Rock types of the suite include gneiss, amphibolite,
quartzites, sillimanite schist, and metapyroxenite.
Hornblende- and biotite-bearing quartzofeldspathic gneisses
grade into biotite-bearing quartzofeldspathic gneisses. The
arnphibolites are thin layers composed of hornblende and
plagiociase and are locally garnetiferous. The quartzites are
generally white but are locally red or green. They contain
scattered muscovite and locally, chrorniferous rnuscovite.
They are fine- to medium-grained with abundant quartz veins
and thin interbeds of mica- and siiiimanite-bearing layers.
Near the base, thin layers of strongly foliated quartzite
pebble conglomerate and biotite, rnuscovite, and feldspar-
bearing quartzite are interbedded with relatively pure
quartzite and sillirnanite schist. The schists generally
contain muscovite, biotite, sillimanite and on occasion garnet
and/or cordierite. Metre thick metapyroxenite dykes cut
quartzites.

The unit outcrops in a crude U-shape, with the open end
pointing to the east. In general, the foliations are shallow
dipping and lineations have shallow plunges. The
relationships of unit <t with structurally underlying units is
locally gradational, although pods of massive unit 5 granite
occur throughout the contact region complicating
relationships. The metasediments in contact with unit 1 are
aluminous and grade into unit 1 with decreasing sillimanite
and increasing hornblende contents. Nowhere is an intrusive
relationship recognized between units I and <i. Instead we
postulate that the aluminous metasediments are pelites and
that the gradational part constitutes a metaregolith formed
over an unconformity between units 1 and 4.

The metamorphic grade of the metasediment is upper
amphibolite based on the coexistence of garnet and
hornblende in the amphibolites and quartz and muscovite in
the schist. An occurrence of garnet, cordierite, biotite,
sillimanite schist suggests that metamorphic conditions were
near highest amphibolite grade (cf. Froese, 1978).
Metasedimentary rocks of unit ^ sit unconformably(?) on
granodiorite of unit 1 and are cut by granite of unit 5. The
association of chromiferous quartzites and iron rich
(- garnetiferous) sediments is similar in lithology to the
Prince Albert Group as described in adjacent areas
(Frisch, 19S2; Schau, 1977). We postulate that unit h can be
correlated with the 2.9 Ca old Prince Albert Croup.

Anorthositic metagabbro

Metamorphosed, small, layered sills of anorthositic
gabbro are emplaced in the foliation of unit 1 northeast of
Baker Bay. The metamorphism is characterized by
grossularite, plagioclase and hornblende. These sills are not
foliated although their layering is subparallel to the foliation.
They are correlated with rnetagabbroic bodies of Archean age
to the southeast (GSC Open File 10^6). Metagabbroic stocks
are irregularly distributed in the region and have been
assigned to this unit.

Massive hornblende-biotite granite (unit 5)

Irregular stocks of fresh granite and dykes of pegmatite
and aplite occur in areas underlain by amphibolite grade
country rock. A large body underlies the north-central
portion of the map area, smaller sheets are found along the
west coast, and the small stock, outlined in 198^, is found in
the central part of the map area. The granite is pink
weathering, white to grey, medium grained, massive
hornblende biotite granite. The aplites are pink and white
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with only a small amount of biotite. A large proportion of
the area marked unit 1, especially the region at amphibolite
grade, contains about 15 per cent leucosotne fraction of
granite veins or pods. Gneissic rocks occur locally where
sheets of granite intrude lit-par-lit fashion into tonalite
gneiss of unit 1. Elsewhere, decimetre long, massive,
unconnected pods of granite are set in tonalite and
granodiorite. The composition of this leucosorne is siinilar to
(arger bodies of granite. Migmatite with small blocks of
unit 1 set in granite are locally well developed. Figure SO.'f
is an example of this type. A working hypothesis is that the
granite is the result of partial melting of tonalite
granodiorite suite and, locally, of unit 2 granite, which
occurred at deeper Jevels and possibly at presently exposed
structural levels. Perhaps partial melting and the high grade
metamorphisrn are coeval and/or cogenetic. The location of
granite bodies in the amphibolite grade part of unit 1 may
indicate the extent of higher partial pressures of water in the
jrnphibolite grade rocks.

The granite cuts units 1, 2, 3, and <* and is cut by fresh
dykes and faults. The granite was exposed to erosion by time
of deposition of Fury and Hecla sequence. Although the age
of the granite is uncertain, and massive granites of both early
to middle Proterozoic and late Archean age occur on Melville
Peninsula to the south (GSC Open File 10^6), a working
hypothesis is that the granite and the high grade
metamorphism are coeval and part of the Archean
metamorphic event that affected the Prince Albert Group
elsewhere on the peninsula.

Massive metagabbro dykes (unit 6)

West-trending, steeply dipping dykes of black
weathering, fine- to medium-grained metagabbro cut
granulite terrane. The dykes are jess resistant to erosion
than the country rock and are poorly exposed at edges of
canyons or as small knobs on the canyon floor. Nevertheless
they have been followed for many tens of kilometres along
strike in several locations.

The dykes are hornblende-plagioclase rocks with white
plagioclase phenocrysts locally rimmed by garnet suggesting
that the dykes are metamorphosed. In thin section the rock
is seen to be composed of hornblende, plagioclase, and
opaques widely replaced by actinolite, chlorite, albite, and
clinozoisite.

The dykes are cast into i.:?.,oscopic folds with shallow
northwest plunges. The age and assignment of the dykes is
not known. Other dyke swarms of similar appearance to the
south on Melville Peninsula are Proterozoic in age.

Pegmatites (not on map)

Biotite bearing pegmatites cut unit 6. There are
several sets of pegmatite which may be of differing ages,
some containing hornblende others allanite?.

Fault rocks

Late faults are marked by linear zones of intensely
altered rocks. The alteration is commonly quartz and
hematite impregnation but epidosites are also common.
Rusty patches are found as well. Where rare fabrics were
observed, slickensides are nearly horizontal. The faults
contain disrupted veins and have several episodes of
movement and hence the fault rocks were probably formed at
different times after the metamorphism. The east west
faults and included fault rocks are part of a peninsula wide
fault set of middle Proterozoic age (GSC Open File 10*6).

Fury and Hecla sequence

Within the map area, this sequence outcrops along the
south shore of Fury and Hecla Strait. A wedge mapped this
year underlies 35 km2 and is bounded to the west by a
northwest striking, steeply dipping fault, to the south by an
east-striking fault and to the east by an unconformity.

The sequence is 5 km thick as estimated from map
pattern and measured dips. It consists of thick sequences of
bedded quartzites and thinner interbeds of red siltstones.

Sedimentary structures include crossbeds which
indicate current travelled from east to west and only rarely
from south to north. Diagenetic discoloration have added
fine purple patterns to the essentially white to tan
quartzites. These patterns suggest massive water flow
through the sediments probably precipitating newly oxidized
iron hydroxides. The discoloration and local hematite veins
indicate that oxidizing solutions which can transport uranium
were active in this area during late Proterozoic time.
Anomalous concentrations of uranium have been associated
with this unit north of the strait (Chandler et al., !9S0).

Secondary structures include fracture cleavage parallel
to steep east-west faults that are apparently north side down.
Two open synclines, a northern one with a shallow northwest
plunge and a southern one with a southwest plunge also affect
the sequence. The age of the sequence is late Proterozoic.

Fresh diabase dykes and sills (unit S)

Brown weathering, black to greenish brown, very fine-
to medium-grained diabase dykes with steep dips, a
northwesterly trend, and widths of 5 cm to <*5 in cut all units.
The dykes are more resistant to weathering than the country
rock but are more poorly exposed in the felsenmeer-covered
amphibolite grade country rock. Linear magnetic anomalies
(taken from GSC Geophysical Map Series S3Q£tg) with similar
trends and marked by diabase boulder trains probably indicate
additional diabase dykes to those located in outcrop.

Although the dykes are linear on a map scale, in detail
the contacts are irregular and metre-long blocks of country
rock have been spalled from the walls of the dykes. The
thinner dykes have irregular and angular shapes. At one
locality an east-west trending steeply dipping fault offsets a
fresh dyke with an apparent dextral offset of a few metres.
The question of whether the fresh dykes belong to either of
the major late Proterozoic northwest trending dyke swarms
(i.e. the Franklin or Mackenzie sets), must await further
work.

Sills in the Fury and Hecla sequence are up to
50 m thick and extend along strike for tens of kilometres.
The sills are medium grained olivine-bearing gabbro, which
locally along strike has been affected by deuteric alteration.
The sills have been affected by some east-west faults. The
age of the sills may be similar to the dykes.

Later events

Although no direct evidence of later depositional events
is preserved in the region it is known that faulting affected
the clastic rocks and the mafic dykes and sills. The region
was then apparently peneplaned by early Ordovician time
(Sanford, 1977). The uplift of Melville Peninsula in
mid-Devonian time is the last structural event, save the
isostatic adjustments to Pleistocene ice sheets.

Economic minerals
No interesting showings were located this year. Grab

samples of rusty material with sulphides collected in previous
seasons were assayed for Au, Ag, and As and returned values
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Figure 80.5. Sketch showing granulite invariant point taken
from Froese and Sen (1979). Numbers and letters correspond
to those used on Figure 80.3. The compatible assemblages
are shown on the biotite surface (Froese, 1978).

at or near detection limit. Although granites contain
radioactive accessories no concentrations nor complex
pegmatites were located.

Special problems

Metamorphosed fault zones by virtue of their strained
nature and reduced grain size are recrystallized and hence
difficult to identify in high grade metamorphic terranes. At
one locality near Brevoort River a narrow shear zone is seen
to have formed along a pegmatite dyke cutting unit 2 granite.
Evidence that the zone is a fault zone is shown by relict
amazonite crystals which have been rotated and reduced in
size, z-shaped folds, and rare doubly plunging folds (sheath
folds?) which only occur along the length of this 50 m by
0.5 m zone. The zone consists of quarizofeldspathic fine
grained matrix interlayered with fine grained garnet-rich
layers whereas the country rock is typical unit 2 granite. A
longer zone, some 30 km long, and which traverses the
deformed rocks of unit 1 being deflected only by the latest
faults, is similarly composed of garnet, quartz, feldspar with
local development of biotite and sillimanite. A third
occurrence thought to be a fault zone is an aplite. (n the
Baker Bay area a thin unit of leucocratic, very fine grained
granite can be traced across the area. The zone is
subparallel to the foliation and is affected by the latest open
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northwest plunging fold but not by the earlier northeast
plunging folding. Locally near the edge of the aplite the
country rock becomes more foliated and biotitic. Country
rock on either side is unit 1 so offset is difficult to
demonstrate. We believe this unit to be a shallow dipping
fault possibly active in the later stages of the metamorphism
and that the recrystallization took place when unit 6 was
metamorphosed.

Another problem to be addressed is the extent of large
fold structures. There is local evidence of folding on a
sizable scale from minor structures and outcrop patterns
from units 1 to 4 inclusive. The sparsity of marker horizons
and the nature of the folded material (essentially
homogeneous irregular masses of quartzofeldspathic rock)
combined with the high grade of metamorphism which has
partially melted or recystallized the rocks so as to remove
the evidence, militate against proper definition of the folds.
Nevertheless the possibility that slabs of basement and
infolds of supracrustal units have been stacked in such a
manner that the supracrustals have been lowered some five
times their original thickness into the crust seems likely.

Schau and Ashton (1985) posed the question of whether
granulites developed in unit 1 are "higher" grade than the
surrounding amphibolite. The extent of the orthopyroxene
zone as determined in the field is shown on Figure 80.3. Also
shown are some locations of different mineral assemblages.
These are keyed to the excerpt from Froese and Sen (1979)
P-T diagram derived for biotite bearing mafic granulites
(Fig 80.5). On the map the metamorphic conditions as
deduced from the P-T diagram are not regular. Explanations
for this irregularity include structural modification
subsequent to peak metamorphism, variable extent of back
reactions so that different quenching assemblages are
preserved, or variable activity of water during
metamorphism. There is local evidence supporting all three
hypotheses, however the argument for the latter hypothesis is
amplified below. Powell (1983) proposed phase relations for a
model metabasic rock under high grade conditions.
Powell (ibid.) shows the mineralogical evolution of a garnet,
plagioclase, hornblende, and quartz assemblage under
external buffering of water activity and contrasts it with the
evolution of a similar assemblage under internal buffering.
The sporadic occurrence of orthopyroxene with hornblende in
the partial melts that constitute unit 5 supports the model of
internal buffering of water activity. The occasional
leucosome in which clinopyroxene is well developed would
support externally imposed water activity. The relative
importance of each of the processes is not known since the
required mineral assemblages are not known to be widely
distributed. Perhaps a competing reaction is more important.
Percival (1983) suggested that biotite and hornblende react to
form orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, potash feldspar, and
water. This assemblage is sporadically present and may have
fixed the water activity instead of the Powell reactions. We
conclude that water activity probably varied irregularly
during rnetamorphism but that the processes responsible are
not yet identified.

The proposal that hornblende bearing granite results
from partial melting of crustal, albeit plutonic materials,
recieves theoretical support from Powell (1985), and is
analogous to that made by Kenan and Hollister (1983), as
their explanation for high grade rocks in northwestern British
Columbia.

Future work will focus on determining large scale
structures and relating them to regions of higher and lower
water activity. The processes whereby the high grade rocks
reappear at the surface will be pursued.
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Abstract

The northern extremity of the Humber Arm Allochthon in the Portland Creek area consists of
thrust imbricated slices of the Cow Head Group and overlying Lower Head formation2. The
northernmost exposure of the Cow Head Group occurs east of Portland Hill and Lower Head
sandstone extends to Portland Creek. Farther north, limestone breccias between Portland Creek and
Daniels Harbour are assigned to the Cape Cormorant Formation and interpreted as part of the
allochthon.

Sandstones that envelope the northern portion of the allochthon are correlated with the Goose
Tickle Formation. They occur stratigraphically above the Table Head Group north of Daniels Harbour
and extend southward to Southwest Feeder. In the vicinity of Portland Creek Pond, carbonates of the
St. George and Table Head groups are thrust westward above the Goose Tickle Formation. Farther
south, the carbonates are thrust above the Humber Arm Allochthon. The contact between the
carbonate sequence and the Precambrian Long Range Complex is interpreted as a thrust that extends
northward to Brians Pond.

L'extremitS nord de l'allochthone de Humber Arm dans la region de Portland Creek est constitue1

d'^cailles chevauchantes du groupe de Cow Head et de la formation susjacente de Lower Head.
L'affleurement le plus septentrional du groupe de Cow Head se trouve a l'est de Portland Hill et les
gres de Lower Head s'Stendent jusqu'a Portland Creek. Plus au nord, des breches calcaires, entre
Portland Creek et Daniels Harbour, appartiendraient a la formation de Cap Cormorant et
interpreters comme faisant partie de l'allochthone.

Les gres qui enveloppent la portion nord de l'allochthone correspondent a la formation de Goose
Tickle. Stratigraphiquement, ces gres recouvrent le groupe de Table Head au nord de Daniels
Harbour et s'etendent vers le sud jusqu'a Southwest Feeder. Pres de l'e'tang Portland Creek, les
carbonates des groupes de St. George et de Table Head chevauchent vers l'ouest la formation de
Goose Tickle. Plus au sud, les carbonates chevauchent I'allochthone de Humber Arm. Le contact
entre la se>ie de carbonates et le comlexe prficambrien de Long Range a ete interprets comme une
faille inverse qui se prolonqe vers le nord jusqu'a Brians Pond.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland, A1B 3X5

2 lower case for informal formation names
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Introduction
This report summarizes the results of field work-

carried out during the summers of 1984 and 19S5 at the
northern extremity of the Humber Arm Allochthon in the
Portland Creek map area (NTS 121/4, Fig. Sl.l). It represents
part of the final phase of a continued study to remap the
entire Number Arm Allochthon (Williams, 1973; 19S5a,b;
Schillereff and Williams, 1979; Williams and Godfrey, 19S0;
Williams et al. 1982; I9S3; l9S.lt; 19S5; Quinn and
Williams, 19S3; Nyman et al., 1984).

The three distinct tectonic elements of western
Newfoundland, i.e. the Humber Arm AJlochthon, Cambrian-
Ordovician carbonate sequence, and Precambrian Long Range
Complex, have a clear morphological expression in the
Portland Creek area. The Humber Arm Allochthon underlies a
broad coastal lowland from Parsons Pond to Portland Creek
Pond. Undulating hills to the east are underlain by the
Paleozoic carbonate sequence. Highlands of the Long Range
Mountains farther east consist of Precambrian granites and
metamorphc rocks. Outcrop is poor throughout the western
lowland, except for coastal sections. These are of limited
use as the coast is parallel to the structural grain. More
informative are the cross-sections of Parsons Pond and
Portland Creek Pond, as these waterways were scoured by
glacial ice that moved from east to west across the
structural grain. Rock exposures improve eastward. Most
inland traversing was done along streams.

Previous work in the Portland Creek area is limited to
the stratigraphic studies of Schuchert and Dunbar (193<O and
regional mapping by Johnson (1941a,b) and Oxley(1953).
Schuchert and Dunbar (193*) defined the sequence of rock
units in western Newfoundland and introduced the
stratigraphic terminology that is still in wide usage. The
work of Johnson and Oxley was tied in part to petroleum
exploration and an attempt to assess the potential of oil
seeps at Parsons Pond. Both Johnson and Oxley recognized
the significance of thrusting in controlling repetition of rock
groups and explaining relationships and setting of the
carbonate sequence and Long Range Complex. Oxley's map
at a seed; of 1 inch to 2 miles covers most of the Portland
Creek area. More recently, Knight (1985a,b) has mapped
northern parts of the area as part of a study of the carbonate
sequence in western Newfoundland.

General statement

The Portland Creek area contains Precatnbrian
basement rocks, Cambrian to Middle Ordovician rocks of the
west Newfoundland Paleozoic cover sequence, and Cambrian
to Middle Ordovician rocks of the Humber Arm Allochthon.
The Precambrian basement rocks are assigned to the Long
Range Complex (Baird, I960). Cambrian-Ordovician rocks of
the cover sequence are separated into the Forteau and Hawke
Bay formations (Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934), the St. George
and Table Head groups (Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934;
Klappa et al., 1980), and the Goose Tickle Formation
(Cooper, 1937; Knight, 1985a), from oldest to youngest. The
Humber Arm Allochthon contains rocks of the Cow Head
Group (Kindle and Whittington, 1958; Williams et al., 1985),
the Lower Head formation (Williams et al., 1985) and the
Cape Cormorant Formation (Klappa et al., 1980).

Throughout most of western Newfoundland the Humber
Arm Allochthon occurs structurally above the Paleozoic
cover sequence, which in turn lies upon the Precambrian Long
Range Complex with profound unconformity. Definition of
the northern extremity of the Humber Arm Allochthon in the
Portland Creek area is confused by several local conditions;
(1) late thrusts bring the St. George and Table Head groups
above the allochthon, (2) the Lower Head formation of the
allochthon resembles nearby sandstones of the autochthonous

Coose Tickle Formation, (3) carbonate breccias assigned to
the Cape Cormorant Formation at Portland Creek Pond
appear to be part of the alloi'l-thon, and (4) poor exposure
throughout the critical area of Portland Creek Pond.

In the following account the Precambrian basement
rocks and the Paleozoic cover sequence are described in
order of decreasing age. This is followed by a description of
rocks of the Humber Arm Allochthon and a concluding
section on structural styles.

Autochthonous and parautochthonous rocks

Both the basement rocks and cover sequence are
affected by thrust faults along the east margin of the area.
They are therefore viewei as parautochthonous. North of
Portland Creek Pond, thrusts are absent and the cover
sequence may be autochthonous.

Basement rocks

Precambrian rocks of the Long Range Complex occur
along the eastern side of the area in a structural inlier
bounded on the west by the Long Range Thrust
(Johnson, 1941 b). The dominant rock type is pink, coarse
grained granite. Most examples have a weak foliation defined
by mica and tabular feldspars. Foliation is more pronounced
in biotite-rich zones. A lew examples are massive. Foliated
and banded amphibolite and granodiorite (Hlr1) outcrop =ilong
the eastern shore of Inner Pond. The contact with pink
foliated granite is sharp, it is parallel to the regional
foliation, and it has a marked topographic expression.

Paleozoic cover sequence

Rocks of the Paleozoic cover sequence occur as a
narrow band bounded by thrusts between Parsons Pond and
Brians Pond. Dips are moderately west, to steep and locally
overturned. A wider area of cover rocks north of Portland
Creek Pond has gentle dips and a uniform order of
stratigraphic units that are younger to the southwest. There,
the section appears to dip beneath the Humber Arm
Allochthon.

The contact between the cover sequence and the Long
Range Complex is interpreted everywhere as a thrust,
although unconformable relationships are clearly defined both
north and south of the area (Knight and Boyce, 1984;
Knight, 1985a,b; Williams et al., 1985).

Basal units of the cover sequence, the Lower Cambrian
Forteau and Hawke Bay formations, occur in a small wedge-
shaped area near the east end of Parsons Pond and in an
arcuate belt at Southwest Feeder Pond. The Forteau
Formation consists of thin bedded grey-brown to
green-brown shale and fine grained grey nodular limestone.
A coarser grained and thicker bedded sequence containing
calcarenites, oolitic grainstones and sandy limestones with
intraformation rip-up clasts of shale occurs near the top of
the formation to the south of Southwest Feeder Pond. The
Hawke Bay Formation consists mainly of grey to pink
quartzite.

The St. George and Table Head groups are the most
extensive of the cover units and extend the full length of the
area. The Port au Port Group of Middle to Upper Cambrian
age (Knight and Boyce, 1984) is recognized locally beneath
the St. George Group in the gorge draining Southwest Feeder
Pond and along a woods-road 2 km to the south. The Port au
Port Group is unseparated in Figure Sl. l . It consists of
laminated dolostone, thin bedded dolostone and argillite,
limestone, lime mudstone and minor grainstone. Bioturbation
and slumping locally disrupt bedding and produce breccia
zones.
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The St. George Group is well exposed along the gorge of
Southwest Feeder and along the northeast shore of Portland
Creek Pond. Well bedded jnd in places laminated cream to
grey dolostones and grey limestones predominate. Thin
brown-weathering chert bands, commonly disrupted by
synsedimentary slumping occur in the lower and upper parts
of the group. Bioturabation that produces a mottled
appearance in the rocks is widespread. Gastropods occur in
lower parts of the group along Southwest Feeder gorge.
Dolostones in lower parts of the section are extremely hard
in places, suggesting the presence of diagenetic silica.
Dolostones are well developed on the north side of Portland
Creek Pond. These rocks have a highly vuggy appearance and
primary depositional features are masked by
recrystallization.

The Table Head Group forms the top of the carbonate
section and it is best exposed at Portland Creek Pond and
along the coast in the northern portion of the area.
Individual formations of the group, viz: Table Point, Table
Cove, Black Cove and Cape Cormorant (Klappa et al.. 19S0)
are recognized locally but no complete section is present.
The Cape Cormorant Formation is absent in stratigraphic
sections of the Table Head Group in the Portland Creek area.
Breccias assigned to the Cape Cormorant Formation at
Portland Creek Pond are interpreted as transported and part
of the Humber Arm AUochton.

Fossiliferous thick bedded grey limestone of the Table
Point Formation is well exposed on the north shore of
Portland Creek Pond and in the low rolling hills to the north.
Minor thin chert bands occur in the lower parts of the
formation. Prominent gastropod- and nautiloid-bearing beds
are found throughout the formation. Doloniitic zones, with
sharp contacts against limestone beds, are extensive in some
sections.

The contact between ti>e St. George and Table Head
groups is exposed on the north shore of Portland Creek Pond
and on a small nearby island. Interbedded laminated
dolostone and thin chert bands at the top of the St. George
Group are disrupted into slump breccia with a dolomitic lime
mudstone matrix. These beds are in abrupt contact with
bedded pelletoidaJ fenestral limestone of the basal Table
Point Formation. Bioturbation is widespread and the rocks
locally show a weJl developed wavy lamination.

On the north shore of Portland Creek Pond, and in
Bowing Brook, the Table Point Formation grades upward into
thin bedded grey lime mudstone, nodular limestone, brown
grey silty lime mudstone and grey shales of the Table Cove
Formation. At both localities, an exposure gap to the west
may correspond with the recessive black shales of the Black
Cove Formation. Black shales conformably overlie Table
Cove limestones in the Borax No 2 well near Bowing Brook
and at Spudgels Cove, 5 km along strike to the north.

Clastics at the top of the cover sequence are assigned
to the Goose Tickle Formation (Cooper, 1937; Tuke, 1 96S),
following the lead of Knight (19S5a). This unit is equivalent
to the Norris Point formation of the Gros Morne area to the
south (Williams, 193.5a; Williams et al.. 19S5) and the
Mainland Sandstone at the top of the cover sequence in the
Stephenville area (Williams, 19S5b). The Goose Tickle
Formation conformably overlies the Black Cove Formation at
Spudgels Cove and farther north at Table Cove. Carbonate
breccias and shales of the Cape Cormorant Formation are
absent at both localities.

The Goose Tickle Formation is well exposed along the
coast at Spudgels Cove and along the lower to middle reaches
of Southwest Feeder. It consists of green-grey to grey shale
interstratified with well bedded green sandstone to granule
conglomerate. Sandstones are graded and show well
developed Bouma sequences, in places occurring as

amalgamated beds up to a few metres thick. Towards the top
of the section, the sandstone beds are thicker, more massive
and coarser grained. Oewater'ng structures arc rofiirnon in
the thicker beds.

Shales near the base ol the formation on the north
shore of Portland Creek Pond contain the lollowing
graptolites; Climacograptus. Glossograptus. and
Glypotograptus or Undulograptus. These (onus arc
suggestive of a Darriw illian (Da 2) to Gisbornian jge
(Llanvirn to earh Caradoc, R.A. Cooper, personal
communication. 1 "JS ">). Reudemann (1947) assigned
grapfolites from a stratigraphically higher level within the
formation at Southwest Feeder to the \ortiiunskill (Caradoc).
Additional material collected by L.A. Oumn ana
S.H. Williams in 19S5 appear to confirm this late Middle
Ordovician age.

Humber Arm Allochthon

The Humbcr Arm Allochthon consists of
northeast-trending thrust slices of limestone breccia, platy
limestone and shale of the Co".- Head Group overlain
stratigraphically by sandstones and conglomerates of the
Lower Head formation. These rocks extend between Parsons
Pond and Portland Creek Pond. A large area of limestone
breccia between Portland Creek and Daniels Harbour is
assigned to the Cape Cormorant Formation. These rocks
appear to be a structural slice rather than a s-ratigraphic
unit above the Goose Tickle Formation. 1 thermore.
because similar breccias are absent in nearby stratigraphic
sections of the Table Head Group, the breccias are
considered part of the Humber Arm Allochthon.

Middle Cambrian to Lower Ordovician rocks of the Cow
Head Group are interpreted as a proximal to distal, eastern
or continental slope facies of the shallow water, continental
shelf, carbonate sequence (Williams et al.. 19S5). In its type
area, the Cape Cormorant Formation occurs at the
stratigraphic top of The carbonate sequence. Its age is early
Middle Ordovician and its presence signals a disturbance of
the carbonate shelf. Within the Humber Arm Allochthon, the
Cape Cormorant formation is viewed therefore as
parautochthonous and incorporated during the latest phases
of assembly and transport.

Stratal orientation within the Cape Cormorant
Formation, although poorly defined, allows division into two
structural blocks. One corresponds with the coastal outcrops
where bedding trends north-northeast and dips 60° to the
east. The second is the island in Portland Creek Pond where
bedding strikes west-northwest and dips gently to the south.
Bedding in the coastal block is consistent over a strike length
of 7 km and parallels the strike of strata in the immediately
adjacent Lower Head Formation of the Humber Arm
Allochthon. However, it is markedly discordant to trends of
strata in the nearby platformal sequence. This supports the
notion that the Cape Cormorant Formation occurs as a series
of tectonic blocks at the base of the Humber Arm
Allochthon.

The Cape Cormorant Formation consists mainly of
massive limestone breccia. Clasts range from granules to
large blocks with the majority railing in the coarse pebble to
fine cobble range. A single block at Cliffy Point measures
30 by 70 m. Rip-up clasts of poorly consolidated grey
laminated shale and feldspathic sandstone up to 5 by 1 km are
scattered throughout the unit. The lime mudstone matrix in
places contains clastic debris derived from the partial
disaggregation of intraformational shale and sandstone clasts.

Clast to matrix ratio is generally very high although at
some localities, such as the northeast side of the island in
Portland Creek Pond and south of Cliffy Point, there are
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zones with a high proportion of matrix. In these areas the
breccias approach paracongJonierates and the matrix is more
shaly. At the island in Portland Creek Pond the shaly-rnatrix
breccia directly overlies a sequence of bedded sandstone and
shale, suggesting that the shale matrix was derived [rom
intrabasinal material. Isolated lenses of shale-rich matrix
within massive limestone breccia may have a similar origin
and represent either completely disaggregated
intraformational clasts, or shale beds totally incorporated
and absorbed into the overlying breccias. Such zones may
thus be useful in determining bedding within an otherwide
massive monotonous sequence.

The lithological character and faunal content of breccia
clasts between Eastern Head and Daniels Harbour indicate
derivation of limestone debris from the Table Head Group
(Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934; Kiappa et al., 1980; James and
Stevens, 19S2; Williams et al., 1985). The largest limestone
blocks within the formation consist of thin bedded limestone
and shale probably derived from the Table Cove Formation.

Coastal outcrops of the Cape Cormorant Formation
south of Cliffy Point are invariably massive and lack clear
evidence of internal bedding. Bedding attitudes shown in
Figure Sl.l are interpreted from the consistent orientation of
clasts of platy Table Cove limestone and the pervasive
development of a stylolitic fabric parallel to the clasts. If
the steep bedding attitudes on the coast continue across
strike, the coastal block has a minimum stratigraphic
thickness of 1000 m. Facing criteria are unknown in any of
the coastal sections.

A vertical water-well drilled within the coastal block
north of Cliffy Point (Fig. 81.1) reveals only 60 m of
limestone breccia underlain by 30 m of grey shale (Tom Lane,
personal communication, 19S5). This suggests that the block
is a thin structural slice above shale.

At Daniels Harbour two 50 m zones of limestone
breccia are separated by a recessive clastic horizon only a
few metres thick. The western zone is a megabreccia, rich in
blocks of thin stylobedded limestone up to 20 m long. Some
of these blocks are contorted and partially disaggregated at
their margins, suggesting they were not completely lithified
when incorporated.

Bedding within the Cape Cormorant Formation is best
seen on the north side of the island in Portland Creek Pond.
Here massive breccia at least 10 m thick is overlain, or
faulted against, 2 m of sandstone and 10 m of grey shale.
The shale, in turn, is succeeded by a shale matrix-rich
breccia with tabular limestone clasts overlain by massive
breccia at least 15 m thick. Poorly preserved graptolites of
Llanvirn aspect (R.A. Cooper and S.H. Williams, personal
communication, 1985) were discovered by L.A. Quinn in the
sandstone near the base of this sequence.

Bedding in the Cape Cormorant Formation on the island
in Portland Creek Pond is parallel to bedding in the Goose
Tickle Formation on the north shore of the pond. Beds face
southwest at both localities. This situation is compatible
with a stratigraphic contact between the two formations
(Knight, 1985b).

Sandstones interstratified with the limestone breccias,
as well as the lithologically identical intraformational
sandstone clasts, are graded turbidites. This indicates that
the Cape Cormorant limestone breccias accumulated below
wave base in a relatively deep water basin.

The Cow Head Group (Schuchert and Dunbar, 1934;
Kindle and Whittington, 1958) comprises a sequence of
limestone breccias, thin bedded grey limestones, tan-
weathering dolomitic lime mudstones, calcarenites and
shales. The group is exposed along the shore of Parsons Pond
and the creeks draining into the pond from the north. It
extends as far north as the east side of Portland Hill.

Limestone breccia is the distinctive main lithology. It
has pebbles to cobbles and boulters of platy limestone,
similar in character to the interstratified thin bedded
limestone. In addition, it contains a minor component of
more equidimensional angular limestone clasts. Some are
distinct from limestone interbeds and exotic to the t iin of
deposition. Breccia beds are generally less than 3 m thick.

The Cow Head Group was subdivided informally into the
Shallow Bay, Green Point and Yellow Point formations, based
on coarseness, thickness and abundance of limestone breccias
(Williams et al., 1985). The Shallow Bay formation occurs
along the western side of the allochthon and the Yellow Point
formation along its eastern side. In the Portland Creek area
the 5hallow Bay formation is restricted to the southwest side
of Parsons Pond. Northward along strike near Portland Hill,
and within the same thrust slice, the breccias are finer and
assigned to the Green Point formation. This suggests both
along-strike and across-strike facies variations.

The more shaly sections assigned to the yellow Point
formation (Williams et al., 1985) at the east end of Parsons
Pond resemble Cambrian beds at the base of the Green Point
formation in its type area to the south. A rich fauna of
rooted dendroids at Parsons Pond, including Staurograptus
dichotomus (Schuchert and Dunbar, 193<i) of probable
Tremadocian age (S.H. Williams, personal communica-
tion, 1985), and the apparent absence of younger graptoloid
forms, supports this correlation. Furthermore, the strata at
the east end of Parsons Pond appear to be in the same
structural slice as the Green Point formation farther south.
Accordingly, the rocks are reassigned to the Green Point
formation. The occurrence of rippled and laminated
calcarenites of possible Cambrian age within this eastern
thrust slice suggests that it contains the thickest and oldest,
as well as themost distal parts of the Cow Head Group.

The Lower Head formation overlies the Cow Heal
Group with the contact defined by the appearance of the first
sandstone bed. The formation is well exposed in coastal
sections between Lower Head and Parsons Pond and between
the Arches and Portland Creek. Both sections are contained
in a single thrust slice. Lower Head sandstones in
structurally higher thrust slices are exposed on the shore of
Parsons Pond.

The formation consists of interbedded green sandstone
and grey to green-grey shale. Limestone conglomerate
occurs locally within the formation at Portland Hill. Thin
grey limestone beds are interstratified with the shale
immediately overlying the Cow Head Group at Lower Head
and at an unknown stratigraphic level some 5 km farther
north. No facies variation is evident among sandstones in the
various thrust slices.

The sandstones are feldspatholithic and contain red and
green chert and dark grey to black argillite fragments.
Limestone clasts are less common, except near the base of
some beds. However, a thick sequence of granule to cobble
limestone conglomerate occurs at Portland Hill. There, the
limestone clasts are embedded in a sandy matrix that appears
more quartz-rich than elsewhere. Pebbly mudstone of
probabJe intraformational slump origin occurs along the coast
2 km north of the Arches (Knight, 1985b). !t contains
sandstone, shale and minor limestone clasts in a
predominantly shaly or sandy matrix.

Sandstones occur in graded to massive beds which
commonly display water escape structures. These modify
primary depositional fabrics. A few isolated paleocurrent
determinations from ripple drift laminations in graded
sandstones suggest a northerly source.

Graptolites occur within the Lower Head formation on
the coast west of Portland Hill and at the northern end of
Portland Creek village. Preliminary determinations are
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Glossograptus and either Climacograptus or Amplexograptus
at the southern locality and Pseudoclimacograptus and a
small Climacograptus as well as Dichograptid
stipe-fragments at the northern locality. Both faunas
suggest a Oarriwillian age, Drobably Da 2 to 3 (uppermost
Arenig to basal Llandeilo, R.A. Cooper personal
communication, I9S5).

Structure
Structural styles and overprinting relationships within

the Portland Creek area indicate a history of multistage
thrusting and associated folding. Early thrusts developed
during assembly and emplacement of the Humber Arm
Allochthon. Later thrusts developed with regional
compression of the allochthon and its underlying basement of
carbonate strata and Precambrian crystalline rocks.

The Number Arm Allochthon consists of a series of
east-dipping and east-facing thrust slices, resulting in across
strike repetition of the Cow Head Croup and Lower Head
formation. Large tectonic blocks of the Cape Cormorant
Formation at the base of the allochthon indicate disruption
and incorporation of some underlying strata during
emplacement.

Early thrusts are confined to the allochthon. They have
a linear north-northeast trend parallel to bedding. In the
south at Parsons Pond, bedding dips steeply to the east. In
the north at Portland Hill, dips are more gentle.

Individual imbricates are up to several kilometres wide.
However, the wider imbricates show evidence of bedding
reversals and small scale internal folding, indicating that
widths do not reflect stratigraphic thicknesses. In areas of
good exposure such as Lower Head, there is local repetition
of stratigraphic units by anastomosing thrust faults. Local
complications in such areas suggest that the portrayal of rock
units in a relatively few broad slices, as depicted in
Figures 81.1 and 81.2, is a gross oversimplification. Poor
outcrop prevents a more rigorous interpretation of structural
style.

Thrust contacts are rarely seen. At Lower Head the
contact between the Lower Head formation and the
overthrust Cow Head Group is marked by a zone of stratal
disruption up to 20 m wide. Deformation is concentrated in
the hanging-wall where the Cow Head Group displays shallow
plunging, asymmetric, west-verging folds. A sequence of
thin bedded limestones and shales in the contact zone pass
conformably upward into breccia of the Cow Head Group and
downward into a zone of progressive deformation and
shearing. At the Lower Head contact, shales contain blocks
of Cow Head and Lower Head lithologies. A similar zone of
stratal disruption up to <f0 m wide occurs in an unnamed
creek north of Parsons PonJ. It contains sandstone and
limestone breccia blocks in a very fine grained, partly
silicified, shaly matrix.

The relationships between the allochthon and underlying
rocks are masked by later structures, except where the Cape
Cormorant Formation is interpreted as blocks above the
Goose Tickle Formation at Daniels Harbour.

South of Southwest Feeder, the sinuous Parsons Pond
Thrust cuts across the imbricates within the allochthon and
brings the Table Head and St. George groups above the Cow
Head Group and Lower Head formation. North of Southwest
Feeder this late thrust is confined to the cover sequence and
brings carbonates of the St. George and Table Head groups
above the Goose Tickle Formation. The Parsons Pond Thrust
parallels the Long Range Thrust, which in turn brings the
Long Range Complex against the carbonate sequence.

At Parsons Pond and immediately north, bedding in the
thrust bounded carbonates is overturned and dips steeply to
the east parallel to the orientation of the Parsons Pond and
Long Range thrusts. Farther north, where the Parsons Pond
and Long Range thrusts diverge, the platformal sequence dips
moderately to gentlv westward.

Because Precambrian crystalline rocks form the
hanging-wall of the Long Range Thrust, the decollement for
late stage thrusting occurs at basement depths. The Parsons
Pond Thrust marks the exposed western limit of this
decollement. However, it is inferred to continue below the
Humber Arm Allochthon (Fig. SI.2), perhaps extending
beneath the Gulf of St. Lawrence. At Ten \1ile Lake and
Castor River approximately 100 km north of Portland Creek,
Precambrian rocks occur 13 km west of the Long Range
structural front (Williams, 1967; Knight, 1983). The
Precambrian rocks are truncated along their western margin
by a major break that marks the western side; of the
Highlands of St. John. The break is generally considered a
high angle normal fault, downthrown on the west
(Knight. 1983). However, it parallels the Long Range Thrust
and could equally well represent an east-dipping thrust
related to the same deep decollement. Its southern extension
projects west of the Portland Creek area into the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, implying that the carbonate sequence
structurally underlying the Humber Arm Allochthon in the
Portland Creek area is parautochthonous (Fig. 81.2).

Wesoscopic folds occur throughout the Portland Creek
area. Although some folds, such as those in the hanging wall
of the thrust plane at Lower Head, probably formed during
initial assembly of the allochthon, most are later and affect
the carbonate sequence. Mesoscopic fold axe-., in both the
allochthon and the carbonate sequence plunge gently south to
southwest.

Macroscopic folds also have a shallow south-southwest
plunge and explain the termination of the Humber Arm
Allochthon at Portland Creek Pond and the appearance of the
structurally underlying carbonate sequence farther north.
The folded allochthon-autochthon contact is truncated by the
Parsons Pond Thrust south of Portland Creek Pond. Fold axes
and late thrusts are subparallel, implying that folding took
place during regional compression immediately prior to
brittle facturing and overthrusting of the carbonate sequence
and its crystalline basement. This agrees with the
asymmetric west-verging style of the mesoscopic folds.

Few direct constraints are available on the age of
deformation. The Middle Ordovician Goose Tickle and Lower
Head formations are interpreted as a clastic wedge deposited
in advance of the Humber Arm Allochthon (Stevens, 1970).
Thus assembly and emplacment of the Humber Arm
Allochthon is f^nerally considered to have taken place during
the middle-Ordovician Taconic Orogeny. There is no upper
age limit on the time of later thrusting in the Portland Creek
area. In the Stephenville area, at the southern end of the
Humber Arm Allochthon, late stage thrusts are dated
stratigraphically as Devonian (Williams, 1985b). A similar
age is suggested for final deformation in the Portland Creek
area.
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Abstract
The Late Silurian to Early Permian Sicker Group represents the oldest rocks of the Wrangellia

terrane of Vancouver Island. This paper summarizes isotopic dates and fossil ages for the group and
associated intrusives. The oldest unit, the Nitinat tuff , is preDevonian, possihly Silurian. It is
intruded by Early Devonian quartz porphyry and granodiorite of the Saltsprinq Intrusions. In the
Buttle Lake area, U-Pb dates for the Myra volcanics indicate a pre-Late Devonian age. Therefore,
the Myra could be an extrusive equivalent of the Saltspring Intrusions. In the Cowichan Lake area, a
chert that overlies the Nitinat tuff yielded Early Mississippian microfossils. No equivalents of the
Myra volcanics occur in the Cowichan area. The highest unit in the Sicker is the Buttle Lake
Limestone. New conodont ages span the interval early Middle Pennsylvanian (Atokan) through Early
Permian (probably Sakmarianl. The Sicker has been variably deformed in the early Mesozoic.

Re"sum<§

Le groupe de Sicker du Silurien supeYieur ou du Permien infe>ieur renferme les roches les plus
anciennes du terrain de Wrangellia de I'fie de Vancouver. Cette elude prSsente des datations
isotopiques et des Ages des fossiles du groupe et des intrusions associ^es. L'unit£ la plus ancienne, le
tuf f de Nit inat, date du pr6-D£vonien et peut-etre du Silurien. Elle est pengtre'e par un porphyre
quartzifere du DSvonien infe>ieur et une granodiorite faisant partie des intrusions de Saltspring.
Dans le secteur du lac Buttle, la datation U-Pb des roches volcaniques de Myra indique un Sqe
pre-Devonien inferieur. Par consequent, les roches de Myra pourraient gtre un Equivalent extrusif
des intrusions de 5altspring. Dans le secteur du lac Cowichan, un chert qui recouvre le tuf f de
Nit inat renferme des microfossiles du Mississippien infe>ieur. On ne trouve pas d'^quivalent des
roches volcaniques de Myra dans le secteur de Cov/ichan. L'unite la plus r^cente dans le groupe de
Sicker est le calcaire de Buttle. Les aqes de conodontes rScents vont du dgbut de Pennsylvanien
moyen (Atokien) jusqu'au d£but du Permien (probablement le Sakmarienl. Le groupe de Sicker a et£
plus ou moins dSforme' au d£but du M£sozoique.

1 Geoloqical Survey of Canada, Pacific Geoscience Centre, P.O. Box 6000, Sidney, B.C. V8L 4B2
2 Precambrian Geology Division, Ottawa.
3 Consultant, 546 Newport Avenue, Victoria. B.C. V8S 5C7
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Introduction
The Paleozoic Sicker Group comorises the oldest rocks

of Wrangellia Clones ct al., 1977), a large allochthonous
terrane that underlies most of Vancouver Island. This paper
summarizes available fossil and isotopic data for the Sicker
and associated intrusive recks with the objective of providing
a framework for ongoing stratigraphic and tectonic studies of
the unit. One of the goals of these studies is to better
resolve the origin of the Wrangellia terrane. The Sicker
contains

stratigraphic units ranging from at least Late Silurian
through Earlv Permian, and therefore provides a long record,
about I 50 million vears, of the early history of Wrangellia.

The Sicker Group was originally used by Clapp (1912) to
refer to deformed volcanic and sedimentary rocks in the
vicinity of Sicker Mountain on southern Vancouver Island
(near Ml on Fig. S2.1). A,s presently defined (Fyles. 1955;
Yole. 1969; Muller, 1980), the Sicker includes all stratified
Paleozoic rocks of the Wrangellia terrane on Vancouver

SICKER GRP.

•
BUTTLE LK.
LIMESTONE

AGE LOCALITIES
K TRIASSIC ? INTR.
B BUTTLE !_K. LS.
C RAD. CHERT
M MYRA VOLC.
S SALTSPRING INTR.
N NITINAT TUFF

126 124°
Figure 82.1. Location of fossil ages and isotopic dates from the Sicker Group. Labels refer to data
summarized in Tables 82.1 and 82.3 through 82.6. BS1 and BS2 are localities where stratigraphic
collections of conodont samples were made in the Buttle Lake Limestone (Table 82.5). The San Juan
and Survey Mountain faults mark the southern limit of Wrangellia on Vancouver Island. The figure
outlines the following GSC map areas: Alert Bay (Midler et a!., 1974), Bute Met (Roddick and
Woods worth, 1977), Nootka (Muller et at, !98M, Aiberni (Muller and Carson, 1969), Nitinat
(Mutier, (982) and Victoria (Muller, 1983).
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Table 82.!. Isotopic dates for lower Paleozoic rocks of the Sicker Group

No. Rock type, Location
(Sample no.)'

Dating
method

Date •«
(Ma)

Ref.
Comments

NIT1NAT TUFF

Nl Pyroxene crystal tuff,
fl of VU. Sicker
along Highway I,
Victoria inap area.
<t8°5l.3' I23°^3.l'
(UBC/Sicker 3)

N2 Pyroxene crystal tuff.
Near Mt. Richards, SW of
Crofton, Victoria map
area. '*S<">0.9f 123°4l.r
(URC/EXO-77 no. 2 ^ l 7\1)

NI3 Pyroxene crystal tuff.
Beaver Pt., Saltspring Is.,
Victoria map area.
<*S°f6.IO' 123°22.6O'
(UBC/2SSM)

SALTSPRING INTRUSIONS

Quartz porphyry.
Mt. Maxwell, Saltspring Is.,
Victoria map arei .
4S°50.05' I23°33.2O'
(G.SC/MEZ-77-l)

52 Schistose quartz porphyry.
Arbutus Pt., Maple Ray,
Victoria map area.
itS'W.W 123°35.6O'
(GSC/WN-I9-7** for U/Pb,
GSC/80-2I for K/Ar)

53 Granodiorite.
Lake Stowell, Saltspring Is.,
Victoria map area.
<fS°»6.9u' 123°26.60'
(CSC/MEZ-76-3)

MYRA VOLCAN1CS

Ml Quartz-feldspar porphyry.
H-W mine(Westmin),
Buttle Lake,
Alberni map area.
<t9°34.25' I25°35.33'
<G5C/P13-307-Sicker)

K-Ar
uralitic
amphibole
after
pvroxene

K-Ar
uralitic
amphibole
after
pyroxene

K-Ar
uralitic
amphibole
after
pyroxene

U-Pb
zircon

±36 (1) Date is a minimum age for the tuff and uralite
alteration. The analyst noted that the date may be
anomalous due to very low K content. Tuff in this
outcrop is cut by quartz porphyry of the Saltspring
Intrusions (Fig. 82.3).

2SS+2S (!) Date is a minimum age for uraJite alteration.
This unit is intruded by Saltspring quartz
porphyry on Mt. Richards (ref. no. 6).

257 + 20 (I) Date is a minimum age for uralite alteration. The
analyst noted that the very low K content of the
amphibole is cause for concern. A nearby Saltspring
quartz porphyry intrudes this tuff.

(a) U-Pb
zircon

LI-92*

>370

120
-130

(2,3) Discordant zircon da tes . U-Pb da tes define a good
linear array (Fig. 82.*) which was used to calcula te
the intercept da tes . UI da te is presently the best
e s t ima te of the age of the Saltspring Intrusions.

(b)K-Ar I SO ±8
muscovite

(2,3) Discordant zircon da tes . Pb-Pb da tes of 361-395 Ma
indicate an approximate minimum age . Intercept
dates are very poorly defined due to a Jack of
dispersion in U-Pb dates .

(5) Minimum age . Very low K content for muscovite,
might be ser ic i te .

U-Pb >370 (2,3) Discordant zircon da tes . Pb-Pb da tes of 357-379 Ma
zircon (n = 5) indicate an approximate minimum age . Intercept

dates are very poorly defined due to a lack of
dispersion in U-Pb da tes .

U-Pb >370 (7) A minimum age base on preliminary analyses
zircon (n=2) with Pb-Pb dates of 370 and 371 Ma.

* UBC = analysis a t Univ. of British Columbia; GSC = analysis at Geol. Survey of Canada.
l * Error limits are ±2 sigma (95% conf. interval) . For U-Pb dates : UI = upper intercept da te ,

LI = lower intercept da te , n = no. of zircon analyses.

References: (1) Geochronology Data File of R.L. Armstrong (Univ. of British Columbia), wri t , comm., 1985;
(2) Muller, 1980; (3) see Table 82.7 in Appendix for analytical data; (U) unpublished results from GSC Geochronology Laboratory;
5) Stevens e t a)., 1982; (6) Eastwood, 1980; (7) Collected by R.V. Kirkham (GSC). analyzed by Parrish.
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Figure 82.2. Time stratiqraphic summary of the Sicker Group on southern Vancouver Island and in
the Buttle lake area on the northern part of the island. Selected aqe data are portraved with
vertical ham which indicate the possible time ranqe for each determination. The ranqe for isotopic
dates (NJ, SI) is the 35% confidence interval. The arrow at Ml indicates a minimum age (Table S?. /).
The preferred aqe ranqe for each conodont fauna is shown with a solid line; the dashed line indicates
the total possible ranqe. The time scale is after that proposed for the Decade of North American
Geoloqy (DNAG) project (Harland etal., 1982; Palmer.
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Island ([nsular Belt of Vtuller, 1977). The Sicker is exposed
chiefly in three ani clinal uplifts (Fig. S2.ll located at
Cowichan Lake. Nanoose Bay and Buttle Lake. Yole(l%9)
summarized previous stratigraphic studies of the Sicker
Group and divided it into two formal units (Fig. 82.1):

1. An upper unit, called the Buttle Lake Formation, consists
mainly of limestone with subordinate clastic rocks, and
ranges from 30 to *70 m thick, although locally it is
absent (Fig. 82.1; Yole, 1969).

2. A lower unit, called the Youbou Formation, comprises all
stratified rocks beneath the Buttle Lake Formation. This
lower sequence is dominated by volcanic and pyroclastic
rocks with subordinate epiclastic sandstone, mudstone and
radiolarian ribbon chert: its true thickness is unknown.
Vluller (19S0) proposed to replace Yole's Youbou
Formation with three new units, which, in order of
increasing age, are: sediment-sill unit (informal name),
Viyra Formation and Nitinat Formation. As is shown
below, there are significant problems with the definition
and practicality of these new units. Therefore, in this
paper Vluller's units are considered is informal
subdivisions of the Youbou Formation, apol cable only in
some areas. Nitinat tuff (Vluller, 19S0, p. ><) refers to a
distinctive pyroxene-phyric tuff exposed in the Cowichan
Lake uplift; Vlyra volcanics (Mulle.. 19S0. p. 1ft;
Fleming et al., 1983) refer to silicic ryroclastic rocks
exposed in the Buttle Lake uplift.

The Sicker Grouo also is closely associated with two
suites of intrusive rocks:

1. The Early Devonian Saltspring Intrusions of Vluller (19S0,
19S3) which are apparently restricted to Saltspring Island
(SI and S3 in Fig. S2.1) and the area east of Cowichan
Lake: and

2. TriassicC) mafic intrusions which are widespread in the
Sicker and are probably feeders to overlying Triassic
basalts of the Karmutsen Formation. These intrusive
rocks Ci<e important because they provide crosscutting
relationships that can be used to determine stratigraphic
ages and timing of deformation for the Sicker Groun.
These relationships are critical to our studies because
conventional stratigraphic studies are hampered by the
absence of reliable marker horizons and by structural
complexities due to folding and faulting.

Tables X2.1 and S2.3 through S2.f> summarize available
fossil and isotopic data, including a number of new conodont
ages and ll-Pb and K-V dates, for the Sicker Group and
associated intrusions fsome of these new isotopic dates are
from R.L. Armstrong who has kindly allowed us to include
them in our compilation. Ml isotopic dates were calculated
using new decav constants (Harland et al., I9S2). In addition
to our own sampling, many of the localities of previous
workers were re-examined in order to verify geological
relationships exposed there (note that in some cases location
descriptions have been corrected and therefore differ from
the original sources). These <lita were used to construct the
two time stratigraphic columns in Fig. 82.2, which focus on
stratigraphic relationships amongst well-dated units of the
Sicker. These units are discussed below, proceeding from
oldest to voungest.

Nitinat tuff

The Mitinat tuff in the Cowichan Lake uplift is mainlv
pyroclastic with subordinate volcanic flows. Commonly, the
tuff is agglomeratic with rounded, cobble-sized clasts of
pvroxene-phyric volcanic rock comorising up to 20% of the
rock. The unit is characterized bv the conspicuous presence
of stubby, black phenocrvsts of augite which comprise up to
10% of the rock and which have been variably altered to
actinolite (uralite). The Nitinat shows extensive development
of static metamornhic assemblages of chlorite, enidote,
actinolite and plagioclase indicating upper greenschist
conditions. The main deformational fabric is a variably
developed flattening foliation which is vertical and strikes
northwesterly. F.xcellent descriptions of this unit are
available in Clapo and Cooke (1917, p. 127-136) and
Fyles(1955, p. I3-I*i) who described its occurrence in the
southern Dart of the Cowichan uplift. In the northern part of
the uplift, the Nitinat tuff is equivalent to units PS5, and
possiblv PS<t, of Sutherland Brown and Yorath (1985).

The Nitinat tuff is clearly pre-Devonian because it is
intruded in many places bv F.arlv Devonian porphyry of the
Saltspring Intrusions. A particularly good example of this
relationship is shown in Fig. S2.3. K-V dates for the Nitinat
(Table S2.1, NI-N3) show a large scatter which is probably
due to the fact that the dated mineral separates consisted of
uralitized pyroxene and not hornblende. The two vounger
dates (N2. N3) are Permian and therefore clearlv reset. The
oldest date (Nl) is Silurian and may approximate the actual
age of the unit.

Figure 82.3. Saltsprinq quartz porphvrv (porp) intnidinq Sitinat tuff ttf). The outcrop is about R m
hiqh and is located on the west aide of Hiqhwav I about 2.3 km south of the Chemainu.t River (third
outcrop sooth of river). Sitinat tuff from near this locality vields a -121 M« K-Ardnte f.VI: 2.9 km
xmith of river) nn uralitized clinopyroxene which occurs an nhenocryst.i in the tuff.
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MEZ-77-1. Saltspmng Island
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ERRORS ARE AT 955! C. I .

Figure 82.4
U-Pb concordia diagram for zircon dates
from Saltsprinq quartz porphyry from Mount
Maxwell, Saltspring Inland (SI). Analytical
data is summarized in Appendix A. The
upper intercept rfate (UI) of 393 Ma is
presently the best estimate of the igneous
age of the Saltspring Intrusions.
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Table 82.2. Straiio;-aphic sequence at the west fork of
Shaw Creek

Approximate
thickness
(metres)

60-90

too

30

310

240

ISO

1*00

Rock type

Top not exposed

Purplish volcanic breccia

Green tuffaceous greywacke.

Amygdaloidal basalt.

Thin and thick beds of tuffaceous
greywacke.

Black feldspathic and argillaceous tuff,
thin limestone lenses.

Chert unit (Early Mississippian and

Thin bedded cherty tuff, radiolarian
ribbon chert.

unconformity?

Nitinat tuff (Silurian?)
Massive green volcanic breccia.

Base unknown

Note: After Fyles (1955, p. IS). This is the type section
for the Youbou Formation of Yole (1969).

Saltspring Intrusions
The Saltspring Intrusions (Viuller, 1980. 19S3) occur on

southern Saltspring Island and in the area east of Cowichan
Lake, and include a suite of small quartz-feldspar porphvry
intrusions and some larger stocks of granodiorite. This
intrusive suite has previously been called Tvee quartz-
feldspar porphyry by Clapp and Cooke 0917, p. 167-169.
informal name) and Tyee Intrusions by Vluller (1977).
Muller (1980, 19831 introduced the new name Saltspring
Intrusions, apparently to avoid conflict with the formally
named Tyee Formation of Oregon. The following description
of the unit is largely after Clapp and Cooke (1917.
p. 167-169).

The Saltspring Intrusions typically occur as irregular
bodies of porphyry with variable amounts of rounded quartz
and lath-shaped feldspar phenocrysts. The larger stocks on
Saltspring Island contain quartz, albitized plagioclase and
potassium feldspar with minor mafic minerals now altered to
chlorite and epidote (Vluller, 1980). These intrusions show the
same steeply dipping flattening foliation present in the
Nitinat tuff, and locally are recrystallized to quartz-sericite
schist.

U-Pb zircon analyses from three localites in the
Saltspring Intrusions give a discordant set of dates
(Table 82.1, SI-S3). Muller (19S0), who reported on an early
set of these U-Pb dates, concluded that the intrusions were
Late Silurian or Devonian. Appendix <\ contains a table of
the analytical results for these U-Pb dates, including several
unpublished analyses. Zircon fractions from localities S2 and
S3 are discordant but yield similar U-Pb dates so that a
discordia line and intercept dates are verv poorlv defined.
Pb-Pb dates indicate a minimum age of about 370 \1a (Late
Devonian). For the Mount Maxwell locality (Table S2.1, SI),
further dating of a handpickeri, air-abraded fraction from the
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Table 82.3. Microfossil ages for radiolarian chert from the Sicker Group

No. Location
(CSC locality no.)

C l South of Skutz Falls.
Logging road S5K,
Victoria map area.
<tS<V(5.37' 123" 57.03'
(no CSC locality)

C2 West of north Shaw Creek
logging road (top of
chert unit in Table 82.2),
Alberni map area.
«9°00.'*5' I2*°26.2S'
(CI275I9-CI27521)

References: (1) Muller, I9S0, p. 23.
Sample No. 79-42H, <(8°'(5.37'N, 123
Brandon, determined by Orchard.

Fossils \a,c
identifie'i determination Ref.

radiolaria flarlv to earlv Late (I)
Mississippian
(middle Kinderhookian
to early Meramacian)

conodonts Early Mississippian (2)
(Kinderhookian)

Note the following corrections to Muller's text:
I157.O3'1.V, 3 km south of Skutz Falls. (2) Collected bv

original zircon separate allows a more precise age
determination. When plottod on a concordia diagram
(Fig. 82.'+), the five zircon fractions define a good linear
array with an upper intercept date of 393 Ma
(Early Devonian). In this arrav, the handpicked fraction
(no. 1 in Fig. S2.'t) shows the least discordance which
indicates that discordance is probably due to Pb-loss cither
from tlie surface of each zircon, which was removed bv
abrasion, or from the more highly cracked and metamict
zircons, which were avoided bv handpicking. This result
precludes the possibility that the upper intercept date
represents the age of an inherited zircon component
assimilated in a vounger pluton. Therefore, we conclude that
the upper intercept date for the Mount Maxwell locality
approximates the age of the Saltspring Intrusions. Further
dating in progress should verifv this conclusion.

Myra volcanics

In their type area on Mvra Creek at the south end of
Buttle Lake, the Mvra volcanics of Muller (1980) underlie
upper Paleozoic Buttle Lake Limestone (Fig. 82.2;
Yole, 1969) and consist of a sequence of silicic pyroclastic
rocks and related hypabyssal intrusions of dacite and quartz-
feldspar porphyry (Fleming et at.. I9SV. The relationship of
the Mvra to the Nitinat tuff is not known at Buttle Lake
since the base of the Myra is not exposed there. In general,
metamorphic grade and deformation in the Myra .it Buttle
Lake are similar to that described above for the Nitinat tuff
and Saltspring Intrusions (Fleming et a!.. 1983. p. I*).

Preliminary U-Pb determinations on two zircon
fractions from quartz-feldspar porphvrv in the type area of
the Myra volcanics (Ml in Table 82.1) indicate a minimum
age of 370 Ma (pre-Late Devonian). These dates suggest that
the Myra volcanics may be the extrusive equivalents of the
Saltspring Intrusions, a possibility originally suggested bv
Muller (1980, p. I CO.

The pre-Late Devonian age of the Myra volcanics has
another important implication. Muller (19801 argued that the
Myra volcanics of Buttle Lake are equivalent to a sequence
of volcaniclastic sandstone, chertv tuff and volcanic rock
exposed in the Cowichan upl i f t . Tins sequence, which was
mapped by Fyles(l955, p. 18) and is summarized in
Table S2.2, lies above volcanic rock that is probably
equivalent to the Nitinat tuff . As discussed below, a chert
unit at the base of this sequence yielded F.arly Mississippian
conodonts, which precludes a correlation with the Mvra
volcanics.

Chert unit

The chert unit corresponds to the thin bedded chertv
tuff unit that Fyles (195')) described as a relatively
continuous marker unit in the area north of Couidian Lake.
In the Shaw Greek area where it is best exposed (Table 82.2;
C2 in Fig. 82.1), the chert unit consists of red and green
radiolarian ribbon chert and thin-bedded green tuffaceous
chert, and concordantly overlies pvroxene-phvric volcanic
rocks (see map in Fvles, 195,5) that are petrographicallv
similar to. and orobablv correlative with, the Nitinat tuf f .
Northeast of Cowichan Lake, Clapp and Cooke( l9 l7 .
p. I 3d-1 37) described three areas where similar stratigraphic
relationships occur with thin bedded cherts overlving Nit inat-
tvpe volcanic rocks. This chert unit is also present in the
northern part of the Cowichan uplift where it forms the base
of unit PS3 of Sutherland Brown and Yorath (I9S5).

Radiolarian chert from near the top of the chert unit in
the Shaw Creek area yielded the conodonts Siphonodella and
Pseudopolygnathus (C2 in Table 82.3), which clearly are earlv
Mississippian. Kindorhookian (approximately earlv and middle
Tournaisian. Fig. 82.2). Radiolaria from chert in this area
were too poorly preserved to be identif ied: however,
southeast of Cowichan Lake, radiolaria from Sicker chert
give a similar Mississippian age CCI in Table S2.?t. The
geological setting of this locality is not known. Since the
chert unit is relatively thick, and since only the ton of the
unit has been dated, it is likely that the unit could range
down into the Devonian. Further systematic dating is
needed.

The flarlv Mississippian age for the Shaw Creek chert
unit has some important implications. If the chert unit does
in fact rest depositionallv on the Nitinat tuff , then, based on
their pre-Late Devonian age and their dominantlv pvroclastic
character, the Mvra volcanics cannot be equivalent to the
sequence above the Nitinat tuff . Another possible
implication is that the sequence overlving the chert unit
(Table S2.2) is Mississippian and younger. One problem,
however, is that in the Shaw Creek area, this sequence, at
least locally, contains t ight, outcrop-scale folds and.
therefore, should not be considered a simple stratigraphic
sequence. Fvles (1955. p. 25-26, also cross-sections on his
map) also presented convincing evidence for larger, map-
scale folds. The Shaw Creek sequence, however, also occurs
in the northern part of the Cowichan uplift where it is
relatively undeformed. With further work, that area may
yield a more suitable type section for the Youbou Formation.
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Table S2.f. Fossil ages for isolated outcrops of

Location
(GSC locality no.)

NE of Schoen Lk.,
Alert Bay map area.
(no GSC locality)

SE of Ut . Schoen.
Alert Bav map area.
(86301)

W of Buttle Lake,
Alberni map ares.
(no GSC locality)

W fork of Cameron River,
quarry at beginning of
logging road E10,
-Mberni map area.
(C-S2S57)

E side of North
Kallenas Is..
Alberni map area.
(575SS)

Mount Landalt,
NE of Cowirhan Lk.,
Nitinat map area.
(no GSC locality)

Peninsula at E i?nd
of Cowichan Lake.
Nitinat map area.
(GSC locality unknown)

E of Fairservice Crk.
and MW of Waterloo Yitn.,
Victoria map area.
(no GSC locality)

E side of McGeeCrk.,
Nootka map area.
(GSC locality unknown)

SE of Vernon Lake.
Vootka map area.
(79 ISO)

W side of Home Lake.
•Mberni map area.
(no GSC locality)

E of Fairservice Creek
and \'W of Waterloo Mm..
Victoria map area.
'C-SGS95)

La t . ,
Long.

50-11.5'
126-14.0'

50-07.95'
126-10.S7'

49=41.6 5'
125-39.15'

49-10.10'
124° 32.90'

49 "20.6 V
124 "09.3 5'

IS ° 56.90'
124° 13.75'

i s " 50.4 3'
124-08.15'

4S-43.90'
I23-5S.OO'

49°47.3'
12S-0S.4

49-5S.I5'
126-I9.00'

49 = 20.0'
124-4 5.2'

4S-43.S5'
123-57.00'

Fossils
identified*

coral

(a) coral

(b) ostracods.
foraminifera.
conodonts

fa) bryozoans

(b) brachiopods

foraminifera

fa) fusulinids

(b) brachiopods

no age-diagnostic
fossil

(a) in aciiiopods

(b) fusulinids

foraminifera

foraminifera

bryozoan.
brachiopods

fusulinids

algae

Buttle Lake Limestone

ARE
determination* *

Mississippian-Perrnian

Mississippian-Permian

Pennsvlvanjan-
Early Permian
(prob. Late Pennsvlvanian)

Permian

Pennsylvanian-Permian(4)

Permian
(probablv Earlv Permian)

Middle Pennsvlvanian
{prob. earlv Pjesmoinesian)

Pennsylvanian-Permian

age unknown

Early Permian

Early Permian
fWolfcampian)

Pennsylvanian-Permian
(probably Pennsvlvanian)

Late Mississippian-
Pennsvlvanian (probablv
Early Pennsvlvanian-

Ordovician-Pertnian

nrobablv earlv Middle
PennsvWanian

Mississippian or
younger

Ref.

(1)

(1)

(2.1)

(3.4)

d)

((,)

<(,)

17)

(7)

(?)

(S)

'9)

(9)

(10)

0 1 )

Location
No. (GSC locality no.)

B13 V of Douglas Peak,
Alberni map area.
(no GSC locality)

BU Sft coast of Texada Is.,
S of Mt . Dick,
Alberni map area.
(C-102163)

B15 CNR railroad trestle,
Koksilah River.
Victoria map area.
(C-0S7059)

1116 Cobble Hill quarry.
Victoria map area.
(C-0S705S)

B17 Cobble Hill quarry.
Victoria map area.
(CS630S)

BIS Cobble Hill quarry.
Victoria map area.
(C-0S6309)

B19 Buttle Lake road.
3.3 km N of Ralph R..
Alberni map area.
(C-102165)

B20 Copper Canyon
Chemainus River
Victoria map area.
(C-127506)

B21 S of St. Mary's Lk.,
M t . Arrowsmith
Regional Park,
Alberni map area.
(C-127712)

Lat . ,
Long.

49°07.S2'
124-39.81'

49-29.90'
124-09.35'

4S«40.75'
123-41.65'

4S°40.65'
123-38.15'

4S-4Q.65'
123-38.15'

4S-40.65'
123-38.15'

49-39.60'
125-31.4 5'

4S°53.12'
123-47.4 5'

49-15.60'
l2't°37.60'

Fossils
identified*

brachiopods

conodonts
(CAI = 5)

conodonts
(CA1=5)

conodonts
(CAI-5)

conodonts
(CAi=6-7)

conodonts
(CAI=6-7)

conodonts
(CAN6-7)

conodonts
(CA1-6-7)

conodonts
(CAl = 6-7

* Conodont alteration index (CAI) is given for conodont
*" ( ) refer to conodont faunal associations discussed in

References: (1) Muller et al . . 1974, p. 7; (2) P..E.B. Cameron
no. P-2-1972-BEBC); (3) Fr i tz, 932; (4) Yole
of brachiopods); (5) Muller, 1980, p. 23; (6
(S) .Muller. 1971, p. 29, (no GSC

Age
determination**

possibly PennsyJvanian
or Permian

M, Pennsylvanian,
Atokan (1)

M. Pennsylvanian.
Atokan (1)

M. or L. Pennsylvanian,
Oesmoinesian to
Virgilian (2)

probably E. Permian (3?)

probably E. Permian (3*1)

E. Permian,
probablv Sakmarian (3)

probably E. Permian (3"1)

probably H. Permian (3°)

ocalities.
text.

(GSC), writ . comm.. 1972 (GSC
, 1963 (see p. 143 in Yole for a discussion of rev
Muller and Carson. 1969, p. 9; (7) Fyles. 1955

Ref.

(12)

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

(13)

report
sed age

p. 19;
locality or official report): (9) Muller et al., 1981, p. S: (10) Sada and

Danner, 1974. p. 250. 255, 262-263. Note that at this local
confidently identified; (11) unpublished
report no. 4-RM-19S0, identific>d bv B.L.

locality of
Mamet); (12)..

determinations bv Orchard on collections by Brandon. Muller.

ity the age diagnostic fusulinid
Muller, collected near RS

tvas not
(GSC

evenson, ! 945, p. A144: (13) Conodont
Sutherland-Brown and Yorath.



Figure 82.5. Tiqht folds of Rattle Lake lAmestone exposed
in the Chemainus River at Copper Canyon. At this locality,
the unit consists of interhedded limestone (Is) and black
mudstone (m). The axial plane of these folds (SO is parallel
to schistositv in nearby quartz-sericite schist and schistose
metavolcanic rocks. Conodonts from the limestone (B20)
are Early Permian and give a maximum aqe for Sicker
deformation.

HIGHWAV 1

Figure 82.R. Triassic mafic intntsion cuttinq Saltsprinq
quartz porphvry (porp). The marqin of the mafic intrusion is
porphvritic near the intrusive contact. Concordant U-Ph
zircon dates from this locality (Kl) indicate a late Triassic
aqe for the intrusion. The outcroo is about R m hiqh and is
located on the west side of Hiqhwav 1 about /..5 km south of
the Chemainus Fiver (second outcrop south of river).

Buttle Lake Limestone

The highest unit in the Sicker Group is the Buttle Lake
Limestone of Yole (1969). Yole (1969) described a section in
the type area at Buttle Lake (B3 in Fig. 82.1) and two
sections in the Cowichan Lake uplift (nearBSl and BS in
Fig. 82.1). The Buttle Lake typically consists of massive and
bedded limestone with lenses and nodules of chert
(Yole, 1969; Fyles, 1955); locally it also contains interbeds of
siltstone and mudstone. In some areas, a thin clastic unit is
present at the top of the Buttle Lake Limestone (PS I of
Sutherland Brown and Yorath, 1985). A gentle unconformity
separates the Buttle Lake from overlying Triassic basalts of
the Karmutsen Formation (Sutherland Brown and
Yorath, I9S5).

Based on extensive fossil collections (Tables 82.4
and 82.5), the age of the Buttle Lake is now known to range
from Middle Pennsylvanian through Early Permian (Fig. 82.2).
The macrofossil localities (B1-BI3 in Table 82.if) generally
give imprecise Pennsylvanian-Permian ?.ges, although t » j
fusulinid localities (B5, B7) do give more specific ages of
Middle Pennsylvanian and Early Permian.

New conodont ages from twenty-one localities provide
more complete data on the age and stratigraphy of the Buttle
Lake Limestone. Table 82.4 summarizes eight isolated
conodont localities (B14-B21); Table 82.5 shows ages for two
stratigraphic collections, located at Mount Mark and on the
Cameron River (BS1, BS2 in Fig. 82.1). The conodont
collections are divided into three faunal associations
(Fig. 82.2, Appendix B): (Dearly Middle Pennsylvanian,
Atokan; (2) late Middle or Late Pennsylvanian, Desmoinesian
to Virgilian; and (3) Early Permian, probably Sakmarian. The
stratigraphic collections, especially BS2, indicate that this
age range is present, at least locally, in a single vertical
section. This result contrasts with Yole (1963). Based on
systematic sampling of rnacrofossils, he concluded that in its
type area, the Buttle Lake Limestone is restricted to the
Early Permian (Fig. 82.2), which is consistent with the one
conodont age from the Buttle Lake area (B19). Further
sampling for conodonts, however, is needed to determine the
presence or absence of Pennsylvanian limestone at Buttle
Lake.

The conodont alteration index (CAI; (Epstein et al.,
1977) can be usei to estimate the maximum temperature to
which the Buttle Lake Limestone was exposed. CAI values
for the Buttle Lake (Table S2.* and 82.5) are all relativel/
high, ranging from 5 to 7; they indicate temperatures in
excess of 300°C and are typical of conodonts from
greenschist facies metamorphic rocks (Epstein et al., 1977).
For comparison, Triassic limestones above the Sicker Group
typically have CAI values of 3 to 4, indicating maximum
temperature of about 200°C. In the Buttle Lake Limestone,
there appears to be a general pattern of higher CAI values in
younger parts of the unit (e.g., BS2 and BI6-B18), which
probably is due to high temperatures beneath the thick
Triassic basaltic sequence that was erupted over the Buttle
Lake Limestone (Muller, 1977). The CAI of the lower part of
the Buttle Lake is probably related to the same greenschist
metamorphism recorded in the underlying Youbou Formation.

One of the conodont localities in Table 82.4 comes from
a newly discovered exposure of Buttle Lake Limestone in the
Chemainus River at Copper Canyon. In this area, the Buttle
Lake consists of interbedded limestone and mudstone which
are highly deformed into a series of tight, upright folds
(Fig. 82.5). Associated with these folded limestones 3re
quartz-sericite schist and schistose mafic volcanic rocks,
which probably correlate with the Saltspring Intrusions and
Nitinat tuff, respectively. The foliation in these rocks
parallels the axial plane of the folded limestones. Together
these relationships indicate that all of these rocks were
affected by the same deformational event. Schistose fabrics
are common in the Sicker Group, but are more widely
developed in the southeast part of the Cowichan uplift (Clapp
and Cooke, 1917; Eastwood, 1980). One interpretation is that
the more highly deformed rocks represent an older portion of
the Sicker. The Copper Canyon locality, however, indicates
that deformation of the Sicker occurred after the Early
Permian. In fact evidence discussed below suggests that this
deformation happened in the early Mesozoic. The more
widespread occurrence of deformed Sicker rocks in the
southeast part of the Cowichan uplift probably indicates that
a deeper structural level is exposed there, which is consistent
with the northwest plunge of the uplift.
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Triassic(?) mafic intrusions

The Triassicf'?) rnafic intrusions occur as thick sills and
dykes, typically with a porphyritic texture, and are composed
of plagiodase and clinopyroxene (cornmonlv altered to
uralite) with minor skeletal ilmenite. These intrusions are
fairly common in the Saltspring Island - ("owichan Lake Jircj
(gabbro-diorite porphvrite of Clapp and Cooke, 1917.
p. 169-172; "hornblende shonkinite" of (last wood, 19S0:
Franklin Creek intrusions of Fvlos. 1955. p. 20-22).
Muller (I9S0, p. 6) speculated that some of these intrusions
may be related to the Nitinat tuff. A Triassic ago, however,
is preferred for the following reasons: (1) the intrusions are
compositionally and texturally similar to the overlving
Trlassic Karmutsen basalts (Fvles. 1955, p. 20-22; Karmutsen
basal,s - Franklin Creek Volcanics of Fvles): (2) one of these

Table 82,5. Conodont ages for stratigraphic sections i
the Ruttle Lake Limestone

Metres above base
of unit (GSC
locality no.)

Age
detenninatiori * * CAI"

BS1 —Mt. Mark composite section. Alberni map area
O9°2l.60' l2»°<t3.90')

215 m
(C 127679)

161m
(C I 27669)

69 m
(C I 27674)

30 in
(C I 276 72)

S m
(C127711)

E. Permian"? (3°)

V1. Pennsylvanian-
F. Permian 0-3)

\1. Pennsylvanian''.
Atokan? (1 ?>

M. Pennsylvanian,
Atokan (1)

M. Pennsylvanian.
Atokan (1)

6-7

5-6

6-7

6-7

! * m
(C127710)

2 m
(C127660)

0 m
(C 127670)

\1.Pennsylvanian'',
,-\tokan?'n?)

\1. Pennsvlvanian.
Atokan (1)

\1. Pennsylvanian.
Atokan (I)

BS2—Cameron River section. Alberni map area
(49° 10.30' 12<*"32.S0')

365 m
(C 127690)

200 m
(C 127688)

168 in
(C 127686)

79 m
(C127683)

67 rn
(C127681)

»,•* See Table

E. Permian,
probably Sakmarian (3)

E. Permian,
probably Sakmarian (3)

E. Permian,
probably Sakmarian (3)

M. or L. Pennsylvanian,
Desinoinesian to Virgilian (2)

M. or L. Pennsylvanian,
nesmoincsian to Virgilian (2)

82.*

6-7

6

6-7

6

6

6

5-6

5

i n t r u s i o n s v i e l d e d c o n c o r d a n t i ' - P b d a l e s of a b o u t ,??0 \ '
( L a t e T r i a s s i c ; K l in T a b l e S2 .6 . F i £ . S2.f»): a n d (V A -n.it
sill in t h e C o p p e r C a n v o n arc.i i n t r u d e s d a t e d B a l t i c I..1-
L i m e s t o n e ((V?0). a n d t h e r e f o r e wi'jst be p n s t - P i a r l v P e r i ; ! . i n .

Th i s c o n c l u s i o n is a t v a r i a n c e w i t h a K - \ r d, ;:<'
3ft3 Ma (Miss i s s ioo ian^ r e p o r t e d bv F . a i i w o o d (I*'N^ > M"

Th i s r o n r l u s i o n is a t v a r i a n c e w i t h
36 3 Ma (Miss i s s ipp ian^ r e p o r t e d bv
mafic* i n t r u s i o n in t h e M o u n t R i c h a r d s a r e . i ^K? in T. ih le S
F ig - S2. IK Th i s i n t r u s i o n , h o w e v e r , is iden t i r a l . b o t l :
o u t r r o o a n d in t h i n s e c t i o n , w i t h t h e d a t e d T I - M S M i ' t t r r
on Hij^hwav I (KI. Fit^. S2.6J . The M.,ted s a - n n l e .iT M<:
R i c h a r d s w ^ s o b t a i n e d f ro r n a d r i l l ' o r e , sn rh.tt : ' i s t c : '
r n a f i r i n t r u s i o n , M i t i n a t tuff m a v h a v e b e e n v r n :
a c r i d c n t l v . M n f o r t u n a t e l v . no t h in s e c t i o n w\is -M I'JI* r i . \-
any r e f e r e n c e m a t e r i a l r e t a i n e d . In a m ' > i s c . c i t i n g
p r o g r e s s of a n o t h e r s a m p l e f r o m t h i s l o r . d m sh<iwlf! fi-M
t h i s q u e s t i o n .

C J a p p a n d C o o k e (1417) a r i v i ^ d r o n v i t n i n i » l \ lh-. t
s r h i s t - n r o d u c i n j ^ d e f o r m a t i o n of t h e Siii<er p o s t d a t e s
m a f i c i n t r u s i o n s a n d p r e d a t e s ( • m o l a c e i n c i u o\ i'ir .:•
g r a n i t i c p l u t o n s w h i c h a r e w i d e s p r e a d in t h e o u t ' n*n . i r " . : -
t h e S i c k e r G r o u p ( F v l e s . 1955 ; M u l l e r . l - ' m i . T h e r
t h e m a f i c i n t r u s i o n s a r e in f a c t T r i a s s i c . t h e n d e f ^ r - i , . a i o n .1
t ' j e S i c k e r w o u l d be c o n s t r a i n e d t o t h e e a r l y \ 1 e s o / o : c .

Conclusions

The main conclusions are as follows:

I. Trie oldest known unit in the Sjrker Ciroun is t ' 'e \ n : f i a
tuff, which is riefinirelv ore - He von i an. . n<i :")oss:hl
Silurian.

1

The Saltsprin^ Intrusions, which
are Ilarlv Hevonian-

\ ; t : " i . t

3. Preliminary U-Pb dates indicate that the Mvra v.>h t-n- N
of the Butt le Lake uplift are ore-Late i levonuin. .-.n !
therefore could be extrusive equivalents of the Saltson-i^
Intrusions.

4. -\ Lower Mississippian chert unit is present ,n I'm
Cowichan uplift and probablv fies deposition.i)h A^OV- the
Nitinat tuff. Thus, in this area, rocks above the \ i t r i a i
tuff are not equivalent to the Mvra volranirs l(s origin.i!h
suj^Rested by Muller (I9S0).

5. The Pmttle Lake Limestone, which is the highest unit .-I
the Sicker, ranges from Middle Pennsvlvanian throui;''.
fiarlv Permian.

6. Deformation of the Sicker Ciroup. which resii l te ' ! ,ri t i^h:
folds and a widespread schistose foliation, is ' i e d m t ^ h
post-flarly Permian, and probablv earlv Meso/oi«".
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Table 82.6. Isotopic dates for Triassict?) mafic intrusions in the Sicker Group

Rock type, location
No. (sample no.)*

K 1 Pyroxene-phyric mafic dyke.
East of Mt. Sicker along
Highway 1 (Fig. 82.6),
Victoria map area.
4S°52.0' 123°42.6'
(UBC/Sicker lam)

Dating
method

(a) U-Pb
zircon

(b) K-Ar
uralitic amphibole
after pyroxene

Date**
(Via)

217-222

19O±I4

Ref. Comments

(3) Concordant U-?b date.
represents primary age of
dyke.

(1) Minimum age of ura.'ite
alteration.

K2 Mafic rock of uncertain affinity.
W of Crofton, N of Mt. Richards
Victoria map area.
i(8°51.7' 123°'+0.'f1

(UBC/E80-24 no. 24566M)

K-Ar 363+26 (1,2) Minimum age of uralitic
urajitic amphibole alteration. Sample was from
after pyroxene a drill core and was

identified as a mafic
intrusion (ref. 2). Might be
Nitinat tuff (no sample or
thin section available).

• , •* see Table 82.1.

References: (I) Geochronology data file of R.L. Armstrong (Univ. of British
Columbia), wri t , comm., 1985; (2) Eastwood, 1933; (3) Isachsen et a)., 19S5.
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APPENDIX A

U-Pb zircon dates from the Saitspring Intrusions

Table 82.7. U-Pb zircon results for Saitspring Intrusions

Sample/fraction'

MEZ-77-1
3+200
-200
-1*0
-200
-140

HP, AB(1)
+ 325 MAG (2)
+ 200 NMAG (3)
+ 325 NMAG (4)
+ 200 MAG (5)

WN-19-74
3+200
-200
-250
-100

HP, ABR
+ 250
+ 325
+ 140

MEZ-76-3
+200
-1*0
-140
-200
-200

HP
+ 200 NMAG
+ 200 MAG
+ 230 NMAG
+ 230 MAG

Wt.
(mg)

U
(ppm)

Pb
(ppm)

Pb isotopic abundance,
Pb 206 = 100

208

Mt. Maxwell, Saitspring Island
2.53
3.06
9.48

14.37
3.87

Arbutus
1.S9
9.39

19.25
2.81

361.9
549.9
470.0
474.0
481.9

20.86
30.37
27.61
25.82
28.12

10.572
11.021
13.742
10.784
13.183

i Point, Vancouver Island
502.9
594.3
623.3
465.0

29.13
35.01
36.75
27.06

11.404
13.405
14.184
12.491

Lake Stowell, Saitspring Island
1.43

18.66
11.47
24.04
14.68

491.8
485.0
563.6
553.7
682.6

27.66
27.16
31.30
30.77
36.90

12.490
11.768
12.546
11.951
12.536

207

5.508
5.511
6.7809
5.421
6.544

5.435
5.538
5.737
5.938

5.925
5.592
5.895
5.424
5.494

z

204

0.0050
0.0057
0.0920
0.0001
0.0783

0.0019
0.0055
0.0199
0.0385

0.0382
0.0139
0.0326
0.0015
0.0077

206Pb/2011Pb
measured

6743
203S

121
4162

888

14067
5108
3133
1253

2454
1542
6126
3817

730

Ratios and ages (Ma)*
206pb/238u

0.05767(361.5)
0.05505(345.5)
0.05567(349.2)
0.05451(342.1)
0.05581(350.1)

0.05764(361.3)
0.05751 (360.5)
0.05694(357.0)
0.05671 (355.6)

0.05480(343.9)
0.05534(347.2)
0.05417(340.1)
0.05503(345.3)
0.05317(334.0)

2«7Pb/235U

0.4322(364.8)
0.4120(350.3)
0.4174(354.2)
0.4073(346.9)
0.4154(352.8)

0.4298(363.0)
0.4327(365.1)
0.4276(361.5)
0.4204(356.3)

0.4055(345.6)
0.4112(349.8)
0.4047(345.1)
0.4098(348.8)
0.3946(337.7)

0.05435(385.7)
0.05428 (382.6)
0.05437(386.5)
0.05419(378.8)
0.05399(370.6)

0.05407(374.2)
0.05457(394.8)
0.05446(390.1)
0.05376(360.8)

0.05367(357.1)
0.05389(366.6)
0.05419(378.9)
0.05401(371.6)
0.05381 (363.2)

1 Symbols refer to mesh size; HP = hand-picked; ABR = Abraded; MAG = magnetic fraction;
NMAG = non-magnetic fraction; ( ) refers to numbers on concordia diagram in Fig. 4

2 blank corrected
3 1983 analyses; these have smaller errors than other analyses
4 Decay constants: X2se = 0.155125 x 10"9/year; X235 = 0.98485 x 10"9/year;

2 3 a U/ 2 3 5 U = 137.88
Isotopic composition of common Pb assumed to be 2 0 8Pb:2 0 7Pb:
206Pb:2t"'Pb = 37.93:15.60:19.11:1



APPENDIX B

Conodont faunas from the Buttle Lake Limestone

T\ventv-one ronodont collections recovered from the
Buttle Lake Limestone ran be grouped into three ronodont
faunal associations (Fig. 82.2) ranging in age from Middle
Pennsylvania!! (\tokan) through Earlv Permian fnrobablv
Sakmarian). None of the faunules is large, and several
consist of only a ,c»' fragmentary specimens, so that it is not
possible to determine many elements to species level. The
faunal associations are described below. Ages and locality
descriptions arc sunvnan/.ed in Table S2M for locality
numbers beginning with B and Table S2-^ for those beginning
with BS.

(1) Middle Pennsylvanian (Atokan) fauna. This fauna occurs
at IM'+ and Bl 5 and at 0 m, 2 m. S in and 30 m above the base
of the Mount Mark section (BSD: it may also be present at
^ m and 69 rn in BS 1.

Faunules froni 0 rn and 30 m in BS 1 contain specimens
that are homeomorphic after Declinognathodus. These
elements resemble Idiognathoides opimus morphotype 2
described from the Canadian Arctic bv Bender (I9S0) and
1. marginodosus inorphotvpe B described from Oklahoma bv
Crayson fl9S<i). both of which are from strata of Atokan age.
The faunule from 0 m in BS 1 also contains a specimen of
Rhachistognathus minutus declinatus Basemann !< Lane: this
subspecies ranges from the early (but not basal) Morrowan
into at least earlv Atokan strata in western United States
(Baesmann and Lane. 19S"5. P . I OS-109.

Sirnnle rlcnents of Idiognathoides lacking accessory
-interior nodes occur .ilone. or associated with fragments that
may represent ldioprioniodus, in four or five faunules: at IM'J
and Bl 5 and at 2 m. S rn and possibly 69 m in BS 1. Most of
the specimens of Idiognathoides correspond to
I. marginodosus Gravson morphotype C, or I. opimus
morphotype 1 sensu Bender, indicating an early Middle
Pennsylvanian, Atokan age.

The faunule at Bl<» also contains fragmentary
specimens of the Idiognathodus - Streptognathodus plexus.
This group which ranges through much of the Upper
Carbonifet ' j and earliest Permian, is found alone at * rn in
BSI. The stratigraphic position of the latter implies it too is
•Mokan in age (Table S2.5).

(2) Middle or Late Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian to Virgilian)
fauna. This tauna occurs at ft 16 and at 67 m and 79 m above
the base of the Cameron River section (AS2).

The most distinctive element of this fauna is a species
of 'naked' Gondolella, although none of the elements
recovered are complete. The species has a verv narrow
platform and simple, robust denticles: the character of the
posterior termination is uncertain. Similar elements have

been referred to G. gymna Merrill i King, a species of
probable late Middle Pennsylvanian. Desmoinesian age.
However, because of the uncertainty about the specific
identity of the Sicker Group specimens, a Late Pennsylvania!!
age is also considered possible. Poorly preserved specimens
of the long ranging Idiognathodus and Adetognathus are
present.

(3) Early Permian (probably Sakmarian) fauna. This fauna
occurs at B19 and ai 16S m, 200 rn and 365 rn above the base
of the Cameron River section (BS2) and probablv is present at
BI7, BIS. B20 and B21 and possibly at 215 m in the Mount
Miirk section (BS!). -\ faunule from 163 rn in BSI is also
included with this assemblage, but its age is very ooorlv
resolved.

Faunules from 16S m. 200 in and 365 m in the upper
part of the Cameron River section (BS2). are characterized
bv typical Early Permian Neogondolella elements together
with the long ranging Adetognathus sp. (at 200 m and 365 in)
and/or Hindeodus sp., an association of probable Sakmarian
age. Four or five other localities. B17.BIS, B20, B21 and
possibly 215m in BS). have yielded onlv Neogondolella.
These localities may therefore be slightly vounger than the
Cameron River fauna or, alternatively, the difference inav be
ecological: Adetognathus is known to favour restricted
shallow water conditions.

Faunules from B19 and I6S m at BS2 contain fragments
-̂ ( what are considered to be a new genus probablv related to
species o! 'naked' Gondolclla. .">np difference, however, is
that these elements have laterally enlarged, icriodid-tvpe
denticles. F.tsewnere in western Canada, the same species
has been found in the Iskut River area of northwestern British
Columbia and in the Vahanni map area of east-central Yukon,
in both cases associated with conodonts of latest
Pennsylvanian or earliest Permian age. In the faunule from
16Sm in BS2. this new element is associated with
Neogondolella and is therefore considered to be Earlv
Permian in age. which is consistent with its stratigraphic
position (Table S2.5). The same age is attributed to B19 from
Buttle Lake, where the new element occurs with long-ranging
Hindeodus.

A faunule from 163 m in BSI onlv contains specimens of
long ranging Adetognathus sp. and Hindeodus, and therefore
has been assigned a Middle Pennsvlvanian to Early Permian
age (Table S2.5). However, the fact that these two genera
are present in several of the Earlv Permian faunules (16S m,
200 m and 365 rn in BS2) mav suggest a similar age for the
faunule at BSI.
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Klassen, R.A. and Bolduc, A.M., Ice flow trends and dr i f t composition, Flowers River area, Labrador;
in Current Research, Part A. Geoloqical Survey of Canada, Paper 06-1 A, p. (597-702, 1986.

Abstract
Regional ice flow trends, representing the last phase of flow in the Flowers River area of

central Labrador, vary from N'J50F. in the southeast to NH5°F. in the north. Farther west, the trends
are generally eastward and, near major river valleys, appear topoqraphically controlled. Evidence of
an older, more northward phase (or phases) of flow (NIO°E to N'AS0^) was found at several locations.
Far travelled (>">D km) erratics nf red sandstone occur throuqhout the area; although their specific
bedrock source is not known, they appear derived from the Siamarnekh Formation, or unmapped
outliers of i t . Local scale ( I to 10 km) dispersal trains oriqinatinq from a volcanic pile are defined hv
fine qrained, porphyritic rock and by t i l l geochemistry. Geochemically 'anomalous' t i l l samples of
unknown origin, defined by trace elements and rare earth elements, occur over the peralkaline
granite batholith Df the Flowers River Igneous Suite.

R6sum6

Les directions reqionales d'e'coulement des glaces de la derniere phase d'e'coulement dans le
secteur de la riviere Flowers, dans ie centre du Labrador, vont de N55DF. au sud-est a N8*3°F. au nnrri.
Plus loin a I'ouest, les directions sont g^neralement est et, a proximite des grandes valises fluviales,
elles semblent etre contrdle'es par la topographie. On a trouve, a plusieurs endroits, des indices d'une
ou de plusieurs anciennes phases d'e"coulement plus vers le nord (N10°E a N4S°F). On trouve dans
tout le secteur des blocs erratiques de qres rouge qui ont parcouru de lonques distances f^O km); bien
que l'oriqine de ces blocs ne soit pas connue, ils semblent appartenir a la formation de Siarnarnekh ou
aux avant-buttes non cartographies de cette derniere. Des trainees de dispersion restreinte
(1 a 10 km) provenant d'un annas de roches volcaniques sont constitutes rie roches porphyriques a
grains fins et sont apparentees a la qeochimie ries t i l ls. Oes f-chantillons de ti l ls de qeochimie
"anomale", d'origine inconnue et caracterises par des elements a I'e'tat de trace et des elements dp
terres-rares recouvrent le batholite qranitique et peralcalin de la se"rie endoqene de Flowers River.

Contribution to Canada-Newfoundland Mineral Development Agreement 1984-H9.
Project carried by Geoloqical Survey of Canada.
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Introduction
Patterns of glacier ice flow and drift composition in the

Flowers River area of central Labrador (Fig. S3.1) are being
used to develop models of glacial dispersal at regional (tens
to hundreds of kilometres) and local (up to tens of kilometres)
scales as part of the Canada-Newfoundland Mineral
Development Agreement. The work represents a continua-
tion of similar studies conducted in the Melody Lake
(133, 13K) and Churchill Falls C13E, 23H) areas
(Klassen, 19S3, 1984; Klassen and Rolduc, 19S4). Fieldwork
for the Flowers River area was completed during July 1984.

The Flowers River area was chosen for study because of
its potential for economic mineralization associated with
felsic volcanic and peralkaline intrusive rocks of the Flowers
River Igneous Suite that are generally enriched in Ce. F, Nb,
Pb, Y. Zn, and Zr (Hill, 1982). Lake sediments and waters in
the area have been previously sampled and analyzed as part
of a reconnaissance geochemical survey funded jointly by
Canada and Newfoundland; data from the study indicate that
the Flowers River area is geochemically 'anomalous' for Mo
and Pb and, in the southeastern portion, for Cu and Zn
(McConnell, 1984).

Geology and physiography
Geology of the Flowers River area has been mapped by

Taylor (1979) at 1:250 000 as part of a reconnaissance study,
and by Hil)d982) at 1:100 000. The area is underlain bv
Paleohelikian plutons of gabbroid to granitoid composition
comprising the Nain Igneous Complex, and is bounded to the
east by Archean banded gneisses, metagranite. and meta-
granidiorite of the Main Structural Province, and to the
southwest bv ArcheanC^-Aphebian gneisses and plutonic
rocks of the Churchill Structural Province. The Paleohelikian
plutons are intruded by rocks of the Neohelikian Flowers
River Igneous Suite (FRIS). The suite consists of felsic
volcanic rocks intruded by peralkaline granite, which includes
a main batholith and smaller, satellite plutons (Hill, 1982).

Volcanic rocks are rhyolitic and include felsite, tuff,
porphyry, and breccia; they are enriched in Ce, La, Mb, Rb,
Y, Zn, and Zr, compared with 'average' levels for rocks of
similar composition and contain minor showings of lead and
zinc (Hill, 1982). Peralkaline granite consists of three
phases: a 'normal' phase having a medium- to coarse-grained
equigranular texture and comprising the main lithology, a
'marginal' phase which is a less peralkaline variant of the
main phase, and a 'chilled' phase around the pluton margin
which includes a fine grained porphyritic variant.
Mineralogical differences are evident among the phases, and
the Flowers River Igneous Suite varies from weakly
peralkaline granite to highly peralkaline felsite and tuff,
possibly as a result of compositional zoning within the
parental magma chamber (Hill, 1982, p. 86).

The Flowers River area occupies part of the
Nain-George River Plateau (Greene, 197(0. It is rugged,
characterized by hills that extend to between 200 and
600 m a.5.1.. and is crossed by large valleys occupied bv
Notakwanon, Flowers, and Hunt rivers. The valley floors,
which are forested, commonly have significant (>IOm)
thicknesses of stratified drift and outwash and,
below 100 m a.s.l., marine sediments. The upper parts of
hills are covered by thin (<3 m thick), continuous to
discontinuous till and support tundra vegetation. No
Quaternary geological studies of the area have been
published.

Methods

Till samples were collected throughout the area at
densities that varied from I per 5 km to I per 10km2;
sample density was greatest in areas underlain by the Flowers

River Igneous Suite. Sampling density was considered
sufficient to characterize gross compositional change in till
and to have a reasonable chance of intersecting a dispersal
train of the size associated with mineralization at Strange
Lake (Batterson et al., 1985; R.N.W. DiLabio, personal
communication, 198**). Till was collected from the base of
pits dug to between 40 and SO cm. In highland areas, where
soil zonaticn is weakly developed, samples were commonly
collected from mudboils. In areas where soil profiles were
evident, effort was made to sample below the zone of obvious
iron stain ('R' horizon) to avoid, as much as possible, the
effects of secondary weathering on geochemical analysis.

The clay-size (<0.002 mm) fraction of the till samples
was analyzed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Fe, and \An by atomic
absorption methods, and for IJ by delayed neutron activation;
the clay plus silt-size (<0.063 mm) fraction was analyzed for
Ce, Sr, Th, Nb, Y, and Zr by X-ray fluorescence. Analyses
were done by Bondar-Clegg and Co. Ltd., Ottawa.

During the course of sample collection, the types of
erratics present were noted and qualitative estimates made
of their relative abundance. The orientations of striae and of
other indicators of ice flow trends, such as streamlined
landforms. were also noted. Particular effort was made to
excavate and examine striated surfaces developed on the lee
side of outcrops to determine ice flow trends that may have
existed prior to the last phase of regional glaciation
(cf. Klassen and Bolduc. 1984).

Ice flow directions

Ice flow trends varv in orientation between north-
northeast and east-southeast (Fig. S3.1) and are thought to be
tiie product of at least two distinct phases of ice flow.
Across hilltops throughout the eastern part of the area, the
most prominent flow directions, representing the last
regional phase of flow, vary between N55°E in the south, and
NS5°E in the north. In the west, the most prominent flow
directions are nearly eastwards, varying between N90°E and
S70°E, and are recorded by striae and streamlined landforms
on hilltops as well as valley floors. In the southwest there is
an alignment of flow trends along main valleys, such as
Adlatak River and Hunt River valleys, which suggests that
the last phase of glacial flow in those areas n\.y have been
topographically controlled.

At five sites glacial striae predating those of the last
regional phase were found on sheltered eastern (lee) sides of
outcrop where the older striae were protected from erasure
by later phases of ice flow. At all sites the older flow trends
had a greater northward cornponent than younger phases.
The oldf r striae are not considered to be the result of local
ice mo1, iding around obstacles because of the consistency of
measured trends in the area from outcrop to outcroo and
because the 'sheltered1 surfaces can be, in fact, well exposed.

Indicator erratics

The most distinctive erractics derived from outside the
study area are red to red-brown sandstones and pebble
conglomerates. The erratics of sedimentary rock are wide-
spread (Fig. 83.2) and. at some sites, constitute 1-2% by
volume of the coarse fraction (visual estimate). For the most
part, however, they are present at low levels and typically
form much less than 1% of the glacial debris. The erratics of
sedimentary rock are distinct in appearance from crystalline
rock and are, consequently, easily seen despite their low level
of abundance. The rocks are almost entirely quartz sand-
stones and arkosic quartz sandstones; clastic grains within
them are commonly rounded, and have quartz overgrowths
and sutured grain boundaries. Feldspar grains vary in
abundance and some rocks are quartzitic. In hand specimens,
some clasts contain ripple marks. Although erratics of
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Flowers River Igneous Suite

5 jperalkaline granite '///porphyrltlc phase

f~4 1 Volcanic rock

Nain Igneous Complex

3 Qabbrold to granitoid plutonic rocks

Churchill Structural Province

I 2 1 Gneiss, plutcnlc rocks

Nain Structural Province

I i I Gneiss, melagranite, metagranldlorlte

Ice flow trends (direction known, unknown)... SS

Figure 83.1. FlOM'ers River area showing ice flow trends and qeneralized bedrock qeoloqv
(after Taylor, 1979: Hill, 1982).

sedimentary rock occur in the southern part of the study area
and areas south of it, they are uncommon to absent in the
northwest of the study area (Fig. S3.2).

Other distinctive erratics include coarse grained
anorthosite, garnetiferous gneiss, rusty weathering graphitic
quartz-feldspar gneiss, and fine grained porphyry. Most of
the erratics have extensive bedrock sources either within or
near to the western margin of the area and are of limited use
in dispersal studies. An exception is the porphyritic rock of
the volcanic pile which forms a glacial dispersal train
trending generally northeastward, parallel to known local
flow trends, and extending at least 10 to 20 km in a down-ice
direction (Fig. S3.2). The full down-ice extent of the train
las not yet been defined by fieldwork. An erratic of garnet-
bearing gneiss, derived from bedrock of Churchill Structural
Province in the southwest (F. Taylor. personal

communication. 1984). was found at the western margin of
the volcanic rocks and represents eastward glacial transport
of 30-40 km (Fig. S3.2).

Till geochemistry

Preliminary interpretation of till geochemistry for lead
and zinc at regional and local scales is presented here. In
areas underlain by volcanic rocks and roof zones of the
peralkaline granite batholith, till is generally enriched in lead
and zinc and is characterized by scattered geochemical
'anomalies' of variable size. The regional geochemical
patterns shown (Fig. S3.3) have been computer-contoured
and, as such, the size and shape of the contours is strongly
biased by variation in sample density and by the averaging
effect of the contour search pattern. The patterns are
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Geochemically defined glacial dispersal

|j%!j%| Lead (>40 ppm)

| ;:'f :j Zinc (>150 ppm)

Erratics

Porphyric rock e

Garnelilerous gneiss 4

Area where sedimentary rocks are rare to absent. . U'-"

Dispersal train of porphyritlc volcanic rock C - '

Figure 83.2. Glacial dispersal trains defined by the distribution of porphvritic volcanic rock and hv
'anomalous' lead and zinc (within area outlined). Compare the shapes of qeochemical dispersal trains
contoured with regard to bedrock qeoloqy and known ice flow directions M'ith those drawn hv
computer (Fig. R3.3a, b).

Lead-zinc mineralization

presented here only as a guide to regional geochemical
variation in the Flowers River area and are not considered to
portray accurately patterns of glacial dispersal at local and
detailed scales. On a regional scale, the geochemical
patterns reflect gross change in bedrock composition with
limited evidence of glacial dispersal indicated by the shape of
contours. Follow-up work has not been done in the
geochemically anomalous areas and, except in the area of
volcanic r\>ck, the origins of the anomalies are not known.
Some could be related to primary enrichment within marginal
zones of the peralkaline granite batholith, as identified by
Hill (I9S2), and others, particularly in the area of volcanic
rock, could be related to bedrock mineralization. An
'anomalous' dispersal train from a site of rare earth element

mineralization in bedrock near Strange Lake is sufficiently
large (Ratterson et al., 1985) that the sample spacing
employed in this study could be expected to include parts of
trains of comparable size.

In the area of the volcanic pile, till is geochemically
anomalous, as expected, for lead and zinc. When data are
contoured directly, without computer 'smoothing', glacial
dispersal trains at a local-scale can be geochemically defined
by lead and by zinc (Fig. 83.2). The trains extend north-
eastwards, and they are consistent in orientation with the
last phase of regional ice flow and in size with the known
glacial dispersal of porphyritic rock from the volcanic rocks.
The down-ice extensions of the trains have not been fullv
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defined by fieldwork. The geologically interpreted patterns
(Fig. 83.2) contrast with those drawn by computer (Fig. S3.3)
by emphasizing known glacial trends and indicating more
precisely the location of known bedrock sources. In contrast,
computer-contoured patterns are oriented directly across the
glacial trends due to the non-uniform sample distribution and
to the strength of geochemical 'anomalies' associated with
the volcanic rock. The occurrence of a number of isolated,
geochemical 'highs' within the train suggests that at least
part of the train may have been formed by glacial erosion of
a number of separate, mineralized bedrock sources. Several
sources have been mapped within the volcanic terrain by
Hill (I9S2) and some appear located at the heads of the
geochemically defined trains (Fig. 83.2).

Discussion and conclusions
Patterns of regional ice flow across Flowers River area

vary from about N55°E in the southeast, to NS5°E in the
north and northeast. To the west, flow trends are nearly
eastward. The alignment of flow trends with major v.illeys,
such as Adiatok and Hunt rivers, indicates the last phase of
flow may have been topographically controlled in some areas.
Evidence of earlier phases of flow that varied between M10°E
and N45°F_ has been found on protected bedrock surfaces at
five locations. The earlier, more northward phase, or phases,
of flow may correlate with trends having similar orientation
and relative age found in the area of Schefferville
(Kirby, 1961). Churchill Falls (Klassen and Bolduc, 19S<0, and
Melody Lake (Klassen, I9S4).

Erratics of sedimentary rock found in drift throughout
the area are far-travelled (>50 km), although specific bedrock
sources for them are not known. The rocks appear to have
been derived from supracrustal sequences west of the area,
which most likely include the Siamarnekh Formation and
unmapped equivalents of it. Although no erratics from the
Labrador Trough were found in the study area, cherty iron
formation and specular hematite in drift to the west indicate
that at least some of the sedimentary rock debris could have
been potentially derived from the Labrador Trough. Such an
interpretation would require regional ice flow patterns across
the Labrador Trough, and central Labrador in general, that
are markedly different from those recorded on the Glacial
Map of Canada (Prest et al., 1968), although they would be
consistent with older northeast trends recorded here, and by
Kirby (1961) and by Klassen and Bolduc (1984). Mo volcanic
or sedimentary rocks were found that can be shown to have
been derived from Seal Lake Group, which occur southwest
and south of the study area, indicating that the Seal Lake
Group is not a principal source.

Local scale dispersal patterns defined by porphyritic
volcanic rock record generally northeastward transport and
are consistent with regional flow directions of about N55°F.
in the study area.

Trace element patterns defined by lead and zinc in till
appear to be related to regional and local scale glacial
dispersal from the Flowers River Igneous Suite. The dispersal
patterns are most evident originating from the volcanic rocks
and they are oriented parallel with striae trends. The origins
of scattered geochemical 'anomalies' found in till overlying
the peralkaline granite are not known, although they may
reflect primary geochemical differentiation within the
batholith. Whatever their source, it is suggested that the
geochemical anomalies in till overlying the Flowers River
Igneous Suite could indicate areas favourable for more
detailed prospecting.
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Chaudiere Valley, Quebec1
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Shilts, W.W. and Smith, S.L., Stratigraphy of placer gold deposits; overburden drill ing in Chaudiere
Valley, Quebec; in Current Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A,
p. 703-712, 1986.

Abstract
Preliminary logs of recent, deep, overburden boreholes -re correlated with stratigraphic

sections and previous borehole data. The Rotasonic dr i l l system used has proven to be superior to
triple-tube methods in its ability to recover intact, large diameter core for stratigraphic studies.

Boreholes in the southern part of the area confirm the presence of three ti l ls and associated
thick glaciolacustrine sediments representing at least three glacial events. In the northern part of
the area, the overburden is not so thick and in places appears to be older than any sediments
encountered in upper Chaudiere Valley.

Re'sumS

On a compare des diagraphies pre"liminaires de sondages profonds re'alise's re'cemment dans des
morts-terrains, avec des coupes stratiqraphigues et des donnees de sondages anterieurs. Le systeme
de forage Rotasonic s'est re'vele' superieur aux systemes a trois tubes pour re'cuperer des carottes de
grand diametre intactes, a des fins d'etudes stratigraphiques.

Les sondages dans la partie sud de la region confirment la presence de trois t i l ls et d'e*pais
sediments glociolacustres connexes, representant au moins trois evenements glaciaires. Dans la
partie nord de la rf§gion, les morts-terrains ne sont pas aussi i5pais et, par endroits, ils semblent plus
anciens que tous les sediments releves dans la vallee du cours supe>ieur de la riviere Chaudiere.

Contribution to Federal Asbestos Initiatives, Geoscience Research Program 1984-87.
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Introduction
In winter of 1984 and summer of I9S5, two systems for

drilling and continuously sampling deep overburden were
tested in upper Chaudiere River valley of the Eastern
Townships, Quebec (Fig. 84. 1). Selection of drilling sites,
over areas of deepest overburden, was made from the study
of hammer and dynamite refraction seismic profiles carried
out in 196S and IVS4.

The objectives of this project, funded under the Federal
Asbestos Initiatives, Geoscience Research Program, are I) to
test and compare new drilling methods in thick, stony,
overburden typical of the Appalachian region; 2) to correlate
glacial stratigraphy known from natural and man-made
sections in upper Chaudiere Valley with that in adjacent
areas where overburden was mined for, or known to have high
potential for gold, and; 3) to drill and sample known gold-
bearing unconsolidated sediments to determine their
stratigraphy, genesis, and the genesis of their gold. It is
expected that the results of this project will contribute
substantially to the rationalization and cost-effectiveness of
gold exploration in this region long known for its buried and
modern placer deposits.

Although the Quaternary history of Chaudiere Valley
and adjacent regions has been the subject of a great deal of
research over the past two decades (Gadd, 1964, 1965a, 1971;
McDonald, 1967; McDonald and Shilts, 1971; Gadd et al.,
1972; LaSalJe et al., 1976, 1979; Shilts, 1978, 1981;
LaSalle, 1980) and a consensus has been reached regarding
the major glacial events to affect the region (LaSalle, 1984),
few attempts have been made to drill deep overburden to find
older Quaternary deposits. In addition, the stratigraphy of
the gold-bearing strata east of Saint-Georges has never been
reconciled with modern Quaternary stratigraphy, the gold-
bearing "gravels" being assigned a Tertiary age on the basis
of their highly oxidized appearance (Boyle, 1979).

Glacial sedimentation and stratigraphy

Briefly, the glacial stratigraphy of Chaudiere Valley
(Fig. 84.2) comprises at least three glacial events represented
by the Johnville, Chaudiere, and Lennoxville tills (McDonald
and Shilts, 1971), respectively, from oldest to youngest. At
present all of these tills are thought to have been deposited
during the Wisconsinan Stage.

Tills and sediments that were deposited in proglacial
lakes or glacially fed streams in this part of the Appalachians
are grey where fresh and contain abundant pyrite in the form
of cubes, twinned cubes or broken cubes, as well as traces of
other sulphides. Lennoxville Till, which forms the surface
unit of most of the region, is commonly weathered to depths
of 3-4 m, only the upper metre forming a true solum. Where
weathered, Lennoxville Till and all associated and older
glacial sediments are stained brown or tan by iron oxides
formed as a result of oxidation of the abundant sulphides in
the sand and finer sizes of the matrix (see Shilts, 19S4,
fig. 3). Where this oxidation occurs, sulphides and other
labile minerals, such as siderite, are destroyed, making near-
surface geochemical surveys using heavy mineral separates of
drift or modern sediments derived from drift difficult to
interpret. Oxidation is raicly noted in sections. Chaudiere
Till has never been observed to be oxidized, and although
Dohnville Till is oxidized at its surface where observed, it has
only been seen exposed at two places in the Appalachians.
Oxidation due to groundwater flow through permeable layers
has been observed deep in some sections.

7i"ooJi;

Beauceville

.14 .
'21 2J 20..

? ,,6 ' * »5

^//<SS St. Georges

46"00'N

v%
X\

• 3 \

Lac Megantic

Symbols

• 1984-85 Boreholes

>' 1968 Boreholes

* Sections

5 10 15 Km

Figure 84.1. Area of study in Eastern Townships, Quebec,
showing locations of sections and boreholes.
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Scdi incnts separating the t i l l sheets are thick,
laminated glaciolacustrinc silty clay and fluvial gravel and
silt. Whenever glaciers advanced into Chaudiere Valley or
retreated northward from the vallev. the northward draining
rivers were blocked, forming large lakes into which thick
silty clay was deposited. When glaciers stood north of
St. Lawrence River or disappeared altogether, allowing free
northward drainage, fluvial gravels, sands, and floodplain
deposits were formed in the Chaudierc and its tributarv
vallevs. Thus, a tvpical stratigraphir sequence for one
glacial event might consist of fluvial sediments: overlain bv
thin laminated siltv clay, which mav or mav not be deformed
by glacial overriding: overlain bv t i l l , which commonly lias
thin (< I in) stratif ied lenses of sand or siltv clav in it ;
overlain by thick laminated siltv clav. rommonlv with t i l l -
like stony beds thought to be slumped from the retreating ice
front in the form of turbiditv current deposits. The common
laminated facies of the glaciolacustrinc deposits may grade
into or be replaced by sandy to gravellv deltaic deposits
where major streams entered the lakes or bv ice-contact
deltaic deposits where the ice front stood in one place in the
lake for a time. It is important to understand these

(Diagrammatic, not to scale)

Figure 84.2. Composite section of Ouaternnrv
stratigraphy of upper Chnurtierp Vallev (from
Shilts, I9S/).

weathering and sedimentation models and the regional
stratigraphy when interpreting the sedimentary facies
enrountered in the deep boreholes.

Preliminary observations

The stratigraphic drill ing carried out in !9S'j-l l)S'i
intersected glacial units that generallv c^in be fit into the
stratigraphic framework proposed bv Shilts (I'JSl) ( f i g . S O ) .
In places, however, it appears that certain bedrock vallevs
were filled either with several glacial and nonglacial units
earlv in the Pleistocene (Grande Coulee River, for example)
or with an abnormal thickness of a single waterlain proglacial
or subglacial unit r>*0 m of ice contact gravel, sand, and siltv
clav in Samson River), forming a floor between bedrock sides
of the vallevs. over which several glaciers mav have
advanced without having much effect on the vallev f i l l . If
this actually happened, each glacier mav have accomplished
l i t t le more in these valleys than to rework and redeposit the
upper few metres of sediment. Thus, there mav be a
significant unconformity between the surface t i l l and older
ti l ls and associated sediments, particularly in vallevs or
depressions oriented or shaped in such a wav that thev were
protected from the glacial erosion that stripped older
unconsolidated sediments from less ideally located vallevs.
At present there is no wav to judge how serious an
impediment to correlation this situation mav be.

Although Gadd fl£)f.">b) suggested that buried vallevs
mav be found in the l^eaucevilte area bv studv of aerial
photographs, both seismic and drill ing results indicate that
significant buried vallevs of more than 100 m denth mav
underlie slopes or modern alluvial plains with virtually no
surface expression 'Fig. SU.tf). The onlv wav that these
vallevs mav be detected roliablv is bv geophvsical or dril l ing
techniques.

In many of these buried vallevs in upper Chaudicro
River vallev. the sediment f i l l comprises substantial
thicknesses of siltv clav deposited in glacial Lake Gavhurst.
The Gavhurst Formation is a glaciolacustrine unit deposited
in a large proglacial lake that f i l led the Chaudicro and
adjacent vallevs to elevations of TJ6 to ^27 in when the
glacier that deposited Chaudiere Ti l l retreated
northwestward and stood against the northwest slope of the
Appalachian Highlands. When the glacier readvanced across
Chaudiere Vallev. and eventually across New England, it
dooosited Lennoxville Til l over Gavhurst sediments, \ o r t h of
Saint-Ludger. Gavhurst sediments arc relatively thin because
of glacial erosion or lower rates of deposition than south of
Saint-Ludger where more than 90 in of laminated silt and
clav were encountered in several boreholes, particularly near
nrolet 'see Fig. S*.l for locations). These thick sediments
form a significant part of the f i l l in upper Liniere. Samson,
and Chaudiere vallevs, and provide a major obstacle to
mineral exploration and to exploitation of anv old gold-
bearing beds that might be found at depth. This problem
should be recognized when planning an exploration program in
valleys that were inundated bv glacial Lake Gavhurst.
including vallevs to the west in the Saint-Francois River
drainage basin.

Gilbert River gold deposits

Six holes were drilled to bedrock in the vicinitv of the
placer gold deposit in the buried vallev along Gilbert River,
just north of Saint-Georges. The appearance of the glacial
units in these holes is generallv quite unlike sediment
encountered in any other of the 25 holes and 26 sections
examined in Chaudiere Valley (Fig. S4.5). Sediment at the
base of the holes is so thoroughly oxidized and indurated that
it was dif f icult in preliminary logging to tel l its genesis or
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Figure 84.4. Approximate locations of buried valleys as
determined by refraction seismic methods.

even to differentiate it from underlying, highlv weathered
bedrork. *\t present it is believed that ti l l and colluvium
overlie the weathered bedrork and are in turn overlain bv a
fluvial gravel whirh was the main pav /one sought in the
placer operation. \ear ttie axis of tho buried vallev up to
6 m of interlaminatcd grev and red siltv 'lav with
interbedded fine- to medium-grained sand overlies the gravel.
These beds show few signs of oxidation ind appear tn be
eroded awav on the flanks of the buried vallev. \ till
complex overlies the varves to tne surface. Unlike tills of
similar texture elsewhere in the region, these tills are brown,
indicating deep oxidation or, more likelv. thai thev contain a
large amount of the highlv weathered debris mm'non .it the
base of the boreholes. This debris would have been eroded
from adjacent areas jnd tr^n^oned across the buried vallev,
filling it in. The tills in the boreholes and the surface t i l l ,
well exposed along Gilbert River adjacent to the mine,
contain ultramafic clasts transported from outcrops
northwest of the buried channel. because ultramafic
provenance is detected easily by gcochemical and
mineralogical means, it should be easv to differentiate
colluvial or preglacial units from glacial units at this site as
well as Chaudiere Till, which was deposited bv westerly
flowing ice that would not have crossed the ultramafk
outcroDS (lienrz and Shilts. I9SQ).

The upper till complex appears to comprise more than
one till sheet, and in borehole I 3 a highly altered /.one within
the complex lias the aopearance of a paleosol (Fig. S4.5). As
many as three till sheets may be represented in borehole H.
suggesting that the varved sequence is much older than the
Gayhurst Formation which it si"-": Tic.aKv resembles and
which separates the VOJP ,L-st Lennoxville from older
Chaudiere Till in upper Chaudiere Vallev. Because of the
importance of the Gilbert River site to modelling the source
of buried and surficial placer gold in the region, a detailed
sedimentological. mineralogical. and gcochemical studv will
be made of these beds.

Drilling

A Rotasonic drill was used for the first time in the
Eastern Townships in I9S5 and proved to be superior to
triple-tube methods tested previously. The Rotasonic drill
utilizes high frequency vibration to drill, recovering an
intact, 11 cm-diameter core to bedrock. Roreholes were
cased to prevent collapse of material from the walls and
subsequent sample contamination.

Access for drilling was by road, easily travelled bv the
six-wheel drive vehicle on which the drill head was mounted
(Fig. 84.6). With only minor breaks for vehicle repair and
maintenance, as well as a couple of days spent at borehole 4.
the 2k holes, comprising 1091 m of continuous core, were
drilled in one month.

Recovery averaged 90% but varied according to
sediment cohesiveness. Compact or cohesive ti l l and clay
yielded as much as 100% recovery, slightly more than
compact sand (S5%). Loose sand and gravel commonlv fell
out of the core barrel unless blocked bv underlving, more
cohesive, sediment. Consequently, sand and gravel averaged
75% recovery and loose, soft, clay averaged below 60%
recovery. In addition, soft sediment is squeezed and
elongated by the drilling process.

Bedrock samples also were collected to depths of at
least I m into bedrock, but soft, brittle shales that underlie
most of the region were commonlv powdered bv the
vibration.
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Figure 84.6. Drillinq set-up (A) and
extrusion of core from core barrel (H).

close-up showing

Boreholes up to 96 m in depth were drilled with little
difficulty except for borehole <f. Vibration of a thick
sequence of clay and fine sand and gravel of the Gayhurst
Formation^) led to material settling around the casing,
causing it to become stuck. Water pressure was ineffective
to dislodge the casing because the water was able to flow
freely away in sand and gravel units. Many pieces of metal
casing had to be abandoned in the hole. A similar situation,
also in thick Gayhurst sediments in borehole 23, was only
avoided by not completing the hoie.

Preliminary results
From seismic survevs and from results of the drilling

program, it is obvious that whatever controlled local base
level in Chaudiere Valley before glaciation has been radically
modified bv giacial processes. Buried vallevs have been
found adjacent to most of the major rivers whose present
channels are suspended, in many cases, as much as 199 m
above the bedrock floor of the valleys thev presently occupv.
Although not much new stratigraphy has been identified in
these buried valleys, further analysis of the sediment logs and
quantitative data may lead to revision of the local
stratigraphy as it has been deduced from the natural sections
exposed above river level. For example, at least 190 m of
unconsolidated sediment lies beneath the bO m-high Samson
River section (Shilts, 1978), which contains almost the entire
knosvn Quaternary sequence of Chaudiere Vallev.
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Abstract

Glacial striae over much of the study area are oriented east-northeast. Evidence from older
striae indicates that a major northeast directed ice advance, which affected the entire study area,
predates the east-northeast advance. Northeast oriented striae in the northeast part of the study
area are attributed to this early advance. Striae trendinq east-southeast in the southern part of the
area may reflect divergent flow durinq the east-northeast advance or a separate phase of flow. The
distribution of qlacial erratics shows broad fan-shaped eastward dispersal of 30 to more than 100 km
from their bedrock sources. The transport of erratics and development of fan shapes are related to
the multiple phases of flow recorded by striae. The complex history of glacial transport and
difficulties in sampling til l highlight the importance of scientific input for effective use of glacial
debris as a prospecting medium in central Labrador.

Resume"

Des stries glaciaires recouvrant la majeure partie de la region d'etude sont orientees est-nord-
est. Des anciennes stries indiquent qu'une important avancSe glaciaire de direction nord-est, qui a
modifie" toute la region, a eu lieu avant l'avancee est-nord-est. Les stries nord-est dans la partie
nord-est de !a region sont attributes a cette premiere avance'e. Les stries est-sud-est dans la partie
sud peuvent etre le resultat d'un ecoulement divergent pendant l'avancee est-nord-est ou d'une phase
distincte d'Scoulement. La repartition des blocs erratiques d'origine glaciaire indique une importante
dispersion en eventail vers 1'est, sur 30 a plus de 100 km a partir de leurs sources dans la roche en
place. Le transport des blocs erratiques et leur dispersion en eventail sont assocî s aux phases
multiples d'ecoulement indiqu^es par les stries. L'histoire complexe du transport qlaciaire et les
difficultea dans l'ecncir:*"illonnage des tills font ressortir le besoin de donn^es scientifiques pour une
utilisation efficace des detris qlaciaires comme moyen de prospection dans le centre du Labrador.

1 Contribution to Canada-Newfoundland Mineral Development Agreement 1984-89.
Project carried by Geological Survey of Canada.
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Introduction
This report presents the preliminary interpretation of

Quaternary field work conducted during the summer of 1985
in the Snegamook Lake (13K) and Kasheshibaw Lake (13L)
map areas of central Labrador (Fig. 85.1). The study is part
of an ongoing project funded under Federal-Provincial
mineral development agreements since 19S2 (Klassen 1983,
198*; Klassen and Bolduc, 198*). The major objectives of the
study are to determine the history of ice movement and the
composition of glacial drift as a basis for developing
techniques of drift prospecting. The compilation of
geochemical results is in progress.

Physiography and bedrock geology

The study area is rugged, with hills commonly rising
200 m above valley floors, and is crossed by major valleys
occupied by Kanairiktok and Naskaupi rivers. The low areas
are heavily forested and on hilltops tundra vegetation is
common.

The study area occupies parts of the Nain, Grenville
and Churchill structural provinces in central Labrador. The
bedrock (Fig. 85.2) comprises Archean gneiss and
Paleohelikian anorthosite to the north, and Grenville gneiss
and Paleohelikian granite to the south. The central part of
the study area is underlain by supracrustal volcanics and
sediments which include Aphebian Moran Lake Group,
Paleohelikian Bruce River and Letitia Lake groups, and
Neohelikian Seal Lake Group (Greene, 1970; Emslie, 1980;
Baragar, 1981; Curtis and Currie, 1981; Thomas, 1981;
Ryan, 1982a,b). The vclcanics and sediments are part of the
Central Mineral Belt, which is known to contain copper, zinc,
uranium, and rare earth minerals (Douglas and Hsu, 1976;
O'Driscoll and Noel, 1983).

Methods

Till was sampled throughout the area in order to
establish regional variations in drift composition;
approximately 600 samples were collected (Fig. 85.1) using a
Bell 206B helicopter. Sample densities varied from 1-3 per
100 km2 in areas with limited mineral potential, and from
8-12 per 100 km2 within the Central Mineral Belt. In three
areas of known mineralization, samples were collected on
50-200 m centres to determine glacial dispersal in till from a
known bedrock source.

Pits were dug, by shovel, to depths of 30-70 cm
depending on depth to bedrock and on difficulties in
penetrating stony till. Samples were collected from the least
oxidized and most organic-free section of the modern soil
profile near the base of the pit. In areas of tundra
vegetation, pits were dug in mudboils where soil zonation was
absent or poorly developed due to periglacial churning
(Shilts, 1977).

Sample sites were preferentially located on hilltops
because valley bottoms are heavily forested, providing few
landing sites, and because major valleys are commonly
infilled with glaciofluvial deposits. Where more detailed
work was necessary, swamps were used as landing sites to
permit attempts at till sampling in low lying, tree covered
areas.

Surficial geology

Till is the dominant glacial deposit in the area. It is
generally thin (less than 2 m) to discontinuous in highland
areas and locally thicker in valleys. The character of the till
commonly reflects the character of the underlying bedrock.
On bedrock units resistant to glacial erosion, such as Seal
Lake Group quartzite and Archean gneiss, till is thin and has

Figure 85.1. Location map showing the distribution of
sampling sites.

Figure 85.2. Generalized geology (modified
Greene, 1979; Baragar, 1981; Ryan, 1982a, b).
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little fine matrix component. In areas of softer, more easily
comminuted bedrock such as Seal Lake Group mudstone, till
is generally thicker, has a greater component of fine
material, and its colour reflects that of the underlying
bedrock. Red and red-brown till is associated with red
mudstone of the Seal Lake Group and contrasts with grey till
which has a crystalline provenance. In areas underlain by
Grenville gneiss, till is commonly sandy, relatively thick
compared to til) on Archcan gneiss, and exhibits streamlined
landforms suggesting that the Grenville rocks were more
easily eroded by the ice. Till in areas of Nipishish Lake
Intrusive Suite is characterized by large (1-4 m diameter),
locally derived boulders, suggesting glacial incorporation of
fracture or joint controlled bedrock blocks.

Extensive ice contact glaciofluvial deposits occur along
Kanairiktok and Naskaupi rivers. Thick marine sand, silt, and
clay sequences infill the Kaipokok, Kanairiktok, and Adlatok
valleys below 100 m a.s.l. Marine silts and clays in the
Kaipokok and Kanairiktok valleys are distinctly red,
indicating that the source for these sediments is Seal Lake
Group mudstone or till derived from these rocks.

Direction of ice movement

Most of the more than 200 striatici observations were
made on exposed surfaces on hilltops and are consequently
thought to reflect the last regional phase of ice flow
(Fig. 85.3). Striae trend east-northeast in the central part of
the map area (area B, Fig. 85.3), northeast in the northeast
part of the area (area A), and east-southeast in the south
(area C). The sense of movement from rat tail and fluted
features at outcrop scale is eastward and no evidence of
westward flow has been recognized. Evidence from these
striae is consistent with the generalized ice flow trends
shown on the Glacial Map of Canada (Prest et al., 1968) and
with streamlined landforms mapped by Fulton et al. (1980a,
b, c, 1980.

Older striae occur on glacially faceted surfaces and on
bedrock lows protected from erosion by the last ice advance.
At sites in area B (Fig. 85.3) where relative ages are clearly
shown, northeast trending striae generally predate the east-
northeast striae. The older northeast striae are consistent in
orientation and relative age with striae noted by Klassen and
Bolduc (1984) in the Churchill Falls area and by Kirby (1961)
in the Labrador Trough, and are considered to have been
formed during a major phase of ice flow. It is not clear from
the striae whether the northeast ice flow trends in area A are
in fact contemporaneous with the older northeast striae in
area B (Fig. 85.3) or are a product of diverging regional flow
of a single glacial phase. There is evidence based on glacial
dispersal patterns that would support the former
interpretation. Interpretation of all northeast trending striae
as "older" would indicate that area A was not glaciated
during the last phase of regional ice flow.

At three sites in the south part of area B east-southeast
striae predate east-northeast striae. There is insufficient
evidence to demonstrate the significance of these older
striae or their relationship with the east-southeast flow
trends in area C.

Distribution of indicator clasts

The lithology and relative abundance of clasts were
noted at most sample sites to help define how material was
transported by the ice. The till is dominantly locally derived;
generally less than 20 per cent of the coarse clasts have
undergone transport of more than 5 km. Clasts that have
been subjected to transport in excess of 50 km generally
comprise less than 1 per cent of the till. Indicator clasts,
those that are visually distinctive and have a restricted
bedrock source area, usually occur in low concentrations but
are useful in defining regional flow patterns.

The glacial dispersal patterns of indicator clasts, Red
Wine alkaline complex rocks. Seal Lake Group basalt, and
Snegamook granite demonstrate broad fan-shaped eastward
dispersal of 30 to more than 100 kin from their respective
bedrock sources (Fig. 85.4, 85.5, 85.6). Transport of erratics
and development of fan shapes appear to be related to the
multiple phases of flow recorded by striae. The dispersal of
Snegamook granite (Fig. S5.<*) in area A (Fig. 85.3) indicates
transport in the northeast phase of ice flow. The dispersal, in
area B, of Snegamook granite and Seal Lake Group volcanic
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Figure 85.3. Glacial striae in the study area showing
direction or trend of ice movement; numbers indicate
relative age relationship (1, oldest). Inset map shows the
dominant ice flow direction by area.
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Figure 85.5. Area of outcrop and dispersal of glacial
erratics of Seal Lake Group basalts.

Figure 85.6. Area of outcrop and dispersal of glacial
erratics of Red Wine alkaline complex.

rocks (Fig. 85.5) east from their respective source areas and
the east-northeast trending northern limit of rocks derived
from the Red Wine alkaline complex (Fig. 85.6) demonstrate
transport in the east-northeast phase of ice flow. The
presence of Seal Lake Group basalts in till northeast of the
main bedrock source, which is in an area of east-northeast
flow trends, suggests that part of their dispersal occurred
during the early northeast-directed phase of ice flow. The
presence of Red Wine alkaline complex clasts in area A,

1 SO km northeast of the bedrock source, would also indicate
dispersal in the northeast phase of flow and would suggest
that area A is a remnant of this early advance. The east-
southeast trending southern limit of rocks derived from the
Red Wine aJkaJine complex would indicate dispersal in the
east-southeast directed ice flow; however, it is not clear
whether debris was carried in a separate phase of flow or in a
single advance which radiated both east northeast and east
southeast from the complex.

Implication for drift prospecting

Drift prospecting conducted in central Labrador should
be tailored to account for the complex history of glacial
transport and the sampling problems particular to the area.

Till sampling in central Labrador is difficult. The area
is rugged and heavily forested, and consequently mobility is
restricted. Sampling sites are limited by areas of thin till
and by swamps. The till is commonly compact and stony and
is difficult to penetrate.

The data in this report demonstrate that bedrock debris
can be traced over considerable distances in the till and can
clearly indicate direction of ice transport. The information
suggests that overall transport was the result of different
phases of ice flow and consequently some of the glacial
debris may have been subjected to a complex history of
transport; for example, cJasts of Seal Lake Group volcanic
rocks appear to have been carried northeastward in the early
phase of ice flow and then remobilized in the late phase.
Furthermore, as yet unrecognized, topographically controlled
local variations in ice flow direction, particularly i > low
areas or on hillsides, may have played an important role in
the transport of glacial debris.

Conclusions

Within the Snegamook and Kasheshibaw map areas,
striae are generally east-northeast in the central part of the
area, northeast in the northeast, and east-southeast in the
south. Evidence from older striae indicates that a major
northeast directed ice advance predates the east-northeast
phase of flow. The east-southeast flow trends may reflect
either divergent flow in the east-northeast advance or a
separate phase of flow. The distribution of indicator erratics
demonstrates fan-shaped eastward transport consistent with
the multiple phases of flow recorded by striae and suggests
that till in the northeast part of the :-.ap area represents a
remnant of this early advance.
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Vegetation-geology-climate relationships of western
Melville Island, District of Franklin

Project 760058

S.A. Edlund
Terrain Sciences Division

Edlunri, S.A., VeqetatiDn-qeology-climate rela: ;onships of western Melvillp Island, District of
Franklin; iri Current Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada, Paper 06-I A, p. 719-726, 19fl6.

Abstract
Both surficial qeoloqy and climate closely control plant assemblages on western Melville Island.

Veqetation falls into two broad categories: calciphilous communities on weakly to moderately
alkaline substrates, and acetophilic communities on acidic substrates. Superimposed on this
litholoqical control is the control imposed hy climate. The reqion is subdivided into five hioclimate
zones including a newly defined one - Zone 0 - unvegetated areas recently emerged from under
neoqlacial ice and snow.

An unusually vegetation-rich znne (Zone 41 covers a siqnificant area of western Melville Island,
making it the richest area of the central and western Queen Flizaheth Islands, comparahle to the
flora and communities in the Fosheim Peninsula reqion of Fllesmere Island. This zone may represent
a disjunct of Mid Arctic veqetation into the reqinn generally considered to be High Arctic.

Resume
La qeoloqie des formations en surface et le clirnat cnntrotent etroitement les association

ve"qe"tales dans l'oi/est de I'fle Mfilville. La vegetation dans cette region se repartit en deux qrands
qroupes: des communautes calciphiles sur des substrnts faiblement a moderement alcalins et des
communautes acidophiles sur des substrats acides. Au contrflle litholoqique s'ajoute le controle
climatique. On divise la reqinn en cinq zones bioclimatiques dont une zone nouvellement definie, soit
la zone 0; il s'aqit d'une zone sans ve"q£tatinn qui a recemment e'me.rqe' de la glace et de la neiqe noo-
qlaciaires.

Une zone exceptionnellement riche en veqetation (zone 4) couvre une grande superficie de la
partie ouest tie i'fle Melville, faisant de cette derniere la region la plus riche du centre et de I'ouest
des ties de la Reine-Elisabeth, comparable par sa flore et ses communautes a la presqu'fle Fosheim
dans I 'Tie d'Ellesmere. Cette zone peut etre consideree comme un Tlot isol6 de veq^tation de
l'Arctique moyen dans la reqion q<5neralement considdrc^e comme appartenant a Pextreme Arctique.
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Introduction

Reconnaissance studies carried out on western Melville
Island (Fig. Sft.l) during the summers of I9S4 and I9S5 confirm
the strong geological and elevational controls on the distribu-
tion of plant communities expected in a High <\rctic environ-
ment (IZdlund, l9S3a). The landscape is dominated by plateaus
and folded uplands, up to 776 m a.s.l., developed on relatively
resistant Paleozoic clastic and carbonate rocks, whereas in
the northern sector, lowlands and low cuestas occur on
younger, generally recessive clastic sediments.

Geological control of vegetation

There is minimal soil development in this region, there-
fore the vascular plants root directly in the weathered rock
which is the dominant surficial material. The chemistry of
the bedrock therefore exerts a major influence on the
vegetation. Most Ouaternarv surficial materials are locally
derived, except at Bailey Point anrl Cape Hoare
(Hodgson et al . . !''S4) and at Comfort Cove (F).A. Hodgson,
personal communication. I9S5) where a siltv clav calacreous
t i l l was deposited bv Late Pleistocene glaciers of continental
origin. The strong correlation between vegetation and
surface materials of Melville Island was first observed bv
Tozer and Thorsteinsson (196ft). This study further refines
their observations.

Preliminary pH studies show that the surficial materials
can be grouped into two broad categories (Fig. SA.2),
according to the types of plant communities they supDort
(Fig. Sf..T): 0) those with an alkaline D H . with calciphilic
(lime-loving) vegetation and (2) those with an acidic DH. with
acconipunving iretopniiic (acid-loving) or oH-indifferont
vegetation. \ear neutral soils show some overlap of both
acid- and lime-loving species. Although the dominant and
common species differ between these two broad divisions, the
growth forms of the plants concerned are similar (dwarf
shrubs, grass-like, herbaceous, lichen or moss).

Six subdivisions of the substrate, based on the degree of
acidity/alkalinitv and texture of the surficial materials, are
shown in Table Sft. 1. Most materials are moderately to well
drained, therefore the tundra and barrens vegetation
dominate. Only on the silty clay t i l l at Bailey Point is there
extensive wetland vegetation. Accompanying vegetation is
also described.

The densest and most diverse vegetation occurs on
several members of the Ibbett Ray Formation found in the
Canrobert Hills, which are recessive, black fissile shales that
weather into thin, platy fragments. They are weakly to
moderately alkaline, and moderately to well drained. At
lower elevations these materials support dense, continuous
dwarf shrub (Dryas and willow)-legume tundra and dwarf
shrub-grass tundra, on all stabilized surfaces. At high
elevations, grasses and purple saxifrage (herbaceous species)
dominate.

Fluvial deposits (sand and silt) derived primarily from
the Canvon Fiord Formation at the head of McCormick Inlet,
also support dense and diverse calciphilous dwarf
shrub-legume and dwarf shrub-grass tundra and barrens,
although the parent formation is itself rather poorly
vegetated. The lack of vegetation on weathered Canvon Fiord
Formation -nav be uue orimarilv to rhe instability of its
surfaces.

The richest vegetation on weaklv to moderately acidic
surficial materials consists of wil low-Luzula tundra, local
arctic heather heathland, and Luzula-tundra, with a general
absence of calciphilous species. The rubblv felsenincer
produced on the lower member of Hecla Iviv Formation
sandstone, although also weaklv acidi'-, is too coarse for the

rooting of vascular plants. Instead, crvptogamic (moss and
lichen) communities are found, with crustose lichens on
exposed rock facets, and mats of Rhacomitrium sp. moss,
carpeting the sheltered junctions of boulders.

The poorest vegetation, both in species diversity and
density of vascular plant cover, oexurs in two general
regions, the northern half of the Sproule Peninsula and Cane
Grassv. and at elevations above 2^0-300 m on the plateaus
and rolling hills. There the vascular plant species are
entirely herbaceous, with purple saxifrage commonly
dominant on the alkaline terrain and Luzula on the andir
ones. Wetlands are dominated by onlv grass species: sedges
are absent.

Some materials do not support plant growth. Both the
nearlv pure carbonates of the Canrobert Formation and a
Paleozoic carbonate inlier along Kitson River are devoid of
plant l i fe. These carbonate surfaces may weather too rapidly
for crustose lichen attachment, and the fines lack sufficient
other plant nutrients to buffer the overwhelming amounts ol
calcium and magnesium and thus are toxir .

The siliceous chert gravel facies of the Ibbett Bav
Formation does not weather as rapidly as the carbonates and
docs support crustose lichen and Rhacomitrium moss
communities.

Influence of climate on vegetation

In addition to the lithological control on plant
communities, cl imate, probably through variations in summer
warmth and the length of growing season, influences the
diversity, abundance, and dominance oi oiant soecjes ,ind
communities. This control cuts across i i ihologiral Boundaries
and shows a strong elevational trend and a neaker latitudinal
trend, as was noted in the central Oueen Elizabeth Islands
(fidlund. l9S3a).

FMoclimatic zones in this region (Fig. Sfi.3) are: Zone I.
with less than 35 vascular plant species, all of which are
herbaceous: Zone 2 also dominated bv herbaceous species, but
an increase in diversity to between 35 and fiO vascular plant
species, including the presence of sedges and woodv plants:
Zone 3. with woodv species and sedges the dominant vascular
plants and diversity between f>0 and 100: and Tone * which is
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Figure 86.1. Location of .study 'irpa. western Melville
Island.
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also dominated by woody species, including local heath, and
sedges and has the greatest diversity of 120-125 or more
vascular plant species.

All four bioclimatic zones described for the central
Queen Elizabeth Islands occur on western Melville Island. On
central and southern Melville Island (F.dlund, 19S2a, 1983a) the
zone (Zone ft) of greatest density and diversity WOO vascular
plant species) is limited to a narrow strip along the southern
coast and along the southern shore of western Liddon Gulf.

Zone ft

On western Melville Island Zone ft occurs in valleys
along the north side of Liddon Gulf and Viscount Melville
Sound as well as along shores and sheltered valleys in the
central part, a much more extensive coverage than predicted
by Edlund (1983a). On weakly to moderately alkaline
materials in this zone woody species, particularly Dryas
(Arctic Avens) and Salix arctica (dwarf willow), dominate
with the diameter of some willow clumps reaching more
than 1 m. Common herbaceous associates include the
legumes Astragalus alpinus (alpine milk-vetch) and Oxytropis
arctica; other more southerly herbs Geum Rossii; a variety of
compositae (Daisy family) including Senecio congestus,
Arnica alpina. Erigeron eriocephalus, E. compositus,
Antennaria sp.; Crepis nana (dwarf hawks beard), Petasites
frigidus (Lapland butterbur), and four or five Taraxacum
(dandelion) species; and local occurrences of the sedges
Carex nardina and C. rupestris and grasses such as Festuca
rubra, F. baffinensis. Trisetum spicatum, and Agropyron
violaceum. Communities on acidic substrates include dense
mats of Salix arctica and local heath of Cassiope tetragona
(arctic white heather). Common herbaceous associates
include Luzula confusa (northern woodrush), L. nivalis. and
Hierochloe alpina and Potentilla hyparctica, and Stellaria
longipes.

Wetlands in Zone ft are dense with sedge and grass
species: Carex aquatalis var. stans; Eriophorum triste and E.
scheuchzeri (cotton grasses), and grasses Arctagrostis
latifoiia, Dupontia Fisheri, Alopecurus alpinus, and
Hierochloe pauciflora. Dwarf woody species also occur on
mossy hummocks in the wetlands.

Pond emergents include Arctophila fulva, a grass which
locally fills shallow Donds, Pleuropogon sabinei (semaphore
grass), Caltha palustris (marsh marigold), and tiny huttercups
such as Ranunculus hyperboreus and R. gmelini. Halophvtic
(salt-loving) species along the ocean shore and in brackish
lagoons include locally dense turfs of Puccinellia phryganodes
(goose grass) and Stellaria humifusa, as well as unexpected
occurrences of Carex ursina and C. mariti.ma. An as yet
unidentified caespitose Saxifrage was also found in tidal
zones.

Zone 3
Zone 3, the more common "rich" zone of the High

Arctic (60-100 vascular species) occurs up to 150 m a.s.l. It is
also dominated by woody plant species and sedges as in Zone
ft but the diversitv and per cent cover are less. Willow and
arctic avens are common on weakly to moderately alkaline
materials, but legumes, common in Zone ft, are rare and
Saxifraga oppositifolia (purple saxifrage) and Alopecurus
alpinus are common associates instead. On acidic materials
Cassiope is restricted and generally absent. The Composilae
family includes only Petasites frigidus and Taraxacum
species. Pleuropogon Sabinei and Ranunculus hyperboreus are
!",». "ommon marsh emergents. Haloohytes include only turfs

of Puccinellia phryganodes and Stellaria humifusa.

Zone 2
In Zone 2 sedges and woodv species are no longer

dominant but are still present. It is dominated by herbaceous
species, generally those that were common associates in Zone
3. Diversity (3 5-60 species) and per cent cover of vascular
plant species decrease (generally less than 10% cover). Sedges
and cotton grasses are rare; arctic heather, Compositae, and
Leguminosae are absent. Purple saxifrage generally
dominates on weakly to moderately alkaline materials, with
grasses, generally Alopec;irus and Colpodium, on the siltier
aspects. Areas of acidic coarse sand to silt are dominated by
Luzula (wood rush) soecies, with PotentilSa hyparctica as a
common associate; grasses, cruciferae, and Papaver (arctic
popnv) occur on siltier sites. Vascular plants in wetlands are
almost entirely dominated bv grass species, particularly
Alopecurus and Dupontia, with Pleuropogon as an occasional
marsh emergent.

On western Melville Island Zone 2 vegetation occurs
along the north coast and on the uplands and parts of the
southern and central plateau, at elevations of
ca. 150-200* rn a.s.l.

Zone 1, which has the most impoverished vegetation in
the central Queen Elizabeth Islands, occurs primarily on the
plateaus at elevations of generally more than 350 m a.5.1.
This zone is entirely herbaceous and/or cryptogamic. There
are generally less than 3 5 vascular plant species, and in
places there is no clear dominance. There are no joodv
species sedges, compositae, or vascular cryptogams present
in this zone. Vascular plant cover is generally less than
5 per cent. In some places communities are entirely
cryptogamic.

Zone 0

Observations on western Melville Island indicate that
another High Arctic bioclimatic zone is present. Zone 0
delineates areas that are devoid of vegetation due to its
recent exposure from under ice and snow, rather than for
reasons of toxic chemistry, lack of plant nutrients, or rapid
weather'ng of the surficial materials. This zone covers
several thousand square kilometres on the highest plateau
surfaces of western Melville Island (ca. 500-700 rn a.s.l..
Edlund, 19S5), as well as locally around the edges of
permanent snowbanks otherwise lying in Zone I and rarely
Zone 2.

Floristics
Most plant species observed on western Melville Island

have already been reported from other parts of Melville
Island (Porsild. 1955. 196ft; Codv et al.. 1976; Porsild and
Cody. 19S0: F.dlund, in preparation); however, a few
unreported species were found during fieldwork. One surprise
was the occurrence of species of moss Sphagnum
subsecundum in small wet meadows at ISO m a.s.l. near the
east arm of Murray Inlet and again on the west side of
Warrington Bay. Sphagnum is generallv considered to be a
species of the boreal bogs and rarely appears in the Low
Arctic. It has not been included in modern flora in the High
Arctic. The detection of modern Sphagnum on Melville Island
mav help to explain the seemingly anomalous occurrence of
high levels of Sphagnum pollen from ice cores from a Melville
Island ice cap ( j . Bourgeois, personal communication, I9S5).
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Table 86.1. General types of substrates and accompanying vegetation, western Melville Island

SUBSTRATE CHEMISTRY AND TEXTURE

ALKALINE MATERIALS (pH > 7.21

WEAKLY TO MODERATELY ALKALINE SILT, MINOR
CLAY

Includes Cape DeBray and Christopher formations; parts
of Griper Bay, Weatherall Bay, Ibbett Bay, Blackley,
Kitson River, Cape Phillips, Cape Fortune, and Canyon
Fiord formations; silty calcareous t i l l ; Quaternary
deposits derived from the above.

WEAKLY TO MODERATELY ALKALINE SAND ANn
GRAVEL

Gravel includes platy fissile shale fragments frotn Ibbett
Bay. Cape DeBray, Kitson River, and Blackley formations:
sand and gravel from Canyon Fiord, Trold Fiord,
Assistance Bay and parts of Wilkie Point, Beverley Inlet
formations; Quaternary deposits derived from the above.

STRONGLY ALKALINE FINES, GRAVEL. AND RUBBLE
Parts of Cape Phillips, Thumb Mountain, Canrobert
formations: Silurian carbonate inlier along Kitson River.

ACIDIC MATERIALS (pH 6.S-5.0)

WEAKLY TO MODERATELY ACIDIC SILT AND/OR CLAY
Local 'Veatherall Bay, Griper Bay, Beverley Inlet,
Christopner formations; Kanguk Formation.

WEAKLY TO MODERATELY ACIDIC SAND AND GRAVEL
Includes platy, fissile shale of Blackley and Weatherall
Bay formations, Parry Island Group, and sand of Hecia
Bay, Bjorne, Isachsen, Wilkie Point. Hassel formations,
and local Quaternary deposits, and til l and fluvial deposits
derived from these formations.

NON ALKALINE C.RAVEL AND RUBBLE WITH FEW FINES
Includes upper member of Hecia Bay sandstone formation;
local sandstone facies of Hecia Bay and Beverly Inlet
formations; siliceous chert of Ibbett Bay Formation.

BIOCL1MATIC ZONES AND VEGETATION

CALCIPHILOUS VEGETATION
ZONES k and 3: Dwarf willow and arctic avens dominant;

cover 10-50%: grasses, sedges, legumes, Potentilla,
crucifers, purple saxifrage, composites common
associates; sedge dominated wetlands.

ZONES 2 and 1: grasses and/or purple saxifrage, herbs
dominant; cover 2-10%; crucifers, Caryophvllaceae
poppy, saxifrages common associates; grass dominated
wetlands; no apparent dominant in some places.

ZONES * and 3: Arctic avens, and to a lesser extent, dwarf
willow dominate; cover 10-50%; lepumes, dryland sedges,
grasses, composites, purple saxifrage common associates:
sedge dominated wetlands.

ZONES 2 and 1: Purple saxifrage dominant; cover 2-10%;
grass dominated wetlands; no apparent dominant in some
places.

ZONES it. 3. 2, and 1: Not vegetated

ACETOPHILIC AND pH-INDIFFERENT VEGETATION
ZONES k and 3: Dominated by dwarf willow: cover 10-50%:

grasses, particularly goose grass. foxtail grass
Caryophyllaceae common associates; sedge dominated
wetlands; arctic white heather locally dominant in Zone U.

ZONES 2 and 1: Dominated by grasses (foxtail grass.
Colpodium, Phippsia); cover 1-10%: Caryophyllaceae and
poppy common associates: grass dominated wetlands.

ZONES it and 3: Dwarf willow dominated; cover 10-50%;
arctic white heather locally dominant in Zone if: common
associates: woodrush, Potentilla, holy grass: sedge
dominated wetlands; local Sphagnum moss.

ZONES 2 and 1: woodrush and grass dominated; cover 1-10%:
Potentilla, Stellaria common associates; grass dominated
wetlands; no apparent dominants in some places.

ZONES 4, 3, 2 and 1: Crustose and foliose lichens on exposed
boulder facets: Rhacomitrium moss-lichen mats over
sheltered rubble and in junctions of boulders.



A few vascular plant species new to Melville Island
were also found: the halophytes Carex maritima and Carex
ursina; the grass Deschampsia pumila; a possiblv new Festuca
sp. (S.G. Aiken, personal communication, I9S5) and
calciphilic species Kobresia myosuroides, Antennaria
canescens; and the wintergreen Pyrola grandiflora, a id
dandelion T. pumilum. A nonflowering Polemonium, possiblv
P. acutiflorum. not previously reported from the -Vctic
Islands, occurred on several poorly drained organic deposits
on extreme western Melville Island. Al l new species occurred
in bioclimatic Zones 3 and * where summer temperatures are
wannest.

Discussion

The diverse plant communities found in lone U are
more akin to plant assemblages farther south rather than to
those of the central High Arct ic. The calciphilous dwarf
shrub-legume tundra communities at Ibbett Rav. McConnick
Inlet, and Liddon Gulf have their counterpart in the broad
zone of ..alcareous deposits of the Mid Arctic, on Ranks
Island (Vincent an I Edlund. I97S) and Victoria Island
(Edlund. I9$3b). Similarly the dwarf s'irub-heath tundra
communities are comparable to Mid Arct ic communities on
acidic Precanibrian Shield granites and gneisses of northern
District of Keewatin (Edlund, l9S2b) and Baffin Island.

Zone '+ seems to represent the sporadic occurrence of
\ l td Arct ic vegetation in the western Queen Elizabeth
Islands. The similarities between Zone k and Mid Arctic
vegetation (National Atlas of Canada, 1971) in plant
community common associates, colonizing species wetlands
composition, emergent marsh species, and halophvtes is
striking. A difference between Zone '4 vegetation on western
Melville Island and vegetation of the Mid Vc t i c is the
absence in Zone ^ of woody species capable of erect and
semi-erect shrub growth form, such as Salix alaxensis,
5. niphoclada, and S. lanata var. Richardsonti. In the Mid
Arct ic, these woodv species have adopted a prostrate growtli
form, similar to that of the genetically dwarfed, prostrate
shrub Salix arctica: in the Low Arctic, however, these willow
rise from 30 cm to I :n or more above the ground.

The presence of Zone 4 vegetation in the Queen
Elizabeth Islands is not restricted to southern and western
Melville Island. Similar plant assemblages occur on the
lowlands and sheltered slopes and valleys of Axel Heiberg and
Ellesmere islands, up to at least S0°N (Waterston and
Waterston, 1972). In the mountainous eastern Queen
Elizabeth Islands, this seeming vegetation anomaly reflects a
climate anomaly - the rain shadow effect. Major mountain
ranges provide a barrier to low cloud moving in from the
Arctic Ocean, thus manv lowlands and valleys receive more
direct sunlight than the low lying Queen Elizabeth Islands.
This is illustrated best by a comparison of mean dailv
temperatures for July in several parts of the Queen Elizabeth
Islands: Eureka (S0°N), surrounded by mountains, has a mean
daily ,1uly temperature of s '4°C, whereas Isachsen (7S°'*7'N)
on low-lying Ellef Ringnes Island, has a mean daily .lulv
temperature of 3.2°C; Resolute (7'(o't3'N), Cornwallis Island,
*>.1°C: Rea Point (75°2I'N). eastern Melville bland, <f.l°C; and
Mould hay (7fi° I VN), Prince Patrick Island, 3.I°C
(Atmospheric Environment Service, 197 5). The ridges and
plateaus of western Melville Island may function as
orographic barriers to southward moving systems off the
Arctic Ocean in similar fashion to the mountainous eastern
Queen Elizabeth Islands.

Along the north shore o\ Murray Inlet, Liddon Gulf
some of the densest and most diverse heath and vegetation
occur on small coastal plateaus at I50-IS0 m a.s.L, above the
level of coastal fog and thus receiving more sunlight than the
coastal strip.

The black shales and mudstones found in the Canrobert
Hills, particularly where ''.•• ibbett Rav Formation outcrops,
support the most luxurious vegetation growth on Melville
Island. No doubt several factors contribute to the richness of
the vegetation there, including the occurrence of a wide
range of plant nutrients and a source of carbon in the
weathered rock. Rut so. too, the colour of the weathered
rock may raise the temperature: the black, unvegetated,
steep, unstable upper slopes and ridge tops absorb solar
radiation and radiate it , to a much greater degree than the
adjacent buff, grev, and white carbonate formations. The
observations that vegetation on the black shales flowered and
set seed 1-3 weeks earlier than on most of the rest of the
island supports this hypothesis: temperatures recorded at the-
surface of the black shales were 7°C or more above the air
temperature whereas temperatures on grev and light brown
materials were less than 2°C above air temperature.
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Abstract
Coastal recession from 1935 to 1985 has been determined far four sites to the immediate west

of Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. The 1935 shoreline position has been mapped from oblique air
photographs and the positions of the shoreline from 1950 to 1985 from vert ical air photographs and
field studies. The mean rates of coastal retreat have been about: 8 m/year for hiqh centre polyqons
underlain by a high ice content diamicton; 7 m/year for a tabular body of massive ice; 1 m/year or
less for a sectioned pingo with a thick overburden of sands; and 1 m/year or less for sandy coastal
bluffs. The rate of retreat is primarily a function of the amount of excess ice in [he coastal bluffs
and the severity of late summer storm surges. Where excess ice extends below sea level, some
offshore thermokarst depressions have developed.

On a determine la distance totale de recul du rivage de 1935 a 1985, en quatre endroits situes
immediatement a 1'ouest de Tuktoyaktuk dans les Territoires du Nord-Ouest. On a porte sur 'ine
carte la position du rivage de 1935 a partir de photographies aeriennes prises obliquement ainsi que
les positions du rivage de 1950 a 1985 a partir de photographies aeriennes prises verticalement et
d'etudes sur le terrain. Les vitesses moyennes de recul du rivage ont ete d'environ 2,8 m/a pour des
polygones a centre sureleve recouvrant des diamictons riches en glace; de 7 m/a pour un corps
tabulaire de glace massive; rie 1 m/a ou moins pour un pinqo tronque, couvert de morts-terrains epais
constitues de sables; et, de 1 m/a ou moins pour des falaises littorales de nature sableuse. La vitiisse
de recul depend surtout de la quantite de glace en exces dans les falaises littorales et de l'intensite
des ondes de tempetes de fin d'ete. La ou de la glace en exces avance en-dessous du niveau de la
mer, il s'est form£ au large des depressions thermokarstiques.

Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1W5
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Introduction

Rapid coastal etreat has been reported from many
arctic areas where the ice content of the coastal sediments is
high. Rapid coastal retreat has been well documented for the
Arctic Slope of Alaska (.MacCarthy, 1953; Hume and
Schalk, 1967; Hume et al., 1972; Reimnitz and Maurer, 1979);
along the Yukon Coastal Plain (Mackay, 1963a; McDonald and
Lewis, 1973; Lewis and Forbes, 197*0; and along the Arctic
Coastal Plain of the District of Mackenzie from Richards
Island on the west to Cape Bathurst, Northwest Territories,
on the east (Department of Public Works, 1971;
Mackay, I960, 1963b; Rampton and Mackay, 1971; Rampton
and Bouchard, 1975; Shah, 1978). Coastal retreat is also
rapid in some other areas of Arctic Canada (e.g. Harry et al.,
19S3). The literature on coastal retreat in permafrost areas
of the U.S.S.R. is extensive (e.g., Are, 19S3, 19S4). This
paper discusses coastal retreat for the past 50 years (1935 to
19S5) in the area just to the west of Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest
Territories (Fig. 87.1).
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Methods

The coastal area under discussion was covered by
oblique air photography in 1935. The location of the 1935
shoreline has been plotted photogrammetrically for two main
areas west of Tuktoyaktuk, namely: Dthe Peninsula Point
site (Fig. 87.1, site 1) and 2) the "Growing Pingo"' site
farther west where rapid coastal retreat has resulted in lake
drainage and the growth of four pingos (Fig. 87.1, site 2).
Coastal retreat since '950 has been delimited from vertical
air photographs and field studies. The "Peninsula Point
Pingo"1 site lias been studied in the field since 195<* and the
Growing Pingo site since 1969.

Thermal erosion

The general processes associated with coastal erosion in
high ice content coasts in the Arctic are well known
(e.g., Are, 19S3, 1984; McDonald and Lewis. 1973;
Walker, 1983). The coastal area under discussion is on the
south side of Kugmallit Ray at the east end of the estuarine
mouth of the East Channel of Mackenzie River, Break-up of
the winter ice commences first at the mouth of East Channel
in late May or early June and by the end of June the southern
part of Kugrnallit Bay is mostly ice free (Giovando and
Herlinveaux, 1981). Freeze-up of the largely fresh
Mackenzie waters in the southern part of Kugmallit Bay is
usually completed by the end of October. Thus, the open
water period when wave action can be eflective lasts about
three months.

Cape Dnlhousit*

E A U F 0 R T S E A

Hooper I.
CP

Pelly I.

c
Garry iS) ^»^&.

Figure 87.1. Location map. The Peninsula Point Pingo ami massive ground ice sites are at
location I and the Crowing Pingo site is at location 2.
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Kugrnallit Bay is shallow. The water depth 10 km due
north of the Growing Pingo site (Fig. 87.1, site 2) is only
2.5 m and it increases to only 5 rn at 30 km to the north. The
strongest winds are from the north and northwest so the
fetch is limited by Richards Island and a small island
(Hendrickson Island) to the north and northwest. The average
tidal range at Tuktoyaktuk is 0.3 m thus tidal fluctuations are
unimportant in coastal erosion. The most important water
level changes are associated with storm surges.

Storm surges

Mean sea level in Kugrnallit Bay can be raised 1 m or
more during positive storm surges which are associated with
westerly to northerly winds. ,V1ean sea level can also be
lowered by negative storm surges which are associated with
easterly to southerly winds (Department of Public
Works, 1971; Henry, 1975; Henry and Heaps, 1976). The
positive storm surges are most frequent and severe in August
and September. The uppi.r limit of wave action can normally
be delimited by the maximum height of stranded debris which
can range in size from flotsam to logs 10 m long and 0.5 m in
diameter. The height to which driftwood can be lodged
depends primarily upon the exposure and the availability of
lodgment sites. For example, along the Beaufort Sea coast of
northern Alaska, where low-lying terrain can be inundated,
driftwood from a 1970 storm was left in a line as much as
3.<» m above normal sea level and 5000 rn inland (Reimnitz
and Maurer, 1979). Along the Tuktoyaktuk coast, a mean sea
level change of about 3 m has been reported for a 194<t storm
surge (Giovando and Herlinveaux, 19SI); a surge of at least
2.15 rn has been cited for a 1970 storm (Department of Public
Works, 1971); and a surge of about 1 rn has been reported for
a storm surge in 1972 (Henry and Heaps, 1976). The field
evidence suggests that the eyewitness reports of many storm
surges before water level records were available, such as the
account of the 19<;<f surge of about 3 rn, are exaggerated.

The probable reason is a lack of distinction between the
highest swash mark left by the run-up of storm waves and the
actual mean sea level rise which cannot be determined
visually. For example, Ibyuk Pingo is located 6 krn south of
Tuktoyaktuk and the pingo was fully exposed to storm surges
since before the I9M storm. In the summer of 1983, a
detailed survey was made of the heights of the highest drift-
wood logs stranded on the lower slopes of Ibyuk Pingo. A few
large logs, 0.3 m in diameter and as much as 10 m long,
rested with the bottoms of the logs about 2.2 5 m above mean
sea level. Inasmuch as the site was exposed to the 194ft storm
surge, it seems likely that either the reported 3 m level was
over-estimated or that no logs from the 19ftft storm were left
stranded on Ibyuk Pingo, which seems unlikely. To cite a
second example, at the Growing Pingo site, the height of
driftwood lodged on two pingos and on the coastal bluff has
been surveyed since 1969. The maximum height of small
driftwood lodged on the pingos is about 1.6 in above mean sea
level despite the fact that the site was exposed to the severe
surges of 1970 (Department of Public Works, 1971) and 1972
(Henry and Heaps, 1976). Although there was considerable
coastal retreat after the 1970 and 1972 storms, there was no
major shift in the height of pre-existing driftwood. To give a
third example, a field site at Garry Island, Northwest
Territories, has been occupied every summer from 196ft to
1985. As a result of the severe 1970 storm, many logs on the
eroding northwest side of the island were stranded to a height
of 3 m above mean sea level; however, in sheltered bays on
the east coast the maximum height of fresh driftwood was
only 1.5 m above mean sea level. Thus, during the 1964 10 19S5
observation period at Garry Island and from 1969 to 19S5 at
the Growing Pingo site, any logs stranded higher than 1.6 m
appear to have been lodged there by wave action, swash
effect, and run-up on slopes rather than by a mean sea level
rise of that magnitude. The same conclusion can be derived
from a study of driftwood lodged on sandbars in the general
Richards Island and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula coastal zone.

Figure 87.2. A 197,5 photograph of the massive ground ice site showing the ablating face of massive
ground ice and the debris flow mud moving downslope from the foot of (he ice slopes.
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Massive Ground
N Ice Site

\

Peninsula Point
Pingo

500

Metres

Figure 87.3. .A /S7J oir nhotogmnh (A 22535-fifi) of Figure S7.1, location 1, showing the nartially
sectioned Peninsula Point Pingo on the left and the massive ground ice site on the right. The J935,
1950, 1971, and 2SS.5 shoreline positions are so indicated. For Peninsula Point Pinno coastal retreat,
see Figure 87.7.

Figure 87.4. Massive ground ice exposed at sea level in 1954 isee text).
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Peninsula Point Pingo and massive ground ice sites

On the east side of Peninsula Point there is a Mat
topped lull that is underlain by a horizontal tabular sheet ol
massive ground ire (Fig. 87.2). The area of the hill in !93S
was about 1 km2 (Fig. S7.3). The massive ice is typical of the
involuted hills ol Tukto\aktuk Peninsula (\lackay. 1963b,
1966, 1971). The site \us covered by oblique air photography
in 1935 and with vertical photography in 19">0. I 967. 1971.
1 y72. 197 3. 1 M7d. and I9S3. so the photographic record for
mapping retreat is excellent. The position . i | the north coast
is shown in Figure S7.3 (or 1935, lMTC. 1971, and MS1). In the
193") to I9S1) period, the maximum retreat was 350 m lor a
coastal recession of about 7 in/year.

The massive ground ice exposure was first examined in
the summer ol 195<# at which time wave erosion and thaw had
produced a c^\c 40 m long. 1 5 in deep, and 5 in high
(Fig. &7.it). The ice extended below sea level (\lackav. 1971).
IW the lollowing summer ot 1951), the ice cave had collapsed
to give a coastal recession ol about 10 in. During most ot the
period from 19 54 to 19S5. the steep headwal! of the ablating
massive ground ice receded more rapidly than the shoreline
whenever the scarp was actively ablating (Fig. S7.3). The
mean ablation rate has exceeded 7 m/year. This rate
compares favourably with the 7.2 m/year ablation rate for
massive ground ice at a site at Garry Island, Northwest
Territories, tor the 1964 to 1971 period (Kerfoot and
Mackay, 1972). During periods of quiescence, L )astal retreat
would catch up to that of the massive ground ice scarp. The
massive ground ice is covered bv an overburden of diamicton
whose thickness averages about 5 m. The massive ice is
estimated to average about 10 m in thickness. As the
massive ground ice melts, the overburden slides down the
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Figure 87.5. Schematic profile across the site shown in
figure S7.2. Tlie extension of the massive ice belov sen level
is suggested by Figure 87.-I.

South

thawing ice face to the foot of the scarp and then moves
downslope as a debris flow (Mackay, 1966; Rampton and
Mackay. 1971). The debris flow usually comes to rest on pre-
existing debris flows although some flows continue down to
the sea (Fig. S7.5). Thus during a storm the available wave
energy is usually expended first on eroding the rnudflow
debris which extends to sea level, rather than on eroding
massive ground ice which is blanketed by the debris flows. In
a major storm surge, the debris (low material that blankets a
substantial part of the shoreline is soon eroded back to
expose the underlying massive ground ice. The massive
ground ice then recedes under the dual attack of wave
erosion and ablation. A steep icy headwall develops a^d
migrates inland, debris flows then transport mateiial
downslope (Fig. S7.2), and eventually a new cycle of stability
is initiated (Fig. S7.5).

Figure S7.6 shows a 1973 offshore profile (courtesy of
O.P. Lewis) extending north from the middle of the massive
ground ice exposure of Figure S7.3. Of particular interest is
the 2.0 to 2.5 in relatively deep water that occurs in the first
160 m offshore from the 1973 shoreline. The mean maximum
late winter thickness of salt and fresh water ice for the
southern Kugmallit hay area is about 1.7 in and the maximum
thickness about 2.4 tn (Allen, 1977). Thus, assuming the 1973
profile to be typical, the winter ice would rarely freeze to
the bottom for the first 160 m offshore (Fig. S7.6).
Therefore the mean temperature during the seven month ice-
covered period would be slightly above 0°C. A portion of the
Mackenzie River water that flows into Kugmallit Bay conies
down Cast Channel past Inuvik, Northwest Territories, and
the rest mainly from Middle Channel. For the 1963 to 1966
period, the water temperature of East Channel was above
10°C from 20 .Tune to 10 September and above 15°C from
1 July to 1 5 August (MacKay and .Mackay. 197*). Using the
winter temperature of above 0°C and the summer
temperatures for 3une to September, the mean annual sea
bottom temperature for the first 160 m offshore should be of
the order of about 2°C or even higher. Under these
conditions, permafrost would degrade below the sea bottom
as the coast recedes.

In the shallower offshore zone from about ISO to 300 m
where the winter ice barely freezes to the bottom, the mean
winter temperature might be just below 0°C. However, the
summer temperatures would be warm, as in the area up to
160 m offshore, so the mean annual temperature should be
positive. Therefore, the sea bottom should undergo seasonal
freeze and thaw but because of the positive mean annual
temperature, a talik of unknown depth should underlie the
zone of seasonal freezing and thawing
(cf. .McDonald et al., 1973).

- Shore in 1973 - Shore in 1950 lapprox.)

North

Shore in 1935 lapprox.)

Mean Maximum Winter Ice Thickne

100 200 300

DISTANCE FROM SHORE IN 1973 (metres)

Figure 87.6. Offshore profile trending due north from the middle of the massive ground ice
exposure of Figure 87..'). Data from echo sounding by C.P. l,eMis in 1973.
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Stefan's formula, which includes a number of
simplifying assumptions, can be used to estimate the depth of
thaw below the sea bottom:

/ 2Tkt (1)

where v, is the depth ol thaw
T is the positive mean annual sea bottom

temperature, 0°C
k is the thermal conductivity of the thawed

material

Figure 87.7. Peninsula Point Pingo as surveyed in 195-1
aid 1983.

t is time
0]_ is the volumetric latent heat of fusion required

to thaw the soil
When appropriate values for a high ice content soil and

a low ice content frozen sand are substituted into
equation (1), with a mean annual sea bottom temperature ol
2°C, the value of b ranges from about O.^ m/year J to jbout
0.9 ni/year2. II, during coastal retreat, the sea bottom is in
direct contact with massive ice, thaw settlement of the sea
bottom will correspond closely with the melting rate ol the
massive ice. If, on the other hand, the thawing sea bottom
sediments have little excess ice, then there will be minimal
thaw settlement and a progressively thick layer of saturated
sediments will blanket the frozen soil at depth. In view of
the fact that much of the sea bottom from the 20 to l(>0 m
offshore zone (Fig. X7.fi) has likely been exposed to positive
mean annual sea bottom temperatures for decades, a deep
taiik probably underlies the sea bottom. Farther seaward,
seasonal freezing probably occurs from the 1X0 to 2S0 m
offshore distances but a talik probably occurs at depth.

Since the thickness of the overburden above the
massive ice averages about 5 m, and the massive ice itself
also contains at least 1 m of soil, all this soil must be
removed seaward by wave action and sediment transport
during coastal retreat. Thus, the offshore water depths arc
probably less than that due to thaw settlement of excess ice
alone because of the probability of considerable sediment
infilling from coastal erosion and Mackenzie River
sedimentation.

Peninsula Point Pingo

Peninsula Point Pingo (Fig. X7.3) is joined to the large
massive ground ice site b> a sandspit. The ly35 air
photographs show that the seaward side of the Peninsula
Point Pingo was slightly truncated by wave erosion.

t '

Figure 87.8. A lf)35 oblique photograph of (lie Growing Pingo shoreline (Figure 87.1, location 2)
showing the 1935 to /9«.5 coastal retreat. (A H0!fi-3SR)
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The pingo has been surveyed twice, first in 195^ and then
again in 19S3 (Fig. S7.7). In the intervening 29 years, the
shoreline receded about 25 in southward but the sectioned
bluff of the pingo receded only 1 5 m. The mean annual
retreat of the sectioned pingo was then about 0.5 m/year.
From 195^ to 19S5 the sectioned pingo has been visited
Irequently and at no time has a good exposure of pingo ice
been observed by the writer, although there have been
unconfirmed reports that pingo ice has been exposed near sea
level in an erosional niche following some storms.

Prior to erosion the pingo was about 200 m in basal
diameter and the highest point was about 25 m above sea
level. The overburden is sand. The slope of the cut bluff
ranges from 30° to 4 5° so that in summer the thawed
overburden sand constantly slumps from the top of the pingo
to accumulate at the bottom to a thickness much greater
than that of the active layer. Thus any pingo ice exposed at
sea level by a storm would soon become buried by sand which
upon freezing forms a protective blanket of frozen sand
around the north face of the pingo. The result is tiiat in the
1935 to 19S 5 period, pingo erosion has been less than
1 ni/year in contrast to the 7 ui/year for the massive ground
ice exposure just to the cast.

The sandbar that joins the Peninsula Point Pingo with
the massive ground ice site has shifted back and forth some
tens of metres from 1935 to 19S5 but, in general, it has
remained remarkably stable.
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Figure 87.9. I'he Graving Pingo site with the 1935, 1950,
I9H7. 1979, and 19S5 shoreline positions. See the text for
locations 1 to 6. Lakes A, R, and C can be located on
Figure 87.S.

Growing Pingo site
The Growing Pingo site has 1935 oblique photographic

coverage (Fig. S7.S) and vertical coverage for 1950, 1967,
1971. 1973. 1975, and 19S3 so the rate of coastal retreat is
known in considerable detail. Field studies at the site have
been carried out every summer from 1969 to I9S5. For the
1969 to 197 5 period, the coastal retreat was plotted directly
on air photographs. In 1975, 12 stakes were placed 33 in from
the shore and about 100 in apart along the coast due west of
Lake \\ (Fig. S7.9). A 13th stake was located i»7 m inland by
Lake h. The distances ot the stakes from the sea have been
measured from 1975 to 19S5 (Table S7.I).

The coastal retreat for the 193 5 to 19S5 period is shown
in Figure S7.9. From 1935 to 19 50 the total coastal retreat
ranged from about 100 to 150 m depending upon the coastal
section involved. By 1950, Lake A had been drained by
coastal retreat and headward erosion had drained Lakes B
and C. Four pingos have grown up in four residual ponds of
Lake B (Mackay, 1973) so the site is referred to here as the
Growing Pingo site. The coastal retreat tor the 1950 to 1967
period (Fig. S7.9) was extremely rapid with some of the
shoreline retreating as much as 200 m. The retreat from
1967 to 19S5 has been less, averaging about 100 to 150 m.
The average 1935 to 19S5 retreat in the area of Lakes A
and B has been about 400 in for an average retreat of about
S :n/ycar.

The material along the coast varies greatly in its
susceptibility to erosion. The headland at location 1. in
Figure S7.9, rises to about 10 m above sea level. The
headland is composed of sands overlain by a diamicton in
which there is some massive ice. The headland is partially
protected from the most severe storm surges by a sand spit
to the northwest, north, and northeast. The mean annual rate
of retreat of the headland is less than 1 m/year. Locations 2.
4, and 6 of Figure S7.9 have high centre peaty polygons with
the higher parts rising from 2 to 3 m above sea level. The
surface layer is composed of peat from 0.75 to 1.5 m in
thickness. The peat at the top of permafrost has a mean ice
content (by weight) greater than 500 per cent. The peat is
underlain by at least 2 m of an icy diamicton whose mean ice
content exceeds 300 per cent. The ice wedges are I to 3 m in
true width and the mean polygon diameters are about 10 m.
In addition, there are numerous buried epigenetic ice wedges,
small syngenetic ice wedges, and widespread "pool ice" which
is formed by the infreezing of underground drainage channels
that have carried a subsurface flow through the ice wedge
systems. The combination of ice wedge and pool ice is so
extensive that some coastal sections, more than 25 m in true

Table 87.1. Coastal retreat for 1975 to 19S5 as measured by 1 3 stakes whose distances from the shore
were known for the Growing Pingo site; all distances are measured to the shore.

Stake 1975 1977 1979 19S0 19S1
No. rn in m m m

33
33
33
3 3
33
33

19S2 19S3 J9S4
m in m

I9S5
m Comment

7
S
9

10
11

300
301

33
33
33
33
33
33
47

16
23
25
26
23
23
30
20
20
20
27
10
24

5 gone gone gone gone
gone gone gone14

22
23
20
19
26
IS

9
22
22
19
IS
25
16

6
11
12
S
16

6
11
12
S
16

6
1 I
11
S
16

gone gone gone

gone gone high centre polygon area
gone gone high centre polygon area
gone gone high centre polygon area

S I diami^ton over sands; large polygons
4 gone diamicton over sands; large polygons
5 2 diamicton over sands; large polygons

15 13 diamicton over sands; large polygons
gone gone high centre polygons

17
S

23
gone

13

13
7

22
gone

5

7
gone

16
gone

3

1
gone

16
gone
gone

gone
gone

16
gone
gone

gone
gone

16
gone
gone

gone
gone

11
gone
gone

high
high
bluff
high
high

centre
centre

polygons
polygons

. diamicton over sands
centre
centre

polygons
polygons
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section, show only peat overlying ice when freshly exposed
after a storm. As an estimate, ice comprises about 70 per
cent, on a volume basis, of the terrain above sea level.
Consequently, when the water level rises during a storm
surge, the waves soon remove any thawed soil and impinge
directly upon the high ice content coastal exposures which
results in a very rapid thermal erosion. As the peaty surface
layer becomes undermined, however, large overhangs develop
beer use the basal part of the peat is frozen, being still in
permafrost. When the peaty overhangs collapse, the beach
becomes armored with the peat if the water depth is too
shallow for the peat mat to float (Fig. 87.10). As a result,
the carpet of peat at the foot of such a bluff is remarkably
absorbent of wave energy. Little erosion can result from the
next storm until the peat can be floated away or else eroded
bit by bit.

The offshore areas are extremely shallow. The water
depth at the 1935 shoreline position, 500 m offshore, hardly
exceeds 1 m. Because the mean maximum thickness of ice,
as mentioned before, is about 1.7 m, the winter ice should
freeze solidly to the sea bottom as far as the 1935 shoreline
position and there should be an active layer in the bottom
sediments. Figure S7.11 shows an offshore bottom prol'le as
probed on 22 July 1979. For a distance of about 30 m ftom
the beach, the bottom sediments are peat and mud, whereas
farther offshore, the sediments are mainly mud. Because the
active layer will continue to thicken until the end of August
or early September, the depth of the active layer shown in
Figure 87.1! might have increased as much as 20 to 30 per
cent by the end of summer. Inasmuch as the bottoms of
many ice wedges extend several metres below sea level in the

Figure 87.10. Shoreline, just west of Lake B, showing the
armoring of the beach with peaty debris fallen from
overhangs.

i22J,,ly 1973

coastal area, the roots of truncated ice wedges should be
present at depth offshore as drawn schematically in
Figure S7.11. As the shoreline recedes further, the bottom
temperatures should increase as depths increase. At a water
depth of about 1.5 m, the bottom temperature should become
positive. Permafrost will then degrade and ice wedge
pseudomorphs should develop, as they presumably are now
developing in many of the deeper offshore areas.

In the areas where a diamicton overlies sands, as at
locations 3 and 5 of Figure 87.9, the terrain is higher than in
the high centre polygon areas and coastal retreat is less rapid
than in the areas of peaty icy polygons.

Conclusions
Coastal retreat from 1935 to 1985 has been determined

for three locations just west of Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest
Territories, namely: an exposure of massive ground ice; a
partially sectioned pingo; and a 2.5 km-long low coastal
section composed mainly of high centre polygons but with
some areas of sands overlain by a diamicton. The retreat of
the coast with the massive ground ice has averaged about
7 m/year. The retreat of the ablating massive ice, as
compared to the shoreline, exceeds about 7 m/year. The
retreat of the Peninsula Point Pingo averages about 1 m/year
or less. The retreat of the area of high centre polygons
averages about 8 rn/year. The ice content of the top of
permafrost of the high centre polygon area averages in
excess of 500 per cent by weight; the underlying icy
diamicton generally averages in excess of 300 per cent; and
ice wedge and pool ice are abundant. On a volume basis,
about 70 per cent of the material above sea level is ice. If
there is no armoring blanket of peat, resulting from the
collapse of peat overhangs produced in a storm, coastal
erosion can be rapid. A blanket of peat effectively protects
the coast from wave action until the peat can be floated
away or eroded bit by bit in the summer. The slowest rate of
erosion, which averages less than 1 m/year, occurs on a sandy
point, with a diamicton cover, where sandbars provide some
shelter from the strong westerly and northerly winds.

The rate of coastal retreat west of Tuktoyaktuk is then
highly variable. Coastal retreat is most rapid where high
water levels associated with storm surges impinge directly on
high ice content material and it is slowest where erosion is in
low ice content sandy sediments. The 1935 to 1985 range in
rate is from S m/year to less than 1 rn/year. At Tuktoyaktuk,
one of the most exposed headlands (Flagpole Point), retreated
at an average rate of <* m/year from 1935 to 1971 (Rampton
and Bouchard, 1975). If present rates are representative of
past rates, the south shore of Kugmallit Bay may have
undergone several kilometres of coastal recession in the past
1000 vears.

Figure 87.11. Offshore profile at the Crowing Pingo Site. 22 July 1979, for the area just west of
Lake H (see text).
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The eyewitness accounts oi high levei storm surges,
reported to reach 2 to 3 in, are probably over-estimated. The
high levels probably result from swash and run-up effects,
not a comparable rise in mean sea level. A survey of
driftwood for the 1969 to i ys •? period indicates no mean sea
level rise as much as 2 in along the coast Aest of
Tuktoyaktuk and no such rise for the 196* to 19S5 period at
Carry Island, Northwest Territories.

In offshore areas where water depths exceed about
1.5 in, and the water is fresh, permafrost is probably
degrading. If coastal retreat is across a low lying area, as at
the Growing Pingo site, where the roots of ice wedges extend
well below sea level, then coastal retreat, coupled with
permafrost degradation, should now be producing ice wedge
pseudomorphs.
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Abstract
A hydrothermal mound -4110 m in diameter (heat flow anomaly JH'm 2; gradient 5°C*ni"1)

rises ftf) m above flat-lyinq sediments tilling the axial valley of the northern Juan de Fuca Ridqe. A
section of sedimentary core recovered from >2A m beneath the surface of the mound exhihits thin,
soft hrnwn hands moncalcaroous, hiqh Rf,, M,i, and orqanic carbon contents) that may be associated
with episodes of hydrothermal plume sedimentation. Brown bands are interbedded with calcareous
qrey lutites in which nonealcorcnus indurated layers (and clasts) are present. Indurated deposits have
hiqher Si and Mq contents than associated lutites.

The composition of brown bands and indurated layers is suqqestive of late stage hydrothermal
activity. The uncommon occurrence of episodic brown banding within the upper 2 m of mount!
sediment suggests that either plume sediments may be highly localized near vent site*̂  or ttie mound
may not have been actively venting Ra, Mn, and Si in recent times.

R(§sum§

Une eolline hydrothermale d'environ 400 m de fliametre et rie 60 m tie haut (ecoulement anormal
de chajeur de 3W.m 2; gradient de 3°C.m *) surplombe la vallee axiale remplie de sediments
horizontaux dans la partie norri de la crete de Juan de Fuca. Une section d'une. carotte sediinentaire
recuperee a pius de 2,4 m au-iessous rie la surface de la colline montre des intercalations brunes,
minces et tendres (non colcaires et riches en Ba, Mn et carbone organigue) qu'on peut associer a des
episodes de sedimentation du panache hydrothermique. Les intercalations brunes alternent avec des
lutites calcaires de couleur grise qui renferment des couches (et des fragments) inriurees non
calcaires. Les depots indur^s snnt plus riches en Si et Mg i;ue les lutites connexes.

La composition des intercalations brunes et des couches indurSes semble temoigner d'une
activite hydrothermale tardive. La rarete d'intercalations brunes episodiques dans les 2 m superieurs
des sediments de la colline semble indiquer, soit gue les sediments de panache peuvent etre Jocaiises
extremement pres des orifices, soit que la colline n'a pas evacue assez de Ba, dL Mn, et de Si
recemment.

1 Geological Survey of Canada, Pacific Geoscience Centre, Sidney, British Columbia VSL 3S2
2 Earth Physics Branch, Pacific Geoscience Centre, Sidney, British Columbia V8L 352
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Introduction
In 1984, an acoustic and heat-flow survov of the

sediment-filled axial valley at the north end of .luan de Fuca
Ridge (Middle Valley; Fig. 88.1) revealed the presence of
mound structures several hundred • tres in diameter, rising
tens of metres above the surroun g seafloor. One mound,
approximately ^00 in in diamete :id fiO tn In height had a
heat flow gradient of 3°C#m ' and a heat flow anomalv of
3\V-m"2 (Fig. SX.2). A seismic profile recorded in 19S5
indicates that the thickness of sediment underlying this
mound is approximately 200 m. A gravity core from the
mound (Fig. SS.3) was examined by geocherniral and
SFiU-HnS techniques 'o determine whether hvdrothermal
processes suggested by the heat flow anomaly would be
reflected in the composition of mound sediments. This
infonnation was supplemented by preliminary observations on
sedimentary cores collected from the same mound in 19S5.

Sampling

A gravity coring device was employed with an observed
sediment penetration of approximately 3 m. Owing to a
malfunction and blockage of the core head valve, however,
the upper approximately 7M in of soft sediment was displaced
by the c^rer until an indurated laver was encountered. The
indurated layer and 57 cm of underlying sediment, including
another indurated layer at the bottom of this short core,
were subsequently recovered and form the basis of the
present study.

Methods
The- unopened core, which had been maintained in col:!

storage, was initially examined by X-radiography, then split,
sampled for chemical analyses and photographed. Samples
were dried at 60°C and gently crushed to remove pebbles.
The <2rmn fraction was then ground and split (or
examination bv inductivejv coupled plasma analvsis (ICP: P.
!\i, Cr, Vlg, \). Ca. Ti, Sr, \ a . K, Si) and atomic absorption
'Fe. \1n. Cu. Ni, Zn, Mo, Col. \ nitric-perchloric-
liydrofluoric dissolution was nmpjoved except for Si, [or
which a separate split of powder was processed bv use of a
tetrabori"Ue fusion-dissolution. Total carbon, carbonate
carbon, and sulphur were determined on separate splits witli a
Lcco analvzer: for carbonate carbon, acid-evolved (j>j was
measured with a Leco svstem fitted with a furnace bypass,
l.'raniuin was determined bv neutron activation analvsis.

Unidentified duplicates were used for the analvsis of
samples by each technique. Precision was estimated bv the
use of blind replicates (eight per special test sample used).
Precision for ICP data was t 2 to 5-\'. for Si, Mg. Ma. Ti, Ha.
Cr; and + "> to I 0°o for -\1. Ca, K, P, Sr. Precision for atomic
absorption analvses was ±2 to ViS for all elements except Mo
(±27l'.'O; for total and carbonate carbon ±ft to 7"<i. sulphur
+ 1 3"-i.

Polished sec*ions of mud \/ere prepared by repeated
impregnation with araldite resin end polishing using a lead-
bismuth surface. \ Cambridge S- I SO SEM was used with an
energy dispersive system (Model 10.000 LINK systems).

Figure 88.1. Location of the Irydrothermal mound in an area of flat-lving sediments filling the axial
valley (Middle Valley) of the northern end of Juan de Fuca Ridge. Inset shows stucfv area depicted by
SeaMARC II side scan acoustic imagery.
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figure 88.2. Subbottom profile (3.5 kHz) of
hvdrothermal mound.

Results
Lithology

The core comprises several lithological units (Fit;. SX.3):
(I) indurated sediment, olive grey: (2) semi-indurated
sediment, olive grey; (3) clasts of sedimentarv origin, olive
grey; (ft) nonindurated dark brown bands: and (5) lutite, olive
grey. The results of semi-quantitative chemical examination
(SEM-EDS) are incorporated into lithological descriptions.

Indurated sediment. Dark zones in X-radiographs
correspond to intervals of indurated sediment (Fig. SS.3).
Sedimentary clasts, also indurated, are evident throughout
the core. Burrows (X-ray transparent) are present in the
upper indurated layer, 0-7.5 cm, which forms a sharp contact
with underlying lutite (Fig. SS.3). When freshly broken, the
indurated layer exhibits burrows I mm in diameter
(Fig. SS.ft A, B). Burrowing would have occurred prior to
induration of the sediment. Burrows are lined with needles,
possibly sponge spicules carried into burrows by deposit-
feeding crustaceans (V. Tunnicliffe, personal communication,
I9S5). However, confirmation of needle composition was not
made by SEM-EDS.

The 0-7.5 cm layer, when broken between the fingers,
exhibits paper thin black films filling fractures inclined to
the bedding. The black deposit is composed of manganese
and exhibits the well developed box-work morphology
characteristic of birnessite. Neither the indurated layer nor
broken indurated material from the core catcher are
calcareous (Fig. SS.3).

P

1

C 3 '

r

i
i

1-

J
.

C4 •

<0 05

0 05

Figure 88.3. A core recovered from 'J.lm below HIP
surface of the mowid exhibits soft, dark brown colour Ixinds.
indurated (includinq the core catcher sediment) and semi-
indurated sediment layers. Clasts of indurated sediment are
present throtiqhoul the core. Clasts and :ones of sediment
induration appear dark on X-radioqraplis. Brown hands,
indurated sediment, and clasts are noncalcareous when tested
with ItCl. Burrows are shown in (he X-radioqraph of the
upper indurated layer which also exhibits black, fracture-
fiHing Mn deposits.

blocky texture. The semi-indurated sediment grades upward
(lS-l9,7cml into unlithificd lutite. Blockv chunks, when
washed free of adhering mud are easilv broken and :\rv
noncalcareous indicating that carbonate in the bulk material
is confined to the mud matrix.

Clasts. C.lasts, encountered at several intervals in the
core (Fig. SS.3) are noncalcareous, may be broken between
the fingers, and are only slightlv rounded (some terminations
are suhangular to angular). Clasts are texturally dissimilar
but all are sedimentary in origin- Clasts I and 2 (C I, C.?.
Fig. S8.3) consist of lithified lutite, are flattened, and have-
some angular terminations. Clast 3 is composed of indurated
silt and clast ft, which almost fills the core tube, exhibits well
developed silt laminations (Fig. SS.3). A rust brown coating
was observed on one face of the rlast from 17-21 cm.

Semi-indurated sediment. A semi-indurated layer is
present at 19.7-26 cm (Fig. SS.3). At its base this sediment
comprises angular chunks up to I cm in size enclosed in soft
mud. The bulk sediment is calcareous and has a

Dark brown bands. Clusters of several discrete dark
brown unlithified bands are present at two levels in the core,
II-13.5 cm and 2ft-2S.5cm (variable in thickness; Figs. SS.3.
SS.5A). The lower interval of brown band sediment comprises
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Figure 88.4. A. The upper indurated layer contains burrows formed prior to sediment induration.
A I mm-diameter barrow (arrows) leads to the holes shown in (he centre of the
micrograph,

B. Burrows are lined with spicules.
C. Sponge spicule from lutite (9.5-11 cm) above the upper brown band (sediment smear

in oil).
D. Typical calcareous lutite (\5- IS cm). The particle size is mainly <20 urn. Sand size

foraminifera tests larrows) are scattered through the sample (crossed nicols.
sediment smear in oil).
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Figure 88.5. A. Doric brown deposits occur ns clusters of .several discrete bonds in core intervals of
2-3 cm. Three bands (1,2,3) arp present in the lower zone (lop at 2U.5 cm). Hands
have sharp upper and lower contacts.

B. The. upper contact of the dark brown bnnd at (2R.5 cm) with overlying olive qrev
lutite is well defined. A large carbonate particle is present below the contact to the
left of the arrow (polished section, SE.M).

C. llarite particles (f. 2 vm) some indicated by arrows, are scattered through the brown
sediment. Grains are bright in hack scattered electron imaqe (polished section, SE\1).

D. Upper and lower arrows indicate barite, middle arrow denotes an Fe particle (high
atomic number elements appear bright in back scattered electron imaqe). Flaky
material is composed mainly of silicates.
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three dark brown Livers interbedded with olive grev lut i te.
I 'pper anrl lower contacts of the brown bands are sharp
07ii*. .SS. ">!''). Sponge spicules are conspicuous in brown bands
(Fig. XS.M as is other siliceous biogenic debris
(e.g. radiolarian tests), but carbonate is absent. f-xaminaCion
ol the micro text ure of brown bands (Fig. N.S.'*. SS. '>. SS.M
revealed that most particles are m the cjav <in<\ hue silt
range /'•' 20 |i m). These detri tal si lit ate particles ^rc
commonly angular -w\<\ are associated with abundant flakv
particles composed mainly of Si (Fig. 8S.*in).

Hante crvslals ,in^ common minor constituents of the
brown Livers (see F'jg. SS. ̂ C, H), easi Iv identi I ied in back
scat tererf electrori images of polished sections. These
crystals art.1 remarkablv unitor'n in particle si/e. most being
about 2 inn. Scattered particles of similar si/e contain onlv
IV (Fit;. SX.1H).

The sharp unper contact of the main brown band at
. ^ . ' ) -27 rm is evident in Figure SS.A. Two /ones of spicules
are present. one I oca I erf approximate! v I mm from (he i ipper
f'onla' t (Nt!,. NN.M and a second approximately l .^ in i i i bol^w
the upper /one. Spi< n)es npLir the top of the ^ , r ) -?7 f in
brown band ^rv shown in Figures SM.6\. and SX.fiC, where the
SUM ule /one is several hundred microns in tln< kness.

I 'nusual ( oarsrr grains in winch Fe is ttie principal
> on si j tui'Mt .irv present in brown bands, \ t me sand-sized
particle which appears shattered (Fig. SS.71, perhaps in
preparation of the polished section, is in part '"omposed of
material with striking micro morphology if lent ical with the
nucroumrphologv of an adja' eni j^Jofjular mass
(Fig. SS. 7 \, \\). Uicrospheres approximately 1 inn in
diameter const i rule the gJobul ir partick' and part of the
afljai ent sand grain (Fig. SS.7A, IM. The absence of
filamentous structures in the globular particle suggests th.it
microspheres m.iv be purt'lv inorganic in origin, but these
spherical bodies resemble in some ways structures that could
be produced bv coccoifl bacteria (1. VV. Paden, personal
i or ni in mica t ion. ll'M ">). Uicrospheres, like the fragmented
part ol the sane! grain. ,irv composed prim.iriIv of Fe with
minor Sc }>o\vcvcr. the content o! Si is higher in
mi' rospheres. Calcium is a minor constituent ot fragmented
and mil rnsphere parts of the sane! grain (C.i is absent in the
globular partible) and mav ret le i t partial replacement of the
gr.nn bv nucrnspher'1 deposits. Brown bands also contain
scattered red grains of sand si/e which have a radiating
structure ,tn<\ <irv composed principally of Fe with minor Si
ami <\i fVi£. XX. 7i"). i:errut;inous particles containing major
Si .ind Fe were also noted in brown bands .md mav represent
cl.iv alteration products (Fi;1,. SS.7H).

Luti te. Lutite is calcareous and similar in composition
throughout tlie n v c except for sediment ('•),'>- I 1 cm)
deposited immediately over the upper brown bands, where
lutite composition is related to that of (he underlying brown
band (an ft also exhibits sponge spicules char act eristic of

Organic carbon values are generally similur for all
litholo^ical units, falling in the ran^e 0.3-0. S°(S. I ipper anrl
[ower brown bat ids have twice- this organic carbon content
(• \*\*). Luti tes h.,vi llie highest total carbon contents,
1.3-I/)''.., while indurated Livers (including the core catcher
sample) and < lasts have the lowest. r}.2-r).V\> (V\\i,. SS.S.
Table SS.I).

Loss on ignition (L.O.I.I values are cUisel\r related 10
carbonate carbon contents with lowest L.O.I, values bemt^
observed for indurated sediments and clasts (Table SS. I).

Fe. \ ln . ,\\u\ trace elements

'highest \1n values ,tro evident for the upper indurated
javer AJI() the upper and lower brown bands; these three
deposits show a progressive decrease in \1n content from
'*7DQ to MOO to 2'JQO ppm, respectively CFii;- SS.y.
Table SH.I), With the exceptiori of the tower brown band. ^H
sediments underlying the upper brown laver have closelv
similar \U\ values, less than I 00fJ ppjn. The depth distribution
of \ i follows closelv the pattern tor Mr. (Fit;. 88.l>). Hi^liest
valutas for CM. MO, and Z\i are also found for the indurated
upper Liver (Table S.S.I). Cobalt, although relatively uniform
throughout the core, is lowest in the upper indurated laver,
the core catcher indurated sediment, and in two of the clasts.
Iron is distributed re Lit i velv tifti form I v, with most value's
falling in the raiu^e 4-fc.A'V (as °i>Fe; Table SS. I). Hrown
bands have iron contents similar to those of other htholo^ies
in the core.

I Ipuor and lower brown bands .ire distinguished by
higher !\a i ontenfs (1 l)QrJ- ? [ r)Q ppm: Table SS.I,' Fit'. SX/>1
than the upper indurated laver, indurated core < atcher
material, the semi-indurated laver, and calcareous lull tes
where IVi contents of *i0rj-Srj0 ppm were observed. An
exception is the lut i le immediately overlvinj.; the upper brown
Liver which has intermediate ha contents ( f : i^ . S.S.V>).

Other 'najor elements

The highest SiO : contents are observed for the upper
indurated Liver and indurated core catcher sediment
(Vi - 'iS'V. Fii^. .SS. I 0) and for two cLists composed of
indurated sediment (̂  s-(•>?• I-). SerMi-indurated sediment ,m<i
brown bands have intermediate SiO? r on ten Is of V)- ^W,
whereas lou'esl values ,tre found for lutites below the upper
brown band f'*7- r>0'\0.

The Mi;O content of core sediments is relatively
unifcirrn O.^_//,0l\i) c\(.cnt for hi^lier values for the upper
indurated laver ('i.(v\.l tmd inciurated catcher material (<"•>.2'\->).
TworLists composed of indurated lutite also have high \lgO
contents (A-^'\ i , Table 8S.I). ("lasts and indurated lavers lack-
carbonate; \1gO is associatecf with silicates in these deposits.
The low \1gO ..infl high Sjo? r-ontent of clasi 3 ni^iv be
expLiined hv its high silt composition (indurated silt rather
than hitite). The distribution of other major elements is

Chemical composition

Carbon and loss on ignition

Indurated sediment and brown bands are noncalcareous
as are blocky lumps in the semi-indurated layer and all clasts
(Pin- SS.I). The carbonate content of the lutite at 7.5-9.5 n n
(Fig. SS.I) was not determined but would probably exceed
carbonate contents for other lithotomies in the core owing to
the abundance of foraminifera tests observed in this interval.
Lutites underlying brown bands have the highest carbonate
carbon contents of samples tested (1-1.5%, Table SS.I).

Discussion
A deposi tioiuil setting for the fnourid Ijased on

observations made in this study may be constructed by
assuming that calcareous lutite represents normal
hcmipela^ic sedimentation in this area. This mode of
sedimentation lias been interrupted by the periodic influx of
fine grained participates represented by thin brown bands,
and bv the introduction of lar^e clasts of indurated sediment
whose angularity is indif^ative of a short distance of transport
from their place of origin.
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Figure 88.6. Lower brown band, 26.5-27 cm.
A. Mud broken in wet state and air dried shows sponge spicules.
B. Air-dried mud scraped to remove salt coating reveals a concentration of sponge

spicules in a zone 500-fiOO \xm in thickness fSE.Vf).
* C. Scraped surface was repeatedly impregnated with resin and polished to outline the

upper contact. Arrows show the location of two zones of sponge spicules. Spicules
have accumulated with fine grained silicates and scattered radiolarian tests. A sand
size grain of agglutinated detritus is present within the band in the lower micrograph
(base of the brown band is not shown, SEM).

D. Sponge spicules in polished section (SEM).
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Figure 88.7. Iron-rich grains in lower brown band, 26.5-27 cm. All SEM micrographs are from a
polished section.

A. The composition of the shattered sand grain on the left is major Fe, minor Si, Ca. A
part of the grain appears altered (arrow a) but the composition of this part of the
grain (a) is similar (slightly higher Si content) to that of the shattered grain. The
globular particle (b) has a composition nearly identical with area (a) but lacks Ca.
The microstructure of (a) and (b) is identical.

B. Microstructure of (ai and (b) consists of spherical bodies 1 urn in diameter.
C. Sand size grain with radiating structure consists principally of Fe (nonmetallic) with

minor Si, Ca.
D. Grain composed mainly of Si and Fe may be a clay alteration product. A barite

particle lies to the right of the Si-Fe grain.
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Table 88.1. Chemical composition of sediments from mound site, core END8<(A002

LitholORy Oxides (%)
_ ^

Sample Coli
depth Munsell HC: i" C _? c « 5c n
(rra) Sediment 1971 test W < £ <J 2 Z
depth Munsell H n 1 rt <- C 9 & J <i Q.

0 - 1 . S |nrf(irj lc<i SYS/2 Ol ive ^ m \ o m ,ii> . *»S.ri ! S r . . s0 1.2 •'•-'- l . ' . 2 .U 0.21 ? .*>

•>. t-\ 1 Limit' sys/2 Olive t;rv\'' C.d. . si / , i s 0.7', .'.s l.s l.S 2.S 0.1 S 12. •>

11-11 Urown b.miis 10YIJ1/1 I lk . brown Nonral. . <<2.'> i s o.?s l.S l.f, ',.0 2.S O.'-i 12. l

\ , S2.00' 1 S. V) 0 , 7 1 2.00 1.S0 ;.(-0 2.70 0.1 S

Wi.1! ] ' . O.f.S s.f, i.y I.:, 2.'- 0.! 1 I! . ' .

' i?.1 ! I 1 O.(,O ^.S l.f. 1.2 2/ ' 0.1 1 I 1.2
^S. s M O.i.O '-.2 1. ' . 1.2 ?.^ 0.12 ! 2 . 7
&S.S ]•'. O.f.S f,.f. l.S 1. ' . 2.S 0 .U t 2 . I

'.M. s ] l . S O.ftl f..SS i.f.S 1.10 2.*>0 0.1 1 1.'.21

s'>.0 l i . 0.7'j 'i.o i-.O I..1* 2.S 0.1 j 11.0
V . 0 1 ••- O.f. s <t.O -'-.2 V . 2.J* 0 . ! f- 10.0

••I .00 1 s/ ,0 O.f-S '-.s ' , '..10 1.S0 2.fiO 0.1 s I ' . , sr.

1 r.

J l -

IS

V'
14

Li
Li
Li
L.

line

Mite

•>YV2 O
sy Si 2 O

SYV2OI

live urev
livpRrov

l\i|. .
r.iii .
(\,ll .
r.,i.-.

I ?. s -1 f,. s i |.,st 1 \on.-.il. . \ss 17 O . S ' J ̂ .f- •>.•- l . S 1.0 'y .? f -
.1«.'i-2(- t'l.isl 1 \rau .ili . ft?.O H f i . ( ^ -'.S 1.'* l.S 1.!* 0.1 1
I'I. i-'-l . ̂  t'l.isi 4 \ivn ,ili . / . •> . "i II O.r.O 0/i d.h 2.? I.'- •).!(".

M.''-l-t,.'' i ".ill-. f.4. "i i : 0. S'i S.2 l.S 1.2 2.0 0.11
1".1(I- ' !<T { liifiurjlrti Nivir:il'-. IS, "i II O.f-1 "i.U (-.2 l.G I .(• 0.1 S

Trare elements Ippm) % S Carbon (%)
Sample ^ ™ ^^^^^~"

depth % F e Mn(ppm) Zn Cu Ni Co Mo 11 Ha Sr Cr , . «• , - c ,~ <•
(cm) r C.T C-CARO <-ORG

0- l . S a . 2 4 700 S20 .*;.? f 9A M- ) ' . ?. s stO ISO l»0 0.0^. 0. l <0.0S ,2S

7. S.4. S l . s 2200 |f,<t ?S (.2 20 •'. 1 . 2 ! '"A; 1'JO 10'-

•), S - l ! (..2 1200 200 S O S 7 2 1 '• 1 . *> K'/. 2f/j ''f, 0.2'. I .<• 0. i s 1 .04

f I - M •••.lt U20O 2V> SO Sft .72 » 1.'» 21 s 0 2^0 l'S ' , .10 0 .4 ^O.OS .Si,

2 1 0 - 2 7 t,.\ 2'»00 |4S 72 71 2 1 f, 1 .ft 1400 2(>0 100 O.Of. 1.0 • - . 4 4
. 01 0.0S 0,'i

(''•r- IV. 7n S2 2? '• 1 . "> ""00 120 SO O.'J^ 1 . •» 1 . SO . VJ
fwo m , (,r, si : i (. i . s <,so 2so so o.o<- • .*, i. !*> .uu
ft SO if,o i .s sr, 22 t. l . S '-',<; 100 in 0.0^ ! .(. 1 ,2s .11

#'1. SO I V».O0 f.7.00 S.'i.7S 22 .2 S *>.^0 I . *>' 710 .00 21>S.0G S1 .7S 0.0<* I .f-0 1 . IS 0 . U

fi'HJ 172 fii Sf, ? 1 4 I . ' 7/.0 2S"j ^0 0.rjtt \ , ] C. 7 *. . 1 7

7rJC 1'Ift 7U f-0 21 ^ I . ' • W ' O ?<*'< SS O-C1- 1.0 C.f.S . I S

12. s- I f , . S i i . f i HOG 2S0 fi'4 70 21 (. 1.2 1100 Vj 11 s 0.02 0.2

2 1 . S.2ft 2.S 1000 122 1*2 2S lit '. 1.2 S-00 2f-0 SO
I S . S-it l .•> 2.1^ it'iO 10^ 22 2f. 10 3 !.f> ((f.0 SO «>S 0.02 0 .2 ^O.OS . 1 (,

VO-Sf>.S •-!. 1 7"1 1 IS fift If. IS 2 1.7 hOO 2f>0 7S 0.02 I .** I . 'I? . I 1 *
r . i tchor ' : j . f i 71' . I Sf, (,f, is II 2 I .•? Sr.O 120 40 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 < 0 . s .21-

" Sample trslt'il ft'ith ron<
h (M.irk rnolltint- present.

] ncii j r*i t (*d I Tiij^f T jon t s non i \ i l i ' » i r o o u s ! i jni IJI ISI^I
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Figure 88.8. Distribution of carbon and loss on ignition
values with depth in core. .Vote that organic carbon contents
are highest for the brown bands and associated overlying
lutite.
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Figure 88.9. Distribution of Ba, Mn and Ni with death in
core. Ba and Mn contents are high in brown bands relative to
adjacent sediment. Mn and Ni show characteristic metal
diffusion profiles superimposed on initial metal contents,
which were likely higher for brown bands than are now
evident.

The unique characteristics of the brown bands suggest
that these deposits may be associated with episodes of
hvdrothermal plume sedimentation. Specific compositional
features supporting this suggestion include:

1. elevated Ra and Mn contents relative to enclosing
sediments;

2. the common occurrence of Ra as clay-si/.e particles
P. u-n:

3. organic carbon contents twice those of enclosing
sediments and the concentration of sponge spicules.
possibh' reflecting favourable conditions for certain
benthic fauna during periods of plume deposition:

*. the presence of Fe-rich sand-size grains in a sediment
which is composed predominantlv of silicates <20 u tn in
size:

5. the lack of carbonate.

It should be noted that the bulk chemical and
mineralogical composition (predominantlv silicates) of the
brown bands, particularly the iron content, are not
significantly different from the enclosing olive grev
sediment. This similarity was confirmed bv SUM-CDS
assessment of integrated areas M 20 urn2) on polished
sections of plastic-impregnated muds and by chemical
analvses. The textural similarity of brown bands and
enclosing olive sediment, both composed mainly of particles
<2Q urn in size is also apparent.

The results of this studv suggest the importance of
resedimentation of fine grained silicate sediments in the area
surrounding a vent when hydrothermal fluids are vented at a
sediment-covered mound site. Although samples of plume

46
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Figure 88.10. Distribution of SiO2, MgO, and CaO with
depth in core. Note higher SiO2 and MgO and lower CaO
values for indurated sediment (includes catcher material).
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participates may consist largely of chemical precipitates in
fluids sampled over vents in rock terrain, e.g. the abundance
of pyrrhotite crystals has been noted in samples from a vent
on the East Pacific Rise (Oudin. 1979. p. IS-19),
hydrothermal emanations in heavilv sedimented areas tnav be
expected to involve the mixing of hvdrothermally derived
particulates together with disturbed pelagic sediment near
the vent site. Rcsuspended clays, diatom fragments, and
organic matter occur with \tn and barite particles in
hydrothennal plumes in the Guaymas Basin of the Gulf of
California (Campbell et al., I9S'<; hydrothennal clouds are
also enriched in dissolved barium). The results of the present
study suggest that other forms of sediment transport may
also occur. The presence of large clasts throughout the luan
de Fuca core indicates that indurated rnaterial from or near a
vent conduit may be periodically released as debris to
accumulate on the slopes of the mound.

Although carbonate grains vvere not detected in brown
bands, except at the top of one band at the contact wit!",
overlying hemipolagic mud. siliceous tests of radiolarians
were observed. Several speculative explanations may be
offered to account for the lack of planktonic foraminifera
tests in brown bands: (H sedimentation of these deposits was
rapid; (2) carbonate may have been dissolved at a local vent
site (on the mound) upon mixing of hvdrothermal fluid with
resuspended hemipelagic sediment: 01 foraminifera tests may
not have been as effectivelv resuspended or transported as
the <2Q um silicates comprising the bulk of the brown
deposits. In view of the presence of radiolarian tests in
brown layers, it is difficult to explain their lack of carbonate
by (Dor (3) above. Whatever the reason or combination of
reasons for the carbonate relationship, all three explanations
are compatible with a plume origin for the brown bands.

The depth distribution of \1n and related trace metals
appears to follow normal diffusion patterns. Although upper
and lower brown bands have higher Yin contents than
enclosing sediments, the \1n contents of brown deposits when
they formed at the surface may have been significantly
higher than presently observed. Present \1n contents thus
appear to reflect the effects of postdepositional diffusion
processes. \ln and associated trace metals are present at
highest levels in the core in fractures and cavities in the
uppermost indurated layer where \1n oxides have been
deposited as pore fillings. The distribution of Mn and related
metals in clasts found at various levels in the core may
reflect a depletion of these metals with depth in core
(Table SS.l).

Of note is the periodic occurrence of indurated layers
(three in the short core studied). \ suggested mechanism
contributing to sediment induration would involve the
introduction of S1O2 concomitant with the deposition of
pelagic sediments. Postdepositional alteration effects likely
involved the dissolution of calcium carbonate and possibly the
precipitation of magnesium silicates in these sediments. The
release of dissolved silica as a late stage of hydrotherrnal
activity has been well demonstrated (Oudin, 1979). Although
dissolved silica would be expected to precipitate within, at,
or very close to a vent due to rapid cooling of hydrothermal
fluids on mixing with seawater, a colloidal precipitate of
silica or silica-bearing clay could be transported with other
components of a turbid plume and be deposited at a greater
distance from a vent site. Backer et al. 0985) suggested that
elevated Si/AI ratios in surface sediments from the crest and
western flank of the East Pacific Rise at 18.5°5 could reflect
a relatively widespread westward dispersion of silica in some
form. Mineralogical examination of the core will be
undertaken to supplement these chemical observations.

The relatively similar Fe content in the brown bands
and also in the enclosing sediment (Table SS.l) suggests that
Fe-bearing particulates were not important components of

hydrotherrnal plumes affecting the site where the mound core
was taken, possibly due to a low content of Fe particulates in
the plume or to iron-mineral sedimentation closer to a
hvdrothennal vent.

On a ternary diagram (Fig. SS.l I) Fe-\1n-(Cu + Ni tCo)
after Rona(l97S), the various lithologies from the
hydrothermal mound fall near the iron-rich pole, within a
field common to metalliferous and hydrotherma! sediments
(see Bornhold et al., 19SD. The results of this plot, though
useful for comparison with other studies, are inconclusive for
differentiation of lithologie- examined in the present studv.

Preliminary appraisal of further coring carried out in
19S5 at the same mound, which involved mainly the
collection of shallow cores that sample the upper 2 m of
mound sediment, indicated the presence of buried and
episodic brown band accumulation in only one core. The core
in question mav have been fortuitously recovered from a site
where the >2 rn-thick veneer of olive grev sediment typical
for this mound was very thin.

'viihough brown deposits were observed as sediment
smears on the sides of core liners for most of the 19S5 cores
and appear to form surface deposits at the mound site at the
present time, as well as occurring elsewhere in the region
(Bornhold et al.. 19SD. these surface deposits may not
necessarily reflect hydrothermal input.

These observations suggest that brown banding
representing plume sedimentation may be more evident in
sediments underlying the 2 in or more veneer of sediment
now blanketing the mound (except in occasional sites where
the veneer is thin).

Conclusions

Examination of a core collected from below the upper
2.U m sediment veneer now covering a hydrothermal mound
near Huan de Fuca Ridge reveals the presence of indurated
layers (elevated SiO2 content), and Ba- and \1n-rich brown
bands of possible hydrothermal plume origin. As well, clasts
of indurated sediment were deposited periodically on the
mound surface. These features are suggestive of late-stage
hydrothermal activity.

Figure 88.11. Ternary plot showing composition field for
sediments from mound structure.
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Because the mound is capped by >2 m of hemioelagic
sediment in which dark brown bands and indurated layers are
not generally observed, it is inferred that the mound mav not
have been actively venting manganese, barium, and silica-
rich fluids in recent times. Moreover, it is possible that a
series of deeper cores (>3 m) may reveal the episodic plume
and induration banding that would permit reconstruction and
dating of hvdrothermal events at the mound studied.
Alternatively, the deposition of plume sediments may be
highly localized near vent sites and thus would be
encountered in only a few cores.
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Abstract

Thp. roast of east-central Ellesmere Island is characterized by long fiords separated by bold
headlands. The region is mesotidal with a semi-diurnal tidal oscillation. Wave activity is negligible
due tn restricted fetches and a short open water season; tidal and sea ice processes provide the
principal dynamic activities in the shore zone. Coastal surveys from Baird Inlet to Copes Bay were
completed, and a simplified coastal classification scheme was employed to describe backshore
characteristics and to identify the occurrences of t idal flats in the intertidal zone. Three elements
define the coastal expression: (1) bedrock, including Precambrian and Paleozoic exposures,
(2) Quaternary deposits, and 0 ) tidewater glaciers. Tidal flats are found below t i l l bluffs and
moraines, fronting fiord head and fiord wall deltas, and at the heads of some embayments.

Resume"

La cote de la partie centre-est de l t le d'Ellesmere est caracterisee par de longs fjords separes
par des promontoires escarp6s. Cette zone mesotidale est sujette a des marees semi-diurnes.
[.'activity des vagues est negligeable a cause des fetches limites et de la courte saison d'eaux libres.
Les mouvements des glacp.s de mer et les mare'es s'averent les principales activites dynamiques dans
la zone l i t torale. Des levps du l i t toral allant de I'iniet Baird a la baie Copes ont ete realises; on a
utilise une methode simplifie"e de classification cfitiere pour decrire les caracteristiques de 1'arriere-
plaqe et pour identifier les estrans dans la zone intertidale. Trois e"le"ments ont permis de definir Jes
caracteYistiques de la c6te: i ) le socle rocheux, y compris des affleurements du Precambrian et du
Pal^zo'ique, 2) Hes de'pfits du Quaternaire et, 3) des glaciers d'eau de mare"e. Les estrans gisent sous
des falaises de t i l l et des moraines, devant des deltas au front et au pied des parois des fjords, ai.nsi
qu'en amont de quelques baies.

1 Department of Geography, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4
2 Department of Geography, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4K1



Introduction

This report describes coastal conditions in east-central
F.llesmere Island between latitudes 78°24'N and 79°32'N
(Fig. 89.1). The data were obtained during a series of
helicopter traverses made during the summers of 1981-84 in
conjunction with an intensive study of tidal flat processess
and morphology at Alexandra Fiord. There is little published
information about the coast of the region though the bedrock
geology is relatively well known (Christie, 1967; Frisch, 1982)
and trie late Ouaternary history is being actively studied
(Blake, 1977, 19S2). The basic bathymetry of the fiords has
been charted (Canadian Hydrographic Service, 1975); tidal
predictions for Pirn Island (Canadian Hydrographic Service,
1983) indicate that the region is mesotidal, with a semi-
diurnal tidal oscillation and a mean range of 2.9 m expanding
to *t.8 m at large tides.

High, steep, commonly vertical, glaciated rock slopes,
in association with talus, are the dominant coastal landforms
in this high relief, extensively glacierized region. The
influence of wave action is negligible and there are no
beaches. Fiord head and fiord wall gravel deltas and tidal
flats with boulders constitute the depositional elements of
the coast. Sea ice conditions are severe, with a short open
water season, heavy concentrations of multiyear ice, and
significant quantities of berg ice.

Coastal classification scheme
A simple classification scheme denoted by a letter code

is used to depict the regional coastal characteristics
(Table 89.1, Fig. 89.2, 89.3). The coast is initially divided
into three primary classes or units (Table 89.1, Parti),
depending on whether the material at the coast is
bedrock (B), Ouaternary sediments (O), or tidewater
glaciers (C). A series of modifiers (Table 89.1, Part II) is
then employed to describe the conditions in the backshore.
The modifiers for the bedrock coast indicate the rock type
(Precambrian or Paleozoic), whether the coast is cliffed, and
whether significant talus slopes occur; the modifiers for the
Ouaternary sediment coasts indicate the presence of deltas
and the occurrence of erosional bluffs; the modifiers for the
tidewater glacier coasts indicate the gradient of the glaciers,
the presence of vertical ice cliffs, and whether a glacier is
presently calving. The presence of raised shoreline features
is also shown. The third part of the classification scheme
(Table 89.1, Part III) reflects our particular interest and
consists of a series of five descriptors for the bouldery tidal
flats which occur at various locations in the region. The first
and second descriptors concern the width and continuity of
the tidal flats, the third describes the density of intertidal
boulders, and the fourth and fifth denote the presence of a
boulder barricade and indicate its degree of continuity.

Description of coastal types

The region can conveniently be divided into two zones -
an inner fiord head zone consisting of a series of six fiords,
and an outer zone consisting of Bache, Thorvald, and 3ohan
peninsula;, adjoining Kane Basin-Smith Sound (Table 89.2).

Inner fiord head zone (Fig. 89.2)

This zone occupies the northern portion of the study
area from Copes Bay south to the head of Jokel Fiord. Lower
Paleozoic rocks outcrop along the four northern fiords and
Precambrian rocks outcrop in the south. The terrain is
characterized by narrow fiords flanked by precipitous cliffs
commonly rising 760 m a.s.l. The northern and southern
uplands are extensively covered by ice but the central
uplands either side of Flagler Bay are ice free. Of the
306 km of shoreline surveyed in the area, 71% is bedrock,
22% is Quaternary material, and 7% is tidewater glaciers.

op y

Figure 89.1. Locat: map of the .study area, east-cent^u
F.llesmere Island, showing the inner fiord head zone (A) and
the outer zone (B).

Wide fronted, low gradient fiord I .ad glaciers occur in
Copes Bay and .Sawyer Rav in the north; the former is
actively calving at the present time. Associated Ouaternary
deposits at the head of Copes Bay are fronted by moderately
wide, bouldery tidal flats. .Similar t'nA flats also oc.ujr in
association with Ouaternary deposit- .iround the two head-
ward arms of Woodward Bay, wher i tho glacier terminus is
set back I km from tidwater. C'cintinuous tidal flats with
only a low concentration of boulders orcur along both bed-
rock and Ouaternary shores on the south side of Sawyer Bay.
Boulder barricades are poorly developed in these areas. The
rest of the coastline in these northerly fiords consists of a
continuous talus apron developed below high, commonly
vertical, cliffs in Paleozoic rocks. These are particularly
spectacular in Harmswortb Bay. Raised shoreline features
occur on the promontory separating the ' «o heads of
Woodward Bay and on the cape between Woodward Bay and
Sawyer Bay.

FJagl.T Bay is shallow (less than 30 m deep in the
central section; Canadian Hydrographic Service, 1975) but it
is contained within high, steep bedrock cliffs and talus slopes.
Along most cf the northern side of Flagler Bay, however, a
veneer of Ouaternary deposits, both glacial and deltaic
materials, masks the bedrock in the shore zone, and the coast
is classed accordingly in Figure S9.2. Some of these deposits
have been eroded into bluffs 30 m high. A narrow but
relatively continuous tidal flat fringes the northern shoreline.
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Beitstad and .lokel fiords, which are developed in
Precambrian bedrock, are narrower (2-3 km) and deeper
(greater than 200 m) than the previously mentioned fiords and
the shore zone contains less Quaternary deposits. The well
bedded, gently dipping sequence of Lower Paleozoic lime-
stones and shales, which otitrrop in the area to the north of
Buchanan hay and Hayes Fiord, are more susceptible to
periglacial weathering processes than the Prerambrian
granites and gneisses which outcrop in the south. Thus, the
original glacially corded slopes have been modified to a
greater degree. High vertical cliffs and long relatively

continuous and uniform talus slopes characterize the
Paleozoic outcrop. Broken discontinuous vertical cliffs and
intermittent talus slopes characterize the Prccambrian
outcrop. Twelve steep gradient, cascading fiord wall glaciers
enter the Beitstad-.iokel-Hayes fiord system. In addition,
there is a wide fronted, fiord head glacier in Hokel Fiord.
Tidal flats occur at the* head of and at the entrance to
Reitstari Fiord and along the east shore near the head
of 3okel Fiord. Boulder barricades are better developed than
farther north and arc continuous at the head of Beitstad
Fiord.

Table 89.1. Coastal classification scheme

I Primary units

B

Q

c;

II

1

pG
P

d

v,
s

^ackshore

2

c

b

V

PART 1 PRIMARY COASTAL UNITS

Bedrock coast
Quaternary sediment coast
Tidwater glacier

B
Q
G

PART II BACKSHORE MODIFIERS

1. Type

2. Steepness

3. Slope form

'̂ . Raised shorelines

pG
P

c
b
V

t
X

rb
ri

PART III TIDAL FLAT PiF.SCRIPTORS

. Tidal flat width

2. Tidal flat continuity

3. Boulder density

<K Barricade

5. Barricade continuity

N
\4
W

c
d

1
m
h

B
B

c
d
s

modifiers

3 <*

t

X

rb
ri

III Tidal flat descriptors

1 2 3 U ">

N

M

W

r
el
s

1
m
h

[]

B
B

c
d
s

Prccambrian d delta g gentle
Paleozoic s steep

cliff (in bedrock)
bluff (in Quaternary sediment)
vertical front (in tidwater glacier)

talus
calving glacier front

raised beach
raised intprtidal platform or flat

narrow
medium
wide

continuous
discontinuous
sporadic

low [2 concentrated in mounds
medium

present intertidally
present subtidallv

continuous
discontinuous
sporadic
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Outer zone (Fig. 89.3)

This zone extends from the entrance of Flagler Bay
south to Raird Inlet. Glaciers cover most of the landscape in
the region leaving only a narrow fringe of bedrock and glacial
deposits along the coast. Large tidewater glaciers dominate
the coast in the southern part of the zone whereas the
northern coast is ice free. The Precambrian rocks outcrop as
high precipitous cliffs and glacially sculptured lowlands. Of
the 320 km of shoreline surveyed in the area, 74°o is bedrock,
I1*0'' is Quaternary material, and 12% is tidewater glaciers.

The outer coasts of Knud and Thorvald peninsulas and
the northern coast of Johan Peninsula are highly indented
along the Precambrian lowlands. These embayrnents are
commonly backed by Quaternary deposits; a thin veneer of
glacial sediment covers the bedrock above the shore zone.
Moderately wide, bouJdery tidal flats occupy the embayments
of Knud Peninsula. Boulder barricades and other boulder
arrangements are well developed. Discontinuous, narrow
tidal flats fringe the Thorvald and 3ohan peninsula shorelines.
Raised shoreline features are prominent along the Knud and
3ohan peninsula coasts.

(Jbi i-Nc:l

Qd-Mcl

Bpb-Mi.mBi

BpCct

BpGct
••' • " • / ' /

Bofr.ct-- -"
. - N ' . i B s " ' • ; '

Bp€ct-NclBd
: \ Bf'fc McinBd,

J f B|)U 1
T-̂ Gsv.

, h: P

Bp6ct
Bp€c!

5 0 5 10 Kn

BpGct

Figure 89.2. Coastal characteristics in the inner fiord head zone according to the classification
scheme in Table 89.1.
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Alexandra Fiord, a wide mouth fiord (7 km) narrowing
to 1 km at the head, is contained by high bedrock cliffs along
the north shore and bedrock lowlands along the south shore.
The termini of the fiord head and fiord side glaciers are set
well back from tidewater. Talus slopes extend below
tidewater and are commonly eroded into low bluffs below
broken Precambrian bedrock cliffs. Quaternary deposits
around the head of the fiord and along extensive stretches of
the south shore are fronted bv moderately wide, bouldery
tidal flats. A relatively continuous boulder barricade is well

developed along this coast. Tidal flats are also developed in
small embayments along the Precambrian lowlands of the
south shore. Roulders form various arrangrnents in these
embayments. The tidal flats are more common in Alexandra
Fiord than elsewhere in the study area and constitute the
major shoreline component.

The shoreline extending from Cape Rutherford south to
Wade Point is characterized by high, precipitous Precambrian
bedrock cliffs. Talus slopes along the base of these cliffs are
especially well developed on Pirn Island and Cape Herschel.

KANE
BASIN

Figure 89.3. Cnnstnl characteristics in the outer zone according to the classification
scheme in Table 89.1.



Table 89.2. Coastal types

Location

A. INNER FIORD HEAD ZONE

Copes Bay
Woodward Bay
Sawyer Bay
Hannsworth Bav
Flagler Bav
Beitstad Fiord
.lokel Fiord

Total

B. OUTER ZONE

Knud Peninsula
Thorvald Peninsula
Alexandra Fiord
Johan Peninsula

(Buchanan Bay)
]ohan Peninsula

(Kane Basin)
Baird Inlet

Total

TOTAL

Coastline
surveyed

km

28.1
26.5
* l .6
16.0
59.1
69.5
M.7

305.5

19.3
19.0
57.6
2S.9

103.9

91 .2

319.9

625.0

Bedrock
%

29.6
52. S
SO.S
S3. 1
52.«
91.7
SI.S

71 .0

100.0
100.0
7t.i
36. S

66.6

66. 1

73.S

72. S

Quaternary
do DOM ts

Tidewater

25.2
13.2

14.9

LLiZ

17.9

11.0
5.6

IS. 5

12.3

7.
16.
<*7.

2.
t.

??.

0
•J
6
7
5

?

-

12.
_

! 1 .

6 . S

Six, low gradient tidewater glaciers enter the waters of the
outer coast. The largest glacier, entering the head of Rosse
Bay, has a high, vertical front and is actively calving at
present, producing the largest icebergs in the study area.
Tidal flats are best developed in the two bays which separate
the Cape Herschel promontory from Johan Peninsula. The
t:ria) flats are associated with Quaternary deposits which
••ave been eroded into low bluffs yielding an abundant supply
of boulders. The boulders are arranged in a variety of
patterns - they occur singly, as mounds, armoured ridges, and
barricades.

At Baird Inlet in the south there is a change in the
overall character of the coast. The northern shore and the
head of the fiord are similar to the fiords of the inner zone
described previously, in particular Jokel Fiord. There is a
calving fiord head glacier and four small, steep fiord wall
glaciers separated by long stretches of high bedrock cliffs.
Because of the bedrock type (Precambrian), talus slopes are
poorly developed. In contrast, along the outer south coast of
Baird Inlet six, wide (up to 6 km) tidewater glaciers occur
separated by only very short stretches (1-2 km) of steep
bedrock shoreline. The study area is essentially a bedrock
coast with tidewater glaciers. The area to the south,
beginning at Baird Inlet and continuing to Makinson Inlet in
the south, is essentially a tidewater glacier coast with short
stretches of bedrock.
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Abstract

Atikonak River massif comprises a complex of t roctol i t ic , nori t in, and nnorthositic rocks in
southwestern Labrnrior. Spatially related pyroxene inon/onites and coarse nrainnd rapakivi granites
tvpifv this association as elsewhere in Labrador.

atic structures and textures nre well preserved in the hasic rocks ot the mnssif am
onstrnte lhat intrusion of the massif mac\mns w'ls not anrninplished ns highly cryiitallini
'idespread occurrence of mineral laverinq, including qraded and rmsshefldnd varieties
IP nrpcpnnp rtf QI ihct" nnt i n 1 nrnni int Q nf llniiiri :it thp liinn nf fhiiir fnrrnntinn

Le massif d'Atikonak River, situe dans le sud-ouest riu Labrador, est constitue d'un complexe de
roches troctolit iques, noritiques et anorthositiques. Des mon^onites a pyroxene et des granites
rapakiviques a qrains qrossiers, qui sont lies qeoqraphiquernent, caracterisent ret te association
conime ailleurs au Labrador.

Des structures et textures magrnatiques, bien conservees dans les roches basiques du massif,
demontrent nettement quc des magmas n'ont pas ppnetre le massif sous forme rie boues fortement
cristallines. Des couches min^rales tres etendues riont certaines presentent une sedimentation
granoclassee et ri'autre une stratif ication oblique, temniqnent rie la presence d'importantes quantites
de liquide au mornent de leur formation.

On trouve beaucoup de traces de reaction sub-salide entre de I'olivine et du plagioclase dans les
cumulats de cristaux du massif. Actuellement, on n'est pas certain jusqu'a quel point ces reactions se
seraient produites surtout pendaot le refroidissemeot du magma ou ft la suite d'un nnetamorphisme
regional posterieur.

University de Quebec a Chicoutirni, Phicnutimi, Quebec
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario
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Introduction

Anorthositic massifs and associated intrusions
constitute major components of the northeastern Grenville
Province. Atikonak River massif forms the northern part of
a much larger complex of anorthositic and related rocks that
has been referred to as the Lac Foamier massif (Sharma and
Franconi, 1975). The present mapping has shown that, in
addition to forming a generally distinctive physiographic
feature, the Mikonak River massif is almost completely
isolated from similar rocks to the south by older paragneiss
and younger granitic intrusions (Fig. 90.1). For these reasons,
and to add precision to subsequent description, introduction
of the new name was considered advisable.

Previous reconnaissance mapping of the northern part
of the massif was done by Stevenson (1968). In a nearby area
to the southwest, Blais (1960) has reported similar rock
associations to those found during the present mapping.
According to Thomas (197**) much of the Atikonak River
massif is undistinguished by significant positive or negative
Bouguer anomalies; this seems to imply that either olivine-
bearing rocks at depth are less abundant than they appear at
the surface or the massif is a relatively thin slab.

Figure 90.1. Major subdivisions of the Alikonnk River
massif and associated rocks. I.eucotmclolite and troctolile
with interlayered anorthosite (Itt) dominate the western part
of the massif. I.euconorite and norite. with interlavered
anorthosite. linn) are predominant in the east. Pyroxene
quartz monzonite and monzonite (pqm) and coarse qrained
rapakivi granite (rgrj flank the massif to the northwest; the
former unit intrudes Itt as dykes. Beaver Pond qanbro (bpq)
comprises layered olivine gabbro, troctolite and gabbro in a
lenticular, north to northeast dipping, layered intrusion.
Inset shows relationship of Atikonak River massif to other
major anorthositic massifs in the region.

Rock units of the massif and associated intrusions

Major rock units of the Atikonak River massif include
leucotroctolite (C.I.-10-25), troctolite (C.I.-2'i-W).
leuconorite (C.I.-10-25), norite (C. I.-25-5Q), and anorthosite
(C.I.<10). Olivine-bearing rocks are prominent in the better
exposed part of the massif and exhibit a considerable varietv
of structures and textures. Mineral layering on scales of
centimetres to at least several metres is widespread and is
displayed particularly w?ll in burned-over areas and along
larger rivers. Troctolite and leucotroctolite, typically with
more plagioclase-rich interlayers including anorthosite, form
dominant rock types in the western part of the massif. Large
masses of true anorthosite are distinctly subordinate
nembers of the massif suite. Norite and le-uconorite form

separate large masses and tend to dominate the eastern
sector (Fig. 90.11; these commonly also exhibit anorthositic
interlayers. Substantial parts of all rock units are essentially
massive with little variation in mineral proportions or grain
sizes.

A medium grained layered intrusion containing olivine
gabbro, troctolitc, and gabbro has been named Reaver Pond
gabbro (bpg, Fig. 90.1). [t apnears to intrude coarse grained
leucotroctolite of the massif proper and is itself intruded bv
pyroxene monzonite. Local pyroxene and oxide rich pods or
disrupted layers in the intrusion contain up to several
per cent sulphides including jjyrrhotite and chalcopvrite.

Immediately adjacent to the northwestern margin of
the basic massif, and in intrusive contact with it. is medium-
to coarse-grained pyroxene monzonite and pvroxene quartz
monzonite. These rocks are typically brownis't to nistv
weathering commonly with colour index 20-30. Variable
amounts of amphibolc and biotito accompanv, and MI.IV
locally predominate over, pyroxenes in these rocks. Porthito
rnegacrysts I to 3 cm in size become increasingly abundant
away from the massif contact. Dykes of pyroxene monzonite
from I to 30 cm thick intrude the basic massif up to 5 km or
more from the northwestern contact.

A large mass of coarse grained biotite-hornblendo
granite with distinctive plagioclase-rimmed perthite ovouis
up to '4 cm or larger (rapakivi texture) lies farther to the
northwest; in several places this granite appears to be
transitional into pyroxene-bearing monzonitic rocks. Large
parts of the rapakivi granite are essentially massive with
negligible deformation of original igneous textures
(Fig. 90.2h). Distinct foliated and rccrystallized zones occur
within the granite but, for the most part, appear to be
localized and relatively narrow.

Internal structures of the massif

Mineral layering, cornmonlv accompanied by moderate
to strong subparallel planar plagioclase lamination, is
developed to some degree in nearly all of the basic rock tvpes
of the massif (Fig. 90.2a.b,c,fl. In addition, textural layers
defined bv differences in plagioclase grain size and shape
occur in association with mineral layers and independently.
Examples of mineral graded, and grain size graded layers,
crossbedded layers, and apparent slump features have all
been observed in different localities. Modal contrasts
between adjacent lavers are commonly subtle, involving
variations of less than 20% in amounts of mafic components
present. Locally, however, stronger contrasts occur and
melatroctolite and oxide-rich layers are present in a few
localities.

Planar plagioclase orientation is frequently observed in
rocks that lack mineral layering and is present in olivine- and
orthopyroxene-bearing rocks as well as nearly pure
plagioclase rocks. Where sections subparallel to dip surfaces
are exposed it can be seen that plagioclase crystals are plate-
like or discoidal, in places packed closely together like
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Figure 90.2. Structures and te.rturps of rocks of thp Atikonnk River massif and of associated
rapakivi granite.

a. Irrpqulnr centime!re-scale nlivinp-rich Invers in
troctolite; this is either n larqe xennlith or small intrusion
surrounded by much coarser grained leucotrociolite.

b. l,ayered section of leucolroctolites dipping wsterlv a! a
moderate anqle, \tikonak River.

c. Appendage from a thick' nnortho.sitic laver cuts across a
layered section and dies out within it. leavers dip nbont 55°
to t/ie upper left, (west); the relationship is consistent with a
mild disturbance during bottom crystallization in which an
overlying anorthositic cumulate penetrated alreadv
consolidated underlying cumulate rocks in a manner
reminiscent of cln.stic dyke formation.

d. //if/hlv irregular zones and masses of vprx coarse grained
anorthnsile occur within dominantlv medium grained
leucotroctolite.

e. Or/hopvrovpne meqacrvsts, manv showinq subhedral to
rounded forms xuqqestinq cumulus oriqin. occur in a large pod
within (euconorite.

f. Strong nlanar plaqioclase orientation in a coarse grained
troctolite layer overlving n very coarse grained anorthosilp
laver also with marked planar plaqioclasp orientation.

g. Stronq kink bands in a giant orthonvroxene crvstal.

h. Coarse grained ovoid-rich massive rapak'vi granite.



brickwork with only very small amounts of interstit ial
material. Planar plagioclase orientation occurs in rocks of
grain sixes less than I cm to f loater than 30 cm and mav be
present throughout a layered section or be limited to specific
layers and be absent or much more weaklv developed in
intervening layers.

Oxide-rich pods, clots and layers occur locally and most
are strongly magnetic, indicating a preponderance of
magnetite over i lmenite. Disseminated grains of oxide are
visible in many specimens, ("lots of massive opaque oxide up
to 30 cm across occur scattered through some noritic and
leuconoritic outcrops, sometimes closely associated with
coarse orthopyroxene and small amounts of sulphides.

Complex interrelationships occur among subunits on a
local scale. A consistent relationship, however, is that
xenoliths of coarse grained to very coarse grained anorthosite
and leuconorite are present in many outcrops of troctol i te
and leucotroctolite (Fig. 90.2dl. Xenoliths range in size from
less than I in to at least 10 m across and probablv much
larger, their observed total extent being limited by the size
of exposures.

Very coarse grained to 'giant' orthopyroxene crystals
occur widely in the massif, commonly ranging to 30 to
fiO cm across (Fig. 90.2e.g). These include both rounded or
nodular shapes and crystals subophitically intergrown with
plagioclase. Where these coarse orthopyroxenes are present
within sections of olivine-bearing rocks, they are enclosed by
very coarse grained anorthosite or leuconorite masses,
commonly identifiable as xenoliths. Giant orthopyroxenes
have not been found in direct contact with troctol i te or
leucotroctolite, implying that they were unstable in silica-
deficient magmas at crustal pressures and survived transport
only where they were armoured by an enclosing xcnolith.

Although layered structures occur widely, the massif
does not have an overall coherent pattern of layering. Areas
up to 50 km 2 do show regular attitudes of layering but.
because over considerable areas rock compositional changes
are subtle, it is not possible to determine to what extent
layer domains may represent discrete intrusions as opposed to
disrupted, t i l ted or deformed parts of a larger intrusion.
Because intrusive relations are visible on outcrop scales in
many places, there is some support for interpreting the
massif as a composite of numerous separate intrusions.

Metamorphism

Country rocks surrounding the Atikonak River massif
are at regional amphibolite to granulito grade. Effect of
inetainorphic overprint is evident an rocks of the massif but
its significance is not readily assessed. Reaction coronas
separating olivine and plagioclase are nearly universal in
olivine-bearing rocks but it is unclear vliefher these result
from younger regional metamorphisrn or .ire .:. consequence of
subsolidus cooling of a deep-seated intruv>:u. Typical
coronas are narrow and extremely fine grained; details of
petrography are not yet available but hand lens examination
suggests two pyroxenes pl'is spinel are probahly present.
Locally, usually in proximity to altered shear zones or
pegmatitic gr-.nite dykes, reaction rims and coronas become
broader and their mineralogy changes to fibrous amphibole,
chlorite, and other hydrous minerals; in places olivine is
completely replaced although hydrous pseudomorphs can be
readily identif ied.

Small amounts of garnet occur widely distributed in
pyroxene monzonites and rapakivi granites. The garnet is
commonly closely associated with onaquo oxide grains and
occurs in rocks that otherwise show l i t t le or no evidence of
metamorphic or deformational overprint.

Discussion

The tectonic setting of the •\tikonak River massil at
the time of intrusion can be nothing more than speculation at
present. The rock assemblage, however, is virtually identical
to anorogenic associations in Labrador north of the Grenville
Front. Basic rocks of the massif Mid the associated pyroxene
mon/onites and rapakivi granites lack extensive penetrative
fabrics. Such fabrics are confined to relatively narrow shear
zones that appear to entirely postdate crystallization of the
rocks and may be much later (Grenvillian0). There is l i t t le
doubt that the igneous suite intruded amphibolite to granulite
grade rocks that had already been deformed in one or more
previous events.

The complex variations in attitudes of layered sections
in the massif coupled with widespread evidence of xenoliths
and intrusive relations among units suggest that intrusion was
prolonged and involved both partly crystallized rock and
largely liquid magma. Proportions of each were probably
variable at different times and locations within the massif.
The extent to which different magma pulses are represented
as opposed to successive intrusive events occurring through
continuing movements of a single crystall izing magma batch
cannot be assessed on field evidence alone. The common
presence of well defined mineral lavers is clear evidence that
the massif cannot be regarded as a simple intrusion of
plagiodase-rich crystal mush.

Xenoliths of country rock are rare in all of the major
rock units. They are essentially absent from the basic rocks
of the massif and only a few small inclusions of basic to
intermediate composition were noted within pyroxene
monzonite and rapakivi granite. The lack of country rock
xenoliths suggests that magma stoping was not an important
process of emplacement and constitutes' Dermissivo evidence
in support of dianiric intrusion.
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Abstract

A wide zone of carbonate breccias, thin-bedded grey limestones and shales occurs between
rocks of the Humber Arm Allochthon and parautochthonous carbonate and metaclastic sequences in
the vicinity of Pinchqut Lake, western Newfoundland. Grey sandstones and shales are imbricated
with rocks at Pinchqut Lake. Toward the south nt Georges Lake, shales and melanqes separate the
Humber Arm Allochthon and carbonate sequence with boundaries marked by hiqh angle faults.
Toward the north at Corner Rrook, the Humber Arm Allochthon and carbonate sequence are
separated by a hiqh anqle fault.

Northwesterly dips of bedding, cleavage, axial surfaces of folds and thrust faults all indicate an
important deformation of easterly polarity that followed the westward emplacement of the Humber
Arm Allochthon. High angle faulting was a later event. These structures confuse original
relationships between the Humber Arm Allochthon and nearby groups in this area.

Resume

Une large zone constitute de breches carbonatees, de calcaires gris et de schistes arqileux en
couches minces du groupe informel de Pinchqut se manifeste entre des roches de l'allochthone de
Humber Arm et des series de carbonates et de roches metaclasiques parautochtones de la region du
lac Pinchqut, dans I'ouest de Terre-Neuve. Des qres gris et des schistes argileux de la formation de
Whale Back sont imbriques avec des roches du groupe de Pinchgut. Au sud, vers le lac Georges, des
schistes arqileux et des m£lanqes de la formation de Georges Lake separent l'aJlochtone de Humber
Arm et la serie carbonate'e entre lesquels les limites sont marquees par des failles a fort pendage. Au
nord, vers Corner Brook, une faille a fort pendaqe separe l'allochthone de Humber Arm et la serie
carbonatee.

Le qroupe de Pinchqut est correle avec la formation cambrienne de Reluctant Head et est
interprets comme un facies oriental de la serie carbnnatee. Sa disposition semble indiquer qu'on est
en presence d'un lambeau de poussE?e distinct, se trouvant a ia base de 1'aiiochthone de Humber Ann.
La formation de Whale Back serait une unite clastique transqressive de l'Ordovicien, mise en place
sur le sommet de la serie carbonatee. La formation de Georqes Lake est correlee avec les schistes
arqileux et les melanges de I'Ordovicien gu'on trouve ailleurs entre I'allochthone de Humber Arm et la
serie carbonatee.

Les pendages norri-ouest des plans axiaux, de stratif ication et de clivage des plis et des
chevauchements indiquent une importante deformation rie polariti5 vers Test qui a suivi la mise en
place a l'ouest de l'allochthone de Humber Arm. Les failles a fort pendaqe sont posterieures a cet
(^venement. Ces structures embrouillent les relations originales qui existaient entre 1'alloehthone de
Humber Arm r t les qroupes avoisinants de la region.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's,
Newfoundland AIR 3X5
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Introduction
The Huniber Ann Allochthon of western Newfoundland

was emplaced during the Middle Ordovician and it overlies an
autochthonous Cambrian-Ordovician carbonate sequence. In
most places an orderly succession of units marks the top of
the carbonate sequence with thick bedded limestone of the
Table Head Group (Klappa et al., 1980) overlain by limestone
breccia and shale of the Cape Cormorant Formation and
sandstone and shale of the Goose Tickle Formation and
equivalents (Cooper, 1937; Williams et al., 1983; 198*; 1985;
Williams, 1985a). These autochthonous rocks are separated
from the overlying allochthon by a thin zone of shaly
melange, the Rocky Harbour, Gadds Point and equivalents
(Williams, 1985a; Williams et al., 198*; 1985). Examples are
well known at the southern margin of the allochthon in the
Stephenville area (Williams, 1985b) and along its eastern
margin in the Lomond (Williams et al., 198*) and Gros Vlorne
(Williams, 19S5a) areas. In other places this orderly pattern
is disrupted or confused by one or more of the following:
(1) omission of units by high angle faulting (Stephenville area,
Williams, 1985b), (2) intervening structural slices of poorly
known rocks separating the carbonate sequence from
melanges and better known rocks of the allochthon (Lomond
area, Williams et al., 198*), (3) out-of-sequence westward
thrusting ol the carbonate sequence or its crystalline
basement above the allochthon (Gros Morne area, Williams et
al., 1985), and (4) folds and thrusts of southeast polarity
(Pasadena area, Williams et al., 1982; 1983; Hurnber Arm
area, Itosworth, 1985; Waldron, 1986).

The area between Georges Lake and Corner Brook is
traversed by the Trans Canada Highway ,-nd frequently
travelled. However, it is poorly known geologically and it is
one of the more complex segments at the periphyry of the
Humber Arm Allochthon. The first regional mapping of the
area was done by Walthier (19*9). He showed problematic
rocks at Pinchgut Lake either as part of the carbonate
sequence or as part of the Humber Ann "Scries", which at
that time was interpreted as autochthonous and
stratigraphically above the carbonate sequence. Riley (1957)
mapped the same area in reconnaissance fashion and assigned
some of the Pinchgut rocks to the carbonate sequence and
others to the Humber Arm Group. Most subsequent
compilation maps are adaptations of Walthiers original work,
showing a prominent bulge in the periphyry of the allochthon
at Pinchgut Lake (e.g. Kennedy, 1981). Along the extreme
eastern edge of the Stephenville map area, shales near
Pinchgut Lak" were included in the Humber Arm Allochthon,
while limestone breccias were assigned to the Cape
Cormorant Formation and interpreted as thrust westward
above shales of the allochthon (Williams, 1985b). Farther
south at Georges Lake, some dark shales were assigned to the
Cape Cormorant Formation near the Trans Canada Highway
and others where grouped with shales and melanges of the
Hurnber Arm Allochthon to the west of the Trans Canada
Highway (Williams, 198 5b).

Present work was conducted to sharpen relationships
and more clearly define rock units in the poorly known
Corner Brook area. This work was also done in preparation
for an imminent compilation of the geology of the entire
Humber Arm Allochthon. Lithic similarities between rocks of
the Pinchgut area and those of the newly defined Weasel slice
(Williams et al., 1984) of the Lomond area suggested
correlation and the likelihood of structural complications at
Pinchgut Lake. The area was remapped at 1:50 000 scale
using the latest coloured aerial photographs during a 5 week
period in August and September.
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General Geology

The distribution of rock units and relationships are
shown in Figure 91.1. The problematic rocks of immediate
interest in this report are assigned new informal names.
Litnestone breccias, thin-bedded limestones and shales in the
vicinity of Pinchgut Lake are named the Pinchgut group,
sandstones and shales associated with rocks of the Pinchgut
group are called the Whale Back formation, and shales and
melanges between the Humbcr Arm Allochthon and carbonate
sequence farther south are called the Georges Lake
formation. Other units in the area include the well known
Summersidc, Irishtown ar.^ Cooks Brook formations (Stevens,
1970; Williams, 1975) of the Humber Arm Allochthon,
undivided St. George and Table Head groups (Schuchert and
Ounbar, 193*) and the Reluctant Head Formation (Lilly, 1963;
1967; Williams et al., 1982; 19S3; Cilk-spic, 1983)' of the
carbonate sequence, and met ldastic rocks of the Mount
Musgrave Group (McKillop, 1963; Williams et al., I9S3)
farther east. The outcrop pattern is largely controlled by
easterly directed thrusts and high angle faults.

The stratigraphy of the carbonate sequence and of the
established formations of the Humber Arm Allochthon is well
known. Rocks of the Georges Lake formation, although
bounded by high angle faults, comprise lithologies that arc
expectable and predictable in the contact zone between the
carbonate sequence and allochthonous rocks. The Pinchgut
group resembles the Cambrian Reluctant Head Forma'ion and
the position of the group between the Humber Arm
Allochthon to the west and the carbonate sequence *o the
east is analagous to the setting of correlatives in the Weasel
structural slice at the base of the Humber Arm Allochthon
farther north (Williams et al., 198*). Sandstones and shales
of the Whale Back formation are similar to Ordovician
elastics at the top of the carbonate sequence elsewhere.
Their occurrence among rocks of the Pinchgut group is
controlled by later eastward thrusting and high angle
faulting.

Rocks of the carbonate sequence and the Pinchgut
group are affected by regional metamorphism that increases
in intensity from northwest to southeast. Most noticable is a
change from limestone to marble along a transitional
boundary between Pinchgut Lake and Humber River
(Fig. 91.1). This boundary has no obvious relationship to
stratigraphy and structure where it crosses both the
carbonate sequence and Pinchgut group along its course.

In the descriptions that follow, the parautoclithonous
rocks are treated first, then the newly defined units between
the carbonate sequence and the Humber Arm Allochthon, and
a brief mention of rocks and relationships within the
allochthon. Structural setting and structural styles are
summarized in a concluding section.
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Parautochthonous rocks
The Mount Musgrave Group consists of metamorphosed

mainly clastic sedimentary rocks that lie along the eastern
margin of the area. It is part of the west Newfoundland
metaclastic belt and is correlated with the Fleur de Lys
Supergroup in the north (Kennedy, ! 981; Williams et al., 19S2;
Hibbard, 19S3). The group is considered late Precambrian
(Hadrynian) to Early Cambrian in age. Quartz mica schist
intercalated with lesser amounts of mica schist and quartzite
are the principal local lithologies. Minor quartz-feldspar
gneiss and associated amphibolite occur to the north of
Corner Brook Lake.

The Mount Musgrave Group is separated from the
carbonate sequence by the Corner Brook Lake Thrust
(Kennedy, 19S1). This fault and its continuation farther
south, the Grand Lake Thrust (Williams, 19S5b), are
interpreted as segments of a major thrust that brings
metaclastic rocks and Grenville basement against the
carbonate sequence to the west. In the Corner Brook area
the original thrust is modified by overturning, later easterly
thrusting and high angle faulting.

The Cambrian Reluctant Head Formation represents
the lowest stratigraphic unit of the carbonate sequence. It
consists of thin-bedded to laminated light grey limestone and
grey to buff dolomitic shale with green-brown phyllitic
partings. The unit extends along the eastern side of the a~ea
and is best seen in the gorge of the Humber River. There its
thickness is estimated at 250 TI (Lilly, 1963). Limestone
breccias are common in lower parts of the formation in its
type area to the north (Lilly, 1963; Williams et al., 19S2).

Thicker bedded limestones and dolostones of the
St. George and Table Head groups overlie the Reluctant Head
Formation. These make up the main section of the carbonate
sequence. The rocks are well exposed along the Trans
Canada Highway south of Corner Brook where thick-bedded
limestones of the Table Head Group are faulted against other
rocks to the west. Limestone breccias (Cape Cormorant
Formation) and sandstones (Goose Tickle Formation and
equivalents) that occur at the top of the carbonate sequence
are absent in the Corner Brook area.

Problematic rocks between the Humber Arm Allochthon
and carbonate sequence

The informal Pinchgut group and Whale Back formation
constitute a parautochthonous assemblage of carbonates and
elastics that are disrupted into an imbricate thrust stack.
This structural pile occupies the position of the west
Newfoundland carbonate sequence, which is hidden or missing
at this locality. Toward the east, the Pinchgut group appears
to be thrust against the Mount Musgrave metaclastic
sequence. Toward the west it is both overthrust by, and
structurally intercalated with, the Irishtown Formation of the
Humber Arm Allochthon. Boundaries with the carbonate
sequence to the northeast and southwest are high angle
faults.

The informal Georges Lake formation lies between the
carbonate sequence and the Humber Arm Allochthon in the
vicinity of Georges Lake. It extends another 10 km
southward along the Trans Canada Highway. Its boundaries
with the carbonate sequence and the Humber Arm Allochthon
are high angle faults.

The Pinchgut group is a distinctive sequence of
thick-bedded to massive limestone breccias, thin-bedded
platy limestones, dolostones and shales. It is best exposed in
road cuts along the Trans Canada Highway northeast of
Pinchgut lake, on forest access roads to the west, and along
brooks in the general area. Metamorphosed equivalents are

marbles, marble breccias and phyllitic s.hists in eastern parts
of the group. Examples occur along Slag Hill Brook and its
southern tributaries.

Interbedded grey limestones and buff-weathering
dolomitic shales are common litholo^ies. Beds are generally
less than 10 cm and locally contorted by soft sediment
slumping. Green-grey shale bands of similar thickness are
interstratified with the carbonate beds.

Limestone breccias occur in beds less than a metre to
more than 10 m thick. They contain platy to rounded
limestone clasts ranging from pebbles to cobbles and
boulders. Most appear to be intraformational. The matrix is
dolomitic lime mudstone or shale. Pelletoidal and oolitic
grainstones are found locally as equidimensional clasts. Limy
grey-green lithic sandstones are interbedded with the
carbonate sequence near the top of thrust slices at Southwest
Pond and north of Stag Lake.

No macrofossils were seen in the unit and its carbonate
rocks are currently being processed for conodonts. Its rock
types are similar to those of the Cambrian Reluctant Head
Formation and the Weasel group of the Lomond area to the
north (Nyman et al., 19S<t; Williams et al., 198<t), although
carbonate breccias are much more abundant in the Pinchgut
group. Its structural setting between the Humber Arm
Allochthon and carbonate terrane is like that of the Weasel
group. These correlations suggest that the Pinchgut group is
an eastern facies of the carbonate sequence and that it was
emplaced originally as a slice at the base of the Humber Arm
Allochthon.

Cleaved green-grey sandstones and shales of the Whale
Back formation occur in three faulted slivers west of the
Trans Canada Highway. Best exposures are in roadcuts and
quarries and along the lower reaches of Whale Back Brook.
Coarse clastic horizons are feldspatholithic and contain
scattered clear angular quartz grains. Chemical analyses of
the unit near Pinchgut Lake indicate low silica values and
nickel and chromium concentrations (Dean and Meyer, 19S5;
Paul Dean, personal communication, 19S5).

Sandstones and shales of the Whale Back formation
resemble Middle Ordovician rocks of the Goose Tickle
Formation (Cooper, 1937; Williams, 19S5a). The formation
may have been deposited therefore at the top of the
carbonate sequence in response .o the emplacement of the
Humber Arm Allochthon. Its present structural setting is the
result of a later episode of east-directed thrusting.

The Georges Lake formation consists mainly of dark
shales with prominent shaly melange zones. Intact shales are
best exposed along its eastern margin in road cuts and gravei
pits of the Trans Canada Highway. Shaly melanges are best
seen along the north shore of Georges Lake. The unit is
narrower south of Georges Lake. Its eastern boundary with
the carbonate sequence is a high angle fault with clear
morphologic expression. Its western faulted boundary has
less morphologic expression.

Shales of the Georges Lake formation are dark grey to
black, graphitic and pyritic. Light grey and buff-weathering
varieties are less common. Dark grey shales with thin
brownish-weathering limy siltstone and quartz-rich beds are
a common association. A distinctive conglomerate with
contorted clasts of intraformational dark grey shale and
brewn-weathering quartzitic siltstone and a matrix of coarse
quartzose 'o> jywacke occurs in a gra"el pit on the Trans
Canada Highway at the south edge of the area.

Chaotic zones vary from sections with slumped beds, to
sections with rootless folds, to melanges with blocks of
greywacke, quartzite, thin-bedded shale and limestone, and
limestone breccia. Melange along the north shore of Georges
Lake has lozenge-shaped lumps up to 5 m long. The resistent
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Figure 9)1. General geology of the area between Georges Lake and Corner lirook.
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HUMBER ARM ALLOCHTHON
Middle Ordovician

Georges Lake formation
Ogl Dark grey shale with thin beds of buff limy sandstone

and buff quartzite, melange with scaly shale matrix
and blocks of grey sandstone, thin bedded limestone
and shale, and quartzite.

Middle Cambrian to Lower Ordovician
Cooks Brook Formation

-COcb Thin bedded grey shale and platy limestone with
limestone breccia units.

Lower to Middle Cambrian
Irishtown Formation

•Ci Dark grev to black shale with thick units of quartzite
and local quartz pebble conglomerate. Ci1, laminated
green shale and thin bedded grey shale with lime
mudstone and local quartzite at Watsons Brook.
Ci", includes chaotic zones.

Lower Cambrian
Summerside Formation

•Cs Creywacke and quartz granule to pebble
conglomerate, red and green shale.

PARAUTOCHTHONOUS ROCKS
(Pinchgut assemblage)

Middle Ordovician
Whale Pack formation

Owb Green micaceous sandstone, siltstone and grey shale.
Cambrianf?)

Pinchgut group
-€.p Thin bedded limestone and dolomitic mudstone, grey

to green shale, pebble to boulder platy limestone
breccia: strongly deformed and regionally
metamorphosed to greenschist facies in east.

(Carbonate sequence)
Upper Cambrian to Middle Ordovician

St. George and Table Head groups
-COst Thick bedded grey limestone and dolomite, minor shale
Lower to Middle Cambrian

Reluctant Head Formation
•Crh Thin bedded limestone and dolomitic mudstone, grey

to green shale and platy limestone breccia.
Hadrynian to Lower Cambrian

Mount Musgrave Group
HCm Ouartz mica schist, quartzite, mica schist, slate,

minor amphibolite and quartz-feldspar gneiss.

Geological contact, approximate

Thrust fault, approximate

High angle fault, approximate

Bedding, tops known, inclined

Redding, tops unknown, inclined, vertical

Dominant foliation, inclined

Axis of minor fold with direction of plunge

Roads, Trans Canada Highway, paved highway,
woods road

Limestone-marble transition

blocks stand a metre above recessive shales in shoreline
exposures. Blocks are a sampling of lithologies like those of
the Pinchgut group, and quartzites of the nearby Irishtown
Formation.

Dark grey shales, identical to those of the Georges
Lake formation, occur conformably above thin- to
medium-bedded limestones at the top of the carbonate
sequence on the east side of Georges Lake. The
preponderance of shale with local intraformational
conglomerates along the eastern side of the Georges Lake
formation, and melanges along its western side, suggest a
crude internal arrangement of units that bridge the gap from
the top of the autochthon to the base of the allochthon. Thus
shales along its eastern side may be equivalent to those at
the stratigraphic top of the autochthon; associated wildflysch
conglomerates are a harbinger to the arrival of the Humber
Arm Allochthon; and melanges toward the west and possible
top of the unit result from overriding and emplacement of
the allochthon.

Humber Arm AUochthon
Only the Summerside, Irishtown and Cooks Brook

formations of the lower structural slices of the plumber Arm
Allochthon are exposed in the area.

The Summerside Formation is restricted to a thin
wedge that extends across Humber Arm near Corner Brook in
the north. The formation consists of coarse quartz
greywackes, quartz pebble conglomerates and red and green
laminated shales. The formation underlies the Irishtown
Formation with its top defined by the highest red shale
horizon.

The Irishtown Formation in the western and northern
parts of the area consists of dark grey shale with prominent
white quartzite units, and local pebble to boulder
conglomerates. Shales are laminated with local small scale
cross lamination. Most are grey but a green shale unit occurs
at the base of the formation, and silvery grey and green
shales occur elsewhere. Ouartzites are well-sorted,
thick-bedded to massive. Conglomerates are well exposed in
a large railway cutting at the railway yard of Corner Brook.
These are coarse and polymictic with pebbles to large
boulders of intraformational shale and quartzite, limestones,
and medium- to coarse-grained massive to sheared and
pyrophylitized granite. Ouartz grains up to 5 cm in diameter
occur in the matrix of this conglomerate.

Along Watsons Brook, the Irishtown Formation has
laminated light and dark green shale with interbeded grey
shale and buff-weathering lime mudstone (Ci1 of Fig. 91.1).
The Watsons Brook lithologies grade east and west into
typical Irishtown grey shales.

In zones of strong deformation, quartzite beds are
disrupted into boudins surrounded by dark shale. Examples
occur in the city of Corner Brook especially behind the
K-Vlart shopping plaza. Broken formation that resembles
melange occurs in Big Feeder and Little Feeder Brooks
(Ci"of Fig. 91.1).

The Cooks Brook Formation is the youngest unit of the
allochthon in the Corner Brook area and consists of thin- to
medium-bedded grey shale and limestone with limestone
breccia units. It occurs in the axial zone of a regional
syncline along the western margin of the area. A thin
structural sliver of the formation is caught within the
footwall of the Crow Hill Thrust on the south shore of
Humber Arm. A conformable contact with the underlying
Irishtown Formation is exposed in a road cut at this locality.
The contact is marked by the appearance of thin-bedded light
grey limestone above a sequence of dark shale. A thin
horizon of pebbly limestone breccia occurs 5 m above the
base of the formation in this locality.
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Structure
The most pronounced structural feature in the Corner

Brook area is a moderate to steeply-west-dipping cleavage
that is axial planar to easterly-inclined folds. Thrust faults
with westerly dips and easterly polarity, such as the Crow
Hill Thrust, are related to this phase of deformation. High
angle faults are later features.

Structures of eastern polarity in the type area of the
Humber Arm Allochthon, which was emplaced from east to
west, are enigmatic. These structures were of local concern
to early workers (Stevens, 19fi5; Bruckner, 1966; Lilly, 1967)
and they were noted along the east margin of the allochthon
farther north (Williams et al., 1982, 1983). Structural styles
at Humber Arm have been desrcibed recently by
Bosworth (19S5) and Walriron (1986). The structures affect
the Humber Arm Allochthon and carbonate seciuence alike.
Thev therefore postdate the Middle Ordovician emplacement
of the allochthon. An upper time limit is more difficult to
ascertain.

Examples of easterlv-inclined folds with related
west-dipping axial-planar cleavage are best seen in roadcuts
along the new industrial access between the Trans Canada
Highway and Corner Brook. Folds are asymmetric with long
shallowiy-west-dipoing upper limbs and short steep to
overturned lower limbs. Axes are horizontal or plunge gently
either north or south. Earlier cleavages, predating this phase
of folding, are absent. Later folds that are upright to open
afFect bedding and cleavage. The syncline in the railway
vard at Corner Brook is a good example.

Thrust faults vary from outcrop scale to regional
features. They parallel the main cleavage with moderate
dips. The Crow Hill Thrust is the best known of these
features. Where exposed on the north side of Crow Hill, the
thrust dips 35° southwestward and displays Surnmerside
greywackes above Irishtown shales. The Irishtown of the
footwall is in turn thrust upon a small wedge of Cooks Brook
limestone and shale at the top of the section in the
successively lower plate. Southward from Corner Brook rv?
course of this fault is marked bv slivers of Pinchgut gioup
rocks and it is inferred to extend to Stag Lake.

Thrusts of similar orientation imbricate the Irishtown
Formation and are responsible for repetitions of the Pinchgut
group and Whale Back formation in the vicinitv of Pinchgut
Lake. One example east of Stage Lake is well exposed on a
former logging road. It dips moderately west and brings
limestone breccias of the Pinchgut group above shales and
sandstones of the Whale Rack formation. Shales are highly
sheared in the thrust zone.

In the vicinitv of Corner Brook Lake and
southwestward, the Pinchgut group appears to structurally
overlie metaclastics of the Mount Vusgrave Group. The
Corner Rrook Lake Thrust (Kennedy, 1981) is interpreted as a
conventional west-directed structure that is overturned and
reoriented by later movements. This view stems from
relationships to the north in the Pasadena area
(Williams et al., 19S2) where the continuation of the Corner
Brook Lake Thrust is marked by a mylonite zone at the base
of the upper plate overlain by an east-facing section, all
overturned. The Corner Brook Lake Thrust is also affected
by high angle faulting.

High angle faults postdate folding and thrusting. The
omission of the carbonate sequence and the presence of the
Pinchgut group are controlled by these vertical movements.
High angle faults also juxtapose the Humber Arm Allochthon
and carbonate sequence at Corner Brook, and the Georges
Lake formation and the carbonate sequence at Georges Lake.

High angle faults in the Stephenville area to the south
truncate folds that postdate emplacement of the Humber
Arm Allochthon. Stratigraphic evidence there indicates that
post emplacement folding and faulting are Devonian. A later
generation of faults affect Carboniferous strata.

Structures that postdate the emplacement of the
Humber Arm Allochthon have different polarities in different
parts of the allochthon. In its northern portion between
Bonne Bay and Portland Creek (Williams et al., 1985) and its
southern portion between Port au Port Peninsula and Grand
Lake (Williams, 1985b), post emplacement structures have
westward polarity. In its central parts, structures have
westward polarity in the west and eastward polarity in the
east (Williams et al, 1982; 1984; Gillespie, ' 19S3:
Nyman et al., 1984). These structures, regardless of polarity,
are viewed as manifestations of the same compressive stress
regime. Logically, their controls originate in the east, or
internal parts of the orogen.
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Abstract

A seabed sedirnent sampling program was carried out through the ice in the Byam Martin
Channel - Cameron Island - Lougheed Island region of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago in April and
May 1985.

Sampling operations were carried out at 79 stations over a 23 200 km area mainly with a 27 kg
gravity corer. Maximum core recovery was approximately 1 m. Grab samples were obtained at
19 stations with a Dietz-Lafonde sampler.

Preliminary results indicate that the upper metre of seabottum sediments consists
predominantly of silt or clay with variable amounts of coarser material- Foraminifera in the surface
sediments indicate a distinct faunal break at 200 m water depth which is related to water mass
characteristics.

Re'sume'

On a entrepris un programme d'e'chantillonnage de sediments marins a travers la glace dans la
region du detroit de Byam Martin, de I'ile Cameron et de l'Tle Longheed de l'archipel Arctigue, en
avril et mai 1985. L'echantillonnage a 6l& effectue1 dans 79 stations, couvrant une superficie de
23 200 km2, a 1'aide surtout d'un carottier a gravity de 27 kg. La longueur maximale de carotte
r£cupe>ee a e'te' d'environ 1 m. Des ^chantillons ont &1& pn§lev£s au hasard dans 19 stations a l'aide
d'un e'chantillonneur Dietz-Lafonde.

Les r^sultats pre'liminaires indiguent gue le premier metre des de'diments du fond marin est
principalement constitue1 de silt ou d'argile gui renferment def. quantite's variables de mate>iau plus
grossier. La presence de foraminiferes dans les se'diments de surface indique une lacune faunique a
200 m de profondeur d'eau, relive aux caract^ristiques de la masse d'eau.
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Introduction

During April 11 to \lav I*. 195! 5. the •\t lantir
Geoscience Centre carried out a field program to investigate
the surficial geology of the Rvam Martin Channel-Loughecd
Island offshore region as part of studies of the inter island
channels of the Canadian Arctic Vchipelago supported bv
NOGAP (Morthern Oil and Gas Action Program). The work-
consisted primarily of a through-the-ice sediment sampling
operation to obtain regional information on the nature,
distribution and history of the seafloor sediments in this area.
Sampling operations were conducted at 7S stations over a
21200km2 area (Fig. I; Table I). These were spaced to
provide a regional coverage, as well as to include some
bathymetric variations and nearshore areas (Fig. !). The
program was carried out from Panarctic Oils Ltd. Bent H e n
camp on Cameron Island by means oi a 206L helicopter of
Quasar Helicopters Ltd., coordinated by Poiar Continental
Shelf Project (PCSP).

Methods

Sampling was conducted through 10" (2'>.'( cm) diameter
holes drilled through the ice. Locations of the planned
stations were locally adjusted in the field to uti l ize as
favourable (thin) ice as possible, e.g. former leads, and to
avoid very thick multiyear ice. Ice thickness at the stations
attempted commonly was in the order of 2-2.5 in. Samples
were collected mainly with a 60 Ib. (27 kg) gravity corer
fitted with a plastic liner that also served as a core barrel
and modified core cutter and retainer assernblv ( r ig . 2).
Maximum core recovery was approximately 1 m. Grab
samples were obtained at I1) stations with a Pietz-Lafonde
sampler. The sampling instruments were lowered to the
seafloor bv means of a tripod and small winch (Fig. 3). Roth
the sampling winch and the hole cutting augers were
electrically driven from a portable 3000 W Honda generator.

Figure 1. Index map showing sample station locations and qeneral bathymetry. Circled stations
indicate 3.5 kHz acoustic data points.
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Tablet. 85-100 station data

STATION

1
2
4
5
6
6A
7
7B
8
8B
9
iO
1 1
1 IB

1 LC

12
12B
13
14
14B
1 5
15B
16
1 /

18
19
20

22
23
23B
24
25
26
26B
27
28
29
30
3i
32
33
34
35
36

LATITUDE

75.48N

7 5 . 5 9 N

7 5 . 7 4 N

75.74N

75.76N

7 5.7 3N

7 5 . 7 3 N

75.73N

7 5 . 8 0 N
7 5.8ON

75 .85N

75.92N

7 5 . 9 4 N

75.94N

75.93N

7 6 . 0 1 N

76-01N
76.08N
76.26N
76. 26N
7 6 . 3 3 X

7 6 - 3 3 N

76 .3iN

7 6 . 1 5 N

7 6 . 0 9 N
7 5 . 9 3 N

75.96N
7 6 . 0 2 N

7 6 .1 0 N

7 5 . 2 3 N

76.23N
76.24N
76.23N
7 6 . 3 1 N

7 6 . 3 0 N

7 6.38N
7 6 . 4 4 N

76.57N
76.5ON
7 6 . 4 2 N
76.34N

7 6 . 2 8 N

7 6 . 4 3 N

7 6 . 4 8 N
7 6.5 ON

Ice thickness
capability.

LONGITUDE

104.1OW

1 0 3 . 7 4 W

I 0 3 . 3 4 W

1 0 3 . 5 7 W

104.30W
104.44W
105.07W
105.07W
I 0 5 . 1 3 W

1 0 5 . 1 3 W

104.69W
104.09W
105.33W
105.33W
105.38W
1 0 5 . 0 2 K
105.02W
1 0 4 . 5 7 U

104.07W
104.07W
1 0 4 . 4 8 W

104.4 7W

105.O7W
105.88W

106 .2 i W

)07.30W

107 .22W

10 7 . 2 2 W

107.18W
108 -02W
108-02W
107.29W
106.31W
105.71W
105 .91 W
104.5OW
104 .88W
104 -8 5W
1 0 5 . 5 5 W

i 0 6 . 2 1 W
107.OOW

107.57W

107 . 34W

107.95W

106.81W

WATER

DEPTH

(Metres

99
154
79

1 29

161
1 52

166
1 66
247
247
175
1 31
185
1 85
1 85
189
189
179
40
40
64
50

1 89
236
221
126
140
1 57
292
35
35

386
245
217
245
64
89
69

240
26 0
296
231
344
79

294

was in excess of 3

SAMPLE
TYPE

)

CRAB
CORE
GRAB
CORE
CORE
3.5 SEISMICS
CRAB
CORE
GRAB
CORE
CORE
CORE
GRAB
CORE
3.5 SEISMICS
GRAB
CORE
CORE
CORE
3.5 SE1SMICS
CORE
3.5 SEISMICS
CORE
CORE
CORF.
CORF.
CORE
CORE
CORE
CRAB
CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
3.5 SEISMICS
CRAB
GRAB
CRAB
CORE
*
CORE
GRAB
CORE
GRAB
CORE

CORE

LENGTH
(Cm)

0

53
90

0

0
58
8

0

0
20
76

57

0
46
7 1

59
58
8 7

95

4 6

69
21
50

32

29

27

8 5

metre hole cutting

STATION

37
3H
39
40
4 1

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
4 9

50
51
52
53
54
55
55B
56
57
58
59
60
6i
62
63
64
65
66
6 7
67B
68
69
70
71
7 2

73
74
75
76
7 7

7 8

79

LATITUDE

7 6 . 5 9 X

7 6 . 6 9 N
76 -68N

7 6-SON

76 .87N

7 6 . 8 2 N

76 .75N

7 6 . 6 5 N
7 6 . 5 7 X

7 6.5 5N
7 6 . 5 6 N

7 6 . 6 2 N

7 6 . 7 3 N
76 .72N

76 -89N
76 -96N

7 7 . 04.N
7 7 . i O N

7 7 . 3 0 N

77.30N
7 7 . 3 2 N

7 7.28N

7 7 . 2 4 N

7 7 . 1 3 N

7 7 . 0 5 N
7 6 . 9 7 N

7 6 . 8 5 N

7 7 . 0 9 N
7 7 . 2 4 X

7 7 . 1 9 N
7 5 . 9 5 X

76.04X

7 6 .O4,\

76 . 15N

7 6 . 3 0 N
7 6 . 4 A K

7 6 . 5 8 N

76 .66N

7 6 . 7 6 X

7 6.8!X

7 6 . 8 8 X

)b • 93 X
7 7 . 0 9 X

7 7 .00X

7 6 . 9 5 X

LONG I

1 06.

105.
104 .

1 04 .

104 .

105 .

1 06 .

1 06 .
1 07 .

1 08.

1 08.

1 08.
107 .

107
106
105
104
105
105
05
105
1 06

1 06

106
107
1 07

1 08

1 08

1 08
07

lOi
1 01

1 01
i 02

1 02

02
i 0 2

1 01
i 0 2

03
1 0 2

; 02

i 01
! 02

103

TUDE

2 5 W

46 W
37 W

2 0W

3 9 W

4 0W

1 5W
8 4 w

5 6 K

1 1 W

4 3W

09 W

7 2 W
38W
82 W
93W
6i W
58 W

61 W
61W
7 0W

1 6W

7 6 W
62W
23W
.82W

. 5 2 W

. 1 6 W

.94W

. 4 6 W

. 7 7 W

. 9 2 K

. 92 W

. 2 7 W

. 4 7 W

.(SOW

. 5 8 W

. 4 3 W

. 5 ; W

. 5 i, \i

. h 9 W

.now

. 5 9 W

. 7 6»

. h 9 W

WATER
DEPTH
(Metres)

220
1 22

61
222
208
172
1 44
276
386
2 i 0
1 29

333
367
347
197
185
! i 2

162
16
16
48

252
3 3 i
24 1

1 7 2

469
1 5 i

495
503
1 34

208
1 27

i 27

386
". 3 9

2 55
460
. 04

1 93

3 0 i

2 I) h
4 6;

2 37

26 3
1 5 0

SAMPLE

TYPE

CORE

CORE

CRAB

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORE

CORF.

CORE
GRAB

CORE

CORE
CORE

CORE
^ Z ?.'?.
CORE

CORE

GRAB
CORF.

CORE

CORE

CORE
CORE

CORE

CORE
GRAB

CORE

CORE

CORE

GRAB

GRAB

CORK

CORF.

CORE

CORE

CORE

GRAB

C 0 R E

CORK
C 0 R E

L 0 R1".

COR F.

C 01; t.
*

CORE
LENGTH
(Cm)

2 2

31

0

92
83
5

79
53
0

25
30
25
14
25
28
75

0

28

1 0
2 7

86
33

25
25
9

0

; oo
2 3

23
70

9':
5 2

89
99
35
93
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Figure 2

Photograph showing gravity corer being
recovered with a sediment core in the
plastic barrel.

Figure 4
X-radiograph of core interval 17-42 cm from station 2
illustrating layering of coarser particles in a sediment
consisting predominantly of silt or clay. Random distribution
of some coarse particles is also evident.

Figure 5

X-radiograph of core interval 17-42 cm from station 41
illustrating laminated fine sediments which underline mainly
unstratified sediments that typically form the immediate
seafloor.

Figure 3
Photograph illustrating sample station
equipment including tripod, winch,
generator, and ice augers. The rear of the
20SL helicopter used to transport the
equipment and personnel appears on the
left of the photo.
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Aircraft navigation and station positioning was
accomplished by Global Vavigation System (GN.S) and
satellite navigation. The latter utilized a small onboard unit
and an antenna set up on the ice and was used while on
station to obtain good quality station positions and to update
the GNS.

Acoustic experiments were conducted at six widely
scattered localities (Pig. I) using a single 3.5 transducer
lowered through holes in the ice and recorded on a precision
graphic recorder. These data suggest an acoustically
transparent layer at the immediate seabed that is consistent
with the mainly fine textural composition of the sediment
samples collected in those areas. Further calibration and
evaluation with ground truth information from longer cores
and from other towed acoustic systems is required.

Results

Preliminary data from the cores indicate that the
uppermost metre of sediments at the sample localities
consists predominantly of silt or clay with variable lesser
(often minor) amounts of particles in the sand or gravel size
range. Where present, the coarser sediments appear to be
more prevalent in the upper part of the cores and occur as
scattered particles or bands (Fig. '*). Typicallv the upper
20-30 cm is a brown unstratified sediment underlain bv grey
stratified sediments. At a few localities an interval of
banded brown and grey sediment has been observed between
the upper and lower units. Variations in the silt and clay
fractions associated with the banding down core have been
observed (Fig. 5).

Foraminifera in surface sediments consist of two
different fauna) assemblages; an arenaceous assemblage
dominated by Trochammina wana and a calcareous
assemblage dominated by Cassidulina laevigata or the
planktonic Neoglobogudrina pachyderma. The distribution of
the two assemblages is governed by water depth and access
to the Arctic Ocean. In waters shallower than 200 m and in
basins that are not directly connected to the Arctic Ocean
with water deeper than 200 m, the sediment contains the
arenaceous assemblage, for example, the basins in the
southern Ryam Martin Channel and the Desbarats Basin. The
calcareous assemblage occurs in waters deeper than 200 m,
except for the mid-channel Cameron Island Rise that faces
the Arctic Ocean and where the calcareous assemblage
dominates at waters slightly shallower than 200 m. The
calcareous/arenaceous boundary in sediment cores is useful
for paleo-water depth and paleo-oceanographic studies in the
channels.

The textural composition of the cored sediments and
core-top foraminiferal assemblages suggest that deposition of
the sediments took place under generally quiet, but somewhat

variable and in part possibly cyclical, marine conditions with
some input of coarser sediments by ice rafting and possibly
also from adjacent land sources.

The preliminary studies of the samples suggest that the
sediments throughout much or all of the P>yam Martin
Channel-Cameron-Loughced Island region are similar to
adjacent areas, e.g. Prince Gustaf Adolf Sea, Hazen and
MacLean straits to the north, west and east, previously
investigated by Marlow and Vilks, 1963; and Marlow, 1 96S).

This initial program and preliminary analyses provide
basic information on the seabed sediment types and
distribution for future programs which will include
geotechnical studies. Initial geotechnical analyses will be
carried out on the several cores subsequently obtained from
CCCS Des GroseiJliers in August I 985 (Sonnichsen, 19S5)
which have been stored and transported under more optimum
conditions than was possible during the April - May field
program.
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Kurfurst, P.J., Geotechnical investigation of seabottorn sediments, Tuktoyaktuk area. District of
Mackenzie; jri Current Research, Part A, Geoloqical Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A,
p. 775-778, 1986.

Abstract
Standard drilling equipment and a seismic cone penetrometer have been used to characterize

seabottom sediments. The drillinq and qeotechnical equipment is described and examples of typical
litholoqical sequences and sounding records obtained are presented.

Rfeume'

On a utilise un ^quipement de forage ordinaire et un pe'nrHrometre sismique conique pour
caracteriser des sediments de fond marin. On decrit l'e"quipGment de forage et I'equipement
ge'otechnique et Dn presente des exemples de series lithologiques caractr*ristiques et des
enreqistrements sismiques obtenus.
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Introduction
'\ two-week experimental drilling and gootechnical

testing program was carried out in late March and earlv
April, ISS^. in an area of seabottom sediments near
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories. As part of this program,
the proposed Polar Cias Pipeline crossing of the Fiast Channel
of Mackenzie River at Swimming Point was also drilled and
tested. The drilling and sampling operation was handled bv
Foundex Explorations Ltd.. Surrey, British Columbia, and the
seismic cone penetrometer tests were performed bv the In-
situ Testing Group, Department of Civil Engineering.
Universitv of British Columbia; the entire program was
overseen bv personnel from the Regional Geophysics and
Geochemistry and Terrain Sciences Divisions of the
Geological Survey of Canada.

details of the design and operation of the seismic cone art
given bv Campanella and Robertson O^SO. This researct
vehicle was used to perform seismic cone penetration tost1

'S(TPT) in the seabottom sediments.

A pressure transducer, located inside the cone
measures the pore pressure immediutelv behind the rone tip
•\ temperature sensor and a slope sensor arc also included ii
the cone to monitor temperature and verticalitv durint
penetration. Small velocitv seismometers or accelcrometor*

Borehole: TU #2

10 ;...-., .

Equipment

The drill rig used was an HT-700 hydraulic top-drive
rotary drill, totally enclosed in an insulated container, which
was mounted on a sled for easy transportation. H\V size
wireline drill casing string, with latching tools, drill bits, and
sampling equipment, was used throughout the drilling
operation. The casing was advanced while rotating and
pumping either water or drilling fluid down the inside of the
casing. Shelby tube samples were taken intermittently during
the drilling, at 1.5 m intervals and where required by change
in lithology. A detailed description of the drilling equipment
and techniques is given by Kurfurst 09S4).

The geotechnical in situ borehole testing was performed
using a research vehicle developed bv the Civil Engineering
Department, University of British Columbia. A complete
description of the vehicle, its capacity, and controls, and full
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Figure I. Site location map. Figure 2. Example of a typical drilling loq.
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have been incorporated into the cone penetrometer to
measure the seismic velocities: the seismic wave traces were
observed on a digital oscilloscope and recorded on disk
meinorv.

Several seismic sources were tested to evaluate their
effectiveness in the generation of compressional and shear
waves. Most cmiiinonlv used were explosive caps, detonated
at various water depths beneath the ice: caps were also
placed on the seabottom with either a flat blade or a circular
plate device. At locations where the sea ice extended to the
seabottom. the seismic signal was generated bv striking the
rear support pads of the research vehicle with a sledne
hammer.

Field Work

The field work was carried out between March H and
April •?. 19S1). at four sites in the Tuktovaktuk area (Fig. I).
The depth of boreholes ranged from H to 30 m; the number of
seismic soundings and cone penetrat ion profiles at each site
varied from one to five. The thickness of ice was about 2 m
and the depth of water ranged from 0 to 5 in.
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The compilation of the geotechnical results from all
sites, including the seismic records and their interpretation,
is in progress.

Discussion

The seismic cone penetration test provides rapid
continuous stratigraphic information with close vertical
resolution. The stratigraphic interpretation is based on a
calculated friction ratio, which is obtained by dividing the
cone sleeve friction by cone bearing capacity (Fig. 1).
Granular soils typically have low friction ratios and high cone
resistance, whereas cohesive, fine grained or organic soils
have high friction ratios and low cone resistance. Seismic
velocities fcompressional and shear waves) and temperature
are the other parameters that can be measured directly by
the seismic cone penetration test. Other geotechnical
parameters which can be derived from the SCPT data include
equivalent relative density, equivalent friction angle,
equivalent Standard Penetration Test blow count, and
undrained shear strength.

Detailed evaluation, interpretation, and discussion of
the field results are in progress.

The seismic cone Denetration equipment worked well in
the harsh and cold environment and produced fast and
reliable stratigraphic, seismic, and temperature data. It has
several limitations, however. The cone will not penetrate
coarse (gravelly) or frozen sediments, its performance is
highly affected by quality and location of seismic sources,
and the quality of the received signal is sometimes poor.
Although the problem of penetrating coarse or frozen
sediments cannot be eliminated because of the nature of the
equipment used, alternate and improved seismic sources,
improved types of accelerometers, and the introduction of
filters can be expected to improve both the quality of data
measured in situ and the derived parameters.
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Gold concentrations in till, Great Island,
northern Manitoba
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Dredge, L.A. and Nielsen, E., Gold concentrations in t i l l , Great Island, northern Manitoba; in Current
Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada, Paper 86-1A, p. 779-782, 1986.

Abstract
Gold analyses were run on the fine matrix fraction of ti l l samples which were previously shown

to have anomalously high arsenic values. Gold concentrations from 5 to 87 ppb were measured at
six sites. Samples with the highest gold contents are underlain by, and probably derive from, the
Great Island Group of metasediments and from Seal River volcanics.

R<5sum<5

On a dos<5 l'or dans la fraction fine du ciment des e'chantillons de til l dont la teneur en arsenic
e'tait anormalement elev^e. On a trouve des teneurs en or de 5 a 87 ppb dans six endroits diffeYents.
Les ^chantillons dont les teneurs en or sont les plus £ levees reposent sur le groupe rne'tase'dimentaire
de Great Island et les roches volcaniques de Seal River, qui en seraient la source.

Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines, 535-330 Graham Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4L"3
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Gold and arsenic concentrations
Till samples collected during the course of Quaternary

geological mapping in northern Manitoba have been
previously analyzed for base metals and uranium
(Dredge, 1983a,b). The geochemical results from that study,
wh'eh used the <2 um fraction of the til) matrix, indicated
that the surface tills in the general vicinity of Great Island,
and as far south as North Knife River (Fig. 1), had arsenic
values well above the regional background, which was 6 ppm.
One sample with a particularly high arsenic content is from
about 5 km east of the eastern tip of Great Island.

Because of the arsenic anomalies, gold analyses have
been run subsequently on 26 till samples in the Great Island-
North Knife River area. Gold contents (in ppb) were
determined by neutron activation techniques using the
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<63 ym fraction cf till. Bondar-Clegg and Co. Ltd. of
Ottawa analyzed the samples. Arsenic levels were also
retested, using the <63 pm fraction and neutron activation
technique. The new values obtained for gold and arsenic are
shown in Table 1. The only anomalously high arsenic value on
the samples retested lies east of Great Island, and
corresponds to the highest gold value obtained (Fig. 2).
However, gold values well above the detection limit (5 ppb)
were measured at five other sites as well, all of which
correspond to sites having high arsenic contents in tne
<2 Mm fraction according to the original analysis.

Bedrock types

The bedrock geology of the area has been mapped by
the Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines
(Schledewitz, 1977; Fig. 3). The Seal River region, as shown
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Figure I. Arsenic concentrations (ppm) in the clay fraction
of tills from the Great Island area (from Dredge, 1983b).

Figure 2. Gold concentrations (ppb) in till. X denotes sites
with values less than 5 ppb.

Table 1. Data summary for till samples with gold content above detection limit (5 ppb)

Site Field No.

A 311

B 379

C 416

D 350

E 259

F 494

Au (ppb) As

87

10

5

7

9

42

(ppm)1

252

25

7

19

19

16

As (ppm)2

122

8

5

2

7

8

1 <2 um fraction, determined by colorimetry
2 <63 (im fraction, determined by neutron activation
3 percentage granules/sand/silt/clay

Grain size3

10/49/38/3

8/65/24/3

7/62/20/11

13/63/20/2

9/68/20/0

8/73/12/7

Carbonate %

4

2

3

2

1

13

Underlying bedrock

quartzite, phyllite

pelitic gneiss/
monzonite

foliated quartz
monzonite

tuff, andesite, and
dacite

quartzite, phyllite

quartzite, phyllite
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96°00'

1 = Seal River volcanic rocks (tuff, andesite, rhyolite and
dacite)

2 = Semi-pelitic paraqneiss
3 = Gabbro
4 = Great Island Group (quartzite and interlayered phyllite

and schist)
5 = Great Island Group (conglomerate, dolomite, iron

formation, greywacke, siltstone). Iron formation is
denoted by rows of dots

6 = Quartz monzonite, minor qranodiorite. Triangles give
locations of sulphide showings.

Figure 3. Bedrock types (after Schledewitz, 1977).

in Figure 3, is extensively underlain by volcanic and younger
metasedimentary rocks, both of Proterozoic age. Most of the
gold sites lie on these rock types. The Seal River volcanic
rocks (e.g., site D, Fig. 3) consist of tuff, pillowed andesite,
rhyolite, dacite, and related conglomerates, ali of which have
been intruded by gabbro stocks. Associated semi-pelitic
gneisses underlie site B. Gabbro and quartzite-derived
gneisses, which may belong to the Great Island Group,
outcrop in the North Knife River area. Interlayered
sequences of quartzite and andalusite-bearing phyllite
underlie sites E and F. Sections of bedrock exposed along
river banks near site F are intensely weathered. Site A also
lies within the Great Island Group of metasediments, which
includes quartzite, metadolomite, iron formation, argillite,
and greywacke. Rocks in the vicinity of site A are chiefly
interlayered sequences of quartzite, phyllite, and mica schist.
Schistose iron formations outcrop nearby ajong Seal River
and form an arc south of Meades Lake. Intrusive rocks,
chiefly quartz monzonite (site C), form part of a batholithic
body which surrounds the volcanics and metasediments.
Schledewitz (1977) has reported pyrite, pyrrhotite, and
chalcopyrite in the area (Fig. 3).

Glacial deposits and ice flow

The bedrock in the Seal River region is mantled by
extensive glacial deposits and muskeg. The principal glacial
deposits of this region are the sandy till blanket, which

covers most of the region, and the network of eskers which
trend in a south-southeasterly direction (Dredge et al.,
in press; Fig. k). A veneer of marine sand rovers some areas
of till which lie below an elevation of ISO m. Silty till
outcrops along North Knife River and interfingers with the
sandier till there.

The six samples with measurable gold in the fine
fraction are all from sandy till of northern provenance.
Striations and streamlined glacial bedforms indicate that ice
flow during the late Wisconsin maximum was towards the
southwest and south-southeast. The strike of eskers suggests
that ice flow during deglaciation was towards the south-
southeast. The sample from site F, on North Knife River,
was taken from the uppermost sheet of sandy till and is
presumed to be of northern provenance, although most till
exposed along the river is silty textured and has an eastern
provenance. It is not known how far liie till was transported
before being deposited. Some of the samples came from
compact structureless (basal?) till, whereas others are from
looser tills with syngenetic bedding and are more likely
ablation deposits. A study of garnet transport in similar tills
to the west of the Great Island area indicated that most
sand-sized debris moved less than 5 km down-ice from the
source outcrops (Dredge, 1981). The till at site E, however,
has a high percentage of volcanics in the pebble fraction. If
the site E till derives from the volcanic bedrock to the north,
then the fine fraction has possibly been transported as much
as 15 km.

ST = sandy till (northern provenance)
SiT = silty till (eastern provenance)
qL = glaciolacustrine silts
R = rock outcrop

«« Esker
--•""" Streamlined glacial bedforms

Figure 4. Surface materials (after Dredge et al., in press,
Map 1608 A).
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Comments
This report presents gold results from widely scattered

till samples taken from the Great Island area. The till at site
A yielded highest gold levels and lies within an area underlain
by Proterozoic volcanic and metasedimentary rocks. The
rocks, tills, and adjacent fluvial deposits in that general
vicinity may be worth further investigation. Pecause of the
scattering of gold showings over related rock types in other
parts of the area, additional sampling on a denser grid than
was used for the reconnaissance mapping may be useful.
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Notes on the geomorphology and Quaternary geology of
northeastern Ungava Peninsula, Nouveau Quebec

D.A. St-Onge and J.S. Scott
Terrain Sciences Division

St-Onge, D.A. and Scott, J.S., Notes on the geomorphology and Quaternary geology of northeastern
Ungava Peninsula, Nouveau Quebec; in Current Research, Part A, Geological Survey of Canada,
Paper 86-1A, p. 783-785, 1986.

Abstract
Broad upland surfaces carved by wide shallow valleys suggest a mature preglacial landscape

resulting from subaeriaJ evolution during long periods of geoloqical time. The history of these
surfaces has not been studied, leaving long gaps in the geological history of the region. Glaciers later
polished the rock surfaces leaving a generally thin veneer of drift, usually in the form of boulder
fields. During deglaciation higher level glacial lakes occupied numerous depressions but, apparently,
no extensive proglacial lakes occupied the area. Present geomorphic processes, such as soiifluction
and frost heave, contribute to landscape development but these processes have not significantly
altered the pre-Quaternary landscape.

Resume'

De vastes surfaces de haute-terre, ravine"es par de larges valises peu profondes, indiguent
l'existence d'un paysage pre'-glaciaire parvenu a maturite, resultant d'une Evolution sub-ae>ienne
pendant de longues pe"riades g^ologigues. L'histoire de ces surfaces n'a pas (He etudiee de sorte qu'il
reste de qrandes lacunes dans 1'histolre grSologique de la region. Plus tard, Ies glaciers ont poli les
surfaces rocheuses, y laissant une couche de depots qlaciaires qe'ne'ralement mince, habituellement
sous forme de champs de blocs e"mouss£s. Lors de la deglaciation, des lacs glaciaires, de niveau plus
l̂eve", ont occupy de nombreuses depressions, mais il semble qu'il n'y ait pas eu de grands lacs

proglaciaires dans la region. Des processus geomorphologiques, comme la solifluxion et le
soulevement par le gel, contribuent actuellement a Involution du paysaqe, mais ils ont tres peu
modifie1 le paysage prd-Quaternaire.
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Introduction
Little is known about the geornorphology and surficial

geology of the Ungava Peninsula region of Nouveau Quebec
(Gangloff et al., 1976).

The authors took advantage of a Precambrian Geology
Division field camp south of Kangiqsujuaq (Wakeham Bay)
(Fig. 1) to carry out a preliminary survey in order to evaluate
the requirements for Quaternary geology studies in this
region. Although mechanical problems with a chartered
helicopter resulted in a less extensive survey than originally
planned, some significant preliminary results were obtained.

Preglacial landscape
As pointed out by Bird (1967, p. 59-60) little is known of

the origin and age of the extensive upland of Nouveau Quebec
except that it "is an elevated peneplain" with broad areas
lying between *60 and 600 m elevation, and that it includes
"exhumed surfaces of sub-Paleozoic, sub-Proterozoic and
possibly even an earlier age" (Bird, 1967, p. 60).

There is no doubt that this landscape of rolling uplands
with accordant summit heights, broad valleys, and generally
thin drift cover is preglacial in origin. Certainly subaerial
denudation must have extended over long periods of
geological time. Although no recent work has been done on
the origin and age of these surfaces, the detailed topographic
information required to reconstruct the surfaces is now
available. This, joined with the now better known geological
and tectonic history of surrounding sedimentary basins,
should make it possible to construct a reasonably well
documented history of the landscape.

Glacial landscape
The Glacial Map of Canada (Prest et al., 196S) shows a

large glacial lake basin in the north-central part of Ungava
Peninsula. This proglacial lake, covering the upper reaches of
Povungnituk River and the present Nantais Lake (Fig. 1), was
presumed to have been confined by ice to the southwest and
by highlands to the northeast. Discussions with Prest
indicate that the former presence of this lake was surmised
from the study of airphoto mosaics which suggested the
presence of extensive washed zones.

Detailed studies of aerial photographs reveal no
substantial accumulation of unconsolidated sediments which
could be related to a former lake level. This observation was
also confirmed by bedrock geologists working in the area. The
lack of fine sediments and the lack of high level deltas
suggest there may never have been an extensive lake in this
region. The 'washed zones' would appear to be a result of
bedrock properties, particularly horizontal cleavages, which
result in small benches being formed on the side of hills;
these, particularly on airphoto mosaics, could easily be
mistaken for former water planes or short lived beaches.
There is evidence, however, for higher water levels along the
valley sides of present lakes as pointed out by Taylor (19S2,
p. 4), particularly along the bedrock valley now occupied by
Nantais Lake. It is likely that these terraces of apparently
coarse material result from sedimentation at the margin of a
stagnant ice mass which occupied the lowlands. Similar
landforms and deposits are found above several unnamed
lakes to the east of Nouveau Quebec Crater. A systematic
airphoto analysis of this region could likely yield a pattern
that would help in defining phases in deglaciation.

Figure 1. Location map showing the assumed glacial lake
(shaded) as shown on the Glacial Map of Canada (Prest et al.,
1968). Field camp location is shown by a star.

Figure 2

Erratic boulders on a bedrock surface in the
vicinity of the field camp site.
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Postglacial landscape

The whole region is mantled by a thin cover of drift,
commonly in the form of a boulder field resting on a glacially
polished bedrock surface (Fig. 2). Most of the boulders
appear to be glacially transported erratics but, near ridge
summits, frost heaved bedrock suggests that a felsenmeer is
slowly developing. Solifluction is active in limited areas such
as below perennial snowbanks where moisture and fines
combine to make the material fluid. Even then this activity is
relatively insignificant as demonstrated by the large number
of bedrock outcrops which remain bare in spite of the
existence of solifluction lobes above and below.

Accumulations of any substantial thickness of glacial
and postglacial sediments are confined to the lower reaches
of the main rivers draining into fiord valleys which indent the
Ungava Bay coast. In such localities terraces formed from
deltaic and deeper water sediments, as a result of postglacial
isostatic rebound, should be examined to document the
chronostratigraphy of the area since ice retreat. This would
be important in attempting to model the history of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet in the crucial Hudson Strait region
(Dyke et al., 19S2).

Conclusions
Our brief study raises more questions than it answers

but it strongly suggests that an extensive glacial lake was not
a feature in the degiaciation of the area. It highlights the

need for a better understanding of the long history of the
landscape of this region, and particularly for the late
Quaternary, because of its bearing on the construction of
degiaciation models for the Laurentide Ice Sheet.
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Abstract

Previously unrecognized phyric felsic volcanic rocks form a core up to 3.5 km wide and 35 kin
long, within a belt of sheared, but l i t t le metamorphosed, steeply dipping strata that extends 60 km
southwesterly from the northwest arm of Whitefish Lake (62°25'N, IO7°O3'W) to Tent Lake within
gneisses of the Churchill Province. Arkose and conglomerate along the south flank of the volcanic
section and laminated siltstone at Tent Lake are similar to rocks that comprise the main belts of
Nonacho Group strata to the southwest.

Resume

Des volcanites felsique, preablement non reconnues, forment un noyeau atteignant 3.5 km, dans
une ceinture de roche cisaillees mais faiblement meiamorphisees qui s'etend sur 60 km vers le sud-
ouest du bras nord-ouest du lac Whitefish (62°25'N, 107°03'W) jusqu'au lac Tent dans les gneisses de la
province de Churchill. Les arkoses et conglomerats formant le flank sud de la succession volcanique
et les microgres lamines au lac Tent ressemalent aux roche qui forment les principales ceintures riu
group Nonacho au sud-oui'st.
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Introduction
A double pronged belt of strata correlated with the

Nonacho Group is shown on Geological Survey of Canada
Map 1216A (Wright, 19f>7) as extending 60 km southwesterly
from the northwestern arm of Whitefish Lake (Yi2o25'N.
IO7°O3'W) to Tent Lake (Fig. I) (75.1/11). The two limbs of
the belt are shown as flanked and separated by granitic
gneiss. Wright noted only sedimentary rocks within the belt,
but in I9S* the writer and R.F.I. Scoates found that felsic
volcanic rocks were also present. In 1985, the writer and
S.S. Gandhi discovered a zone of felsic volcanic rocks 3.5 km
wide at Catholic Lake between the two limbs outlined by
Wright. Minor bodies of probable Monacho volcanic rocks
iiave been mapped 50 km southwest of Tent Lake
(Wright, 1952 and Geological Survey of Canada, I 968):
however, the occurrences in the Whitefish belt are especially
noteworthy because they may comprise the bulk of the strata
in much of this belt, which represent the most northeasterly
of the many widespread occurrences of rocks believed to be
correlative with the Nonacho Group.

It was not possible, in the brief periods available for
work in the area, to map or study the volcanic rocks and their
relationships to other rocks. On four separate days, however,
the writer together with Scoates or Gandhi, or assisted bv
A.K. Stordy, made some revelant observations in ten
localities along the belt as outlined in this report.

Field observations

The general outline of the Whitefish belt as shown on
Map I2I6A (Wright, I9fi7i is illustrated in Figure 1. At
locality 5, thin patches of sheared arkosic grit and polyrnict
conglomerate containing flattened and elongated clasts of
granite occur along the north-facing wall of a steep scarp,
mainly in slump blocks and talus. Highly sheared sericitic
rocks along the scarp grade southward into massive 'granite'
and possibly represent paleosol. Bedrock exposures are
lacking below the scarp but northward across a valley about
50 m wide they are plentiful through a cross-strike distance
of about 200 m. The rocks are grey to pink and contain
abundant to sparse grains of feldspar and quartz in a fine

grained matrix which in some cases may have been
tectonically milled and recrystallized. Sericite or chlorite
and cleavage are developed locally. Steeply-dipping,
compositionally varied layers, 10 cm to 1 m or more thick,
are conspicuous in some outcrops, particularly southerly ones.
Dark fiarnme-like lenses and also fine laminae were noted
locallv. A small outcrop a few kilometres to the northeast at
the shore of Whitefish Lake consists of fine grained mvlonitic
rock. Farther northeast (locality 10) near pucker Lake
sheared fragmental rock, probably conglomerate, is bordered
bv mvloniti/.ed granitoid gneiss. This occurrence suggests
that belts of \onacho rocks may extend farther northeast
than previously realized.

Sheared conglomerate with subhorizontally stretched
clasts is exposed in outcrops at locality >t and at Catholic
Lake (locality 3). Grittv feldspathic rock with steeply-
dipping foliation at locality 2 on Catholic Lake was
interpreted to be arkose. Similar, but less sheared, rocks
were observed in extensive outcrops at locality 9. These
include quartz and feldspar phyric, layered and massive
varieties, like rocks at locality 5. Foliation was observed to
truncate layering and laminations locally. The rocks ^re
considered to be of volcanic and volcaniclastic origin and
may include minor subvolcanic intrusions. Weak radioactivity
was noted in this area and a grid outlined by small rock
cairnes indicates that some prospecting was done here.

In a bay on the northeast side of Tent Lake (locality 6).
steeplv-dipping laminated and massive grev siltstoncs are
well exposed on numerous large and small islands across a
width of 1.5 km. Mo facing directions were discerned. Two
sets of crenulations are present, one with axes dipping gentlv
northeast, the other with axes pitching gentlv southwest.
These indicate that deformation of the beds involved strain in
the sense of northwest side up relative to the southeast side.
Protomylonitic granite and augen gneiss outcrop on the north
side of the bav. Relatively undeformed granite outcrops on
islands southwest of the siltstone exposures and also along
the southwest shore of the lake at locality 8, excepting along
a narrow bay where there is a band of highly sheared rocks
that includes probable conglomerate and arkose. \ bodv of
massive tnonzonite forms a prominent hill at the point of the
lake (locality 7).

108°00'

-62°50'

30

20

+ 10

km

-62 30 62°30' -

107°00'

Figure 1
Outline of Whitefish Lake-Tent
Lake belt of Nnnacho Group as
shown on Geoloqical Sun'ev of
Canada Map 12IRA, and locations
of mitcrop areas described in text.
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The most interesting outcrop area examined ij, that
along the south side of the west arm of Catholic Lake
(locality I) where a section of steeplv-dipping phyric rhvolitic
rocks extends about 3.5 km across most of the area b't.veen
the two limbs of Nonacho sedimentary rocks that are shown
on Map I2I6A. Compositionally varied beds or flows are up
to several metres thick and internal laminae are clearly
discernible in some units, [n places the strata show gradual
or abrupt changes in strike, or are displaced by minor faults.
Thin mafic flows or sills are present. Some relatively coarse
porphyries may be intrusions. A large sample of quartz-
feldspar porphyry near the northwest end of the section was
taken for geochronologiral work. Thin chert layers ^cc
present in thinly bedded tuffs in the central part of the
section, several containing very minor amounts of pyrite. A
sample of one of these was analyzed for gold (ftondar Clegg &
Co. Ltd.) and found to contain less than I ppb.

Discussion

The Whitefish Lake belt of Nonacho rocks appears to be
composed mainly of a thick section of volcanic rocks
overlying a thin layer of basal conglomerate and arkose. The
absence of volcanic rocks at the southwestern end of the belt
may be the result of faulting although there is no direct
evidence of this. The extent of siltstones along the north-
west edge of the belt is presently unknown and may be
difficult to determine due to scarcity of outcrops. The .lones
Lake Nonacho belt 12 to 41 km southwest of the Whitefish
belt is composed almost entirely of slate and greywacko and
is up to 6 km wide as shown on Map 1123A (Geological Survey
of Canada, 196S). The two belts, separated by only 10 km,
are likely structurally dismembered parts of a single basin
the northeast part of which was filled with volcanic deposits
and the southwest part with fine grained clastic sediments
that may have been derived largely from volcanic ash and
deposited in standing water dammed by volcanic rocks.

The Nonacho rocks as weli as older gneisses are
intensely sheared and in places mylonitized particularly along
the north side of the Whitefish belt which is likely fault
bounded. Disruptions of features shown on aeromagnetic
maps (e.g. Geological Survey of Canada, 19SI), together with

topographic lineaments, reveal the existence of an important
fault that strikes eastward from the McDonald Fault near
Snowdrift to Tent Lake (Reinhardt, 1969). It transects
northeasterly-trending magnetic trends displacing them
dextrally. The fault curves northeasterly near Tent Lake and
borders part of the northwest side of the .Tones Lake belt. It
probably converges at Tent Lake with a fault that borders the
southeast of the Jones Lake belt and the northwest side of
the Whitefish belt. The abrupt termination of the thick
siltstone section at Tent Lake may be due to displacement at
a branch of this fault system.

Wright (1967) noted that the strata in the Whitefish belt
"appear to form a southwesterly plunging syncline". The
discover)' of volcanic strata rattier than older granitic rocks
and gneiss between the two previously mapped forks of the
belt provides credibility for this idea. On the other hand, no
repetitions of lithologies have been noted across the belt; nor
was any evidence noted for a fold axis within bedded volcanic
rocks in the central part. It seetns likely therefore that the
belt is homoclinal.
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Abstract
The reduction and interpretation of gravity data o ften calls for the repetitive calculation of the

gravitational effects of rectangular prism. The exact expression for this effect is lonq and complex,
and its implementation on a diqital computer can consume a considerable amount of central processor
time when large or complicated models are involved.

This note reviews the derivation of the rectanqul^r prism formula, and describes shortcuts in its
computer implementation that can achieve significant reductions in processing time with no
degradation in accuracy.

Resume

La reduction et 1'interprelation des donnees gravimetriques exigent souvent le calcul repete des
effets de gravitation d'un prisme rectangulaire. (.'expression exacte de cet effet est longue et
complexe; son calcul sur un ordinateur numerigue peut exiqer un temps extremement long de Minitp
centrale lorsgu'il s'aqit de grands modeles ou de modules compliques.

Dans cette note, on developpe la formule du prisme rectanguiaire et on docrit des raccourcis a
prendre pour 1'appliquer sur 1'ordinateur et economiser beacoup de temps de traitement sans perte de
precision.
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Introduction
The equation for the gravity effect due to a rectangular

prism has been derived and described by several authors
(e.g. Grant and West, 1965; Nagy, 1966 and 19S0;
Talwani, 1973). The derivation involves the solution of a
triple integral: the exact form of this integral does not
appear in standard integral tables, however detailed descrip-
tions of the solution procedures mav be found in the
literature.

The purpose of this note is twofold: a review briefly
techniques for solving the triple integral, and to discuss some
practical aspects of implementing this solution efficientlv in
a computer program.

Solution of the triple integral
From potential field theory, the vertical component of

the gravitational effect of a rectangular prism (Fig. 0 can be
expressed as:

*(o.o.o> =-G0 I] v
v; *; « ! ^ m

where r -- (x2 v v2 *- z 2 ) ' / 2

For a gravitational constant G - 6.6723 cm3 mgal, the
g km

attraction g will be expressed in milligals when X. Y and Z
coordinates are in kilometres, and the density o is in grams
per cubic centimetre.

Equation (1) can be decomposer! into simpler integrals
of the form:

du

and

udu

and then partially solved [or X, Y or Z to yield:

1.(0,0.0) = GoJ2 ln(v + r l j ^ | V* dx {2)

(0,0,0) X

Figure I. Coordinates of a rectnnqular prism.

( • ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) - = G o / " i n ( x + r ) Z 2 " 2

^ I ^ 1

g(0,0,0) - Go
/ : : ••»-$ V l

dv

dz

( i )

•\ solution for (2) may be effected by substitution of the
following:

lnfy + r)dx . \ In (v t r) + y ln(x *• r) - 7. tan" 7x v^ f ^

• " " ( • : )

which yields:

g(0,0,0) -- Gp x In (ytr) + y ln(xtr) - 7. tan" Vxv1

V l

•\r\ identical solution may be effected by a similar
substitution in equation (3).

An identical solution for (<J) may be effected by
substituting:

/tan" '/x^y* = - x ln(y ,- r) - y ln(x 4- r) r z tan" '/xyV

x ln(x2 + z2) + y_ ln(y2 + z2)
2 2

(7)

Computer implementation
A full expansion of equation (&) leads to a lengthy and

complicated expression. This can hav^ a significant impact
on computer execution limes if a grav'rv model consisting of
a iarge number of prisms is involved, u is therefore desirable
to design an algorithm that will improve the efficiencv of
computation.

One simplifying assumption that will be used in the
remainder of this note is that all prisms making up a given
model are regular in their horizontal dimensions, but varying
in the vertical, i.e. the prisms have the same length and
width, but different depths, while this does not necessarily
improve the execution speed of the actual computations, it
does simplify the setting up of the model and the handling of
the results, particularly in situations where observations
'gravity measurements, height or depth) are available in
gridded form. It also permits some rapid procedural
improvements, as described later.

The most obvious wav of speeding up computations is to
combine parts of the expanded form of equation (6) in such a
way that the computer code contains a minimum number of
calls to time-consuming software functions. An even more
effective procedure is to divide each prism into regular
laminae, and then to extract the gravitational effect of each
lamina from the lookup table. Roth methods will be discussed
and compared in the following sections.

Reformulation of the rectangular prism equation

The expanded form of equation (Ci) features sixteen
logarithm terms and eight arctangent terms. The processing
times required to evaluate these and other functions on a
typical mainframe are listed in Table 1. Arctangents and
logarithms require 65 and 60 microseconds, respectively, to
evaluate. This is about half the time required to evaluate an
exponential, but many times more than a simple operation
(add, subtract, multiply, or divide).

An obvious strategy, then, is to combine Jog and arctan
terms so that their coded implementation will invoke fewer
calls to time-costly software functions, and more to simple
operators.
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Table 1. Approximate exeriition times of various
functions on a Cvber model 173 mainframe

Operation

x * > v

SIN M
COS (x)
AT AN (x)
A LOG Ix)
SORT (x)
Simple IF
A OS
Simple operator d ,

These figures were deriver
FORTRAN Do-loops where
one million t imes .

CPI1 t ime (microsec)

125.
SO.
7 5 .
6 5 .

60.
35.
6.
2 .

-. x . / ) 0.2

bv timing the duration of
each operation was executed

and

Using the identities:

ln(u) + Infv) - In(uv)
lnfu) - Infv) - Infu/v)
ton '(u) + tan~'(v) - tan"

Vu)- 1 = tan

I - uv
u + v
I - uv

it is possible to reduce the sixteen log te rms in the full
expression to four, and the eight a rc tans to two. This
shortens the length of the expression from twenty-four te rms
to six. and results in a roughly fourfold decrease in execution
t ime .

Further simplification is possible by identifying the
factor

that appears in both log and arctan terms. This need be
pre-defined and calculated only once for each prism.

Laminae and lookup tables

[f the rectangular prisms in a model are divided into
horizontal laminae of uniform thickness, the lookup table
method can offer a significant advantage in execution speed.

[n the application being discussed here, the lookup table
actually consists of a three-dimensional array stored in
computer memory. The array represents the volume of a
three-dimensional space, with elements of the array
corresponding to laminae that fill the volume. For each
lamina, there is a vertical gravitational attraction that can
be sensed at the origin of the 3D space; the magnitude of this
attraction is stored in the appropriate element of the 3D
array.

The first step in applying the lookup table method
involves calculating the gravitational effects of all the
laminae in the 3D space, and storing them in the 3D array.
Unit density is assumed for these calculations. It is not
necessary to perform this calculation over all of the
3D spaces: in each octant, the gravitational attraction has
X, Y and Z planar symmetry, so computations need be
performed only over one eighth of the total volume.
Similarly, it is not necessary to store the laminar attractions
over the entire 3D space, but in one octant only: this can
significantly reduce the memory requirement for the lookup
table. Note also that laminar computation is a simple case of
the general prism computation; the gravity formula in this
case reduces to one arctan term. Use of the lookup table
method should not therefore incur significant overhead costs
in setting up and storing the table.

The second step in applv
consists of examining a given m
as an ensemble of rcrtangul.ir l
that form part of the model. i:i
lookup table are accessed, SM
density fartor to vield t'ic tota
model.

The lookup table motnnd *fe
that simplified ^ravi t.inona!
performed a limited nirnber oi
the procedure, when the lookup t
followed bv the bulk of omYJii
simple memorv accesses and addi

1 grawi

able
'h.
tion-

'\ comparison of exeriition times

From the information r-onuiined in T.rile ' . :
possible to estimate theoretn allv the leu;!'.--, >l : . • • •
required to calculate the gravitational <-{!e<! ,i!
rectangular prism using the three diffi-n'ri: • >>'n:> i v
algorithms discussed in this note: the f'lll e\r)r<--,s;.?M u . r
twenty-four terms, the reformulated expression r<' ! i< c i v
six combined terms, and the lookup table method.

Tables 2, 3 and k list the number of software ooer.itio'is
invoked in each case, and the theoretical time reipret!. (For
the purposes of this discussion, the r j tcgor. of "si-'ol<-
operator" includes the storage and retrieval of 'iata fro-:'
computer memory.) Exact figures uill depend on pio\v t'\<-
algorithm is coded, but the infonna.ion contained m riese
Tables is adequate for making general comparisons.

Table k requires some explanation, as it a't'Jallv --efe^s
to an average theoretical time derived from the processing of
three rectangular prisms that consist of one. ten, and tuenn
Jaminae. (Note that execution times are not oroportional TO
the number of laminae that make up a prism.) This average
time is used to more closely approximate a roal-worl:!
situation, where prisms in a given mode! will usuallv consist
of a varying number of laminae. Note also that these figures
don't reflect the time required to compute the contents .•>!

Table 2. Theoretical execution time for evaluation of
the full expression

Type of
Operation

Simple operator
Square root
Logarithm
Arctangent

93
S

If,
S

CPU lime I
(microseconds) * I

1-9
2S0

510
Total

*based on execution times listed in Table 1.

Table 3. Theoretical execution time for evaluation of
the reformulated expression

Type of
Operation

Simple operator
Square root
Logarithm
Arctangent
IF statement

135
S

CPU time
(microseconds)*

37
2S0
240

Total 6S3

*based on execution times listed in Table 1.
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Table *. Theoretical time necessary to extract values
from a lookup table

Type of CPU time
Operation Quantity (microseconds)*

For a prism consisting of one lamina:

Simple operator 9 2
IF statement 2 12
ABS 2 *

For a prism consisting of ten laminae:

Simple operator 39
IF statement 11
ABS 2

For a prism consisting of 20 laminae:
Simple operator
IF statement
ABS

69
21
2

Total IS

8
66

Total "71

1*7

Total T65

Averse for the three prisms: 18 + 78 + 165 „_
— = 87

•based on execution times listed in Table 1

Table 5. Measured execution times on a Cyber model
173 mainframe

Algorithm

Full expression
Reformulated expression
Lookup table

Total Time (sec)

376
192

the lookup table itself, but we have already seen that this
operation is only performed once at the beginning of the
computer run, and that it doesn't represent a serious penalty
in overhead. (In fact, the penalty can be eliminated
altogether in some circumstances, if the lookup table is saved
from previous runs and loaded directly into memory.)

From the Tables, it can be seen that the theoretical
execution times for the three different algorithms have the
following ratios:

1769:683:87

i.e. the reformulated expression should take about a third as
long to execute as the full expression, while the lookup table
method should take about an eighth as long as the
reformulated expression.

To verify these theoretical findings, computer code was
created for all three algorithms and applied to a simple
model. This consisted of *<tl identical prisms arranged in a

square 21 x 21 matrix; total ^avitational effect of all
*4l prisms was calculated at *00 points distributed over a
20 x 20 grid.

Results of these tests are shov/n in Table 5. It should
be noted that the figures listed in this Table are total job
execution times, which include operating system overhead
(but not roll-out/roli-in times), input-output, and, in the case
of the last method, calculation of the contents of the lookup
table.

From Table 5, measured execution times have the
following ratios:

376:192:43

Improvement in the real case is not as significant as the
theoretical case: the reformulated expression takes about a
half as long to execute as the full expression, while the
lookup table method takes about a fifth as long as the
reformulated expression. Part of this discrepancy could be
attributed to the variability in execution times of some of
the functions listed in Table 1; the arctan function, for
instance, has an execution speed that is dependent on the
value of its argument. Part could also be due to the
clasification of memory accesses as "simple operators"; in
the lookup table method, these would consist largely of
fetching data stored in a three-dimensional array, which
usually takes longer than fetching data addressed by a simple
variable name.

Nevertheless, the lookup table technique still indicates
a measured improvement factor of about 9 over the full
expression (as opposed to a theoretical factor of about 20).
In terms of the execution speed, therefore, the algorithm is
clearly superior to the other two, and can result in significant
savings of computer time in the processing of large models.

Software has been developed for execution of all three
algorithms; copies of the code are available on request.
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Abstract
A second field season of the two-year Melville Project, a field and laboratory study of Melville

Island, has been completed. The project comprises a broad spectrum of research, and several reports
are in preparation. A review of Melville Island geology in the light of accumulated information
allows some new interpretations for potential hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs.

Dans le cadre du programme Melville de deux ans, une deuxieme campagne d'etude sur le
terrain et en laboratoire de l'ile Melville a £te effectuge. Le programme comprend toute une gamme
de recherches, plusieurs rapports sont en preparation. Une Stude de la g^ologie de l'fle Melville,
basee sur les renseignements accumule's, permet de jeter un nouvel Sclairage sur les reservoirs
^ventuels d'hydrocarbures.
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Introduction

A new field study of Melville Island, Arctic
Archipelago, was begun in 1984 and completed in 1985 as part
of the Geological Survey's ongoing program to map all parts
of Canada at a scale of 1:250 000.

Melville Island includes parts of three Arctic geological
provinces, each with petroleum potential: the Arctic
Platform, the Franklinian Geosyncline (the Parry Islands Fold
Belt), and the Sverdrup Basin (Fig. 1). Vigorous exploration
for petroleum has taken place both on Melville Island and in
the nearby offshore areas, and some 50 wells have been
drilled. Both oil and gas fields have been delineated: Drake
Point and Hecla fields are each estimated by the operator,
Panarctic Oils Limited (1985), to contain more than 3 trillion
cubic feet (84 billion m3) of gas. In addition, a small but
important discovery of oil was made in the Bent Horn well on
Cameron Island (nearby, but outside the area discussed here).

Some features of the sedimentary rocks of the region
were noted during early geographic exploration (outlined
later in this paper). The initial, or reconnaissance geological
surveys delineated the sedimentary basins and indicated their
petroleum potential. The Arctic Islands' first wildcat well,
Winter Harbour No. 1, tested, in !962, noncommercial rates
of gas flow (1700m3/day) from the Middle and Upper
Devonian Weathera!' and Hecla Bay formations. New
concepts useful to exploration, and many prospective targets,
were subsequently established through geophysical surveys
and more detailed geological studies, and these led directly
to the active phase of exploration drilling from 1970 to 1980.

Most of the drilling - and the success - has occurred in
the Sverdrup Basin. The Melville Project provides an
opportunity to review and restudy both surface and
subsurface data on hand, and to collect new stratigraphic and

sedimentological information. These data may be especially
useful when dealing with the lower Paleozoic folded province,
where new syntheses are required to arrive at models that
account for facies distribution, structure, and geological
history of this, a petroleum-prospective part of the
Franklinian Geosyncline.

Field data and rock and fossil collections from 1984,
198 •, and earlier field seasons are being studied at the
Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology and at other
centres, and reports are in preparation. This note is intended
to call attention to ongoing work related to the Melville
Project.

Melville Project, logistics and acknowledgments

Field work in 1984 was based at Nias Point, on the
south shore of Hecla and Griper Bay. The base camp for the
1985 field season was located near Ibbett Bay, in the
northwestern part of the island. The Panarctic Oils Ltd.
airport and station at Rea Point was used as a shipping and
transit point, and on occasion, as a base for fieldwork. Each
field season began in late June and ended about mid-August.
Air support was provided by Quasar Helicopters (Bell 206B
Jet Ranger) and by Bradley Air Services (de Havilland Twin
Otter), both services provided by contract through the Polar
Continental Shelf Project of the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources. Drummed fuel for aircraft had been
shipped by sea to Rea Point a year before each field season.
Aviation fuel, in addition to considerable other materials for
field support, was also purchased from Panarctic Oils Ltd. at
Rea Point. Food for the field camps was supplied by Dorval
Food Market Inc., Montreal, and by Star Meat and Fish
Company Ltd., Edmonton.

LEGEND

Carboniferous to Tertiary

Sverdrup Basin

Permian
to Tertiary

Carboniferous

Ordovician to Devonian

1. Arctic Platform
2. Parry Islands

Fold Belt

anticlinal axes
boundary,

geological
province

well

gas field

base camp

Figure 1. Geological provinces of Melville Island.
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Hel'copters were used for areal mapping and spot
checking of geology during both field seasons; several
traverses on foot also were made. Stratigraphic sections
were measured from smalJ 'fjy' camps set out by helicopter.

A preliminary geological map had been completed from
photo-interpretation (by J.C. Harrison) before the first field
season. This map was continually refined through field
checking and the addition of new interpretations. Some 50
stratigraphic sections were measured during the two-year
project.

Stratigraphic studies were carried out by
O.H. Goodbody (University of Alberta), R.L. Christie
(Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology), and
(in 1985) by C. Riediger (University of British Columbia).
M.J. Robson (University of Western Ontario) studied lower
Paleozoic 'shale basin' units on the northwestern part of the
island. J.C. Harrison was responsible for structural-
stratigraphic mapping.

Field assistance was provided in 1984, by 3ane Bracken,
Todd Cross, Sabine Feulgen, and Kathi Higgins; in 1985, by
David Christensen, Sabine Feulgen, Linda Haid, Ren Lawson,
and ftory Mclntosh.

Other fieldwork supported by the project included:
Jurassic biostratigraphy, T. Poulton (Institute of Sedimentary
and Petroleum Geology); Pennsylvanian-Permian biostrp-
tigraphy, J. Utting, A.C. Higgins (Institute of Sedimentary
and Petroleum Geology) and P. von Bitter (Royal Ontario
Museum) in 198**; and collection of plesiosaur and other
vertebrate remains, D.A. Russell and Clayton Kennedy
(National Museum of Natural Sciences, Ottawa) in 1985.
S.A. Edlund (CSC, Ottawa) completed geobotanica) studies
begun on the island in earlier years. D.A. Hodgson (CSC,
Ottawa) and L. Dyke (Queen's University) studied aspects of
surficial and glacial geology in ] 9^^, with Gary Parkin and
Suzanne Szojka, as.'i^'ants.

Exploration and earlier geological studies

The first wintering by Europeans in the high Arctic
Islands of Canada took place in 1819-20 at Winter Harbour,
Melville Island. William Parry's was a remarkable
achievement for the time; in the course of the first
penetration of the islands by ship, he reached the
northwestern part of the Arctic Archipelago.

Melville Island was explored by Parry and, along with
Prince Patrick and nearby islands, was explored more fullv in
the 1850's, during the British Admiralty search for
Sir John Franklin. The islands remained untouched for half a
century following the Franklin search, until visits between
1906 and 1910 by Capt. J.E. Bernier in the CGS Arctic.
Winter Harbour was again a haven for a ship - the Arctic,
through the winter of 1908-1909 - and on this occasion the
"whole Arctic Archipelago" was annexed to Canada in a
formal ceremony, and a commemorative plaque was unveiled.
Vilhjalmur Stefansson, leader of the Canadian Arctic
Expedition of 1914-17, travelled the coasts of Melville and
Prince Patrick islands en route to and returning from his
exploration of more northerly islands. MelviUe Island was
visited briefly by sledge, aircraft, and ship on occasion in the
1930's and 40's. '

Systematic geological study of the region began in
1954, when E.T. Tozer explored parts of Prince Patrick,
Eglinton, and Melville islands by dog team from Mould Bay
Weather Station on Prince Patrick Island. Tozer mapped an
area of Sabine Peninsula on Melville Island during the
helicopter-supported project, Operation Franklin, and he and
R. Thorsteinsson continued the mapping in 1958, using a Piper
Super-Cub to cover the entire group of the Western
Queen Elizabeth Islands (Tozer and Thorsteinsson, 1964). The
stratigraphic nomenclature established by Tozer and
Thorsteinsson has formed a basic framework for studies since
that time.

Exploration for petroleum began in 1960, when
geologists of the 3.C. Sproule group began work in the
Oueen Elizabeth Islands. In 1962, the Arctic's first wildcat
well, Dome Winter Harbour No. 1, was completed. A show of
gas was obtained from Upper Devonian (Hecla Bay
Formation) sandstone. H.P. Trettin studied the tar sands
(Lower Triassic, Bjorne Formation) of northwestern Melville
Island in 196* (Trettin and Hills, 1966). The newly formed
Panarctic Oils drilled its first hole on Melville Island in 1969,
and in 1970 the company's Drake Point L-67 well came in -
and blew out of control. Gas had been found in Jurassic
sandstone (see Jones, 1981). Several gas fields have now been
outlined in the northeastern part of the island and offshore
(Fig. 1).

From stratigraphic studies and collections of
ammonoids from Permian beds in 1964 and 1967,
W.W. Nassichuk retined the correlations of Permian
formations of Melville Island (Nassichuk, 1965, 1975).

Seismic exploration began on Melville Island in 1968,
and the surveys were extended to offshore areas in the early
1970'5. Some elements of the subsurface structure were
reported and illustrated by Fox (1983, 1985) and by Texaco
Canada Resources Ltd. (1983).

The stratigraphic nomenclature and the sedimentary
environments of lower Paleozoic beds of Melville Island were
described by Embry and Klovan (1976), and Embry (1976)
after a study of the Middle and Upper Devonian 'clastic
wedge1 of the Arctic Islands. New stratigraphic divisions for
the Middle Triassic to Lower Cretaceous beds of the Sverdrup
Basin, which extends onto northern Melville Island, have been
erected by Ernbry (1983; 19S4a, b, c; 1985a, b) from the
subsurface information now available from the many wells.

The surfidii deposits and glacial features of parts of
Melville Island v - . e studied in 1962 by W'.E.S. Henoch, and by
several others since that time. A detailed account of the
surficial materials of central Melville Island by Hodgson,
Vincent, and Fyles (1984) includes a review of earlier studies
of Quaternary material.

Mapping and reporting of the vegetative cover has been
carried out bv Edlund (1982).

Results of geological studies, Melville Project

Significant refinements or revisions in surface strati-
graphic nomenclature that have been made over the past
twenty years were reviewed by Harrison, Goodbody and
Christie (1985), who also outlined some highlights of the
regional mapping program of 1984. Robson (1985),
Utting (1985), and Edlund (1985) have reported on aspects of
the project. Following are further notes on activities by
various researchers allied with the Melville Project.

Subsurface data obtained by petroleum exploration
companies from wells and seismic surveys are being used in
the Melville Project with two goals in mind: first, to
elucidate the subsurface structures; and second, to relate
subsurface and surface sedimentary units. Toward these
ends, F.G. Fox (Panarctic Oils Limited, retired) and
A.A. Densmore (Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum
Geology) have contributed a written study (see list of papers
'in preparation1, below).

T. Poulton reports a "new" ammonite fauna in material
he collected in 1984 at East Kitson River; the "new" fossil
forms were found in the Opalinum Zone of the basal Aalenian
(Wilkie Point Group).

Palynological collections from Silurian and Devonian
beds are being studied by D.C. McGregor (GSC, Ottawa), and
he has reported on collections by Goodbody, Christie, and
Harrison. A notable feature of the material examined to
date is an apparent absence of marine microfossils in shales
of the Weathcrall and Hecla Bay formations.
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Palynological collections from upper Paleozoic beds are
under study by 3. Utting, who is making a systematic
description of species from the Sabine Bay and Assistance
formations. Carboniferous and Permian microfossils
(conodonts) are being examined by A.C. Higgins and
P. von Bitter. The work of Utting, Higgins, and von Bitter is
dedicated to determining the relationship of upper Paleozoic
stratigraphic units, both surface and subsurface, to the
equivalent, welJ-documented units of Ellesmere Island.

Silurian conodonts are being worked on by
A.I">. McCracken (Ottawa), a Research Fellow with the
Geological Survey of Canada.

Rock material from wells throughout the Arctic has
been sampled by L. Brodylo, and measurement of the Thermal
Alteration Index (TAD of pollen and microfossils by 3. Utting
and 3. Dougherty is in progress. Sampling of lower and upper
Paleozoic beds is complete, and sampling of Triassic beds has
begun. TAI measurement is also being carried out on surface
samples collected during fieldwork. This work is being done
in conjunction with F. Goodarzi (Institute of Sedimentary and
Petroleum Geology).

The stratigraphy and sedimentology of the lower
Paleozoic clastic units are being studied by Q. Goodbody
(research fellow), and R.L. Christie. A report on the lower
Paleozoic 'shale basin' is in preparation by 3. Robson, under a
Research Agreement. C. Riediger, research assistant, is
working on stratigraphic material and data collected from
Carboniferous and Permian beds in 1985,

The plesiosaur skeleton discovered in 1984 was
examined by D. Russell who excavated and collected the skull
in 19S5. Two ichthyosaur 'bone-groups' were identified in
nearby beds by the vertebrate paleontologists.

A report on the surficial deposits and glacial features
of western Melville Island is in preparation by n.A. Hodgson;
publication will follow completion of certain age-
determinations.

3.C. Harrison's structural-stratigraphic studies on
Melville Island are being carried out in collaboration with
A.W. Bally and J.S. Oldow (Rice University. Houston, Texas),
who are engaged in a wide-ranging project to test hypotheses
concerning the opening of the Canada Basin. Both projects
will combine surface, geological, and reflection seismic data
to aid in interpretation of the kinematic-dynamic problems
inherent in the geometry of the basin.

Structural and sedimentary geology, and implications
for oil and gas exploration

The stratigraphic succession on Melville Island
comprises some 2500 m of Lower Ordovician to Middle
Devonian carbonates and equivalent basinal shales, 4500 to
5000 m of Middle and Upper Devonian clastic beds
(Ellesmerian foreland basin, or 'clastic wedge'), and up to
several kilometres of Carboniferous, Permian, and Mesozoic
carbonates, evaporites, and clastic rocks.

The following points, in part speculative, are a result of
the restudy and review of Melville Island geology, and draw
attention to the potential for petroleum discov.-ries
O.C. Harrison, pers. comm., 198 5),

I. Promising source and reservoir rocks of Silurian and
younger Paleozoic ages clearly exist on Melville Island,
but both the facies relationships and the tectonic history
are more complex than previously thought, and this may
account for the general lack of past success in petroleum
exploration of these rocks.

2. Several formations, including both black shale and
carbonate units of early Paleozoic age were confirmed as
containing potential source beds judging by their generally
organic or petroliferous characteristics.

3. Structural features in the southern marginal zone of the
Parry Islands (Ellesmerian) Fold Belt were studied in 19S5,
and interpretation of these features is now in progress. It
is possible that hydrocarbon reservoirs of the pre-Middle
Devonian carbonate-to-basin transition belt, perhaps
telescoped by thrust faults (a triangle zone''), may exist in
the marginal zone.

4. Structural complexity in both the Canrobert Hills and the
Weatherall Bay areas is evident from a study of
slickenside lineations, en echelon giant carbonate veins,
parasitic folds, thrust faults, and east-striking wrench
faults. New interpretations of seismic data and well
stratigraphy, in areas that include proven petroleum
reservoir units, now seem possible.

5. Sedimentological and structural data for Carboniferous
and Permian units of northern Melville Island suggest that
a sequence of pull-apart basins developed along the
southern margin of the Sverdrup Basin, and that faulting
and transpressional folding (Melvillian Disturbance) took
place.
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Abstract

Late Early Devonian conodonts have been discovered in black shales and chert af the Road
River Formatinn in the lower Firth River area, northern Yukon Territory. These shales are overlain
with anqular unconformity by the Upper Triassic Shublik Formation. The interreninnal sub-Upper
Triassic unconformity, therefore, is now precisely defined at this point and the widespread nature of
the lower and middle Paleozoic black shale basin in the northern mainland west of the Macken/in
Delta is further refined.

Resume'

On a de"couvert des conodontes de la fin du De"vonien inffVieur dans des arqiles schisteuses
noires et des cherts de la formation de Road River, dans la region du cours inferieur de la riviere
Fir th, dans le nord du Yukon. Ces argiles schisteuses sont recouvertes en discordance anqulaire par la
formation de Shublik du Trias superieur. Par consequent, on s'attache actuellement a definir avec
precision la discordance inter-re'gionale de la base du Trias sup^rieur a cet endroit et a mieux
delimiter la vaste etenriue du bassin d'arqiles schisteuses noires du Palfjozo'ique infrtrieur et moyen se
trouvant dans le nord de la terre ferme, a 1'ouest du delta du Mackenzie.
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[n August, I9S5 the author re-examined a well exposed
section of the Upper Triassic Shublik Formation on the north
flank of Romanzof Uplift almost directly across the Firth
River from the Engigstciak archaeological site in the
Herschel Island-Demarcation Point map area (Norris, 1981) of
northern Yukon Territory. The section is located at longitude
139°33' West, and latitude 69°21' North. It may be
pinpointed on National Air Photo Library vertical air
photograph A13751-I16 at the following Cartesian co-
ordinates measured in cm from the centre of the picture,
where the Y-axis coincides with the line joining the North
and South fiducials and the positive Y-direction points to the
north side of the photograph: X = -2.65 cm, Y = +1.54 cm.

At this location, the Shublik Formation rests with
angular unconformity on acutely folded, black, fissile,
variably calcareous shale, with thin interbeds of black,
calcareous siltstone, argillaceous limestone and chert
(Fig. 1). Both the shale unit and the overlying Shublik appear
to be repeated on one or more south-verging, high-angle
reverse faults on the southeast flank of Loney Syncline. The
estimated maximum thickness of the deformed shale unit is
100 m.

The shale unit (GSC loc. C-1122*8) had been thought
previously to be part of the Neruokpuk Formation and,
therefore, to be Precambrian in age. It was recognized,
however, to have many of the lithological and weathering
attributes of the lower and middle Paleozoic Road River
Formation. The writer, with the assistance of A.R. Cameron
of the Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology and of
l.L. Tailleur of the United States Geological Survey, made a
most careful search for graptolites, only to be totally
frustrated by the absence of these or any other macrofossils.
Nevertheless, a representative sample of the rock types
present in the outcrop was collected in search of conodonts
and radiolaria. The sample contained an abundance of
conodonts. including Polygnathus serotinus Telford and P. cf.
P. inversus Klapper and Hohnson which, according to
T.T. Uveno, are "most likely from the serotinus Zone and,
therefore, late Emsian in age" (T.T. Uyeno. pers. comm.,
Oct., I9S5). According to .1. Dougherty (pers. comm., 1985)
the conodonts have a Colour Alteration Index of 5, which
suggests that the host rocks were subjected to temperatures
greater than 300°C (Epstein et al., 1977).

The shale unit is a local remnant of the Road River
Formation preserved below the interregional sub-Upper
Triassic unconformity. Like the first reported occurrence
(GSC loc. C-4IS95) of graptolite-bearing (latest Silurian)
Road River Formation 30 km to the northwest (Norris, 1976).
it is one of a widespread series of unconformity-bounded
remnants preserved in structural or paleotopographic Jows on
the northern mainland west of the Mackenzie Delta (Norris
and Yorath, I9S1). Indeed, another possible occurrence of
the Road River Formation was observed from the air on the
opposite (northwest) side of Loney Syncline, beneath the
Shublik and near GSC loc. C-l 1857 (see Norris, 19S1). It was
not examined on the ground. It was noted, however, that all
three of these localities in Romanzof Uplift are collinear,
and their northwest trend may well identify the orientation
of the structural grain of the Ellesmerian (Late Devonian and
Early Carboniferous) deformation in this segment of the
northern Cordillera. The acute deformation of the Road
River succession at the Firth River locality is presumed to be
also Ellesmerian in age.

The high Colour Alteration Index (5) is in keeping with
the anthracitic rank of the Early Carboniferous coals of the
Kayak Formation (Norris, 1972) in Romanzof Uplift. It
further substantiates the deep burial and high thermal
alteration ol this part of the supracrustal wedge up to and
including Lower Cretaceous formations. The hydrocarbon
potential of this part of the supracr'stal wedge on the Arctic
coastal plain and the adjacent continental shelf, therefore, is
low.

v>

Figure 1. Pale orange weathering limestones of the Upper
Triassic Shublik Formation (TrS) rest with anqular
unconformity on black shales and chert of the Lower
Devonian Road River Formation (CDR) on the southeast flank
of Loney Syncline immediately west of lower Firth River.
View is to the northwest from above Firth River.
GSC photo 2421-206.

The dating of the Road River Formation at this locality
refines the definition of the hiatus separating Road River and
Shublik strata there. The Road River formation is late
Emsian (late Early Devonian). The overlying Shublik
Formation is Upper Norian (Late Triassic) (E.T. Tozer, Int.
Rept., 1973). Moreover no graptolites were found in the
Road River Formation because the serotinus Zone is four
conodont zones younger than the youngest graptolites!
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Abstract

Ground investiqation of an airborne qamma-ray spectrometric anomaly characterized by high
equivalent uranium and eU/eTh ratio has revealed houlders of white, chalky, tourmaline-bearing
qranite with up to 393 ppm eU contained mainly in uraninite. Adjacent to the granite is a well
defined aeromaqnetic anomaly where radioactive arsenopyrite-pyrrhotite-pyrite bearing calc-silicate
float was found at two localities. These boulders contain significant qold concentrations (up to
several ppm and with visible gold) and are enriched in U, W, Mo, and Co.

Re"sum6

Des recherches au sol, a la suite d'un leve* aeroport^ sur I'anomalie a J'aide de spectrometres a
rayons gamma mettant en Evidence un Equivalent e'leve' d'uranium et du apport eU/eTh, ont re've'le'es
que des blocs erratiques granitiques a tourmaline, blancs, crayeux, ont une teneur de 393 ppm de eU
pre'sente en grande partie dans l'uraninite. Adjacente aux affleurements granitiques, une anomalie
bien de'finie a e"te" constat^e dans des erratiques radioactifs calco-silicates a arse"nopyrite-pyrrhotite-
pyrite trouve's a deux endroits. Ces hlocs erratiques ont une teneur significative en or (jusqu'a
plusieurs ppm d'or dont une certaine quantity est visible a 1'ocil nu) enrichis en U, W, Mo et Co.
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Introduction

During the summer of 19S2 field work took place in
southern District of Keewatin as a follow-up inve'tigation of
airborne gamma-ray spectrometer surveys (Geological Survev
of Canada, 1978a.'b; Charbonneau, 19S2; Ford, I9S2). The
study area which contained highly radioactive granitic rocks
is located to the west of Nueltin Lake (Fig. 0. The geology
shown on Figure I is taken from Eade (1971, 1973) with
modifications based on field observations during the I9S2
field work and on interpretation of the airborne gamma-ray
and aeroniagnetic survey data.

Outcrop is ^carco in the area. The terrain is generally
flat, covered with a boulder t i l l plain. Glacial direction is
from slightly east of north.

Rock tvpes in the area, from oldest to youngest, are
\) Archean? paragneiss, 2) meta-arkose which may
include calc-silicates, 3) pre-Hurwit/. quart/, monzonite to
granite including granodiorite gneiss, <0 Hurwitz Group

including conglomerate, quartzite, greywacke, dolomite ^nd
limestone, *>) Aphebian granite-quartz monzonite, which
varies from pink, massive, and medium grained to coarse
grey, chalkv, with abundant tourmaline, and (•>) Helikian
Nueltin Lake granite to quart/, mon/onite porphvrv which is
pink to grey, porphvritic, coarse grained, and comtnonlv
flourite-bearing.

Field work concentrated on three areas, indicated by
arrows in Figure I. Location I is a thoriferous veined portion
of a Mueltin Lake porphvrv bodv. where samples contained up
to '+60 ppm thorium and 0.2% rare earth elements. ^t
location 2 samples of sulphide-bearing calc-silicate contained
over 600 ppm uranium, 390 ppm molybdenum and 1.6 pnm
gold (determined bv neutron activation analvsis). Samples
from a quartz monzonite bodv at location 3 contained over
200 ppm uranium and 400 ppm molybdenum. Results of this
work were presented at the 1985 GSC Current Activities
Forum.

1OO

' SANOYREACH LAKH

6030

600 0

NUELT1N GRANITE
j PORPHYRY

Figure 1. General qcaloqv, location of sfiirlv area fho.r). nnrf location of airhorne nnmma
spectrometric fliqIM. line.
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Further field work in 1985 at location 2 located
sulphide-bearing calc-silicate boulders containing visible
gold, scheelite and greater than lOOOppm equivalent
uranium. Laboratory analysis by graphite furnace atomic
absorption spectrometry indicated gold concentration of
12.6 ppm.

Figure 2 is an aeromagnetic map (Geological Survey of
Canada, 1965a, b) of the area outlined at location 2 on
Figure 1, showing geological contacts from Figure I, and
sites for three samples described below. Figure 3 is the
gamma-ray spectrometric profile for flight line S6(2) which is
indicated on Figures 1 and 2. The gamma-ray spectrometric
profile shows a prominent anomaly in equivalent uranium and
eU/eTh ratio which correlates with the granitic plug (unit 5)
to the west of Sandybeach Lake. The adjacent metasediment
unit (unit 2) has lower radioelement content but shows a well
defined aeromagnetic anomaly. On the west, the body of
Nueltin Lake granite porphyry (unit 6) is sharply defined by
an increase in thorium.

Sample description
Samples of radioactive tourmaline-bearing granite

(CZ-162-82) and auriferous sulphide-bearing calc-silicate
(CZ-I72-S2 and CZ-4B-85) were collected from blocks of
float with dimensions of about one metre.

CZ-162-82 is approximately 10% biotite, 3% white
mica, 20% quartz, 35% microcline and 25% plagioclase.
Accessory minerals, totalling 7%, include fluorite, arnphibole,
tourmaline, apatite, monazite, zircon, xenotime,
molybdenite, pyrite and uraninite. Major element
content/composition is 76.2% SiO2, 4.83% K 2O, 2.40% Ma2O,
0.93% CaO, and 0.08% TiO2. The sample contains 393 ppm
eU, 150 ppm eTh, trace Mo, and 800 ppm F. Other samples
of this rock contain up to 3200 pptn F, Figure k is an
autoradio^raph of the radioactive granite and shows the
distribution of radioactive minerals including uraninite,
monazite, zircon etc.

Km

Figure 2. Aeromaqnetic map of sturiv area Ihox from Figure 1) showinq location of airhorne qamma
spectrometric fliqht line. Geoloqical contacts from Figure / are siwerimooseri.
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C3-1 72-82 contains W°6 plagioclase, WV> clinooyroxene
and 5% pyrrliotite. Principal accessories and ore minerals
amounting to 5% of the sample are amphibole, snhene,
apatite, pyrite. molvbdenite and uraninite with traces of
cobaltite and chalcopyrite. The 1.6 ppm Au in this rock is
mainly associated with pyrite and to some extent uraninite.
Small inclusions of Au-Ri-Pb teilurides were noted in the
pyrite. Pyrite concentrates were made which average
50 ppm gold. Microprobe analys.es of some gold grains
average 12.*% silver. Figure 5D shows the gold-pyrite
relationship. Figure b is an autoradiograph from a cut face
of sample CZ-I72-S2 and shows the distribution of uraninite
sources both as discrete grains and veins.

CZ-<iR-S5 contains visible gold. The major minerals are
60% plagioclase with sericite alteration, 30% pyroxene and
amphibole, and 5% biotite. The ore minerals, 5% in total,
were identified as pyrrhotite. arsenopyrite, scheelite, with
minor uraninite, molybdenite, native gold, tellurobismuthite,
nickel telluride dnelonite), lead telluride (altaite),
chalcopyrite, cobaltite, ilrnenite, and gold telluride
fcalaverite). Gold which averages 12.6 ppm in this sample
occurs in uraninite (Fig. 5C), enclosed in pyrrhotite near

10

0.8

Q4

arsenopyrite (Fig. 5R), and in gangue (Fig. 5A1. No pyrite was
identified in this sample and consequently this material is
somewhat different from CZ-172-S2.

Summary

This occurrence of gold at Sandybeach Lake is similar
to the Gillander gold occurrence reoorted in the Northern
Miner (Sept. 26, 1977) near Kasrnere Lake in northern
Manitoba. Both occurrences are in radioactive calc-silicates
in proximity to radioactive granite. The dillander
occurrence was also outlined bv follow-up investigation of
federal-provincial airborne gamrna-rav spectrometric
surveys.

Although the Sandybeach occurrence is in float, the
majority of the glacial drift in the area appears to be not far
removed from its bedrock source. The granite plug and the
entire northeast-trending belt of granite that runs through
the study area towards Mueltin Lake are uraniferous and rich
in tourmaline. The association of gold with tourmaline
(Boyle, 1979) suggests that the contacts of these granite
bodies with the metasedimentary belt (Fig. 2) may be
favourable loci for gold occurrence.
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CZ-J7J-S-'

Cm

Figure 4. Autoradioqraph of cut faces of radioactive tourmaline-hanrinq qranite C7-1R9-R? and
radioactive calc-silicate CZ- 172-X2.
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A NORTHWARD FLOWING GLACIER DJ CUMBERLAND, COLCHESTER AND PICTOO
COUNTIES; GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE AND EFFECTS ON TILL GEOCHEMISTRy*

R. R. Stea and P. W. Finck

ABSTRACT

Erosional and depositional glacial landforms indicate a major
northward ice flow crossing the Cobequid Highlands in northern mainland
Nova Scotia. Striations trending 001°-020° are found on the fine grained
volcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Cobequid Highlands. Sequences of
ice contact stratified drift and outwash indicate northward paleoflow of
meltwater streams. Distinctive plutonic and volcanic erratic boulders are
dispersed northwards up to 6.2 miles (10 km) from the Cobequids Highlands
onto the Carboniferous sedimentary Lowlands. Moraines parallel to the
Highlands, and the northward termination of glaciofluvial sequences suggest
a stillstand of the northward flowing glacier.

Element levels in the clay fraction of the reddish Lowland till
sheet appear to have two controlling influences, provenance and weathering
processes. Pb and Zn levels are strongly correlated, with anomalously high
values of both elements commonly found in the same samples. Small Pb
occurrences associated with grey coaly sandstones and conglomerates, may be
the source of these high Pb and Zn values. A secondary influence to Zn
levels is the amount of Fe in the till. This is especially significant in
sandier tills, where Fe hydroxides form a large proportion of the clay
fraction. Ca and Mg levels in the clay fraction of the surface till sheet
may be controlled by the interaction of weathering processes and
provenance. This study emphasizes the need to recognize till sheets in a
mineral exploration program.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents further evidence for a late northward to
northeastward ice flow which crossed the Cobequid Highlands and dispersed
crystalline and metamorphic erratics over the northern Carboniferous
Lowlands. The expression of the northward movement in terms of glacial
erosional and depositional features and till geochemistry is also
discussed.

The study area includes part of two physiographic regions, the
Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands and the Cobequid Highlands (Fig. 1). The
Cobequid Highlands are composed of plutonic, volcanic and metasedimentary
rocks of Hadrynian to Early Carboniferous age (Donohoe and Wallace, 1978).
The Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands are underlain by Early Carboniferous to
Triassic age sedimentary rock.

*Canada-Nova Scotia Co-operative Mineral Program 1981-84
":anada-Nova Scotia Mineral Development Agreement
Mainly funded by Energy, Mines and Resources Canada

Originally published in Nova Scotia Department of VLaes
and Energy, Report 85-1, p. 69-84.

Camera-ready copy was provided by Nova Scotia Department

of Mines and Energy.
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Figure 1, Sur£icial geology of the northern part of Cumberland and Colchester Counties.
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OUTWASH : horizontally bedded,gravelly sand, forming o flat plain

• ICE CONTACT STRATIFIED DRIFT ; bedded sand,gravelly sand and boulders,
local faulting of strata, forming kame and
kettle terrain

SYMBOLS
ABLATION T ILL - reddish brown, loose, stony , sondy par t ings and

lenses, angular c l as t s ; fo rming hummocky moraine Striations (direction known, unknown, slrialions from

Chalmers (1895))
TILL reddish brown, compact, stony,sandy,silt matrix , jo inted, composed

mainly of Carboni ferous sandstone c los ts , fo rming the ground
moro ine in the Cumber l and -P i c t ou Lowlands

Esker (direction of flow known, unknown)

Moraine

A A A
A A . TILL greyish brown, loose , sandy mat r ix , composed pr imar i ly of

Cobequid Highlands plutonic ond metamorphic c las ts ;

fo rming lhe surface t i l l on the Cobequid Highlands

Note . No s t ra t ig raph ic order imp l ied

Mel twote r channel

ROCK areas of barren rock, or thin ("̂  Im) discontinous till cover.



Northward transport of Cobequid Highlands erratics by ice action
is not a new concept. Chalmers (1895) mapped northward to northeastward
trending striations in the Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands. Poole (1890) and
Prest (_in_ Prest et al., 1972) noted the northward transported Cobequid
erratics and Grant (1977) advocated a northward ice movement to explain
Cobequid erratics near Pictou. Downey (1979), while mapping for Gulf
Minerals southeast of Wentworth in the Cobequid Highlands, also described
a northward ice flow.

Stea and Finck (1984) mapped and studied the glacial features and
till stratigraphy in the study area. Preliminary results revealed a
northward transport of Cobequid erratics (found in boulder piles in
farmers' fields) onto the Lowlands. Two systematically divergent sets of
striations were mapped on the Cobequid Highlands. A regionally consistent
striation set trending 170-195" was mapped. The sense of ice movement was
determined by northward-facing stoss surfaces and pressure shadows (mini
crag and tail features). Striations trending 350° to 035° were also mapped
and interpreted using the same criteria. The northward to northeastward
trending striations were observed in the Lowland areas on southward facing
stoss surfaces.

EROSIONAL INDICATORS OF ICE MOVEMENT

During the 1984 field season the authors revisited the Cobequid
Highlands in the study area. Two reference areas for erosional indicators
of the northward ice movement were found. At Economy Lake, south of the
map area, well developed mini crag and tail forms or pressure shadows on a
northward sloping outcrop indicate an 188° ice flow. A southward-sloping
rock surface approximately 550 yards (500 m) south of that outcrop teveals
mini crag and tail forms from carbonate-cored siliceous nodules that
indicate a 001° ice movement. This site was originally discovered, and the
northward flow noted, by S. Bradley of Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd. (D. R.
Grant, personal communication, 1980). A similar outcrop south of Wentworth
on the Cobequid Highlands reveals 165° grooves cut by younger striations
trending 020°. In other areas the two striated surfaces meet along a
distinct line or bevel.

DEPOSITIONAL ISDICATORS OF ICE MOVEMENT

A morphosequence refers to a continuum of landforms composed of
stratified drift deposited at and beyond the margin of a glacier while
deposition was controlled by a specific base level (Koteff and Pessl,
1981). On the southern side of the Cobequid Highlands (west of the study
area) morphosequences are characterized by ice contact stratified drift,
moraines, and ice contact deltas which grade southward into outwash plains
and marine Gilbert type deltas (Stea, 1983; Stea et al., in press).

North of the Cobequid Highlands, between River Phillip and
Wentworth, the direction of ice retreat, as indicated by morphosequences,
is reversed (Fig. 1). The esker south of Athol reveals northward dipping
crossbeds and imbricated clasts which indicate northward flowing
meltwater. This esker complex grades northward into an outwash plain (Fig.
1). Similar sequences are found at the mouths of major valleys in the
Cobequid Highlands east of Springhill. The meltwater that produced these
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deposits was derived from ice which retreated southward to the Cobequid
Highlands.

A till sheet characterized by a sandy matrix and local
Cobequid Highlands lithologies was found on top of a more compact reddish
brown till on the northern edge of the Cobequid Highlands (Fig. 1). The
sandy till was probably deposited by northward flowing ice because it
contains virtually no Carboniferous erratics. It does not extend onto the
Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands, but erratics of Cobequid Highlands provenance
are found on the surface and in the upper metre of a compact reddish brown
till which forms the surface till over much of the Lowlands. The dispersal
of these erratics will be discussed in the following section.

INFERRED STAND OF NORTHWARD FLOWING ICE

Figure 1 shows an inferred stillstand of northward flowing ice
based on the distribution of transverse moraine, hummocky moraine,
meltwater channels and ice contact gravels. The area north of the limit is
characterized by fluted and drumlinized till. South of the limit the
terrain varies from flat and featureless to rolling closer to the
Cobequid Highlands. The surface till sheet north and south of the inferred
stand is visually indistinguishable except for the presence of crystalline
erratics on the till surface south of the stand. Large areas south of the
limit are covered by ice contact gravels grading distally into outwash
plains. Near Athol the stand is defined by a series of east-northeastward
trending moraines and a large body of ice contact stratified drift (Fig.
1). Near Springhill the stand is defined by ice marginal gravel deposits
and a large arcuate area of hummocky moraine composed of a reddish sandy
till. In the eastern part of the study area the stand is defined by a
large body of ablation till and a series of small moraines (Fig. 1).

Striations mapped by the authors (Stea and Finck, 1984), which
indicate a northward ice movement, are found exclusively south of the
limit. Five isolated striation sites mapped by Chalmers (1895) indicate a
northward movement in areas north of the stand of northward flowing ice.

DISPERSAL OF INDICATOR LITHOLOGIES

Pebbles from samples in the study area were counted and
classified as plutonic, volcanic, metamorphic, red sedimentary, grey
sedimentary, and other. The red and grey sedimentary clasts are derived
from the Lowlands. The assemblages of the plutonic, volcanic, and
metamorphic (crystalline) erratics suggest that they are of Cobequid
Highlands provenance.

Figure 2 shows the percentage of crystalline erratics at each
sample site and contours of the crystalline percentages. The contours show
a decrease in the percentage of crystalline erratics with increasing
distance northward from the Cobequid Highlands. The percentage of
crystalline erratics decreases from 99 per cent to approximately 30 per
cent within 2.5 miles (4 km) of the Highlands. The decrease in erratic
percentages becomes more gradual with increasing distance from the Cobequid
Highlands. Figure 3 shows the percentage of crystalline erratics versus
distance northward from the contact of the Cobequid Highlands. The
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Figure 2. Contours of pebble lithology percentages, t i l l sample locat ions, and the
inferred stand of northward flowing ice based on morainal features and
glaciof luvial morphosequences.
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Figure 3. Plot of volcanic, metamorphic and intrusive
pebble percentages with distance northward from
the Cobequid Highlands massif.

decrease in erratics with increasing distance roughly conforms to the shape
of a negative exponential curve which is a characteristic of glacial
dispersal (Shilts, 1976). The Cobequid Highlands trend approximately
east-west, perpendicular to ice flow inferred by glacial erosional
features. Cobequid erratic dispersal is therefore parallel to the general
trend of the northward ice flow and perpendicular to the source of
indicator clasts.

In general the 0 per cent erratic pebble contour follows the
inferred stand based on moraines (Fig. 2). This reinforces the concept that
the moraines are an ice marginal feature. The northward deviation of the 0
per cent contour in the eastern area suggests that the ice may have at one
point flowed beyond the inferred stand and retreated.

The distance ice flowed north across the Lowlands, as defined
by the dispersal of crystalline erratics, generally increases from west to
east. This may reflect a more vigorous northward ice flow in the eastern

part of the study area (Stea and Finck, 1984). An erratic anomaly
northeast of Athol (Fig. 1) and isolated striations suggest that a lobe of
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ice may have advanced as far as Amhecst. This glacier may have retreated
to the postulated stand marked by ice contact statified drift near Athol.

EFFECTS OF NORTHWARD ICE FLOW ON TILL GEOCHEMISTRY IN THE
CDMBERLAND-PICTOO LOWLANDS

The surface till in the Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands north of the
Cobequid Highlands is primarily a reddish brown silty till derived from
Carboniferous sedimentary rocks. It is believed to have been formed
initially during a major southward to southwestward ice flow across the
Carboniferous Lowland terrain (Stea and Finck, 1984) . On visual
examination, the colour and texture of the till sheet are similar north and
south of the inferred glacier stand, although locally there are sandy tills
which may represent ablation till related to the northward ice flow.

Ninety-seven surface till samples were collected from the
Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands north of the Cobequid Highlands (Fig. 1). These
samples were collected largely from the reddish silty till which represents
the surface till sheet. Sandier and stonier till facies were also sampled,
but only 7 samples were from the sandy ablation tills associated with
hummocky moraine (Fig. 1). The samples were collected at an average depth
of 4.9 feet (1.5 m) below the solum. The clay fractions (<2ym) of these
samples were analyzed for 14 elements including Cd, Ag, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, Co,
Fs, Mn, Ca, My, Mo, U, As; heavy mineral separates of the medium to fine
sand fraction were analyzed for Sn and W. The clasts in each till sample
were examined and percentages of erratics determined. The analytical
procedures are discussed in Stea and Fowler (1979) and Stea (1982).

The nonparametric Spearman Rank Correlation method was used to:

1. assess the effects of provenance related parameters
including the northward distance from the Cobequid massif,
and the percentage of erratics on levels of the analyzed
elements;

2. determine the effects of provenance, weathering, and
sampling depth on the analyzed elements by elemental
associations.

Provenance-related Variations

Table 1 shows the significant (99.0% confidence level)
correlations between distance from the Cobequid Highlands, erratic
percentages and geochemical elements. A strong negative correlation
(-0.73) is seen between the percentage of erratics in the surface till and
distance from the Cobequid Highlands. The elements Cu, Ni, Pb, Mg and Ca
are significantly correlated with the parameters relating to northward ice
flow. Cu and Pb levels are negatively correlated with distance and
Pb levels are positively correlated with the percentage of Cobequid
Highlands erratics.

Pb and Zn levels are concomitant with a positive correlation
coefficient of 0.62 (Fig. 4). Cu and As levels also vary accordantly with
Pb and Zn levels. The Pb and Zn association is likely to be provenance



Table 1. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients (rho) between geochemical
elements and sample parameters relating to northward ice flow.

Northward flow
Parameter

Element

Cd
Ag
Cu
Pb
Zn
Ni
Co
Fe
Mn
Ca
Mg
MO
U
As
Sn
w

Distance (km)

%CHe

Sampling distance from
Highlands

Correlation
Coefficient (rho)

-0.28
0.03

-0.39
-0.4B
-0.22
0.27
0.04
0.09
0.02
0.46
0.54

-0.19
-0.211
0.30
0.08
0.07

-

-0.73

(km)

Significance

NS*
NS
S**
s
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
S
s

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

-

S

Percentage Cobequid
erratics (%CHe)

Correlation
Coefficient (rho)

0.22
-0.07
0.27
0.43
0. 15

-0.36
-0.18
0.25

-0.19
-0.40
-0.40
0. 14
0.15
0.19

-0. 14
-0. 10

-0.73

-

Significance

NS
NS
US
s
NS
s
NS
NS
NS
S
s

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

S

-

* NS = not significant
**S = significant

related because the mobilty of the two elements differs widely under
oxidizing conditions (Rose et al., 1979, p. 25). Cu occurrences are
widespread in the Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands (Chatterjee, 1983). Whole rock
analyses of some of these occurrences show that Pb and Zn values are
also elevated (above 500 ppm) (Ryan, in press). ?b occurrences in grey
coaly sandstones and conglomerates have been discovered by recent mapping
and exploration work in the region. The mineral commonly found is galena,
but sphalerite and chalcocite are secondary components (Ryan, in press).

Figures 5 and 6 are scatter plots of the values of Cu and Pb
and the distance northward from the Cobequid Highlands. Both plots show
higher values (above 40 ppm) of Cu and Pb within the mapped stand of
northward-flowing ice than beyond it. Peaks in Cu and Pb values are found
in tills adjacent to the Cobequid Highlands and in tills north of the
Cobequids up to the stand. Pb values vary accordantly with the percentages
of erratics derived from the Cobequid Highlands and distance (Table 1).
The Cobequid Highlands may be a source of Pb, but the pattern of decrease
in Pb should be similar to the pattern of erratic dispersal (Fig. 3 ) . A
more plausible explanation is that mineralized Carboniferous bedrock
sources within the limit were eroded and dispersed northward along with the
Cobequid-derived erratics. Some of the elevated values of Pb in Figure 6
may be due to mineralization in the Boss Point Formation which has, in
other areas, been known to carry Pb and Zn (R. J. Ryan, personal
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Legend
Correlation coefficient (rho)

(strength of correlation) 0.5
Tie line representing correlation

between elements greater
than 0.5
greater than 0.4
greater thon 0.3

Note: Elements that are associated with a
correlolion greater than 0 5 are
placed inthe inner circle

Figure 4. Plot of the significant (99.0% confidence level) elemental
associations in the surface till.

communication, 1984). Till samples overlying the Boss Point Formation are
circled. Many of these samples have Pb values over 90 ppm and Zn values
over 200 ppm in the clay fraction. The highest Pb value in this suite of
samples was 332 ppm accompanied by a 358 ppm Zn value. This sample was
located southeast of River Phillip in bedrock of the Cumberland Group
(Fig. 2 ) . Some of the Pb anomalies further down-ice from the Boss Point
outcrop may represent northward dispersal from this unit. R. J. Ryan
(personal communication, 1984) noted distinct Pb-rich mineralized bedrock
areas 9.3 miles (15 km) away from the Cobequid Highlands in the
Tatamagouche Basin area. Figure 6 also shows Pb anomalies 8.7-9.9 miles
(14-16 km) away from the Highlands. Fletcher (1905) postulated a Cu-rich
zone running parallel to the Cobequid Highlands which falls within the
limit of northward ice flow.

The reason for the negative correlation between Ca and Mg and
erratic percentages is uncertain. The northward flow introduced some
Cobequid Highland crystalline material into the Lowland till. This
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Figure 5. Plot of Cu levels in the surface till and
distance northward from the Cobequid Highlands.

material may have diluted some of the calcium in the till matrix. The
calcium and magnesium in the till fine fraction are largely derived from
calcareous redbed sources in the Carboniferous Pictou and Cumberland
Groups. Weathering of calcium and magnesium in the erratic-rich till
samples may also explain this phenomenon. The erratic-rich samples may be
slightly sandier than the erratic poor samples although they cannot be
differentiated in the field. Figure 7 illustrates the inverse relationship
of Ca to erratic pebble percentages. Depth of sample does not correlate
significantly with either Ca or Mg levels.

Weathering Effects

Most of the samples were taken from a reddish silty till as
stated earlier. This till has a substantial amount of clay-sized
particles, up to 15 per cent of the total matrix. The fine fraction
(<2um) is composed largely of clay derived from red Carboniferous mud-
stones. Sandier till facies in the Lowlands, especially the ablation tills
(Fig. 1), also have red clay in the matrix, but a larger proportion of
these clay-sized particles may be present as Fe-Mn hydroxides, a result of
in situ weathering or resedimented weathering products. Fe is moderately
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Figure 6. Plot of Pb levels in the surface till and
distance northward from the Cobequid Highlands.

correlated with Zn (rho=0.40, Fig. 4) in the data set. A visual
examination of the data shows that ablation till samples have generally
higher Fe levels (>5% Fe-sandy samples, 3.3%-4.0%-silty samples) and Zn
levels (M50 ppm-sandy samples, 80-130 ppm-silty samples). The ablation
tills exhibited the highest Fe and Zn levels. The elevated Zn levels in
the ablation tills may be due to adsorption or coprecipitation of Zn with
Fe hydroxides. In this data set it is not difficult to separate weathering
effects from those provenance-related element associations because the
samples have been classified and the sandy tills mapped. Elemental
associations can also help differentiate between these effects. The
strongest correlation was between Pb and Zn levels (Fig. 4). An
association of these two elements is unlikely if weathering processes were
controlling element levels and creating false anomalies because these
elements behave quite differently under oxidizing surficial conditions. In
addition, Fe levels were not significantly associated with Pb levels.
Samples that have anomalous Pb and Zn levels show normal Fe levels.
Mapping conducted by the authors in an adjacent area (Stea et al., in
press) has revealed texturally and lithologically distinct till sheets.
These tills also show substantial differences in average element levels. A
sandy till called the Shulie Lake Till has high average Fe and Zn values
when compared to clay-rich tills.
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Figure 7. Plot of Ca levels and erratic pebble percentages
in till samples north of the Cobequid Highlands.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TILL PROSPECTING

Geological and geochemical evidence strongly suggest that ice
flowed northward from the Cobequid Highlands onto the Cumberland-Pictou
Lowlands. Morphosequences of hummocky moraine, ice contact stratified
drift and outwash indicate a southward-retreating ice front. A local till
sheet of Cobequid Highlands derivation overlies a reddish brown till sheet
derived from rocks in the Carboniferous Lowlands. Striations on
southward-facing stossed bedrock surfaces in the Lowlands indicate
northward ice flow. A stillstand of this glacier is defined by moraines,
ice contact stratified drift, and by the dispersion of Cobequid Highlands
erratics on the Lowland till.

Element levels in the clay fraction of the reddish surface till
sheet appear to have two controlling influences, provenance and weathering
processes. Pb and Zn levels are strongly correlated, with anomalously high
values of both elements commonly found in the same samples. Small Pb
occurrences associated with grey coaly sandstones and conglomerates, may be
the source of these high Pb and Zn values. Cu levels are also accordant
with Pb and Zn levels in the till samples. Copper occurrences in the
Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands have been found to have elevated Pb and Zn
levels (Ryan, in press) . All three elements are part of the same
mineralizing process, which affected large areas of the Carboniferous basin
and may have been responsible for the linear Cu zones described by Fletcher
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(1905). A secondary influence to Zn levels is the amount o£ Fe in the
till. This is especially significant in sandier tills, where Fe
hydroxides form a large proportion of the clay fraction. Ca and Mg levels
in the clay fraction of the surface till sheet may be controlled by the
interaction of weathering processes and provenance. Both elements are
negatively correlated with erratic percentages. The introduction of
Cobequid Highlands erratic material into the Lowland till sheet by
northward ice flow may have diluted the Ca and Mg levels directly, or
indirectly reduced them by enhanced rates of weathering.

Care must be taken by exploration firms prospecting in areas
within the northward ice flow terminus. The direction of transport of many
surface boulders in this region is radically different from that north of
the limit even though the surface till looks much the same. In the same
way, geochemical anomalies in surface tills or soils may be displaced
northward in this region. Figure 8 is a diagrammatic representation of the

NorTh]

CUMBERLAND- PICTOU LOWLANDSCOBEQUID HIGHLANDS MASSIF
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CUMBERLAND - FICTOU LOWLANDS

Figure 8. Diagrammatic representation of the sequence of ice flows and
their deposits in the study area.
(1) Southward ice flow forming a red-brown s i l ty t i l l ( A ) .
(2) North-northeastward ice flow forming a sandy local t i l l (B) on

the Cobequid Highlands and depositing Cobequid Highland
erra t ics © on the previously formed t i l l .
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effects of the last two ice flows in the region. The first, southward
flow, formed a reddish-brown till and dispersed Carboniferous
bedrock-derived erratics on the Cobequid Highlands. The second, northward
flow, formed a local till sheet on some areas of the Highlands, and
transported boulders northward onto the Cumberland-Pictou Lowlands. These
boulders may have been transported in an englacial position and deposited
on the surface of the previously formed till, essentially a matrix-less
melt-out till as envisioned by Shilts (1973).

The majority of the samples obtained in this study were from
one till sheet. The few samples obtained from a mapped ablation till
(Fig. 1) showed significant differences in Fe and Zn contents. Element
levels can vary significantly between till genetic facies (Shilts, 1975)
and tills of differing provenance related to distinct ice flows (Stea,
et al. , in press) . This study has emphasized the need to recognize till
sheets in a mineral exploration program through surface mapping of
Quaternary deposits.
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NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
Submissions to the Discussion section of Current Research are welcome from

both the staff of the Geological Survey and from the public. Discussions are limited
to 6 double-spaced typewritten pages (about 1500 words) and are subject to review
by the Chief Scientific Editor. Discussions are restricted to the scientific content
of Geological Survey reports. General discussions concerning branch or government
policy will not be accepted. Illustrations will be accepted only if, in the opinion of
the editor, they are considered essential. In any case no redrafting will be
undertaken and reproducible copy must accompany the original submissions.
Discussion is limited to recent reports (not more than 2 years old) and may be in
either English or French. Every effort is made to include both Discussion and Reply
in the same issue. Current Research is published in January and July. Submissions
should be sent to the Chief Scientific Editor, Geological Survey of Canada,
601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Canada, K1A 0E8.

AVIS AUX Al JTEURS D'ARTICLES
Nous encourageons tant le personnel de la Commission gSologique que le grand

public a nous faire parvenir des articles destines a la section discussion de la
publication Recherches en cours. Le texte doit con.prendre au plus six pages
dactylographies a double interligne (environ 1500 mots), texte qui peut faire l'objet
d'un re'examen par le r(5dacteur en chef scientifique. Les discussions doivent se
limiter au contenu scientifique des rapports de la Commission ge'ologique. Les
discussions ge^rales sur la Direction ou les politiques gouvernementales ne seront
pas accepters. Les illustrations ne seront accepters que dans la mesure oC>. selon
l'opinion du rgdacteur, elles seront conside're'es comme essentielles. Aucune
retouche ne sera faite aux textes et dans tous les cas, une copie qui puisse £tre
reproduite doit accompagner les textes originaux. Les discussions en frangais ou en
anglais doivent se limiter aux rapports re"cents (au plus de 2 ans). On s'efforcera de
faire coincider les articles destines aux rubriques discussions et reponses dans le
m8me nume>o. La publication Recherches en cours paratt en Janvier et en juillet.
Les articles doivent Stre renvoy^s au re'dacteur en chef scientifique: Commission
gSologique du Canada, 601, rue Booth, Ottawa, Canada, K1A OEB.
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